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Part one.

SURGERY.

Editorial bureau: S. S. Girgolav (responsible editor), N. ..

Anichkov, N. N. Yelanskiy, V. S. Levit, N. N. Priorcv, 1. G. Rufanov,

V. N. Shamov, T. Ya. Arlyev (secretary).
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Page 7.

Second Section.

COURSE AND EXITS OF THE EULLET WOUNDS OF SKULL DEPENDING ON THE

VARIED CONDITIONS OF TEE COMEAT CPERATIONS CF THE TROOPS

Editor of section.

Ae+ualA member of the Academy of medical Sciences cf the USSR lieutenant

general of medical service V. N. Shamov.

Assistant editor.

Docent is the Lieutenant Coicnei of medical service H A. Sarctckin.

Consultant on statistics.

Docent M. M. Aazur.
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Page 8.

STATE PUBLISHING HOUSE GE MiDICAL LITERATURE.

Deputy director - . I. Shcherbakcv; the editcr of vclume -candidate

of medical sciences A. S. Pavlov; managing prcducticn department - F.

A. Golovich; managing artistic department - Ye. M. Smekhov; the

consultant of pathoanatocmical figures - the Lieutenant Colonel of

medical service Ye. A. Uspenas ~iy, who manages technical editorial

staff - A. N. Deakina; the mana-er of P-rcof-reader - L,.11. Gclitsyn;

the interlacing of the artist of N. A. Sedei'nikcv; publishing-

head's substitute/deputy cf tne product1Eion derartment V. A.

Kalinichev.

Framing and impositicn here fulfilled in the first specimez printing

house im.. A. A. Zhdanov unader the general/cczzcn/total observation of

the director of the printing house A. S. Skryatin, chief engineer N.

V. Mishustin, commander of the production department 7. A. Bclkov.

The press of text and stitcning-tindirg ucrks were fulfilled in

Poligraflkcmbinat im. V. M. Mclotcv under the general/comuon/tctal

observation of director cf Pcligraikombinat Yu. A. Aleksandrcv, chief

engineer V. K. Petrushkc, ccladaZder of the prcducticn department S.

A. Golovanov. Colored illustrationE (colored autotype) were fulfilled
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by Moscow printed factcry GoznaK under the observation of chief

engineer P. A. Lyuledzhan, ccmmander of the production department A.

I. Goluzin, the commander cf the printed shop K. D. Cheblakcv. Paper

for the text of factory "Lig are", coated paper of factory

"October".

Pages 9-12.

No ty ping.

Page 13.

In preceding/previous, the fourth, volume cf the present "Work"

were brought to light questicns of classification, pathological

anatomy, clinic, complications and dependences cf the series/row of

the pathological processes in iternal organs/ccntrols on the damages

of the cerebral cortex, and also treatment and direct issues cf the

bullet wounds of skull ard trair. in this case all statistical

evidence, just as direct results cf treatment, were given on the

basis of the data of the deepened development of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady, includirg all stages of evacuation.

However, for deeper characteristics of those varied conditions

under which it was necessary to rerder medical aid by wounded during
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the Great Patriotic War, aain editcrial staff recommended the

studying of different ccurat prccezs/operaticns, which were being

characterized by the particular conditions cf climate, locality,

combat and medical-tactical circumstances, in different pericds cf

last of the war.

Therefore in the fifta volume, dedicated to course and issues cf

the bullet wounds of skull depending on the varied cenditions of the

combat operaticns of the troops/torces, is given more detailed

characteristics of rendering to tae medical aid by that wounded intc

skull during seven large-scale ccmkat prccess/cperaticns cf the Great

Patriotic War, are given the conditions cf rendering aid by that

wounded to skull in different stages of evacuation and is given

comparative characteristics cf issues with the wcunds of skull under

varied conditions. Furthermore, frcm the moment of the termination of

war passed sufficiently prolonged period, which made it possible tc

study and to illuminate in present volume the distant results of

treatment and the ability to work cf those wcunded the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/aalady Qt whom were statistically developed

for the preceding/previous volume. This was especially necessarily

for determining the plastic role A the cerebral cortex in the

restoration/reduction o& the disrupted functions of the victim of

organism, since the widespread opinion about the hopelessness of

rrcgnosis with such heavy wounds as the wounds of the skull and of
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brain, based on the experiment/experience of East wars, was refuted

the results of the treatient ot these wounded during the Great

Patriotic War.

Page 14.

On the same reasor in ".onclusion" are presented basic guestions

of military field neurcsurgerz' cm the fcundaticn of the

experiment/experience cf tue Great Patrictic War, which include the

special features/peculiarities of the patholcgy of the cerebral

cortex, subcortical ganglia/nodes and -rvmle/ sek-;on of brain

after bullet wounds of skull, and also effect of wounds, primary

surgical processing anad subsequert treatment cn the nearest and

distant issues. Moreov- , is illuminated the effect, which exerts

to issues the character/nature of combat prccess/operations,

condition of climate and locality, also, in particular the

organization of the system of the specialized aid by that wounded the

skull. In the latter/last unit cf itonclusicn" are outlined further

prospects for therapeutic aid witn the wounds of skull.
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Page 15.

Chapter V.

MEDICAL AID TO WOUNDED IN SKULL UNDER VABIEt CONDITIONS OF THE COMEAT

OPERATIONS OF TROOPS

The main editorial zzaff of *4,rk" provided not only the

deepened development of primary documents against wounded (histories

of disease/sickness/illness/malady), but also study of reports about

the combat process/operations of the Great Eatriotic War 1941-1945 in

order to thoroughly describe rendering tc the medical aid by wounded

under varied conditicns cf the ccancat operaticns of the troops/forces

and in different year wars.

For a present section howled studied the materials on the

treatment of those wcunded the skull and the head brain during 7

large-scale combat process/operaticns of the Great Patriotic War:

1. Destruction of the Germans in the envircns of Moscow -

offensive operation from 5 December, 1941, thnough 28 January, 1942.

2. Battle in the environs of Stalingrad - period of defense and

____ ____ _ ____ _ I
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offensive from 23 July, 1942, through 3 February, 1943.

3. Blockade break-through of Leningrad - offensive operation

from 12 January, 1943, through 18 February, 1943.

4. Orel- Kursk battle - period of defense with march/passage

into counteroffensive and beginning of pursuit cf routed hostile

troops from 5 July, 1943, through 20 July, 1943.

5. Liberation of Eelorussia - offensive and pursuit of routed

enemy from 23 June, 1944, through 18 July, 1944.

6. Visla - Oder - offensive from bridgehead/beachhead on western

shcre of Visla, pursuit cf hostile troops and exercise of bridge-head

strengthening on western snore of Oder from 14 January, 1945, through

10 February, 1945.

7. Berlin process/oeration - offensive and combat in Berlin

area from 16 April, 1945, through 5 May, 1945.

It should be noted that tne analysis of materials is prcduced

total on all armies, which participated in ccbat process/operation,

but based on example of cne of the armies, which was being iccated on

the direction of main attack. This is caused by the fact that the

_________________________________________
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army area J5 most characteristic for military field neurosurgery and,

furthermore, the study cf materials on rendering to therapeutic aid

by that woriaded the skull in all armies, which participated in combat

process/opqration, smocths the specific special

features/peculiarities cf the ccmbat process/cFeration which so are

distinctly eXpressed in army, which was being Iccated on the

direction of main attack.

It iS logical that in this army the ccnditions of rendering tc

the medical aid by that wounded the skull were most difficult from

the point cf view both combat and medical-tactical circumstances and

quantity of the wounded, wao entered therapeutic installations.

Page 16.

However, if oje considers that any army could te set for the

accomplishmept of combat objective in the directicn of main attack,

one should recognize that great marking acquires the study of work

experience pacisely in that army where stored/added up the severe

conditions.

For thl composition of this volume were studied and developed

the reports end the explanatory recordings cf the commanders, leading

surgeons and doctor-specialists of all therapeutic installaticns and
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medical departments of army, which was being ]ccated cn the direction

of the main attack of one or the other combat process/operation, and

are also developed the reports of therapeutic installations and

medical controls of the front line area, in crder tc come to

light/detect/expose the direction of evacuaticn according to

designation/purpose and ±urtler treatment of those wounded the skull.

As a result of developing these materials were the findings,

characterizing the special features/peculiarities of the

operational-tactical circumstances of the mertioned combat

process/operations, was established/installed general/common/total

characteristics of scme Suestions cf the orgarizaticn of the medical

aid by thaL wounded into skull in army area, and also specialized

neuro-surgical aid in army and front line therapeutic installations.

The obtained statistical data make it Ecssible to produce their

comparative evaluaticn depending on the varied conditions of the

combat operations of the troops/forces, and tc also explain the basic

laws, which affect the ccurse and the issues cf the bullet wounds of

skull, upon consideraticn of the special features/peculiarities of

medical-tactical circurstances and organizaticon of the specialized

aid.

Furthermore, the ccparison of the results of treatment into
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different combat process/operaticns made possible tc

consecutively/serially trace changes and achieved successes cf the

medical aid by that wounded into sxull withir the time of the Great

Patriotic War, beginninS with its first half-year and to final

combat, which were finished by the taking of Eerlin.

Rendering to the medical aid Dy tuat wounded the skull during combat

process/operation the "#cut of the Germans in the environs of

Moscow".

The Moscow process/cperaticn, which was ccmFleted by

Fascist-German troops/fczces' rcut on routes cf approach to the

capital of our native land, occupies one of the leading places among

the combat process/operations of the Great Eatriotic War.

I. V. Stalin gives tne following characteristics to the combat

operations of the Red ArLy, which routed Germans in the envircns of

Moscow: "shortly the Red Army applied to the Fascist-German

troops/forces one after ancter the strikes/sbocks in t:e environs of

Rustov-na Don and Tikhvin, in Criaea and in the environs of Moscow.

In furious fighting in the environs of Moscow it broke the

Fascist-German troops/forces, which threatened with enclosing the

Soviet capital" *

I I | I I II I I I I m n • nn~ , n *I
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FOCTNOTE 1*. Order of the people commissar of the defense on 23

February, 1942. No.55, Mcscow. ENDFOOTNOIE.

"The Red Army, the repelling the attack cf the Germans cn

Moscow, took initiative in their ihands, it passed into offensive,

chased the German trcops/iorces and in the ccurse of the 4th months

it passed by places more than 4C0 silometers" .

FOOTNOTE Z. The 25th antiversary of great Octcber sccialist

revoluticn. Report of the chairman of the state committee of defense

at the solemn conference of tne Mcscow advice/council of the deputies

of those laboring with the party and community crganizaticns of

Moscow on 6 November, 1942. ENDICOTNOTE.

"The Red Army, threw back the enemy from Moscow and it continues

to harvest it to the West. From German aggressors are completely

freed Moscow and Tula regions, tens of cities and hundreds of

villages of other areas, temporarily seized ty enemy".

Page 17.

VIt would be however oy unpardonable myopia be calmed on the

st'ccesses achieved and think that with the German troops/forces it is

already finished. This wculd be empty bragging and conceit, unworthy

-- ~-- --- - _ ___
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of Soviet people. One ougat not to forget-that ahead there are still

many difficulties. Bragas sufters damage/defeat, but it is nct yet

broken and thereby, finisned. Biagas is still rcwerful" A.

FOOTNOTE 1, Order of tFe people commissar of the defense on 23

February, 1942, No 55, Mcscow. ENDECOTNO1E.

In this difficult time of the Great Patrictic Var of the Red

Army was required the ccnsiderabie strain of forces, in order to

deliver strikes/shocks cn enemy, tc provide the delivery of

ammunition, combat tecbnclogy, skillfully tc ccoperate along front

and to organize timely medical aid to the hercic defenders of our

native land, our capital.

Render g to the medical aid by that wcunded the skull and the

head brain t- ing this ccmtat piocess/operaticn has a series/row of

specific special features/peculiarities.

Bitter resistance cf hostile troops, who created the developed

net/system of fire/light and defensive zcnes with engineering

facilities, bad weather conditions (blizzard, snowfalls and great

frost), and also considerable advance of our troops/forces fcrward

caused great difficulties in the provisicn cf a medical aid ty

wounded.
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It should be noted tnat in this initial period of war the

medical service of army yet did not have sufficient work experience

under military field ccnd.ticns. At this time was carried out great

work on deployment and ecuipment of the wide ret/system of the

specialized agencies fcr those ucunded the skull at the immense front

of the Great Patriotic bar. It was required, furthermore, the known

time, so that in the therapeutic irstallaticns cf army, army and

front line area uniform Soviet ailitary medical doctrine would become

the property of all medical workers and it was in practice realized

in military field surgery.

In accordance with the comnat circumstances and the enumerated

conditions, and also in connection with the rearness cf M sccw of

area cf combat, specialized aid by that wounded into skull was

rendered mainly on the hospital basis of frcnt, where were attached

the necessary forces and sunstances. For this in a number of cases

from armies withdrew tte specialized groups of CEBU (OP.\y- separate

medical reinforcement company] and gave to their front line

hospitals.

Combat on the rcut cf the Germans in the environs of Moscow were

deployed at front in 500 km and encompassed area to 100000 kW2. On 5
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December, 1941, army, whicn was being located on the direction of

main attack, passed into offensive and with ccmbat began to advance

forward. Initiative in ccubat sciidly passed into Soviet

troops/forces handsmxt day was freed one cf the temporarily

occupied Soviet cities, and after two more days the advance units of

this army moved cut tc large/coarse highway main pipeline. on 11

December army jointly with adjacent surrounded large/coarse defensive

point/post. On 12 Decemter army ccrducted persistent combat for

overcoming the defense zones of the enemy where it met the developed

net/system of engineering facilities in the fcrm of minefields, the

reinforced-concrete pilltoxes, dug in intc gicurd tanks, escarpments,

etc., 15 December were freed some more larce cities, and army,

pursuing enemy, with combat advanced to the Vest. Enemy, exerting

persistent resistance, attempted tc orgarize defense on the lines of

rivers. On 20 December army moved cut to the defensive lines, built

by Fascist-German aggressors aicng river.

Page 18.

On 22 December in area oi the suburban pcpulated areas the

Fascist-German troops/forces, attempting by ary substances tc stop

the advance of our trocs/forces, used the mines, charged/loaded by

the tearing toxic substances.
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The troops/forces cf army, having surmcur.ted the bitter

counterattacks, forced c~ea the defensive line cf enemy on water

obstacles and, rapidly advancing fcrward, witE combat they mcved out

to the station of railrcad main pizeline. Thiz task was carried out

during January 1942. By this tlue army rcuted 6 Fascist divisions.

In further combat was freed the large/ccarse station of another

railroad main pipeline and the significant part of the temporarily

cccupied territory.

Thus, for the trocps/forces of the front in compositicn cf which

performed the army, it bas kcssible as a result of rapid cffensive to

throw back the enemy frca Mcscou far +a the lest.

For the elongation/extent of this ccmbat process/operation the

aid by that wounded the skull on the field cf battle was reduced in

essence to the applicatica of dressing and their cautious

delivery/procurement on ESP. Aid to wounded rendered aidmen, and also

soldiers by way of mutual assistance. Considerable difficulties

appeared with the research of wcunded on the field of battle. The

fact is that the territcry in which were deplcyed combat, represented

the covered vith deep sncw cover plain, which was gently rising in

northeastern direction. Almost third of combat area were covered with

forests/scaffolding. In territory there were zany rivers, including
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some quite large. Durirg ccmbat process/cperaticn all rivers were

covered with the thick layer cf i

The research of wcunded on tne field of tattle in a numter of

cases was impeded not orly by the need fcr the survey of great snow

plains and forests/scaffclding, out also by the fact that the wounded

were in the camouflage suits.

In the beginning Cf combat Frccess/cperaticn stood the thaws,

whereas from second hali DecemoEr cf 1941 and during January 19142

kept the firm lw temperature, reaching to - 360. In connection with

frost by snow-bollards and Dy snowstorms increased the danger of

deterioration of the conditicn cf wounded on the field of battle in

view of the threat of freezings. Were accepted all measures for that,

so that the medical aid ty wounded would prcve to be possibly better

and it is more rapid, for which were additionally isclated tte

specially equipped teass of the stretcher bearers. As a result of the

measures indicated the majority cf those wounded the skull received

first aid soon from the moment of wound, but nevertheless the given

above negative conditicrs of locality and seascn could not but be

repelled in the conditicn of thcse wounded the skull, especially

those of them which were located without ccnscicusness.

The carrying out cf wounded from the field of combat was
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realized by all possible methods (Fig. 1); Fredominantly they used

drags, sleighs and stretcaers. hoiever, from the first days cf co~tat

process/operation was turned pazticular attenticn tc the need for the

fastest delivery/procuresent of thcse wounded the skull on BMP and

PMP. The majority of thcse wounded the skull was delivered on P.P ty

horse transport, on sleighs. Tnis fcrm/s~eciez cf transport under

winter conditions was _cr tbcse wounded the skull most convenient,

since provided calm, without agitation Iccomcticn.
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Page 18a.

Fig. 1. Carrying out of wounded skull frce field combat. From the

picture of the military sedtical museum of VS USSR.

Page 19.

The medical measurez, whica were being undertaken on PmF in the

relation to wounded the skull, consisted cf the cessation of external

hemorrhage, correcticns cZ nanaage, intrcductions in readings of the
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substances, stimulating cardiovascular activity and

respiratory/breathing center, oandaging of head and pro',ision of

careful delivery/procurement cf wcunded cn DME.

Many PMP successfully managed their task and, after rendering

necessary therapeutic assistance, they rapidly delivered those

wounded the skull on DME. However, on individual PMP work passed to

the very stressed circumstances, in essence as a result of the

difficulties, connected with the evacuation cf wounded.

Known value had alsc unfavcrarle conditions for deployment of

PMP. The retreating enemy destrcyed buildings and ccnstructicn,

burning and blowing thes up. PME were arranged/located not far off

from front line in the halif-wrecked quarters/fremises or in tents. In

the individual periods cf comnat process/operation on PMP always it

was not possible to in proper time deliver drugs in connection with

the difficulties of their delivery along the brcken by artillery,

tanks and aircraft bcmbz roads, under conditicns of frost and

snowfalls, or operating tae aviatcn of enemy.

As a result of difficulties with evacuation on individual PMP

was saved/accumulated a considerable quantity cf wounded. In the unit

of those wounded into skull, that were being located in unconscious

condition, were noted the freezings.

_____________________________ _______________
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After taking of the measures of the over-all strengthening

character/nature of thcse wounded in skull they evacuated to DMP

first of all. The uncor-scious ccndition cf wcunded was the reading to

their most rapid possible and cautious evacuation with PMP in view of

the need for urgent surgical intervention apropcs of intracranial

hemorrhage. Those heavily wcundedithe skull usually evacuated by

truck transport DMIP, which obtained light wounds skulls they

delivered to DMP, frequently on reverse empty car and by incidental

transport.

To the division points/Fosts of medical aid the majority of

those wounded into skull entered within comparatively early periods.

Unit of them was found iL unconscious condition. The severity of the

wounds of skull during comnat prccess/operaticn somewhat oscillated.

So, in December of 1941 cn DMP among all thcse wcunded the skull

heaviest group (with the damage cf bones) ccmposed 23.3o/o, and the

group of easily wounded (without tne damage of the bones of skull) -

76o7o/O. During January 1942 the percentage cf wounded the skull with

damage bones increased tc 44.5, and the group of those wounded to

soft tissues respectively decreased to 55.5o/c.

The relationship/ratio of these two groups of wounded for entire

______________________________________________________________ _______________
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combat process/operation was sucb: with the damage of the bones of

skull - 31.4o/o and withcut the damage of bcnes - 68.6o/o.

The oscillations of the character/nature of the wounds of skull

are explained, first of all, by the increased severity of wounds in

January of 1942 during cvezcoming of the zcnes cf engineering

facilities and furious fighting with the breaking of defensive lines

on the water obstacles where the enemy used extensively artillery

fire. Known effect on the zelaticnship/ratic cf these two groups of

those woundedAthe skull showed/rendered also the improved during

January carrying out frcm the field of ccmbat of heavily wounded,

those rapidly deliverirc on DMP.

In the work of individual DM, especially during December 1941,

was a series/row of shctages. A certain unit of DMP was not

completely expanded/scannad. in connection with this were observed

the cases of comparatively laze rendering to the qualified medical

aid woundedAtbe skull, and their evacuaticn tc GBA sometimes

was held up.

Page 20.

Especially great difficulties in work were ncted on individual newly

formed DMP: the absence ct sufficient wcrk exrerience under severe
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winter conditions complicated tbeiz work. The flow of wounded within

some DMP always was not sufficiently clearly sorted out: easily

wounded and heavily wounded went scmetimes in one group.

All these shortages in the course of comtat process/operation

were amended because of the great aid, shown/rendered DMP by sanitary

section of army, to the acguisiticn of wcrk experience under military

field conditions, and also because of selfless work of medical

personnel.

The workers of the therapeutic installations of army area

learned to rapidly and completely deploy DMP, it is correct to sort

out the flow of wounded, to increase the volume of surgical work.

Those wounded the skull received at DMP the qualified medical

aid. Great value was given to the Wqcni, of wounded, to the granting

by them of rest, to the cver-all strengthening and dehydrating

substances, the use/application of sulfanilamide preparations with

purpose of prophylaxis of infection, and also to the

examination/inspecticn of the wound of skull.

Basic part of those wounded skull (80.4o/o) was evacuated in

KhPPG. Separately, in relaticn to the grcup cf those wounded the soft

tissues of skull, the percentage of evacuaticn into the therapeutic
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installations of army area composed 95.0. As far as group is

concerned of wounded with injury of the bones of skull, then their

evacuation in KhPPG ccz~csed altogether cnly 49.0oc/c. So

insignificant an evacuation cf wcundedAthe skull with damage bones

from army therapeutic installations into army ones composes cne of

the specific special features/peculiarities of the medical service of

thcse wounde 4the skull this combat process/cFeration and requires in

more detailed analysis.

In spite of the available instructins cf GVSU, which fcrbade to

operate those wounded tte skull cn DMP, with exception of the vitally

risky cases of increasing in the intracranial Fressure and

hemorrhage, in this army it was subjected tc surgical interventions

on DMP 30.0o/o of wounded in4skuli with damage bcnes. Is explained

this, first of all, by the tact that in the series/row of the

surgeons of DMP were still fresh in memory the installations cf war

with the white Finns when the surgical prccessing of the wounds of

skull and brain sufficiently widely was conducted in army therapeutic

installations. The unit ci the called into army doctors, who did nct

have the sufficient work experience under military field conditions,

considered the first 21 hours after the wound of skull hy cnly period

during which was to prevent the development of infection in shells

and substance of brain via surgical interventicn. Therefore in

series/row of DMP a considerable number of these wounded the skull

______
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and the head brain underwent primary processing.

Insufficient work experience under military field conditions

contributed so that doctcrs' unit, without skillful in classificaticn

and evacuation of wounded, in a nuaber of cases was not decided to

assign for evacuation in KhPPG of those heavily wounded the skull,

considering that due to the severity of their condition they will not

achieve army therapeutic installations and it preferred at first cf

work more widely to hosjitalize them on DMP.

The noted individual cases of the delay of the evacuaticn of

those wounded the skull %ith PMP tc DMP contr..uted so that scme

wounded entered on DMP irto ccmfarativel late periods after wound,

with the expressed pherctena of infectious ccmplications from the

side of brain and its shells. This group f wounded was

nontransportable and alsc it was hospitalized on DMP.

Page 21.

Severe frosts in ccmbination with shock condition contributed to

a descent in the protective forces of organisa and caused a known

number of inflammatory ccaplications from the side of the lungs,

especially in those wounded into skull, that were being located in

the unconscious condition; therefore also this group cf wounded, in
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view of their intranspcrtability, is left fcr treatment on DMP to

approach KhPPG.

Thus, as a result of the need for the Ecst-cperation

hospitalization on the scot of tbe sufficiently great group of the

operated wounded into skull, and also presences of a considerable

number nontransportable bounded with infectious complications

involving shells and substance of brain and with pneumonia, mcre than

half all woundedAthe skull with damage bcnes was delayed for

treatment on DMP to approach KhEG. it is logical that the

comprehensive examination/inspection of these wounded under

conditions of DMP was difficult, since on DME there was not X-ray

apparatuses and it was nct the corresponding specialists of the

neurosurgeons and neurcfatholcyists.

The conditions of hospitalization were difficult and because DMP

frequently was necessary to deploy in the half-wrecked

quarters/premises, tents and dugouts, testing/experiencing in a

number of cases defici.ncy in oed resources. Especially great

difficulties tested one of DMP, which during December 1941 received

almost 32.0o/o of thcse wounded the skull, that passed through all

division points/posts of the medical aid of army, in view of the fact

that they here guided wcunded of other divisicns during the

penetration of defensive zone.
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Part of those wcurded in skuli with the extensive damage of

brain entered on DMP in extremely heavy noncperable condition. In the

relaticn to this group cf wounded were applied only conservative

therapeutic measures.

WoundedAthe skull with the heavy forms cf pneumonia they treated

in essence conservatively. After the recovery of their pneumonia they aft

subjected to primary prccessing.

.'

The majority of thce woundedAthe skull with the damage of

bhnes, the hospitalized on DMP, was subjected tc primary processing.

Pribary processing technique, manufactured even to the Great

Patriotic War, consisted in the carving of territories the welt of

the soft tissues of the trepanaticn of the Lcre defect of skull

before the appearance ct the unchanged sclid cerebral shell, the

emptying of the contained wound canal in the substance of brain, the

washing of wound with weax anticeptic solutions and the application

of dressing. Attention %as paid to the thorcughness cf the cessaticn

of hemorrhage and the sparing methcds emptying of contents of the

wound of brain. For this purpose sometimes began be be applied an

artificial increase in tke intracranial pressure - tussiculation and

stretching of wounded, and in their unconscious condition -
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short-term compression of jugular veins. The surgeons of DMP

attempted to remove all bcne fragments, via the washing of wound to

remove cerebral detrite and blood clots, and tc also extract all

available metallic fcreign bodies.

Under military field conditions was rejected the osteoplastic

method of operation, which was being propagandized by French

neurosurgeons Martel and Vensan, since it was traumatic, it required

special Iurfn#4  for the flap autopsy of bone and total carving of

the walls of wound canal in the surstance cf brain, and also was nct

considered the considerable infecticn of the tullet wounds of skull

and brain.

Page 22.

During Germans' rcut under Moscow treatment of the wounds of

skull after surgical prccessing in essence was reduced to the

use/application of different otrm/species of tandages. The so-called

open method of conducting the wound made it pcssible to control the

wound of skull and brain and created conditicrs for the outflcw of

the contained wound canal.

However, surgeons' unit, in spite of instructions of GVSU, which

forbid to lay primary sutures, nevertheless in a number of cases
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after the primary precessing of the wound of skull were laid anechoic

sutures on soft tissues, what was erronecus tactics if the ccmbings

cf the conditions in wlich worked the surgeons of DMP during this

combat process/operaticn. The arsence of the pcssibility on zMP to

conduct sufficiently prclcnged cbservaticn cf the course of the sewi

tightly wound, uncertainty in a number of cases in the

full/total/complete removal of tone and metallic fragments from the

substance of the brain (wounded could not be in detail inspected

before the prccess/operation due tc abseDce cn rmP of X-ray

apparatuses) forced the medical aepartment cf army tc conduct the

series/row of urgent explanatcry and organizational measures among

the surgeons of DMP for the steady execution cf instructions cf GVSU

about the prohibition cf anechoic suture. Only in the cases of

ventricular liquorrhea anechcic suture ccntinued to remain vitally

shown.

From the defects tne primary of processing technique of the

wounds of skull, which cccurzed during this ccmbat process/operation,

should be noted some cases of the extensive carving of the wounds of

the soft tissues of skull with the exposure of undamaged/uninjured

bone. In the unit of the cases this was explained by the heavy

condition of the wounded; predicted the penetrating wound of skull,

and therefore the wound cf soft tissues they cut all over during

process/operation immediately tc bcne, which, hcwever, proved to be

____________________
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undamaged/uninjured. Was realized hemostasis, and wound was cccluded

by bandage.

Thus, wounded intc tne soft tissues of skull, nct not yet left

the unconscious conditicr, were ccnsidered as cbtained the

penetrating wound cf skull and it underwent the process/operation,

during which was bared unaamaged/uninjured tcne. Although this did

not give fateful consequencesjbcweverlretarded the healing of wounds

and subsequently scmetizes it led to the development of

osteom yel itis.

In certain cases as a result of the insufficient experience of

the individual doctors of MSB was ccnducted surplus carving of the

territories of wound with the extensive exposure of bone by the

previously known wound only cf soft tissues, and also carving only of

the surface strata of wound, with failure of the trepanation cf bone

defect and processing ci the wounds of brain when the penetrating

wound of skull is present,

All these defects of the operational technique of the primary

processing of the wounds of skull, and also cccurred individual cases

of traumatic process/creraticns on the substance of brain with

insufficient hemostasis, were in tne course of further combat

operations of army to a consideranie degree corrected because of the
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corresponding explanatory worx cf army surgeon and sanitary

department of army, the aciuisition of experisent/experience ty young

doctors, but the main thing, because of the transference of the

center of gravity of prccessing cf the wcunds cf skull with DMP intc

specialized army KhPPG. However, in this comat process/operation at

DMP it was subjected tc primary Erccessings ty 13.5c/o all of those

wounded the skull. The ceratability at DMP cf wounded the skull with

damage bones composed, as nas already been indicated, 30.0o/c, and

the groups of those wounded the scit tissues - 6.3o/c.

The fatal results among operated thcse wcunded the soft tissues
.In

of skull it was not; hchever, in the group of those woundedAthe skull

with the damage of bones, especially during the development cf

complications from the side of shells and cf brain, lethality it

prcved to be comparatively nigh.

Page 23.

Lethality among thcse operated caused the following factors: 1)AI
the very heavy condition of those woundedftbe skull, hospitalized on

DSP, and 2) the insufficient acquaintanca of soe dcctors of DMP with

the specific special features/peculiarities of post-operation course

with the wounds of skull and brain under conditions of

line-of-communication tzeatment in military field circumstances.
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It should be noted that auring J;nuary 1S42 the lethality among

operated in group all thcse wounded the skull was lowered in

comparison with December of 1941 almost 2 tires.

During the short dismantled period cf ccabat process/operation

the "tout of the Germans in the environs cf Mcsco" on DMf recovered

1.4o/o all of thcse wcundecAthe skull. p were mainly most easily

wounded the soft tissues skulls, cspitalized according to one or the

other reasons on DMP. Hcwever, noted several cases when on DMP

recognized recovered of woundedithe skull with danage bones. Their

sufficiently prolonged hcspitaiization on DME, during which the wound

healed and disappeared generai cerebral syrrtcrs, did still not give

the law/right to count those these wounded the skull by those

recovered, since necessary was rcentgenological supervision and

examination/inspection their neuroiatholcgist cz Leurosurgeon.

Therefore was given instruction, in order tc all wounded into skull

with the damage of bones before recognizing as their recovered,

subjecting to careful examinatiCn/2nspecticn under conditions of

KhPPG for the purpose cf warning/preention of the subsequent

complications.

in
14he analysis of the reasons fcr death of those woundedfithe skull
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confirms the general laus, characteristic for an army area. Basic

reasons were the changes, ccnnected with the direct activity of the

injury of skull and brain, intra-cerebral hercrrhage, and in certain

cases infectious complications froa the side cf shells and substance

of brain. In a number of cases is noted the anaerobic infection of

brain.

The evacuation of the wounded substances skull with D5P in KhPPG

was realized by motor txansicrt, acreover motcr vehicles were

coldproof. founded esccrted/trackea the nurses or aidmen, who"ji1

controlled the general condition of those wcundedlthe skull, after

bandages and immobilization of head. The easill vcunded the soft

tissues skulls in a nuzter of cases were evacuated in KhPPG by

incidental motor vehicles, also, on reverse earty car.

Individual DMP tested/experienced the series/row of difficulties

during the evacuation cf those bounded the skull, since some uotor

vehicles, directed on FMP, were held up in rcute/path, especially

during snowfalls and sncbstorms. Decreasing for this reason turnover

cf motor transport was refiecref, in known degree and in the

evacuation of wounded with DMP in KhPPG. Esjecially great

difficulties with the ezfcrt cf wounded 4!'h DMP arose during January

1942 as a result of increasing troketaasA he evacuation rcutes and

snowdrifts on aisinso icuever, the advance ef arty therapeutic
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installations following by the attacking trccps/forces contributed so

that some DMP (or one of tne echelons) were unloaded by approached

KhPPG, which accepted wcunded on the spot and was created the

possibility to army therapeutic installaticns tc advance further

forward. This was applied predouinantly with respect to the group

nontransportable of thcse ioundec into skull.

The need for redislocation of DMP in a number of cases forward

caused the evacuation Ecst-operation of those wcunded the skull after

5-7 days after intervention or to their transfer on the spot for

approached KhPPG of the first line.

.n

Those woundedAthe skull thev guided into all KhPPG of army. Up

to the moment of the offensive f army was given a series/row of

.iewly formed KhPPG.

Page 24.

In these hospitals there were new cadres, in which still was absent

practical work experience under military field conditions.

Complicated combat and medical-tactical situation, and also severe

meteorological conditions and almost full/total/complete absence of

housing fund caused the series/row of difficulties in the course of

the combat process/operation which for medical workers it was
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necessary to overcome with the deployment of hospitals and the

prcvision of wounded with therapeutic aid.

KhPPG of first line in the relation to wcunded in 4 skull

fulfilled in essence sorting function, taking urgent therapeutic

measures and guiding these wounded into the arranged/located not far

off by KPPG'hospital bases armies. The unit of KhPPG of the first

line in the course of stressed combat with enemy during individual

days tested/experienced interruptions in supply as a result of the

difficulty of delivery/itocurement on the sncw-covered and broken

lines of communication.

Series/row of KhPPG was intensified by the groups of ORNU, but

among them in this army yet it was not in that period of the war of

special neuro-surgical groups.

1. Should be noted %OrK of one of KhPPG of first line, which

accepted considerable nuaber of tncse wounded skull. This hospital

during the combat process/operation of 4 times was relocated,

moreover constantly deployed sorting separaticn/section, surgical

dressing to 5 tables, c¢erating room, wards fcr wounded, who were

being found in heavy ccnditicn, complicated by anaerobic infection

and who were being found in shock, and furthermore, evacuation

separation/section. on initial position the hcspital was expanded in

_________
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rural schLol and in cottages. Subsequently, ir proportion to advance

forward, the conditicns for deployment of KhEEG were impeded. It was

necessary to adapt under hospital the half-wrecked buildings and to

be oriented to tent (isOuM4$ Those wounded into skull entered in essence

from sanitary and medica2 battalicns, with the apprcpriate

documentation, since this hospital it advanced after one of DMP.

In this KhPPG in different time of combat operation it worked

from 4 to 6 surgeons and, furtaermcre, the chief/leading surgeon, who

had the considerable exieriences of work under military field

conditions, acquired during war with White Finns and since the

beginning of the Great Patriotic War.

Hospital conducted great worK on prccessing of the wounds of

extremities, abdominal area, breast, etc. Frcz a number of those

wounded in'skull surgical interventions were produced only by the

nontransportable; whereas tne majority of those wounded into skull

and brain was evacuated cn GEA.

2. If we take for ccmparison of condition for deployment and

work one additional KhPEG of first line, then it should be ncted that

this hospital was located at considerably greater distance from DME.

Wounded into skull it entered into this KhFEG ccmparatively less bcth

in the absolute expressicn and in jercent ratio to an entire group of
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wounded. Those wounded into skull entered later periods, morecver in

their unit had the sign.'/criteria cf infecticts ccmplications from

the side of shells and train.

In hospital worked 3 surgeons, which wore widely operated

entered those wounded into skull. in particular, underwent surgical

intervention by 22.0c/c cf all nusher of thcse wcunded in4skull and

56.0o/o of wounded with the damage of the bones of skull. The

majority of the post-oreraticn hcunded was lft for treatment on the

spot.

This hospital worked under the best in ccmpariscn with the first

hospital conditions in the sense cf the Frcmrtness cf the delivery of

drugs and medical equipment, since supply rcutes to it were better.

Page 25.

3. It is necessary ia sonewhat more detail tc be stopped at work

one, KhPPG of hospital base of army, that accepted to itself great

number of those wounded skull, namely 60.0o/o of all number of those

wounded skull, entered into all KhEPG armies. The specific

gravity/weight of thcse wounded4 the skull ascrg all wcunded, who

passed through this hcspital, proved to be *cst high.
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Thus, for this hos~ital it was necessary to conduct very great

work according to rendering to the medical aid by all entered

wounded, including sufficiently considerable number of thcse wounded ,#

the skull and the brair.

The conditions of deploying the hosrital were difficult, since

in the places for its dekloysent was especially sharply felt

deficiency in habitable resources, badly destroyed by enemy with

retreat.

Within the time of the combat operaticn the hospital was

relocated 7 times, morecver in FroFcrtioE tc the acquisition of

experiment/experience in work was shortened the time of deplcyment

and its quality was imrroved. In tais hospital among doctors it was

not neurosurgeons; however, there was 3 sufficiently experienced

surgeon, mastered technclcgy cavitary prccess/operations. During

December entered woundedthe skull were ia essence processed.on DMP

and in KhPPG of the first line. During January entered vn+r.f-t
woundedAthe skull, certain unit entering directly with PMP in

extremely heavy conditicn.

For entire combat Frocess/operation into hospital entered

19.0o/o of wounded with the damage of the bcnes of skull even 81.0o/o

wounded the soft tissues of skull. Surgical interventions were
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undertaken in 2.1o/o all or tnose wounded inskull and 13.0o/o of
.i*1

wounded4 the skull with damage Dcnes. So low a percentage of

operability is explained by the fact that a considerable number of

those wounded the skull was already processed in foremost therapeutic

installations. If one considers that this KhFPG frequently was

redislocated, advancing after the attacking troops/forces, and also

the fact that not far ot from it was located the evacuation point,

which evacuated wounded on GB, then beccmes clear the volume of the
tot

work of this hospital in the relation to woundedthe skull.

Subjecting to surgical interventicn only of the ncrtransportable

wounded, the given KhPPG after the necessary conservative measures

evacuated 94.0o/o all of those wounded~the skull, moreover wcunded,h
the soft tissues it is evacuatea by 96.0c/c, and wounded~the skull

with damage bones - 81.Cc/o. In tae individual pericds of combat

process/operation the hospital tested difficulties in work in view of

the late delivery/procurement of some objects/subjects of medical

equipment.

4. In another KhPFG GBA entered about 10.0o/o of those wounded

skull, passed through all hospitals armies. The specific

gravity/weight of thcse wounded- the skull among all those entered

composed 1.4o/o. Half these wounded entered with DMP and their KhPPG

of the first line, another unit with PME. Frc FMP entered wounded to

2-3 and days from the icient of wound, but scaetimes and even later.
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In essence entered wcunded the skull were not processed. Focuses

attention coMnaratively high percentage (44.0) cf wounded with the

damage of the bones of skull even 56.0 wcunded the soft tissues.

Amo,', doctors of hospital were two surgeons.

Within the time of combat cperation the given KhPPG was

relocated 5 times. In the individual Deriods cf combat

process/operation were great difficulties during the deployment of

hospital in view of the tull/total/complete absence of housing fund

in the ruined by enemy pcpulated areas.

Within the time of tnis combat operation in hospital were

produced surgical interventions by 17.5o/o all of those wounded in1k
.Iq

skull and, in particular, 41.0o/o of woundedthe skull with damage

bones.
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Page 26.Bulk of those bcuuded soft tissues (90.0o/o) was evacuated

to GBF. The percentage of the evacuation of heavily wounded skull

with damage bones was egual tc 53.0; remainirg unit (mainly

post-operation wounded) was left fcr treatment on the spot.

5. In following KhREG entezed 13.5o/o cf wounded with respect to

that wounded skull, FastE thrcugh all hospitals cf army. Wounded

entered mainly with DMP and oniy 3.0o/o entered with PMP.

Among all those lccating undergoing medical treatment in this

KhPPG those wounded intc sKull ccmposed 2.8c/c. The distribution of

those wounded the skull shows that into 17.5c/c were heavy wcunds of

skull with the damage cf bones and into 82.5c/o - wound of soft

tissues.

The conditions of deploying tnis KhEPG were very difficult. The

chief/leading surgeon cf hospital hrcte in his report: "Freed by our

troops/forces the rural populated areas Foints/rosts were almost

completely destroyed by enemy..." &ing deployed before, 4as

necessary to restore buildings in order to adapt them for a-

-'I
7s

7./
__________________________ _____________________________
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hospital".

In spite of such unfavoraze conditions, the given hospital with

three-time redislocaticn each time was pcssible tc deploy the

equipped operating rccm, surgical dressing fcr easily and for heavily

wounded, shock fee/pay/tcard, separations/sections for

nontransportable and pcst-operatica wounded evacuation

separation/section, etc. In cne of the pericds cf ccmbat

process/operation in this KhPPG waE felt the deficiency in

doctor-surgeons which bas rapidly made up.

In the relation to wounded the skull in essence were carried out

conservative measures, directed toward a decrease in intracranial

pressure, the excitaticn of cardiovascular and respiratory/breathing

activity in heavily wounded, warning/preventicn of infectious

complications from the side cf train and its shells. and also

complications from the side of the lungs.

All wounded the skull were inspected in medical dressing room.

Hair around wounds shaved off, wounds powdered by streptocide.

In 10.0o/o all of those wounded the skull were produced

operational intervention. in the group of wounded the skull with

damage bones it underwent surgical interventicns 12.0o/o.
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The majority of thcse wounaed skull (97.0o/o) was evacuated. In

the group of those wounded the soft tissues cf skull it is evacuated

by 100.0o/o, and among those wcunded the skull with injury of bones -

84.0o/o. Thus, in this bhPPG were nospitalized mainly

nontransportable and pcst-operazicn wounded.

In one of the periods of comtat process/cperation, because of

the need for urgent advance forward, from hosFital were evacuated

several those wounded the skull and the brain on the 7-12th day after

surgical intervention. Evacuation route from this hospital to

evacuation point was during tais period shcrt.

There is no necessity to enumerate consecutively/serially the

work of all KhPPG GBA, since the conditions for their deployment and

work are similar tc thcse described above.

Page 27.

One sho.ld only ncte tnat in two KhFPG, intended for the care of

easily wounded, occurred the individual cases cf the entry of wounded

with the small blast-fragmentation penetrating wounds of skull and

brain. After x-ray examination this diagnosis was refined, and
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wounded into skull and train urgently they evacuated to GBF. Surgical

interventions on skull in these hospitals they did not produce. In

one of them was widely a~piied Ehysiotherapy. With the wounds of

skull was applied mainly ultraviolet lighting of the wounds cf soft

tissues. In one of the hcspitals icr this ccatat prccess/operation

recovered 24.3o/c wounded the scft tissues cf skull. It is evacuated

to GBF 32.0o/o of those wounded the soft tissues of skull, the others

were left to recovery. The groui ci wcunded tie skull with dazage

bones was from this hospital cospletely evacuated. Hospitals for

easily wounded tested/experienced into the individual periods of

combat process/operation deficiency in surgical cadres and

difficulties during delcyment. In the course of combat

process/operation these difficulties were eliuinated.

Thus, during Germans' rout under Moscow environs for all KhPPG

of army were the sufficiently diffiacult conditions for deplcyment and

work.

Those wounded the skull they guided in KhPPG in essence with

DMP; however, in the individual sections of the front where KhPPG of

the first line were considerably advanced forward, wcunded they

sometimes acted directly with PHE.

In army was isolated one of KhPPG, which received to itself

S __ __ _ _ _.....__ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ ____ -~ . .. .
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60.Oo/o all of those wcunded the Skull. In reffaining KhPPG entered

different number cf wounded (froma 13.5-10 to 2.5-1.80/a) with respect

to a total quantity of those wounded the skull, passed through all

KhPPG armies.

The percentage wcurded the skull amcng cf all entered in KhPPG

wounded oscillated froff 1.0-1.o to 3.0-4.5. Ctly in KhPPG, which

accepted to itself 60.Oc/o wounded the skull the specific

gravity/weight of the latter with respect to all that entered into

this hospital wounded was above.

In this should be Ferceived the known specialization of aid by

that wounded the skull in army azea, altlIough t%.his aid during the

dismantled combat prccess/operaticn rendered the general/coamcn/tctal

surgeons. one should, bcwever, note that in the sajority of those

wounded into skull, that entered into this hcspital, had the hounds

only of the soft integczentz of sKull.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of thos* 3ounded the skull according to the

character/nature of wound in tae individual bcspitals of army during

the rout of Gersans in tke environs of Mcsccw (in percentages).

Key: (1). Wounded into the soft tissues of skull. (2). wounded into

skull with daaage cf bi-es.

Page 28.

The distribution cf those wounded the skull according tc the

severity of wound is reFiesented based or the exaple of several

hospitals of army on diaga (ig. 2). From Fig. 2 it is evident that

only in two KhPPG was nced a comparativly high percentage cf those

hosptal ofarmyon iagam (ig.2).PromFig 2 t isevienttha
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heavily wounded the skull; nowever, an absolute number of wounded the

skull with damage bones was in thea small. In the others, undertaken

as an example, hospitals predominated wounded the scft tissues of

skull.

Operational activity Gf KnPPG in relaticr tc woundcd the skull

during rout Germans under Moscow is represented in Fig. 3. on the

basis of this diagram it is possible to draw the conclusion that the

frequency of surgical interventions in scme KhPFG of army with the

wcunds of skull was difierent, without exceeding 17.5-22.0o/c.

Process/operations were conducted mainly by the wounds of skull with

the damage of bones. Surgical intezventicn underwent nontransportable

wounded, and also late entered. The abscesses cf brain, which

required surgical intervention, were enccuntered in army area in the

single cases.

In those KhPPG, where enterei the unfinished wounded directly

from PMP, surgical intfiventicns with the wcurds of skull with the

damage of bones were fcs 31.0 tc 56.0o/c.

The operatability cf those lightly wounded in the skull was

insufficient, which lowered general/cemacn/tctal operatability all of

those wounded the skull.
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The primary processing af the wounds of skull and brain, which

was being carried out in EhEEG, ccnsisted in the carving of the

territories of soft tissues, trepanation of the defect of skull and

emFtying of wound canal in the substance cf brain. All

process/operations were carried ouz under local anesthesia in

combination with subcutaneous intrcducticn 1 cr 2 cm3 1o/o

soluticn/cpen'ng cf wor~hine.

To the time of this comoat operation there was disputed foreign

neurosurgeons, opinicn about contra~ndicaticn of the use/applicaticn

of a morphine with the wcunds of skull and train in view of its

iuppressing activity on respiratory/breathing center. The

experiment/experience cf tnose preceding the Great Patriotic War of

the combat operations cf the Red Army Ascertained that to the

majority cf those wounded into skull the intrcducticn before the

process/operation of mcrpnine did not exert harmful effect. On the

contrary, its use/application in combination with local anesthesia

made it possible during tais combat process/creraticn to perform the

primary processing of thE wound cf skull and brain completely

painless and besides in th,- necessary contact with wounded.

_______ I
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Fig. 3. Frequency of Surgical prccess/operaticns on skull in

individual hospitals of army during the rout Cf Germans under Moscow

(in percentages).

Key: (1). It is operated among all. those wounded the skull. (2). It

is operated among wound6Ed skul. jith damage bcnes.

Page 29.

The use/application of a 3orphine was contraindicated only in the

very heavy conditicn of that wounded the skull and the brain, in the

absence of consciousness or with the expressed hanger-on symptoms. To

anesthesia/narcosis (as a rule, in the fcra of the cautious

intravenous introducticn cf bexeral) they rescrted to the cases of

the sharp psycho-motor excitaticn of wounded, which more freguently
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was observed with the wounds of the frontal and frontal-orbital area

of skull. In these cases frequently gave a gccd effect the granting

to similar wounded of rest with the use/application of a luminal or

chlcral hydrate. With such tactics it was possible to produce the

units of the wounded primary processing under lccal anesthesia, since

psycho-motor excitation was relieved by the ccndition of somnolency

and certain stupefaction.

Surgeons' series/row notes the difficulties of primary

processing with continuous epileptic fits. Undertaken in these cases

urgent process/operaticrs (in view of suspicicn tc the continuous

intracranial hemorrhage) were very complicated by spasms and the

quality of interventions, naturally, descended. Wcrk experience

ascertained that into army therapeutic installations entered those

wounded into skull mcst frequently with the ceasing intracranial

hemorrhage. Epileptic fits in such wounded were usually caused by the

stimulation of cerebral cortex by small hematcmas, bone fragments cr

by metallic foreign bodies. Therefcre thcse wcunded, in which it was

not the signs/criteria cf growing compression cf brain, before the

process/operation were taKen energetic anticcnvulsive measures, and

only after this therapy was ccaducted interverticn cn skull and brain

under calmer conditions, with great care it is radical.

The acquired in the course of combat process/operation
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experiment/experience ccnvinced of the fact tlat the best results

from the surgical treatment of those wounded the skull are received

when primary processing %as conducted not immediately by entry, but

through several hours, after granting to the %cunded of the necessary

rest, together with the use/aFpiication cf medicinal/medicamentous

substances. Within this time the basic group cf those wounded the

skull left the heavy conditacn, caused in a rurber of cases, besides

wound, by transportation, and it mcre easily transferred surgical

intervention.

Great value for the establishment of the period cf necessary

rest before the process/cperaticn was given tc comprehensive

evaluation of the general condition of wcunded.

Besides character/nature the wounds, in this case considered the

tension of combat, condition of climate and Iccality in which were

located the soldiers during ccuibat operations, the overvoltage of

nervous system, the condition of tneir psychics/psyche, periods and

quality of rendering tc the first medical aid, fcrm/species and

duration of transportaticn, etc. At the same time, the surgecns had

to consider the conditict of wound, its infection and manifestation

of infectious complicaticns from the side of train and its shells in

order to in proper time legin artiseptic therapy, and in a number of

cases to perform the primary processing of the wound of skull and
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brain immediately after the entry cf wounded.

During the rout of tue Germans in the environs of Moscow

occurred the cases when was shcwn urgent surgical interventicn in

view of the progressive deterioration in the ccndition of that

wounded in skull. Discussion deals with progressive traumatic edema

and bloating of brain, ventricular liquorrhea, with the phencaena cf

the advancing/attacking hypotensicn and the "ccllapse" of cerebral

ventricles, and also atcut ccmparatively rare cases of the emergent

under the effect of transportation of intracerekral hemorrhage as a

result of the displacerent of the hcne or metallic fragment, which

cccluded the lumen of the damaged vessel.

Page 30.

Therefore from the first days of corbat Frccess/operation from

the surgecns of army was required precise establishment of readings

to the sequence of surgical interventions. At the same time, it was

necessary to come to light/detect/expose such wounded, which surgical

intervention was contraindicated in view of the severity of general

condition.

The undertaken prccess/operations individual wounded the skull

in the sharply pronounced violation of respiraticn, heart activity
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and presence of cther hanger-on symptoms proved to be most frequently

unsuccessful. In this respect great practical value acquired cne of

N. N. Burdenko's instructions about state of preservation or absence

of the swallowing reflex, which sclved in the majority of the cases

of surgeons' doubt during tne decision/scluticn of a question about

readings to process/cperation with heavy wounds.

As showed work experience, the series/row of similar inoperable

wounded after energetic conservative measures left the extremely

heavy condition and subsequently successfully underwent surgical

treatment within later periods under conditicns of GBF or in the rear

specialized hospitals. Surgical intervention, produced by this

wounded in acute/sharp pericd, as a result cf additional of injury

would prove to be for them disastrcus.

The decrease of the individual cases of unsuccessful attempts at

the surgical treatment of tne hcfeiess wcunded allowed to at the same

time rationally utilize time of tae surgeons, personnel and operating

room for production in the necessary process/cperations a larger

number others of those bcunded the skull.

During the dismantled coabat process/operation was the virtually

confirmed great therapeutic value cf the blood transfusions that

wounded into skull, that were being conducted by fractional portions
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on 100-200 cm 3 in the cases of tlood loss or weakening of organism by

infectious complications from the side of shells and brain.

It is logical that tae manufacture cf correct readings to

surgical interventions cn skull and brain, their cautious and radical

realization, and also atility to conduct under severe military field

conditions entire complicated pcst-operation period taking into

account the developing Ehenomena of edema and blcating of brain,

violations roof and liquir circulation and danger of different

infectious complications from the side of brain required the

acquisition of the necessary experiment/experience and in the initial

period of the Great Patriotic War here was ncted the series/row of

shortages.

Total on all hospitals of army during the dismantled combat

process/operation thcse wounded the skull were distributed in terms

of gravity to the group cf easily wounded, i.e., wounded the soft

tissues, that composed 79.5o/o, and heavily wcunded, i.e., wounded

the skull with the damage of bones, only 20.5c/o. The

relationships/ratios indicated in ccmFarison with these DHP changed:

increased group of those wounded tc the soft tissues of skull and

relative to decreased the group cf wounded the skull with damage

bones. This is explained by tne fact that the urit cf the easily

wounded entered KhPPG directly iro PMP; certain quantity of the
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extremely heavily wounded with the extensive decomposition of the

skull and brain, delivered from the field of combat to DMP, it

perished.

Surgical treatment it underwent in the bcspitals cf army 10.4o/o

all of those wounded tte skull.

Page 31.

Among wounded the skull with damage bones the percentage of

operational interventions in ail KhPPG of army ccmposed 49.5; here

enters not only the primary perfecting of the wounds of skull and

brain, but also intervention aprzccs of infecticus complicaticns.

Comparatively high operakility is caused in essence by the fact that

this army was arranged/lccated further from Mcscow, than other

attacked/advanced armies. In the latter cperatility was below, since

those wounded the skull we ccuid rapidly deliier into the specialized

hospitals cf front.

As far as ths army in question is concerned, then of a number of

wounded the skull with damage bones on DMP was operated by 30.0o/o,

and in KhPPG - 49.5o/o. Ihis shcws that a considerable number of

these heavily wounded was primazy processed in the limits of the

therapeutic installaticns of arty. In this case the frequency of
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surgical interventions in tuose wounded in skull with damage to bone

was above in army area, than in aray.

In the group of those wounded in the scft tissues of skull the

frequency of surgical interventions in the therapeutic installations

cf army rear was below than on DBl. The significant part of those

easily wounded the skull was evacuated from aimy to front live

therapeutic installations. About l3.6o/o of those wounded the soft

tissues were left to reccvery in AhPPG, moreover 5.8o/o recovered

during December and January, and the others - during February 1942.

It is evacuated frcs army auring the rout of the Germans in the

environs of Moscow 73.2c/o all of those wounded into skull that were

being located undergoing medical treatmert in KhPPG. Basic part of

those evacuated composed easily wounded.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull into front line

therapeutic installaticnz was realized on the hospitals of the army

in question for two directions. Their basic number was evacuated from

KhPPG to evacuation point and frcm there already on GBF. The smaller

unit of those wounded for skull was headed frcm KhPPG directly into

the therapeutic installations of front line area. In this case those

heavily wounded the skull they sore freguently evacuated from KhPPG

directly on GBF. Thrcugn evacuation points was directed on GEE the
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• ajority of those wounded to the soft tissues of skull, tat

comprised to different periods cr combat prccess/operation from 85.0

to 93.8o/o all of thcse wcundeu the skull.

At evacuation pcints surgical interventicns by that wounded in

skull were not conducted. Evacuaticn points in essence fulfilled

evacuation-sorting function, moreover in one of them it was left to

the recovery 7.6o/o of those wounded the soft tissues of the skulls

;4hich soon recovered.

The evacuation cf wounded cn GBF was carried out mainly by

railroad; auto- and aircrafz transiort they cccupied in this army the

insignificant place. During combat was sent a ccnsideratle number of

trains and "ambulances", ircm wbich the unit was equipped with

Kruzhilin springs and it was intended for thcse heavily wounded the

skull. In route/path by wounded has provided iedical cbservaticn.

The treatment of wcunded an tne front during the rout of the

Germans in the environs cf Moscow was realized basically in

therapeutic establishments of VEF. The latter, after arriving up to

the moment of December offensive in front line area, contained of two

large/coarse SEG and several hospitals on the basis cf hospitals from

the so-called operaticral cots.
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VEn organized the evacuation to itself cf wcunded from army and

the intense unloading cf wcunded frcm frcnt line area into the rear.

Basic work lay to two SEG. Soon Narkomzdrav to the USSR secreted

for VEP an additional nugier ci cots. Were alsc attached three

additional SEG several bcspitals of the adjacent evacuation Fcint.

The conditions for the worK GEF during January 1942 were more

favorably in the sense tcth of the presence cf the necessary bed

net/system and the fixed evacuaticn of wounded into the rear.

Page 32.

Those wcurded the skull arrived frog armies on GBF mainly by

railroad. VEP organized the railrcad evacuee recepticn centers; unit

of them made loading-unicading functions, unit - only discharqing.

Moreover, on the basic highways, which lead from frcnt, were

organized the medical rcsts, which accepted wcunded the skull,

evacuated cn soil.

The majority of those wounded in skull, that arrived on GBF,

entered SEG. In two most powerful/thick SEG were expanded/scanned the

specialized neuro-surgical sepazations/secticts, which were being

headed by experienced neurosurgeous. In these two SEG entered almost
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3/4 all wounded the skull.

The relationship/ratio cf wounded on the severity of damage on

all evacuation points is characterized as follows: those wounded the

skull with damage to bcne coaposed 35.0o/o easily wcunded soft

tissues -65.0o/o. Apprcximazely/exemplarily the same

relationship/ratio of thcse wcundea the skull is noted and in

hospitals ("operational cots").

The specialized evacuation nospitals ccnducted great therapeutic

work. In them widely were ccnduczed measures, directed toward an

improvement in the ccndition of tae arrived heavily wcunded, produced

surgical interventions with tne uniinished wcunds, and also took

measures for prophylaxis and treatment of infectious complications

from the side of shells and brain.

In SEG was operated 35.1o/c all entered with the wounds of

skull. In one of SEG it underwent processing by 24.0c/o of these all

wounded.

It is necessary, however, to note that surgical interventions it

underwent mainly the group of wcunded the skull with damage bones. In

particular, the trepanation of saull was produced in 40.0o/o of

wounded this group. Post-operation wounded left tc recovery cn the
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spot. Known effect on sc hab operability in SEG had the fact that

the armies, arranged/lccated on clcser distance from GBF, than the

army in question, had the opportunity to evacuate a considerably

larger number unfinished of tnoSe wounded the skull; the pericds of

their entry into the therapeutic installaticns cf front rear were

comparatively early. In tne therapeutic installations of front they

produced, furthermore, ievorkings cf the wcurds cf skull and train,

and also surgical interventions apropos cf cstecmyelitis of the bones

of skull, abscesses cf train in ctner ccrplicaticns.

Surgical interventicns on sxull and brain produced the

highly-skilled specialists in equipped for this purpose operating

rooms.

Were created all ccedizions fcr granting tc the wounded cf

full/total/complete rest in Fcst-cFeraticn pericd, and also turned

particular attenticn tc care of tnem.

In one of SEG was oFerated by 52.0o/o of those wounded the skull

with the damage of bcnes with very small lethality, which prcfitably

emphasizes its work. In all SEG of lethality among the operated

wounded the skull with damage bones it composed 8.8o/o.

Should be also noted activity and the sc-called cperational cots
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GBF which at that time only were created and had available smaller

possibilities than pcwezfui/taick SEG. Those wcunded into skull

entered hospitals with cperational cots Dot crly from SEG, but

frequently and directly from arsies. A number wcunded, entered to

operational cots GBF, ccposed only 1/9 all wcunded into skull, that

were being located in SEG.

Page 33.

To surgical intervention in nospitals with operational cots were

subjected during December 1941 5.3c/o all of thcse wounded the skull.

In the group of wounded the skull hith damace tones surgical

interventions in this wcvzn confosed 10.Eo/c. The operational

prccessing of the woundE of skull and brain was conducted mainly in

two hospitals, which hao operational cots. The fact that the

post-operation lethalit) in the grcup of wounded into skull with the

damage of bones proved tc ce in therapeutic irstallaticns with the

operational cots doutly tighez thar general/ccuicn/tctal lethality,

he says fcr the fact that process/cperaticns underwent only the

obtained heaviest wounds of skull and brain.

The frequency of scryical interventions with wounds in the soft

tissues of skull proved to ne during the rout cf the Germans in the

environs of Moscow and in SEG, and on the operational cots of
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insufficient.

Although frcm a number of those wounded the soft tissues of

skull in SEG during this comtat krccess/cperaticn recovcred 11.8o/o

(and also 6.4o/o left for zecuperation on the sFot)however in view cf

the established circumstances bulK - 81.8o/c - easily wounded it was

evacuated for further treatment from SEG into other hospitals.

In one of SEG the surgical treatment of those wounded into soft

tissues was conduc.-ed rcre widely, which, tcgether with granting to

wounded in the initial jeriod of full/total/ccm~lete rest, and also

in connection with the methods ot physiotherapy, made it possible to

attain in the period of this coakat process/creraticn 26.0o/0

recoveries. During February 1942 this percentage even more was

increased.

On operational cots of GBF the percentage of recovered wcunded

the soft t*ssues of skull during December 1941 was somewhat lcwer

Uhan in SEG.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull from G3F into the rear

was produced from SEG into 78.3o/o, from hospitals with operational

cots - intc 9.1o/o of cases.
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SEG evacuated into rear 72.1o/o of wounded the skull with damage

bones, and hospitals witb operational cots - 13.5c/c. Hence it is

apparent that SEG, expanded/scanned several times are more than their

authorized capacity, it had to evacuate a considerable quantity of

the transportable wounded in order to be always finished/prepared tc

accept the necessary quantity or wounded from armies. The hospitals

with operationa' .cots, %hich weze not overfilled cver authorized

capacity, could leave the large part of the wcunded the skull with

damage bones for treatment on the spot.

As an example it is possitle to lead one of the highly skilled

installations GBF with the operational ccts where those wounded into

skull underwent comprehensive examination/inspection and prolcnged

observation. As a result a considerable number of such wounded, who

were being located in transportatle ccnditicr and requiring through

the character/nature cf hound in prolonged treatment, was not

evacuated into the rear specialized hospitals, but it remained on

GBF.

The evacuation of those wounded the soft tissues of skull

composed in SEG 81.80/c, and in hospitals with operational cots -

52.1o/o.

Thus, if we compare the work of SEG and hospitals with

____ ____ ___ ____ ____ __
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operational cots, then it will prove to be that the powerful/thick

therapeutic installaticns such as were SEG, passed during December

1941 9 times of more thcse wounded the skull, than operational cots.

It recovered wounded the skull in SEG 20 times more than in hospitals

with operational cots. It is evacuated into the rear of the wcunded

the skull with damage bcnes, which require the prolonged treatment,

of SEG 5 1/2 times mcre. Tc surgical treatment is subjected in SEG 3

times more those wounded the skull, than in hcspitals with

operational cots, and in the grcup of wcunded the skull with damage

bones this relationship/ratic prcvad to be equal to 4:1. In SEG the

lethality among those wcunded into skull alsc proved to be belcw.

Page 34.

In the course of cczbat process/operation were accepted urgent

measures for an improvement in the work cf hcspitals with operational

cots. The cot resources of GBF during January 1942 was enlarged in

essence due to these hcsFitals whose numker increased more than 4

times.

Although the majority of those wounded the skull accepted to

themselves during January 1942 as before SEG however about third of

these wounded entered Into hospitals with the operational cots which

increased operational activity and attained during January 1942 of

____________________i_
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the incomparably greater percentage of the recovery of those wounded

the skull, than during December 1941, evacuated into the rear

requiring in prolonged treatment of those wounded the skull almost 3

times more than during December, and decreased the evacuation cf GBF

of those wounded and the scft tissues of skull.

Thus, in the course of the strained offensive combat operations

of our troops/forces on the rout oi the Germans in the envircns of

Moscow the hospital basis of fzcnz ensured in essence with the

specialized neuro-surgical aid of wounded the skull with damage

bones.

In the beginning ci combat tais aid was provided mainly due tc

good work of two powerful/taick SEG, which had neurc-surgical

separations/sections and corresponding specialists, while during

January 1942, also, due to great aid, which shcwed/rendered to them

the specialized therapeutic agencies of GBF with operational cots.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull from GBF into rear

therapeutic installaticns was realized by railroad. The basic group

of those wounded the skull was evacuated by permanent army 3edical

trains. In this case heavy tc those wounded the skull gave the places

in the specially equipped cars. Tne unit of those easily wounded the

soft tissues of skull was evacuated into the hospitals, located in
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Jities west of Volga, by medical "leaflets" and it is considerably

less frequent by specially fitted cut for wcurded by passenger

trains.

In route/path the wcunded constantly - served medical and

average/mean medical personnel.

1Vendering to the medical aid by that wounded the skull during combat

process/operation "battle in the environs cf Stalingrad".

Unprecedented tc its scales in the histcry of wars was deployed

battle it the environs cf Stalingrad. I. V. Stalin in 1942 noted that

in the summer period of this year "the Fascist-German troops/forces

using the absence of the second front in Europe, gathered all their

free reserves, broke through the fzont in the scuthwestern direction

and, after taking in their hands the initiative, passed by places in

the course of 5 months to 500 kalometers". The main target of German

offensive "consisted of going arcund of Mosccu from the east,

renouncing it from the Vclga and Ural rear and then hitting to

Moscow. The advance of the Germans to the south to the side of

petroleum areas had hy its auxiliary target rct cnly and not so much

an exercise of petroleum areas, as abstraction of our main reserves

for south and weakening cf Moscow front in order by the fact to more

easily attain success with strike/shock in Mcsccw. By this it is
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strictly and explained, that the main forces of the German

troops/forces is located now not cn the south, but in area of Ore!

and Stalingrad" .

FOCTNOTE 1*. the 25th anriversary of the great October Socialist

Revoluticn. Report of the chairzan of the state committee of defense

at the solemn conference of the Moscow advice/ccuncil of deputies of

those laboring with the Party and ccmmunity crganizations of Moscow

of 6 November 1942. ENDFCOTNOTE.

Page 35.

In order No 345 of 7 Novemter, 1942, ccmrade Stalin wrote:

Enemy was stopped in the environs of Stalingrad. But, stopped in

the environs of Stalingrad and already placed/assumed with those ten

of thousands of his scldiers and officers, enemy throws in combat new

divisions, straining latter/last forces. Struggle at Soviet-German

front stops ever more stressed. on the issue cf this struggle depends

the fate of Soviet state, treedcn and independence of our native

land" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1*. Order of the people commissar of the defense on 7

November, 1942, No 345, Moscow. ENDFOOTNOTE*
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The heroic defenders or our native l'ind intercepted to enemy. In

the bitter battle the Fascist-German aggresscis fcund their

ignominious end under the walls cf Stalingrad.

Comrade Stalin in crder No 195 of 1 May, 1943, noted: "within

the period of the wi~t cainpaygn of 1942-1943 the Red Army inflicted

serious damages/defeats to tha Hitier trcops/forces, it annihilated a

vast guantity of manpower and equipment cf enemy, surrounded and it

eliminated two armies ct enemy in the envircns of Stalingrad, visors

into the captivity of mcre than 300 thousand hostile soldiers and

officers it freed frcm GErman iGA mundreds cf Scviet cities and

thousands of villages" 2.

FOCTNOTE 2. Order of Sukreme Cossander-Ir-Chiei cn I May 1943, No

195, Mcscow. ENDFOOTNOI.

"In order to have ao idea of the sizes/dimensions of that

unheard in history slaughter wnicn was played in fields. Stalingrad,

it is necessary to know tnat at tne terminaticn of Stalingrad battle

there were selected and turied 147 thousand 200 killed Gernai

soldiers and officers and 46 tAcusand 700 killed Soviet soldiers and

officers. Stalingrad was the setting of the Fascist-German army.

_________________________________________________________________
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After Stalingrad slaughter, as is known, Germans could not aleady be

set right" 3.

FOCTNOTE 3. the 26th anniversary of the great Octcber Socialist

Revolution. Report of the chairsan of the state committee of defense

at the solemn conference of the Moscow advice/council of the deputies

of those laboring with Earty and ccmmunity cres crganically Moscow on

6 November, 1943. ENDFCCINOTE.

This was the year of the radical turning point in the course of

war. Hitler hcrdes were snaken ty the powerful strikes/shocks of the

Red Army.

In combat process/cperation "gattle in the envircns of

Stalingrad" were the fcllcwing feriods:

1) the defensive battle, continuing frcm 17 July through 19

November, 1942,;

2) the offensive ci the Red Army, which ended by enclosing the

grouping of the German tzoops/forces in the environs of Stalingrad in

period from 19 November through 30 November, 1942,;

3) the elimination cf attempts at the enemy to free the
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surrounded in the envircns ot Stalingrad grouping of the

troops/forces during December 1942;

4) destruction of the surrcunaed in the environs of Stalingrad

Fascist-German troops/fcrces in ccnnecticn with their failure

surrender in period from 10 January through 3 February, 1943.

One of the armies, which was being located on the direction of

main attack, conducted during this time active defensive actions on

routes of approach ard in Stalingrad itself, pinning down and

bleeding white enemy, and to the moment of passing of adjacent armies

and fronts into offensive also it passed intc offensive, after

fLeeing the series/rcw cf important in strategic sense points/posts

and areas in Stalingrad and its suburbs.

Rendering to the uedical aid by wounded in this army had its

special features/peculiaities, caused by ccaat circumstances.

Page 36.

First aid by that wcunded the skull in army consisted in the

application of dressing and the most rapid pcssible and cautious

carrying cut of wounded from the field of ccmbat to EMP.
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Research of wounded on trn field of battle and condition of

their carrying out had during this combat prccess/operation their

special features/peculiazities, different in phase cf combat in

interfluve and during ccmbaz in Stalingrad.

During July and August of 1942 the army conducted combat after

Don and in interfluve cn routes ci approach to Stalingrad. Locality

to the West of Stalingrdd is s.f pe, crossed by ravines and by

beams/gullies; in northern unit it is covered with bushes, there are

no forests/scaffolding.

The research of wcunded was conducted under the fire/light of

enemy, having shot tbrcugn the caen sectors of the field of combat.

In the series/row of areas was necessary to surmount considerable

space, in order to deliver wounded into sheltered from fire/light

place (Fig. 4). of soldiers and aidmen was required the great art cf

camouflage and change tc crawling carry vourded, protecting them from

repeated wounds. With respect to wounded in the skull, being in

unconscious state, was important to stave off the contusions of the

head with their delivery/procuresent to rairccat-tent from the firing

line to the nearest cover.

Hot weather (to 35-40), and also small amount of precipitation

caused the need for concentrating wounded in shadow (in ravines and

beans/gullies) and orgasizing supply of water.
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Fig. 4. Rendering of first aia to that wounded the skull on the field

of battle (from the collectIon cf silitary-medical museum of VM of

the USSR).

Page 37.

The evacuation of ucunded to BMP and PME was realized by mainly

horse transport. In a ruaner or cases of heavily wounded it was

necessary to deliver tc stretchers, being cascuflaged on terrain,

since vehicles with wotnded cn roads were fired on by the aviation of

enemy. Above the field cf combat, in area of the disposition cf this

army, often continuously were iccated enemy's 30-40 aircraft, and

during the individual days of ccabat the total number of hostile
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missicns reached to 80C.

The therapeutic irstallazicns cf the army area in order to

lighten and to accelerate tne delivery/procurement of wounded for the

fastest rendering by it cf the qualified medical aid, it was

necessary to consideratl) araw nearer the frcrt/leading territcry. At

the same time was considered also the fact that pans, having

available extremely large tanx croups, it sczetimes broke thrcugh in

individual secticns cur deianst ana it could rencunce therapeutic

installations frcm warheads.

Completely different conditicns on search and carrying cut of

wounded from the field cf comrat were coiplicated during combat in

Stalingrad. If in battles cn routes of apprcach to city it was

possible to apply the methods of mcbile warfare, then with street

combat the character/nature of coabat operaticns changed. Stalingrad

is arranged/lccated alcng the right shore of Volga and together with

suburb stretches from the north to the south cn 25 km, but from the

West to the east - on 0.5-3 ka. The general/ccmuon/total planning cf

city is sustained in the form of rectangular quarters with a large

number of lonq, straiglt/dizect streets. In the northern unit of the

city are arranged/located three major plants. Locality from market to

Mamayev of barrow, adjacent to plants, abounds by ravines and halls.

In city there are artificially pianted groves. City district from the
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West to the east cross/intersect two small rivers. Volga in city

district has into the width cf 1-z km. There are no bridge crossings

acrcss the river.

In outskirts of city, occupied with predcminantly lcw wccden

buildings/structures, cut units zczced were tc Ferfcrm in the

quarters, filled by flate/blast or already turned. The extensive

areas of the fires fcrced sometimes to search for alternate routes

for the delivery/procuresent of wcunded frcs frcrt/leading edge to

BMP and P! P.
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Fig. S. mutual assistance on the field of battle frcin collection of

milit1-ary medical museur of- VF, of the USSE) .

Page 38.

During combat in internal& blccks of the city with great stone

houses and plant constmucticn ci the conditict cf rendering to the

first medical aid and cairying cut of wounded changed. The stcne

urban buildings/structures, joined into units/blccks and blocks (part
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: which was converted into ruins as a result of the preceding

oJmbings and shellings), determined in a number of cases the activity

of the small assault teams of our troops/forces. 1he troops/forces

began to be concealed in cellars and ruins cf the stone houses,

converted into defensive strengthenings. Artillery in the aviation of

the enemy conducted fire/lgbht noc directly according to the

troops/forces, but with target the decomrositicn cf buildings. In the

presence of continuous tront line ccmbat they were deployed in

essence around the individual strong points, which covered mcst

important in tactical sense directions.

The defenders of city deposited the literally each span cf the

earth/ground. For eiemy it was necessary to the price of the great

losses of news combat not only for the specific city districts, but

also for individual quarters, plant,:, shops, houses, for individual

floors and even rooms in them. in these street battles predominated

mortar, machine-gun, autcmatic and rifle fire/light from close

distances (Fig. 5). The use/application of manual ones of Grant,

delivery of fire by direct laying zrom light guns, bayonet/bar

strike/shock characterize combat of this p3ricd. To be oriented in

city was difficut, since the majority of quarters was destrcyed, and

streets were heaped up with the fragments of buildings.

To reach to certain wounded, who a-e !ccated in the fired on
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separate buildings, was citen not easily (Fig. 6). Still more

difficult it was carry wcunaed intc skull, that were being Iccated in

unconscious condition, ttrough the destrcyed :arches/passages,

staircases and ruins of buildings. In the series/row of front sectors

the need for overcoming tne cpet Flaces, shct tbrcugh from many

sides, forced sometimes to wait until onset cf dark.

Wounded they c-rried irom the field of ccmbat on hands and on

stretchers, The outlying from the firing line wcunded were

concentrated in the first floors and basements and on the

communications trenches rapidly were delivered to arranged/lccated in

immediate proximity cf EMP.

In view of comparatively warm autumnal weather with

insignificant sediments initially in those wcunded the skull rarely

were enccuntered the ccmflicaticns from the side of the lungs. The

advanced winter made it nacessary to conduct the series/row cf urgeit

measures for warning/prevention in wounded pneumonia and freezings.

Winter came immediately. Tre ftrst snowfall was on 20 November. Sncw

lay in the latter/last days of November. The winter months were

characterized by sharp scutheastern winds, sncw snowstorms ard

skidding; the temperature at the end of December achieved 25-270

frost with high wind. Volga was completely covered with ice cn 18

December, 1942.
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Page 38a.

Fig. 6. Rendering of first aid to that wcunded skull under conditicns

for street fightings. Fzcin the Ficture of rilitary medical museum of

VM e the USSR. (Artist V. N~. Gadi.).

Page 39.

PMP were located frcm BMP on several hundred meters.
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However, from the irst a as cf cooling the soldiers were

provided with warm clotning, and were also they were carried cut

measures for the warming oz the assembly pcints cf wounded and

therapeutic installaticns. On the firing lines the stretcher hearers

tock measures for the heating or wcunded and warning/prevention in

them of freezings.

The periods of the carrying out of those wcunded the skull

during street fightings and their delivery/prccurement on BME

oscillated from several minutes to 1 hour. Scmetimes, as already

mentioned when it was it cannot he approached the wcunded because cf

the fire/light of enemy, the carrying out of %cunded from company

sector was held up by several hcurs. In progress of combat the

periods of the carrying cut of wounded always were reduced due to the

creation of the wide net/systeN cf the ccmmunications trenches

between dugouts, the fastened/strengthened cellars cf buildings and

weapon emplacements in a number or cases of wounded they tecame to

deliver to BMP and PMP cn sleighs.
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Under severe medical-zacticai conditions the work of BMfE and

PMP, naturally, was connected witn the series/rcw of difficulties.

Large/coarse measures wera carried cut on the permission of the

problem of water supply, heating and illumiraticn of therapeutic

installations. lany effcrts/forces extended medical wcrkers, in order

to adapt the destroyed quarters/premises and cellars under

therapeutic installatic s and tc create for wcunded the necessary

conditions. Systematic artiilery fire and aerial bombardment made it

necessary to select for BMP and PM most frecuently underground

quarters/premises.

The first medical aid ny znat wounded into skull consisted on

BMP and PMP in the examination/inspection of wound, the cessation of

external hemorrhage and the application cf aseptic dressing. Wounded

they warmed, before evacuaticn to them they gave the necessary rest,

were taken measures cf the over-ail strengthening character/nature,

they applied sulfanilamides with purpose of prevention of infecticus

complications.

During the evacuation of tnose wounded in skull was conducted

bandaging of head, but as a result of the acquired

exper-ment/experience this measure underwent review. The fact is that

the immobilization of head, necK and body with the aid of splints in

individual those wounded into zkuli, that were teing located in
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unconscious conditio-, oculd creat - conditicrs for the aspiration cf

emetic masses, in view cf the fact that cf sivilar wounded with

bandaged head was difficult to lie/fall/lay sideways. For the same

those wounded the skull, Wnica were found in ccnsciousness, the

immobilization of head iroved tc be excessive, since it only impeded

their movements. If one considers that the splints for the

immobilization of head %ere laid acove clothing, then, naturally,

occurred the cases when tits weakened and iaxcbilization became

meaniagless. Therefore during this combat process/operation

seriss/row of PMP began to practice the underlayer under the head of

the wounded of cushion, folded overcoat cr sFecial well-packed

sacs/bags/follicles wita sand, which provided sufficient rest for a

head and they made it pcssible tc change the Ecsiticn/situaticn of

those wounded into skull uith the onset in the! cf vomiting. At the

same time, were created the conditions for permanent observation of

wounded in route/path ty the esccrting/trackirg medical perscnnel.

Vehicles were coldprcof.

The conditions for depicyment and work of DMP during combat on

distant routes of apprcacn to Stalingrad and in city itself were alsc

different.

1. In phase of combat in interfluve medical installations of

divisions were arranged/located nct far cff ficn frcnt/leading
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territory. Approximaticn/approach of DMP was caused, as already

mentioned, by the need icr creating the conditicns of the most rapid

possible delivery/Frocurement of wcunded for the rendering them of

the qualified medical aid.

It is necessary tc note sufficiently widely applied during this

period of war separaticn oz DMP into two echelons. The first echelons

of DMP advanced forward, close to divisions, they were mobile,

facilitated they had the necessary equipment for production in the

urgent process/operaticns, includirg on skull. The second echelons of

DMP were arranged/located in these cases on greater than usually,

distance from front line. During this period the series/roq cf DMP

underwent the attack cf hostile awiation and were experienced

difficulty with the delivery of medicc-econcmic equipment.

Page 40.

Losses in personnel cf DMP caused the temporary/time incomplete set

of cadres. The activity cf the aviation cf enery in individual

periods upset the operation of army ambulance transportation.

To the entrance intc comuat in this army was carried out the

practical training of the doctors cf the bandaging platoons cf MSB,

operating nurses and other medical personnel cn the basis of
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evacuation hospitals in Stalingrad. During ccibat this

preparation/training had positive effect on wcrk in military field

circumstances.

Workers of DNP were sufficiently well familiar with the

principles of the classification of the neurc-surgical wounded and

produced surgical interventions on skull and train less frequent than

during the combat process/operation of the rCut of the Germans in the

environs of Moscow. However, on DMP with difficulties with the

evacuation of wounded ir a number of cases cf reading to

process/operations on skull were expanded in ccnnecticn with threat

the developments of infectious ccoilications.

Combat and operational-tactical situation forced sometimes to

evacuate post-cperaticn bounded bithin earlier pericds. For the

evacuation of those woundeu the skull into army therapeutic

installations, besides medical motor vehicles, was utilized

incidental transport.

Those wounded the skull tney guided into the hospitals of the

first line and to evacuaticn pcint which in that period actually

fulfilled functions KhPPG and to which for reinforcing were attached

operations surgical grcufs.
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Therapeutic installaticas were located in small cities in

villages and in individual peasant constructicn. Frequent air raids

and also the need for redisiocaticn always did not make it pcssible

to completely deploy KhPPG, cc tc adapt the cccupied

guarters/premises for therapeutic installaticns. Nevertheless KhPPG,

as a rule, deployed and equi~ped cjeratirg rccw, medical dressing

room and other basic sthunits.

In army area outlined were specialized KIPEG due to imparting to

them of the ccrresponding yrcups ot ORMU; however, the manned

neuro-surgical groups cf reinforcing in this cochat process/cperation

army yet did not have.

2. Completely particular conditions with respect to provision of

those wounded skull ty medical aid on DMP were fcrmed during combat

in city itself. This phase of ccbat (from September 1942 through

January 1943) was for the medical service of army mcst difficult.

The heavy character/nature cf wounds skulls, together with -'he

difficulties of carryinc out frcm firing lines and

delivery/procurement cf wounded into the therapeutic installations of

army area, and also difficulty witn their evacuation across the great

river forced the medical department of army tc accept the number of

the necessary organizational measures for warning/prevention cf the
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ice (from 18 December, 1942, to the end cf the combat

process/operation).

a) jn the first, autumnal, period DMP, XhFFG of the first line

and the evacuation pcints were witndrawn tc tle right shore cf Volga

cperations groups for tne care cf *ounded. In the ccmpositior of the

operations groups, which worKea in city, entered the chief/leading

surgeon, doctor, nurses and aiden. These oFeraticns groups were

arranged/located usuallj at a distance of 2.5-4 km from PMP and was

rendered urgent surgical aid. Scae of these groups provided the

medical aid by wounded cr crcssirgs.

In accordance with comnat and tactical situation the volume of

the work of operatiors surgical grcups ccnsisted in the concentration

cf wounded in the specific places and the orcanizaticn of

nourishment, the supervision oi tourniquet and the cessation of

hemorrhage, amputation of extresities from urgent readings, the

imposition of transport splints, the sewing ur of the wound cf breast

with open pneumothorax, the use/ailication of

medicinal/medicamentous sunstances and evacuation of wounded.

With the wounds of sKull undertook the cessation of external

hemorrhage, the supervision of bandage, antishcck measures,

introduction of the prefararions, stimulating cardicvascular and
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complications of the wcunds of zxull and brain.

The deployment of the therakeutic installations of divisions and

army hospital base was nct placed in ordinary schemes. The special

features/peculiarities cf tne czcssing cf wcurded through the river

line, the long axis of evacuaticn hith insufficiency and remotness in

that period of the hcsritai tasis cf front fcrced sanitary section of

army sufficient to equiE DMP after converting them actually into army

type installations. Thus, army cbtained the Ecssibility to increase

its hospital fund and ensured the tracer of evacuation.

Page 41.

Surgical aid by wcunded, inciuding nt-irc-surgical, was

determined in DnP by tactical conditions and it was subdivided within

the time of combat in city for three fundamental periods:

a) autumn period (tc halr Ncvember) ;

b) the period of tne waiting of ice formation and possitility of

cessation of the work cf crcssirgs (second half Icvember and first

half December);

c) the period of the estanlishment cf crossings through Volga on
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respiratory/breathing activity, ana also antiseptic substances and

dehydration. In a number ot cases was conducted the blood

transfusion. Was given also attention to the correct immobilization

of head.

On crossings thcse boundea the skull were provided the aid of

the surgical operaticns crcup cf the arav therapeutic installations,

intensified by grcups cf DMP. Into the task cf these groups entered

the supervision of bandages, ircducticn frcm readings of the

dressings of the wounds ci skull, cessation cf hemorrh: e, etc.

Surgical interventicns procuced not on all crossings. The volume

of operational work depended on ccabat ard tactical situation.

Sometimes circumstances has sucl, that the cperations groups cculd

make only sorting work an- u-de to the left shore first of all of

those requiring in urgent surgical interverticr. To the middle of

Volga, on hdre island, in dugout was equipped the operating room and 4

surgical dressing. The surgical operatiors group, which worked on

island, realized a medicai service of wounded, and alsc it had to

carry out the missions ct emergency group in the case of the

difficulty of the evacuation or wounded from island to the left shore

of river. Easily woundied the skull were crossed tc island on the

footwalk heavily wounded they transported on the special boats, which

accomodated 5-6 stretchers eaca. On the western and eastern shore cf
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island were separately isclatea evacuaticn grcups. Transportation

across island were realised by norse transport. If the condition of

wounded required complicated prccess/operation cn skull and brain,

which could not be accosilshed 1n operating rcca on island, then

rounded rapidly they crcssed tc rne left shcre cf Volga in KhPPG.

A considerable nusker of tncse wcunded ir skull was transported

from city on steamships and azmcred boats passing hare island.

On the left shore cf river albays were duty medical motor

vehicles and medical personnel. In crossings cn the left shore of

Volga were also dug cut the duycuts for wounded, were organized feed-

heating points/posts and points/posts of medical aid. All grcups in

crossing were organized by the medical departwent of army due to

forces and substances cl evacuaticon cint and one of KhPPG. Transport

was given from substances DMP and intensified by the medical motor

vehicles, isolated witt toe sedical ccntrol cf front.
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Page 42.

Through 3-4 weeks the volume of the work cf operations surgical

groups in Stalingrad decreased, since to hold up wounded on the right

share of Volga was fcr a long rime impossible. On measure the

penetrations of enemy into the individual districts of the city of

the condition of our trccps/forces, defense ccnsiderably were

complicated. Volga, which flowed/occcurred/lasted directly in the

disposition of the units of the aray, trcubled maneuver from depth

and impeded delivery, because to construct the permanent crossings

across the river it was impossitle as a result cf continuous

artillery fire and raids of hostile aviation. A struggle for

Stalingrad it was necessary to carry on under the most exacting

conditions. Army had a ircnt ty elcngaticn/extent into 25 km and

depth of defensive zone from 20C-300 a tc 2-3 km. Our troops/forces'

maneuver along front could be realized only on narrow coasral zone

and only in night time, since entire/all depth of the defenses of

army was shot through by artillery and mortar fire, and by places

even from machine guns and submaChine guns.

It is logical that it is under such conditions necessary it was
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necessary to possibly rcre rapidly evacuate wcunded from city.

The volume of the wcrk of operations surgical groups with the

wounds of skull as before was reduced to the cessation of external

hemorrhage, the use/application of substaiices, stimulating the

cardiovascular of activity and respiratory/treathing center, to

introduction in the urgent readings of gluccse, the issue of

sulfanilamides and the supervision of immobilization. From city were

soon sent the operations groups oi KhPPG and evacuation point and

were left only groups of DMP. At the end of September and during

October operations surgical groups forced were to entirely end their

work. On the right shore oi Volga were left only evacuation groups,

task which was urgent medical aid cn crossings and the most rapid

possible evacuation of wcunded to the left shore of Volga.

b) In the second period - the waiting of ice formation and

possibility of the curtailment of the work cf crossings (second half

November and first half December) - to the right shore of Volga were

directed surgical platoons of MSB (according to a number of

divisions) for the provision of units with surgical aid.

Taking into acccunt that the right shore of Volga higher than

left and that therefore the high abrupt shore created considerable

dead area for a hostile fire/light, the medical service of army
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utilized this advantage tor the concentraticr cf wounded. on the

shore under break were dug out the dugouts, in which with each

operations group were placed the operating rocus, surgical dressing

and specific number of cots for wounded. Surgical groups had

equipment for production in the necessary process/operations.

Those easily wounded the soft tissues skulls evacuated to their

DMP with the aid of division boat crossing.

Heavily wounded the skull and the brain they evacuated frot city

cn motor boats and steamships.

When the movement through Volga ceased and the evacuation of

wounded became impossible, the first echelons of DMP, having the

qualified surgeons, sufficient eguipment and 15-day reserve of

surgical dressings, successfully managed the wedical service of

wounded in city itself, in ismediate proximity of the firing line.

Thus, in the heavy pericd of ice formaticn when ar=G~ed boats ended

movement, the medical prcvision of an army was not disrupted. In this

(Tr. note: Part of Russian text appears to be sissing. ] in one of the

divisions, renounced frcm its army, which seon, however, again with

it was connected.
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Page 14 3.

c) In the third period (from 18 December, 1942), when was

established/installed fis- pedestrian, and thereupon horse crossing

on ice, all the care cf wounded in divisions and their evacuation

into army therapeutic installaticns were charged on DMP. Soon motor

vehicles of DMP cculd aEroacn directly the right shore and silitary

divisions obtained the Fcssibiity to prcduce the evacuation cf

wounded along their axis.

Work of DMP on the left shore of Volga had its also special

features/peculiarities. turing execution by the second echelcns of

DMP of the functions cf army therapeutic installations by them were

attached 4 surgical grcuys of OBMU (separate medical reinforcement

company] subordinate tc Front line authority.

subsequently, when PMP Degan to fulfill the work of army

therapeutic installations, in them began to enter the wounded

directly with PMP.

The crossing through Volga cn ice made it possible to sharply

shorten the periods of the entry of those wcunded the skull an DMP,

which is evident from Fig. 7.
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The periods of the entry of those wcunded the skull on DMP into

the most difficult autuan-winter period cf Stalingrad battle always

were reduced. As can be seen from Fig. 7, iii spite of the difficulty

cf the crossing through Volga, during November 1942 nevertheless it

was possible to deliver cn DMP 79.4o/o of thcse wounded the skull for

the first 24 hours from the moment of wound.

During December, although the crossing on ice became possible

only from the 18th number, more than half all those wounded the skull

were delivered on DMP in the first 6 hours frcm moment the wounds;

for their first 12 hcurs entered 77.5o/o.

During January 1943, when army attacked/advanced and advanced

forward, t;ork was organized so that the majcrity of those wounded

into skull entered on DME for the first 6 hours from the moment of

wound.

Everything presented aDove with a certainty says about the

serious successes of the organization of therapeutic aid by that

wounded into skull under such unprecedented difficult conditions of

the combat operations of the trcops/forces such as were in

Stalingrad.
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El at6 6-2-28E 13- 49,a

Fig. 7. Periods of the entry of wounded the skull on DHP armies

during Stalingrad battle in the autumn-winter period (in

percentages).

Key: (1). November. (2). feceaber. (3). January. (4). To 6 hours.

(5). hours. (6). hour. 47). hours aac.( more.

Page 44.

Summary data on DME within a 7-monthly period in Stalingrad -

[Tr. note: Text missing in Russian text. ] that the specific

gravity/weight of thcse wounded into skull amcng all wounded, who

entered DMP, was somewhat lower than during the combat

process/operation of the rout of the Germans in the environs of

Moscow, since unit of then directly entered in KhPPG of the first

line.
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on DMP the entry cf those bounded into skull went in twc

directions: from PNP and directly from units. In view of the

particular conditions for tne combat process/cperation when working

parts were lccated in isiediate prcximity of river crossings, from

PMP ertered 60.0o/o of those wounded into skull, and L40.0o/o of them

were direicted directly from units.

The distribution of tnose wounded the skull according to the

severity of %damage shovE that through DME passed 75.00/0 of t-hose

wounded the soft tissues and iS.0o/o of wounded the skull with damage

bones.

operational of activity or DmE during Stalingrad battle was

characterized by production, in the primary Erocessing in 10. 3c/o all

of those wounded the skull.

In comparison with the coatat Process/cperation of the rout of

the Germans in the envircns cf m cscow the readings tc surgical

interventions on skull were during Stalingrad battle somewhat

narrowed due to the established in army area conditions, which did

not favor production in the similar Process/operaticns. If we

consider moreover that in tae xncwn period of this combat
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process/operation of DMP it was necessary to Fartially fulfill the

functions of army theraFeutic installaticns, then the percentage of

surgical interventions should be recognized lw. The surgeons of D5P

sufficiently correctly understood their task in the relation to the

medical aid by that wounded into sxull and virtually began to

transform it into life, rerfcring prccess/crerations on skull in the

majority of the cases only from urgent readincs. From a number of

those wounded the skull with damage to bone it was operated cn DMP

17.5o/o, and among those wcunded the soft tissues - 7.6o/o.

These data indicate a descent in the percentage of surgical

interventions during Stalingrad battle in the group of those heavily

wounded the skull almost 2 times (.in coapariscn with the described

higher combat prccess/cperation) and to an increase in the percentage

of primary processings cc OMP among those wcunded into the scft

tissues of skull.

During Stalingrad cattle the lethality on DMP among those

operated also noticeabl) was lovered.

Thus, the surgeons of DMP under the severe conditions of combat

circumstances virtually realized of instructicn of GVSU. The

predominant number of pxccess/oFerations on skull was produced with

great care and radically. However, in the repcrts of KhPPG are
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indicaticns of abandonment sometimes of bone fragments in cerebral

substance after interventions on DMP, which was caused partly by

absence on DMP of the X-ray apparatuses and specialist-neurosurgeons.

The majority of those wounded skull (84.8o/o) was evacuated in

KhPPG. From a number cf wounded the skull with damage bones it is

evacuated by 76.9o/o, while from those wcunded the soft tissues -

87.6o/o. These data alsc tell arout increase in ccmparison with the

preceding/previous combat process/cperation of the percentage of the

evacuation of those heavily wcunded the skull from DMP to KhPPG.

Evacuation underwent those wounded the skull, the requiring the

primary processing wounds and the capable ones due to their condition

to transfer transportaticn in KhEPG. The evacuation of those wounded

the skull in post-operation period was conducted usually after 21/z-3

week hospitalization; hobever, cuourred the irdividual cases cf

earlier evacuation in ccnnection with the requirements of combat

circumstances.

Page 45.

For this combat process/operation on DME recovered 7.3o/c all of

those wounded the skull, and aacng those wounded the soft tissues of

skull - 9.3/o. These data, indicating the sufficiently high

__________________________________________________
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percentage of those reccvered at Q MF, tc kncwr degree are explained

by the fact that DMP certain trie iulfilled the functions cf army

therapeutic installaticrs.

Relative to left on DMP for treatment of wounded of the soft

tissues of skull in explanatory notes to repcrts are instructions

that this were the most easily bcunded, who was subject soon to

extraction.

Lethality on DMP auny taose wounded intc skull proved to be

below lethality in army therapeutic installat cns during the combat

process/operation of the rout6of the Germans in the environs of

Moscow. In this case nontransportable and post-operation wounded the

skull were held up on D81 during Stalingrad battle for more prolonged

period.

Among the reasons fcr Zetnality on DrP should be noted severity

and vastness of the destzuction of skull and brain, and also the

multiple and combined wcunds of head, chest, stomach and extremities.

Furthermore, are indications oz the relatively high percentage of

infectious complications among dead persons frow the wounds of skull.

This fact is not characteristic ior DMP and is explained by tcth the

considerable contaminaticn of the wounds, obtained under conditions

2ox street fightings in winter period, and by prolonged

___________________________________________________________
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hospitalization of heavily wounded.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull from DMP to KhPPG of

the first line was realized, as a rule, by motor transport. Ey winter

vehicles were coldproof. in a number of cases it was necessary to

utilize reverse empty car and norse transport. In route/path after

those wounded the skull cOserved medical perscnrel.

KhPPG of army were arranged/iocated at different distance from

Volga.

In army they were isolated frcm KhPPG cf the first line which

picked up those wcunded the skull from army area. Brief inforraticn

about the conditions fcr deployment and work cf the therapeutic

installations of army area during combat in interfluve and on distant

routes of approach to Stalingrad is giver above. The operation of

KhPPG of the first line during coasat in Stalingrad

flowed/occurred/lasted into somewhat different conditions. KbPPG were

accommodated in 2ud huts, in the well ccldprccf tents, and also in

cottages. Working conditions were fairly complicated, if one

considers that these KhIEG were located in the sphere of influence cf

hostile artillery and aviaticn. Under corditicns of shellings and

aviation bombing among bcrxers of KhPPG and wounded there were

losses.
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For reinforcing DME, and alsc for arPrcaching of the qualified

medical aid and increase in the possibility cf sufficient

hospitalization of the ncntransportable wounded the hospitals of the

first line were expanded/scanned near crcssings in 3-5 k. frcm left

shore.

As already mentioned, these KnPPG singled out operational

surgical groups to the zight shcre of Volga, and therefore a number

cf authorized cots was scmewhat atbreviated/reduced. KhPPG of the

first line took upon themselves in essence furction of medical

service and hospitalization of untzansportable bounded, producing all

urgent surgical interverticns.

Page 46.

One of KhPPG of the tizst line from August through December 1942

accepted to itself a ccnsiderable number of wcunded among whcm 4.3o/o

composed the obtained wounds skulls. A great quantity of those

wounded into skull entered during September and August d 1942.

According to the character/nature cf damage cf these wcunded were

distributed over the obtained bullet wounds of skull with the damage

cf bones (47.7o/o) and cktained wounds soft tissues of skull
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(52.3o/o).

According to the form/species of the wcunding shell was noted

the Dredominance of the frdjaentation wounds cf skull (61.90/c) above

bullet ones (38.1c/o). Street Eigntings were characterized by the

wide application of a rifle and automatic fire/light, which gave the

relatively high percentace of zhe nullet wounds of skull, it we

compare it with the data of tne maps/charts/cards of the deepened

characteristics, given in the preceding/previcus volume (page 54).

Among the fragmentaticn hounds cf skull more frequently were

encountered the damages iy the fragments cf sines (31.8o/o), aircraft

bombs (lq.Oo/o) and is thinner/less frequent by the fragments of

artillery shells (6.1o/c), and also granades (5.0o/c). Comparatively

rare in other combat prccess/oFerations cases of the wounds of skull

by the fragments of aircraft bombs and garnet were encountered into

time of Stalingrad battle more frequently; the greatest percentage cf

the wounds of skull by the fragaents of aircraft bombs was noted

during September, August and October of 1942; during November and

December similar wounds were single. The great percentage of wounds

by the fragments cf grenades (shcrt-range wearon) is noted during

December 1942 and during January 1943.

In this KhPPG of the first line basic vcrk among those ucunded

the skull was reduced tc the develcpment/detection cf the
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nontransportable wounded, conducting of the number of the over-all

strengthening and dehydrating measures, examination/inspecticn of

wound and shave of hair arcund it, prcducticn in the

process/operations on urgent readings and evacuation of wounded into

the specialized hospitals of GBA.

After an improvement in a medical-tactical circumstances at the

end of 1942 in this KhPPG began to more widely operate those wounded

the soft tissues the skulls. For combat process/operation in KhPPG it

is operated by 17.5o/o all of those wounded the skull. Among wounded

the skull with damage hones it underwent process/operation 20.6o/o.

In fourth of these process/operaticns intervention was restricted

only to processing skin-bone wound. Lethality among the operated

wounded the skull with damage ncnes composed 9.4o/o. A great number

of process/operations in wcunded the skull with damage bones is

produced during September. Among those wounded the soft tissues of

skull it was operated by 15.0o/c, mainly in winter time.

Basic part of those wounded the skull was evacuated into

specialized KhPPG of GBA. The evacuation of wounded was conducted by

motor transport up to the distance of 30-36 km.

Another KhPPG of the first line was deployed

approximately/exemplarily under the same conditions, after changing
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its deployment in 6 months of 7 times. Hospital also secreted

operations surgical grcur to the right shore cf Volga. In 5.30/o of

all entered wounded had the bullet wounds of skull.

The surgical work of this KhPEG is characterized by high

operational activity with respect to those wcunded the skull. Among

wounded the skull with damage bones to surgical interventions it

underwent by 79.3o/o, what is exclusion in the operation of KhPPG of

the first line. From a number of those wounded the soft tissues there

were primary processed 14.0o/o.

Page 47.

The treatment of the post-operation wounded consisted in the

wide application of intravenous iniusions of sulfidine, urotropin,

streptocide and glucose. The wounds of skull conducted under loose

bandages with weak antiseptic sclutions/openings. Lethality among

those operated was above than in first KhPPG, which to known degree

is explained by the heavier condition entered of these wounded into

skull.

The convalescents of wounded they guided into specialized KhPPG

for neurologic examinaticn/inspection and more detailed

roentgenological examination/inspection.
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The greatest unit cf the wounded was evacuated. Evacuaticn was

realized by its transpcrt - cargo coldprcof vehicles.

The hospitals, interded for the treatment cf those wounded the

skull in this army there were tuo, although they yet did not have

neurosurgeons. However, in these hospitals wcrked the sufficiently

qualified surgeons, whc mastered cavitary prccess/operations

technique.

1. First so-called specialized KhPPG in half-year of combat

operations changed its deployment of 6 times. A great number of

wounded entered during September, October and December.

During combat In Stalingrad this KhPPG was performed at first

the role of sorting hospital, leaving on the srct of those only

nontransportable wounded into skull. To this forced

operational-tactical circumstances, since hospital was

arranged/located not far off from KhPPG of the first line and was

located in the sphere of influence of hostile aviation. After being

relocated subsequently somewhat further intc the army area (but being

as before located nearer to river than by the second, so-called

specialized KhPPG), this KAPPG accepted those heavily wounded the
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skull, the breast, the stomach, the extremities, and also with the

complications of anaerobic infecticn.

Hospital was attached the general-surgical and ocular grcup of

ORMU. In last 3 months the aospital fulfilled the functions of that

specialized.

Hospital accepted a considerable number cf wounded, among them

8.9o/o with the bullet wcunds of skull (damages of the bones of skull

were noted into 70.3c/c cf wound of soft tissues - only into

29.7o/o). As can be seen iron these data, the direction of those

wounded the skull into this hospital was sufficiently sustained

according to designation/purpose.

In hospital were produced surgical interventions in 37.2o/o all

of those wounded in skull.

In the group of wounded the skull with damage bones surgical

interventions were produced in 49.00/0 of wcunded. The wounded the

soft tissues skulls underwent the primary surgical processing of

wounds into 9.0o/o of cases.

Process/operations on skull were performed under local

anesthesia. Cut all over territory the wcunds of soft tissues. By the
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forceps of Luer they expanded Done defect and drcve out from the area

of skull the visible bcne fragments. Wounds pcwdered by streptocide

and conducted under locse bandages. Dry suture was not applied.

Lethality among those cperated was equal to 16.9o/o. Post-operation

period was maintained/witastood in essence by period in 3 weeks;

however, occurred the cases of the forced early evacuation of the

operated wounded due tc the established conditicns cf combat

circumstances. The evacuation of wound ones with the nonpenetrating

wounds of the skull was conducted usually after 12-13 days after

process/operation. The predominant number of wounded was evacuated

into second so-called specialized KhPPG, and certain unit directly on

GBF. The evacuation of wcunded was realized ucst frequently in the

coldproof automatic motcr vehicles.

Page 48.

It should be noted that tais 9hPPG, working under difficult

conditions and accepting heavily wcunded, knew bcw to conduct great

surgical work on the primary prccessing of the nontransportable

wounded the skull by efforts general/common/tctal surgeons.

2. By the second so-called specialized KhPPG after half a year

were relocated 8 times. During combat in the suburbs of Stalingrad

and in city itself KhPPG serviced those wounded the skull and chests
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being arranged/located in one of the nearest cities. Hospital was

accommodated in the building of school and habitable houses, being

located somewhat further from Stalingrad, than the first.

Among all entered wcunded those wounded the skull composed

12.3o/o. Their great nuater entered in the sage period, as into first

KhPPG. According to the character/nature of damage the wounded were

distributed over the cbtained damages bones of skull (46.2o/o) and

wounded soft tissues (53.do/o).

In hospital worked tne qualified surgeons and neuropathologist.

To surgical intervention it underwent by 16.5o/o all of those

wounded the skull; lethality among those operated composed 2.7o/o. In

the group of wounded the skull wita damage bones it is operated by

17.8o/o; lethality among them was equal altogether only by 6.1o/o.

The wounded the soft tissues skulls were operated into 15.0o/o;

lethality in this group it was not noted. A great number of

procEss/operations is prcduced in the months cf the great entries of

those wounded the skull. The majority of wounded was evacuated on

GBF; the unit of the easily wounded was directed in GLR. The

evacuation of those wounded into skull was conducted by railroad and

less frequently on motor vehicles cn the associated siding to ground

road. On-loading wounded into ca::s and evacuation by railroad

_______________________
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presented in that pericd the series/row of difficulties in view of

the load of the iron rcad of the baibarous bczbing cf hospital

trains, etc. In order to ensure timely evacuaticn, it was necessary

in army area to form/activate stafz from passenger and coaches, to

warm them and to adapt fcr the transportaticn of wounded and

nevertheless in the individual periods of ccmtat process/operation

was noted overload of KhFPG.

Facts indicated above forced the medical department of army to

make a decision to guide transpcrt means DME fcr the evacuation of

wounded when DMP, as has already Deen indicated, were converted for

the specific period intc army type therapeutic installations.

Besides the hospitals, specially intended for these wounded into

skull, the unit wounded entered during this period in KhPPG of

general-surgical profile/specialty. As an exasple it is possible to

lead work on the treatwent of those wounded into skull in one of

similar KhPPG. This hosfital was located not far off from KhPPG of

the first line and among all those entered it accepted 2.6o/o of

those wounded the skull. Thus, the specific gravity/weight of those

wounded the skull in this hospital was considerably lower than in

so-called specialized KLPPG.

The largest number cf wounded entered during September and
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Cctober. Among those wounded the skull the dazages ct the bones of

skull are noted in 46.3c/o, and the wounds of soft tissues without

the damage of bones - in 53.7o/c.

Surgical interventions among all those wounded in skull were

conducted sufficiently widely (30.4o/o). This required the condition

of the entered wounded and the threat of infectious complications.

Among those wounded the skull with the damage of the bones of

process/operation they are produced into 41.0c/o of cases. Lethality

among those operated pioved to be comparatively high that it is

explained by the heavy ccndition those wounded subjected to

process/operation. As a deficiency in the work of this hospital

should be recognized attempts at the surgical treatment of certain

group of extre ty severe, inoperanle wounded the skull.

Page 49.

Focuses also attention ccmparatively high lethality among operated

those wounded into the scft tissues of skull. The latter were

subjected to process/operation into 22.0o/o of cases. One should

assume, that in the unit of these wounded doubtlessly had the severe

closed injury of skull bith multiple failure cf the soft tissues of

skull, that also caused this lethality. It is evacuated from this
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KhPPG by 85.0o/o all of tnose wcunded the skull. From a number of

wounled the skull with damage bcnes toward the end of accounting

period it remained on the spot for recuperaticn 7.2o/o.

It is necessary at least orieily to mention about work cf KhPPG,

intended for wcunded commanders and command personnel. In this

hospital those wounded the skull composed a ccmparatively small unit

of the total number cf entered wcunded, in this case in 21.9o/o there

were damages of bones cf skull juainly nct penetrating into train),

also, in 78.1o/o - wound of soft tissues. Unit cf them was processed

in the preceding/previcus thera..-itic installations. In hospital were

produced the process/operazions in 11.7o/o of those wounded into

skull with low lethality among them (4.3c/o). Within accounting

period recovered 8.7o/c all oi those wounded the skull; it was

evacuated to GBF 76.2o/c and sufficiently considerable number of

convalescents of the commanders it was left fcr recuperation.

Those wounded the s.-ft tissues of skull, pasts through so-called

specialized KhPPG, were sent to GLb. The percentage of those wounded

the soft tissues among all entered those wounded into skull

oscillated in individual GLR from 85.6 tc 96.0. The fact that among

* ,,N,4 ,(IoGLR,those wcunded the skull there was a small quantity

with the damage of the tcnes (which caused the stall percentage of

lethality), he speaks abcut the available still defects of evacuaticn
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strictly according to designation/purpose.

Surgical interventicns in one of GLR were produced with purpose

of primary processing in 39.0o/c tnose wcunded into the soft tissues

of skull. It recovered among these easily wcunded the soft tissues of

skull, on these different GLR, from 41.5 to 5S.5o/o. Thus, in the

army in question was nct unsuccessful it was carried out work cn

abandcnment in the particular hospitals cf _eries/rcw easily wounded

into the soft tissues cf scull and on their recuperation within the

limits of army rear.

The total wcrk cf all nospitais of army frcm July 1942 through

January 1943 (inclusively) can te represented as follows:

1. The distributicn wounded the skull tc group with damages of

bones (30.0o/o) and wounded the soft tissues cf skull (70.0o/o)

indicates an increase of the number of those heavily wounded into

skull, that entered into tnerapeutic installations during this combat

process/operation.

For characteristics of those wounded the skull, the passed

through KhPPG of army, should be noted by sufficiently high the

percentage of bullet wcunds (35.3); fragmentaticn wounds composed

64.7o/o. Focuses attention the group of the multiple combined wounds
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o' the skull and other crgans/contzols (stomach, breast, etc.), which

composed 20.0o/o.

2. It is operated among ail those wcunded skull 28.2o/o. To

surgical interventions it underbent by 36.4c/c wounded the skull with

damage of bones and 15.Sc/o wounded the soft tissues of skull.

3. Lethality in grcup operated of those wcunded skull ccmposed

11.3o/o.

Page 50.

4. It recovered in hospitals cf army 16.3o/o of those wcunded

skull, and among those wcunded soft tissues cf skull - 23. 1o/o.

During battle for Stalingrad was necessary tc leave somewhat more

than wounded on army hcsrital base due tc reictress of GBF.

Furthermore, was acquired already known experiment/experience in

organizaticn in the arzy of special hospitals fcr the treatment cf

easily wounded.

5. It is evacuated from army installations on GBF 67.7o/c of

those wounded skull: it is sepazate: 56.8o/c cf wounded with damage

cf bones and 72.4o/o of those wounded soft tissues.
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Summarizing entire work of tne therapeutic installations of army

area, one should also menticn aicut loading cf different KhPPG

wound d the skull. If we take as an example two hospitals, intended

for the treatment wounded in sxuli, two hospitals of general-surgical

profile/specialty and two GB and conditionally a number entered of

those wounded into skull in the second, so-called specialized

hospital to accept for 100, tnen lcading these hospitals wounded in

skull will be the follcwing (Fig. 8).

As can be seen frcz Fig. 8, loading the hospitals of army,

intended for the treatment of tnose wounded the skull, was nonuniform

mainly as a result of the fact that first so-called specialized KhPPG

was arranged/located nearer to AnhPG of the first line and accepted

in essence wounded only bith the right flank cf army.

In KhPPG of general-surgical krofile/specialty entered those

wounded the skull with E£P, if they were arranged/located closely;

GLR picked up consideratla quantities of those wounded the scft

tissues of skull.

In the army in question has already been carried out the

evacuation of those wounded the skull according to

designation/purpose, mainly heaviest. Among all KhPPG of army in the

so-called specialized hospitals it was directed by 45.0o/o of those

wounded to skull.
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Fig. 8. Loading the individual hospitals of azmy wounded the skull

during the Stalingrad battle (quantity of wcun-ded in second KbPPG is

conditionally undertaker 100).

Key: (1). Hospitals. (2). intended for those Mcunded skull. (3).

general-surgical profileispecialty.

Page 51.

In this case focuses attention that of all wcunded into skull with

damage bones, which Fassmd through all KhPPG cf army, in the

so-called specialized hospitals entered 81.6c/c. These data tell

about the considerable successes of evacuation according to
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designation/purpose in the relaticn to heavily wounded the skull.

From a number of those wounded the soft tissues of skull in

so-called specialized KbEPG entered altogether only 29.1o/o; their

significant part was directed of KnPPG of the first line directly in

GLB.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull frcm army to GBF was

realized by railroad, or medical actor vehicles and (considerably

less frequent) on paired vehicles cr sleighs. Aercmedical service for

the evacuation of those wounded the skull was utilized in the

restricted sizes/dimensicns.

In proportion ta en improvement in the wcrk of rail transport

the series/row of difficulties in work of GBA on the evacuation of

wounded was eliminated. Fositively pronounced also the acquired

experiment/experience and selfless work cf medical wcrkers, who made

many efforts_ also, with the sincere lcve of the treated

wounded and handled the*.

Deployment and working conditions of the hospital basis cf front

had during battle in the environs cf Staling-ad also a series/row of

special features/peculiarities.
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Those wounded for skull were headed from army on GBF. On the

left shore of Volga GB it three times changed its deployment, being

moved in progress of ccmbat further into the rear. In its coupositicn

there were at first altogether only' several therapeutic

installations; in first half September arrived ancther series/row of

hospi tals.

In second half October GBF in essence it was expanded/scanned,

counting a by this time considerable quantity of cots, moreover the

arrival of new hospitals and their deployment ccntinually continued.

In nearby cities and settlements it was possible to place only the

unit of the cots; remaining hospitals were placed in villages along

iron road, while in the unit of the cases and on 6-30 km to side of

it. The evacuation of wcunded from army cccurred by railroad, by

motor transport, by cartage, and scmetimes cn fcct. By railroad those

wounded the skull were evacuated on the crganized in army hospital

trains (September - October of 1942). Several attached to GBF

military-medical trains had at first insufficient turnover. Were soon

attached the even army medical trains, which were included in the

export of wounded from army area. The barbarcus raids of hostile

aviation to trains and railway lines impeded the evacuation of

wounded. In the course of deploying the front line hospitals when a

number of cots still was insufficient, scme trains with wounded were

directed further into the rear. From second half October all wounded,

- ~- -- - -- --- ~ - -
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who arrive from army, were hospitalized on deployed by this time GBF.

With the offensive of colds and snowfalls the evacuation of wounded

by medical motor transpcrt was end.d. In SEG w,'-c organized the

separations/sections fcc those wounded the skull, ENT organs, eyes,

person, and also for those contused.

As an example can be given work of one of such SEG. Into this

hoeital. enter-:-'hose bounded in the skull not only from stalingrad,

but also from the adjacent populated areas and from the passing

hospital trains, which suffered as a result of frequent hostile

bombardment of therapeutic installations of GEF and railway stations,

which took the place during Septemner 1942. Those wounded the skull

composed 2.4o/o all of those entered in SEG. The wounds of skull with

the damage of bones are noted in 22.0o/o, while the wounds of soft

tissues - in 78.0o/o.

Page 52.

Surgical interventicns with tne wounds of skull produced the

chief/leading surgeon. Those wounded the skull with the damage of

bones were subjected to process/operations into 9.2o/o of cases.

Lethality among those cperated was comparatively high. Manifested

itself great severity ct wounds after air bcabardments with the

extensive destruction cf skull and brain.
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It is evacuated frcs this SEG into rear 94.00/0 of those wounded

the skull. Arong those wcunded the soft tissues recovered in this

hospital of altogether only 3.7o/o, since the convalescents of easily

wounded were translated in GLE.

The total data about the treatment of those wounded the skull in

all therapeutic installations ot GBF for combat process/operation

show that those wounded the skull with the damage of bones composed

27.3o/o, and those wcunded the soft tissues - 72.7o/o.

The operational activity of hospitals was characterized by

higher activity with wcunds of the soft tissues of skull. The primary

processing of wounds in this yrcup of wounded was produced into

26.0o/o of cases. If one considers that in the so-called specialized

therapeutic agencies of army rear it was operated by 9.0-15.0c/o of

those wounded the soft tissues, and in individual GLR and KhPPG of

general-surgical profile/specialty - 22.0-39.0o/o, then should be

noted the considerable progress in the treatment of this group of

wounded during battle in the environs of Stalingrad.

In front line hospitals it was operated ky 6.1o/o of wounded the

skull with damage bones. So low a percentage cf surgical
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interventions is explained Dy entry on GBF of a considerable number

of those wounded the skull, already processed in the army so-called

specialized hospitals, and also in the occurred individual cases of

the direction of hospital trains further into the rear without

unloading on GBF.

The general/common/total percentage of surgical interventions

with the wounds of skull was eguai on hospitals 3.5; lethality among

those operated proved tc be small.

From GBF it was evacuated into the rear only by 20.5o/o cf those

wounded the skull. Fros a number of those vcunded the skull with the

damage of the bones of evacuation it underwent by 25.7o/o, while from

a number of those wounded soft tissue of skull - 19.2o/o. So

insignificant a percentage of the evacuation cf wounded into the rear

is caused by putting intc action of correct installations about

direction into the rear hospitals of those only those wounded into

skull, which require in Frolonged treatment cr they will be

subseguently disabled.

All remaining wounded into skull remained undergoing medical

treatment on GBF.

As a result for contat process/operation in hospitals recovered
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27.3o/o of those wounded the skull (33.9c/o among those wounded the

soft tissues and 8.60/c in group with the damage of the bones of

skull). Furthermore, frcu tnose finished treatment it was

acknowledged by tempcrarily disabled 1.8o/o of those wounded the

skull (5.2o/o among the wounded with damage bcnes of skull and 0.3o/o

in the group of those wcunded the soft tissues).

The average duraticn of zne treatment recovered of those wounded

the skull was different. For wounded the skull with damage bones the

average period of treatment was 53.2 days frcm the moment of wound

(of them 29.4 days on GEF), while for thcse wcunded the soft tissues

- 35.9 days (of them 26.5 days cn GBF).

For the termination of treatment toward the end of the ccmbat

process/operation on GBF it remained 47. 8o/a cf those wounded into

skull (of them 65.7o/o with the damage of bcnes and 46.4o/o of those

wounded the soft tissues).

Page 53.

Thus, hospital basis of front was ccmparatively successfully

solved the problem of the treatment of those wcunded the skull,

although into the period of installation of therapeutic installations

of GBF entered the predcainantly easily wounded, and trains with
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heavily wounded passed tc tae hotel cases as transit through GBF i to

the rear. Subsequently the entry of those heavily wcunded the skull

occurred from army area on GBE completely and only on the latter it

was solved a question abcut their abandonment on the spot or

evacuation into the rear. Those wounded into skull, that require in

prolonged treatment or lcsz ability to work, they evacuated into rear

therapeutic installaticns by railrcad under permanent medical

cbservaticn. A large number o those easily wcunded the skull was

left for treatment on GBF, the considerable percentage of these

wounded recovering as far oacK as of the combat operations of the

army in question in the environs oi Stalingrad.

Rendering to the medical aid by that wounde' the skull during combat

process/operation the "Blockade kreak-throuh of Leningrad".

The penetration of the hostile annulus cf the blockade of

Leningrad signified by itself further successes of the Red Army in

struggle with the Fascist-Germar aggresscrs.

The calculations of enemy to break down resistance of the

defenders of city by cold and hunger, unceasing shellings and air

bombings failed. Hero-city, because of the aid cf the entire country,

could under the most severe conditions be prepared for decisive

engagement with enemy.

________ ___________________________ __________
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As show the reports/summaries of soviet information bureau, to

January 1943 the trocps/forces of Leningrad front, having solidly

taken the initiative of combat operations in their hands, jointly

with the troops/forces of Volkhcv front began the realization of the

widely planned by supreme cocmand cffensive cperation on the blockade

break-through of city. The perceptible strikes/shocks on enemy,

plotted/applied by the Bed Army in the winter of 1943 during blockade

break-through, by the spring - under Krasnyy Ecr and summer - in area

of the Sinyavinsk heights, created all prerequisites/premises for the

final rout of the Fascist-German trcors/forces in the environs of

Leningrad, realized during January 1944, when was completely

taken/removed the blockade of Lenin city and enemy was forever

banished from Leningrad regicn.

Comrade Stalin, estimating military activities in the environs

of Leningrad, it noted in its order No 16 of 23 February, 1944,:

'Areat victory was gained by the Soviet trccps/forces in the

environs of Leningrad. Our troops/forces forced oper the

powerful/thick system of the lasting, deeply distributiA in delth

strengthenings of the enemy, routed German trccps/fcrces' strong

group, they completey freed Leningrad from hostile blockade and

_________________________________
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barbarian shellings"1 .

FOOTNOTE 1. Order of the supreme commander-in-chief on 23 Fetruary,

l(qq AC I, pVJO.COuu. 'AbPOOT9j7tg,

During the first large-scale offensive operation, which was

being carried out at the very aeginning cf 1943, the dismantled army

of Leningrad Front accomplished a tlockade break-through of Leningrad

simultaneously with advancing/attacking it towards by the army of the

Volkhov Front; at this time several armies bcth of Leningrad and

Volkhov Front they applied to enemy the series/row of the perceptible

strikt's/shocks, which had secondary importance.

Combat process/operaticn on the blockade break-through cf

Leningrad along the southern shcre of Lagoda lake continued from 12

to 18 January, 1943; however, it was required even approximately one

month of combat in order to enlarge the recaptured in enemy

territory, to eliminate his ganglia/nodes of resistance and to ensure

the possibility of railroad comaunications of Leningrad with the rear

of the country.

Page 54.

Rendering of first aid by that wounded the skull on the field of
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battle during this combat process/operation was conducted mainly by

aidmen and medical instructors. Warheads in the period of blcckade

break-through were ccmpletely manned by aidmer and medical

instructors up to auxiliary aidmen's presence in each platoon and

even in the series/row of seFaratacns/sections. Subsequently in

connection with aidmen's comhat losses increased the percentage of

mutual assistance (Table 1).

To the research of taose wounded within skull on the field of

battle and periods of rendering or first aid affected the

character/nature of the comhat cfezations of the trccps/forces,

special feature/peculiarity cf locality and meteorological

conditions.

Great natural obstacle witn offensive was river Neva. Fcr entire

elongation/extent of the region of assault crcssing in long to 18 km

the river had uniformly hign ones (to 8-12 m), steep/abrupt cnes, and

by places abrupt shores.

The width of river csciliated from 400 tc 7C0 a. Ice cover

achieved 40-50 cm. In scme sectors abrupt shores were converted by

enemy into almost impregnable obstacles by watering by their water.

This ice shaft was, in particular, it was created by enemy on routes

cf approach to Shlisselturg.
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Era the natural batrier/oostacle whose each meter was

examined/scanned by enemy and was shot through from 10-12 different

directions, our trcoFs/fcrces after powerful/thick artillery

preparation forced for 7-10 sinutes and broke to the front/leading

territory of the defense of the enemy.

Further advance of our units of the depthward cccupied with

enemy territory occurred during titter resistance of enemy in

connection with presence in this area of large/coarse strong points

which it was necessary tc envelop, to encircle and then to eliminate.

The research cf wcunded and their carrying out from the field of

combat under these conditions were connected with great difficulties,

especially as a result cf the use/application of white camouflage

suits. Although the locality in aiaa of combat, cccupied with enemy,

was plain however on right flank there were -sixed forests

where to find wounded was very difficultly, especially in evening

time.

To aidmen and medical instructors lay the crucial task of

staving off freezings in those wounded the skull. The temperature of

air was on the average about - 120 , being reduced during individual
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days to - 16-18o. In ieriod from 12 to 19 January were observed

southern and southeastern, predcoinantly gentle breezes. By the day

of on 15 and 16 January in open places were ncted blowing sncw.

Snowfalls were insignificant dnd with the interruptions; snow cover

on the average achieved 20 cm.
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-fable 1. Rendering of first aid by wounded on the field of battle

during the period of coakat process/operaticn (in percentages).

-~~~~~~ H'' S "-le TcraI~o-
Slli T* . r'" ; " II ,I;'.'[on lnh fOwWtL reHO

-. "/..;. IJ.3 :,4.5 ! 2.7

Key: (1). By aidmen. (2). By medical instructors. (3). By feldshers.

(4). By doctors. (5). Self-help. (6). Mutual assistance. (7). Not

established/installed.

Page 55.

The repeated transitions of zne enemy into counterattacks,

intense artillery and icrtar fire, especially frc converted into

fortress of GES, bomb and attacX flights of hcstile aviation in a

number of cases impeded zapid rendering of first aid by that wounded

the skull. Particularly difficult conditions for rendering to medical

aid wounded were in stcru detachments.

The periods of rendering of first aid on the field of battle

during this combat process/oFeration should he counted in the

relation to the predominant number of wounded sufficiently short

cnes. During the period up to 1 hour from the moment cf wound the

first aid was shown/rendered 69.7o/o of wounded, while in time from 1
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to 3 hours - 20.7o/o of wounded. Only into 9.6o/o of cases first aid

was shcwn/rendered in tise more than 3 hours due to he fire

insulation of wounded in the course of combat cperations or as a

result of the difficulties, which appeared with research in the

evening tile of those wcunded the skull, which were being located in

unconscious condition and dressed into the camcuflage suits.

The carrying out of those wounded the skull from the field of

combat required considerable efforts/forces, since many of them were

without consciousness. eased on materials of cne of the divisions, it

is carried out from the field of ccmbat cn stretchers 52.0o/a of

those wounded the skull, it is delivered with the aid of comrades
3 o7o

18.0o/o and independently it reacaed BMP = .

For entire combat Frocess/cFeration of heavily wounded they

carried from the field cf combat cn stretchers, on overcoats, on

cape-tents, on ski installations and on sledges.

With the transference of those wounded the skull on trenches and

courses the statements in a nuaner of cases used cape-tents with the

c"5-IS paltlod through them* they transferred on shoulders two

porters.

In progress of cotbat it was carried out from the firing lines
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almost 3/. of those wounded the stull and only to, - in the period of

calm, which indicates gccd organization of the carrying out cf

wounded.

For the delivery/prccurement cf wounded cn EMP were isolated

medical instructors, whc nad at their disposal cn two teams cf the

porters with sledges and substances of warming. Each company had 3-5

such teams. In progress cf combat these teams crossed wounded to the

nearest medical aid station ca to transport icups cn the shcre of

Neva. In the Spacific, pzevaousiy xnown to stretcher bearers places

there were duty transport groups, arranged/located each by two

sleighs with the expanded runners. These transport groups ("relays")

in turn, evacuated those wounded the skull tc the right shore of

river to BMP or more frequent tc PMP. On crcszings %ere organized

special heating points/icsts.

Wounded the skull they transpcrted through Neva two porters,

moreover to avoid failures/dips/troughs under ice (river was shot

through by enemy) one cf the porters drew sleighs from the front, and

another went with fixed to sleighs nord from behind (Fig. 9).

During the advance of units fcrvard the evacuation of those

wounded the skull across the river began to be realized before PMP by

the horse transport; still later was set up the evacuation through
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Neva motor transport.

According to th.c available data, for entire combat

process/operation on BMP it was carried cut by aidmen and are

exported by 55.2o/o cf heavily wcunded 44.8o/c cf wcundad gain

independently.

Page 56.

BMP in the beginning of combat process/operation followed their

units and was rendered aid unaex the open sky, and then they began to

be set up most frequently in the mud huts, left by enemy. On BMP in a

number of cases with the wounds of skull it was necessary to apply

the substances, stimulating the cardiovascular and

-espiratory/breathing activity; usually were limited to the

inspection/check of bandage on nead, to its tightening by soaking,

inspection/check and ccriection of the ismobilizaticn heads, which

was being applied in the unit of those heavily wounded into skull,

and also by the heating cf wounded.

The unit of those wcunded the skull, passing BMP, entered

directly on PMP; another unit after taking of the necessary

therapeutic measures or BMP was rapidly delivered on PMP.

________________ ________________________________
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Loading PMP wounded was at the most stressed moments of combat

of very considerable, Ecreover it entered on 1MP in heavy condition

24.4o/o of wounded, in the condition of average/mean severity -

39.3o/o, in satisfactory condition - 36.3o/o. According to the

form/species of the wounding shell bullet wcunds are noted into

34.4o/o of cases, fragirentaticn wounds - intc 65.5o/o and wounds by

silent weaponry - into C.lo/o.

The percentage of those wounded the skull, delivered on PMP,

among all wounded was atove than with two preceding/previous combat

process/o perations.

The volume of medical measures in the relation tc wounded the

skull was the same as in the preceding/previcus combat

process/operations; in rare cases it appeared the iteed for the

cessation of external hemorrhage, they more frequently only amended

or relieved bandage, were intrcduced the substances, stimulating

cardiovascular and respiratory/breathing activity in those heavily

wounded the skull, they applied from urgent readings the dehydrating

substances and so forth (Fig. 10).

Basic task of PMP was as rapidly as possible to deliver wounded

to DMP. However, in the course cf combat process/operation were

difficulties with the expcrt cf wounded from PMP. The clear work of
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automobile transportation was hindered/hampered due to the poor

condition of the roads, leading to the right shcre of Neva. In the

series/row of sectors there were the single-lane, difficultly

passable roads with bottlenecks. Some roads were broken by tanks. In

this condition there was, for examfle, one cf the roads, leading from

PMP to KhPPG of the first line cf the left flank cf army.
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Fig. 9. Scheme of the evacuation of wounded through Neva during the

blockade braak-through cf Leningrad.

Key: (1). On. (2). Head section of PMP. (3). Neva river. (4). it is

convoluted. (5). Ice group. (6). Medical instructor with stretcher

teams.

Page 57.

In proportion to tne advance of our trocps/forces depthward of

the defense of the enety and in proporticn tc redislocation of PMP

after the troops/forces to the left shore of river, medical motor

transport, which was headed after wounded, it was necessary tc
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overcome in some sectors difficult descents/releases and inclines

along the Neva ccasts. 1he ccneation of roads in the recaptured in

enemy territory proved to be very Eoor and in many places was

required urgent repair.

Division medical aid staticns were arranged/located

comparatively not far fzcm PMP and, being set up, compulsorily was

utilized tent and dugout fund. Living quarters in immediate rear on

both shores of Neva ccmflately were absent. In two nearby populated

areas they were half-wrecked.

In the beginning cf comiat prccess/cperaticn DMP were fcund on

their initial positions, with exception cf several cnes which

imediately were relccated to the right shore of river, to .he

advancing troops/forces. Subsequently, when cccutred combat on the

elimination of the strcng points of the enemy, the significant part

of DMP, especially left flank, was relocated to the freed territory.

In the period of tne Dlockade break-through of Leningrad the

majority cf DMP and KhPIG of the first line was arranged/located

closely each other. There were actually two sufficient great bush of

the therapeutic installations of immediate tear, that included and

KhPPG of the first line, intended separately for the right and left

flank of army. Those sunded the skull they evacuated either directly

on DRP or in KhPPG of the first line. DOE receivod to themselves

47.9o/o of those wounded the skull, in KhPPG of their first line

entered 52. lo/o.

__________/
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Fig. 10. Dressing of the wounded soft tissue cf skull on PMP (from

the collection of military medical museum VM USSR).

Page 58.

Thus, the functions of these therapeutic installaticns were

identical. During February 1943, when the left flank cf army

considerably moved fcruard, DIP were arranged/lccated nearer to front

line, the& follcwed KhPPG of the first line. Cn right flank the

initial disposition of therapeutic installaticns remained during

combat process/operaticn almost without changes.

Loading DIP by wourded in individual phases of combat was
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considerable. Those wounded the sxull were ty comparatively high the

percentage all of thcse entered. Tae majcrity of these wounded skull

(92.8o/o) entered from EMP, and tncse entered of units directly

composed very smail unit (7.2c/c); in this case latter/last group in

essence was related to easily wounlded.

On DMP of those wcunded the skull distributed with respect to

character/nature the wcunds. in particular, wcunded with the damage

of the bones of skull ccuposed l', and the wounded the soft

tissues skulls - 56.6o/c.

At DMP were equippe'l the antishock tents, in which they

hospitalized the unit ci those heavily wcunded the skull, especially

with the multiple wounds of the organs/ccntrcls of thcracic and

abdominal area, which were being fcund in shock condition.

In operating rooms worxed the most experienced surgeons of DMP.

In view of the fact that thfz need tor urgent Erocess/cperaticns was

sufficiently great, they forced were the large part of their time to

give to work in operating room. In series/rcw of DMP this it was

repelled in the classificatior. of wound-ed which sometimes fulfilled

the less experienced in surgical wcrk doctors. In ccnnection with

this in the difficult cases occurred the wider direction of those

wounded into skull, that were being found in heavy ccnditicn, into
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the therapeutic installations of army rear, while the unit of such

wounded she was to leave on DMP as nont: .-nspcrtable ones. Tn the

course of combat process/operatica these individual shortages were

eliminated.

To surgical interventions on DMP it was subjected to 6.0c/c of

those wounded in skull. Among wcunded the skull with damage tones it

was operated by 4.9o/o, and in the group of those wounded the soft

tissues of skull - 6.8o/c. Thus, the percentage of surgical

interventions in the group of wcunded the skull with damage tones

proved to be below than percentage in the grcup of those wounded the

soft tissues of skull, and in ccmparison with two preceding/previous

combat process/operaticus it decreased.

This fact testifies about subsequent grcwth of GVSU

installations, according to which surgical interventicns on skull

must be conducted on DMP only from vital readings and in which the

center of gravity of the specialized neuro-surgical aid was

transferred into the therapeutic installaticns cf army rear.

And actually/really, if we compare the timeliness of wounded the

skull with damage bones with lethality among thcse cperated on DMP

(which was equal to 22.0c/o), then it will Frcve to be that

interventions were conducted only in most heavily wcunded. Among
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these process/operations increased a number of interventions apropos

of intracranial hematctfas.

From the defects of operational work of rmp should be noted the

individual cases of the incomjiete distarce/separation of bone

fragments from the wcund of brain, which always was not attained, if

one considers that the process/cperations were conducted without the

preliminary x-ray examination of skull.

By processing the wcunds of the soft tissues of skull the

surgeons of DMP were occupied only in the periods of relative calm at

front, when less it entered wounded. The cases cf the excessive

exposure of bone during Frocessing of the wounds of the soft tissues

of skull were in this ccmbat Erccess/operation rare exceptions.

Page 59.

The combat situation, which determined the need for the advance of

some DMP forward, and also difficulties with housing fund made it

necessary these DMP sowetimes tc evacuate thcse wounded the skull

with the damage of bcnes after 6-7 days after surgical interventions.

The percentage of recoveries among all those wounded the skull on DMP

was small. This is explained by the fact that DME were briefed about

the need guide convalescents for those wcunded the soft tissues of
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skull into the therapeutic installations of army rear, since the

expert conclusions with respect to those wounded the skull could be

established/installed orly in KhPEG after the appropriate x-ray and

neurologi.c examination. Taerefore only very easily wounded with the

damage only. of skin heads, witncut any signs/criteria of brain

concussion, acknowledged ou DMP ny those recovered that had the place

during this ccmbat process/operation into 1.6c/o of cases. This is

explained also by the fact that on DMP during the blockade

break-through of Lenintrad there was not the proper conditions for

the prolonged stay of thcse easily wounded into skull.

It should be noted tnat none of the wounded the skull with

damage bones was acknowledged on DMP by that recovered. All wounded

of this group they guided for expert conclusicn in KhPPG. It is

evacuated in the army thezapeutic establishments 92.10/o of those

wounded the skull, MIreCver frox a number cf tcunded the skull with

damage bones - 85.0o/o, and fros a number of those wounded the soft

tissues of skull - 97.So/o. thus, for treatment cn DMP left only

extremely heavy nontransportaoie wounded the skull. It oust he noted

that the difficult coad with DME into specialized KhPPG must pay the

attention of some surgeons of DEP to the need for delaying the

evacuation individual cf those wcunded the skull, that were Ieing

found in the dnubttul in the sense of transpcrtability condition

which could deteriorate under the effect of the unfavorable
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conditions of transportation. As a result of the transportation of

such wounded from DMP as this will be noted telcw, cccurred the cases

of sharp deterioraticn an the ccndition cf thcse wounded into skull

in route/path among thcse entered into specialized KhPPG.

Medical motor vehicles were ccldprocf. Those wcunded the skull

they are sent to KhPPG under the cservation cf medical personnel. As

already mentioned, road they weie troken, unit of them it presented

corduroy road, since the locality where they were arranged/locazed

with DMP and KhPPG of army, it was swampy, and by the places for

hilly.

Those wounded the skull tney evacuated with DIP and of KhPPG of

the first line in three directions: into specialized KhPPG, which was

being located in the center of army, and to two evacuation points,

arranged/located on wings of army at railroads. From evacuaticn

points those wounded fer s~ull were headed directly cn GBF or, less

frequent, into army specialized KhPPG. Hcwever, the first evacuation

route, to the center of army, was consideratly mcre shortly. A great

number of those wounded the sxull was evacuated according to

designation/purpose vith DMP and their KhPPG of Uie first line

directly into the specialized nospital.

Specialized KhPPG was located from the nearest railway station
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on 9 km and from GBF - on 30 Km. The evacuation of wounded was

realized only by medical motor transport.

In first half ccmtat process/operation into this specialized

KhPPG entered 80.0o/o ci those ucunded the skull directly from the

therapeutic installations of immediate rear. 1he entry of those

wounded the skull into this hospital occurred during January and in

first half February cf 1943.

Page 60.

Hosoital occupied quart; r /premises of the school; in it there

was admitting-sorting sepa.ation/section, great surgical dressing,

operating, shock ward, hospital for nontranspcrtable wounded and

evacuation separation/section. ias expanded also hospital for

post-operational wounded the skull. In hospital there were individual

wards for those wounded into skull, person, eyes, ENT organs and for

the wounded of general-surgical ¢rcfile.

Into specialized KhFPG entered, together with those wounded the

head, and the wounded of general-surgical prcfile. Loading hospital

was considerable. Wounds were aistzibuted on localization as follows

(rable 2)
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As can be seen from t[ale i, a considerable number of entered

into hospital wounded reguired the specialized aid. Almost all

wounled the skull were nct prccessed in foremcst therapeutic

installations. Their significant part entered in the heavy condition,

caused not only by the character/nature cf wound, but also by the

difficulty of delivery/procurement along the trcken rcads.

In the work of medical dressing room was noted the series/row of

difficulties in connection wita the multidisciplinary nature of the

entered wounded. One shcuid alsc consider that the hair-cutting and

the shave of hair on head, the examination/inspection of wound, the

examination/inspecticn cf nervous system and internal organs/controls

(especially the respiratcry ogans) occupied sufficiently much time;

therefcre during an entire comoat process/operation work in medical

dressing room was carried out 24-ncur (Fig. 11). Those being in two

neurosurgeons' this hosjital organized vcrk sc that each of them half

days worked in receiving-sorting separation/secticn and in medical

dressing room, but 6 hcLis thus far they worked in operating room,

hospital and in evacuaticn separation/secticn. The available on

individual nights "windcws" in the work of medical dressing room, as

a result of the smaller entry of wcuaded, made it possible tc

perform, also, at this time the primary processing of the wounds of

skull and brain in operating roc.
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Two created in ho-parai brigades of the dcctors, where it

entered on one neurosurgeon, it was possible tc ensure a trouble-froe

operation of medical dressing rocm, to produce surgical interventions

and to service wounded in hospital.

Those wounded intc sxuli, tbat were requiring due to thear

condition in surgical interventicn, underwent careful neurolcgic and

x-ray examination. In hcsoitai tueze was an X-ray rcom; however, its

capacity always did not Farmir. Ipiemention of roentgenological

examination/inspection all entered of thcse wcunded into skull.
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Table 2. Distribution of the woinded, who entered in KhPPG, on

localization of wound (in percentages).

I - i' - i.1 O- N' " I75) 1 ti

,.V', I 2 to. 4, . ;.I I . , 3 17.,5

Key: (1). Skull. (2) . Face. (3) a Eyes. (4). Neck. (5). Breast. (6).

Stomach. (7). Spine. (8). Pelvis and urino-gerital rrgans/controls.

(9). Extremities. (10). upper. (11). lower.

Page 61.

In this, by the way, and was not to particular need, since not far

off was arranged/located powerful/thick GBF, equipped by the entire

necessary equipment. Therefore in this hcsoital x-ray examination

underwent only nontranspcrtable or questionatle i.n sense

transportability wounded the skull, and also the wounded, whc were

requiring the prccess/cperaticn.

Surgical interventions by the wounds of skull were conducted, as

a rule, by one neurosurgeon with assistance of the specially trained

surgical nurses. In more detail the surgical wcrk of the specialized

hospital will be descrited Deiob.
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The nearness of pcuerful/thicK GBF with the wide net/system of

the specialized neuro-surgical hospitals made it possible to evacuate

88.7o/o all wounded in skull. A question about transportation in GBF

usually was solved after granting to the arrived wounded of necessary

rest. From a number of those wounded the soft tissues of skull it was

evacuated by 95.9o/o, since on GBF for their treatment there were

special therapeutic installations. From a number of wounded the skull

with damage bones it was directed to GBF 78.8c/c, here entered the

unit of the post-operaticn wounded, who spent on the cot 3-31/2 weeks

during uncomplicated course. Ramaining wounded the skull were toward

the end of the combat prccess/oeration even in nontransportable

condition.

Road from specialized KhPP( "o GBF was in a good condition.

Attached to hospital buses had suspension damping/amortizaticn/shock

absorption and provided the sufficiently rapid and cautious

evacuaticn of those wounded the skull on GBF.
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Fig. 11. surgical dressing of specialized K~IFPG (from the collection

of military medical musEum of the VM~ USSE).
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Page 62.

In the middle of February when the entry of those wounded the

skull into specialized hPPG aJscst ceased in ccnnection with the

fact that the left flar k ci army ccnsiderably mcved fcrward and it

changed the direction ct evacuation, in this hospital was left one

neurosurgeon for the treatment of the post-cperation and

nontransportable wounded. Another neurosurgeon, and also

stomatologists and ophthaimolcgists were transferred in KhPPG into

the left flank of arwy - to Lagcoa lake.

Newly organized specialized KhPPG was located not far from

evacuee reception center and was accommodated in injured/damaged from

shellings stone buildinc. in tnis hospital were also expanded/scanned

all necessary separations/sections, great surgical dressing,

operating and X-ray rocm.

During this period into hospital entered a considerable quantity

of those wounded into skull, and therefore wcrk it was necessary to

change so as to the available one neurosurgecr to ensure ia essence

the classification of wcunded in skull, and also production most
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necessary surgical interventions.

All wounded the soft tissues skulls were sent to GEF without

treatment, processing, aDd frcm a number cf wcunded the skull with

damage bcnes they hospitalized on the spct only of nontranspcrtable

ones. By very heavy damages in those wounded into skull, that entered

during this period of ccmbat process/operation, is explained the fact

that only 57.2o/o of wounded with the damage of the bones of skull

were evacuated to GBF; the others were hospitalized in specialized

KhPPG.

The remotness of this KhEPG on GBF, and also the dependence of

evacuation from the arrival of bospital trains somewhat narrowed

readings to the evacuaticn of heavily wounded.

In this KhPPG was carried out great surgical work in the

relation to wounded the skull. The capacity cf the X-ray room could

not ensure with X-ray study of all wounded; therefore the series/row

of process/operations it was necessary tc prcduce without the X-ray

analysis of skull.

At the end of February in hospital arrived one additional

specialist - a neurosurgeon, which made it pcssible to remove/take

with general/common/total surgeons the unit cf the functions of the
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care of hospital, surgical dressing and evacuation

separation/section. The commander of the neurc-surgical grcup of

ORMU, besides work in this KhPPG, obtained the possitility daily to

be in the evacuee reception center where was inspected wounded the

skull in medical dressirg rccm, on the spot it assorted them and

guided the subjects of evacuation directly tc train. By this was

removed the excess stage of evacuation into specialized KhPPG for

wounded, subjects to dizecticn on GBF.

The total data abcut worx of both specialized hospitals show

that into first KhPPG, which was neing arranged/located in the course

of the first month of ccmnat process/operaticn in the center of army,

entered 54.2o/o all of those wounded into the skull; into second

KhPPG entered 45.8o/c during its work on the left flank of the army.

It should be noted that the operating cycle of the second specialized

KhPPG was more shortly, and, taus, into it daily it entered wounded

the skull not less than into the first hcspital.

If we particularly secrete only the pericd of blockade

break-through (from 12 tc 19 January)r then quantity of those wounded

the skull within this time ccmposed 22. lc/o all of those wounded into

skull, that entered intc specialized KhPFG. Thus, the first days of

military process/operaticn proved to be Most stressed in the sense of

rendering to the therapeutic aid of these by wounded.
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Page 63.

The periods of the entry of those wcunded the skull into

specialized KHPPG during this ccmnat process/cperation oscillated

frcm 1 to 4 days from the moment ci wound. 70.2o/o of those wcunded

into skull entered to the 2nd and 4th day and 24.6o/o were delivered

into the 1st and 4th day. Only 5.Oc/o cf wounded entered to the 5th

day and it is later from the moment of the wound; this were heavily

wounded the skull, left cn DME and in KhEPG of the first line before

their bringing into transportable ccndition.

About 30.0o/o of wcunded entered with the immobilization of head

by the sagittal arranged/located splints of Cramer which were

remcved/taken immediately cn the arrival of wounded.

According to the character/nature of damage the entered wounded

were distributed as follcws: in 39.4o/o cf wounded had the wcunds of

skull with the damage cf bones anu in 60.6o/c - wound of soft

tissues. The bullet wounds of skull it composed 16.0o/o,

fragmentation - 84.0o/c. Blind wounds of skull were 51.0o/o, tangents

- 30.4o/o, through - 18.6o/o. The sajority cf blind wounds was

plotted/applied by fragments. Among through cnes, especially among
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diametric ones, wounds redominated bullet. Tangential wounds were

distributed according tc the ftom/species of the wounding shell

approximately/exemplarily just as in all entered thcse wounded into

skull.

The multiple wounds of sxull nad in 8.4c/o of the wounded, who

entered into specialized KhPPG. As far as wounded are concerned in

the skull, left in hospitals as a result of heavy condition, then

multiple wounds among them composed 24.3o/o. Into latter/last grou F

entered the wounded, whc onrained on 3-4-5 simultaneous wounds of

the skulls unit from which was penetrating.

It should be noted that in 35.6o/o of wcunded were the multiple

wounds of the skull and cther organs/controls, which burdened their

condition and required the ccmbined operaticns of surgeon and

neurosurgeon. In these cases, if there was not urgent readings to

surgical intervention cn sxull aErcpos of the ccntinuous intracranial

hemorrhage, then first ct all perfcrmed process/oparations on the

organs/controls of abdominal and tnoracic area, and also processing

of the bullet breaks of tones. vitn the Fenetrating wcunds the skulls

and the multiple wounds cf the sct tissues cf cther crgans/controls

first of all processed the wound of skull, and then performed the

primary processing of ctker wcurds.

-i
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Attention is drawn to the considerable ccntamination of the

wounds of skull and their early festering. Already to the 3-4th day

in the majority of wcunded were noted those inflamed of the territcry

of wounis or purulent discharge ircm wourds. In 30.0o/o entered of

those wounded into skull had pure/clean wounds, in 55.0o/o were the

wounds contaminated with the inflamed territcries and in 15.Cc/o

there were wounds with Eurulent cr putrefactive disckarge.

As a result of very neavy wounds during stressed combat and

unfavorable conditions cf transfortation alcrg Fccr rcads of

approximately 20.0o/c cf wcunded tne skull with damage bones entered

in the unconscious condition; in tne condition of stupefaction it was

delivered to 40.0o/o and i.n ciear conscicusness entered alsc about

40.0o/o of those wounded into skull.

In 21.0o/o of those wounded the skull were established/installed

catarrhal diseases (influenza, trcnchitis, Freumcnia). The freezings

cf extremities are ncteo sometimes.

To the entered wounded they, first of all, gave the

full/total/complete rest; was ajflied mediciral/nedicamentous therapy

from readings and estallished/installed seguence their

examinations/inspectiors in medical dressing rccm.
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Page 64.

The work of the neuro-suriical group of CRU was reduced in

essence to the classificaticn entered of these wounded in the skull,

the examination/inspecticn of all wcunded ir nedical dressing room

with hair-cutting and shave hair and dressing cf wounds, to rendering

to the nontransportale wounded cf aid, including operational, from

urgent readings, to the treatment cf the pcst-cperaticn and

untransportable wounded, and also to the evacuation cf wounded to

GPF.

During this combat Frocess/operation nontransportable in view cf

heavy condition considered those wCunded the skull:

. - c

2) in che conditicn of shock cr in unconscious condition if

after the appropriate tnerapeutic measures wcunded they did not move

out this condition;

3) with the extensive wounds .f the substance cf brain with the

damage of the trunk cf tzain, ventricles, twc or three

fractions/portions, twc bemispheres of brain and so forth;

4) with massive neurologic violations in the fort of bul.7a

symptoms, of quadraplegia, and so iorth;
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5) with the signs/cziteria of the development of ii.tracranial

complications in the form o wenianitides, encephalitides and

observed sometimes of the early aDscesses of train. The presence of

the "malignant" prctrusicn of brain was also ccntraindication to

transr.ortation to GBF;

6) in the presence ci preuacnia.

4ere were related the individual cabcz cf the closed injury of

skull with similar phercsena.

The unit of the nontransportanle wounded (about 88.0o/o) after

conservative therapeutic measures in the form of rest, heating,

introduction of the substances, wnich stimulate cardiovascular and

respiratory/breathing activity, denydration, the transfusions of

blood, sulfanilamides and so forth was scon brought out from heavy

condition and after 1-2 datime hospitalizaticn it was evacuated to

GBF. However, basic cart of the bounded required the more prclonged

treatment in specialized army KhPPG. KhPEG, which accepted those

wounded the skull mainly sLnce the beginning cf the combat

process/operation to 1V-12 Fenruary, can be sent to GEF a larger

number of wounded, since during February the condition of the
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post-operation and nontransportable wounded was improved and made it

possible to transport tnem rurther. The pericds of hospitalization

after surgical intervention achieved toward the end of February of

3-3 1/2 weeks. Moreover as we already noted, first specialized KhPPG

was arranged/located nct far frcm GBF and it was connected with it

with a good road. As a result tcwazd the end cf the ccmbat

process/operation in this KhPPG it remained for further treatment

only 2.6o/o all entered cf those wcunded intc skull.

In second specialized KhPPG, which accepted those wounded the

skull with second half ccmoat prccess/operaticn nontransportable

wounded toward the end ci February were considerably greater

percentage. This is explained by the fact that tasic part of the

post-operation wounded still was fcund ir ncntranspcrtable ccndition

with pericds after process/operaticn during 6-8-12 days. The

insignificant evacuaticn of wounded the skull with the damage of

bones of second that specialized KhPPG, uhich cc*prised during

February 57.2o/o, is caused alsc by the fact that the distance from

this specialized KhPPG tc GBF increased; the evacuation of wcunded

was realized by railroad, and zherefore there was a dependence of

evacuation on the timetatle of the movement cf army medical trains.

Page 65.
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Before on-loading in transFort was conducted repeated

examination/inspecticn. Scaetimes when the ccndition cf those wounded

in the skull within shcrt zetenticn time of their in evacuaticn

separation/section deteriorated, tneir evacuations it was abolished.

For entire combat process/operation it was evacuated of two

specialized KhPPG in GEE 86. 1o/o of those wounded the skull, moreover

from a number of wounded the skull with damage bcnes it was evacuated

by 62.2o/o, and from a number of those wcunded the soft tissues -

94. lo/o.

The treatment of those wcunded the soft tissues of skull was

organized on GBF, where also were arranged/located those intended for

this installaticn of this army.

Operational activity of specialized KhPEG was characterized by

production in the primary prccessings of the wcunds cf skull and

brain in 14.1o/o of all entered bounded. Although in percentage

expression these data indicate relatively low operability of those

wounded the skull however in absciute expressicn a number of produced

surgical interventions iz considerably mcre than a quantity of

similar process/operaticns, produced in all KhFEG of the

dismantled/selected arty tor the time of comtat cn the rout cf the

Germans in the environs cf Mcsccw, or in so-called specialized KhPPG
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during entire semi-annual period oi Stalingrad battle. At the same

time it should be noted tnat mhe nearness cf pcowerful/thick G-F

caused direction from the arny cr the significant part transportable

cf those wounded the skull for their processing in the therapeutic

installations of front line area. This especially is related to the

first arranged/located nct far frox GBF army specialized hospital

where operability compcsed altocetner only 11.3c/o, while in more

distant, second KhPPG it acnievad 17.4o/e.

Loading hospitals enterea bcunded into skull, naturally, caused

an increase of sorting-evacuatica work and the decrease of

operational activity in tne days of great entries which increased

with a comparatively small quantity of the arrived wounded. Xn

particular, operability amcny wcunued the skull in January in first

KhPPG after the entry ci a lazge number wounded composed 10.4o/o and

almost two times it increased during February when wounded it entered

less, after achieving 2G.5o/c. During Fetruary the unit of operation

produced by certain wounded wiza the nonpenetrating wounds of skull.

However, as a rule, in specialized KhPFG operated wounded with

the penetrating damages of the siuil and brain, nontransportable in

view of severity their conditions. In particular, in second

specialized KhPPG amcng entered taose wounded into skull with the

damage of brain it was sunjected tc surgical intervention 33.0o/o.
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for characteristics (;t the woundcd, who had the penetrating

wounds of skull and brain and wiic were subjected to surgical

interventions, one should, ficst of all, indicate that of them only

3.2o/o were found with r.cry in satisfactory condition and clear

consciousness. Of lethalzi'-_ies ian tis grcup cf those operated it was

not.

In 45.2o/o of cases surgical interventions were conducted in

wounded, whose )nsciusness was stunned, and the general condition

was aver.ge/mean sererity.

As reading to procGss/opexztion in KhPPG it served in this case

the early festering of %cund and the signs/criteria of infectious

complications from the side of train and its shells. Lethality in

this group was equal tc 8,2o/o.

Page 66.

Those wounded intc skull, that entered in heavy condition and

located w-.thout conscicusness, were subjected tc surgical

interventions after the appropriate conservative measures, after

composine 15.2o/o of cases of all operated wcunded. Lethality among

i___________ ___________
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those operated in this group composed 25.4o/c.

Furthermore, should oe particularly secreted the groups of those

wounded into skull, in whica was observed sharp psycho-motor

excitation when the series/row of hanger-on symptoms is present,.

This grour of wounded ccmposed 6.8o/o of all operated persons and

gave comparative'- high lernality. At the same time the fact that

more than 2/5 these extremely heavy wounded recovered, he speaks,

that the readings to prccass/operation were rationally substantiated.

Finally, 9.3o/o of operated wounded composed those entered in

the condition of shock. Surgical interventicns on skull were

undertaken after antishock therapy, it is more frequent after

interventicns on other otyans/ccntrols, since in the majority of

these wounded had the heavy iultiple wounds cf skull, breast,

organs/controls of abdominal area or the breaks of extremities.

Lethality among the operated wounded of this group proved to he

somewhat smaller than than in the preceding/previcus group.

Considerable attention was given during this combat

process/operation to perfecting tne heavy combined wounds of skull,

orbit, sinuses of nose, ear and mastoid extensicn.

The known dependence of the issues of process/operation on the
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condition of wound was revealed in these specialized KhPPG. In

particular, of all operated that wounded the skull and the train

wounds without the visible signs/criteria of inflammation are noted

In 3 .)!Oo/c. T.eth,1 4 tv r -onr, thr)-'e ,ee 'nr t C' , "-)m

"Tal 12 .5~o -i. Dur-!n- "'Ic- i ~'e contr' n,1ter?"u"T w

inflammatory phenomena, Froduced in 41.1o/o of cases, the lethality

among those operated was equal to 21.8o/o. Pzccessing the wcunds of

skull and brain with the explicit signs/criteria of the infectious

process, in the presenca of purulent or putrefactive discharge from

wound, produced in 20.5o/o 0± cases, was characterized by lethality

among those operated in this grcu in 33.3c/o.

During the combat process/operation in question is noted also

certain special feature/Eeculiaxity the dependence between the

periods of process/operation on the moment cf wound and the lethality

of those operated. Obtained by this time wide acceptance the

so-called deferred processing of tae wounds of skull and brain with

impossibility to perform early primary processing gave on the whole

good results.

The particular conditicns of Leningrad Front during blockade

into 1941-1942, when had to possibly produce cn each DMP the majority

of wounded careful dress/lavatory of wound with hair-cutting and

shave of hair, and also short evacuation routes to GBF, allowed in

the basis of the highly sxilled front line eFecialized hospital to
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establish that interventions auring the first 6 days from the moment

cf wound give good and approximately/exemplarily identical results of

the treatment (see Vol. 4, page 534).

During the combat process/operation of the blockade

break-through of Leningrad into 1943 issues of the deferred

processings they changed as a result of the ccnsiderable

contamination of the wcurds oi skull and absence on DMP of the

possibility to pass all hounded in the skull through the medical

dressing room with the appropriaze hair-cutting hair,

cleaning/purification or wounds and by need fcr the carving of the

hanging in series/row cases anove the early hcurs of rags of skin or

autopsy of "pockets". 1he data about lethality among the operated

wounded with the penetrating dazages of skull depending on the

periods of primary processing are given in Table 3.

Page 67.

As can be seen frca ranle 3, lethality among the operated

wounded during the deferred processings to the 2-3-4th day is not

so/such great, if we ccepare it with the results of interventions in

the later periods when lethality sharply increases.

It is logical that to maxe any conclusion about lethality among
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the operated wounded, being based cnly on the periods of

process/opearation, would De incorrectly, since here are not

considered severity and caaracter/aature of the wounds of skull and

brain, condition of wcunds, presence of the associated complications,

etc. However, this table reflects/represents exemplary/apprcxirate

characteristics of the ccnsiderarle infecticn cf the wounds cf skull

and brain during this cffensive cperation in ccmparison with the

period of the blockade of Leningrdd, since in section it was

established/installed, that in the majority of the cases by direct

cause death were the infectious coaplicaticns.

During the primary processing of the wound of brain in

specialized KhPPG was conducted into 46.3c/o cf cases the dressing of

the damaged vessels of train and shells. Interventions apropos of the

damage of the venous sinuses of solid cerebral shell when the

penetrating wounds of skull anu train are present, are produced in

9.5c/o of wounded. The character/nature cf dairage made it necessary

in half these cases to use facing and dressing of venous sinuses as a

result of their full/tctal/complete transverse break. Tamponade of

gauze in these cases was not apilied. In half wounded during the

damages only of upper wall or upper-lateral surfaces of sinuses

hemostasis successfully has realized by an occlusion of the defect of

sinus by the small piece of muscle or apcneurcsis, undertaken in the

neighborhood. In the single cases it was possible to put vascular
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suture with the linear breaks of the upper wall of sinus.

During perfecting of similar wounds after the cessation cf

hemorrhage from sinus was conducted the emptying of the contained

wound canal in the substance of brain with the distance/separation cf

bone fragments, available metallic foreign hcdies, blood clots,

destroyed particles cf the brain, etc.

Ventricular liquorrhea was noted in 3.2c/o of cases during

prccessing of the wound cf brain. In all cases were superimpcsed

anechoic sutures to the integuments of skull, after which liquorrhea

ceased.

Wounds after process/operation conducted in essence under a

bandage of the type Mikulich-Deamer-Goykhman. with the penetrating

wounds this bandage during the uncomplicated course was not relieved

during 15-18 days; witf nonpenetrating ones - during 8-10 days. For

2-3 for before evacuaticn primary post-operation bandage was relieved

to the same long-term bandage, if only the course of wound was not

zomplicated.
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Table 3. Lethality among operateu-cn wounded with the penetrating

damages of skull and braia ae-anding cn eri.:ds from the mcment of

wound to primary processing in specialized KhFPG (in percentages).

;10 1- 1N 10 ' h
-"lO I C)TON . ,.'TJ,( C',, I i

16. iS. Sh 9.2 21J.s5b .

Key: (1). To 24 hrs. (2,. IdYS. (3). It is urre than 4 days.

Page 68.

To pure/clean wounds with_r early periods, and also with

ventricular liquorrhea in 6.2c/c oi operated wounded were

superimposed anechcic sutures. Ine healing of wound by primary

tension is noted in 2/3 cases, in post-operation period in these

wounded (during observetion ;ezcre evacuation duri.,g 3 weeks)

complications it was nct noted. in third of wcunded in post-operation

period the wounds festered and suturss were turned lcose.

After processing of puruient wounds were applied the loose gauze

bandages, moistened by hypertonic soluticn.

In post-operation period all wounded received with preventive

target sulfanilamides. with tae expressed phenomena of intracranial
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pressure increase was carried out dehydration therapy in the form of

the intravenous infusicns 40o/o soiution/opening glucose and lumbar

punctures.

Meningitides are noted in 18.2o/o of post-operation wounded with

the penetrating damages of skull and brain. Treatment was carried out

in essence by sulfidine cn 22-27 to course, together with dehydration

and fractional blood transfusions. Lethality with the complication of

the penetrating wounds cf meningitis achieved during this ccmtat

process/operation 41.6c/c.

The early abscesses oz train are noted in 6i0o/o of all left to

recovery wounded. Surgical interventions with the abscesses cf brain

were reduced to the autcEsy of the capsule cf abscess, evacuation cf

pus and the subsequent draining of the area cf abscess by delicate

rubber strips. Sometimez was used only the puncticn method with the

washing of the area cf akscess with antiseptic soluticns/openings;

however, punctures they aosz frequently used only with diagnostic

target, if abscess was arranged/located beside wound canal. The

carving of abscess with capsule was not conducted, since abscesses

were early.

Lethality among all operated apropos penetrating wounds of skull

and brain comprised during the ticckade break-through of Leningrad in
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these specialized army hcspitals 2z.3o/o.

Through all army hospitals, including those specialized, it

passed during the dismantled comtat process/cperaticn from a total

number of those entered - wcunded in skull with damage bones 34.3o/o

and those wounded the scft tissues of skull 65.7o/o.

From army therapeutic instaliations it was directed directly tc

specialized KhPPG 47.7o/o of thcse wcunded the skull. Furthermore,

into specialized KhPPG it was directed from evacuation points to the

first period of combat Frocess/operation 4.0c/o of the neuro-surgical

wounded.

Thus, during the ricckade break-through cf Leningrad it was

encompassed by specialized aid by 51. 7o/o of those wounded the skull

in the dismantled army; from a numzer of wounded the skull with

damage bones it was directed to specialized KhPPG 52.3o/o, and from

those wounded the soft tissues of skull - 44.6o/o.

The percentage cf ervelopment by the specialized aid somewhat

will increase, if one ccnsiders that during February by neurosurgecn

was conducted the examination/inspection of thcse wcunded intc skull

directly at evacuation point. in this case the majority of those

wounded into skull, that were being located in transportable
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condition, was headed directly for front line area, passing

specialized KhPPG, and thezefore without taking into account Ly the

latter.

About half all those woundeo the skull they passed from army tc

the front line area througn ncskatals general-surgical

profile/specialty into evacuation Lcints and from there into front

line therapeutic installat-ons. Gnly in a ccmparatively small numner

of cases (from 1.5 to 2.5o/u) those severely wounded in the skull

were directed from evacuaticn pcints not to GEF, but to army

specialized KhPPG.

Page 69.

The exemplary/approximate scheme of the evacuation of those

wounded the skull in the army in question during the blockade

break-through of Leningrad is represented in Fig. 12.

As can be seen from this scheme, about 9.0o/o of those wounded

the skull were left for treatment in army therapeutic installations

(8.3o/o in specialized KtP- .. 0.2o/o - at the evacuation point of

left flank and 0.4o/o - at the evacuation point of the right flank of

army).

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The percentage of evacuatLcn of all KhPPG of army in GBF

comprised for the grour of those wounded the soft tissues of skull

98.5, and for the grcup cf wounded the skull with damage bones -

76.9. Of the left in army comparatively small number of those wounded

the soft tissues more than naif recovered during combat

process/operation. Thus, the nearness of powerful/thick GBF, where

were concentrated also army therapeutic installations for easily

wounded, and, furthermcze, a sufficient quantity of cots on front

line base for the entered wounded caused so high an evacuation of

those wounded the soft tissues skulls frcm army during the blockade

break-through of Leninczad.

At the same time, a consideraDle nufber cf those wounded the

skull with damage to bone was left in arty it ccnnection with their

untransportability or tne severity of conditicn.

Surgical interventions in ail KhPPG and at all evacuation points

of army were produced in 7.4c/o of those wcurded into skull. The

overwhelming majority of these process/operations (98.6o/o) produced

the neuro-surgical group of OMU. In treatment installations of army

area operability of wounded the skull with danages bones composed

15.5o/o, while in the gLcup of those wounded the soft tissues of

skull - 3.2o/o.
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As already mentioned, the evacuation of thcse wounded into skull

on GBF was conducted by votcr tiansport cnly frcm first specialized

KhPPG, which was being azran.ed/located in the center of army. From

evacuation points, and subsequentiy and from second specialized KhPPG

the evacuation was ccnducted in essence ty railrcad. The feed of

hospital trains in the irdividual eriods of comtat process/cperaticn

always was not regular and evacuation points during these days

tested/experienced the sezaes/rcw cf difficulties in wcrk.
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Fig. 12. The exemplary/approxlmate scheme of the evacuation of those

wounded the skull in army during tne blockade treak-through cf

Leningrad (quantity of those wounded the skull ir arm-, %erapeutic

installations is conditicnadily accept as 100).

Key: (1). GBF 91.1 of those wounded the skull. (2). Left flank. (3).

DNP and KhPPG 1st line, 100 of those wounded skull. (4). Special

KhPPG. (5). Right flank.

Page 70.

This is related mainly tc the rigat flank of the army where from

evacuation pcint to GBF went the single-track iron road, which was

being found in poor conditicn and trequently cccupied with other

troop trains. The aviaticn of enemy was suppressed by our fighter
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airplanes; raids cn 1-otcr zransport and to ircn roads it did not

produce.

The evacuaticn cf kcunded to GBF by aircraft transport during

this ccmbat process/cperaticn was barely atplied, since in this cass

were considered comparatively snort evacuaticn routes on soil and by

railroad.

The hospital basis cf Leningrad Front had the developed

net/system of the specialized ncspitals. Recertion/procedure and

distribution of those wounded intc skull realized in basic two

large/coarse SEG, had by this time already considerable work

experience.

In first SEG, which aad available railroad evacuee reception

center, was conducted by experienced surgeons' participation the

examination/inspection of wounded and their distribution according to

designation/purpose intc tne specialized evacuaticn hcspitals GBF. In

this SEG remained only rcatrans~crtable bounded the skull whose

hospitalization was realized in tne specialized separation/section.

Another SEG was an even more powerful/thick therapeutic
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installation, occupying the leaaing place in recepticn/procedure and

distribution of those wcuaded the skull acccrding to the hospitals cf

front line area. In this SEG there was neurc-surgical

separation/section, led hy experienced specialist.

Among the wide net/sysLam of therapeutic installations GL

should be especially ncted cne of the large/ccarse specialized

evacuation hospitals, wbich haa available a ccnsiderable number of

cots for those wounded the skuli, the person, the eye, the ENT

organs, the spine and the peripheral nerves. Furthermcre, intc this

hospital they guided the wounded of general-surgical profile (wound

w of pelvis, the breaks cf great tunular bones, etc.).

In hospital there were neuzosurgeons, stcmatologists, ocjlists,

otiatrists, neuropatholcgists, and also permanent consultants:

urologist, psychiatrist, iogopedician, orthcpedist, etc.

In this evacuation hospital there were several

separations/sections fcr wounded with the damage o the arch/summary

cf skull, oasis of sl:ull, wita the wounds, ccmplicated by the

infectious erocesses in shells and substance cf brain, for those

wounded the spine and the peripheral nervous system. Therefore this

hospital rightfully was nawed the aeuro-surgical center of front.
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Besides this hospital, GBF had available even several evacuation

hospitals with neuro-surgical sepazations/secticns, and also

Leningrad neuro-surgical institute. Furthermore, was an evacuation

hospital for those obtained the closed injury cf skull and fcr those

contused.

Work of GBF on the treatment of those wcunded the skull during

the blockade break-thrcuch of Leningrad will become mcre clearly, if

we at first give data atcut the work of this large/coarse

neuro-surgical hospital, and tnen the total Information about all

evacuation hospitals, which serviced those wcunded the skull.

In January and February 1943 in central neuro-surgical hospital

it as operated 37.7G/o all located undergcing medical treatment

of those wounded into skull, iv one considers that third of wounded

consisted undergoing medical treatment and it was already processed

prior to the beginning cf combat process/operaticn on the blcckade

break-through of Leningrad, then the operability entered of those

wounded into skull will increase to 50.0-51.Cc/c.

Page 71.

For the group of heavily wcunded the skull with damage bones the

percentage of surgical interventions comprised among all those
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locating undergoing medical treatment 47.4, and in the relaticn to

only entered within the perioa of combat prccess/operation - 60.6.

These data tell about tne high surgical activity of hospital. In this

case one should consider that ancng the entered wcunded into skull

with damage bones was cerzain unit of thcse of already processed in

the army specialized hcspitals rcth of the army in question and other

armies of front, and alsc certain number of extremely heavy

inoperable wounded. Thus, in effect in this hcspital were operated

all requiring the primary pccessing wounded the skull with the

damage of bones.

Work in the operating room of hospital passed under permanent

observation also with lighly sKilled neurosurcecns' direct

participation. Hospital is produced during the individual days of

combat process/operation on 60 and more surgical interventions on

skull dnd substance cf 'zain.

Particular attenticn tuced to the careful and comprehensive

clinical examination/irspecticn ct the entered wounded by

neurosurgeon, neuropathologist and roentgenclcgist.

After medical processing, examination/inspection in medical

dressing room and x-rzy exdminaticn to that wcunded the skull, if it

was not urgent indicaticns for intervention, was given rest hy
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several hours.

In operating rocm was realized the bacteriological laminar

supervision of the wound of tne sxin, bones and cerebral substance.

The majority of pcst-operation wounds was conducted under the

long-term bandage cf Mikulich-veamer-loykhman. Within early periods

on pure/clean wounds was laid ir a number of cases anechoic suture.

Wunds with purulent or putretactive discharge conducted under

bandages with hypertcnic soluzicns, and alsc widely was conducted

their ultraviolet lighting.

In hospital it was operated Dy 29.6q/c all located undergoing

medical treatment of thcse wounded into the scft tissues of skull.

The percentage of surgical interventicns only in those entered during

combat process/operation jzows/rises respectively to 39.0-40.0.

This percentage should be counted sufficiently to high cnes, if

one considers that into this number enters only primary processings

cf wounds, produced in operating rccms, and is not connected the

series/row of small interventions, produced in medical dressing rooms

(splitting up of "pockets", distance/separaticn of the scraps of

tissues, foreign bodies, splitting up of the small/fine wounis of

soft tissues, etc.).
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Thus, virtually all enterau wounded into skull, obtained in

treatment of wounds, were operated. Unoperated remained only

extremely heavy wounded uizn the phenomena cf the axpressed hanger-cn

violations, and also unit of tne wounded with the sharply infected

wounds of skulls and brain, whose cutflow frcfr wound was not

hindered/hampered. After tha use/application cf energetic

conservative of measures it was possible the unit of these extremely

heavy wounded to derive trcm incperable conditicn and to operate

after 1-2 months from the moment of wound.

In the unit of the woundea with the manifestations of the

violent infection by whica was not conducted intervention on the

wound of brain, it was possitle via energetic sulfanilamide therapy

and physiotherapy to cure infectious complications. After healing of

wound, in 1 1/2-2 months from the moment of wcund, with these wounded

for the purpose of propnylaxis of late abscesses, epilepsy and other

complications produced the zuLl/tctal/complete carving of cerebral

scar together with bone fragments and metallic foreign bodies.

Page 72.

Frequently in such cut all over scars detected around bone fragments
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small/fine abscesses. Similar process/operaticns concluded, as a

rule, with anechoic suture and cave gcod results.

Among all treated in hospital those wounded the skull the

percentage of lethality uas small. In the group of wounded the skull

with damage bones the letaality amcng those cperated was equal to

11.8o/o; lethal outccmes amonS unoperated wcurded the soft tissues of

skull it was not.

One should add that among all those wounded the skull, operated

in the army specialized hcspitals and delivered for further treatment

into this hospital, it died within different periods of the moment of

intervention 0.7o/o. Lethality among those wounded the skull with

damage to bone, operated in the army hospitals, composed 0.9c/o.

In this hospital within comparatively short time of combat

operation recovered 11.1c/o all of those wcunded the skull; for

heavily wounded this percentage composed 8.8, and for those wounded

the soft tissues of skull - 17.2. It was ackncwledgsd by disabled

0.7o/o of wounded, mainly tne inhabitants of Leningrad whom not

rationally it was evacuate into tae rear in crder there to recognize

disabled and again to return on tue place of residence.

It is necessary to especially note carried cut in this hospital
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great work with those wounded into skull, that had motor fallouts or

violations of speech. Systematic exercises by the therapeutic

exercise employing the specially developed procedure and with

individual approach, and also the permanent wcrk cf logopedicians,

physiologists and psychiatrists on the restoration/reduction cf the

second signal system of distance good results fcund their reflection

in the medical press.

The renewed during February railroad evacuation into the rear of

the country made it possible to tbs end cf the mcnth to evacuate

32.0o/o of wounded (37.7o/o in the group of heavily wounded and

18.4o/o in the group of those wcunued the soft tissues of skull). In

rear therapeutic installations they evacuated mainly wcunded the

skull with prolonged peracds of treatment or lost ability to work.

For further treatment it was left in hospital toward the end of the

studied period more than half all those wounded into skull, the

periods of stay of which in hospital to recovery did not exceed 3

months. This were in essence recently these cperated or wounded with

infectious complications irom the side of shells and substance of

brain.

The short performance characteristic of all therapeutic

installations on the treatment of those wounded the skull during

January and February 1943 is such: the predovinant unit of those
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wounded the skull (about 90.0o/o) entered during this period on GBF

from army, which run the niocKade cf Leningrad.

Taking into acccunt difficult conditions during the blockade of

the evacuation of wounded into tne rear, which was possible cnly by

air and through the Lagcda laxe, it should be noted that the final

backgrounds of front line hospitals and to the beginning of the

dismantled combat prccess/operation to third was already loaded by

wounded. Hospitals tested the serLes/row of difficulties because of

the need during blcckade breax-thrcugh tc depicy supplementary cots.

Entered wounded into siuii were distributed over obtained damage

bones (38.0o/o) and wounded the soxt tissues of skull (62.0o/o).

Of all entered that wounaed into skull it was operated by

22.7o/o; lethality among those cperated compcsed 9.9o/o. From located

undergoing medical treatment thcse wounded into skull recovered

19.4o/o, it is evacuated into rear 10.7o/o. Bemaining wounded toward

the end of the combat prccess/oFeration were left fcr treatment from

the place of lethality cf tne medium all of those wounded intc skull

it proved to be low.

Page 73.
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The reason for death, besiaes the extensive and heavy decomposition

cf brain, were also infectious complications. Unit among them

composed abscesses of brain and diffuse reningoencephalites.

Attention is drawn to the heavy forms of men-ngitides, which

developed against the bacxground of sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage. Are

noted also the cases of anaeronic encephalitis.

In the group of the entered wounded the skull with damage bones

it is operated by 46.7c/c. If one considers that in the army

hospitals it was operated, furthermore, 17.3c/o of wounded this

qroup, then general/ccmcn/total surgical activity during the

blockade break-through cf Leningrad was already sufficient high,

Lethality among the cpezatea wcunaed the skull with damage bones in

the specialized front line nospitals composed 12.6o/o. It recovered

within the period of contat process/operaticn 8.2c/c of wounded, it

is evacuated into rear i.3o/o. Ine large part of the wounded of this

group toward the end of tne studied period still consisted undergoing

medical treatment.

I
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Within the period of this comnat prccess/operation recovered

26.3o/o wounded the soft tissues oi skull. .t was acknowledged by

temporarily disabled 0.1o/o. it is evacuated into the rear of the

country due to the need for prolonged treatment or time/temporary

disablement 5.0o/o. Lethality among those wcunded the soft tissues cf

skull composed 0.1o/c and depended in essence cr the severity of the

closed damage of brain together with the surface wound of the soft

integuments of head. It is left ioz further treatment in connection

with expected soon rEccvery 68.5c/c of wcunded cf this group.

Thus, in the specialized front line hospitals was Drovided the

comprehensive clinical eiamination/inspecticn entered of those

wounded into skull, their surgical and conservative treatment, and

also strictly differentiated approach during the decision/solution of

a question about the evacuation of wounded into the rear. Tn essence

the wounded remained fcz treatment in place, moreover 19.4c/c

recovered already durirg combat process/operation, but among the

others the periods of recovery did not exceed 1-2-3 months.

The special feature/peculiarity of work cf GOF should be

considered comparatively snort evacuation routes from army, and also

favorable conditions fcz her deployment cn the basis of the highly

skilled therapeutic installations of Leningrad.
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Neuro-surgical aid Eroviued tnose wounded the skull not only on

GBF, but also in army, whica run tne blockade; with this more than

half those wounded the skull was directed tc army specialized KhPPG.

most heavy cf them, nontranspo:table due to their condition,

were processed by neurcsur-ecns in army. Rendering to the medical aid

by that wounded the skull during ccmbat process/operation "Orel-Kursk

battle". Orel-Kursk oattie is the largest in the history of the

third year of the Great Patriotic iar battle for Kursk

bridgehead/beachhead and is distinquishei by the rout of the

Fascist-German troops/fcrces, which were attempting in narrow front

sector to brpak through cur troops/forces' defense.

Comrade Stalin in his report on 6 November 1943, dedicated to

the 26th anniversary of tae graet October Socialist Revolution, gave

the following characteristics tc the military activities of Soviet

troops:

Battle near Kursk was begun with the attack of the Germans on

Kursk from north and south. This was Germans' latter/last attempt

carry out a great summer offensive and in the case of its success to

make ur -nat lost.

Page 74.
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Offensive was finished, as is xncwn, by failure'".

FOOTNOTE 1. lhe 26th anniversary cz the great October Socialist

Revolution. Report of the chairsar of the st-te committee of defense

at the solemn conference of the Moscow advice/ccuncil of the deputieF

of those iabc.in with the party and community organizaticns of

Moscow on 6 November 1943. ENDFCOTNOTE.

"Our troops/forces during several lays eliminated - e summer

offensive of the Germans and tose they buried the Hitler plan/layout

of the rout main forces cf the Led Army and turning movement of

Moscow from the sit of Crel- Kursk. Moreover, the Red Army itself

passed into decisive attacx, forced open the powerful/thick defensive

zones of the enemy and in ne course of three mcnths it

rejected/threw him to tie West by Jlaces to 400-450 kilometers.

Within the time of summer campai n our troops/fcrces banished enemy

from the left-bank Ukraine, froz Dcnbass, Taian', Orlcvshchina,

Smolennshchina, entered the right-oank Ukraine, they mastered the

capital of the Soviet Ukraine - by Kiev, they entered Belorussia,

engaged routes of apprcaca to Crimea, freed more than 160 cities and

more than 38000 populated areas2 ".
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FOOTNOTE 2. order of supreme commander-in-chief cn 7 November 1943,

No 309, Moscow. ENDFCCINCTE.

"If battle in the envircas cf Stalingrad betokened the setting

of the Fascist-German army, tnen cattle near Kursk placed it tefore

the catastrophe". "Germans expectea to carry cut by the summer of

this year a successful ctfensive cn Soviet-German frcnt in order to

return to themselves that lost and to raise its shaking authority in

Europe. But the Red Arry overturned the calculaticns of the Germans,

repulsed their offensive, itself passed into offensive and repulsed

Germans to the Rest, aftez trampling thereby the authcrity of German

weaponry 3,.

FOOTNOTE 3. The 26th anriversary of the great October Socialist

Revolution. Report of the chairman of the state committee of defense

cn solemn session of the loscow advice/ccuncil of the deputies of

those laboring with the party and community organizations of lescow

on 6 November 1943. ENUECOTNOTE.

on the northern basis of Aursx prominence the dismantled army,

that accepted on 5 July 1943 to iself the vain attack of enemy, in

spite of the massed artillery zre and ccntinuous aircraft flights cf

hostile aircraft, in te titter defensive actions it stopped enemy,

intercepted to heavy tanks and self-propelled guns, routei its
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manpowe: and after 7 days itsei: It passed into counteroffensive, it

restored/reduced iniatial pcsiticn it began to pursue the routed

Fascist-German trcops/fczces.

The combat operaticns of this army are shared into three

fundamental pericds:

the first - a oerica of tne bitter defensive actions and partial

withlrawal/deDareure tC the seccnd defensive line from 5 to 14 July

1943;

by the second - a Eerioa of decisive counterattack of army and

restoration/reduction cf initial pcsition frca I_ to 20 July 1943;

the third - a pericd of the pursuit of the routed hostile troops

from 20 July through 8 August 1943.

The intensifi.. study underweat the pericds of active defense

and counterattack to the return of our units tc initial position,

since these periods are cnaracterized by the most difficult

conditions for the medical service of those wcunded the skull in

army.

Page 75.
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first aid by wounded on tne field of battle proved to be under

the sustained fire of enemy under conditions for furious fighting.

Primary bandages were superimposed by aidmen into 27.4o/o of cases,

by medical instructors - in 27.2c/o and by feldshers - into 9.8o/o;

in order/formaticn self- and mutual assistance - into 35.6c/c.

The carrying out of those wounded the skull from the field of

combat was conducted mainly on cape-tents and cn wheel-stretcher

installations. In some units for the expcrt of wounded they used

canine harnesses. This method of export completely justified itself

during this battle. Locality conditions made it possible in the

series/row of sectors to carry wounded into natural covers. Ccmbat cf

this army were deployed in the locality, strcrgly cut by many

ravines, which were being pulled in different directions. Individual

elevations achieved the height of 280-290 m, counting from the foot;

the depth of ravines - 40-70 a. There was a great quantity of rivers

and passes/grooves with the swampy shores, which required

construction in the series/row of the sectcrs of special gangway

beside roads, since the latter underwent the attack of the aviation

of enemy.
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Combat operations cccurred by summer in dry, hot weather.

Especially difficult ccndxticns on rendering of first aid and to

the carrying out of thcse wounded the skull from the field of combat

were formed in the beginning of the combat Erccess/operation when

enemy in order to break tarough cur defense, threw in combat new and

new units, aviation, tanks and seli-propelled guns, considering not

what losses. Oecause of Soviet troops/forces' heroic staying

power/persistency only 7-8 days cf combat it after became it is clear

that the offensive of the enemy is doomed to failure. Within this

time manpower and the enemy technique proved t') be to a considerable

degree annihilated. The character/nature cf combat forced some

therapeutic installaticns to frequently change its deployment. :hcse

wounded the skull they rapidly sent to the PFP.

The transportation cf wounded to PME was realized by most

frequently horse transport, and sometimes alsc by motor vehicles.

During the period up tc 4 hours frcm the moment of wound to PMP

entered 70.2o/o of wounded, which ipdicates the promptness of their

delivery/procurement. Aacng those delivered tc PMP 30.9c/o comprised

the litter wounded, 40.Cc/o thel were delivered in the field of

transportation sitting even to 29. 1o/o of gain independently.
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The volume of therapeutic measures at the PMP in the relation to

wounded the skull was creinary. Certain difference from other combat

process/operations consists in the fact that wounded greatly rapidly

they evacuated to DMP. Irans~ort possibilities of DMP made it

possible to without interruption evacuate wounded to themselves.

Furthermore, according tc tne character/nature of battle in the

beginning of combat prccess/cpezation it prcved to be necessary not

cnly to rapidly unload EMP# but also to comparatively frequently

change its deployment.

The work of division medical aid stations in first half of July

during the offensive of the hostile troops/fcrces passed to very

severe conditions. DMP uere accocmdated in the half-wrecked

community buildings, sheds, collective farm barns, half-preserved

buildings of schools, in peasant huts and mainly in mud huts, tents

and huts.

Series/row of DnP underwent shelling and bitter air raids of the

enemy. Some DMP were relccated hirhin these short periods of defense

and counteroffensive on 10-14 times. They were divided into two
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groups, DMP left medical personnel for the care of the Dost-operation

and nontransportable wcunded, and they themselves moved forward after

the troops/forces,
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Page 76.

The periods of the entry of those wounded the skull on DMP

during combat process/c~eration were following: during the period up

to 6 hours from the novent of wcund entered 52.6c/o, after 6 hours -

47.4o/o of those wounded into skull. The condition entered of those

wounded into skull was ir a rumter of cases very heavy, since with

PMP were evacuated as far as possiple all wcunded without depending

on their condition. On DMP those wounded the skull were distributed

over obtained damage bones (3g.3o/o) and wounded the soft tissues of

skull (62.7o/o).

On DMP of army the work was organized sc that the significant

part of those wounded the skull traversed medical dressing rooms,

where was conducted general/comzcn/totalzeaILAOt of the condition cf

wounded, examination/inspection of wound, shave of hair around it and

application of dressing. However, cn individual DMP these measures

began to carry out not with the first days of combat

process/operation, which forced army surgeon immediately require frcm

some DMP the clear execution of measures for warning/prevention of
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the secondary infection cf the wounds of skull and brain and not tc

be limited only to the surrace hair-cutting of hair, without the

shave of the fibrous units of tne head.

On DMP the shock was noted in 23.3o/o of wounded the skull with
KK

damage bones. These wounded they guided in,.FG only after energetic

antishock therapy and tneir emezgence frcm heavy condition.

On all DMP within the time of combat operation were produced

operational interventicr ii 9.8c/o of those wounded into skull,

moreover from a number cf wounaed the skull with damage bones to

operational intervention it underwent by 4.5c/o, and among those

wounded the soft tissues - 13.0o/o. Thus, prccess/operations were

performed on DMP mainly in those easily wounded the skull.

Lethality among all those operated proved to be equally to

0.6o/o; in the group of the operated wounded the skull with damage

bones - 3.6o/o. This makes it possible tc assume that operational

intervention were undertaken Fredominantly with preventive target.

Lathal outcomes among cFerated those wounded the soft tissues of

skull it was not.

Attention is drawn to the nonuniformity cf surgical activity in

the relation to wounded into skull in sce DMP. On individual DMP of
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those worked under calmer ccnditicns, operability all of those

wounded the skull was ccxparatively high, on ancther DIP the working

conditions were very difficult, and process/oFeraticns on skull not

at all were conducted cr were undertaken only from the urgent

readings.

Recovery on DIP is noted only among thcse wcunded the soft

tissues of skull (19.3c/o). This percentage shculd be recognized

high, if we consider the complicated conditions for work DIP and

their restricted possibilities to: hospitalization and detailed

examination/inspecticn of tcse wounded intc Ekull. Sc high a

percentage of recoveries is explained by the fact that certain unit

of the wounded with the surface wounds of the scft tissues of skull

and without the signs/cziteria ci rrain concussicn in anamnesis was

left on individual DMP as aidaet and trained care of wounded due to

losses among the service personmel.

Thus, although these wounded uere ackncwledced by those

recovered, however, working cn DMP, they constantly were found under

medical observation.

As an e-ample it is possible to give two DME, which wcrked under

varied conditions cf ccatat circumstances.
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Page 77.

One of them, after sustaining tne considerable losses of the service

personnel, kept undergcing medical treatment abcut half most slightly

wounded in soft ones tle tissue of skull and ir proportion to the

recovery of these wounded includea them in work on DMP. Another DMP,

working under calmer conditions, guided in EG all of those wcunded

in soft ones the tissues of sxull for neurclcgic and roentgenological

examination/inspecticn and sunsequent treatment.

It is evacuated frcz all DMP into the therapeutic installations

cf army rear 74.7o/o cf taose wcunded in the skull; from a number of

those wounded the soft tissues of skull it is evacuated by 72.3o/o.

Toward the end of the studied period of the ccmtat process/operaticn

of these wounded it rewained undergoing wedical treatment on DMP

8.40o/o. Lethality among them was nct noted. However, from heavily

wounded the skull with damage brnes were evacuated 78.9o/o, others

were left to recovery on DMP as nontransportatle.

The large part of the wounded the skull with damage bones was

evacuated into the army specialized hospital by motor transport, and

sometimes - on ambulance aircraft. From the defects of evacuation

should be noted the directicn scue of thcse wcunded the skull with

the damage of bones not ca stretchers, but sitting. Medical motor
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transport in this combat process/operaticn worked sufficiently

clearly. The available sedical motcr trarspcrt company, and attached

from front two medical transport piatoons alsc ensured timely the

expcrt of wounded with DMP. For an increase in the load capacity on

all motor vehicles it was made in 4 additional suspension stretchers,

which made it possible tc simultaneously take 8 hcrizontal/lying and

4 sedentary wounded. In route/path the wcunded cbzerved either their

escorted/tracked hygiene instructor or nurse.

The roads, which lead to specialized APPG of army, were in

satisfactory conditicn and they lade it possible to deliver those

wounded the skull fast enough and uith great care.

In ;.rmy there were two specialized FPG. The first of them was

arranged/located in the center cf army and accepted to itself the
KK

majority of those wounded the sxull. Another PPG was

included/connected in the treatment of those wounded the skull only

in the period of the pursuit of the routed bcstile troops. Therefore
1< k

in more detail will be illuminated the work cf first specialized PPG.

1. In village where was situated this hospital, community

buildings, besides small schcol, it was not. In connection with the

offensive of the warm Feriod and toe waiting cf the considerable

entry of those wounded into skull were urgently expanded/scanned the
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tents and were constructed huts.

In view of the fact tnat were exnected the air raids cf enemy,

the bandaging unit/block and sorting separaticn/section were placed

in the equipped mud huts.

Hospital accepted those wounded the head and the breast.

In hosnital was expaaaed/scanned neurosurgical

separation/section with a suffzcient quantity cf cots for those

wounded the skull and ata the closed injury cf skull.

The chief/leading neurosurgeon was sufficiently experienced

snecialist. Furthermcre, in this hospital it worked from the group of

ORMU cf 4 neurosurgecns, 2 &axillofacial surgeons and 2

ophthalmologists. The cafaciti cf the X-ray room made it possible to

subject to the X-ray analysis all of those hounded the skull with

suspicion to the penetrating wound.

Page 78.

Those wounded intc skull entered with DNP and of PPG of the

first line. The realized in essence principle cf evacuation according

to designation/purpose allowed bospital to organizationally service
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wounded. Hospital was filled profile with thcse wounded.

Among all thcse entered thcse wounded into skull composed

31.7o/o. From them almost in 2/3 (o3.7o/c) were wounds of skull with

the damage of bones and more than third (36.3c/c) wcund of scft

tissues. This again contirms tae ccrrectness cf the direction cf

wounded from foremost trerapeutic installaticts f-c

designaticn/purpose intc speciaiized ;PG, since a number of wounded

the skull with damage bones in this hospital composed almost g.0.00/0

of similar wounded in all hospitais armies.

Furthermore, into this hospital entered a considerable number of

those contused. As a result of aassive air bcmbings and shellings

during this bitter battle increaseA a quantity cf closed injuries cf

skull. After the approFriate medical classification in 10.0o/.

wounded was revealed the severe clcsed injury cf skull with the

organic symptoms of the daaage/defeat of central nervous system or

the depressed breaks of skull. These victim he was necessary

treatment in neurosurgical hospitals. The others they guided into the

arranged/located not far off hospital, which had neurclogic

department and hospital for thc-e cbtained LCF damages.

Those wounded into skull entered in essence not finished. In

their significant part were pure/clean wcunds with that shaved around
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the surface of skin.

On the localization: tne wcunds of frontal area are noted in

21.0o/o of wounded, sinciital - in 30.7c/o, tesroral - in 14.6o/o,

postcranial area and pcstezior cranial pit - in 10.3o/o and wounds of

two and nore than areas - In i3.40/0 Cf wounded. Conceal by mode, in

fourth of all wounded were almost extensive damages of skull.

In view of the considerabie entry of vounded into specialized

PPG, and also needs for suoseyuent movement V fcward, during this

combat process/operation in hos-ital processing underwent only

requiring the urgent prccess/operazions and crown heavy wounded the

skull. During readings tc prccess/cperaticn they were guided not so

much by the periods, which passed from the ucuent of wcuDd, as by

condition of wounded and ais wouna. As already mentioned, all wounded

into the skull before the pzrccess/cperaticn urderwent x-ray

examination.

operational intervernicn are produced in 19.0o/o all entered of

those wounded into the skull; amony wounded with the damage of the

bones of skull it was cerated ny 25.0o/c, and from a nurber of those

wounded into soft tissues - 7.6c/o.

All surgical interventions were conducted under local anesthesia
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and consisted in the carving of the wound of soft tissues,

trepanation of bone defect, tne distance/separation of all bone and

available metallic fragments, ana alsc in the emptying of wound canal

in cerebral substance frcm the t1ocd clots and detrite. With the

cessation of hemorrhage from the damaged vencus sinuses was usually

applied tamponade by catgut.

Considerable attention was given to prccessing the heavy

combined wounds of the tasis of skull and orbit, paranasal sinuses or

ear.

Lethality in the grcup opezated of those wcunded the soft

tissues of skull did nct occur; amcng wounded into skull with damage

bones it composed 9.5o/c.

Inoperable with respect to the severity of the condition of

those wounded the skull and the train amcng al] those entered it

proved to be 9.7o/o.

Page 79.

The treatment of toth post-operation ones and inoperable wounded

consisted in the granting oy them of rest, the use/applicaticn of a

medicinal/medicamentous therapy, including dehydrating and antiseptic
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substances, in the blocd transfusion, and alsc permanent observation

of the course of wound, Laurologic and general condition.

In post-operation period are noted the fcllcwing complications:

epilepsy - in 0.7o/o of wounded, the abscesses cf brain - in 0.9, the

meningoencephalites - in 0.2o/o and meningitides - in 23.2o/o of

wounded. The abscesses of brain were early, without the sufficiently

formed capsule. After autopsy and draining of abscesses half wounded

recovered.

The great percentage of meningitides, together with a small

number of meningoencephalites, sakes it necessary to assume that

their differential diagncsis under military field conditions was

difficult and it depended faster on the installations of the doctors

in attendance. Summarizing these two forgs of ccmplications, it

should be noted that arong all Iccated undergcing medical treatment

those wounded into skull meningitis and meningoencephalitis is noted

in 5. 1o/o. In this numter enter also several cases of meningitis in

wounded, who were being located in this hosrital prior to the

beginning of combat Frccess/operation, and, furthermore, several

wounded, who entered into hospital with the already developing

picture of this complication. The issues cf treatment with the

wounds, complicated ty meningitis and meningcencephalitis, which

follow: from all quantity 5.1o/o of wounded with complications they

___________________________________________________________________________________
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recovered and they were evacuated on GBF 1.Go/o; they moved out the

heavy condition; however, tney remained even for further treatment cn

the spot for 1.9o/o and died 2.2o/o these of those wounded the skull.

Among those wounded tne soft tissues of skull it recovered

within the time of combat operation 9.4o/o, it remained on cot in

connection with predicting soon recovery 1.6c/c. The recovery of

wounded the skull with damage nones for this short phase of combat is

noted in the single cases, mainly long ago operated wounded, who

remained in hospital at the heginning of contat because of the need

for several days of treatment to final recovery.

During the combat process/operation conditions the works of

specialized PPG were such, that in it it was not possibility leave

for recuperation the considerable group of those easily wounded the

skull.

KI%
Together with operational activity, specialized PPG made great

sorting-evacuation work. It is evacuated on GBF ty 75.3o/o all of

those wounded into skull, that were being located in satisfactory

condition. This was caused by the considerahle entry of wounded

during combat process/operation. From a number of wounded the skull

with damage bones were evacuated into the specialized front line

hospitals for primary Frccessing 67.0o/o.
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It is characteristic that among wounded the frontal area with

damage to bone transportaole ones it proved to be 71.0o/o, into

sincipital area - 70.0c/c, into temporal area - 80.0o/o, into

postcranial area and pcsterior cranial area - 62.0o/o, also, into two

and more than area only 48.0o/o of wounded.

Thus, on the basis of severity conditicns in hospital left

mainly wounded with the extensive damages of skull and brain (52.0o/o

cf nontransportable ones) and with the wounds of postcranial area and

posterior cranial pit 138.0o/o of nontransportable ones).

From a number of thcse wcundea the soft tissues of skull it was

evacuated by 89.0o/o. Fcr the evacuation of wcunded on GBF to the

arranged/located hereatout from hospital landing pad was supplied a

sufficient quantity of asnulance aircraft (fig. 13).

Page 80.

The presence of this powerful/thick air evacation, together with
kh

short evacuation routes, allowed siecialized PPG successfully to

manage the work, in spite of the considerable entry of those wounded

the skull, the wounded, evacuated for processing into the specialized
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agencies GBF, in short periods achieving point cf destination.

Those obtained the severe closed injury cf skull, those not

required according to character/nature the damages cf urgent surgical

treatment, also evacuate6 by aircraft transpcrt cn GBF.

Among dead persons in the specialized hosFital large part

composed the wounded with tne heavy penetrating wounds of skull and

brain. However, sometimes lethai outcome attacked/advanced with

nonpenetrating wound or as a result of the closed injury of skull

with the contusion of the hanger-on departments cf train.

If we calculate lethality depending on localization of wound,

then is noted its build-up/growth from the frcntal standard of brain

to postcranial.

The distribution cf dead persons from the wounds of skull

according to periods frc the moment of wound is represented in Fig.

14. From this diagram it is evident that the lethal outcomes are

noted mainly to 2-3 and the 4th day from the moment of wound,

i.e., exactly in that pexiod wnen those wounded the skull arrived

into specializedMG. 7here is no doubt that certain unit of them due

to heavy condition had tc be left in PPG of the first line and it was

not subject to transportatian. K1
From dead persons in this specialized pIG 2/3 perished as a

result of the heavy damage of sxull and brain, and third - from

infectious complications from the side of brain and Its shells.

I
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Fig. 13. on-loading that wounded the skull tc aircraft (from t.he

collection~ of military meadical museum VM of the USSR~).

4.

!4 IV I1 1 3I-0~w

(1) P x 3 x 0 1 4 0 v P ~ a Ne H H a U I

Fig. 14. Distribution ct dead persons in specialized *PPG from wounds

of skull according tc periods ircin moment of wcond during Orel-Kurs

battle.

Key: (1). A day from the moment of wound. (2). It is more than 14.

Page 81.

The comparison of these twc basic reasons fcr death on the

periods, which passed fica the acmnent of the %cund of skull, is

represented in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 15 shows that from tne severity of the injury of skull aMd

brain death attacked/advanced sainly on the 1-2rd ant. 3-r4d. day from

the moment of wound. Beginning from the 4th day and especially to the
K I

5th and 6th day after wound in this specialized ,PPG more than half

among all dead persons it perashed from infecticus ccmplications from

the side of brain and its shells. Much later the basic reason for

death were only infectious ccmplications. This once more confirms the

need for the early preventive use/applicaticn Cf sulfanilamides, and

to known degree also sutstantiates both the readings and the sequence

of processing the wound cf skull and brain nct only on the periods,

which passed from the Nczent of wound, but alsc due to the general

condition of wounded ana according to character/nature of his wound.

Examining the group of wounded, subsequently of dead persons as

a result of the heavy damage of skull and brain, one should ncte

first of all, that 3/4 cf them from the moment cf wound to lethal

outcome were found in cciatose condition, and in third of wounded,

besides the wound of skull, had the multiple heavy wounds cf cther

organs/controls. Operaticnal anterventiocs were undertaken in the

single cases. In all dead section An 1/4, the basic reason for death

of whom proved to be the changes, connected with the direct activity

of injury, were discovered heuatcmas. Death advanced in these cases
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on the 1-2nd and 3rA day from the moment cf wound.

Among the wounded bho suDseguently died of infectious

complications from the side of train and its Shells, 1/6 it was

delivered into hospital also aole of coma. Ihr= primary processings of

the wounds of skull and brain was Ercduced in 42.2o/o of wounded

(from this number 14.0c/c they were processed on DMP and evacuated

after process/operation to the b-8-10th day). In remaining 57.8o/o of

wounded were not conducted operational interventions on tne wound cf

brain in view of the severity of their ccnditicr. In the section of

dead persons from infectious cosElications from the side of brain and

its shells in 60.0 was discovered meningitis, the meningoencebhalitis

- in 25.8o/o, the abscess of train in 7.7c/c, supporation of bound

canal - in 3.3o/o and anaerobic encephalitis - in 3.2o/o. With -

menir tis and meningoencepnaiitis in 1/5 were established/installed

liquo- ientricular fistulas.

Pneumonia in those wounded the skull were observed very rarely

and in section they were discovered only in the single cases.
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Fig. 15. Distribution cf dead persons in specialized yPG from the

wound of skull according tc basic reasons and periods, which passed

from the moment of wcund during ap Orel-Kursk battle.

Key: (1). A day from the moment of wound. (2). It is more than 14.

(3). It died of severity cf wound. (4). It died of infectious

complications.

Page 82.

2. Second specialized by Kna4G army, separated at first into

reserve, was located on left flanx and during studied period of

combat process/operaticn forced it was 4 times to change its

location. This hospital tarely accepted wounded and was found in

half-cutback condition. Medical personnel ard equipment of hospital

were attached in basic one of KbPPG of the first line where was

provided the qualified classification of those wcunded into skull and
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were conducted process/ojerations only from urgent readings.

In this specialized KaPPG entered within the time of defense and

counter offense of our troops/fcrces a very sfall number of those

wounded in skull; 1/4 of znem it was operated, and the others were

evacuated on GBF.

Up to the moment o pursuit oy our troops/forces of the routed

enemy first specialized inPPG it was filled by pcst-cperaticn and

nontransportable wounded. in connection with this by the second

specialized KhPPG was uz£ently newly manned by cadres and medical

equipment and was advanced forward, to the freed territory, for the

provision with therapeutic aid ci that wounded entering the skull. In

further first specialized KhPPG, after being unlcaded from wounded,

by "sand bar" it was advanced still furtber fcrward.

Characterizing as a whole the work of all hospitals of army, it

should be noted that aicng woundeu the skull during July 1943 into

different KhPPG entered 46.oo/o wounded with damage of bones and

54.0o/o wounded in soft ones tissue. Those wcunded into skull entered

mainly with DMP and only 27.4o/c were directed cf KhPPG of the first

line.

According to the fors/species of the wcunding shell the wounds
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into skull were distrituted to tullet ones (3C.lc/o) and

fragmentation ones (65.4c/o); into 4.5o/c of cases the form/species

of the wounding shell was not estanlished/installed.

Prom the given nunner of fragmentation wcunds cf skull into

11.4o/o are noted the fragments cf artillery shells, into 48.0o/o -

win, into 5.4o/o - aircraft bombs and into C.6o/o - a garnet.

With respect to the periods of combat prccess/operaticn

percentage relationships/ratios of the wounds of skull according tc

form/species of the wounding sneli underwent changes. In particular,

in the period of defense is ncted a relatively smaller number of

bullet wounds and increases a number of wounds by the fragments of

mines and aircraft bcmbs. in the period cf ccunter cffensive

increased the relative number of Lullet wounds of skull and decreased

a number of wounds by the fragments of artillery shells. In the

P^cricd -f thgFr~t C' EEi tLU Le±dtive rumbEr of bullet wounds

remained without changes, a number of wounds by the fragments of

artillery shells increas ed, anz hy the fragzents of mines and

aircraft bombs it decreased.

In the group of wounded the skull with damage bones blind-end

wounds composed 59.9o/c, tangents - 31.20/o and through - 8.9c/o.
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The distribution ct zaose wounded the skull according tc the

character/nature of wound in different pericds cf combat

p ocess/operation also underwent scme oscillations. The perfcrating

wounds of skull were enccunterea comparatively frequently in the

period of defense, stili 2cre their quantity increased with

counteroffensive and sharply it decreased during enemy's pursuit. The

blind-end wounds of skull it was relatively mcre in the period of the

pursuit of enemy. Vangential wounds more frequertly were noted in the

period of counter offensive.

Among wounded the skull with damage bones the penetrating wounds

of skull and brain were noted in 73.2o/o cf wcunded, but

nonpenetrating in 26.8c/c.

Page 83.

Surgical interventions with all wounds of skull were produced,

according to the total data of the hospitals cf army, into 18.Oo/o of

cases. Those wounded the skull with the damage cf bones were

subjected to primary processing into 22.4c/o cf cases. Almost all

these process/operatiors are rcduced in specialized KhPPG.

Those wounded in soft ones the tissues of skull guided from army

therapeutic installationE into all hospitals; 14.0o/o of thew were
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operated in army theraFeura.c installations. were distributed all

these process/operations as folicus: 23.Oo/c cf process/operations

Froduced specialized KIbPE 3, 6a.0o/c - KhP-PG cf general-surgical

profile/specialty and 1L4.9o/o - GLE. Is hence visible a ccaparatively

great activity KhPPG of generai-surgical profile/svecialty in the

relation to the surgical treatment of t.hose wcunded the soft tissues

of skull. chrome of that, one should consider that a quantity of

woundled was distributed appxoximately/exemplarily identical: into

specialized KhPPG entered 481.0o/c all wounded the soft tissues of

skull, and in KhPPG of Seaeral-surgical Ercfile/specialty - 52.0o/o.

KhPPG of general-surgical prcfile/specialty after processing or only

exami4nation/inspecticn cf wounaed guided them during the

uncomplicated course in GLH.

Taking into account tne great loading of specialized KhPPG, one

should recognize that during tnis ccutat p rccess/cperation

neurosurgecus' attention was coapletely correctly directed toward

processing mainly the qzcup those sore heavill ucunded to skull.

of lethalities amcnq the ojerated wounded into the soft tissues

of skull it was not. Among those wcunded the skull with damage to

bone the lethality opirated cn all hospitals armies was equal to

9. 50/0.
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It recovered in July of ail tnose wounded skull 10.5o/o, that

predominantly wounded tie soft tissues.

It is evacuated on GBF ty 5S.bo/o all cf thcse wounded the

skull, among then were 58.2c/o cf obtained damage bcnes and 61.80/c

of those wounded the scit tassues. So high an evacuation of those

easily wounded the skull was caused by need tc unload hospitals for

further advance forward. Only 18.7c/o of those wounded the scft

tissues were left in GIB in connection with short periods to

recovery.

The sufficiently great percentage of thcse wounded the skull

frcr damage of bones resained undergoing medical treatment in

specialized KhPPG, since toward the end cf the studied period of

combat operations they yet did nct move cut the heavy conditicn or

the periods, which elapsed after prccess/operaticn, had they small.

Summing up the work of all hospitals, it should be noted that

during an Orel-Kursk battle in toe army in question it was

enccapassed by specialized aid by 67.5o/o of thcse wounded the skull.

The envelopment of that specialized the aid of the heaviest

grcup of wounded into sxuil whao damage bones achieved 90.0o/c. Frc_

a number of those wounded in soft cnes the tissue of skull it was
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directed to specialized KhPPG 48.9o/o, and tile others entered into

the hospitals of general-surgical Erofile/specialty. Subsequently the

unit most of the lungs accordiug tc the character/nature of wound and

due to general conditicr cf wounded concluded its treatment i; GLR.

Page 84.

By special features/peculiarities the organization of medical

service in the army cf those wounded the skull for these the first

twe periods of an Orel-Kursk battle were:

1) entry into the therapeutic installaticns of a considerable

number of those wounded the skull in connecticn with furious fighting

for the duration of a ccmparatively short defensive period and the

need for their medical service during the simultaneous preparation of

therapeutic installations for rapid advance fcrward;

2) creation in the army of special evacuation group, which

realized a dispatcher function in army area and an evacuation of

wounded of designation/purpose into the specialized hospital;

3) the release of second specialized KhPG into reserve for the

provision of a possibility of the maneuver;
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4) creation in the army oi two echelons cf the hospitals of

which one was located cn line cf iron road, and another - in soil,

having, besides other hcspitals, specialized neuro-surgical KhPPG;

5) specialized KhPPG was provided with a sufficient number of

doctor-specialists, it was equipped X-ray installation, having

available considerable bed-patient fund and great evacuation

substances it knew how to organize the high-quality medical service

of those wounded the skull.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull from different armies

to the hospital basis ci front during an Orel-Kursk battle was

conducted both by the aircraft transport and by railroad and cn soil.

Those wounded the skull they evacuated in essence in twc

directions.

The first evacuaticr point had its specialized hospitals with

neuro-surgical base. Even long kefcre the beginning cf combat

process/operation was carried out great work cn training of the

specialists. On basis of several hospitals under the

leadership/manual of the senior inspectors, neurcsurgeon and

neuropathologist were carried out in the course of several mcnths of

exercise for the specialization of medical ccrposition by military
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field neurosurgery, and also tae training assemblies of the

neuro-surgi'al groups cf ORMU.

Three specialized kcspitals, that were cn this GBF, were by

correspondingly equipped by instrumentation, X-ray equipment and

electric power economy.

The first evacuation point entered a considerable quantity of

wounded. Great role played evacuation by the aircraft transport of

those wounded the skull. From nearmy armies the unit of the wounded

was delivered on soil. As far as evacuation is concerned railroad,

then, as it follows from the report of the coamander of PEP, "it into

this combat process/operation played insignificant role, since

railway lines at the very beginning of process/operdtion frequently

were already damaged by the strikes/shocks cf hostile aviation."

During this period of combat process/operation worked only the 2

specialized hospitals. Ihe third neuro-surgical hospital of wounded

did not accept and it was finisbed/prepared if necessary move

forward, that also was realized subsequently.

The scheme of neurc-surgic-.l separation/section of one of the

operating front line specialized hospitals is represented in Fig. 16.
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Entered wounded into skull after medical processing underwen *

examination/inspection in the medical dressing room; with it produced

the hair-cutting of hair and snave skins arcund wound, laid bandages

they guided them in X-ray rocm. After x-ray examination those wounded

into skull, that were requiring toe surgical prccessing, entered

operating room and from tnere - into hospital.

Page 85.

In these specialized hospitals it was operated by 78.3o/o of

wounded the skull with damage Dcnes. Lethality among those operated

composed 8.8o/o.

Thus, in front line hospitals was carried out the principle of

the maximum envelopment cf wcunded the skull with damage bones by

preventive neuro-surgica] aid.

Process/operations were conducted under Norphine-novocaine

anesthesia. To wounded before the process/operation were introduced

intravenously 2 cm3  lc/o of sclution/cpening of morphine. The

primary processing techaique of the wounds of skull and brain was

conventional. Post-operation wound they powdered by streptocide or cn

it laid the bandage, moistened by the emulsicn of streptocide. After

the entry of wounded on toe 5-6th day after the wound of
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process/operation in the majority of the cases also they were

conducted; however, the volume of intervention depended on the

general condition of wcunded and degree cf the infection of the wound

of skull and brain.

In post-operation Feriod all wounded received sulfanilasides on

6.0 during 3-5 days. During the complicated course sulfanilamides

were intrcduced intravenously. Furthermore, in pcst-operation period

used extensively dehydration therapy in the form of the intravenous

infusions of hypertonic solution/opening gluccses or sodium chloride.

The research of cerebrc-spinal fluid, and alsc bacteriological

research were realizei on the oasis of not on the staff laboratory.

The wounded the soft tissues skulls were operated into 16.3o/o

of cases. Of lethalities among those operated it was not noted.

Toward the cnd of the studied period of combat process/or'raticn

the majority of wounded into skull with damage bones remained

undergoing medical treatment in these hospitals.

The hospitals of ancther evacuation point were located in

cities, villages and villages. The hospitals, which were being

arranged/located in villages. had usually by series/row landing pad

for ambulance aircraft and were located near from railway stations.

I
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For deployment were used the cottages, sheds, schools and o. ier

quarters/premises. wcrking conditicns of the hospitals,

expanded/scanned in cities, were complicated by raids of the aviation

of the enemy.

This evacuation pcint kaa

4 specialized hospitals with neuro-surgical

separations/sections in them. in tae beginning cf an Orel-Kursk

battle - 5th and 6th July - those wounded the skull arrived cn

ambulance aircraft, and with 7th July they began to enter, also, by

railroad.

The total quantity cf those wcu; ded in skull, that arrived in

the hospitals of this evacuation pcint, proved to be several times

less than in the hospitals of the fit.:t evacuation point.
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Fig. 16. Scheme of the neuro-suigical separaticn/section of the

specialized front line hcspitai (Orel- Kursk battle). A - is

receiving-sorting: B - disinfection chamber; C - toilet; 1 -

barbershop; 2 - surgical dressing; 3 - the X-ray room; 4 - operating;

5 - hospital.

Page 86.

In the specialized hospitals entered 69,.Oo/o all arrived to

evacuation point of thcse wounded in skull. From a number of all

wounded the skull with daage bones from the specialized hospitals it

was directed by 48.0o/c, while from a number of those wounded to soft

tissues it entered intc specialized evacuaticn hospitals 72.0oc/o all

of those arrived.

Smaller envelopment Dy the specialized aid of heavily wounded

the skull with damage tcnes is explained by the fact that the

remaining unit was urgently directed to arranged/located not far off

one additional ev-cuaticn point or the condition of tho-se wounded was
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such heavy which them was necessary to hospitalize in that hospital

of general-surgical rrcfile/specialty, where they entered. Sbculd he

in this case considered the considerable disccnnection of the

arranged/Iccated on great area different hospitals of evacuation

point.

The total work cf :cur specialized hospitals of evacuaticn point

is characterized by the foilcwing: operaticnal interventions are

produced in 2.2o/o all cf those wounded intc skull. Operability in

the group of wounded the skull with damage bcnes composed 7.0c/o, and

in the group of those wcunaed tie soft tissues cf skull - 1.0c/o. the

surgical activity of these specialized hospitals in the initial

perinds of an Orel-Kursk battle shculd be reccgnized low. Moreover,

in aLsolute expression a quantity entered tc this evacuation point cf

those wounded the skull was small.

Of lethalities among opezated those wcunded the soft tissues of

skull it was not. In the group cf the operated wounded the skull with

damage bones the lethality was egual to 11.1o/c.

In the specialized hospitals in July recovered 0.9o/o wounded

into the soft tissues cf the skull; evacuated by 45.0c/o of these

wounded it remained for further treatment 54.1o/o.
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From a number of wcunded zhe skull with damage bones it is

evacuated by 43.8o/o; the others were left fc treatment on the spot.

In all hospitals of avacuaticn point, including here and those

specialized, during Jull recovered 4.0o/c wcurded the soft tissues of

skull.

Evacuation to deeper arranged/located evacuation point, and also

abandonment on the spct for further treatment

approximately/exemplarily they coincide with the data given above on

four specialized hospitals. one should orly ncte that among all

process/operations with the wounds of skull, produced in the

hospitals of evacuation foint, the specialized hospitals produced

32.0o/o, although they accepted 69.0o/o all entered of those wounded

into skull.

During August 1943 in the period of the pursuit of hostile

troops the specialized hcspitals ccnsiderably increased their

surgical activity. As an example it is possible to lead one of the

separations/sections of tne specialized hospital loaded by thcse

wounded into skull and £NT orgams and headed by ctiatrist.

After this separation/sectlon was divided into two -

separation/section fcr those wounded the skull and the
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separation/section for those wouniied the ENT organs, was organized

hereabout X-ray room and oandaging unit/block, and was also

commissicned experienced neuiosurgeon, the percentage of surgical

interventions, produced hy that wounded intc skull already into the

first ten-day period/decade of August increased to 41.0. Was improved

also the comprehensive examination/inspection of the entered wounded.

Inspected on 12 August this hospital chief surgeon cf the Red Army N.

N. Burdenko recognized wcrk neurosurgical separation/section of good.

Together with adjustment at the evacuaticn point of the

direction of the entered wounded into the hcspitals cf the

corresponding profile/specialty, was improved the work also cf other

specialized hospitals.

Page 87.

Thus the leading role in rendering to the medical aid by that

wounded the skull in the first two periods of an Orel-Kursk battle in

the army in question belonged to specialized KhPPG, and in front line

area - to the specialized nospitals of the first evacuation point.

In the work of the specialized hospitals of another evacuation

point was a series/row of the shortages which to second half combat

process/operation were corrected.
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Rendering to the medical aid by that wounded the skull during combat

process/operation the "Uieraticn Gf Belcrussia".

The combat operaticns of the Soviet trccrs/forces at the fronts

cf the Great Patriotic iar, which occurred in 1944, signified by

themselves Fascist-German aggressols' exile from the limits cf our

native land and liberaticn from facist captivities of millions of

Soviet people. Speaking about 10 powerful/thick strikes/shocks of the

Red Army, plotted/applied in 1944 to the Fascist-German aggressors,

comrade Stalin as follcws caaracterizes the ccurse of the military

activities of those led to liberation by Belcrussian SSR: "the fifth

strike/shock was plotted/apjlied tc Germans during June - July of

this year when the Red Army smashed the Gersan troops/forces under

Vitebsk, Bobruiskiy, Mogilev it coapleted its strike/shock by

enclosing 30 German divisions in the environs of Minsk. As a result

of this strike/shock our troops/forces: a) completely freed the

Eelorussian Soviet reputlic; b) moved out tc the vistula and freed

the significant part of the unicn to us Poland; c) moved out to the

niemen and freed the large part of the Lithuanian Soviet reputlic; d)

forced the niemen and they apprcached the bcrders of Germany" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. the 27th anniversary of great Octcber of the Socialist
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revolution. Report of the chairian of the state committee of defense

at the solemn conference of the Mcscow advice/ccuncil of the deputies

of those laboring with the party and community organizations Moscow

on 6 November, 1944. EbEFCCINCTE.

"In historical battle on the Belorussian earth/ground the

troops/forces of the Red Aray snashed German trcops/forces' central

grouping the consisting of three armies, after smashing and

captivating in this case 540 thcusand German soldiers and officers"

2.

FOCTNOTE 2. Order of the supreme commander-in-chief on 7 November,

1944, No 220, Moscow. FNEFOGIN01E.

Object/subject for studying the medical aid by that wounded into

skull was one of the arsies, which was being Iccated on the sain

direction of the fifth strike/shcck of the Red Army, against which

spoke comrade Stalin ir 1944.

The high maneuverability units, the penetration of the

fastszned/strengthened fxcnt, the rapidity of advance, assault

crossing the river lines, rout oi the defended enemy, and also

enclosing and elitainaticn of our left in the rear troops/forces of

enemy's groups characterize the basic means of the activities of the
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dismantled army into this comnat process/operation.

The coubat operations of tnis army are shared into three main

periods:

1. Penetration cf the positional defense of enemy and mastery cf

the series/row of the garglia/ncdes of resistance (amcng other things

one of the large/coarse cities) with our trocps/forces' output/yield

to Berezin from 23 to 30 June, 1944.

2. Assault crossing of Berezin and mastery of two large/coarse

cities, converted into ganglia/nodes of resistance, from I through 5

July, 1944.

3. Rapid pursuit ci enemy, mastery cf numerous ganglia/ncdes of

resistance, assault crossing nieseE and capture of

bridgehead/beachhead cn bestern snore frcm 6 to 18 July, 1944.

Page 88.

In the progress of combat cf army it was necessary not coly tc

break through the powerful/thick defensive line cf enemy and to

eliminate the ganglia/icdes of his resistance, but also to struggle

with the frequent counterattacks of enemy, who threw in combat great
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military 4o VLi M ,

tanks, self-propelled guns and aviation.

The offensive spirit f our troops/forces was so great that

within 26 days of stressed coaAat the trcops/forces of aray made

victorious route/path of apprcximately 500 ki.

The organization cf the sedical aid by that wounded the skull

had during this combat Frocess/cieration its special

features/peculiarities, escape/ensuing from tbe character/nature of

the combat operations cf the tzcops/forces.

Aid by that wounded tne skull on the field of battle in the

predominant majority rendered aidaen and medical instructors.

The research of wounded on the field of battle during the

penetration of the defense of enemy was conducted in the sharply

swampy locality. Although the ccsbat process/cperaticn cccurred under

conditions of warm sumser peviod with solar weather however frequent

thunderstorm rains suppcrted the swampiness cf the territcry cf

combat and eroded in a nusoer ot cases cf rcad.

The carrying out of those wounded the skull from the field of
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combat was realized cn stretcners, and also with the aid of the

ponchos and other imprcvised means by stretcher bearers or specially

isolated soldiers. During this Feriod are ncted several cases of the

late carrying out of the wounded, which were being found in

unconscious condition, as a result of the impcssibility to approach

them due to strong hcstile fire/light. After the suppression of the

weapon emplacements cf the enemy these wcunded the skull were carried

cut on BMP.

The carrying out of the majority of wounded was conducted most

frequently to the places of cover I"loculi/nests") (Fig. 17). From

"loculi/nests" tc BMP cf wounded in a number cf cases they delivered

to canine harnesses. Subsequently in connecticn with the advance of

our units forward the delivery/irocurement cf wcunded on BMP began to

be realized by horse transport. With thd output/yield of army to

operational scope the carrying out of wounded from the fie?.d of

combat was facilitated. Since our units rapidly advanced forward, in

the majority of the cases it prcved to be possible nct to carry

wounded far, but to accumulate them in the places of cover and to

transmit to approaching EMP and PME.

On PMP inspected/checked or again were laid the bandages on

head, they inspected/checked correctness the impositions of splints,

if simultaneously there was wcund of extremities, and also were taken
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through readings antishocx medsures (morphine, alcohol, substances,

stimulating cardiovascular and respiratory/breathing activity and,

etc.).

The evacuation of those wounded the skull with PMP was realized

by transport of medical companies. Subsequently the combat o~eraticns

of the advancing army were deployed in flat terrain with the widely

developed net/system cf country and highways, the rare, scattered

sectors of forest, numercus rivers, great and small swamps/marshes.

Thus, the delivery/procurement of wounded on PMP to some front

sectors was realized under favorable conditiors, on cthers was

somewhat hindered/hampered in view of need overcome natural

barriers/obstacles.

The periods of the delivery/procurement of the litter wounded on

PMP from the moment of wcund ate characterized by the following data:

during the period up tc 1 hour it is delivered to 24.2o/o, fzcm 1 to

2 hours - 24.1o/o, from i to 3 hours - 16.2c/c, from 3 to 4 hours -

11.4o/o, from 4 to 5 hours - 7.8o/0, from 5 to 6 hours - 6.2o/o, it

is more than 6 hours - 1C.1o/o of wounded.

Page 89.

Thus, the majority of the litter wounded entered on PMP to 3 hours
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from the moment of wound. Tne periods of the delivery/procurement of

wounded in the period of tae rapid advance of the troops/forces were

more shortly than in the period of assault crcssing iemen and

capture of bridgehead/heachbead on its western shore.

During each new advance PME they were deployed usually

completely, but in a numter of cases it was necessary to be limited

to incomplete deployment, since combat situation caused the need for

further advance of theff forward.

If were allowed conditions, then on PMP many by that wounded

into skull was conducted the shave of hair, skin around wound they

lubricated by the solution of iodine or processed by chloramine or

neopantocide were driven out the zree foreign bodies they laid

aseptic bandage. Heavy tc those wounded into skull were introduced

the substances, stimulating cardiovascular either

respiratory/breathing activity, intravencusly introduced hypertonic

solution glucoses or sodium chloride. By all wounded compulsorily was

introduced antitetanus serum.

In some periods of comnat process/operation during the advance

of the troops/forces on 40 km in a 24 hour period PMP they were

deployec only for rendering to the necessary minimum aid by wounded,

their transportation to roads ("high roads") and leaving under the
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observation of medical workers to the approach of transport DMP. The

difficulties of the evacuation cf wounded with EMP were caused in a

number of cases on the fact that the roads were fired on by enemy.

Entire phase of comfat from the moment cf the output/yield of

army to operational sccpe, assault crossings from the course of

Berazin and to approach to the Niemen is characterized by the rapid

advance of the troops/forces with overcoming cf the defensive zones

cf enemy and his ganglia/nodes of resistance.

On the Niemen ccmbat were especially bitter. Therefore if in the

first periods of the costat process/operaticn of particular

difficulties with the delivery/procurement cf wcunded from the field

of combat it was not, then wita assault crossing of the Niemen it was

necessary to organize ard to advance forward tc the coast of river

special points/pcsts frc DME the consisting cf %ijo dcctors, nurses

and aidmen, which rendered aid not only Ly wcunded, carried out frcm

the field of combat or deiivered with PMP, but wounded also with

shellings and air raids of enemy on crossings.
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1

Fig. 17. Place of the assembly cf those wounded into Lxull

("loculus/nest") (from the ccllection of military medical museum VM

cf che USSR).
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On crossings at this time worKed the special rescue units,

equipped with boats. Furthermore, were put cut division posts in

crossings for the direction of wounded in their DMP.

In particular, in cre of the aivisicns with assault crossing of

the niemen the evacuation of wounded was realized as follows: during

the first iay the assault crossings of pcrters realized

delivery/procurement of wounded to the western shore of river and

crossed them through the niemen cn rubber boats or rafts. Frcm the

eastern shcre of wounded rapidly they delivered by the transpcrt of

medical companies on PMP. On the western shcLe cf river were

organized also the posts of the assembly of the wounded who realized

an evacuation of wounded across the river. Cn eastern shore there

were posts of motor transport DSP. After assault crossing of the

niemen to western shore was isolated the special group with DMP,

which in 2-2.5 km from the line of combat deployed sorting, medical

dressing room and evacuation separation/section. The

delivery/procurement of woundea with eastern shore of river 400 m of
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crossing it was they will completely deploy DMP. All these measures

as a whole ensured the rapid delivery/prccurement of wounded from the

field of combat to DMP, what was the initial mission of the medical

service of army during this period of combat Frocess/operaticn.

Working conditicns of divisicn medical aid stations during

combat process/operaticn were different.

In the beginning ci combat with penetration the defenses of

enemy DMP were set up in wards. As a result cf threat from air, and

also due to the absence cf forests on the elongation/extent cf the

majority of route/path it was necessary with enemy's pursuit to be

deployed in quarters/premises. This was allowed, furthermore,

immediately on arrival in nab pcint of destinaticn to be included in

therapeutic work.

Within the time of combat cperation DRE they relieved their

deployment on 20-26 times, echeicnang in route. Head echelon DMP

deployed all subunits and was rendered full/tctal/complete surgical

aid by the entered wounded. The second echelon DAP serviced

nontransportable and pcst-operaticn wounded t1cse left at the

preceding/previous locations, exjecting apprcach KhPPG or evacuating

brought-out from heavy condition wounded. Individual DMP due to the

conditions of tactical c~eration circumstances were shared into
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several echelons. This, however, it did not violate their work.

Sometimes when it was extremely diz,-- cultly deplcy DMP, the unit mcre

easily wounded they guided without dress/lavatory of wounds in KhPPG

of the first line.

Within all DMP there existed two routes for the wounded: one for

stretcher ones and another tor walking ones.

A great number of wounded entered with the penetration of the

defense of enemy into first 2-3 for a corbat process/cperaticn.

Subsequently a number of wounded considerably decreased in ccnnecticn

with the rout of the main forces of enemy and the output/yield of our

units to operational sccpe.

Taking into account tne need to advance forward, in the

beginning of combat prccess/operation DME the unit of the wounded

they evacuated without Frocessing into the approximate army

therapeutic installations.

Into the period of enemy's pursuit a nuster of entered wounded

was minimal. They all were processed on DMP, with exception of the

transportable wounded, who were requiring the specialized aid.

Page 91.
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In Proportion tc approximation/a pprcach to the 1q-emen a number

of wounded gradually greu/rose, since it was necesary to overcome

enemy's counterattacks. lh - latter/last two days of this period of

combat process/operation, in connection with heavy fighting with

assault crossing of the niemen and annihilaticn of the large/coarse

ganglion/ncde of its defense, were characterized by the considerable

entry of wounded cn DME.

The predominant nusher oi those wounded into skull entered on

DMP during the periods up to 1U hours frcm the moment of wound.

According to the form/species of the wcurding shell the wounds

and the damage of skull were distributed over DM!P to bullet

(33.0o/o), fragmentaticn (65.0o/0) and damages by other forms/species

by shell (2.0o/o).

Among entered to all DLIP those wounded into skull the group of

the obtained wounds with the danage bones ccrpcsed 47.Oo/o, and

wounded the soft tissues - 53.Uc/o.

This combat process/operation is characterized by the future

decrease of a number of surgical interventicns with the penetrating
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wounds of skull on DMP. To them the-y resorted only in the cases of

the progressive build-up/groista oz the hypertonic Phenomena wben it

predik:ted intracran2.al heaorrnage. Process/operations with the wounds

of s~zul3. with the damage 0± bones were produced cnly into O.6o/o of

cases with comparatively high lethality among those operated

(28.4o/0), which indicates the consideratle severity of these wounds.

However, almost into 75.Co/o olf these cases tc urgent

process/operation gave Ecsitive effect and made it possible tc save

the life of a number of severely wcunded who due to their condition

would not transfer evacuation into the army specialized therapeutic

agencies.

"Ifogether with this, wcunded into the scft tissues of skull the

primary processing of wounds or sott tissues cf skull is Produced on

DMP in 13.8o/o of wounded, KhPPG and GLR notin-g that did not have not

one case of the excessive exposuze of bone or cutting "five-kcpeck

pieces" processed on DME. When such wounded could be delayed to

longer period in hospital, series/rev DMP applied the drawing

together rare sutures to the wounds of soft tissues. In particular,

this took placs in by dignity the end of the comtat process/cperaticn

when DMP did not cnanace their iccation.

Surgical interventions were produced by 7.60/0 all ofl those

wounded into skull.
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Estimating the surgical of work DMP, army surgeon notes, that

trepanation of skulls were conducted during ccmbat process/operation,

as a rule, from vital ieadings.

During discussed ccmoat process/operation in the majority of

those wounded the skull cleaned skin in periphery the wouns and

shaved off hair.

With the extensive wounds of skull cn DEE it was applied

emulsion of streptocide, by whicb they wet the bandage, laid cn the

wound of brain.

The recovery of those wounded the skull during this combat

process/operation noted into combat therapeutic installations only in

the group of those wcunded and the soft tissues of skull composed

10.4o/o among the latter. Healea recognized wcunded, who did not lose

conciousness during wound, aftex treatment did not complain of

headaches, who had strengthened scars after surface damage only skins

of head.

Predominating number of wounded into soft tissues was evacuated

and army therapeutic irstitutions tor detailed examination/inspection
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and further treatment.

Page 92.

With DMP it is evacuated Dy 85. 0o/o of those wounded the soft tissues

and it is left on the s cz for 5.7o/o in connection with their

predicted recovery withir the nearest periods.

From a number of wcunded the skull with damage bones it is

evacuated in KhPPG 80.lo/o. The cthers were left on DMP in view of

heavy condition. The evacuation of the wounded was accomplished on

motor transport, is thinner/less frequent on reverse empty car.

Occurred the cases when KhPPG followed nct far off from DMP and

accepted those wounded tte skull, left floor/sex by the observation

of medical personnel ir thcse places where befcre this it was

expanded by DMP. Great xcle in the organization of the evacuation of

wounded according to designatioE/purpose played distribution points.

In the latter/last period cf combat precess/operation the unit

of the left on DMP ncntransportarle wounded scved out the heavy

condition and they plarned ro evacuate them in KhPPG.

In work KhPPG also was a series/row of peculiarities associated

with peculiar with the conditions of combat and medical-tactical

______________________________
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circumstances of this Frccess/okeration.

On the initial position KhPPG of the first line they were

deployed in the swampy Iccality. Poor siding tracks caused the need

for urgent repair by their their forces in crder to ensure the

delivery of wounded from units. Locality conditions did not make it

possible to maximally draw nearer all KhFFG the army area.

Nevertheless the series/row KhPEG cf the first line was advanced to

one line with DIP or it has located from them on 1-2 rcn. KhPDG of the

first line were deployed mainly in tents, while the further

arranged/located hospitals were deployed in rural type construction,

utilizing also tents. KhPG cf first line were intensified by the

general-surgical groups of OBMU and by dcctors of the spare

hospitals.

Entered wounded into skuil they subjected to

examination/inspection and urgently they evacuated into specialized

KhPPG. In wounded with extansive destructicn, and also in the cases

of the violation of resfiratory/breathing or cardiovascular activity

was carried out the series/row cf conservative measures. That certain

wounded the skull, was hcspitali2ed in KhPPG cf the first lire in

view of their heavy conditicn, were produced surgical interventions.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull of KhPPG of the first
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line was realized strictly according to designation/purpose. Basic

part of the wounded was directed t army specialized KhPPG. Those

wounded who due to their conditicn could transfer more lasting

transportation, they guided directly into the approximate to army

front line specialized evacuaticn hcspital. The evacuation of those

wounded the skull of particular difficulty did not present, since in

KhPPG of the first line arzived not only the redical motor transport

cf army, but also vehicle ct frcnt line therapeutic installations.

Furthermore, KhPPG of the first line had availatle their transport.

All this it made it Dossiole to ensure sufficiently well the

evacuation of those wcunded tie sxull frcm arny area.

Specialized KhPPG was arranged/located in the center of the

disposition ,,f army. The entry of those wounded the skull into this

KhPPG occurred always and ceased only by 8-10 July when field forces

moved far forward.

In hospital worked two neuio-surgical grcups of ORMU. After 12

days from the beginning cf ccaDaz process/operation in connection

with the decrease of a Cu2Der of coming wounded and new tasks one of

the groups was moved fcrwara, nearer to army area, for caring wounded

in the skull.

Page 93.
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Specialized KhPPG was deployed in habitable houses, tents and

sheds. In the course of combat jrocess/operation neuru-surgical

separation/section was increased. The entered receiving-sorting

separation/section wcunded passed through sanitation point and they

were headed for dressing aeurc-surgical separation/section. Next to

medical dressing room was arranged/located the X-ray room and tent

for wounded, who were being found in the condition of shock.

In medical dressing roon they inspected all those wounded the

skull. With the combined wounds of skull and orbit, sinuses of nose

or ear in the examinaticn/inspection of wounded participated the

corresponding specialists.

Operating room was arranged/iccated in individual house at small

distance from medical dressing room and had 3 tables, on which it was

possible to simultanecusly perform processing wounds. Before the

operating room was expanded/scanned the ward for several cots where

the outlined to process/cperaticv wounded rested under the

observation of medical rersonnel thus far it was not suitable in turn

for the primary processing of the wound of skull and brain.

The wounded of general-surgical profile and wounded the ENT
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organs were processed in tneir operating rocss.

Post-operation wounded the skull they guided into the hospital

where they provided the necessary departure/attendance.

The entry of wounded was begun with the first day of combat

process/operation and, progressively growing, it achieved its maximum

to 6 - 7 - 8th day of ccubat. At this tiffe the operating rocm worked

24-hour.

Among all wounded, who entered into this hospital those wounded

in the skull composed 23.1o/o. kithin always cf combat

process/operation into the specialized hospital entered wounded the

skull directly with PF 12 -o/o, with DMF - 43.8o/o and of KhFPG of

the first line - 43.5o/c.

The group of wounded with the damage of the bones of skull

composed 58.4o/o (of them in two thirds had the penetrating wcunds of

skull and brain, alsc, ir third - nonpenetrating wounds), while the

grcup of those wounded tie soft tissues of skull - 41.6o/o.

The penetrating wounds of skull and brain were distributed

according to the character/nature of wound as follows: blind-end

wounds were 58.3o/o, tangents - 38.0o/o and through - 3.7o/o (into
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this number it enters 2.8o/o or seymental and C.9o/o diametric wounds

of skull). Among the nonpenetrating wounds of skull half was blind,

and half - tangents, AEcng wounds into the scft tissues of the skull

it is noted of 3/4 tangents and 1/U blind ones.

Focused attention a small quantity of bullet wounds (9.2o/o) in

comparison with fragmentation ones (90.8o/o). Among the latter

predominated the wounds by the iragments of artillery ones by shell

and min.

characteristically were distributed the vounds of skull

depending on that, was Fut cm aelmet at the mcment cf wound. From a

number of those obtained the wounds of the soft tissues of skull the

helmet was put on in 12.4o/o, the nonpenetrating wounds of skull - in

10.8o/o, and the penetrating wounds of skull and brain - only in

4.6o/o. in spite of the absence or the data about that quantity of

troops which the helmet generally irotected from the wound of skull,

nevertheless it is pcssibie to trace that among those wounded the

skull a greater quantity, Deing in helmet, was wounded only into soft

tissues or were obtained the nonpenetrating damages of skull without

the damage/defeat of brain.

Page 94.
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It is significant, that in the grou F of the penetrating wounds

of skull and brain it is not cozpletely noted cf heavy perforat.ng

wounds in the presence cf nelmet. Wounds were predominantly surface,

tangents. In the group cf wounded with the ncnpenetrating woinds of

skull, that were being located tc helmet, all obtained tangential

wounds and only one wounded - blind. Among those easily wounded the

soft tissues of skull thcse put on helmet obtained mainly surface

blind-end wounds (by fragments of helmet).

Thus, if we examine only wcunded into the skull (without taking

into account those soldiers which the helmet Frotected from %ound),

then one should conclude that the carrying of helmet decreases the

severity of wound.

The periods of the tntry of wounded into the specialized

hospital are characteri2ed in essence by the first two days from the

moment of wound, which indicates their rapid carrying out from the

field of combat and good organization of the evacuation of those

wounded the skull. During the latter/last days of the work of this

hospital the periods of tue entry of those wounded the skull grew to

4-5 days from the moment of wound, that was caused by the advance of

the troops/forces and fczemost therapeutic installations up tc

considerable distance forward. Furthermore, part of those wounded in

skull left in these foremost therajeutic installations for certain
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period in view of need ccaducting the series/row of the therapeutic

measures before their prclcaged transportation.

As already mentioned, in nospital worked two neuro-surgical

groups of ORMU. Them were performed process/operation in 82.0o/o all

entered of those wounded into skull. In cther words, virtually all

wounded, who were requiring the processing, were operated. Exception

was only the group of the extremely heavily wcunded by which the

process/operation was ccrtraszed. in particular among those wounded

the skull with the damage of the bcnes of process/operation it

underwent by 70.5o/o.

In the group of those wounded the soft tissues of skull the

primary processing was Eeriorsed into 98.6o/c of cases. By so/such

high the percentage of operabzlity among slightly wounded is

explained by the fact tnat the significant part of them, that

obtained the wounds cnly or skin or nct requiring the

process/operation, was previously left on DMP or directed in GLR. In

specialized KhPPG guided those those wounded into soft tissues the

skulls which required in more detailed examinaticn/inspection and

primary processing of wcund.

Among all process/ocerations with the wounds of skull about half

comprised the trepanaticns, since a quantity of the entered wounded
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into skull with damage bones was acre than wounded ones the soft

tissues.

Process/operations usually were performed under local

anesthesia. In rare cases for an inhalation aresthesia was applied

ethyl chloride in combination with ether/ester. With trepanations the

skulls of hemorrhage frcm venous sinuses are noted into 3.4o/o of

cases. Hemostasis was realized usually with the aid of free plastic

surgery of the small piece of muscle.

In 5.0o/o of wounded the skull with damage bones are noted

infectious complications ftoz the side cf brain and its shells.

Meningitis was observed in 0.3o/c, the mningcencephalitis - in

2.8o/o, encephalitis - in 1.4o/c and the early abscesses of hrain -

in 0.5c/o of these wcundd. 1e treatment cf uningitis and

meningoencephalitis was carried out through crdinazy schemes by

sulfanilamides simultanecusly with cerebrospinal puncture and

introduction to the sut-arachnoidal space 0.8c/c solution/opening of

streptocide. The abscesses of nzain revealed and drained by the

delicate strips of rubber. with the autopsy of abscesses in a number

of cases from the area cf abscess there were removed bone fragments,

and in one wounded - metallic fcreign body.

In specialized hospital for the time of combat operation it is
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evacuated on GBF by 56.3c/o of wounded the skull with damage bones.

The unit of operated in the beginning combat cf wounded moved out the

nontransportable condition and could be evacuated on GBF; however,

their considerable quantity remained toward the end of the studied

period even in hospital.

Page 95.

Among those wounded the soft tissues it is evacuated from this

hospital 79.4o/o. Their large part was directed in GLR in connection

with the short periods, which were remaining to recovery. The unit of

those wounded the soft tissues of skull was evacuated on GBF. Toward

the end of the combat prccess/operation for further treatment in

specialized KhPPG of thex it retained 20.6o/c.

Thus, toward the end of tne studied period this hospital

evacuated 2/3 those wounded the skull, after leaving for further

treatment only of nontrarsportatle ones in view of the severity of

their condition and the unit cf thcse wounded the soft tissues of the

skulls which after certain period of treatment were subject t- the

translation/conversicn iE GLB.

In the course of further combat and pursuits of enemy the

medical aid by that wounded the skull was prcvided by the maneuver of

____ ___________________________________ __________________
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the neurc-surgical grous ct ORMU which it was given into one of

foremost KhPPG and they serviced the entered wounded.

In particular, during coMoat cn line sobr rivet and apprcach tc

Berezin the specialized aid ty that wcunded irtc skull realized

KhPPG, which was being arranged/located near from the place of

combat. In this KhPPG worked tne neuro-surgical group of OBMU, which

arrived from the first sfecialized hospital. Among all thcse entered

into this hospital those wounded the skull ccmpcsed 8.9o/o, moreover

almost 3/4 of them were easily wcunded into the soft tissues of

skull.

Conditions of replcyment and the work cf hospital during the

first days were difficult, since the unit of the equipment of this

KhPPG was located even in route/path. were required also significant

efforts/forces, in order to distribute the entered wounded on

localization of wound and to ensure with their specialized aid. The

chief surgeon of front, this viszted hospitpl, noted the series/row

of shortages in work and helFed to amend them in short time.

The majority of thcse wounded the skull after dressing and

examination/inspecticn was evacuated intc the first specialized

hospital. To surgical treatment it underwent only by 11.1o/o of

heavily wounded the skull witn damage bones, nontransportable due to

!1
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their condition. Furthermore, surgical processing was produced in

8.5o/o those wounded into the sc¢t tissues of skull. The significant

part of the easily wcunded was also evacuated into the first

specialized hospital cf the army wnere they were operated.

Through several days of work to the place of deployment ihPPG

arrived the front line sfeclalized hospital, which eccepted those

remaining wounded intc skull on tne spot and made possible tc this

KhPPG and to neuro-surgical grouF of ORNU to he relocated forward.

Forcing Berezin, army continued its rapid offensive. During this

period forward were advanced different KbPPG. Near Bcbr river was

organized the interarmy hos~ital base, which ccntained sev-eral

hospitals of front, includang the specialized evacuation hospital for

those wounded the skull. The creation of this ititerarmy hospital base

made it possible to consideranly shorten the evacuation routes of

wounded from army KhPPG.

Page 96.

Two neuro-surgical groups of CRMU realized the specialized aid

by that wounded into skull in fcremost army KbPPG being moved by the

method of "sand bars". Such "sand tars" during combat

process/operation after assault crcssing of Berezin were made three:
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1) in KhPPG, which accepted tc itself those wounded the skull

upon elimination of cne c tbh large/coarse ganglia/nodes of enemy

opposition;

21 in KhPPG, which acceFtea to itself wcunded in skull during

offensive combat with airoach to the niemen;

3) into KhPPG, which accepted to itself thoce wcunded the skull

with assault crossing ci the n-ezn and durirg combat for

bridgehead/beachhead on its western shor..

In the first of these xhpPG neuro-surgical group worked only 2

days, after having time to opezate 29.4o/o of wounded into skull with

damage bones and 12.4o/c of wounded in soft tissues of skull. A

quantity entered of those woundea into skull was small. Surgical

treatment underwent either very heavy of thes, ncntransportable due

to their condition, or easily wounded the scft tissues with assumed

Feriod treatments not more than --- eek. Ineperable on the severity

of condition it proved to be 6.0o/c among most heavily wounded intc

skull with damage bones. All others were rapidly evacuated by medical

motor transport to interarmy hospital base.
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The secondly of these fcremcst KhPPG alsc entered a small number

of those wounded into ekuil. The neuro-surgical grcup of ORMU primary

processes third of wounded the skull with damage bones and several

those wounded the soft tissues. feaaining wcunded were evacuated fcr

process/operation into the specialized front line evacuation

hcspital.

The third of these KaPPG wcrei more lasting time, servicing

4ounded with assault crossing of the niemen. Hospital deployed all

its subunitF-, after being placed ir houses, sheds and tents. A

quantity of those wounded the skull was somewhat more than in two

preceding/previous KhPEG. The significant part of the wounded it had

the penetrat: ng wounds cf skull and brain. 1he neurc-surgical group

of ORMU to the end of the studied period had time to process those

only most heavily wounded intc skull. operability in the group of

wounded w-th the damage ct bcnes of skull ccuresed 22.2o/o.

Furthermore the unit of tae wounded was processed already after the

termination ot combat cFeraticn -. A great nusher of those wounded the

skull (mainly easily wcunded the scft tissues) was also evacuated to

the interarmy hospital base where they were cperated.

Thus during this combat process/operaticn the medical aid by

that wounded the skull proved to be at first cn the basis specialized

by KhPPG of that arranging/locating on initial position in the center
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of army, then in one of icremcst KhPPG where was commissioned the

neuro-surgical grcup of CR8U, ana, finally after assault crossing

Berezin and during ccmbat on tne niemen in advanced alternately

forward three KhPPG.

The neuro-surgical groups ci CRMU were mcved during this pericd

by "sand bars" and provided witn tae specialized aid of those wounded

the skull during an entire comnat Erocess/operation. Their surgical

activity was reduced in essence toward a sorting-evacuation work with

the direction of the transportable wounded in the advanced fcrward

interarmy hospital base, which tad the specialized front line

evacuation hospital and also to processing mainly of those mcst

heavily wounded the skull and the train.

In these hospitals tney guided furtheracre, that obtained the

severe closed injury of skull unit of them in the presence of urgent

readings was operated on tne spct; patients, whc were being found in

transportable condition, were directed tc the specialized hospitals

cf front line base.

Page 97.

Aid by that contused was organized during initial

position/situation of army in ore of the hospitals, and then on
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interarmy hospital hase+

The total work cf all KhEG of army, including the here and

specialized hOsDits, . is characterized durirg this ccmbat

process/cperation by the follcwing data:

1. Within entire studied period it entered wounded into skull

from units and with EME 51.3o/o, with DWP - 4E.7o/o. The great

percentage of those wounded into scull, that entered directly from

units and with PMP, is explained ay the fact that e neuro-surgical

groups of ORMU were given by KnEEG of the first line, and

distribution points realized evacuation frcy FMP according tc

designation/purnose in ty these placed siecialized KhPPG.

2. In entered in all KhPPG those wounded into head wounds of

skull composed 40.3o/c, wounds of face and jaws - 22.4c/o, wcunds of

eye - 10.3o/o and wound cf nose, its additional areas and ear -

27.0o/o.

3. Those wounded skull were distributed to group with damage of

bones (46.0o/o) and grcul of thcse wounded scft tissues (54.00/o).

More than in half wounded the skull with damage bones had the

penetrating wounds of train.
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4. Among penetrating wounas oi skull and train blind-end wounds

composed 58.0o/o, tangents - id/Oo/o and through - 4.0o/o (into this

number it enters 3.0c/c cf segmental and 1.0c/c diametric wounds).

Among nonpenetrating wcunds witb tne damages cf the bones of skull

half composed blind-end wounds ana half - the tangents. In the group

of those wounded the scft tissues the percentage of blind-end wounds

was equal altogether only Dy 30, while tangents there were 7C.Oo/o.

5. Periods of entry of those wounded skull in KhPPG were

following: during pericd up to 6 acurs from acment cf wound entered

3.9c/c, from 6 to 12 hours - 6.1o/c, from 12 to 18 hours - 19.1o/c,

from 18 to 24 hours - 34.6o/o; later than 24 hours entered only

33.7o/o of wounded.

6. It is operated ty j1.8o/o all of those wounded skull,

moreover from number of cbtained damages bones of skull it is

operated by 38.3o/c, and from those wounded scft tissues - 2b.2o/c.

Lethality among operated neavily tnose wcunded the skull composed

11.5o/o. In the group or those wcunded the soft tissues of lethality

among those operated it uas not.

7. Recovery during period of combat operations is noted in

2.9o/o those wounded sctt tissues of skull. Furthermore 45.3c/o cf

them were located undergcing medical treatmert in army KhPPG and GLR
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in connection with short periods to full/total/complete recovery. It

is evacuated from t,'e arsy 29.6c/o of thcse wcunded the soft tissues

of skull.

8. Among wounaqe" sxull with damage tones percentage of those

evacuated on GBF couposed 48.1. This remainirg wcunded groups were

left for further treatmert in view of heavy ccpditicn or in

connection with the shcrt periods, which passed after intervention cn

skull and brain.

Envelopment by the specialized aid all of those wounded the

skull composed in this ccwbat pzccess/operaticn 71.7o/o.

It is characteristic that d5.9o/o of wcunded the skull had

damage bones, were directea for treatment to specialized KhPPG, i.e.,

virtually all transportable wounded this grcups were evacuated

according to designation/purpose.

Page 98.

The great value in this case acquired specially created in arm,;

distribution points which, in spite of rapid development the

off' nsives of our troops/forces, ensured the direction of the wounded

str. -ly according to Jesignazion/purpose frcm field therapeutic
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installations into army KhPPG. One should note also that the

specialized aid was organized in foremost KhFFG due to correct

maneuver by the neurc-surgical qLoups ORMU, creation and advancement

cf forward interarmy hcspital oase.

From a number of those wounded into the soft tissues of skull it

entered int- specialized nospitals 6?.4o/o. Cnly about third cf most

lightly wounded traversed the hospitals cf general-surgical

profile/specialty or it was directly directed in GLH. However, in

essence the wounded the sott ti-sues skulls ir detail were inspected

in specialized KhPPG, in fourth of cases they underwent processing

and only after this thsy were needed in GLS or on GEF.

It should also be noted that by 97.2o/o process/operation on

skull were conducted by neurosurgeons and only 2.8o/o - by

general/common/total surgeons. In this case surgical interventions cn

skull were undertaken in KhPPG cf general-surgical Ercfile/specialty

in essence only from vital readings, about which testifies

comparatively high lethality in tnem among thcse operated (22.1o/c).

Lethality among operated in specialized KhPPG those wounded into

skull with damage bones composed 9.7o/o.

During this combat Frocess/operation were noted the early

periods of interventions on skull trom the mcnent of wound. In
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specialized KhPPG to 6 hours from the moment cf wound it was produced

by 1.8o/o of all process/operazions, from 6 tc 12 hours - 7.3o/o,

from 12 to 18 hours - 14.3o/o, from 18 to 24 hours - 31.3o/o and it

is more than days - 45.3c/o of all process/operations.

Surgical interventions were conducted after the preliminary

composite examination/inspection ci wounded, shave of hair on head,

local anesthesia and consisted in the carving cf the wound of soft

tissues, trepanation cf bone to undamaged/uninjured solid cerebral

shell, removal of contents of wound canal (hcne fragments, blood

clots, available foreicn bodies, etc.), and also in the careful

cessation of hemorrhage. Hlemostasis during the damage of vencus

sinuses was realized in the adequate/approaching cases by stitching

on the defect of the wall of sinus or with the aid of the small piece

of the muscle of that applied tc this defect. During the damage of

small/fine cerebral vessels hemorrnage they stopped with the aid of

warm physiological scluticn or iercxide Cf hydrcgen.

Anechoic suture barely was applied. Wounds conducted under the

bandages, moistened by the emulsion of streptccide or sulfidine. In

rare cases wound they pcbdered by streptocide and conducted under dry

aseptic bandage. Upon the extensive destructicn cf braip into wound

canal they started the cut out from glove rubber strip which was

driven out with the first dressing. During perfecting of segmental
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wouids the skin "navigation bridge" between wcunds they usually

sewed.

After intervention on the substance of train the wounded were

found on a strict bed regime and were evacuated during the

uncomplicated course not earlier than 2 1/2-3 weeks from the moment

of process/operation.

Lethality among thcse wounded the skull was low and it depended

mainly on the severity cf injury. in particular, among dead persons

from severe injuries of sKull and train about half it perished in

time from 12 to 24 hours from the mcment of wcund, i.e., intc the

nearest hours after entry into the specialized hcspitals. Among the

infectious complications, which caused death of wounded, in the first

place stood purulent leptomeningitis.

Page 99.

The treatment of those wounded in the skull to the hospital

basis of front had durinc present cffensive creraticn also its

peculiarities associated with operational-tactical circumstances.

GBF was as far as possible approximated to working parts. Into

its composition entered the foremost receiving-scrting base kasic

_____________
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hospital to base and finally the rear therapeutic basis of front.

Railroad main pipelines little were utilized for the evacuation

of wounded on GBF, since enemy destroyed many sectors of the

routes/paths: therefore the basic forms/species cf transport for

those wounded into skull proved to be medical motor vehicles and

ambulance aircraft.

The therapeutic installaticns of frcnt after the

reception/procedure of %cunded with the penetration of the defense of

enemy soon began to be acved forward, behind the advancing/attacking

units. In particular, tae receiving-sorting basis of front was

relocated into two nearby ones city, freed by our units, then into

the freed large/coarse city and finally it became part of the

structure of interarmy hcspital base. The latter began to function

during the advance of cur zroops/fcrces to the niemen. During that

combat process/operaticn occurred the practice of the approach of

front line therapeutic installations to army KhPPG and

reception/procedure from them on the spot of wounded. Thus, as a

result of "covering" by frcnt line hosiptals of army KhPPG the latter

received the possibility to advance further forward, and wounded were

transmitted on the s2ot from army base tc front line. After

receiving-sorting base advanced also the basic hcspital basis of

front, "covering" foreacst therajeutic installations.
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on main motor road was arranged/located cne additional

distribution point, which regulated the evacuaticn of those wcunded

the skull from the fcremcst army skecialized hospitals in

designation/purpose intc the appropriate hospitals cf front.

Those wounded intc skull, that require in primary processing,

entered the receiving-scrting oasis of front tc 2 - 3rd day after

wound, and to basic hospital base - to 3 - Eth day from the mcment of

injury.

1. In composition cf iaterarmy hospital base was specialized

evacuation hospital cf front which took cn the sFot of remaining

wounded from army KhPPG. In front line evacuaticn hospital worked

neuro-surgical group of cne of the evacuation pcints and there was

separation/section for those wounded intc skull. X-ray apparatus in

this evacuation hospital ftc a bhile did not work due to the absence

of electric power, but therefore the unit of those wounded into skull

was processed without rcentgenological examination/inspection.

Among entered those wounded into skull 45.2o/o composed wounded

with the damage of bcnes and 54.8o/o - wcunded the soft tissues

skulls. Furthermore, entered several men with closed injury cf skull.

I
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The periods oL the entry of wounded in proportion to the distance of

front line gradually grew/rose, after aciievirg toward the end of the

combat process/operation of 12-15 days from the moment of wound.

The operational activity of tnis specialized evacuation hospital

in essence was characterized by Frcducticn in the primary processing

in wounded the skull w;-h' damage oones. As a result within the

studied period it was operated by z8.3o/c of such wounded. The unit

of those wounded the skull was operated, furthermore, apropos of

early infectious comFlications.

2. Those wounded for sxuii were headed both from specialized

evacuation hospital, ard iron rcreuost army KhPPG in those

arranged/located deeper than three specialized hospitals of another

evacuation point.

Page 100.

Evacuaticn according to designatiort/purpcse was facilitated by

the Jispatcher work cf distritution points, advanced on all routes.

In specialized hospitals oi evacuation point worked the

neuro-surgical groups of ORm. The first of thsm worked in one

evacuation hospital, anctner was divided and attached for reinforcing

to two evacuation hcsFitais.
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Those wounded intc skull, that entered these front line

specialized evacuation hospitals, were distributed to group with the

damage of bones (53.1o/c) and to tne group of those wounded the soft

tissues of skull (46.9c/c).

A considerable numner of entered wounded was already prccessed.

Surgical interventions in tnese hospitals were undertaken in 8.4o/o

all of those entered, scxeover wcunded into skull with danage bones

it was operated by 15.0o/o, and wounded soft tissues -2.2o/o. The

unit of these process/cieraticns was produced apropos of early

complications or it bore the cuaracter/nature of reworkings.

Lethality among those cperated comjosed 9.7c/c.

It recovered within the period of the combat process/operation

15.1o/o of those wcunded into the soft tissues of skull.

Por further treattert in the specialized hospitals remained the

wounded the skull with Eeriod treatments not wcre than 60 days to

recovery or wounded with infectious complications from the side of

brain or its shells.

It is evacuated to the rear therapeutic basis cf front 70.0o/o

____________________________________________________________
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all of those wounded the sxuli, mainly with the damage cf bones.

Evacuation from evacuaticn Icint was realized by railroad - cn army

medical and passenger trains. In route/path was conducted medical

observation of wounded, ana thel all were rrcvided with hot fcod.

A considerable number of those wounded the skull was evacuated

into the rear by aircraft transport for which at airfields were

created special evacuaticn Ecints.

3. Rear therapeutic basis cf front had neuro-surgical

separation/section in one of nospitals where constantly worked

doctor- specialist. Besides those wounded the skull which composed in

this hospital 30.0o/c into hospital they entered also wounded the

person and the jaws cf eye ENT crgans, neck, spire, and also intc

large/coarse joints and thigh.

Focuses attention the nigh severity entered of those wounded

into the skull: with the damage of bones arrived 90.2o/o and of those

wounded in soft tissues - 9.8o/c. This ccnfiras the correctness of

direction those of more haavily wounded in rear hospital base and

abandonments easily wounded the skull, the subjects tc treatsent

within shcrter periods, in the therapeutic installations of army area

or on the approximate tc it advanced bases cf front.
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This specialized evacuation acspital carried out in essence

clinical work. Toward tne end of tne combat Frccess/cperation wounded

the skull with complications contirued treatyent in this hospital,

together with convalescents by easily wcunded, and all others,

requiring the prolonged treatment cr which lcst tempcrarily eility

to work, they were evacuateu inc the rear.

Thus, in spite of the c,;mplicated character/nature of the ccrbat

operations of the troops/foLces, wnich were begun with the

penetration of the defense of mcne enemy, rapid advance with ccmbat

forward and forcing cf large/coarse river lines and ending by combat

on the niemen with the capture cf cridgehead/teachhead on his western

shore, the medical aid iy that wcunded the skull was provided in all

periods of field process/operation because cf skillful maneuver with

the army and front line specialized therapeutic agencies.

Should be especially noted the positive role of distribution

points which ensured the direction of thcse wcunded the skull

strictly according to designaticn/rurpose.

Page 101.

Rendering to the medical aid by that wounded the skull during combat

process/operation "VISftczI-oder".
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The beginning of 1945 was aarxed by the new victories of the

Soviet Armed Forces in tpeir struggle with the Fascist-German

troops/forces.

Supreme dommander-in-&iier 1. V. Stalin in his order on 23

February, 1945, gave the following characteristics to these combat

operations: "during January ci tne present year the Red Army attacked

the enemy unprecenented in force impact at entire front from Baltic

to Carpathians. It forced open tor elongaticn/extent 1200 kilcmeters

Germans' powerful/thick defense, which they created over a number of

years. In the course of cfiensive zhe Red Arny by rapid and skillful

activities threw back the enemy iar to west. The Soviet troops/forces

with persistent combat movea from the boundaries of eastarn prussia

to the lower course of the vistula - to 270 kilcmeters, from

bridgehead/beachhead on the vistula south of Warsaw to lower coursing

of river Oder - to 570 kilomezers from Sandcmir tridgehead/beachhead

f the depth of German Silesia - to 480 kilometers". "As a result the

Red Army comletely freed Poiana and significant part of the territory

of Czechoslovakia, occufied BudaFest and derived frcm the wars of the

latter/last ally of Gergany into Europe-Hungary, it mastered greater

part of eastern prussia and German Silesia and was opened to itself

road into Brandenburg, into Fomerania, to the routes of approach of
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Berlin" 1*.

FOOTNOTE 1. Order of the supreme dommander-in-dhief on 23 Fetruary,

1945, No 5, Moscow. ENLECOTNOTZ.

The proper subject of the medical aid ty that wounded into skull

was the grandiose offensive operation, realized by the Soviet

troops/forces during January 1045 from bridgehead/beachhead cn the

Vistula south of Warsaw to river Oder, which rctes comrade Stalin in

his order.

One of the armies, wncn was Deing located on main direction, cn

14 January broke through from scutnern bridgehead/beachhead cn the

western shore of the vistula the lasting and deeply distributed in

depth defense of enemy. 7o the issue of day the advance units of this

army moved out to operational sccle and begar rapid advance forward.

The unit of the divisicns Af army zcllowed in the second echelon, and

one of them widened the gap to tne north.

Blocking the ganglia/ncdes of resistance and eliminating Varga's

attempts to pass into counteroffensive, army freed from enemy the

territory and Poland cities, surrounded large/coarse hostile garriscn

in one of the great cities and to the issue cn 28 January it moved

out to a Polish-German tcundary unere the eneay it showed/rendered

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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bitter resistance, relying on the ireviously prepared positiors and

natural barriers/obstacles in tne fjorm of the system of lakes and

rivers. On 30 January the aefense cf enemy was trokei1 through, and

after the rout of the lcszile garrisons in tuc cities on 4 FEbruary

army moved out tc river Cder.

Within 22 days of ccmhat (irom 14 January through 4 February)

the combat route/path ci army was 470-60C ka. during the individual

days of unit they advanced cn 3C-4U km.

Was by this time eliminated the fortifieC ar-a of enemy in one

of the German cities, and also was begun assault crossing river Oder

and combat for bridgehead/oeacateao on its western shore. To 10

February the bridgehead/tedchbead was expanded, and army, after being

fastened on the western shore of Gder, began tc te prepared fcr

strikes/shocks on enemy.

The provision with tne mediCdi aid of wounded in this ccmbat

process/operation presented considerable difficulties, especially as

this type of process/orexaticn cn its scales and growing rates/tempos

was carried out by the medical wcrxers of this army for the first

time.

Page 102.
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Before the offensive of division tney were ccmpletely manned by

medical cadres. There was, furtbergore, reserve number of aidmen and

hygiene instructors in each coaany.

First aid by wounded on tne field of battle within entire period

cf combat process/operation was snown/rendered ty aiduen and hygiene

instructors into 65.8o/c or cases, feldshers ard doctors - into

.5o/o of cases. The percantage of self- and mutual assistance

composed 25.7. These data characterize further progress in the

medical service of wounded cn the ield cf tattle.

To the predominant numner cz wounded (96.30/o) first aid was

shown/rendered to 1 hour (it is tainner/less frequent to 2 hours)

frcm the moment of wcurd aad only 3.7o/o of wcunded - more than 2

hours. Research and carryin4 out of wounded occurred in flat terrain

with small forests under ccnditicns of winter with thaws and small

precipitation.

The methods of the carrying out of wounded from the field of

combat to BMP were the following: cn stretchers it is carried out by

23.5o/o of wounded, on pcnchos - 9.4o/o, on drag harrows - 1.0o/o, on

canine harnesses - 8.6c/c, on norses - 14.40/c, on motor transport -
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0.3o/o. Furthermore, witk tne aid cf those esccrting/tracking it

reached BMP 42.8o/o cf bounded.

In the period of the penetration of the defense of enemy the

carrying out woundad frcs the field of ccmbat cn bridgehead/beachhead

on the western shore of as vistula was realized by all p( ible

methods within very short periods. The transpcrt cif the medical

companies of regiments kas intensified due tc army hcrse- medical

company. Furthermore, oaca medical company had 3-4 canine harnesses

(Fig. 19). PMP were clcsely moved to front/leading territory and

intensified by the compcsiticn of convoluted DMP, which allowed them

in short periods and in the necessary volume to render medical aid ,

wounded.

In the period of the rapid advance cf army the medical service

of regiments followed uninterruptedly frcm their of units. Wounded

they rapidly delivered from the field of combat to PMP, or the

latter, advancing forward, were approached the places of the c'ver of

wounded and they exerted them the necessary aid.

Co,?.etely particular conditions on rendering of first aid by

wounded and their carrying out from the firing lines were formed

during the bitter street iightings upon the elimination of
large/coarse hostile garrison -n Polish city Pcznani. The fact is
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that after enclosing of tais city basic parts of the army continued

their rapid advance forward, waile one of her corps jointly with

adjacent army obtained mission to break down resistance of enemy

garrison. In urban suburbs and in city itself were deployed

persistent street fightings on short distances. for our units it was

repeatedly necessary tc force river Varta, which

flowed/occurred/lasted through the city, to tlcck and to encircle the

garrisons of numerous fcrts, and also frequently to perform by

individual assault teams. The most furious fightirg were deployed

during mastery of ancient fortress (Citadels),

fastened/strengthened by enemy and equipped with contemporary

military technology. Coatat concucted by day and by night. The

carrying out of wounded from combat zones was ccnducted in certain

cases only with onset of dark, since enemy shct through streets,

areas and approaches tc individual houses. The periods of the

carrying out of wounded %ere sosctimes late due to the difficulty cf

the delivery/procurement of these wounded on EMP. There were the

cases when in one house the unit of the flccrs was still occupied

with enemy, while others they were already recaptured by our

soldiers. This phase of combat was characterized by the great

severity of wounds. Among all tkcse wounded the skull the group with

the damage of bones and train was about 75.0c/c.
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Fig. 19. Export of those woundea sxull from field of combat on canine

harnesses. From the Ficture cf the military medical museum VM of the

USSR. (Artist N. G. Popcv).

Page 103.

Focused also attention the vastness of the destruction of skull and

brain as a result of shots from close distance. Enemy conducted

continuous mortar fire/lignt, were applied garnets, explosive bullets

and Faust-patron. For tne provision of wcunded with modern medical

aid were created the special medical groups, which escorted/tracked

our assault detachments. PMP were arranged/Iccated in immediate

proximity of area of ccabat, wnicn gave its pcsitive results.

In final phase of combat on leaving of army to Oder, assault

crossing of river and dirinq nowls for bridgeheads/beachheads on its

western shore the delivery/proccrement of wounded on PMP was

connected with the series/row of difficulties, since German-facist

command element crdered to Dlow up dam on Oder. As a result this area

of combat and dispositicn B SP it was flooded by water and oppressed

by the fragments of ice. During this period the unit of wounded in

skull underwent supplementary injury by ice floes and to chilling in

water. Were urgently accepted measures for the export of wounded to

the eastorn shore of river Dy motoz boats, teats, rafts, etc. With
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the crossing of wounded tarougn Oder the enemy conducted aviation

bombings and shellings. Exploded ice flows irFeded the movement of

rafts. In connection with this the unit cf those wounded the skull

was delivered to the eastern shcre 12-24 hours after wound.

During an entire ccardt prccess/operation the periods of the

delivery/procurement of wounded on PMF were the following: entered to

1 hour frcm the moment ci wcund 33.7o/o cf wcunded, from 1 to 2 hours

- 28.7o/o, from 2 to 4 kcurs - 18.3o/c, from 4 to 6 hours - 11.0o/o,

from 6 to 12 hours - 6.So/o, it is more than 12 hours - 1.4c/c of

wounded.

It should be noted that a basic number cf wounded entered from

BMP and only 3.6o/o of them were delivered directly from the field of

combat. The delivery/piocurement of wounded cn PMP was realized on

stretchers (0.7o/o), on cape-tents (1.0o/o), cn drag harrows

(0.1o/o), on canine harnesses (2.9o/o), on horses (63.5o/o) and on

medical motor transport (j.1/o). Thus, the hcrse form/species of

transport was basic. Furthermore, independently with those

escorting/tracking it arrived on EMP 28.7o/c cf wounded.

Among delivered wcunded Dy 32.3o/o they were found in heavy

condition, 38.0o/o - in the condition of average/mean severity and

29. o/o - in satisfactory condition.

__________
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According to the form/specles of the wcunding shell the wounds

were distributed to bullet ones (41.3o/o) and fragmentation ones

(58.7o/o). of a number cr latter 7.4o/o comprised the wounds by the

fragments of grenades, mainly auring comtat upon the elimination of

enemy garrison in Poznari.

On PIP of those wcunded tae scull they inspected and bandaged.

Heavy to wounded were introduced the substances, stimulating

cardiovascular and respirdtory/nreathing activity, and also

hypertonic solutions of glucose cr sodium chlcride with the sharply

pronounced hypertension faencsena. With prevertive target those

wounded the skull received sultanilamides.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull on DMP was realized

most frequently via motor transport. During the combat

process/operation sometizes bad tne place the "covering" of PMP by

advancing DIP.

Deployment and worx DMP during that combat operation had the

series/row of special features/peculiarities.

In the beginning cf combat process/operation during penetration
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the defenses of enemy EMP were convoluted, reinforcing by its

personnel PM?. Wounded tkey guided from EMP and units directly in

KhPPG of the first linE.
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Page 104.

In period the pursuits of enemy durinq individual days DMP had

to advance on 30-40 km in order not to be detached away from its

divisions. As a result ot znis hitnin the time of combat operation

the majority DMP relieved its lccation on 20-22 times, passing to 600

km.

Those DMP, which followed tne divisions cf the second echelon of

army, advanced more slcwly, receaving wcunded during the final

cleaning of the territcry ot Poland from eneiy and upon his

elimination of those surzouadad by us the ganglia/nodes of

resistance. Therefore rmf most freguently worked several days at one

place, then they evacuated or transmitted wcunded on the spot for

arrived KhPPG, and they tnemseives in full strength were moved

forward.

Other working ccnditions were on DMF whose divisions rapidly

advanced forward, pursuirg enemy, encircling and blocking the

ganglia/nodes of his detease. At Znis time DME they were dividod into

2-3 groups in order to tredt and to service the operated and
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nontransportable wounded and at tne same time tc advance forward,

without blowing away frcu tne trcos/forces, being deployed at new

place for processing the eutered wcunded.

In such cases by day was £zequently conducted processing

wounded, and by night cccarred zedislocaticn DMP forward, to the

previously outlined points/Fcsts.

Quarters/premises, in which were deployed DMP, were most

diverse.

During the advance forwara of DF is left the grcup of cedical

workers headed by doctcr ior service of the ncntransportable wounded.

The specially isolated cleratios groups of the medical department of

army arrived to the locations cf tnese groups and accepted frcm them

wounled. After this the wcrzers cr DMP fcllcwed to their therapeutic

installations and again they were included in their wcrk.

For provision the aelivery/procurement of wounded on DME all

routes/paths of entrance were Lnorcughly designated ky pointers and

furthermore, on crosstcads were put out duty aidmen with the bandages

Cf Red eross. New locatlcn of IMP each time was quickly communicated

on PP, furthermore, Dp followed strictly cn the march routes of

divisions. All these meazures ensured the rarid delivery/procurement
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cf wounded on DIIP. In a number of cases Fracticed the abandonment of

the groups of wounded in the populated areas under the observation of

the isolated workers of PMP pricr to the arrival there of DME. During

combat with forcing Oder and on i-s western shore of wounded they

delivered to motor bcats and rafts to some advanced to coast cf DMP.

For entire combat Fzocess/operation on EME entered the wcunded

within the following periods frca the mcment cf the wcund: tc 1 hour

- 1.7c/o of wounded, frc I to 2 hours - 5.4o/c, from 2 to 4 hours -

28.7o/o, from 4 to 6 hours - 25.0o/o, from 6 tc 12 hours - 32.6o/o,

it is more than 12 hcurs - only 6.6c/o of wcunded. As can be seen

from these data, the majcrity oi those wcunded into skull entered in

time from 4 to 8 hours from the oment of wcurd.

If we consider all those wcunded into skull on army, then on DMP

of them entered 81.0c/c, since at the very beginning of combat DMP

they were convoluted. A great number of those wcunded into skull

entered on DMP during street fightings uron the elimination of

hostile garrison in Po2nan. Tnese entered wcunded into skull had

heaviest damages.

Those wounded the skull were distributed over all DMP to the

group with the damage cf nones, waich composed 40o/o, and the group

of those wounded the scft tissues of skull, that composed 60.0o/o.
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On DMP surgical interventicn with the wounds of skull with the

damage of bones was conducted only from vital readings.

Page 105.

As a result in the grcuE of tnose heavily wcunded the skull it was

operated altogether cnly by 0.5c/o of vcunded. This operability

should be considered insufficient, since on autopsy in some killed

unoperated wounded were disccvexed great intracranial hematosas.

iclnded the soft tissues of skull it was operated on DME 8.0o/0.

Wit;i this DMP, which fcllowed the di-isicns of the second echelon of

army, operated more than Dmp, rapia]y advancing fcrward. In

particular, one of DMP cpezated 33.5o/o those wounded the soft

tissues of skull. Of letialities aaong them it was not.

Within entire period of coinat process/cperation on DMP

recovered 13.2o/o wounded the scft tissues cf skull. By those

recovered on DMP, withcut airection for examiration/inspection into

specialized KhPPG, acknowledged only those wounded in which was not

the signs/criteria of jclt or ccntusion cf train, or the obtained

surface wounds only cf skin of heaa. The unit ci the wounded after
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the healing of wound for a while remained on rMP for aid to personnel

on the care of those heavily wounued into skull. on all DflP healing

of those easily wounded the skull is aouroximately/exemplarily

iden-tical Percentage, bit exce~ticn of cne, that kept after recovery

a considerable number of taose ucunded t1he soft tissues, frcs which

recovered 36.0o/0.

Alvost all wounded the skull traversed the medical dressing

room, where by it was Frcduced Shave of hair and dress/lavatcry of

the peripher y of wound, zomatixes kere re-moved the -isible metallic

or bane fragments, and is also -roduced thq lubrication of skin on

the verioner y of wound Ly tne sclution of icdine and the dusting of

wound b he powder of Stzeptccid e. The application of aseptic

dressing with a wadded-gauze cylinder usually was conducted by tha

extensive penetrating %cuads of irain.

On DMP widely was a~plied the intravenous intr-oduction of

hypertonic solutions with pury-ose of dehydration. Antishock measures

it was required to take cniy into 1.30/c amcng those entered with the

isolatedi/insulated wcunds of zxuli.

It is evacuated in Xii2PG vy dj.8o/o of wounded the skull with

damage bones. In latter/last phase of combat entered on O14P heavily

wounded the skull still remained on the spot in view of their
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incapacity to be transccrtsd, In azmy therapeutic installations it

was evacuated by 76.6c/o ol taose wounded the scft tissues, e.2o/o of

them toward the end of the studied Deriod still 'cntinued treatment

on DMP.

The evacuation cf wcunded in KhPPG was realized by motor

transport iuring perianert medical cbservaticr cf them in route.

The treatment of those wounded the skull in surgical field

robile hospitals during this combat ?rocess/creraticn must be

examined or individual zeriods raxing into account tactical operation

circumstances.

With the penetration of tae defense of ereuv from

bridgehead/beachhead on %estern snore. The vistulas specialized KhPPG

were arranged/located cn bridjenead/beachhead and in army area. In

army area was advanced also tae front line sFecialized hospital.

Furthermore, was one addizional army specialized by KhPPG, which was

being found in the convcluted condition and ready to move forward.

During this period of ccatat prccess/operaticr therapeutic

installations were arranced/located more frequertly in mud huts and

tents.

In bridgehead/beacahead specialized KhFPG and evacuation ocint
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they were arranged/located not tar from each cther.

Page 106.

The available neuro-surjicaz 4rcup of ORMU worked mainly at

evacuation ooint and quided tc- hoS JtaliZafiCn Intc this KhPG of

altogether only several taose wcunded into skull, that were teing

located in nontransucrtatle conditaon. Thus, hasic work of the

neuro-surgical group of CRMU on icagenent area was the classiticaticn

of those wounded the skull.

Among all wounded, bno passed through the evacuation point,

wounded the skull there eze 1j.Oo/c. Hbever, among them the easily

wounded the soft tissues skulls were only 26.Ec/o, basic group

(73.2o/o) constituted wcunmed the skull with the damage of bcnes.

Thus, already in tne fjzst stages was realized evacuaticn

according to designaticn/purfose. in particular, to the evacuation

points where worked the neurc-surgical group of ORMU, was directed is

a considerable nu.ber cf taose hcunded the skull, predominantly with

heavy damages. in the iedicai aressing rccm cf the evacuation point

of those wounded the skull they inspected, by it was conducted

dress/lavatory of wound and, vy tne appropriate readings, was carried

out medicinal/medicamertcus thezapy.
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At evacuation pcint and in specialized KhPPG, besides several

those wounded the skull, as a result of their heavy condition, was

left also a small number of easily wounded, cbtained very surface

wounds integuments of head. The latter into 2.5o/o of cases with

respect to all that wounded the soft tissues cf skull, pasts through

the evacuation point, recovered after 5-6 days. The unit of the

heavily wounded was operated.

The majority of those wounded the skull was evacuated from

bridgehead/beachhead intc the a~prcximate specialized evacuation

hospital cf front. Evaccation was carried out thrcugh the vistula on

ice mainly by motor transport and at is considerably less frequent -

cn horse- medical vehicles,

In proportion to the advance of our troEps/forces forward into

the freed/released cities arrived and were deployed in them different

KhPPG. Two neuro-surgical groups of ORMU were wcved by "sand bars",

Such "sand bars" there were several.

1. During liberation of tue first of cities was there advanced

army specialized KhPPG tcr those wounded into head, that was being

located on initial position of army ir ccnvcluted condition. In
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hospital worked the neurc-surgical, ocular and maxillofacial group of

reinforcing. KhPPG deployed in this city sorting separation/section,

medical dressing room, cerating room and wards for wounded. There

was also an X-ray room.

Wounded the skull was diverted special separation/section (Fig.

18). The planned wmk of hospital was somewhat violated by aviation

tombardment of city ty enemy. Those wounded ixtc skull came usually

on the 1-2nd day from the moment of wound.

The rapidity of the advance of our troops/forces and the rout of

enemy's main forces on his initial defensive lines caused the fact

that a quantity of wounded generally and wounded the skull was in

particular during this period of combat process/operation small.

Among those wounded into skull, that entered into specialized

KhPPG, the group of those easily wounded the soft tissues composed

40.3o/o, and the group cf wounded with the darage of the bones of

skull - 59.7o/o. In 37.7c/o of latter had the penetrating damages of

skull and brain, also, in 22.0o/oc - nonpenetratirg wounds with the

damage of the bones cf skull.

It is operated in this KhPEG by 6S.2o/o of those wounded the

skull with the damage ct bones, moreover frc a number of wounded
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with the penetrating damages of brain it was cperated by 66.7o/o, and

from a number of wounded with nonpenetrating damages - 71.4o/o.

Page 107.

The wounded the soft tissues skulls were operated into 15.4o/o of

cases. For further treatzent left only heavy cr pcst-operaticn

wounded. To the termination of the operating cycle of this hospital

it was evacuated by 70.0c/o all entered cf thcse wounded into skull.

2. During liberaticn ot following city was there advanced group

cf hospitals, also, in number their specialized hcspital for those

wounded skull, breast and stomach. This KhPEG was situated in the

good building which made it possible to deploy all subunits of

hospital. For those wounded the skull were isclated small wards.

A quantity entered into tnis nospital of those wounded the skull

was also small; among them neavily wounded with damage bones there

was somewhat less than easily wcunded the scft tissues.

In this hospital surgical interventions were produced in 77.3c/o

of wounded with the damage of the bones cf skull. It should te noted

that the primary processing is iroduced in all wounded with the

penetrating wounds of train and note than in half wounded with the
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nonpenetrating wounds of skull. From those wounded the soft tissues

of skull it was operated by 35.4o/c. Soon in this city arrived the

specialized hospital of tne front to which vcfe transmitted on the

spot all wounded into skull.

3. After transmission of wounded army specialized hospital was

moved into following freed city where it was situated in

quarters/premises cf hcsFital, victim frcm rilitary activities. In 24

hrs for the workers of hospital it was poss'kle to lead building into

the proper form/species, to fix heating and tc deploy all necessary

subunits, including operating room and X-ray room.
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Fig. 18. Separation/section for those wounded the skull in

specialized KhPPG (ftcm the collection of hilitary medical museum VM

cf the USSR).

Page 108.

A quantity entered of those wcunded into skull was small.

Wounded with the damage cf bcnes composed 4C.So/o all of those

wounded the skull; inoperable in this grcup it proved to be 11.2o/c.

To operational intervention it underwent by 88.8o/o of wounded

with the damage cf bones and .5.70/0 wounded the soft tissues of
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skull. Should be noted use/application in a number of cases cf

anechoic suture after Frccessing o! the wounds of skull and train.

All wounded the skull were transmitted tc that arrived Cn 1

February in this city tc front line SEG.

4. In following freed city arrived KhPFG frcm army hospital

base, which was being arranged/iccated in the beginning of combat

process/operation in convoluted condition on eastern shore of

Vistula.

Hospital was deplcyed in quarters/premises cf hospital, school

and theater. In this hcsFital prcved to te th; medical aid by that

wounded in ccmbat fo. ifastery of enemy's large/ccarse fortress.

Focused attention the very heavy ccnditicn entered of those wounded

into skull. The primary Frocessing of the wcurds of skull and brain

was produced in 88.0c/c cf all hcunded into skull with damage bones.

In other words, all wounded the skull by which the primary processing

was not contrasted on the severity of conditicn, were operated in

this hospital. Lethality among those operated cocuposed 8.9o/c. Among

these wounded the soft tissues it was operated by 50.0o/o; lethality

among those operated in tais grcup it was nct noted.

5. During combat in terrizcry of Germany on leaving of army to
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Oder medical aid by that wounded sxull is exerted KhPPG, which

arrived from eastern shcre of Vistula.

Hospital was deployed in small city in buildings of hospital,

archive and other quarters/premises.

A quantity entered of those wcunded into skull was small. Among

then 46.4o/o composed wcunded with the damage of bones and 53.6o/o -

thcse wounded the soft tissues.

Neuro-surgical grcup within 4 days of wcrk performed the primary

processing of wounds in 51.8o/o cf wounded the skull with darage

bones and in 48.2o/o those wounded the scft tissues of skull. On the

average, thus, was operated half all entered those wounded into

skull.

6. On arrival intc another German city, which is located not far

off from Oder, neuro-surgacal grcup was attached one of KhPPG, where

already entered those wcunded into skull. This hospital was sxpanded

in two buildings of sanatorium.

In it it entered ucunded the skull more than into

preceding/previous KhPPG. Amon, them those wcunded the skull with the

damage of bones composed 39.9o/c, and those wounded the soft tissues
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- 60. 10/0.

Neuro-surgical separation/section had medical dressing rcom and

operating room, but is nct produced the roentgenological

examination/inspection cf wounded, since X-ray apparatus arrived only

through several days.

The periods of the entry of znose wcunded the skull with assault

crossing of Oder and in comiat for bridgehead/beachhead on its

western shore are characterized in this hospital by the following

data: during the period up to 24 hrs from the moment of wound entered

48.5o/o of wounded, frca I to 2 days - 24.7c/c, from 2 to 3 days -

8.60/o, in time more than 3 days arrived 18.2c/o of wounded. If one

considers that the neurc-surgical yroup of C U arrived in the

hospital through several days after its deplcyment, then it will

become understandably, why ctly in 18.3o/o cf wcunded surgical

interventions with the bounds of skull were produced during the

periods up to 3 days frcm the mczent cf wound.

Page 109.

Within always of the work cf hospital tc zurgical interventions

it underwent by 70.7c/c wounded the skull with damage of bones and

54.8o/o wounded the soft tissues of skull. The primary processing of
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the wounds of skull and train wa1 into 3/4 cases produced under local

anesthesia and into 1/4 cases under narccsis.

By that wounded the skull with the damage cf bones in the

postoperative period into 45.00/O cf cases is produced the blood

transfusion. The late reziods of processing, and also the cases of

early purulent leptomeningitis caused the need of conducting

energetic sulfanilamide therapy in post-cperaticn period. Lethality

among the operated wounded the sKull with damage bones composed

11.6o/o.

From this hosnital cf thce wounded the skull they did not

evacuate, and toward the end of the combat prccess/operation they

remained cn the spot.

The total performance cnaracteristic of all hospitals of army

during this combat process/operaticn briefly can be represented the

following data: in KhPPG it entered with DMP 62.5c/o cf those wounded

the skull and it is direct from units - 37.5o/o. So consideratle a

number of wounded, directed in hospital, passing DSP, is explained,

as already mentioned, by the fact that the latter at the very

beginning of combat prccess/operation were convoluted, and wcunded

they entered directly into evacuation hospitals and KhPPG.
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Among ala those ernezed intc hospitals the bullet wounds of

skull are noted in 25.9c/o, fragmentation - in 72.7o/o; in 1.4o/o of

wounded the form/speci--s of the wounding shell was not

established/installed. In zae group of the fragmentation wounds of

skull predominated the wcunds Dy the fragments cf mines (36.3o/o) and

artillery shells (23.5c/cQ. At the same time, is noted a

comparatively high percentage of wounds ty the fragments of aircraft

bombs (6.5) and hand grenades (6.3). A great number of wounds of

skull by bullets and fracments of the hand grenades was encountered

during straet fightings in Poznan with the taking of enemy's

powerful/thick fortress.

Entered in KhPPG wcunded the skull were distributed over

obtained damage bones (46.3o/c) and wounded the soft tissues cf skull

(53.7o/o). It is characteristic that in the group of wounded the

skull with damage bones the bullet wounds were encountered almost 2

tines more frequently than among those wcunded the soft tissues.

Speaking about the treatment of those wcunded the skull, one

should, first of all, ncte that tne indicatcrs of the operational

activity of all KhPG of army require certain explanation. This is

explained by the fact that at the very beginning of combat

process/operation in army KbPPG prcduced surgical interventicns with

wounds the skulls only in the single cases and only from vital

______ =__ ......___ __ __ _
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readings. At this time the sufficiently great percentage all of thcse

wounded the skull for ccstat prccess/operaticr was evacuated for

processing into the apFrcximate front line specialized evacuation

hospital. Operability of those wcunded the skull in army KhPPG did

not exceed during this period 3.0/o. During the rapid advance of our

troops/forces and in ccatat on Cder operaticral intervention in

different specialized KhPPG are prcduced by that almost all requiring

the processing by that hcunded the skull with the damage of bones.

Operability at this time oscillated from 69.2 tc 88.8o/c.

Therefore average/mean operability cf wounded the skull with

damage bones in specializad MEpiG for entire combat process/operation

composes altogether only 32.9c/c. Lethality axcng those operated was

equal to 7.2o/o.

The wounded the soft tissues skulls were operated into 33.0o/c

of cases, in this case 2/5 processing was produced by neurosurgeons.

Page 110.

It should be noted that in GLB, waere was processed the majority of

those wounded soft tissue of skull, were used extensively secondary

sutures. Lethality among tnose hcunded the soft tissues of skull is

noted into 0.3o/o. This taey were, as shcw the prctoccls of
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autopsies, the cases of the severe closed injury of brain with the

simultaneous wound of scfz tissues skulls.

By the specialized aid during this combat process/operation it

is encompassed by 69.3c/c all of tnose wounded the skull. In the

group of wounded the skull witn dasage bcnes the specialized aid was

shcwn/rendered 31.0c/o cf wounded, and arcng those easily vounded the

soft tissues - 53.1oio.

These data should te estimated as the considerable achievement

of the medical service cf army. It is necessary in this case to

consider those difficulties which were caused by the diverse

character/nature of the coabat cerations of cur troops/forces, and

the complexity of the redislocation of hospitals in the cases of

interruptions in the supply with fuel. A considerable number of

wounded the skull with damage Dones was evacuated or transmitted on

the spot for the front line specialized hospitals. From a total

number of those wounded the soft tissues of skull evacuated on GBE of

altogether only 30.2o/c. Bemaining wounded the skull were left fcr

further treatment in te therapeutic installaticns cf army rear.

Lethality among all those wounded into skull proved to be low

and approximately/exemplarily identical bcth in the speciali2ed

hospitals and in KhPPG cf general-surgical prcfile/specialty. Usually
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lethality in the hospitals of general-surgical Frcfile/specialty is

relatively higher, since taese KhPEG leave in themselves that only

heaviest, nontransportala woundea the skull. During the dismantled

combat process/operation in connection with the

approximation/approach of tne specialized aid to the troops/fcrces

the unit of those obtained the extremely heavy wounds of skull

entered also into foremcst specialized KhPPG.

In the group of dead persons the severity of injury served as

the reason for death irtc 79.1o/o of cases, and infectious

complications from the side of brain and its shells - into 2C.9o/o.

Among complications was encountered mainly purulent leptomeningitis,

it is twice less frequert as - the meningoencephalitis and still is

twice less frequent as - the early abscess of brain.

The treatment of those wounded the skull on the hospital basis

of front was realized in the therapeutic installations of evacuation

points.

In the beginning of combat process/operation those wounded into

skull entered the specialized hcspitals rf the first evacuation

point. With the rapid advance of army were fcrward sent the

specialized hospitals cf the second evacuation point, and then one

additional evacuation pcint.
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1. With penetration of defense of enemy frcm

bridgehead/beachhead on %estern shcre of Vistula evacuation point

situated one specialized evacuation hospital in immediate proximity

of bridgehead/beachhead, but other hospitals - somewhat deeper in

army and front line area.

From the bridgehead/beacnhead of thcse wcunded the skull they

evacuated through the Vistula on ice. on both shores of the Vistula

in crossings were organized receiving-heating points/posts. On

bridgehead/beachhead this point/post was organized by the forces of

convoluted KhPPG, on eaztern shcte - by forces cf front line SEG.

The advanced by fcrward front specialized hospital worked at

this place of 27 days. In essence those wcunded into skull entered

the first 4-5 days of ccabat process/operaticn.

Those wounded into skull entered not finished, but with produced

dress/lavatory of wounds.

Page 111.

When entry began somewhat to be decreased, frcom bridgehead/beachhead
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began to arrive those wcunded the later pericds, but with the split

or cut all over wounds ci soft tissues.

All wounded were passed through the medical dressing room, where

them inspected neurosurgeon and neuropatholcgist; in the necessary

cases was conducted W-ray examination.

Taking into account the possibility of the considerable entry of

wounded, the first time an this hospital they operated those only

most heavily wounded the skull. During the first week of work it was

explained that a quantity wounded entering the skull began gradually

to be decreased. With the decrease of the entry of wounded increased

surgical activity. Withir always of work in this hospital it was

operated by 11.2o/o all cf those wcunded the skull; in the group of

wounded the skull with damage bones it was operated by 16.0o/c and in

the group of those wcunded the soft tissues of skull - 9.6o/o.

It is evacuated into deeper arranged/located specialized

hospitals of front 77. lc/o all of those wounded the skull.

In all hospitals of this evacuation point it was operated by

28.4o/o of wounded the skull with damage bones.

Besides the primary processing of wcunds, the unit of
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interventions was produced apropos of complications or it bore the

character/nature of reworkings. Lethality amcng those operated

composed 11.2o/o.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull of the advanced

forward specialized evacuation hospita. into deeper arranged/located

hospitals was realized mainly by motor transrcrt and less frequent by

aircraft transport. Evacuaticn to the rear hospital basis of front

was conducted both by railroad and on ambulance aircraft.

2. In period of advance of our troops/forces into second freed

city on 3rd day of combat process/operation arrived group of

hospitals of another evacuation point among which there was

specialized hospital fcr those uounded into skull. The work of this

hospital flowed/occurred/lasted without a special effort, since a

quantity of the wounded, accepted from army by KhPPG and entered

subsequently, was small.

In this hospital it was operated by 65. ic/o of wounded with the

penetrating damages of skull and brain. Lethality among those

operated composed 2.3o/c.

3. In phase of combat in Pcznan taking of enemy's

fastened/strengthened fortress in those freed our troops/forces of

_____________________________________
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cities, arranged/located not far off from place of combat, advanced

therapeutic installations one additional evacuation point, which on

the spot accepted wounded frcs army of KhPPG and was formed hospital

basis of front.

Furthermore, evacuation point situated the unit of its hcspitals

in immediate proximity ci Poznan which fulfilled in essence the

receiving-sorting functLcns. Tncse wounded fcr skull were headed from

this receiving-sorting base by railroad by auto- and aircraft

transport for the basic therapeutic basis of front.

SEG of evacuation pcint bad railroad evacuee reception center

and air reception. Intc the specialized hospital entered the wounded

not only with the takin- of a city-fortress, but also during combat

on leaving of army to Oder. Those wounded the skull with the damage

of bones composed 32.0c/c all entexed, and slightly wcunded into soft

tissues skulls - 68.0o/c.

Page 112.

Their significant part was processed in army of KhPPG; therefore the

percentage of surgical interventions among all entered those wounded

into skull composed 4.6, and only in the grcuF cf wounded the skull

with damage bones- 14.3. Surgical interventicns frequently bore the
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character/nature of rewcrxing of wounds.

In this hospital recovered 2.5o/o wcunded the soft tissues of

skull and, furthermore, it was transferred in GLR by 69.4o/o of

convalescents easily wcunded the skull.

Wounded the skull witn the damage of bones were almost all

evacuated to the rear basis ci front.

After supplying result said, it should be ncted that during the

grandiose offensive operation, which was deplcyed between rivers by

the Vistula and Oder, in spite of the great ccmplexity of combat and

medical-tactical circunstances, for the redical service of army it

was possible to organi2e the highly skilled aid by that wounded the

skull because of skillful maneuver by the specialized agencies of

army and approximaticn/aEprcach ct front line hospitals.

Rendering to the medical aid Dy that wounded the skull during "Berlin

process/cperation".

The troops/forces of Soviet Army applied in the spring of 1945

latter/last decisive strike/shock cn the Fascist-German aggressors

and forced enemy to capitulate.
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Comrade Stalin in the order on I May 1945 wrote:

" fhey left into the past and will not return more the heavy

times, when the Red Arify was rebelled frcm the hcstile troops/forces

in the environs cf Mcsccu and Leningrad, in the envircns of Grcznyy

and Stalingrad. Now our victorious troops/fcrces rout the armed

forces of the enemy in the center of Gerfany, far beyond Berlin, on

river fiba.

In short period are freed Poland, Hungary, large part of

Czechoslovakia, significant part of Austria, capital Austria- Vienna.

The Red Army mastered in this case eastern Orussia -

loculus/nest of German imperialism, Pomerania, greater by the unit of

Brandenburg and by the aein areas of the capital of Germany-Berlin,

after erecting above Berlin the Danner of victory" ... bhe Lright

victories, gained by the Soviet trccps/fcrces in the Great Patriotic

War, they showed the Herculean power of the Red Army and her high

military skill. our native land in the course of war obtained

first-class regular arny, capable cf being located the great

socialist conquests of cur people and of ensuring the state interests

of the Soviet Union" ... "The world war, unleashed by German

imp-rialists, approaches toward the end. Downfall of Hitler Germany -

affair of the nearest future. Hitler bosses, who was conceited
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themselves by the lords of peace/world, proved to be in the broken

trough" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. Order of the supreme ccmmander-in-chief on 1 May, 1945,

No 20, Moscow. ENDFOOTNOIE.

The combat operaticns of the army in questicn, which was

included in the Soviet troops/iorces, which carried out mission in

the rout cf enemy in the environs of Berlin a-_d output/yield to filba,

envelop period from 16 AFril tazough 5 May 1945.

This army, having begun offensive from bridgehead/beachhead on

the western shore of Oder, in most cruel ccmat overcame the first

line of the d inse of enemy, ard also the subsequent numerous

defensive line. which by tne continuous system of strengthenings

stretched to Berlin itself. Berlin was actuci1y also enemyls giant

fortress.

Page 113.

In defense system the enemy used extensively the constructed

previously engineering zcnes and ganglia/ncde- of resistance, after

situating them in numerous cities, populated areas, suburbs, in area

_______________________________________ _________________________________________
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of forests/scaffolding, swamps/marshes, lakes and canals, it

tightened for defense the great number of the trccps/forces, having

urgently mcved them frct Western Fzont, and tc limits it aerated

defensive areas weapcns.

By the special features/peculiarities cf the dismantled combat

process/operation, besides that voted above, was furious fighting at

close distance and maneuver units along front.

This army of the beginning on 16 April the penetration cf the

deeply distributed in detth powerful/thick defense cf the enemy from

bridgehead/beachhead on the western shore of Oder and, conducting

furious fighting, slowly advanced, gradually increasing strike/shock.

After moving with ccbat tc the southern suburbs of Berlin, army

obtained order to guide strike/shock on southwest in order to finish

enclosing the grouping cf tne enemy southeast of Berlin. After

persistent combat this task was successfully carried out in period

from 23 to 29 April. The subsequent 6 days cf Ficcess/operation are

characterized by the rapid advance of army tc the West. On 5 May 1945

army jointly with other Soviet troops/forces it moved out by wide

front to Elba, having victoricus routed the Fascist-German

aggressors.

_
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Aid to wounded cn tattlefie/d proved to te within early periods

- to 1 hour from the moment cf wcund in 91.0c/o cf wounded and from 1

to 3 hours in 9.0o/o.

In 42.5o/o of cases aia by wounded rendered the aidmen, into

25.8o/o - medical instructors, into 6.7o/o - feldshers and into

1.9o/o - the doctors; into 23. 1c/o of cases occurred self- and mutual

assistance.

T hese data tell atcut further approximation/approach and

acceleration of the medical aid by wounded on the field of battle.

All medical workers, whc rendered aid, were ccmpletely provided with

antishock fluid/liquid %hicn theay gave tc wcunded directly on the

field of battle.

The carrying out cf wounded from the field of combat was

realized into 27.8o/c cf cases cn stretchers, into 3.9o/o - on

cape-tents, into 6.'40/c - on hands, into Z1.2c/o - on canine

harnesses and into 8.9c/o of cases - on the horses; independently and

with the aid of those escorting/tracking it moved out from the field

of combat 41.8o/o of wounded.

The delivery/procurement of wcunded on EMP in the individual

periods cf combat process/operation was conjugated/combined with need
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cross the zones of intense fire, especially with the penetration of

the defense of enemy. In the middle of the cczbat process/operation

when enemy's main forces were rcuted, wounded they evacuated from the

field of combat and delivered tc BMP cn horse- medical vehicles.

The threats of freezing amcng those wounded the skull during

this combat process/cpexaricn it was not, since the temperature of

air oscillated from +70 to +120. However, in spring time with small

sediments it was required to accept the number of the necessary

measures for warning/prevention cf catarrhal diseases. Wounded,

transportable on horse- medical vehicles, thoroughly they concealed

and warmed.

On BAP were delivered to 58.1o/o of wounded for the first hour

frcm the moment of wcurd, 30.9o/c - in time frcm 1 to 2 hours and

11.0o/o - in time more than 2 hours.

Page 114.

After examination/inspection the bandages on head, its bandaging if

necessary and introductica heavy to the wounded of the substances,

which stimulate cardiovascular and respiratcry/breathing activity,

wounded into skull rapidly evacuated on PMP. !he ambulance transport

of regiments was intensified by the substances Cf army horse-medical
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company and by the detachment of sledge dogs. The evacuation of

wounded occurred on flat terrain with the dense net/system of lakes

and small forests. Locality is crossed by the dense net/system of

country and highways. Ihe significant part of the roads is asphalted.

With penetration the defenses of the enemy cf rcad were damaged ty

artillery shells, mines and aircrazt bombs. It the course of further

advance of the army depttward of Germany the condition of roads

proved to be satisfactcry.

On initial positicn th unit of PP was arranged/located on

bridgehead/beachhead ir mud huts and dugouts, in immediate proximity

of front/leading territcry. Ancther unit of FEE was placed in

habitable houses of ene cf tbe cities. on measure the advances of the

army forward of PNP frequently were deployed in the well mairtained

and equipped buildings.

For entire combat Frocess/oFeration on PMP entered 26.9c/o

heavily wounded into skull. 29.8c/c - in the condition of

average/mean severity and 4j.Jo/o - in satisfactory condition.

The absolute majority of easily wounded entered to 1 hour from

the moment of wound.

From a number of heavily wcunded were delivered on PMP 35.2o/o
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during the period dp to 1 hour from the moment cf wound, 31.4o/o -

from 1 to 2 hours, 19.ec/o - frzc 2 to 4 hours, 8.4oo - from 4 to 6

hours and 5.2o/o - in time, of somewhat exceeding 6 hours from the

moment wounds. The unit cf the easily wounded (10.2o/c) entered on

PMP directly from the field of ccmkat, passing BMP.

I
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Fig. 20. Intravenous irtroduction wounded to the Skull of the

hyprertonic solution of qluccse on Emp (frcm the ccilection of

Military medical museus VM of the fJSsR).

Page 115.

Those wounded the skull tney delivered tc PMP by the different

methods: on stretchers it was delivered to 1.0o/c of wounded, on

cape-tents - 1.5o/o, or bands - O.1o/c, cn canine harnesses - 1.1o/o.

on horses - 55.90/0 and ca motor vehicles - 5.4o/o; cn foot with the

aid of thcse esccrting/tracring or it was independently on P.P

35.00/c of slightly wounded.
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For more rapid rendering to tne qualified aid wcunded PMP they

were intensified by special brigades with DMV. In connectio- with

this on PMP, besides the examination/inspecticn of bandages and

bandaging, was conducted dressing of wounds and their dress/lavatory.

It is heavy to those wcunded the sxull, besides the substances, which

improve cardiovascular and respiratory/breathing activity,

intravenously introduced hypertcnic so3utions glucoses or sodium

chloride and in the presence of readings transfused the blood or they

introduced antishock sclutions (fig. 20). All PMP had wards for

wounded, who were being found in the condition of shock. One should

add that during this ccmiat process/operaticn, just as in

preceding/previous, wounded the skull with the damage of bones,

beginning with PMP, were received with preventive target

sulfanilamides. Particular attenticn turned alsc to the documentation

cf the condition of wounded, which made it pcssible subsequently to

judge about the dynamics oi the violations, caused by the wound of

skull and brain.

Among passed through PHE those wounded the skull bullet wounds

are noted in 28.0o/o cf wounded; into this nuffber enter 0.6o/o of

heaviest wounds by Faust-patron. Fragmentaticn wounds were observed

in 72.0o/o of wounded, the wounds by the fragments of the hand

grenades composing 4.0c/c.
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The evacuation of wounded on DMP and in KhPPG of the first line

was realized due to transport means of divisicns, into 74.0o/c of

cas-s - on motor transpcrt and iLtc 24.0o/o - on medical vehicles

(mainly easily wounded); only 2.0o/o cf wounded were evacuated on

reverse empty car. The ncntrasnportable wounded were left on PMP in

view of the dangers, connected with transportation, also in

connection with the fact that advancing DMP rapidly arrived to the

place of deployment of PMP.

Division medical aid stations in the initial position of army

were arranged/located cn the eastern shore of Oder.

The evacuation of wcunded from bridgehead/beachhead was realized

through Oder on special crossings and on boats and was conducted

under the artillery fire of enexy.

During the first tho days of combat after penetration the

defenses of enemy of DMP were found in the convoluted condition, and

wounded they guided with PMP directly in KhPPG cf the first line

which were approximated to the eastern shore cf river and they were

acccmmodated in rural type construction and mud huts. Then DMP

rapidly were relocated to the bridgehead/beachhead where were by this

tie annihilated several defensive lines of enemy, and they accepted

with PMP the nontranspcrtable wounded. During the advance of our
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troops/forces of delay DMP from units it was not observed. DMP were

shared in the routes/paths usually into two echelons, cne of which

serviced nontransportatle wounded to the apprcach of following not

far off KhPPG of the first line, and another, ccmposing basic part

DMP, accepted wounded frcm units it exerted them the qualified

medical aid.

In the beginning ci combat, taking into account entire

complexity of the crossing of wcunded through Oder, the medical

department of army sent, as already mentioned, special surgical

brigades of DMP to bridgenead/beachhead for reinforcing PMP.

Page 116.

These brigades, besides classification and taking of urgent

therapeutic measures fcr struggle with shock, blccd loss and

phenomena of the increased intracranial Fressure, performed also

urgent process/operations frcm vital readings.

In further course of combat process/operatien the volume of

surgical measures on DMP increased.

Within entire period of Se£li, process/operation on DMP of this

army entered 79.0o/o of all wounded, and the cthers were directed
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directly in KhPPG of the first line.

The periods of the delivery/procurement cf wounded on DmP were

following: to 1 hour frcm the moment cf wound arrived 7.1c/o cf

wounded, from 1 to 2 hcurs - 9. 1o/c, from 2 to 4 hours - 26.0o/o,

from 4 to 6 hours - 24.0o/o, from 6 to 12 hours - 20.8o/o, from 12 to

18 hours - 9.0o/o and it is later than 18 hours - 4.0c/o of wounded.

Thus, two thirds all wcunded entered on EMP to 6 hours from the

moment of wound, which indicates further progress in the affair of

the timely of the export of wounded with foremost stages.

Those wounded the skull were distributed over DMP to two groups:

wounded with the damage cf bones (35.7o/o) and wcunded the soft

tissues of skull (64.3c/c). The heaviest wounds of skull are noted

with the penetration of the first lines of the defense of enemy. The

distribution of those wcunaed the skull according to the fcru/species

of the wounding shell detects the same laws as on PMP. Is focused

attention, that among entered in DMP those wounded into skull the

obtained multiple woundi of the skull and other organs/contrcls

composed 34.2o/o.

That all wounded the skull were produced on DMP the dressings of

wounds and shave of hair in the Feriphery of wounds. Was widely

carried out also dehydration also of sulfanil therapy. Shock with the
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isolated/insulated wounds of skull is revealed in 1.6o/o of wounded.

When the multiple wounds of extremities and bcdy are present, they

underwent primary processing.

With the wounds of skull surgical interventions on cerebral

substance were produced cn D P of altogether cnly in 0.3o/o of

wounded, besides it is exclusive frcm vital readings. It should be

noted that in these all cases were discovered and removed extensive

hematomas. Lethality amcng the cperated in grcup wounded the skull

with damage bones compcsed 3.6o/c.

On all DMP there were operated 14.5c/o wcunded the soft tissues

of skull. On individual DMP the percentage of operability of this

group cf wounded achieved 34.2-44.0. On these specialized KhPPG and

GLR, the primary processing of the wounds of the soft tissues of

skull, produced on DEE, is acxncwledged full-valued.

Of lethalities among operated those wounded the soft tissues of

skull it was not observed.

From a number of tbcse wounded the soft tissues of skull it

recovered on DMP 15.9o/c, it is evacuated intc army area 78.1o/o and

it is left for further treatment 6.0o/o, in ccnnection with the

expected within the next few days recovery.
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Of all that wounded the sKull with the damage of the bones of

those locating on DnP, 85.do/o were evacuated strictly through

designation/purpose into tae specialized KhFFG armies. In this case

the wounds of skull and train were protected frcm traumatization in

route/path by wadded-gauze "boubliKs". Remaining wounded, in view of

their heavy condition were left on DMP. Lethality among them was

still lower than in the Freceding combat prccess/operation, which, it

is doubtless, was the ccnsequence cf energetic therapeutic measures

not only on DMP, but also on PME.

Page 117.

Evacuation into sFecialized KnPPG was ronducted along good roads

by permanent medical ctseivation of wounded ir route/path.

Army during Berlii, process/operation had three specialized

hospitals for those wounded the skull.

The first of them was located near from Cder among KhPPG of the

first line and was rendered specialized aid by that wounded the

skull, delivered from bridgehead/beachhead.
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With the second it was located in 14 km frcm the first and was

fulfilled the functicn cf specialized KhFPG in army area.

The third army evacuation ncsFital was arranged/located in the

rear GBA and had special separation/section fcr neuro-surgical

wounded.

With the penetraticn of zhE defense of the enemy of the majority

of those wounded into skull, tnat entered fics bridgehead/beachhead,

it was directed along by tae initructiops of arranged/located on

crossing on the eastern snore of Cder distribution point strictly

according to designaticn/purpcse tc first specializsd KhPPG.

In this hospital wczxed the neurosurgical, maxillofacial and

ocular groups of ORMU. Was arranged/located this KhPFG in

scaffolding/forest, in tents and barracks. Neurc-surgical

separation/section had a sufficient quantity of cots, a great

surgical dressing, operating and X-ray apparatus. Led by work

experienced neurosurgeon.

Those wounded the skull composed 37.8o/c with respect to all

arrived in hospital wounded. The large part cf those wounded into

skull entered during the first 6 days of ccabat process/operation,

moreover at first the unit of the wounded entered frcm PMP, and then

I
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they all entered with DME.

When neurc-surgical separation/section prcved to be loaded, the

medical department of army gave instruction tc hospitalize in this

KhPPG only obtained the very heavy wounds of skull, and all

transportable after the corresponding examination/inspection and

conservative measures tc urgently evacuate for processing into the

second and third specialized hospitals.

From this period in first KhPPG remained for further treatment

of approximately 1/6 all entered those wcunded into skull, since

further transportation cculd impair their condition.

Taking into account the considerable loading of neuro-surgical

separaticn'section, to the latter to help on the care of those

wounded the skull it was additionally attached two doctors (one of

them neurosurgeon), nurses and aidmen, who had experiment/experience

for care of neurc-surgical wounded.

Among the entered wcunded the easily wounded the soft tissues

skulls composed 32.2o/c, and those wounded the skull with the damage

cf bones - 67.8o/o. Into a numcez of latter enter the obtained

penetrating wounds of skull and brain (47.0o/c) and the obtained

nonpenetrating wounds with the damage of the bones of skull
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(20.8o/o). Focused attention considerable number (22.0o/o) of the

combined and multiple wcunds oi skull, orbit, cf sinuses cf ncse,

ear, persons and jaws.

It is necessary tc note that during this ccmbat

process/operation the literation/excreticn cf the specialized

hospital into area of disposition of DMP and KhPPG cf the first line

had beneficial effect on the decrease of a number of ethanes cf

evacuations through which passed those wcunded the skull, and it also

shortened the periods, which passed from the mcment of wound to entry

cf wounded into specialized KhPPG.

Page 118.

In particular, among all znose wounded the skull, in passing by one

stage, it arrived directly with PMP 18.7c/o, in passing by two

therapeutic installations (PMP and DMP) - 80.Co/o and in passing by

three therapeutic installazicns (PMP, DMN and adjacent KhPPG cf the

first line) - altogether only 1.3c/o cf wounded. In this case the

latter were related to those tncse obtained the multiple wounds of

the skull and other organs/ccntrols relatively which to distribution

point it was difficult tc solve uithout detailed

examination/inspection, which of these multiple wounds was most

heavy.

______________
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The periods of the entry or wcunded intc this specialized KhPPG

were sharply abbreviated/reduced. To 24 hrs from the moment cf wound

entered 64.7o/o of wcunded (with this 28.0o/c of wounded it arrived

for the 2-3-4th hour after wound, of them in half had the penetrating

wounds of skull and brain), ia tame from 1 tc 2 days arrived 30.6o/c

and later than 2 days - 4.7o/o cf those wounded in skull.

Surgical interventicns 3n sKull in connection with the early

periods of entry could be ;.zoduced after certain rest of wounded, in

essence to the 1-2nd day after wcurd.

Among obtained the wounds of skull with the damage of bones the

primary processing was Eroduced in 86.5o/o cf wounded, i.e.,

virtually in all wounded, whih surgical intervention was not

contraindicated.

All easily wounded the soft tissues skulls traversed the medical

dressing room, they were inspected by specialists and they were

directed in GLR. The primary processing of the wounds of the soft

tissues of skull was conducted in this stressed operating cycle only

by the extensive wound of integuments or the exposure of bone in

18.2o/o all easily of thcse wounded the skull.

___,_____,,,_________________ _____________________
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Within entire operating cycle of this specialized hospital in

the initial position of army after the necessary period of

hospitalization it was evacuated by 88.3c/o cf those wounded into the

skull; of them more than 3/4 were directed tc the specialized

hospitals of army, and atout 1/4 - on GBF.

The second specialized KhPPG of army accepted those wounded the

head and the extremities.

In hospital also uctxed the neuro-surgical, ocular,

maxillofacial and X-ray groups of ORMU. Furthermore, was the

otolaryngclogist.

In this hospital frcm all arrived 22. ic/c comprised those

wounded the skull. The majority oi those wcunded into skull entered

after filling of first sjecialized KhPPG, of them more than half

arrived with dress/lavatcry of bounds, but without working of the

marrow unit of the wourZ canal.

Those wounded the skull with the darage of hones composed

52.1o/o, while those wcunded the soft tissues - 47.9o/o. Focuses

attention the relative increase of the specific gravity/weight of
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those easily wounded intc skull, that entered into this hospital, in

comparison with the grcuE of thcse wounded the soft tissues in the

first hospital (comprised in it less than third). This characterizes

the correctness of the principles, accepted with the classification

of wounded in first specialized RhEPG, which evacuated without

processing those cf more easily wcunded the skull.

Among all entered those wounded intc skull tc surgical

intervention it was subjected tc 55.2o/o; frc a number of those

wounded in skull with the damage of the tones cf process/operation

they were produced in 66.9o/o of wounded, while among those wounded

into soft tissues - in 40.3o/o. After process/cperation widely it was

carried out dehydration and sulianil amide therapy.

In a number of cases after prccessing cf the wound of skull and

brain successfully was used anechoic suture. Amcng those easily

wounded the soft tissues of sxull the prccess/cperation more than

into 1/4 cases was completed by anechoic suture.

Page 119.

Lethality among thcse operated proved tc be below than in

foremost specialized KhFFG, where entered the obtained heavier

wounds. Among thp operated wounded the skull with damage tones died
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3.9o/o. Of lethalities in the gOuk of those wounded into soft

tissues it was not noted.

During entire wcrk cf this hospital the evacuation of those

wounded into skull occurred from second spscialized KhPPG only

according to designaticn/purpose in two directions - into army

evacuation hospital and into tne approxitate frcnt line evacuation

hospital.

The army specialized evacuation hospital accepted thcse mainly

already processed wounded the skull from thcse arranged/located ahead

specialized KhPPG, and also unit and unfinished wcunded during the

redislocation of the neuro-surgical groups of CBMU from these

hospitals.

Thq army specialized evacuation hospital was expanded in place,

well fitted out for receFticn/prccedure and treatment of wounded. In

the neuro-surgical separation/section of this hospital constantly it

worked doctor specialist and, furthermore, to it it was attached the

neuro-surgical grcup cf front line ORMU.

Among all entered wounded the obtained wcunds skulls composed

16.5o/o. These wounded into 52.8c/c of cases had the light damages of

soft tissues, alsn, i:to 47.2o/o- heavier wcunds with the damage of
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the bones of skull.

Surgica'. interventions were produced only in 10.5o/o all arrived

of those wounded in skull. in a number of cases were produced

reworkings, and also were laid s ccndarv sutures. Lethality among

those operated proved tc De negligible.

The army speciali2ed evacuation hospital evacuated wounded also

cn two to directicns: vita shcrt periods tc reccvery - into army GLR,

and with the more lasting periods cf treatment - on GBF.

Thus, in the vericd cf the penetration of the defensive lines of

enemy the evacuation of taose wounded the skull from lodgement area

was realized into snecialized KkR-P, located in army area. When this

KhPPG oroved loaded, then in it tny began tc accept those only

heavily wounded, and all transporzable wcunded tbe skull they guided

for processing into second speczaiized KhPPG. From there the unit of

the wounded, after the necessary period cf Fcat-operation

hospitalization, was directed tc tae specialized army evacuation

hospital or in approxixate front line SEG. Frcs the army specialized

evacuation hospital they evacuated beyond the lisits of the army of

chcse only those wounded into scull, which required in prolonged

treatment. Consequently, the evacuation cf thcse sounded the skull

according to designation/purfose was strictly sustained.
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Those wounded the soft tissues skulls guided in GLR in essence

after preliminary examination/inspection in the specialized

hospitals. All over army it is ncted altcgether only of 4 cases of

direction in GLR of woundad the skull with damage bones.
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In proportion to the advance of army forward, on the 9th day of

combat process/operaticr, into one of the populated areas in enemy's

territory was advanced the yrou or hospitals from the reserve of the

medical department of army. Among these therapeutic installations was

isolated the specialized aos ital for those wcunded in head, breast

and stomach. Simultanecusly in this KhPPG arrived the neuro-surgical,

ocular, maxillofacial and otolaryngological groups of ORMU from

second specialized KhPPG of army. Post-operaticn wounded the skull

were left in this hospital under the observation of a

doctor-neurosurgeon and otner medical personnel, familiar with care

o7 those wounded the skull.

In arrival the specialized nospital was deployed in the former

soldier barracks - standard wooden houses. For those wounded the

skull was isolated individual quarters/premises.

Among all wounded, wuo entered into this hospital, wounded the

skull composed 22.6o/o. Among thcse wounded the skull half ccmposed

those easily wounded the soft tissues and half - those wounded the
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skull with the damage cf bones.

Surgical interventions were produced in 46.7o/o all of those

wounded into the skull; the percentage of operability wounded with

the damage of the bones cf skull composed 70.1, and wounded the soft

tissues - 25.9. Lethal ourcomes tne operated easily wounded did not

have, but among the operated wounded the skull with damage bones they

composed 3.9o/o.

The large part of those wounded the skull was left on the spot

for further treatment, ard only 31.8o/o were evacuated by motor

transport on GBA.

During combat operations on tne elimination of the surrounded

grouping of the enemy in the city, arranged/lccated not far off from

the South outskirts of Eerlin, was directed the second group of

hospitals. Among them there was KnPPG for those wounded the head, the

breast and the stomach.

In this specialized nospital arrived the neuro-surgical group of

ORMU from the foremost hospital, which was being arranged/located in

Oder, after leaving post-operatICn wounded the skull under

observation of neurosurgeon and trained personnel.
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The group of thcse wounded the skull composed 28.0o/o of all

entered wounded. Easily wounded the soft tissues of skull there were

61.8o/o, and wounded the skull wiarn damage bones - 38.2o/o.

Operational activity in this hospital was expressed in the

primary processing of wounds in 54.6o/o all of those wounded the

skull. It is operated from a numner of wcunded the skull with damage

bones 51.0o/o, and among tnose wounded the soft tissues - 56.6o/o.

The unit of the wcunded for processing was rvacuated to the

approximate foremost hcsFitai Dasis of front.

After the elimination of tne surrounded grouping of enemy and

with further rapid advance to the West a quantity of those wounded

the skull was very small, since army no longer met organized

resistance of enemy.

For entire the period of combat process/cperation, from the

moment of the penetration of the defense of enemy to the emergence of

army by wide front to .lba, total work of all KhPPG is characterized

by the following data:

1. A quantity of those woundad the skull, entered into all KhPPG

armies, in absolute expressicn was more than in the
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preceding/previous ccmbat jrocess/operation.

2. Wounded with damage of bones of skull composed 52.0o/c, and

easily wounded soft tissues - 4d.0o/o. Among the wounded the skull

with damage bones of mcre than nalf obtained the penetrating wounds

the skulls and brain. Thus, the wounds of skull during Berlin

process/operation were also very heavy.

Page 121.

3. Focused attention on arnitrary distribution of wounds of

skull according to localization, cnaracteristic for offensive combat:

wounds of frontal area were notea into 31. Ic/c of cases, sincipital -

into 23.7o/o, temporal - into 23.0o/o, postcranial - in 9_,o/o, two

and more than areas - into 13.0c/o - cases.

4. To surgical intervention it undeL.:ent by 64.8o/o of those

wounded skull with damage of oonas, morecver almost all

process/operations were produced by specialist-neurosurgeons. In the

group of wounded with tne penetrating damages of skull and brain it

was operated by 84.3o/c. During rocessing the wcunds of the brain of

the damage of the venous sinuses of solid cerebral shell are noted in

7.lo/o of wounded, damage to average/mean tunicary artery or its

large/coarse branches - in 5.5o/o and the wcurds of cerebral
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ventricles - in 2.3o/o. Lethality among those operated composed

6.0o/o.

5. Those wounded soft tissues were operated into 31. lo/o

cases. Of lethalities amcng them it was not.

6. Within period of comtat process/cperaticn recovered 18.6o/c

of those wounded soft tissues, mainly among those directed in GLR,

and 68. 1o/o remained in army area in connection with short periods of

treatment to recovery; it is evacuated on GBF by 13.3o/o 0 wounded.

7. From number of wounded skull with damage bones 43.9o/c were

evacuated on GVF hospital trains, auto- or air transport. The others

were hospitalized for furtner treatment on the spot in connection

with short periods after process/operaticn cr as a result of heavy

condi tion.

8. Envelopment by s-ecialized aid of wounded skull with damage

bones achiever in this ccmbat process/operaticn 99.0o/o. From a

number of those wounded the soft tissues of skull it was treated in

specialized hospitals 70.0o/o.

so high an enveloFment of those wounded into skull by the

specialized aid finds its explanation in that that in army it worked
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three neuro-surgical grcups or ORMU, and also there were several

hospitals where constantly worxed neurosurgeons and trained

personnel. Great role during combat process/cperation played

distribution points, which realized an evacuation of those wounded

into skull strictly according to designation/purpose.

The treatment of those wounded the skull in front line area

occurred to four hospital bases. There was an advanced base of front,

main sorting-evacuation base, therapeutic base and rear basis of

front.

1. Foremost (he,4d) base had tnree specialized hospitals for

those wounded skull. Hc£pitals were equipped by the appropriate

armament; in each of them worked tne neurosurgeons. Into these

hospitals entered the obtained heaviest wounds into skull. Head base

left in itself and it treated nontransportable those wounded the

skull, and also easily wcunded the soft tissues.

From this army thcse wounded into skull entered into one of that

specialized of evacuaticn hospital basis of front. This hospital was

advanced forward tc the territory cf army and it was deployed in the

quarters/premises, fitted out for the needs of therapeutic

installation.
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The evacuation of wcunded fron the army hospitals occurred on

military medical trains, by aircrc.' transpcrt, and cn good main

pipelines - also by motcr transport. Those wcunded the skull they

transported mainly or aircraft.

Those wounded the skull composed 42.5o/o all entered into this

the hospital of wounded. Focuses attention the thoroughness of the

classification of wounded in the army before their direction on GBF.

Those wounded the skull witn the damage of hcnes composed 85.0o/o,

while those wounded the soft tissues - 15.0o/c. Among those entered

in 15.0o/o are noted the multiple wounds only of skull.

Page 122.

The majorities cf wcunded was produced processing, with

exception of the delivered on aircraft tonics with DMP and partially

frcm hospitals. The pericds of the entry of the unfinished wcunded,

in the significant part of evacuated by air, composed 5-6 hours from

the moment of wound. The minority unfinished of those wounded the

skull was delivered by motor transport tc 2-3- and day after wound.

surgical interventions on skull it was required to produce only in

16.4o/o cf wounded the skull witn damage bones and in 3.3o/o those

wound-d soft tissue cf skull.
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Those wounded the skull witn the damage cf bones were evacuated

to the following basis ct £zont into 79.5o/c cf cases and leave fixed

into 20.5o/o.

From a number of tnose easiiy wounded the soft tissues it

recovered within studied period 38.1o/o and it was left for further

treatment 61.9o/c. of the evacuations of them further into front line

area from this hospital it was not carried out, lethality amcng them

it was not noted.

From other specialized hospitals of the head basis of front in

connectio'n with need tc advance were forward evacuated not only

wounded the skull with the damage of bones, but also the unit of

those wounded the soft tissues cf skull.

2. It is sorting - evacuation basis of front ccntained two

specialized hospitals fcr those wounded skull.

In quantitative sense here it entered within the studied period

considerably less those wounded into skull than to head base.

Those wounded the skull with the damage cf bones composed

69.0o/o (among other things 42.0o/o with the penetrating wounds). It

is characteristic that it a numter of penetrating wounds of skull and
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brain are lighter the tangents, wounds are noted only in 8.4o/o of

wounded, while heavier blind, the wounds of train were in 83.9o/o and

through - in 7.7o/o.

93.0o/o of those wcunaed in sKull, that arrived to a

sorting-evacuation basis oi front, were processed in foremost

therapeutic installaticns; therefore basic measure in the specialized

hospitals was conservative therapy and attendance. Surgical

interventions were produced in 8.5c/o of thcse wcunded into skull

with damage to the bcnes; this were mainly reworkings,

sequestrotomies, and alsc process/operations apropos of the abscesses

cf brain.

In the group of thcse wounded the scft tissues of skull it was

operated by 14.6o/o, mainly with purpcse of imposition on the wound

Of secondary sutures.

Complications from the side of brain and its shells are noted

with the penetrating wcunds intc 13.8o/o cases. Among them the

early abs-csses of the train constituted 2.9c/o, purulent

meningitides - 2.3o/o, the meningnencephalites - 2.6o/o and the

"malignant" protrusicns cf Drain - 6.0o/c.

Within the pericd of comoat process/operation in the speA.ialized
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hospitals occurred the iclowing movement of wounded: from a number

cf wounded the skull with damnage bo-nes recovered 0.30/0, it is

evacuated to the theraFeuric basis of frcnt, 51. lc/o, there remined on

cot 46.50/o and died 2.lc/o. Amcng those wounded the soft itissues

reccvered 1.40/0, evacuated by 4.3.10/0 it remained for further

treatment in connectior wizn shcrt periods tc revery 55. 5o/c.

3. So-called therapeutic oasis of front bad one sufficiently

large/coarse specialized hospital for those wcunded head.

Page 123.

Among entered those wounded into sxull those wounded the soft tissues

composed third, and wita -the damage of bcnes - two thirds.

To surgical interventions it underwent by 12.6o/o of all

wounded. Process/operations in wounded the skull with damage bones

(produced in 13.0o/o) bcr=e also sainly the character/nature of

reworkings, sequestrotcaies, decosiressive trepanations (with the

jamming of the pedicle cf protrusion), and also autopsies of

abscesses of brain. Letiality in the group cf those operated composed

1.3o/o. The wounded the soft tissues skulls were operated into

12. 3o/o of cases with purpose of the imposition of secondary sutures

or plastic occlusion deiects after the carving of those ulcerating
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Rubtsov soft tissues. Several wcunaed were cperated apropos cf

osteomyelitis, which developed after the extensive scalped wcunis of

the soft tissues of skull. Of ietualities among those operated it was

not.

The large part all of those wcunded intc skull remained in this

hospital for further treatment. Among those wounded the soft tissues

of skull it recovered toward the end of this period 10.4o/o.

4. Rear basis of front had several specialized hospitals for

those wounded head.

However, taking into account that in essence those wounded into

skull entered to the rear base after the beginning Cf combat

process/operation, the performance characteristic of these

specialized hospitals Le brought will not be, since the Great

Patriotic War was by this time victorious ccarleted.

Thus, based on the exam~ie of this army is sufficiently vividly

revealed/detected further creative development of the ordered system

of the specialized treatment of taose wounded the skull in the form

of that placed as the basis of the work cf the principle of

evacuation of these wounded strictly according to

designation/purpose, maximum envelopment by the specialized aid
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wounded the skull with the cdaa~ag of bones and greater unit easily ofthose wounded in soft tissues. and also conducting cf rational
treatment in all therapeutic installations cf army and front on the
foundaticn, of the unifczz Soviez ailitary medical doctrine of the
Soviet Armed Forces.
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chapter VI.

MEDICAL AID BY THAT WOUNDED THE SKULL IN THE STAGES OF EVACUATION.

A. Treatment of those ucunded the skull and the brain in the stages

of evacuation.

Medical aid by that woundaa the sxull in army area.

SHORT CLINICAL CHARACTESISTICS GF THE WOUNDS OF SKULL AND BRAIN IN AN

ARMY AEA.

Delivered from the field ot ccabat to PMP and DMP those wounded

the skull are varied ard coaplicated group, cf different severity cf

condition and to clinical characteristics.

Together with the easily wcunded in whcm there were only surface

damages of soft tissues ci sxuli without any signs/criteria of jolt

or contusion of brain, cn bMP, PMP and DMP entered the wounded with

heavy damages, up to the extensive destructicn of skull and 5rain,

frequently incompatible wath life.
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The clinical picture of tue wounds of skull and brain in the

course of first hour and twenty-four hours from the moment cf wound

is extremely variable. The experiment/expezience of the Great

Patriotic War convinces tnat of the initial period of wounds can

occur the considerable cscillations/vibraticns in the clinical

symptomatolog; of the ccndition of those wounded the skull.

This diversity, complexity and rapid mutability/variability of

the clinical picture of initial period are explained to a

considerable extent by the condition of the scldiers before wound,

and also by different Pechanisms, which appear with the wound of

skull. It is there be no doubt that the general condition of

organism, its nervnus system, which de:3nds cn the character/nature

cf combat operations (defense, offensive), the durations of combat

period, conditions for existence of organism, etc., determine the

sometimes clinical ccur e of the initial pericd of wound to not

smaller degree, than very character/nature of the wound of skull.

Upon consideration cf the character/nature of the wound of skull

and brain one should remember atout direction and force of the

wounding shells, their value and form, and also about the mechanism

of activity.
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The wounding shells, after depositing different character/nature

the direct destructicn of the integuments of skull, bones and

substances of brain, can also produce at the moment of injury a sharp

the intracranial pressure increase and serve as the reason for the

developing soon heavy disorders roof and fluid circulation, that lead

to hemorrhages, edema, bloating of brain, etc.

Page 125.

Appearing in different time, in one or the other sequence and

being different according to the degree of zarifestation, these

moments caused that "randomness" in clinical characteristics of the

wounds of skull, which st- ed as the object/subject of a deep and

thorough study in the period of the Great Patriotic War and to which

first it paid attention to N. N. Burdenko.

The presence of the associated and multiple wounds of other

organs/controls and systems which just as frequently were observed in

the last war, even more made heavier the condition of those obtained

the wounds of skull and train.

Medical aid in army area, as is known, it proves to be in range

I
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of fire of enemy. During some studied combat prccess/operaticns of

PMP frequently they were arranged/located in immediate proximity of

front/leading territory, and DMP - at a distance of several

kilometers from PMP. The time of tne entry of wounded on PMP and DMP

in the overwhelming majority oscillated from 2-4 to 6 hours. The

complicated conditions for the worK of the army therapeutic

installations where, together with the character/nature of combat

operations, conditions ct locality, season and need for advance

following by the troops/forces, are absent also the pcssibilities of

the detailed clinical eiaminaticn/inspection of those wounded the

skull (there is no neurcsuzgeons, neuropatholcgists, X-ray

apparatuses, possibility of prolonged hospitalization, etc.), is set

itself before the workers of arny therapeutic installations the

series/row of the crucial tasks in classification and necessary

treatment of those wounded in skull whose decision/solution had to be

rapid and precise, since on this depended further fate of wounded.

For those wounded into sxull, that entered into army therapeutic

installations in initial period, were characteristic the disorders of

the activity of brain as a result of the direct activity of the

wounding shell and those destruction which it produced. The presence

of the associated wounds frequently caused the development of shock.

In army therapeutic installations the significant part of those
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wounded into skull entered the unconiscious condition when contact

with them was impossible, and conlitions for Frolonged observation of

the dynamics of the prccess were ansent.

Therefore the basic question which should have been under these

conditions solved, was the determination of the possibility of

further evacuation of that wounded the skull from

designation/purpose. At the same time it was necessary to come to

light/detect/expose among wounded the skull fcund in nontransportable

condition. In the latter/last cases, after ccnforming to the

possibilities of this therapeutic installaticn, appeared tasks in the

removal of wounded from rontransportable condition.

FIRST AID BY THAT WOUNDEL THE SKULL AND THEIR CARRYING OUT FRCM THE

FIELD OF COMBAT.

One of the most essential tasks of medical service in war is

timely rendering to wounded soldier on the field of battle of the

qualified first aid.

As show the materials of the Great Eatrictic War, whereas first

aid on the field of battle in all periods of war prcved to be to the

overwhelming majority cf wounded, the periods of rendering tc this

aid, and also order/formation its renderings were different both in
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the different stages of war and in different periods one and the same

of combat process/operation.

First aid to injured into skull consisted in the application of

gauze dressing on wound and the most rapid possible carrying out of

wounded from the field cf comnat.

Page 126.

Depending on medical-tactical conditions, and also on the

character/nature of wound, initial bandage laid first the aidmen,

stretcher bearers, medical instructors and feldshers, then wounded

soldier itself or his ccurades - in order of self- and mutual

assistance. The application of dressing by aidmen and by feldshers

occurred considerably mcre frequently than by way of self- and mutual

assistance.

In different pericds of war, depending on conditions, aidmen's

quantity in working parts changed. Thus, for instance, during the

blockade break-through cf Leningrad at first aiduen it was completely

sufficiently, there were even auxiliary aidmen in each platoon and

even in some separations/sections. However, tcward the end of combat

process/operation in connection with considerable losses among aidmen

the position/situaticn wita rendering of first aid on the field of
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battle became more stressed. The same position/situation was created

also during Orel-Kursk Lartle when in connection with aidmen's great

loss/depreciation rendering of first aid was necessary to realize to

a considerable extent in crder/fcrmation self- and mutual assistance.

However, in the later periods of war, for example, in combat for the

liberation of Belorussia and especially during combat

process/operation the "Viszula - Oder" and Eerli- --ocess/operation,

in spite of the rapid advance ot tne troops/forces and furious

fighting, rendering of first aid Dy way cf self- and mutual

assistance noticeably it decreased, and at the same time,

significantly increased rendering of first aid cn the field of battle

by aidmen, medical instructors and by feldshers. This illustrate the

following data of the given above diagram (Fig. 21).

For the applicaticn of dressing was applied usually one or two

first aid kits, which was completely sufficiertly for initial sew the

wound of skull from contamination. During the extensive damages of

skull and brain were used the great special gauze wadded bandages,

used also usually, also, with the wounds of stomach or chest.

A gauze-wadded bandage laid directly on wound without any

preliminary drass/lavatory wounds and by several revolutions of

kandage they fortified cn head.
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Fig. 21. Character/nature of rendering of first aid on the field of

battle in different comtat process/operations (in percentages).

Key: (1). Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (2)'. Orel- Kurskc

battle. (3). Vistula-Oder. (4). Berlin process/operation. (5).

self-help and mutual assistance. (6). Medical aid (aidmen, medical

instructors, feldshers and doczors).
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Already from the very beginning of war by all medical

commanders, and also surgeons and by neurosurgeons was explained the

exceptionally important value of the periods cf rendering of first
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aid to that wounded the sxull. Therefore, although periods of

rendaring aid on the field of battle depended tc a certain extent on

conditions and character/nature of combat prccess/operations,

nevertheless to the overwaeling majority of those wouaded into skull

first aid was shown/rendered in tize which shculd be recognized the

completely satisfactcry ones. This illustrate the data of the

following diagram (Fig. 22).

In spite of the severe conditions for ccmbat process/operation

during the blockade break-tarough of Leningrad, 70.0o/o of wounded

first aid was shown/renderea for the first hour after wound. Even

during extremely intense street fightings in Stalingrad and Poznan

when approach to wounded, and sometimes alsc the detection of wounded

they were extremely hindered/napered, the organizaticn of rendering

of first aid stood in the center of the attention of the medical

service of companies and oattalions and to the overwhelming majority

of those wounded the skull it was shown/rendered within the shortest

periods. Together with this it is necessary tc keep in mind that the

timely rendering of first aid to tnat wounded into skull and brain

can be impeded as a result of the fact that the obtained heaviest

damages are found into the first hcurs after injury in unconscious

condition and therefore tney cannot make itself known by any signal

or call to aid. To avoid delay in rendering of first aid was

necessary the organizaticn of special searches/scannings on the field
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of battle of heavily wcunded, especially wcunded the skull. As showed

the experiment/experience of war, great value fcr the export of

wounded from the field cf comoat acquired the use/application of

canine harnesses and the organization of the special "mopping-up" of

the field of combat with purpose or the research of those heavily

wounded the skull.
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Fig. 22. Periods of-rendezing oi first a.id on the field of battle in

different combat process/aeraticns (in percentages).

Key: (1), To the Ist. (2). It is more than 6. (3). hours. (4).

Blcckade break-through c Leningraa. (5). Vistula- Oder. (6). Berlin

Frcce ss/o peration.
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During the Great Patriotic War the carrying out of those wounded

the skull from the field of coanat was realized by different methods,

depending on combat circumstances, presence cf one or the other

transport means, distance to BNE or PMP and finally from the season
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and presence of water crstacles. For the carrying out of wounded

applied stretchers, travci, tne ponchos, ov-"rcoats, ski

instal-lations, canine harnesses, vehicles and even motor vehicles.

The carrying out cf wounded from -:he field cf combat was

conjugazed/combined with the greatest difficulties during street

fightings in Stalingrad. This tS caused b9 the presence of the

strongly developed system of tae fastened/strengthened weapon

emplacements of enemy, dugouts ani fastened/strengthened basements cf

buildings. The same condizicns were also in Pcznan where combat

occurred and by day, and by niybt. Is noted a series/row of the cases

when, in spit, of the nearness of thi lying/bczizontal wounded, to it

could not be approached to cnset ci dark.

In spite of this, in furious fighting in Stalingrad and in

Poznan the carrying cut of heavily wounded frcm the field of combat

in the majority cf the cases was realized in shcrt periods - from 30

minutes to 3 hours, and only sometimes it was held up to 6-12 hours.

To this ccmparatively sncrt pericd of carrying out from the field cf

combat and delivery/prccuremen to BMP ccntributed, naturally,

approxJrqtion/approach EMP almost right up tc tc front line.

With the crossings through great river lines the transportation

cf wounded occurred cn the specially constructed rafts and sometimes
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cn rubber boats (Fig. 25), ani under winter ccnditions - on ice with

the aid of travois and light sleigns with the widened runners. To the

selection of the method cf carrying out and export of those wounded

the skull from the field of coutat medical service focused particular

attention, and everything was directed tcward that so that this part

one aid would be realized as more cautious as pcssible and so that

the head of wounded woult undergo the smallest possible

traumatization during his transportation to the place of rendering to

medical aid. On the tasis of the experiment/experience of war it is

possible to assert that the most sparing form/species of the initial

transportation of wounded the skull from field combat is nevertheless

its carrying out to stretchers ky hand (Fig. 26).

MEDICAL AID BY THAT WOUNDED THE SKULL ON BMt ANE PMF.

The delivery/prcctrement of tnose wounded the skull on BMP and

PMP along the broken roads of drsy area, in spite of the difficult

conditions for combat prccess/olerations and frequently heavy

medical-tactical circumstances, it occurred nevertheless in the

overwhelming majority cf the cases in short periods. About 70.0o/o of

wounded were delivered cn PMP fcr the first 4 hours after wound. If

one takes into account the unfavorable ccnditicts of locomotion in

the direct nearness cf front line, and also the frequent

myalgias/anemones of rcads and the activity cf the aviation of enemy,
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then these periods shculd De recognized completely timely ones.

The following diagram cnazacterizes the periods of the

delivery/procurement of sounded cn PnP (Fig. 23).

From this diagram it is possiDle to estatlish that the

delivery/procurement of most neavy ones - hcrizcntal/lying - wounded

on PMP, in spite of the diificulty of offensive combat, steadily it

was accelerated. In prccess/operation "Vistula-Oder" and Berlin

process/operation 80.7c/c and d6.40o/o of heavily wounded were

delivered on PMP for the first 4 acurs after %cund and altogether

cnly 3.3 - 1.0o/o of wcunded tney entered after 8-10 hours. This

extremely important fact cnaracterizes correct formulating of

evacuation in army area, which ensures further successes of the

treatment of wounded bcth in tne army ones and ir army therapeutic

installations. 3uch early periods of the delivery/procurement of

heavily wounded, it is dcuntless, were one cf the basic conditions,

ensuring the success of the treatment of those wounded the skull

during the Great Patrictic War.
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-rage 128a.

Fig. 25. Crossing of vcunded tarough 'Vistula. From the picture ~Lthe

military medical nuseux VM oi toe USSR. (Artist N. G. Meshcheryakov).
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Page 128b.

Fig. 26. Delivery/prccutenlent of tnat wounded of skull on stretchers

on Pt.P. From the *picture ot tne military medical museum VM of tha

USSR. (Artist N. G. Kozlcv).

Page 129.

.' eve-r, one ought not to consider that in all periods of comItat
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process/operations the delivery/procurement of wounded on PMP was

possible within also early pericds. Depending on many conditions and,

in particular, from the resisting force of enemy and intensity of

fire/light, the periods cf the delivery/procurement of wounded

sometimes were lengthened. In this respect as an example should be

given the fact from comuat process/operation "Vistula-Oder" during

assault cross.: g of river Oder and capturing the bridgehead/beachhead

on hostile shore. In connection with the fact that the enemy, after

exploding dams in the upper course of river, flooded/ignited some

sectors of bridgehead/beachhead, the crossing through separated and

oppressed by ice floes Cder proved to be sharply difficult. 7herefore

the delivery/procurement of wcunded on PMP in certain cases was held

up to 2-3 days.

The first medical aid by that wounded the skull proved to be on

PMP, its volume freguently depending on combat and medical-tactical

circumstances. In the cverwhelming majority of the cases this aid was

limited only to the supervision of the already superimposed bandages

with purpose of detection and ccrrection of defects in the defense of

wound. If it was necessary and allowed circumstances, bandage they

removed/took and replaced to nek, were introduced the substances,

improving cardiovascular and respiratory/breathing activity, and also

is produced dehydration.



It is necessary to consider that the conditions for work at PHP

in the different periods of war were different. Thus, for instance,

at the end of 1941, during the rout of Germans on by Moscow, work on

some PMP occured in the very stressed circusstances. This

position/situation 45 CO.Used 6L one hand, on the nearness of

their disposition to the line of fire, and on the other hand - by

absence of living quartets under conditicns of severe winter and by

insufficient turnover ci transpcrt. Due io the difficulties of

evacuation sometimes on some PMP and with the blcckade break-through

of Leningrad. As a result of the difficulties cf the evacuaticn of

wounded on DMP along the broken by tanks and guns rcads, and also on

the shot through by enemy crossings through Neva, always it was not

most systematic possible and it is even to unload PMP.
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Fig. 23. Times for delivery of lying wounded to PMP during

various combat operations (in o/o).

Key: (1). up to 2. (2). h. (3). Orlov-Kursk battle. (4).

Liberation of Belorussia. (5). Visla-Oder. (6). Berlin operation.

Page 130.

Otherwise was formed tne circumstances in the later periods of

war, e3pecially during rapid oitensive operations. For example, in

final combat for the liberation of Belorussia, in order to ensure the

fastest delivery/procurement of wounded from the field of costat to

DHP, immediately after assault crossing cf the Niemen to

bridgehead/beachhead cii western snore with DMF were directed special

groups in the compositicn of surgeon, nurses and aidmen. Such groups

deployed surgical dressing, sorting and evacuation tent and had at

______________________________________________
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their disposal of means for evacuation of wcunded. After being

situated in 2-2.5 km frcn line cf fire, they prcvided urgent first

aid and rapid evacuation of wounded (Fig. 28).

On PMP was processed the periphery of wounds by antiseptics,

they drove out the free at wound fragments, they shaved off hair

around wound, they laid aseptic bandaging, they gave sulfanilamides,

they introduced cardiovascular suostances, morphine, lobeline, and

also antitetanus serum.

During combat process/operation AViSta -Oder" in connection

with the rapid advance cf the units forward (cn the average cn 30-35

km in a 24 houm pericd) cf PME frequently it was necessary to be

deployed only for rendering to sinimum medical aid. Nontransportable

wounded after this left on the spot in the populated area under the

observation of feldsher and aidman to the approach of transport with

DMP.

This maneuverability of PmP nad, it is doubtless, positive value

for timely rendering to tne first aid, known Frophylaxis of wound

complications and realization of the rules/hardspikes of the

transportation of those heavily wounded into skull and brain.

Furthermore, reinforcing of pMP by personnel of convoluted DMP
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allowed PMP easy to manage its work. During this process/operation it

was not one case of the disengagement of medical service from its

units. During this process/operation in intense combat which it was

necessary to conduct armies duzing the Liberation of Poznan, PMP were

arranged/located in imffediate prcximity cf area of combat.

On PMP were carried out also antishock measures. One should,

however, emphasize that to resort to these measures it was necessary

very rarely, since shock in the present value of this word with the

wounds of the skull and train, rot complicated by the wound of

stcmach, chest or other departments of body, was encountered

extremely rarely. This was noted by the majcrity of the surgeons and

neurosurgeons and found its repulsing and in these mas/charts/cards

of the deepened characteristics. Judging by the latter, shock with

the wounds of the soft tissues of skull was ckserved into 0.5o/o,

with the nonpenetratinc wounds cf skull with the damage of bcnes -

into 1.2o/o and with those penetrating - into 6.1o/o. It is necessary

to note that in the first months of war in some doctors was observed

the tendency to estimate loss of consciousness, sopcric or comatose

condition with the wounds of skull and brain as shock, which from the

point of view of conterpcrary concept about shock is incorrect.

Nevertheless this did nct bring and it cculd not lead to any

complications. conversely which suppresses the majority of the

antishock measures which usually were applied in such cases,
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antishock fluids/liquids, blood transfusion, glucose, ephedrine,

cardiovascular means, it is dou~tless, is exerted favorable eflect.

One should only consider that with such wounds of the skulls and

brain, which were escorted/tracked by the damage of the vessels of

considerable diameter, the tlocd pressure increase, attacking after

the introduction of antishock substances, can cause the renewal of

hemorrhage.

______
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Page 130a.

Fig. 28. mud hut PmP. from the diozama of the military medical museum

VM of the USSR. (Artist N~. G. XaKovlev.).

Page 131.

In cold season in EMP especially considerable attention focused

on the heating of that wcunded Jntc skull and creation for it calmest

circumstances. With heating, oi course, was considered the condition

of consciousness, with the darkened consciousness was observed
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particular care during the use/applicaticn of heaters.

The cessation of hemorrhage from the vessels of shells and

substance of brain practiced on PMP extremely rarely. The reason for

this was the fact that the strong hemorrhage with the wound of large

vessel was incompatible with life, and such wcunded, as showed

pathoanatomical data, perished usually on the field of battle or on

routes/paths to PMP. Hcbever, the hemorrhage cf their vessels of

small diameter to the tize of the arrival of wounded on PMP usually

ceased independently and did not require particular measures. In the

same rare cases when was developed the syndrcme cf growing epidural

or intra-cerebral hematcma, ccrzect diagrosis under conditions of PMP

was usually impossible, siace was required the observation of

clinical picture in dynamics and its neurolcgic evaluation.

Within the time of war were recorded only the single cases of

the wound of the postcranial and temporal arteries, with which was

required the dressing of vessel on PMP.

Thus, on PMP, as a rule, no surgical interventions on skull and

brain it was conducted.

The important side cf wcrc of PME in the relation to wounded

into skull consisted in the fact tuat here began the initial
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classification of wounded, which Aad as a goal to establish/install

the first priority of their evacuation.

All wounded the skull and the brain, with exception only of

clearly nontransportable ones, tney evacuated without delay cn DMP or

in KhPPG, depending on medical-tactical conditions. On PMP remained

only the found in condition agonies or in heavy comatose condition,

with the sharp viola-ion of iespiratory/breathing and cardiovascular

activity.

As show the given below periods the entries of wounded on DMP,

evacuation with PNP, as a rule, occurred without particular delays

and during war progressively was improved.

For evacuation with PEP was utilized hcrse and (somewhat less

frequent) truck transpcrt. Although the latter/last form/species of

transport profitably diffars in terms of the possibility to rapidly

deliver wounded, nevertheiess with the transrcrtaticn of those

wounded the skull and the Drain along the broken roads of army area

it is by no means accorplished. Were reccrded the individual cases of

deterioration in the condit -.a of those wounded the skull as result

of the unfavorable conditions of transportaticn.

CONDITIONS FOR WORK OF DEE IN DIFFERENT COMEA7 PROCESS/OPERATIONS.
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During the Great Patriotic War DMP were those medical

installations, in which legan the rendering tc surgical aid, and for

some wcunded and specialized.

During the Great Patriotic War, depending on the

character/nature of ccmaar opezaticns also in proportion to the

acquisition cf work experience, were changed, naturally, the

conditions, and also the volume of work cf DNE.

Page 132.

During the rout of Germans in the envircns of Moscow for workers

MSB it was necessary in Frogress ci combat tc overcome the series/row

of difficulties in order to attain full cf deployment of DMP, to

shorten the periods of rendering to the medical aid by wounded, to

sort out the flow of wounded within DMP, to increase the volume of

surgical work and to fix the tisely evacuation cf wounded on GBA.

During Stalingrad tattle especially severe conditions for work

of DMP were formed in the period of defensive actions in city. At

first DMP forced were to guide toward the right shore of Volga only

operations groups for rendering to urgent surgical aid by wounded.
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Through 3-4 weeks, as a rasult of a change in the

cperational-tactical circumstances, the volume cf the work of these

groups became still less, since to leave in the city of wounded it

became impossibly. The tasic task cf these grcups of DMP was the

organization of the evacuation c! wounded to the left shore cf Volga.

At the end of October in city were left only evacuation groups. All

wounded urgently directed to left shore cn DME and in KhPPG. In

seccnd half November, in connection with the forthcoming ice

formation and an improvemant in the operational-tactical

circumstances, into city were again directed surgical groups of DMP.

The latter organized in the dugouts of operating rocts, medical

dressing rooms, wards for wounded froduced acre complicated surgical

interventions. When was established/installed the crossing through

Volga on ice, DMP accerted to ztemselves already all the care of the

wounded, who entered frcs city.

In the time of the blockade break-through of Leningrad it was

necessary to deploy DRE, utilizing for these purposes trenches, in

view of the great destruction of toe buildings, produced by vnemy.

Under very difficult conditions passed the work cf DfP in the

period of an Orel-Kursk tattle. During this period the series/row DMP

underwent shellings and frequent air raids cf enemy. Some DMP forced

were, in connection with tne requirements of cperational-tactical
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circumstances, on 10-14 times to De relocated and to be granulated to

2-3 echelons.

During combat process/operaticn on the liberation of Belorussia

certain DMP in the pericd of tne pursuit of the routed enemy it was

necessary to advance or 25-30 xz in a 24 hours period in order not to

fall behind our troops/fcrces, after being relocated in July 1944 of

12-20 times, and also to De granulated by several groups.

It should be noted that this frequent redislocation of DMP

unavoidable time of iobile warfare. However, if in the beginning of

the Great Patriotic War tne need lcr frecuent redislocaticn and

distributions DP caused series/row of difficulties as a result of

insufficient work experience undez military field conditions, then

subsequently these difficulties were overcoie and they were not

reflected especially in surgical wcrk of DMP.

During combat process/operation "aa-Oder", with the

penetration of the defensive line of the enemy, some DMP were found

in the convoluted condition, reinforcing by its personnel of PMP. The

evacuation of wounded during this period occurred directly with PMP

in KhPPG of the first live, to evacuation pcints and even into the

approximate to army area front line evacuaticr hospitals.

Subsequently, during the rapid offensive of cur troops/forces, of DMP
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on route/path in 500-600 tm they relieved their deployment to 20-22

times. Especially difficult working conditions were formed for some

therapeutic installaticns of army area with the exercise of

bridge-head strengthenirg on the western shore cf river Oder, when

enemy, after exploding dams on river, flooded/ignited area of the

disposition of these tierapeutic irstallaticrs.

During latter/last, Berlin Prccess/cperaticn with penetration

the defenses of the enemy DMP were found in the convoluted condition,

since wounded of the units they guided into aproximate KhPPG of the

first line.

Page 133.

After penetration the deeanses ci the enemy D.P followed their units,

after being divided intc two ectelcns. The first echelon moved

Kirectly after the troops/forces, the second it remained on the spot,

servicing nontransportakie wounded prior to special army medical

brigades' arrival.

Thus, during the Great Patriotic War maneuver by the therapeutic

installations of army ana army rear, dependirg cn different

character/nature of the combat operaticns of troops/fcrces and

special features/peculiarities of operational-tactical circumstances,
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created conditions for the uninterrupted care cf wounded.

Hence evident also which, independent of the character/nature of

combat process/oFeraticns auring tle Great Patriotic War, work of DMP

consisted mainly in maxizally early rendering to urgent surgical aid

by that wounded the skull.

The periods of the entry of wounded on D.P depended first of all

on medical-tactical conditicns, from the peric6 of removal of wounded

from the field of combat, from extent and condition of the roads of

evacuation and from transport means.

However, independent of these conditions, in view of the

requirements of the unform military medical doctrine of Soviet army,

tend-ncy to draw nearer surgical aid the moment of wound and

unremitting putting intc action cf the corrssFcnding organizational

measures, heavily wounded, including wounded the skull. arrived on

DKP in all stages wars within maximally short periods. An exasple c¢n

te the represented diacram (Fig. 24).

As can be seen from this diagram, even during most difficult in

a medical-tactical sense offensive combat operations 1943-1945 from

52.0 to 66.0o/o of those heavily wounded into skull they came on DMP

into the first 6 hours after wound dnd from E7.0 to 93.4o/o of
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wounded - into the first 12 hours.

The specific qravity/weight of those wounded the skull and the

brain on DMP. If we acceE ; the percentage of wounded the skull among

a total quantity wounded during rout Germans in the environs of

Moscow for 100, then a change of tne specific gravity/weight wounded

into skull to DMP in different comnat process/operations will be the

following.

I.
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Fig. 24. Periods of the delivery/p-ocurement horizontal3/lying of

those wounded the skull cn DM in different ccmtat process/o~eraticns

(in percent).

Key: (1). To 6. (2). it is more than 24. (3). hours. (4). Orel- Kursk

battle. (5). VisIO, -Oder. (6). Berlin process/operation.
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Page 134.

Change of the specific gravity/welght of those wounded into skull

among all wounded, who entered on DMP into different combat

process/operat ions.

(As 100 accept the ratio of wounded the skull to a total quantity

wounded during rout of Germans in the envircns of Moscow).

-out of the Germans in the environs of Mcscow ... 100.0.

Stalingrad battle ... 86.4.

Blockade break-through of Leningrad ... 255.4.

Orel- Kursk battle ... 192.U.

Liberation of Belorussia ... 18.3.

Visla - Oder ... 207.6.
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Berlin process/operation ... 168.3.

As can be seen from tne given data, a quantity of those wounded

the skull, that enter on uvP, it was changed depending on the

character/nature of comoat operations. in defensive actions as, for

example, in the period of Stalingrad battle, it was considerably

less. At the same time in all combat operaticns, which bore offensive

character/nature, a quantity of those wounded the skull exceeded

average numbers.

Those wounded into sKull and orain entered on DMP in

general/common/total order/formation, and only with DMP began the

specialization of medical aid, which required the

development/detection of tne caracter/nature of wound itself and

determination of its severity.

The relationship/ratio between a quantity of those wounded the

skull with the damage of bones and obtained wound soft tissues of

skull is evident from the given data (Fig. 7).

During the first two process/operations - the rout of the

Germans in the environs cf Moscow and Stalingrad battle - a quantity

of wounded with the damage of the oones of skull was almost triply

less than a quantity of obtained wounds soft tissues of skull. During
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Leningrad and especially Beiorussian process/operation a quantity cf

wounds of skull with the damage of bones almcst achieved a quantity

cf wounds of the soft tissues of skull. In latter/last two combat

process/operations again predominated the wcunds of soft tissues.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of tne cnaracter/nature of the wounds of skull

in different combat process/opetations (on these DMP in percentages).

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans n mne environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3) . Biociade break-through of Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation. (3). Wounds of soft tissues of skull.

(9). Wounds of skull wimh uoayae of bones.

Page 135.

CLINtCAL CH ARACTERISTICS ClaSSIkICATION AND TREATMENT 0? THOSE

WOUNDED THE SKULL ON DMP.

L/
,, tm
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Those delivered from tne fieid of ccmbat;% to DMP wounded the

skull are different in the severity of wcund and in clinical picture

group .

Besides eas-ily wounded, on DME were delivered such wounded, in

as during comparatively ligi~m damage of skull were developed the

heavy, sometimes threatening laves, the phenomena of jolt, contusion

or compression of brain.

The wounds of skull and brain were themselves diverse pictures

from the damages, during vraicn tne wounded were in total

consciousness and satisfactozi condition, to such, with whom it was

almost uc hopes for recovery.

To be dismantled/selacted at the complexity of these all

clinical manifestations cr wound under conditions OMP in the absence

cf the X-ray machine and specialists of the neuropathologists and

neurosurgeons, naturally, was very difficultly, especially as the

clinical picture of the wounds or skull and brain in the course of

first hours and twemty-lfcur nours from the moment of wound was

extremely variable.

The experiment/exr-erience cf great patriotic war it showed that

in initial period can cccur the considerable oscillations/vibrations
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in the condition of thcze wounaed zhe skull. Sometimes during the

insignificant small-splintered mine damage of the soft tissues when

wounded independently came into therapeutic installation, suddenly

attacked/advanced the heav picture of detericration, consciousness

sharply was darkened, dEteriorated cardicvascular and

respiratcry/breathing activity, appeared somaclency, sometimes were

developed paralyses. In contrast to this in cther cases delivered in

heavy, almost soporic cci~diticn wounded soon came into consciousness,

correctly he reacted tc that surrounding and did not detect the rough
signs/criteria of the dazage of central nervous system.

The basic question walch was subject to pewmission under

conditions of DMP, was the detezrination of the possibility of

further evacuation of that wounaea the skull which would not

pronounce disastrous on tae course of the process, and the

development/detection of tnose wounded who required urgent surgical

intervention on skull and brain.

As showed the experiment/experience of the wars, wounded the

skull and the brain into DMP tney were subdivided into three basic

groups: 1) completely ncntransportable wcunded in view of their heavy

condition, 2) wounded, temporariiy nontranspcrtatle, requiring

surgical intervention on OMP or taxing of ccnservative measures, and

3) wounded, subjects of evacuation into the therapeutic installations
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of army rear.

The numerical ratios DEtween these groups cscillated and

depended on the series/rcw ci ccnditions, but on the average

latter/last group in mct of zne cases composed not less than 3/4 all

those wounded the skull. 'Nontransportable wounded. The greatest

unit of this group comFcsed wounded, who entered in agonizing or

close to it condition, witn tne heavy damages of brain. Among them

some were from clear tc those determined with the

examination/inspection of wound Dy the extensive decomposition of the

substance of brain, with fallout into the wcund of the impregnated

with the blood brain tissue, frequently bleeding. In some of these

cases the actual sizes ct tae decomposition of brain were camouflaged

with surface blood clots and cortaminated, agglutinated/glued hair.

Page 136.

In other wounded the outwardly nappy form/species of wound, cn the

contrary, did not correspond to tae severity of decomposition and in

section only established/installea present sizes/dimensions,

character/nature and localization damages, most frequently in the

form of extensive hemorrhage witn the simultaneous decomposition of

the hanger-on departments of train.
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Heaviest condition tne Perforating bullet wounds of skull and

brain with the predominantly nasal disposition of wound canal, and

also blind-end wounds by ldrge/coarse fragments either

small-splintered wounds witn the damage of the vital departments of

brain - a hanger-on unit or cerebral ventricles.

During some combat process/okerations, especially when

predominated the street fi4ntings (as, for example, in Stalingrad,

Poznan, Berlin), on DME was delivered a considerable quantity of

those wounded the skull wita tae simultaneous ncnbullet depressed and

fragmentary breaks of tne Dozes of skull. "[he severity of the

condition of such wounded it was ccmplicated by the supplementary

closed injury.

Nontransportable in the maority of the cases proved to be also

the obtained multiple wounds of sxull, stomach, chest and thighs. In

a number of such cases it was difficultly establish/install, what

wound caused the basic severity of condition.

The clinical symptcms of nontransportability of those wounded

into sk:ull stored/added up zrom a deep disorder of consciousness,

frequently ro its total loss (dnen wounded do not react even to

strong external stimulations), ad the signs/criterj.- of the heavy

violation of the activity of tae tarrel cf krain. From them were

L-----------
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especially vividly expressei the disorders of pulse in the form of

its sharp weakening and frequency increase and violation of

respiration to the degree of noisy, wheezing, sometimes bubbling,

relieved by type Cheyne-Stoces and Kussnaul. Almost always this

condition was combined kitn the violation of ingestion, sharp

general/common/total sweating ana frequently involuntary urination;

in a number of cases was noted anuadant vomiting.

The focus signs/criteria of the damage/defeat of cerebral

hemispheres, in view of heavy general condition and s lro

manifestation of general cerenral symptoms, are less than arrested

the attention of the dcctors of DML.

Temporarily nontransportaoe. more than difficulties appeared

during evaluation of thF second category of wounded - temporarily

nontransportable. Among tnem it was necessary to secrete those

requiring urgent, urgent surgical intervention and group more heavily

wounded by which there kas shown for first time burst the

conservative treatment. in the group of temporarily nontransportable

ones and requiring in urgent suzgical intervention entered the

wounded with intracranial hemorrhage, or and by subdural or

intra-cerebral hematcma. It is necessary to note that intracranial

hematomas fairly often (as showed autopsies - into 11.9o/o) they were

encountered also in the agonizing neavily wounded. However, their to
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recognize during agony was already impossibly, as it was not possible

and to save such wounded.

The diagnosis of intracraniai hematcmas under conditions of D.P

presented considerable dlfticulties. They were escorted/tracked

either by the characteristic form/species of the exsanguinaticn of

wounded or by the clear exzernai signs/criteria cf hemorrhage.

Therefore it was necessaty to De based or the indirect signs/criteria

of this complication, becominy apparent by the symptoms of the

rapidly growing intracrania± pressure.

Page 137.

The latter include:

1) the rapidly Frcgressive deterioraticn in any functions of

brain, most frequently ir tne zorm of rapidly growing mono- or

hemipares is;

2) the shift/relie_ of coiara-tive prosperity in the wounded by

extremely heavy conditicn wita deterioration pulse, respiration,

ingestion and violation of consciousness, appearance of somnolency

or, on the contrary, the restlessness/anxiety: sometimes appeared

vomiting, involuntary urinatioa;
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3) the onset of local ones or less frequent,

general/common/tctal eriletic ins.

For epidural and, zess t£eueat, suhdural hematomas is

sufficiently characteristic was cnaracteristic the so-called bright

gap/interval after wound. mitn intra-cerebral hematomas this

gap/interval usually was nom oaserved, since hematoma was formed at

the moment of wound.

Subdural hezatomas an the sense of develcpment are simi 1 r to

epidural , differing frcm them cniuy in terms f the

admixture/impurity of the Miood in cerebro-spinal fluid and in terms

cf the pronounced symptcms from tne side of the shells of brain.

The symptoms of the compression of train occurred with all

hematomas, although with intra-cerebral cnes they became apparent to

a lesser degree. Frequetly with subdura! hemorrhages the blood

spills on space under snell, without forming compact cluster.

it is necessary to bear in mind, that intracranial hematomas

were encountered not cnly in aeaviiy wounded, but also in thcse

finding in a comparatively nappy condition. They were observed even
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with some nonpenetratiny wounds of skull and sometimes only with the

wounds of soft tissues. In the similar cases the diagnosis of this

complication presented even greater difficulties and was based only

on dynamics of symptoms. The identification of hematomas in a number

of cases helped the expansion of pupil on the side of hemorrhage.

Another group of temporarily nontransportable ones composed

wounded, who were being found in the conditicn of psycho-motor

excitation, caused most frequently in this period by sub-arachnoidal

hemorrhage. This was a comparatively small group of wounded.

Still less frequent on DuD were observed wounded with epileptic

fits. Sometimes this complication of clinical picture obuslovlivalos6

on intra-cerebral large-size hexatomas.

Vounded, subjects of evacuation into army therapeutic

installations. The latter/last and greatest group of those wcunded

the skull composed the subjects of evacuation into army therapeutic

installations. Clinical characteristics of these wounded is very

diverse and to a certain extent variable, depending on the decrease

of some symptoms and development/detecticn of others. On the whole it

stored/added up from thcse expressed to one degree or another general

cerebral and focus signs/criteria of damage/defeat. In a number of

cases the clinical symtcs of the damage/defeat of brain to the time

_ _ _ _ _
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of the entry of wounded cn DBP already were atsent. The basic

criterion of the possibility oi further evacuation with DMP has the

clear consciousness of wouaded and the absence it of the

signs/criteria of psychc-motor excitation or nonarrested hemorrhage.

With particularly unfavorable medical-tactical circumstances

from this rule/handspike made the retreats,

In particular, were not sunject to evacuation, in view of the

light wound, which obtained tne surface damage of soft tissues skulls

without the exposure of bone and without the signs/criteria of

contusion or brain concussion. Unit of them remained, if allowed

tactical situation, for recovery cn DMP.

Page 138.

Readings to surgical intervention on skull and brain under

conditions DMP. Since the beginning of the Great Patriotic War were

clear instructions of GVSU of Soviet army, lititing readings to the

trepanation of skull under conditions of DME only by the cases of the

threatening life wcunded intracranial hexorrhages and of intracranial

pressure increase. However, in the first months of war in the unit of

the medical commanders and surgeons of army area were still fresh in

the memory of the installaticn of the first wcrld war and war with

_ ~i__
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White Finns, that required as early as possible to operate thcse

wounded in skull and brain, and therefore surgical interventions on

skull in a numbsr of cases were conducted under conditions of DMP.

However, the experiment/experience of war soon convinced of this

full/total/complete irrationalities tactics. The fact is that

surgical intervention on skull and brain under conditions DMP without

X-ray and neurologic research frequently proved to he difficult and

always not full-valued. on ilhP frequently it is not possible to

create the necessary circumstances for the prolonged hospitalization

of the operated wounded, frequently not attained for medical-tactical

reasons. However, transportation along the heavy roads of army area

those wounded the skull and tne nrain more easily transferred to

process/operation, than after surgical intervention. Finally,

surgical intervention on skull and brain, produced in some wcunded

auto were nonradical, in a numner of cases the reason for further

severe complications.

Because of this during the first year of war it was already

established/installed, which to operate wounded in skull and brain on

DMP follows only from the vital readings which are in actuality

encountered comparatively rarely.

Thus, subsequently those wounded the skull and the brain on DMP,

as a rule, they did not operate. only soretines it was necessary to

_________________________ __________________ ____________________________________________

- - --- -~rr -
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solve a question, is reguired surgical intervention on DMP from vital

readings or it it is pcssiale ;c plot before the entry of wounded

into army therapeutic installaticns.

It was completely clearly established/installed, that surgical

intervention on skull and brain on DMP virtually was justified by

hemorrhage first in the form of extra ones either subdural or

intra-cerebral hematcma, then of the arterial barrels of the

integuments of skull.

Surgical intervention in such cases was conducted urgently, if

only condition wounded this was allowed.

During the decision/soluticn of a questicn about the urgency of

surgical intervention was considered alsc the character/nature and

localization of wound, if wound canal is passed near from the basis

of brain to temporal or postcranial area, then surgical intervention

with suspicion to intracranial hematoma was conducted without delay,

since delay in such cases rapidly led to the irreversible conditions.

Only urgent and radical surgical interventicn with the

distawce/separation of blood cLots, as shoved the 2

experiment/experience of war, to save frorarmn--, these severely woundedpatient s.,

At the D'P reneatedlv -Yere obse -,ed es d" extrndu-l he~hn-e
from branches- o the rt-I ddle cereb'al arte-r, eadinr to an ext.enelv
severe conditlon. Tn snite oP extraneous trepanatinn, it n nnssble
to save on-2- nart o' t.hese -.ounded. I on.-,er on nutonsv in the- s
detected, besides heratona, s'arn ede-n n" the ba-rel o P bra4 n.
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In a number of cases it was difficultly solve, serious condition

of wounded is caused by intracranial hematoma or on acute traumatic

edema of the barrel cf train. in the latter/last cases, as showed the

experiment/experience cf war, one should enter dependence on the

general condition of wcunded. if the conditior cf wounded hopeless

and is observed the build-up/growth of symptors, then must be

urgently produced decomprssion trepanation.

Page 139.

On DMP frequently it was necessary to also solve the problem

about surgical intervention with the wounds of the skull and brain,

combined with the heavy wounds of stomach, chest or extremities.

Problem in this case taey solved, on the basis, first of all, of

the general condition ci victim. It in clinical picture predominated

the phenomena of shock, then sizilar wounded they ejected from the

condition of shock and then producad surgical interventions cn

stomach, organs/controls of chest or on extremities. The penetrating

wound of stomach, open Eneumothorax or open bullet break of thigh, is

showed the experiment/experience of war, in all cases were primary in

the sense of their surgical processing under conditions of DMP. Only

I
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after this was conducted the primary processing of the wound of skull

and brain, if to this there were timely readings and if the condition

of wounded made it possible this to make.

Urgent was also surgical intervention with the wound of the soft

integuments of skull, which was being escorted/tracked by hemorrhage

from postcranial or texporal artery. Such wounds were encountered

comparatively rarely; however always should be had them in the form,

since the not stationary in time hemorrhage from these vessels can

bring to the exsanguination of wounded or to sericus complications in

the form of the scaling of the integuments of skull and education of

considerable subaponeurctic, intermuscular cr su-periostenal

hematomas with the subseuent festering*

Operability of those wounded the skull and the brain on DMP. Fcr

the illustration of the evoiuticn of surgical tactics with the wounds

of skull and brain on DME is given the diagram (Fig. 29).

Since surgical work is oae of the most important sections of

entire activity at DMP, then is expedient tc examine this unit of the

rendering to the medical aid by that wounded the skull separately on

each combat process/operation.

During the rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow, as a
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result of the severe conditions Zor work DMP, what has already been

indicated in the preceding/previous chapter, surgical work on them

was reduced most frequently to the dressings cf those wounded the

skull and conservative zeasures. At the same time on some DMP they

exhibited particular activity in the relaticn tc wounled the skull

and the brain.

The primary processing of the wounds of skull and train was

conducted on individual DM considerably more frequently than this

allowed conditions and it was required by vital readings. On the

whole during this combat process/operation on DM it was operated by

30.0o/o of those wounded into skull and brain, moreover all these

process/operations were conducted without x-ray examination.

-- - - - ---
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Fig. 29. Operability of those wcunded the skull on DMP in different

combat process/operaticns (in percentages).

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs cf Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Blcckade break-through of Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation. (8). Wounded soft. tissues skulls.

(9). Wounded skull with damage cf bones.

Page 140.

During this period tne wars for some surgeons of DNP of reading

to urgent surgical intervention were still insufficiently clear and

at the same time greatly wideiy were treated vital readings to

process/operation with the wounds of skull. As a result of small work

experience under battlefield conditions doctcrs still completely not

assimilated also contraindicaticns to prccess/operation. The primary
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processing of the wounds o. siul and brain sczetimes proved to be

produced nonradical.

Among the errors, which were oeing allowed/assued by individual

surgeons during processing of the wounds of skull and which required

of urgent elimination, snould be noted the following: the wide

carving of skin wound in the form of the so-called five-kopeck coins,

the insufficient autopsy of wound canal, the autopsy of solid

cerebral shell without sufficient to that readings, etc.

In the period of stailigrad oattle the volume of surgical work

of DIP was determined by tactical conditions. Frequently combat

situation was such, that on DMP was rendered only urgent surgical

aid. Sometimes and it it was necessary tc narrow and to be limited

only to the cessation cf hemorrnage. During an improvement in the

operational-tactical circumstances the volume of surgical work on DMP

was expanded. For example toward mne end of the combat

process/operation, during November 1942, when was

established/installed permanent crossing Volga cn ice, surgical work

cn DMP was carried out fully.

Here it is necessary to mention fact, that also during

Stalingrad battle the readings tc surgical intervention on skull and

brain cn some DMP were still expanded, which to a certain extent was
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determined by the forced delay cf wounded.

From a number of located on DMP undergoing medical treatment

wounded with the damage of the tones of skull and brain it was

operated by 17.5o/o, with the wound of scft tissues - 7.6o/o. Thus

the percent operability was sriii nigh, although lower than during

the time of rout of Gersans near Mcscow.

During the blockade break-through of Leningrad the volume of

surgical work of DMP in the relation to wounded the skull and the =

brain in comparison with the preceding/previcus combat

process/operations was already consideratly atbreviated/reduced.

Wounded with the damage cf the tones of skull were operated en DMP

into 4.9o/o of cases, which indicates already the more correct

tactics of the surgecns cf army area. Judging by the

experiment/experience of war, snould be this percentage operated on

DMP of those wounded the skull reccgnized nevertheless more highly

how this is dictated by actually1really vital readings.

Operability of wounded with the damage of the soft tissues of

skull was still insufficient.

In .6e period of an Orel-Kursk battle surgical work on DMP in

the relation to the wounds of skull and train substantially did not

__ ___ __ _
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differ from the preceding/previous combat process/operation. From

total number located undergoing medical treatment on DMP of those

wounded into skull and train it was operated by 4.5o/o. It should be

pointed out that operability with the wounds of the soft tissues of

skull noticeably increased and acaieved 13.0o/o.

In the period of ccmDat process/operaticn the "liberation of

Belorussia" surgical interventions with the wounds of skull with the

damage of the bones of skull we ie undertaken on DMP only from vital

readings. Of the trepanations of skull on DMF it was made altogether

only in 0.6o/o of those wounded tre skull and the brain, operability

with the wounds of the soft tissues of skull was sufficiently high

and it was expressed into 13.8o/o. Doubtless this tactics, together

with the curtailment of tha excessive carving cf soft tissues and

exposure of bone, contribued to the more rapid healing of the wounds

cf soft tissues and more precisely formulated diagnosis in the cases

of the penetrating wound of sxull.

Page 141.

During the combat piocess/operations of "Vistula-Oder" and

Berlin operability of wounded with the damage of the bones of skull

and brain on DMP was very low and it was expressed altogether only

into 0.5 and 0.3o/o. It is possible to say that the virtually wounded
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with the damage of bones stuls were operated on JflP only from vital

readings.

Primary processing wih the wounds of the soft tissues cf skull

during these combat Frccess/cperations was conducted sufficiently

frequently (8.0 and 14.5c/o).

The given data rhou, as auring war progressively was reduced a

guanti t y of those wounded the smuLi and the train, that were

undergoing process/operations on DBP. They testify, thus, about the

evolution of surgical tactics and are the procf of an improvement in

the urgent surgical aid cutained heaviest wcunds into skull and

brain. Although some surgeons during mar voiced opionion, that the

percentage into 0.3-0.6 those wcunded the skull and the brain,

operated on DMP from vital readings, is toc lw, nevertheless the

experiment/experience cf war ano further analysis of surgical

activity in army and front line therapeutic installations showed that

the given above tactics completely itself justified. At the same

time, grew/rose the percentage of those operated on DHP of those

easily wounded the soft tissues of skull, which contributed to their

more rapid recovery. Suzsa-uently these wounded they guided into the I
!

army therapeutic installat.cns ubere with it is froduced the

appropriate roentgenolcgicai, neuro-surgical and neurologic

supervision.
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Special features/peculiarities of operational interventicns on

skull and brain on DMP. During the Great Patriotic War was

manufactured uniform procedure and surgical intervention technique on

skull and brain whose general/common/total principles were presented

in the preceding/previous volume. The prccess/operations, which were

being conducted on DMP, differed in terms of the series/row of the
special features/peculiarities hhich -- l--livn-iu on the e

of precise data about the character/nature of wound, about the

presence in wound of foreign bodies and about the direction of wound

canal, and also by insufficiency or by full/tctal/complete absence of

the neurologic comparison of the ccndition of wounded and

character/nature of wound. it was necessary, furthermore, to consider

the lowered/reduced resistivity of the organism of wounded to

surgical intervention as a result of early periods after wound and

finally the insufficiency of special neuro-surgical equipment with

operating room.

During processing of skin wound always it was necessary to bear

in mind the possibility of repeated intervention in the therapeutic

installations of army cr front rear. Therefore splitting up or

carving of skin wound was conducted in such a way that the newly

formed operating wound could be connected intc future supplementary

iI
- z7~- =--~- -=-= --- - - -- ~----=-=~~-------
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section/cut or into uniform skin graft/flap, if in the future arises

the need for shutting extensive bone defect.

With the formatior cf the trepanaticn opening was considered,

first of all, the need fcr the cessation of hemorrhage and

distance/separation of hematoma; therefore the sizes/dimensicns of

bone defect had in these cases secondary value.

The searches/scannings of foreign bodies in the depth of the

substance of brain "blindly", due to the absence of x-ray examination

were not conducted, and process/operation was limited to the cautious

distance/separation only of the visible and superficially

arranged/located fragments of Done or metal.

Page 142.

For cleaning destroyed substance of brain from wound cerebral

canal it was necessary tc avoid hemorrhage be livited to frequently

only to independent liberation/excietion frcm the wound of so-called

cerebral detrite or to washing of wound without the use/application

of straining of wounded, coughing jerks/impul-es, but that it is more

without the mechanical cleaning of wound with the aid of instruments.

For the same targets, for warning/preventing of hemorrhage and

I
I -

__________________________________________________
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retention/preservation/maintaining of the tender joints between the

shells of brain, in the majority of the cases it was necessary to

abstain, also, from the carving of the territories of the defect of

hard cerebral shell.

Hemorrhage from the arterial vessels of solid cerebral shell or

brain core was necessary to stop by the impcsition of the cleaving

arcund silk sutures. Hemcrrnage from veins and sinuses of solid

cerebral shell in the majority of the cases stopped by muscular

plastic surgery and it is considerably less frequent - by gauze

tamponade. Use/application the latter even with the wounds of the

posterior departments cf the longitudinal and transverse sinus taking

into account of the conditicn fcr work DMP, was necessary to consider

it in a number of cases permissible. Conducted/supplied under bone

above the damaged sinus gauze tamfcn is left in wound, without

changing during 6-10-14 days. From the sewing of muscular tampon to

the damaged sinus, End also from sewing up or dressing of the latter

on DMP it was necessary to abstain and tc rescrt to this only in view

of emergency. This tactics was dictated by the fact that during these

all manipulations appeared the supplementary venous hemorrhage, to

manage which under conditions of DMP was very difficultly.

Hemorrhage from the depth of the wound of brain usually ceased

with the aid of the delicate gauze tampon, acistened by peroxide of

___________________________
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hydrogen, conducted/supplied as far as possiLle to the bottom of

wound canal and left in wound, according to facts, on 1-2-3 days.

Each surgical intervention on skull and brain concluded with the

dusting of wound by sulfaniiamides and by impcsition on wound of

gauze bandage. Series/rob of DMP applied the sound-recording

sulfanilamide emulsions. From the imposition cf the guides of sutures

to skin under conditions of D8P it was necessary usually to abstain.

Among those wounded into skull and brain entered DMP and the

transferred the closed injury skulls, without the violation of the

integrity of external integuments. As showed the materials of war,

only 1.8o/o of them were found at this time in heavy condition with

the picture of contusion or compression cf brain, in all others had

injury light or average/mean severity.

The experiment/experience of war showed that the severity of the

condition of the first, comparatively small, the group of damages was

caused into some cases by the depressed break of the bones of

arch/summary or basis of skull, and in others - by presence of

intracranial hematoma. In connection with this completely logically

arose the question about most efficient aid in such cases.

During war it was Froved that surgical intervention in the form
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of decompression trepanation it was to be applied on DMP only when

there were obvious doubtless signs/criteria cf the progressive

comFression of brain by intracranial hematoma. Ihe nevertheless

remaining cases of the closed damage of skull successfully were

treated by the conservative wethcds, directed, first of all, toward a

decrease in intracranial pressure and struggle with the phenomena of

shock.

Page 143.

From the dehydrating substances widest use during war obtained

the hypertonic solution of glucose and scdium chloride.

Page 143.

By all wounded, which remained on DMP as a result of

nontransportability, they introduced into vein cn 75-50 cm3 40o/o

solution of glucose or 20 cm3 15o/o solution cf sodium chloride.

Glucose was frequently introduced simultaneously with 40o/o urotropin

- from 5 to 10 cm3 . In many instances under the effect of this

treatment the condition cf wounded noticeably was improved.

Was applied also, as has already been indicated above, and the

blood transfusion as the antisnock and general stregthening
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substance. Especially favorable results were cbtained with the drop

blood transfusion. Any complications during wounds and closed damages

of skull and brain in this case it was nct noted.

Widely they were applied from readings of the substances,

stimulating cardiovascular activity (caffeine and camphor) and

different stimulators (ephedrine, phenamine, etc.).

With mental excitation or epileptic fits favorable effect was

obtained from the use/aplicaticn of a luminal. In certain cases of

the especially expressed excitation and frequent fits it was

necessary to apply hexenal.

Results of the treatment of those wcunded the skull on DMP

during different combat Frocess/operations. By itself is understood

that about the results cf treatment in the first stages of evacuation

with such heavy wounds as the wounds of the skull and of brain, it is

necessary to speak only very relatively. The fact is that the basic

criterion of these results (quantity of recoveriesN can concern on

DMP only of the unit of the lightest group of those wounded the soft

tissues of skull and completely does not characterize, thus, the

results of the treatment all of those wounded the skull. on the other

hand, a quantity of lethal outccues on DMP in the heaviest group of

wounded also by no means e;:hausts all subsequent issues and gives
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only very relative representation about the results of treatment.

Only with the stipulations indicated it is possible to lead scme

data on different combat process/oFeraticns abcut recovery and

lethality on DMP of those wounded into skull, since their comparison

presents nevertheless known value for judgment about effect on the

results of the treatment Doth oi the varied ccnditions for a

medical-tactical circumstances and changing the surgical

installations in different Dy year wars.

Relative to the recovery of wounded the skull in report

materials corresponding ocabat process/orerations are following data.

During first two combat operations certain unit of the wcunded

with the damage of the roaes of skull was ackncwledged by that

recovered without direction in neurologic research in KhPPG. During

the rout of the Germans in the enwirons of Moscow a quantity of these

wounded composed 1.6o/c, into Stalingrad battle - 0.4o/o. The reasons

for the errors indicated consisted, on one hand, in deficiencies in

the identification of the condition of wounded, and on the other hand

- they depended on deficiencies in the neuro-surgical aid.

Another position/situation was created with the recovery of

those wounded the soft tissues of skull.

_____________________.. . . . ._______________
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During the rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow and the

blockade break-through of Leningrad the percentage of recovery on DMP

of wounded with the damage of the soft tissues of skull was equal

altogether only 1.3 and 1.6. Tis comparatively low percentage can be

explained by the nearness to the front of large cities, to which

these wounded were evacuated. in contrast to this during an

Orel-Kursk battle the percentage of the recovery of those wounded the

soft tissues of skull at DAP sharply increased and achieved 19.3.

Page 144.

So/such high this percentage was during combat process/operation "a

vistula-Oder" (13.2). laking into account that the considerable

quantity those wounded the skull can be correctly predicted only

after ne. -surgical and x-ray exasinaticn which on DMP cannot be

fulfilled was, the latter recognized recovered only most easily

wounded, without the signs/criteria of brain concussion, leaving them

on the spot for care of cther wcunded and at the same time realizing

a sufficiently prolonged medical supervision after them. During the

decision/solution of a question about the recovery of wounded always

one should remember that during war were noted several cases when the

so-called wounds of the soft tissues of skull in actuality proved to
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be penetrating, and some of thei and complicated by intracranial

abscess.

Taking into account everything said, it is possible to come to

the conclusion/derivation that during, the Great Patriotic War the

treatment on DMP of those wounded the soft tissues of skull

progressively was imprcved.

The percentage of letnality among wounded the skull and the

brain in army therapeutic installations from the time of rout Germans

in the environs of Mosccu in 1941 in the subsequent combat

process/operations progressively was decreased, and to the time of

latter/last combat operation 1945 it was lowered almost three times.

Taking into acccunt that the Eercentage cf lethal outcomes

depends on the conditicn entered of those wcunded into skull, as this

was during battle in the environs of Moscow in 1941 there are,

however, all all bases consider that in the progressive descent in

the lethality on DMP during the Great Patrictic War great role played

also a change of the surgical tactics toward the limitation of

operability of those wounded into skull and brain only by vital

readings.

EVACUATION OF THOSE WOUNDED A SKULL FROM ARMY AREA.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -- = __ - _
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Both with PMP and with DMP they evacuated all those requiring

further treatment of the transportable wcunded. They did not evacuate

only found in the condition of agony, coma and sopor, or wounded with

epileptic fits or in the condition of psycho-motor excitation.

Evacuations were not subject also all requiring the urgent

process/op erat ion.

For the purpose of tre decrease of transport traumatization

during the first year ct war used extensively immobilizing the head

of bandage from the splints cf Cramer or with dycto or pasteboard

gaskets. Subsequently ftca these Dandages it was necessary to refuse,

since they themselves did not justify. Furthermore, when the wound of

skull was not escorted/tracked by the heavy violations of the

functions of central nervous system, this "ifmcbilization" bandage

was useless and caused zany inccnveniences to wounded in route/path.

However, in the cases of the neavy damage/defeat of brain the wounded

underwent the danger ir asphyxia by emetic masses, since his to place

sideways in the presence of this bandage was not impossible.

It should be noted that completeness and speed of evacuation in

the known circumstances of extert and condition of roads, and also

from form/species and quantity of transport. However, as is evident

- - -~______
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of the given below numbers, in spite of frequently difficult

conditions the evacuation of wounded from the therapeutic

installations of immediate rear was carried cut in always of war

completely satisfactori-y.

Page 145.

For the evacuation of those wounded the skull and the brain in

the beginning of war they used Fredominantly medical motor transport,

horse transport or by "empties." In second half war in some combat

rocess/operations Orel- Kursk battle and Belcrussian

process/operation) for the evacuation of those most heavily wounded

the skull into army therapeutic installaticns they were adopted the

aircraft transport, which proved to be mcst suitable for this

purpose.

Data about the evacuation cf those wounded the skull and the

brain with DMP are given on diayzaz (Fig. 30).

The given data show that a quantity of evacuated with DMP

wounded the skull with damage ocnes always increased, after achieving

in last year of war 85.8c/o. At the same time, during war was

decreased the percentage of evacuation into the army therapeutic

installations of those wcunded the soft tissues of skull. In last

_____ _____ 3 _
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year of war from this group it was evacuated cnly 78. 10/0; others,
most easily wounded left were On DflP they recovered in army area.
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Fig. 30. Evacuation of those wounded the skull with DfP in different

combat process/operaticns (in percentages to each group).

Key: (1). Rout of the Geraans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Blockade bzeak-through of Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operatton. 18). wounded soft tissues skulls. (9).

Wounded skull with damage oi bones.
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Page 146.

gedical aid by that wounded the skull on GBA.

Short clinical characteristics oi those obtained the wounds cf skull

and brain and the examination/inspection of these wcunded.

In army therapeutic installations those wcunded into skull

entered usually soon after wound. Heaviest grcup a-cng them, with the

penetrating wounds of skull and brain, was hcspitalized in army KhPPG

frequently on several %eeks in connection with ncn-transportatility

in view of of the sericusness of tneir ccnditicn or after produced

surgical interventions. 7herefore in army therapeutic installations

was located the significant part of those wcunded the skull and the

head brain not only in iritial period of the course of injury, but

also in the period ot eaxly reacticns and ccarlications. These facts

*- to be considered during the organization cf the specialized aid

bv that wounded the skull.

As is known, into the first hours and frequently also days from

-__--_-_---------
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the moment of the injuries, wounded into skull were located in

different therapeutic installations of immediate rear, and also in

route/path into specialized army KbPPG.

So/such inherent in the initial period of the wounds of skull

and brain diversity, complexity and rapid mutability/variability of

the clinical picture, ckserved in the therapeutic installaticns of

immediate rear, were relieved by the frequently even heavier

condition of wounded after entry into specialized KhPPG due to

appearance in the unit cf them of the heavy discrders roof and liquor

circulation, that led scetimes to the develcpment of edema and

bloating of brain. By this time also appeared the phenomena of

cerebral hypotension during the massive escape of cerebro-spinal

fluid in the cases of the wounds of the ventricles of brain.

The continuous intracranial hemorrhage under the effect of the

unfavorable conditions cf transportation sometimes led to the

education of massive hematomas and the ccmpression of brain.

Thus, the dissemination of edema and bloating of brain tc its

hanger-on unit, and also phenomena of the ccnrression of brain or, on

the contrary, cerebral hipotensions caused heavy clinical picture in

the unit of those entered army MPiEG, wounded the skull, evacuated in

satisfactory condition from the therapeutic irstallations of

___________________________
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immediate rear.

However, the considerable group of the wounded, who were being

located in army therapcutic installations without consciousness,

emerged frcm this heavy conditicn for the first hours and day entered

the army hospitals already into clear or somewhat stunned

consciousness in satisfactory general conditicn.

Consequently, together with the wounded, in whom there were

sharply pronounced general cerebral and and hanger-on symptoms, in

army specialized KhPPG began to predominate the wounded, publishing

or who left this heavy ccnditior.

One should also secrete among those entered frc army

therapeutic installaticns obtained the severe clcsed injury of skull

with the breaks cf bones or with the phenomena of the damage of brain

and its shells. The experiment/experience of war shows that the those

with the severe closed injury of skull, who are subject to treatment

in specialized KhPPG, were the very small percentage those all

obtained the closed injury cf skull.

In army KhPPG attention is drawn to the appearance in the

wounded into skull early infectious complications from the side of

brain and its shells, unit from which was developed sharply and

_____________ _________________________________
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violently, and unit - gradually, involving into the zone of

infectious focus all new and new departments cf brain.

In army therapeutic installations it was necessary to observe

the "lightning" forms cf meningitis, which apeared to the 2-3rd day

after wound and led in the significant part of the cases to lethal

outcomes. Were encountered also acute/sharp Furulent and anaerobic

encephalitides, rapidly and diffuse damaging train tissue.

Page 147.

At the same time, attertion is drawn to the early festering of wound

canal which in a number cf cases after timely primary processing gave

no subsequent complicaticns, but in the unit cf the observations it

led to the develcpment cf the early abscesses cf train or

meningoencephalites, with the advent of "malignant" protrusicns of

brain.

The development of the which associate wcund different

complications of which the first place occupied pneumonia, also often

made the condition worse of those wounded the skull and impeded the

decision/solution of a question about readings to the primary

processing of wound.

______________
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Thus, the complexity of clinical picture and the appearance of

different complicaticns, which appear in the initial and early period

of the course of the wcunds of skull and brain, required for the

purpose cf prophylaxis, timely development/detection and treatment of

their joint operation cf surgeon and neuropathologist in specialized

army KhPPG.

clinical investigation of that wounded the skull in army

therapeutic installaticns stored/added up frc the

examination/inspection of wound and x-ray and neurologic examination.

One examination/inspection of wound could not give idea about depth

and character/nature of the damage/defeat of cerebral substance. To

all are well known the cases when with the stall wound of skin

integuments was heavy daage/defeat of brain, which required urgent

surgical aid, which could be established/installed only during the

neurologic research of %cunded. However, one neurologic research,

even more thoroughly but without the examination/inspection cf wound,

without taking into acccunt surgical symFtcmatolcgy4 also cannot give

a precise representation about the severity of wound. During

evaluation of the general condition of wounded the neuropathclogist

must not be limited cnly by neurclcgic research, disregarding the

wound of brain. The examination/inspection of wound makes it possible

for neuropathologist tc more rightly decipher the observed by it

neurologic symptomatolcgy.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _----------*
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The basic tasks which stood before the neuropathologist in army

area and on the basis of what were developed the readings to surgical

intervention, this tc establish/install depth, vclume and

character/nature of intracranial damage/defeat. But these tasks could

not be solved without the examination/inspection of wound and without

taking into account the directicn cf wound canal. Only combination of

the surgical study of ucund, roentgenological data and neurologic

research gave representation about character/nature and depth of the

damage/defeat of the sutstance cf train.

The experiment/experience of war showed that most advisatle is

the primary neurologic research of wounded in medical dressing room

specialized KhPPG with the simultaneous examiration/inspecticn of

wound.

However, ophthalmclcgical research in initial period has small

value. The observed here changes from the side cf eyeground do not

affect the decision/sclution of a question abcut readings to surgical

intervention. In the period of early complicaticns ophthalmolcgical

research acquires greater value, With the late ccuplications to data

obtained during the research of eyeground, must be sometimes diverted

the decisive role in the establishment of diagnosis.
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Characteristic ones for thcse wounded into skull, that entered

the army hospitals, shculd be ccunted the predominance in them of the

symptcms of suppression and fallout from the side of the central

nervous system above the sysptons of stioulaticn and excitation.

Wounded with general cerebral symptcms required close attention

and permanent observaticn. These symptoms, being sometimes at first

little expressed, then gave the picture cf the heavy disorders,

requiring in a number cf cases cf urgent surgical intervention.

Page 148.

In other observations initial neavy picture for the next hours was

smoothed, especially because of grantin4- to the wounded of rest.

Not smaller role, than change in the cc|on cerebral

symptcmatology, played changes in the focus symptoms - the degree of

the manifestation of the latter was found in direct connecticn with

character/nature and lccalizaticn of the obtained wcund.

As it is shown, the primary meaning of neurologic analysis

consisted in the determination of character/nature and depth of the
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damage/defeat of the substaace cf brain. And here the establishment

of the symptoms of the damage/defeat of the barrel of brain had

great, and the sometimes and decisive importarce in the sense of both

prognosis and use/application of one or the other therapeutic

measures, including operational ones. The hanger-on symptomatclogy,

observed in army hospitals, was expressed in the disorder of

respiratory/breathing and cardiovascular activity, comatose

condition, violation of ingestln, change frow the side of pupils,

sometimes from full/total/complete by loss it is pupil reacticn to

light, by paresis - paralyses of lcok, tcnic spasms of the type of

decerebration rigidity, appearance of bilateral pathological

reflexes, and also - in it is different the combination of these

sym toms.

The most important task during hanger-on violations was the

establishment of their Frimary or secondary character/nature. If

there was direct damage ci nanger-on departments of brain, then such

wounded, as a rule, perished either immediately after wound, or soon

after it. Any surgical intervention in such cases proved to be

unsuccessful. Completely another Ecsitior/situation was, when the

symptoms of the damage/defeat of oarrel were secondary. In such cases

it was very importantly come to light/detect/expose the reascns,

which caused them. It is extremely important to establish/install the

period, which passed from the mcment of wound to the appearance of
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hanger-on symptoms. If with the heavy penetrating wounds of skull

frequently it was possible to note those or cther symptoms frcm the

side of the barrel of trzin, which attacked/advanced as a result of

edema after certain time after wound, then the appearance of

hanger-on violations eitber immediately after wcund or into the

nearest hours after it she indicated usually the presence of

epidural, subdural or intra-cerebral hemorrhage. Therefore the early

appearance of hanger-on symptoms during the identification of the

hemorrhages, which require immediate surgical intervention, should he

attached much importance.

most frequently in the army hospitals were encountered subdural

hematomas, which appeared during the damage cf the vessels cf soft

cerebral shell and vessels of Drain, which sczetimes served as a

cause of death of wounded in specialized KhPEG. By the difficulty of

clinical diagnosis is explained the considerable percentage of

undiagnosed intravitally hematomas. Hemorrhage after wound sccn

produced sharp deterioration in the conditicr cf wounded, loss of

consciousness, vomiting, cyanosis, build-up/growth of focus symptoms

against the background cf the expressed meningeal phenomena. All

these general cerebral avd focus symptoms canuct be considered

characteristic only for bematomas. The intracranial pressure increase

on the level with hematcma can arise, also, as a result of reason,

nothing in common with the hemorrnage of that having. Basic in the
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diagnosis of hemorrhagez must be nct one or the other clinical

picture, but time, past from the moment cf wcund to appearance of

this clinical picture. Erimary attention must be here turned to the

speed of appearance and build-u/growth bcth cf general/common/total

and focus cerebral sym~tcms.

Page 149.

Everything said is related also to the cases cf the closed injury of

skull with which occurred the growing ccmpressicn of brain as a

result of hemorrhage bctk of the vessels of shells and from the

vessels of brain.

Focus symptoms with the vound of skull and brain in army

therapeutic installations in the majority cf the cases can be

revealed and correspcnd to basic stricken area. The latter with the

bullet wounds of skull and brain in turn, ccrresponds to the place of

the direct applicaticn/a~pendix of injury. Fccus symptomatolcgy,

depending on damage to cne or the cther area cf train, was presented

earlier (see Vol. 4). Cne snouid emphasize that is here important the

determination of the basic symptoms, which take it possible to

establish/install local diagnosis in the hospitals cf army rear. The

elaboration of symptoms, the determinaticn of one or the other

micro-symptomatology, sometimes so important with diseases central
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nervous a system, have smaller significance with the wounds cf skull

and brain in battlefield ccnditio. Her. already very disposition of

wound it indicated usually the localization of focus.

With the penetrating wounds of skull tunicary symptoms tc a

certain degree almost ccnstantly were observed in the army hospitals.

Here had a value not sc such their establishment, as dynamics of

their development.

with the primary examinazicn/inspection cf wound hardly ever it

was possible to answer a questicn, what is ir this case wound -

penetrating or nonpenetrating. Especially this concerns blind-end

wounds by small/fine fragments, and also plumb wounds with srall

perforated breaks. If during the extensive damages cf the bones of

skull and substance cf train a question about depth and

charactr/nature of damage/defeat was more or less clear, then

otherwise proceeded affair with fairly often encountered wounds by

small/fine metallic fragments. 2he majority of these wounds did not

produce rough damage of tone and sometimes they were treated as the

wounds of soft tissues. Chalk metallic fragments can penetrate the

brain at great depth, sometimes passing into contradictory/opposite

hemisphere, piercing the ventricle, arranged/located on the course of

wound canal, but without producing, however, clear general cerebral

and focus symptomatology because oi small sizes/dimensions of
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fragment. Only x-ray examination gave the possibility to determine by

metallic fragment in the depth of the sutstance cf brain. The

comparison of the roentgenological data about the location of

metallic fragment with the dispcsition of inlet gave representation

about course of wound canal in train tissue. However, even in these

cases sometimes was observed the series/row of the symptoms, which

spoke about the presence of the penetrating wcund: the discharge frc

the wound of cerebral sutstance, the escape cf the cerebro-spinal

fluid, sometimes transparent/hyaline, but more frequent than colored

pink as a result of the admixture/impurity cf the blood, and finally

determined by rule of thumb subcutaneous pulsation cf brain in the

area of wound. Each of tiese symftcms was ctserved either

individually or in ccmlivation witk others.

In the presence of the considerable damages of the bones of

skull and solid cerebral shell cn the day of wound usually was

detected the damaged sutstance ci train, and sometimes also

protrusion of the brain (descripticn of wounds see Vol. 4).

X-ray examination is the necessary composite/compound ccponent

part of the composite examination/inspection in army specialized

KhPPG with the penetrating wounds of skull.

Page 150.
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The experiment/experie.ce of war, when at first individual surgeons

performed the primary Frccessings of the wounds of skull and train on

DMP, it showed that the unit of these prccess/operaticns proved to be

nonradical and it required further repeated interventions, in view of

the fact that basic intra-cerebral focus with bone fragments remained

unfinished. It is logical that, wizhout having roentgenological data,

surgeons could nct precisely judge about presence and disposition of

foreign bodies in the substance cf brain.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War showed that

on field x-ray apparatus it is possible to obtain sufficiently high

quality of the x-ray photograph of skull, thcse completely satisfying

surgeon during primary processing. One should in this case emphasize

that the basic method cf x-ray exasiaticn in army therapeutic

installations is the x-ray analysis.

Some roentgenologists* atteapts to replace tbe g-ray analysis of

skull with fluoroscopy with the subsequent sketching of the

disposition of foreign tcdies should be recognized unsuccessful ones,

since they not only gave a precise representaticn either about the

disposition of foreign tcdies or about their quantity, but also they

confused surgeon. Only the (-ray photographs c' skull in two

___ __ __ _ -
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projections gave sufficiently clear representation about character of

the damage of the bones of skulk, about presence and disposition of

foreign bodies. Comparatively rarely it was necessary to resort to

the special pilings of wounded for the prcducticn of aiming x-ray

photographs. However, scuetimes tae fluoroscopy of skull made it

possible to specify localization of the foreign body,

arranged/located either under bone or out of the area of skull.

For the productive and purposeful work of K-ray

separation/section is necessary intimate and daily contact between

the surgeon and the roertgenologist. It is necessary to recognize as

unsuitable this situaticn, when wounded of the sorting

separation/section they directly guide into the K-ray roc tc

phctograph. In these cases is conducted the fcrmal research, which

little gives to surgeon, and to roentgenclogist. In this case the

roentgenologist cannot produce the purposeful and comprehensive x-ray

examination, which is necessary for full-valued conclusion.

Experiment/experience showed that most correct is the direction of

those wounded the skull from sorting separaticn/section directly into

medical dressing room, where them will inspect neuropathologist and

surgeon. Obtained data will bring in intc the history of

disease/sickness/illness/aalady with which wcunded in the case of

uecessity they guide intc the k-ray room. Rcertgenologist becomes

acquainted with the histcry of disease/sickness/illness/alady and on
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the basis of it plans the pian/iay~ut of x-ray examination (crdinary

phctographs, special p iings, tluozoscopy, stc.). Not one wounded

must not leave the x-raj room as long as investigation will not be

completed; is undesiratle such situation, when the need for

supplementary research is revealed/detected after wcunded already

left the x-ray room. This upsets tue operation of operational unit

and introduces the disczganization, intolerant under conditicns of

the entry of a great quantity of wcunded intc specialized KhPPG.

uxperiment/experience shcwed that for a trcuble-free operaticn both

the x-ray room and the bandaging unit/bleck it is necessary the X-ray

roem to place in immediate proximity to the bandaging unit/blcck,

after reduceing to minimum tne distance between them. During tent

disposition it is expedient tc Flace tent with x-ray apparatus next

to the tents of the bardaging unit/block, and in the case of

disposition KhPPG in quarters/preaises - in one building. This

provides the permanent and so/such necessary direct contact tetween

the surgeon and the rosrtgenologist, it will rct traumatize vcunded

by transference up tc distant distance and dces not require stretcher

bearers' great quantity.

Page 151.

One should remember that after the great entry cf wounded to

direction into the X-ray room ate subject first ef all the most heavy
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of them with the penetrating vounds skulls. With blind-end wcunds

with small inlets is necessary the x-ray analysis. the group of

wounded with nonpenetratiny damages to bcne and wounds of soft

tissues in the presence Cf readings to X-ray analysis must be

directed to the x-ray rccm only after is completed the

roentgenological exam.ination/inspection of wounded with the

penetrating damages.

The obtained the severe clcsed injury skulls with suspicion tc

the damage of the bones cf arch/summary are also subject to necessary

X-ray analysis.

Thus, only the combined work of surgeon, neuropathologist and

roentgenologist makes it possible to establish/install

character/nature, depth and vastness of the damage of the substance

of brain and to manufacture readings and sequence of primary

processing in the army specialized hospitals.

Periods of entry and envelopment by the specialized aid of those

wounded the skull in different combat pLacess/operations.

On the experiment/experience cf the Great Patriotic War clearly

it is possible to see, as with conducting of the saries/row of

organizational measures progressively increased the entry of wounded
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in army specialized KhPPG within earlier periods. The absolute

majority of wounded entered army specialized KhFFG into 48 aces'

firsts after wound, i.e., in time, most favcrable fcr the primary

processing of the wounds of skull and brain. 7he periods of the

delivery/procurement of wounded into specialized KhPPG of army rear

depend on sanitary-tactical conditions, cn extent and condition of

evacuation routes and cn transpcrt means.

In particular, during the blockade break-through of Leningrad

wounded entered speciali2ed KhPEG more frequent the second and third

day.

During the liberation of Belorussia thcse wounded Into skull

entered in the beginning of comkat process/cFeration into army

specialized KhPPG in the first 24 hours after the wound; but

subsequently, in connection with the advance cf army forward, the

distance between DMP and specialized hospital ccnsiderably increased

and the periods of the entry of wounded were lengthened. However,

66.3o/o of those wounded into skull entered into specialized KhPPG

for the first 24 hours after wound. One should add that in 54.7o/o of

wounded the primary processing was produced also in first 24 hours

after wound. Approximately/exemplarily the same position/situation is

noted during combat prccess/operation "vistula- Oder". During Berlin

process/operation into specialized KhPPG entered to 24 hours after
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wound by 64.7o/o, and during 1-2 days 30.6o/o more of wounded. Thus,

in Berlin process/operation 95.3o/o of those wounded into skull they

entered into specialized KhPPG for the first 48 hours after wound.

Together with of this, in the course Great Patriotic War

progressively grew/rose the envelopment by the specialized aid of

wounded the skull and the head train, and absclute majority wounded

the skull with damage tones began to enter specialized KhPPG, where

they underwent detailed examination/inspection and where was

conducted the surgical Erocessing Cf wounds.

The following data show envelopment by the specialized aid in

KhPPG of wounded the skull with damage bones cn different combat

process/operations (Fig. 31).

Page 152.

If during the rout of the Germans of odes by Moscow those

wounded the skull and the brain in essence entered the army hospitals

of general-surgical prcfile/specialty, then already in Stalingrad

process/operation a consideranle number of wounded the skull with

damage bones was directed to those intended for these wounded KhPPG.

During the blockade break-through cf Leningrad the envelopment by the

specialized aid achieved 52.3o/c, which is explained by the special
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feature/peculiarity of medical-tactical conditicns during this combat

process/operation. The Fowerfui/thick hospital basis of front was

arranged/located in Lenirgrad near from the army hospitals. Therefore

a considerable number ct wounded the skull with damage bones,

completely transportable, was headedi on GEF, passing specialized army

KhPPG. During an Orel-Kursk tattle already 90.0c/c cf wounded the

skull with damage bones entered into specialized KhPPG. Envelopment

by the specialized aid cf wounded the skull with damage bones in the

period of the liberation o Belcrussia was characteri7*2: by 85.9o/o,

in process/operation "Vistula-Oder" - 81.0o/o. ?%is is explained by

the fact that during these ccwbat process/ojerations the

troops/forces, after breaking through the defense of the enemy, began

to rapidly advance fcrward; as a result in individual periods the

unit of those wounded the skull entered directly into advanced

forward KhPPG of general-surgical Frofile/specialty. High envelopment

by the specialized aid of those wounded the skull in these two combat

process/operations, taking into account the difficulties, connected

with the rapid advance ci our troops/forces fcrward, should he

considered the as doubtless achievement of the medical service of

army. During Berlin prccess/operation all wcunded the skull with the

damage of bones were erccmopassea by the specialized aid, except the

single wounded, who, as a result of their heavy condition, were

nontransportable and were not subject to evacuation with DMP.

.. . ... ... .....
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As a result the military medical service of the Red Army

attained such position/situation, that from second half war virtually

all wounded into skull %ith the damage of bones received

neuro-surgical aid in army specialized KbPPG.

--- - -----
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90.0
85.9

A 81.0

52 3

Fig. 31 neomn y the secialized aid of wounded the skull with

damage bones in different comitat process/operations (in percentages).

Key: (1). Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (2). Orel-Kursk

battle, (3). Liberation of Belorussia. (4). Vistula- Oder. (5).

Berlin process/operation.

Page 153.

Readings and contraindications to the primary processing of the

wounds of skull and train.

Readings and contraindicaticns to primary processing are

developed on the basis of those data which were obtained upon
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surgical, neurologic and roentgenological examination/inspection of

wounded moreover is considered the place where is conducted

intervention, the period, waich passed from the time of wound, and,

naturally, is considered in this case a iedical-tactical

circumstances.

The absolute majority of taose wounded the skull and the brain

is subject to primary surgical processing, with exception of those

cases when there are ccntraindications tc surgical interventicn.

Surgeon's task it is on the tasis the data, cttained upon the

examination/inspection, to take away those wcunded, by which

operational interventicn is counter-indicative. Here are related the

wounded who were delivered into army specialized KhPPG in the agonic

condition, when any surgical intervention is already aimless. Those

wounded the skull and the brain, delivered in the condition of shock,

it is first to derive frcm this conditior and after this to only

subject to primary processing. If the wounds cf skull are combined

with the heavy wounds cf stomach, breast, with the open breaks of

thighs, then surgical intervention must te first of all produced

apropos of the heavy costined wcunds, and thee apropos of the wound

cf skull and brain, if fcr the latter there are no urgent readings.

The following group includes the wounded, in who during neurologic

research are established/installed gross harger-cn violations. In

these cases, if there is direct damage of hanger-on departments of
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brain, operational intervention does not give results, since such

wounded, as a rule, perish sc;:, after wound. Eut if hanger-on

violations are secondary, then it is necessary to explain how they

are caused. When hanger-on syxptomatology develcped as a result of

the growing compressicn as a result of hemorrhage, surgical

intervention is vitally necessary. But if hanger-on violations are

caused by edema of the hanger-on department cf brain, tc more

rationally utilize entire complex cf the conservative therapy,

directed to struggle with this terrible complication, first of all

dehydration therapy, and then, after the reverse development of

hanger-on phenomena, to perform the surgical Erccessing of wcund.

Finally, there can be single wounded with developing pneumonia, etc.,

when in view of the general heavy condition of wounded primary

processing it is necessary tc pict.

All remaining wounded the skull and the brain are subject to

primary processing, moreover must be established/installed the

specific sequence of their direction into operating room. On the

urgency of the direction of wounded into operating room their I can

break into three groups. The first group includes the wounded, whc

require special surgical intervention aprcpcs cf external or internal

hemorrhage or suspicion to it both with the Fenetrating wounds and of

the cases of the closed injury cf skull. The second group includes

the wounded with the picture of the expressed the intracranial

------ - --------
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pressure increase, liquczrheas, by discharge cf the substance of

brain, its protrusion.

Page 154.

Here must be referred wounded with the early purulent complications

which should be withcut delay treated, because the existence of the

focus, from which enters the infection, makes ineffective any

therapy, until is removed the source of infection. Process/operation

in these cases must ensure tree outflow from the wound of brain. The

third group includes all remaining wounded with the penetrating

damages. Here, other conditions being equal, It is necessary to

consider the period, which passed from the mcment of wound. Wounded

with later periods are suoject to surgical intervention in first

place.

To the primary perfecting of the nonpenetrating wounds cf skull

one should begin only after conducting cf the primary processing of

all requiring it wounded with the penetrating vcunds of skull.

It is necessary tc indicate that the period from the moment of

the entry of wounded into specialized army KhPPG to primary

processing must not be the period cf passive waiting. During this

time were applied all measures for an improvement in the condition of
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wounded. Where this was shown, was carried out dehydration therapy,

were applied the substances, improving cardicvascular activity, was

conducted the blood transfusion and were created all conditions for

the provision to wounded of full/tctal/ccmplete rest before

forthcoming surgical interventicn.

From all that presented it is evident that in the time of the

Great Patriotic War in army specialized KhPPG placed wide readings to

primary processing with wounds the skulls and brain, rejecting it

only the clearly hopeless cases. Neither sizes/dimensions cf tone

damages nor massiveness cf the decomposition cf brain tissue were

contraindication to surgical Erccessing.

If under conditions of peacetime the comparison of the clinical

data, obtained upon examination/inspecticn, determines surgeon's

conduct in the manufacture of readings tc operational intervention,

then under military field conditions during the manufacture cf

readings to surgical interventicn it is necessary tc consider another

series/row of the moments, ccnnected with the special

features/peculiarities cf a medical-tactical circumstances.

The experiment/experience of war showed that the percentage of

operability of those wcunded the skull and the head brain in army

specialized KhPPG steadily grew/rose, moreover in some neurosurgeons
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all requiring the primary processing underwent by it in army area. It

is necessary to particularly emphasize the vast value of

operational-tactical ci. cumstances. So, in period between battles

surgical actiiity of specialized KnPPG army area was very high,

whereas in the period cf comtat operations it scmewhat was reduced

due to great sorting-evacuation work. Therefore the percentage of

operability with the wounds of skull and brain in army specialized

KhPPG in essence was determined ty medical-tactical conditions. It is

necessary to note, however, tuat, in spite cf the appeared

difficulties during raFid offensive operaticr, the percentage of

operability of those wcunded the skull progressively grew/rose.

In the studied comhat process/operations which were

characterized by especially heavy situation conditions, operability

in soecialized KhPPG aicrg wounded the skull with damage bones was

represented on the fcllcwing below diagram (Pig. 32).

Analysis the given data shows that during the blockade

break-through of Leningrad in specialized KhPPG it was operated by

17.3o/o of wounded the skull Yith damage bones. This is explained by

the fact that in the tise of this combat operation the powerful/thick

hospital basis of front was arranged/located near from GBA and it was

connected with it with a good highway, which allcwed/assumed the wide

evacuation of wounded into front line hospitals upon consideration to
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the great cverloading cf army specialized KhFFG.

Page 155.

Under these conditions surgical aid was rendered on GBA only most

heavy to wounded. During Orel-Kursk battle the percentage of

operability in specialized KbPPG rose to 25.0. Taking into account a

great quantity of the wcunded, directed in specialized KhPPG, the

unit of those wounded tte skull after their ertry immediately they

evacuated cn aircraft into front line hospital. The presence of

powerful/thick aeromedical service, and alsc short evacuation route

made it possible to evacuate not finished a ccnsiderable quantity of

those completely transrcztable bounded the skull. During further

combat process/operations the percentage of operability sharply

increased and oscillated from 70.5 to 86.5. lakihg into account rapid

rate/tempo of offensive cp eratics and ccnnected with this

difficulties, this percentage of oferability should be recognized as

sufficiently high.

In the studied combat process/operations surgical interventions

were conducted also in the cases of the severe closed injury of skull

apropos of intracranial hemorrhage and coupression syndrome, caused

ty the depressed breaks.
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Are still more dexcrstrative coaparative data about a quantity

of wounded the skull with aazage bones, cperated in speciali2ed KhPPG

and in KhPPG of general-surgical profile/specialty, in the studied

combat process/operaticns (table 4).

From fable 4 it is evident that in the time of Stalingrad battle

55.3o/o of those wounded the skull were cperated in KhPPG of

general-surgical profile/specialty and 44.7c/c - in so-called

specialized KhPPG. Beginning from the blcckadt break-through Cf

Leningrad and in all subsequent combat process/operations,

position/situation sharply changed. All surgical interventions on

perfecting of the wounds of skull dnd brain were conducted mainly in

specialized KhPPG, but in K&aFG of general-surgical profile/specialty

surgical interventions bere undertaken only from vital readings,

which virtually occurred in the single cases.
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Fig. 32. operability of wounded the skull with damage bones in army

specialized KhPPG into different ccmbat Frocess/operations (in

percantages).

Key: (1). Blockade break-through oi Leningrad. (2). Orel-Kursk

battle. (3). Liberation ci Belorussia. (5). Vistula-Oder. (6). Berlin

process/operation.

Page 156.

If in view of the created edcal-tactical conditions nct all

wounded, who were requiring the primary processing, could be operated

in army specialized KhPEG, then arises questicn, what group of

wounded was subject to evacuaticn to the follcwing stage for the

surgical p-:ocessing cf bCundls. kirst of all were subject to
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evacuation those wounded the skull with the damage of bones, but with

pearl by solid cerebral snell (nonpenetrating wcunds), without the

phenomena of the elevated intracranial pressure: in the second burst,

if forced to this tactical operaticn circumstances, the obtained

penetrating wounds of skull, which were being found in satisfactory

condition. More heavy ccndition, vcmiting, change in the pulse and

respiration, discharge cf nrain, its protrusion, hanger-on

violations, discharge cf the cerebrospinal fluid through the wound,

infectious complications - all this served as ccntraindicaticn to the

evacuation of wounded ftcm army sreciali2ed KhPPG. With slightest

suspicion to hemorrhage tne evacuation is inadmissible.

The experiment/exferience of the Great Patriotic War showed that

for the period of combat process/operaticn is most expedient the

advancement of forward cne of the mobile specialized evacuaticn

hospitals subordinate tc Front line authority, which was being

arranged/located either near army rear or in army rear not far off

from specialized army KhPPG of that army, which is located on the

direction of main attack. Short evacuation route gave the possibility

to evacuate of that not finished tkat unit cf the wounded the skull

and the brain, which by force noted above reasons could not be

produced primary processing in army specialized KhPPG.

The evacuation of the unfinished wounded from army specialized
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KhPPG was conducted by different fcrms/species cf transport, in

dependence on the series/row oi conditions. During Stalingrad battle

evacuated on motor vehicles, paired horse vehicles or sleighs.

Aeromedical service during this combat process/operation was utilized

only in the single cases, since this fcrx/species of evacuation was

at that time connected bith great risk as a result of the intensive

activities of fighter aviation cf the enemy. turing the blockade

break-through of Leningred was widely used the motor transport, and

at the end of the combat process/oFeraticn - evacuation by railroad.
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Table 4. operability of tnose wcunded in skull in specialized KhPPG

and KhPPG of general-surgical prcfile/specialty in different combat

prccess/operations (in perceniages)

xrjr ximir I
onepa A. 6wrX l|n I ll" l

W.cTa:n)r i ja.u 61Ta 44.7 55.3 100.0
01h)llpwitu ( a.'au Jeieun-

. . .rpa a . . . . . . . . 98 ,6 1 .4 100 0

"yc.I ........ 99.0 1,0 100,0
COc,46Nmaeu,e ie.iopyc-
4 ' C1ill* . ... .. 97.7 i 2.3 100,0
oB1c 1 -. iooo

('1)epai. ,can onepanu 99,0 100.0

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2). Therapeutic installations.

(3). Specialized KhPPG. (4). General-surgical KhPPG. (5). In all.

(6). Stalingrad battle. (7). blcckade break-through of Leningrad.

(8). Oral-Kursk battle. (9). Liberation of Eelorussia. (10).

Vistula-Oder. (11). Berlin operation.
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In an Orel-Kursk battle the evacuation of the unfinished wounded from

specialized army KhPPG was carried out in essence by aeromedical

service. For this purpcse sanitary control cf front attached to

hospital a sufficient quantity cf aircraft, which made it possible to

evacuate by aircraft transport a considerable quantity of wounded.

The presence of powerful/thick aeromedical service, the

______
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approximation/approach cf the trout line specialized hospital to

army, short evacuation rcute allowed army specialized KhPPG to

evacuate a considerable quantity of the transportable wounded by

those not finished.

The obtained the clcsed injury skulls were also subject to

direction of the army area into tne front line specialized hospital,

if it was not readings to urgent surgical intervention in specialized

Kh P PG.

Procedure of processing the wounds of skull and brain.

The procedure of processing the wounds of skull and brain was

during the Great Patrictic War completely develcped. It is very

significant, that in the first months of war the majority of the

surgeons, who worked at different fronts, was stopped at the

homogeneous procedure cf processing the wounds of skull and brain.

Already this alone the fact, based on the great number of

observations, confirms vitality and practical value of this

procedure.

In individual surgecns had differences only into fine details of

surgical intervention during primary processing, whereas basic points

were in all identical.
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The procedure of the primary krocessing cf the wounds of skull

and brain, which was being applied in arfy therapeutic installations

during the Great Patrictic War, was presented in Volume 4.

one should only note that if in the beginning of war the

individual surgeons, who performed processing the wounds of skull and

brain, always did not realize it sufficiently radically and spare,

then subsequently, in pzcportion to gaining of experience, these

defects here removed. Were developed and refined separate parts in

the procedure of processing the wounds of the skulls, which

contributed to an imprcvement in the results cf treatment.

In the practice of military field neurcsurgery was widely

introduced the so-called deferred processing cf the wounds of skull

and brain - to the 3-4th day, which with the impossibility of early

processing gave very pcsitive results.

In the course of war were also manufactured and sharpened the

readings to reworking in the cases of nonradiacal nature of primary

process/operation on skull and the substance cf brain. The obtained

during rewcrking favorakle results completely refuted foreign

neurosurgeons' opinion atout the aimlessness cf secondary
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interventions on brain, which asserted that *that not dcne

immediately, is lost fczever".

It is necessary tc note also that was ccxpletaly developed the

procedure of primary processing of the ccmbined wounds of skull, eye,

ear and sinuses of nose. In tne studied comtat process/operations,

beginning with the blcckade break-through of Leningrad and Orel-Kursk

battle, this procedure already widely was applied in army specialized

KhPPG.

Were developed also the most rational methods cf the cessation

of hemorrhage, including with the wounds of the venous sinuses of

solid cerebral membranes, the methcds of struggle with liquorrheas,

etc.
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Page 158.

Based on the example of the studied combat process/operations is

sufficiently clearly evident the use/application of a uniform

procedure of processing the wuunds of skull and brain and its further

improvement in the couise of war.

Relative to the post-operation conduct of wound it should be

noted that surgeons' majority in the army hospitals adhered tc during

the Great Patriotic War of the so-called open method of conducting

the wounds of skull and train alter their processing. The principle

of this method with the wounds of skull and train consists in the

creation of a sufficient outflow frcm wound. For acceleration the

healings of wound after the termination of primary processing usually

on the territory of skin wound from both sides laid the drawing

together sutures, and with the great wounds sutures cn soft tissues

were laid on the middle of the cut all over territories, leaving

opened wound only on the territories; in this case the outflcw from

the wound of brain was of is cospietely sufficient. Wound they did

not drain; sometimes they only fed rubber strip to solid cerebral

shell.
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Without stopping cn a question about readings to the imposition

of anechoic sutures during processing of the wounds of skull and
Vol,

brain, since this was stated eazlier (see tklt 4), one should only

again emphasize that the readings to anechoic suture on GBA are

extremely restricted. There cannot be speeches about the

use/application of the atechcic suture when tc neuro-surgical work

into individual cases can De drawn surgeons, which do not have the

special qualification when due tc the special features/peculiarities

of tactical situation there is nc confidence in the fact that the

wounded will be able to be found entire post-cperation period under

the observation of that surgeon who him operated (which is ccmpulsory

during the imposition cf anecnoic suture), when there is no

confidence in the fact that the anechoic suture will be superimposed

only in such cases in which to this there will be the correspcnding

readings. With mobile warfare and aobile/motile front anechoic suture

on GBA during the primary processing of the wounds of skull and brain

in essence was not applied. However, there is a group of the wounds,

when under all conditions the imposition of anechoic suture in the

army hospitals is unconditicnaily shown, these are the cases,

complicated by primary ventricular liquorrhea, without depending on

whether did enter the wounded with liquorrhea or it appeared during

primary processing. The experiment/experience of war showed the
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unconditional advantage of anechoic suture in these cases, and

neurosurgeons' absolute majority is the suppcrters of anechoic suture

with liquorrhea.

Wider readings to the imposition of anechoic suture in army

therapeutic installaticns were placed when there was nonpenetrating

wound of skull. Here after the appropriate processing the wounds of

soft tissues and bone, in the ansence of the expressed inflammatory

phenomena anechoic sutures successtully laid during the periods up to

2-3 days.

Complications with the wounds of siull and brain.

All complications, observed in the therapeutic installations of

army rear with the wounds of s~uli. and brgin, can be divided into the

infectious complications ana the processes at foundation of which

lies/rests the violation of noold and fluid circulation.

In the first place koth in the frequency and on severity must be

set infectious, usually furulent complications.

Page 159.

Noting the progressive descent in the purulent complications
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during the Great Patriotic War to GBA, which depends on good

crganization of :he speciaiizea aia, early and full-valued surgical

processing, wide application of sulfanilamides, and at the end of the

war and antibiotics, it is necessary to nevertheless note that the

issues in early period witn purulent complications were

insufficiently favorable. The reason for lethality with purulent

complications in the army hcs~itals was most frequently purulent

le pto meningitis.

In of the army speciailzea Kh&PG during the identificaticn early

purulent complications tasic is a Suesticn abcut the differential

diagnosis between primary trauaatic syndrome and initial stage of

suppuration. The early period of the bullet injury oi skull and

brain, observed in army KnPPG, has the specific dynamics of the

neurologic symptoms, which are characterized ty their expressed

reverse development. The curtailsert of +he restcration/reduction of

functions always must pay doctor's attention of the specialized by

KhPPG to the possibility development of the restricted purulent

in fection.

The special importance with the diagnosis of the purulent

complications of early period must be diverted tc psychopathological

symptomatology. A change in the covduct cf wcunded, a descent in the

interest in that surrounding, lac4 of initiative are inil-ial, and
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sometimes by the only signs/crxteria of the begun purulent

complication. The prcgressicn of psychopatholcgical changes, together

with neurologic symptcms, leads sunsequently tc rough stupor,

pathological sleep, what is cnaraczeristic for the final stage of the

restricted purulent infection - the early abscess of brain.

Obs-r-ation of the dynamics of the develcpment of

psychopathological changes, focus and general cerebral symptcms,

their combination clinical caaracteristics cf cne or the other form

of the restricted purulent comolicaticn of early period.

The val"able data, confirming %uspicionF to local purulent

infecti n, are established/installed during x-ray examination

(prese.cr in area of the skuil of ioreign bcdies, first of all bone

fragments), and also during cbservation cf the wound of brain.

Surgical interventicn during the restricted suppurations of

thcse observed in specialized army KhPPG, it is shown only if in the

substance of brain, in the zone of the local suppurative process, are

foreign bodies (bone, metallic iragments), when wound canal is not

freed from the destroyed ceLebrai substance, blood clots, i.e.,

surgical intervention is shown in those all cases when either was not

produced primary processing, or it was defective.
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Thus, in the cases of defective primary Frocessing in army KhPPG

it was necessary sometimes to resort to reworking of the wound of

brain. The experiment/experience of war showed that such reworkings

proved to be completely rational and they made it possible to attain

good results. Was simultaneously shown energetic

sulfanilamide p-lg.il-

Any form of the restricted purulent infection can give the

generalization of the prccess.

Particularly important value in army therapeutic installations

should be given the identification of the early abscesses of train.

In the studied combat Erccess/operations on GEA were observed early

abscesses in 2.0-3.0o/c cf wounded.

Page 160.

Under military field conditions the development/detection of

early abscess determines surgeon's conduct in the sense of the

urgency of surgical intervention, which is vitally shown. Extremely

important value has the timely diagnosis of early abscess. If

surgical intervention is undertaken in that stage of the early

abscess when are already revealed rough symptcus from the side of the

hanger-on departments cf orain, then surgical aid hardly ever proves
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to be effective in view cf the advanced irreversibility of the

process. This is why is necessary the timely diagnosis of the early

abscesses when there are no yet violations frcm the side of the

barrel of brain and when urgent surgical intervention, emptying of

ulcer, can in the majority of the cases save the life of wounded.

Diffuse Purulent infection in the army hcspitals frequently

appears as a result of the mazch/passage of the lccal inflammatory

process into general/ccmuon/total in the form of diffuse purulent

le ptomeningo-encephalitis.

Together with diffuse purulent leptcmeningc-encephalitides, in

army specialized KhPPG is onserved by that also spilled purulent

encephalitis. Spilled purulent encephalitis - this is the

generalization of infection on zae substance cf brain, which proceeds

frequently from the local suppurative prccess, thus far peacefully or

it is hidden flowing. Treatment with this encephalitis -

conservative. Surgical intervention is conducted only by the

appropriate readings acccrding tc the type cf the deferred processing

cf wound.

To the group of the neavy infections, cbserved in army

specialized KhPPG, shculd ne regarded the anaerobic infection of

brain. Its specific clinical characteristics and special
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feature/peculiarity of racteria ilOEra require its

liberation/excretion frcm tne grou: of other infectious

complications.

One should also emphasize that the cbserved in army specialized

KhPPG complications frca the side ef the wcund cf brain, in the form

of secondary protrusion of the suostance of train and ventricular

fluid fistulas, are encountered with any infectious complication,

sharply making the condition worse of wounded.

Simultaneously with observation of the course of the wound

process is necessary the most carezul daily cbservation of

neuropathologist, in order to trap the initial symptoms of the

appearing complications ana to taxe appropriate therapeutic measures.

The experiment/experience or the Great Patriotic War showed that via

the in proper time initiated therapy even befcre will develop the

full/total/complete clinical pictuze of infectious complication,

succeed in many times icuering lethality with these severe

complications. In connection with this must te turned the most

careful attention to prcphylaxis of the Furulent complications via

necessary sulfanilamide-Fenicillin therapy with the penetrating

wounds of skull.

In the single cases was observed festering intracranial
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hematomas with the closed injury ot skull, which required surgic&l

intervention.

The violations rocf and fluid circulatcn, the observed after

wound skulls or in the cases cr its closed injury, require the

particular attenxion of tne doctors of army specialized KhPPG, mainly

in view of the instability of circulatory mecha-nisms in early period.

On this especii.ly one should remember during the evacuation of

wounded, when these complications can arise under the effect of

transports tion.

The violation of water metabolism/exchange constantly was noted

in the early period of iriury. one should indicate the frequently

observed after injury expansion of cerebral ventricles and

acute/sharp external hydrocephalia.

Page 161.

The basic and most important violation of water

metabolism/exchange is edema and bloating of brain. This violation of

water metabolism/exchange can bring to death cf wounded. Spec-u4

importance has edema of the hanger-on unit of the brain with

dan 7e/defeat in these cases ot vital departments.
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The observed violaticns of fluid circulation in the favorably

elapsing cases are nct escorted/tracked by any organic consequences,

but circulatory mechanisus remain unstable, about which one should

remember the doctors of specialized KhPPG.

In the studied combat process/operations in post-operation

period frcr¢ complications most frequently it was possible to note

meningitides; in an Orel-Kursx process/operation in the second place

stood the early abscesses of brain, into the combat process/operation

of liberating Belorussia - the meningoencephalites. However, the

percentage of purulent complications from the side of brain and its

shells in the operated wcunded proved to be low. A great quantity of

purulent complications was observed in the uncperated wounded. There

is no doubt that in the latter/last cases had a value and the

severity of wound.

During the treatment of the emergent purulent complicaticns most

frequently it was applied sulfaxilamide therapy, cerebrospinal

punctures, intravenous infusions of urotropin, and in the latter/last

period of war good results it gave penicillin therapy.

In army specialized KnaPG in a number of cases in post-cperaticn

period in those wounded the siull and the brain was observed

pneumonia. Pneumonia more frequentiy was in heavily wounded as a
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result of the lowered/reduced ventilation and stagnant phenomena in

the lower fractions/pcrtions oi tne lung. Therefore doctors should be

to always remember about the possibility of pulmonary complications

in those wounded the skull and tne brain, to in proper time

distinguish them, anA tnE main thing taken preventive measures

against possible pneumcnia.

Periods of hospitalization and reading to the evacuation of wcunded

from specialized KhPPG.

After the produced in army specialized KhPPG of processing the

wound of skull and brain, as primary and deferred, so also secondary,

the wounded with the favcrably current pcst-operation period can be

evacuated not earlier than 21 days after process/operation.

In the beginning of war always it was not possible to

sufficiently follow carefully the periods of the post-operation

hospitalization of those wounded the skull, which obuslovlivalcs6 on

operational-tactical circumstances.

However, even under such severe conditicns in which were located

specialized KhPPG during Stalangrad battle, wcunded the skull and the

brain they did not evacuate earlier than the 13th day after surgical

intervention.
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From second half war the periods of the hospitalization

post-operation of those wounded the skull were during the

uncomplicated course nct less than 3 weeks. only after this period

was allowed/assumed evacuation into the following therapeutic

installation. This position/stuation was carried out into life to

the end of the Great Patriotic war.

The evacuation of those wounded the skull and the brain of the

specialized KhPPG army area was conducted acccrding to

designation/purpose either into neuro-surgical separations/sections

deeper located army hospitals, or in the specialized evacuation

hospitals GBF.

Page 162.

The transport, by whica were evacuated the wounded into the army

hospitals, depended in essence on the corditicn of roads and season.

Evacuation into the specialized evacuation hospitals of GBF in

essence was conducted by rail transport, but if evacuation hospitals

GBF were arranged/located on close distance from army area as, for

example, during the blcckade oreat-through of Leningrad, then by

motor vehicles.
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Particular attenticn during evacuation turned to that sc that

the wounded with the penetrating wounds cf skull would be situated in

route/path under the permanant observation of medical personnel and

with a strict observance of bad regime.

Experiment/experience showed that most advisable is the

liberation/excretion in the trains of individual cars for those

wounded the skull and the brain.

Is unconditionally contrasted evacuation from army specialized

KhPPG of wounded with cne or the other purulent complications.

Wounded, who transferred purulent complications, can be evacuated not

earlier than 3 weeks after the elimination of these complications.

Must not undergo evacuation wounded with the discharge of

cerebrospinal fluid and with the "alignant" Frctrusion of brain.

Extremely carefully one shculd approach the evacuation of the

wounded, who withstood these or other the viclaticns roof and fluid

formation, taking into account the instability of circulatory

mechanisms in the early period cf the injury of skull and brain.

Entire experiment/experience cf the Great Patriotic War showed
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not only uselessness, but sometimes and the negative effect cf the

immobilization of head with the wounds of skull and brain. To second

half war from it completely they refused. The head of wounded must be

located on cushion in convenient fcr wounded position/situaticn.

Short characteristics of the wounds of the soft tissues of skull.

Separately should ne examined the group cf the wounds of the

soft tissues of skull, which are the considerable percentage of all

wounds of skull.

The obtained wounds of the soft tissues of skull are the

lightest group of the wcunaed, who are lccated undergoing medical

treatment in the therapeutic installations cf army rear. The

percentage of recovery among tnem is very significant.

The given diagram |Fij. 33) snows the relaticnship/ratio between

those wounded the skull with the damage of bones and those wounded

the soft tissues in an ertire group of those wounded the skull during

the studied combat process/operations. From it it is evident that the

obtained wounds of the soft tissues of skull are more than half all

wounded moreover in individual comnat process/operations this

percentage it rose almcst to dO.O. The reason for the

oscillations/vibraticns of the relationship/ratio between the wounds
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of the soft tissues oi skuli.l and the wounds cf skull with the damage

of bcnes depends on the series/tow cf reasons, including on carrying

by the soldier of helmet.

In the study of the problea ancut rendering to the specialized

aid by that wounded the skull in the hospitals cf army rear it was

already shown that 'ne Fercentage of the wounded the skull with

damage bones, encompassed by the specialized aid was sufficiently

high and it reached to 90.0 and even to 99.0. With the wounds of the

soft tissues of skull the percentage of rendering to the specialized

aid was considerably belc4, since aajority such wounded guided

directly into general-surgical hospitals, passing specialized KhPPG.

In particular, during ccanat in the environs cf Stalingrad by the

specialized aid there were encompassed 29. ic/c ucunded the soft

tissues of sk ill, into an Orel-Kursk battle - 43.6o/, , during the

liberation of Belorussia - 63.4o/o and in process/operation the

"vistula - Oder" - 53. ic/o.

Page 163.

Taking into account the experiment/experience of tke Great

Patriotic War, should he recognizea as correct the direction all of

those wounded the skull, iacluding easily wcunded the soft tissues,

it is compulsory into specialized KhPPG, where they must pass the
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specialized classificatica. Only after the examinations/inspection of

wounded b" neurosurgeon, but ii necessary and after x-ray

examination, if it is revealed, nat there is no necessity to

hospitalize for the specialized hospital, them should be guided a

army general-surgical bcspitals. With the noncbservance of this

appeared individual errcrs, %hen DMP, without having adequate

experience in the classification of those wcunded the skull, guided

into general-surgical hospitals under the guise those wounded into

soft tissues obtained the penetrating wounds of skull and brain.

The experiment/exrerience ci the Great Patriotic War showed that

the wounds of the soft tissues cf skull usually flow/occur/last

without neurologic symrtcmatoiogy; however, scmetimes they can be

escorted/tracked by the damage/defeat of brain and its shells. In

these cases in army speciaiized KhEPG establish/install that or other

neurologic symptoms, whicn depend cn damage strength and on

localization the wounds. Certain percentage of the wounds of soft

tissues is escorted/tracked by the different degree of the ccntusion

of brain. The special importance with the wcund of the soft tissues

of skull is to give to the tunicary symptoms, which are to a certain

degree the indicator of the severity of damage. One should also

indicate the observed in those wounded the soft tissues of skull

sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages.

I
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The wounded the soft tissues skulls, if in them are discovered

these or other the symitcms, which indicate the damage/defeat of

brain or its shells, they must te left in specialized army KhPPG.
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Fig. 33. Distribution of tue character/nature of the wounds of skull

in different combat process/operations (according to the data of army
therapeutic installations i i-Ircentages).

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Bioc~adE Dreak-tfrough Cf Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operatlon. (8). Wounds cf soft tissues of skull.

(9). Wounds of skull with dazage of bones.
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If in those wounded the soft tissues of skull, hospitalized in

specialized KhPPG, soon is observed the reverse development both of
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focus and general cerebral symptoms in the absence of indications of

damage to bone, then such wounaea are subject to conservative

treatment. The staying Fower/persistency of neurologic symptoms,

phenomenon of the increased intracranial pressure, especially the

build-up/growth of neurologic slzptomatology, determine readings for

production in surgical intervention - the trepanation of skull.

One should also remember anout that which with the wounds of the

soft tissues of skull can occur, although is rare, the disse3inaticn

of purulent infection into aepth, towards shells and substance of

brain.

Diagram (Fig. 34) shows tae percentage cf operability of those

wounded the soft tissues of s~ull on GBA during different combat

process/operations.

If during the rout cf tha Germans in the envircns of moscow

operability was small, then in the subsequent ccmbat

process/operations operability with the wounds of the soft tissues of

skull considerably was incieased, after achieving 33.0o/o during the

liberation of Belorussia.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War shows that

amcng those wounded the soft tissues of skull about 2/ 3 it is subject
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to surgical treatment, thlat aiso was achieved by some armies, which

were not being located cn the airecticn cf main attack, where a

quantity of wounded was le.ss considerably, but working conditicus

were more calmly.

Studying the evacuation oJE taose: wounded the soft tissues of

skull from army t1herapeut.c installations during individual combat

process/operations, it is possibl.e to note itS progressive descent

and tendency to complete tne cure these wounded in army area up to

their full/total/complete recovery.

Diagram (?ig. 35) shows the dynamics of recovery and abandonment

undergoing medical treatmenat on (GbA Of thase wcunded the soft tissues

of skull in different ccsbat j-rccess/operaticns.

From the Drecedina iatrormation it is evident that if during the

rout of the Germans in tie environs of Moscow the percentage of those

wounded the soft tissues of S~uii, left undergoing medical treatment

on GBA, composed 13.6, then during Stalingrad battle MA rose to 27.6.

In the period of the blckiade breax-through cf Leningrad actually all

woundled the soft tissues skulls were evacuated tc nearby GBF. and in

the therapeutic installaticns ct aimy rear remained for the

recuperation only 1. 5o/c wounded into the scft tissues of skull,

which is explained by the peculiar medical-tactical circumstances.
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which established in this raoat process/operation.
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Fig. 34. operability of tnose wcunded the soft tissues of skull in

army therapeutic installaticns in different ccmbat process/orerations

(in percentages).

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Crel- Kurs, battle. (4). Liberation cf

Belcrussia. (5). Vistula-Oder. (b). Berlin prccess/operation.

Page 165.

The nearness of the powerful/thick hospital basis of front, and also

the nced for the rapid unloadinG of cots GBA in progress of ccmbat

led to the fact that the zecupezaticn of those wounded into the soft

tissues of skull fulfilled DY acspital the basis cf front. Moreover,

the unit of the army general-surgical hospitals was arranged/lccated

in one area with the hcspitals cf Zront and frequently were received

wounded not from army installations, but through front line SEG. In

the subsequent combat process/ofeLdtions is observed an increase of

the percentage of thcse wounded into the soft tissues of skull, left
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for recuperation in the army hospitals. Thus, for instance, Ouring

combat for Berlin frcm army area were evacuated altogether only

13.3o/o wounded the soft tissues of skull.

Lethality with the wounds of the tissues of skull was observed

in the single cases ai,3 in esserce depended cn the seveL y of the

closed injury of brain, wnich was being escorted/tracked by the

simultaneous wound of soft tissues.

Comparative data about lettaly among those wounded the skull in

different combat process/operations.

For the completeness of judgment abcut therapeutic aid it is

necessary at least brief to be stopped at lethality among those

wounded the skull in army therapeutic installations. In this case one

should consider that during evaluation of lethality into different

combat process/operations it is necessary tc consider not only the

severity of wound, but also special feature/peculiarity of

operational-tactical circumstances.

;as experiment/experience cf the Great Patriotic War showed the

progressive descent in the letnality the years cf the war (see that

4). fhe data of the studied combat process/operations also show a

desc.nt in the lethality amo..-ij those wounded the skull, connected
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with the more broad covetage ot this group of wounded by the

specialized aid.

Diagram (Fig. 36) shows compdrative lethality with the wounds of

skull in specialized army KhPPG.

Comparatively high lethality with the wounds of skull and brain

in KhPPG, intended for those wounded the skull, during battle in the

environs of Stalingrad rinds its explanation in the fact that the

datum KhPPG fulfilled the role cf "medical retention facility",

concentrating in itself heaviest nontransportable wcunded.
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Fig. 35. Recovery and atandonment on the cot cf those wounded the

soft tissues of skull in the armv hospitals in different combat

process/operations (in Fercenta yes).

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3) . Blockade Dreak-through of Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operati.on.

Page 16o'.

During the blockade break-through of Leningrad, during an

Orel-Kursk battle and in the period of the literation of Belorussia

the lethality in specialized KZ1FPG progressively descended.

Considerably was l.wer~d lethality in the period of combat

_ _ _ _----_ _ -__-
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process/operation "vistula-oder",. Here the low percentage of

lethality is explained by medical-tactical special

features/peculiarit-es of this Frocess/operation. Of the evacuations
of those wounded the skull as such from specialized KhPPG during this
process/operation it was not conducted, and wounded they transmitted

from KhPPG into the arrived front line hospitals cn the spot, in the
same buildings. By this it is pcssible tc explain the indicated in
reports early evacuation and the snort pericd of the stay of wounded
in specialized KhPPG. Actually wounded remained on the spot, and left
specialized KhPPG, indicating that the wcunded "were evacuated" on
GBF. Certain increase in the lethality in Berlin process/operation is
explained by the fact that specialized KhPPG accepted those heavily
wounded the skull and the brain not only with DMP, but also it is
direct from units. It suffices to indicate that about 20.0o/o of
wounded entered into specialized KhPPG directly from units and from
the field of combat, passing tne intermediate stages of evacuation.
In this case they carried from the field of ccmbat and delivered

within early periods into specialized KhFPG all of those wounded the
skull, including those ir agony. This detersined the great entry of

the heavy nontransportable wounaed who in other combat

process/operations always did not achieve specialized KhPPG.
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Fig. 36. General/common/total letnality with the wounds of skull with

the damage of bones intc tne specialized KhPPG armies into different

combat process/operations.

Key: (1). Stalingrad battle. (2). Blockade break-through-of

Leningrad. (3). Orel- Ruzsx battie. (4). Liberation of Belorussia.

(5). vistula-Oder. (6). Berlin process/operation.
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Fig. 37. General/commor/total lethality vith wcunds of skull with

damage of bones in all army hospitals in different combat

process/o perations.

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).
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Stalingrad battle. (3) . Biockade break-through cf Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberati3n of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation.

Page 167.

For characteristics of the nign severity of wcunds in this ccmbat

process/operation it is necessary to indicate that in 59.0o/o of

delivered into specialized KhPPG wounded the skull with damage bones

had the penetrating wounds of Drain.

Diagram (Fig. 37) shows yeneral/common/tctal lethality with the

wounds of skull with the damage of bones in all hospitals of army

rear.

From diagram it is evident that the higher general/ccmmcn/total

lethality among wounded vita tre damages of the bones of skull

occurred during the rout of the Germans

in the environs of loscob. Tais percentage of lethality is explained

by entry into all KhPPG of a considerable quantity of wounded in very

heavy, nontransportahle condition, withir late periods after wound,
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and sometimes also wittir the next few days after surgical

interventions, produced on DMP. During battle in the environs of

Stalingrad, although the percentaqe of the general/common/total

lethality of wounded the sxull with damage bones was lowered, it

nevertheless still remainea ccmkaratively high. This is explained by

the fact that the wounded entered KhPPG frequently directly from the

field of combat in very heavy condition. Finally, should be noted the

very severe medical-tacticai conditions for this combat

process/operation, that, certainly it could not but be repelled in

the results of the treatment of those wounded the skull.

During combat process/operations on the blcckade break-through

of Leningrad, Orel- Kursk Dattie, liberation cf Belorussia and Berlin

process/operation general/common/total lethality among wounded the

skull with damage bones considerably was lowered. Further descent in

the lethality during cozaat process/operation "vistula-Oder" finds to

itself explanation under znose particular medical-tactical conditions

which were in this process/operation and which has already been

indicated above.

Diagram (Fig. 38) shows comparative lethality of operated in

army specialized KhPPG those wounded intc skull with damage bones in

the studied combat process/okerations. Is noted certain increase in

the lethality among those operated during the blockade break-through
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of Leningrad. This is explained by the fact that in this

process/operation in view of tne established medical-tactical

conditions in specialized army XhPiG they operated those only most

heavily wounded, and all zransportable wcunded the skull with the

damage of hones they evacuated to nearby GBE.

In the subsequent comnat process/operaticns the lethality am3ng

operated those wounded the sxull gradually descended.

Diagram (Fig. 39) shows letaality among operated in all

hospitals armies of woundea the sxull with dazage bones in different

combat process/operations.
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Fig. 38. Lethality among the operated wounded the skull with damage

bones in army specialized KhPG into differert combat

process/operations (in percentages). Key: (1). Stalingrad battle.

(2). Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (3). Orel- Kursk battle.

(4). Liberation of Belcrussia. (5). Vistula-Oder. (6). Berlin

process/operation.

Page 168.

The given data abcut iethality show that the correct formation

of the specialized aid, its maximum apprcxisaticn/approach to army

area, timely and full-valuea surgical processing lowered lethality

with the wounds of skull and brain in the therapeutic installaticns

nf army rear.

Specialized aid with the wounds of skull in different combat

process/o per at ions.

Excessively to prcve, that the organizational and therapeutic

measures tightly are interwoven between themselves. volume and
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character/nature of the latter will cost first of all in connection

with the combat circumstances and medical-tactical conditions in army

and they escape/ensue of them.

The study of the crganization of the specialized aid by that

wounded the skull and the Drain in the army hcspitals during

individual combat process/operations is necessary for the

understanding of the carried our therapeutic measures and for the

correct analysis of the cbrained results.

In the course of wax was carried out intc life the ordered

system of the speciali2ed treatment of those wounded the skull in the

army hospitals with their subseguent evacuaticn according to

designation/purpose. At the very beginnirg cf the great patriotic war

r this work it met the series/rcw of the difficulties, connected

first of all with combat and tactical situaticn at front.

The experiment/experzienca of the Great Patriotic War showed that

army specialized KhPPG is tnat stage where that wounded the skull and

the brain received the first qualified neuro-surgical aid and where

to it was provided conducting entire post-operation period with the

subsequent evacuation according to designation/purpose.

The basic link of the organization of aid on GEA by that wounded
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into skull were the groups of ORNU ( Oi.Y- separate medical

reinforcement company], without which would be irpossible the

maneuver of the specializead aid ana, therefore, would be impossible

the correct care of wounded the sKull in different periods ccmbat

proce ss/o Ferations.

Most in proper time vounded into skull and head brain entered

their specialized KhPPG when tney guided there directly with DMP,

passing all intermediate stages. Sc, during Berlin process/operation

98.7o/o of wounded entered into army specialized KhPPG with VMP and

from units and only 1.3c/o cf tie hospitals, mcreover this were

wounded in which, besides tae wound of skull, were cther multiple

wounds.

As is known, specialization of KhPPG is determined by irparting

to it the corresponding groups of CRMU. The experiment/experience of

war showed that hardly ever any KhPPG of g9-neral-surgical road

profile of imparting the groups of OPMU it is possible to ccnvert

into specialized KhPPG. The neurosurgica] grcup of ORMU by its forces

in essence can service cniy operation-surgical dressing unit/block.

Observation and care of those heavily wounded the skull and the head

train lie down on workers of KhPPG, hardly ever not familiar with

this profile/specialty cf wounded.
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Fig. 39. Letha!ity amorny the opera-ted wounded' the skull with damage

bones i n all army hospitals in aii£erent combat process/operations

(in percentcages).

Key: (1). Stalingrad battle. (2). Blockade treak-through of

Leningrad. (3). Orel- FursK tattle. (L). Liberation of Belorussia.

(5). Vistula-Oder. (6). Eerli.n rocess/operati • n.

Page 169.

Then one should say, also, in the relaticn to the remaining

specialized group of CbnU. In dthe period of cfeasive operations the

neuro-surgical group of ORfU, after it finished in essence processing

wounded, they transport for(ard. Because of this further observation

cf wounded lies down coaFueteL on workers ef KhPPG, where te

wounded are located durig the precessary period before their

evacuati on o nt line hospitals. This superimposes o the

doctors of KhPPG the respoisibilit not only to distinguish the

appearing complicatiCns, but also to render with thes necessary

neuro-surgical aid. Furthermore, it is necessary to bear in ind,

. ... va ua io int front. ... ho p ta s Thi su e im o e on the.............................................
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that during the deplcyterz of the bandaging units/blocks for the

specialized groups is necessary tae supplementary equipment of KhPEG.

Consequently, so that KaPPG wculd tecome specialized, it is necessary

that entire personnel, bota medica± and average, would master

sufficiently well treataent and care of neurc-surgical wounded.

Therefore for creation irca KhPEG of the general-surgical

profile/specialty of the nospital which could become specialized, it

is necessary to previously ccnduct work cn training of personnel and

on materiel of hospital. Justified itself creation system in the army

of several KhPPG, of thcse previously prepared fcr the

reception/procedure wounded tne sxull, which in propcrtion to

necessity became by iurarting tc them the groups of ORMU specialized.

Based on the example of tue studied combat process/operations it

is possible to clearly show that evoluticn the periods of war which

occurred in rendering tc the specialized aid.

During the rout of the Germans in the envircns of Moscow the

dismantled army did not have still specialized KhPPG, intended for

caring wounded the skuli and tne Drain. However, the greatest

specific gravity/weight of thcse wcunded the skull with respect to

all entered wounded was cnserved in one of KhPPG. In an absolute

quantity this KhPPG it acceptea those wounded the skull more than all

remaining KhPPG, together undertaxen. In this it is possible to
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perceive already the tendency of tne specialization of this KhPG.

During battle in ta anvirons of Stalinlrad outlined was already

certain specialized aid that wounded the skull, for which were

isclated two KhPPG.

During the blockade Dreak-tnrough of Leningrad the specialized

aid by that wounded the skull ana the brain was ccmpletely realized

by imparting KhPPG of neuro-surgical grcup cf OFMU. One should

indicate some special features/peculiarities cf the oj'ganization of

aid by that woundel the skull and the brain ir this ccmbat

process/operation. Basis was here the fact that the powerful/thick

hospital basis of front was arranged/located near from army area in

the presence of a good nighway. Inas allced specialized KhPPG to

maximally evacuate trarsFortaiJe cunded cn GEF.

In an Orel-Kursk battle the specialized aid by that wounded the

skull and the brain was realized by two specialized KhPPG (of which

one was found in the beginning ci process/operation in reserve) and

by neuro-surgical groups or ORSU. aere there were some special

features/peculiarities in zae organizaticn of the specialized aid by

that wounded the skull, since in army, besides the groups of ORMU,

there was of two additional specialized ty KhPPG with its staff

specialists, which, as is known, it is not typicai for GBA, where the
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specialization is realized by imparting the corresponding groups of

ORMU to KhPPG of general-surgical profile/specialty. From the special

features/peculiarities of the organization of the specialized aid

during this process/operaticn one should indicate, then that the

entry of a great quantity of thcse wounded the skull and the brain

into specialized KhPPG did not give to it the possibility to in

proper time surgical prccess all wcunded.

Page 170.

Therefore the unit of the transportable wounded the skull with damage

bones they immediately evacuated into the front line specialized

hospital, advanced forward. Evacuazion was conducted by aircraft.

The specialized aid during the liberation of Belorussia was

realized by imparting KhPPG of the specialized groups of ORMU. The

organization of the specialized aid had here also a series/row of

special features/peculiarities, connected with the fact that the army

after the penetration cf the defense of the eremy passed within 18

days of approximately 500 km froM the departure line. This raid

advance forward was repelled in entire organization of medical aid

they were wounded, including neuro-surgical. If in the beginning of

process/operation aid ty that wcunded the skull and the brain

rendered the hospitals of the second line, then subsequently the
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specialized aid was organized then in one, then in other foremost

KhPPG by imparting to it the groups of OFMU.

During combat process/operation "a vistula-Oder" the provision

of a medical aid presented great difficulties, connected with the

penetration of the deeply distributed in depth and sustained defense

cf enemy, with the subseguent assumption of the offensive, the rapid

pursuit of enemy to Oder and the capture of bridgehead/beachhead on

his western shore. This put impression on the organization of an

entire medical aid, including on aid by that wcunded in skull and

brain. In initial positicn cn briagehead/beachhead, on the western

shore of the vistulas, hbich worked there neuro-surgical groups in

essence realized a classification of those wounded into skull, that

entered directly from units, and their evacuation into the front line

specialized evacuation bcspital, arranged/lccated on the eastern

shore of the vistula, near from front line. In the course of further

combat the specialized aid by that wcunded the skull was realized by

one or the other KhPPG route/path cf imparting to it the groups of

ORU*.

In Berlin process/operation the aid by that wounded the skull

was realized by imparting KhPP- of the neurc-surgical groups of ORMU.

In initial position neuro-surgical group was attached KhPPG, which

was being located area's first of the hospitals line.
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The experiment/experience of war showed that when offensive was

conducted from narrow on front sector and the axis of evacuation is

passed on one strictly defined rouze/path, completely justified

itself the advancement cf specialized KhFPG before the offensive

areals first of the hospitals line, which prcvided early rendering to

the wounded of the specialized aid.

In the course of ct oftensive after the trcops/forces "sand

bars" advanced KhPPG the groups of ORMU. Of the even greater

possibilities of maneuvering ny hospitals better provision with the

specialized aid was received with the pulling before the offensive to

the foremost line not only of army, but alsc front line specialized

hospitals. In this system in the beginning cf the combat

process/operation of wounded accepted the front line specialized

hospitals, and convoluted army NhEEG together with the groups of ORMU

could rapidly follow the armies, being deployed and accepting wounded

in the subsequent stages of combat.

Thus, based on the example of the studied combat

pr. :ess/operations evidently, as in the course of the Great Patriotic

War continuously was improved the organization of medical aid on GBA

and, in particular, it was imprcved the specialized neuro-surgical
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aid by that wounded into skull and their evacuation according to

designation/purpose.

Page 171.

The corresponding maneuver by the specialized hospitals, the

neuro-surgical groups ct GRAU, and also by individual workers KhPPG

allowed medical service to ensure the tinely specialized aid in GBA

with that wounded the skull and zhe brain even in very complicated

operational-tactical circumstances.

Medical aid by that wounded the skull on GBF.

The organization of the medical aid by that woupded the skull

and the head brain is nct thought without the proper accounting and

the scientific substantiation of all complicated course of the wound

process with its characteristic, constantly changing periods.

In conformity with this on the hospital basis cf front was

provided the organization of the specialized medical evacuation

agencies for wounded the skull and the head train in development

period in them early reacticns and complicaticns, and also in the

following after it period - elimination of early complications with

tendency toward the delimitation of infectious focus and the healing
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of the wound (see that 4, page 71).

Taking into account the special features/peculiarities of the

second and third period of the course of the wound process, medical

aid on GBF consisted, on one hand, in the so-called deferred and late

primary (but in a number of cases and in secondary) processing of

wound, with another - in prophylaxis and treatment of early

complications before their full/total/complete elimination with the

subsequent evacuation of these wounded into the rear.

In front line area were Treated also the obtained heavy closed

damages of skull and brain. Frox the peculiar conditions for

different combat process/operations underwent in a number of cases

changes the composition of those wounded the skull, that entered

front line therapeutic installations. These cscillations/vibrations

were expressed both in the change in the relation between a quantity

of those easily wounded the sozt tissues and the heavily wounded with

the damage of the bones of skull and in the relation to the condition

entered heavily of those wounded into skull and head brain. Thus, for

instance, frequently on GBF entered wounded into skull into the

initial period, envelcping the first 72 hours after wound, and Lhe

requiring the primary (early) processing wounds. This

position/situation occurred in the beginning cf war in the blocked

hero-cities - Leningrad, Stalingrad, Sevastcpcl and Odessa and also

_____________ _______
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subsequently with the penetration of defense and rapid pursuit of the

routed enemy when army specialized KhPPG in initial position were

convoluted and those wcunded into skull directly entered the

approximate front line hospitals. tut was otserved the reverse

situation, when into the therapeutic installaticns Cf front rear

hounded entered later periods, i.e., in the period of late

complications and forming scar, but sometimes even in the period cf

the distant consequences.

The similar cases occurred, in particular, during the rcut of

the Germans in the envircus ct Moscow, the liberation of Belorussia

and Berlin process/operation.

Finally, in rare cases on GBF simultaneously were concentrated

those wounded the skull in all periods of the course of the wound

process indicated. This exceptional position/situation occurred at

Leningrad Front during the prolonged blockade cf the city when the

evacuation of wounded into the rear was impcssible.
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Page 172.

SHORT CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WOUNDS CF SKULL AND BRAIN.

Basic composition of those wounded the skull and their clinical

characteristics in front line area 'Nelf e(.&uc mainly 61
medical-tactical circumstances and depending cn it system of the

organization of medical aid. From this point cf view the easily

wounded the soft tissues skulls, which ccmposed on the whole in the

therapeutic installaticns oi army and army rear great half all

wounded, retreated usually on GEf to background, being infericr the

first place heavy to tbcse wcunded into skull with the damage of

bones and brain.

The large part of those wounded the skull and the brain

evacuated from the army hospitals into front line ones already after

primary processing wcunds and subseguent, sufficiently prolonged

hospitalization. In this case on GBF they guided in essence

transportable wounded, using convenient railroad, aviation or motor

transport. This contrituted so that the clinical picture in the

majority of the entered tounded was less heavy, than in the same
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group of wounded in the Frecedian/previous stages of evacuation.

In the majority of those wounded into skull, that entered front

line therapeutic installations, the condition was satisfactory,

bandage was superimposed correctly, consciousness clear, temFerature

of body normal or is subfebrile, and threatening general cereiral

hanger-on and tunicary EymFtcas were absent. ruring neurologic

research were revealed/detected these or other focus disorders, which

are determining zone and severity of the damage/defeat of the

substance of brain. The x-ray examination of ucunded, that was

subjected to the primary processing of wound in army therapeutic

installations, in most of the cases detected the defect of the bones

of skull with even territories in the initial phase of the healing of

the bone wound: bone fragments and metallic fcreign bodies were

absent. Exception were klind-end wounds with the long wound canal cn

day of which far from bcne defect, and frequently even in

contradictory/opposite nemisphere it was detected the

unremoved/uneliminated fragment of shell or bullet, and also multiple

mine fragment wounds, wita which in the X-ray photograph of skull

were sometimes visible the numerous small/fine metallic fragments,

which jammed in soft tissues, bones, shells cf brain and in the

substance of brain.

The appearance of the processed wound during its smooth
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uncomplicated course usua-ly indicated already the phase of the

completing process of the pcst-cperation self-purification of wound

canal frcm the remainder-/residues of necrotic tissue. Were at the

same time already expressed the processes of the substitution of

tissue defect, appeared the gratulations, grcuing from the

surrounding the wound cf brain mesodermal elements/cells and covering

of the territory of skin, Dona and tunicary wound. Clinical

characteristics of the ncnpenetrating wounds cf skull with the damage

cf bones was usually even acre favcrable than in the

preceding/previous groui cf wounded with the smoothly elapsing

penetrating wounds of sxull and brain.

Both these groups of those wounded the skull and the head brain

during the uncomplicated course usually underwent in front line

hospitals conservative treatment. Less heavily wounded with the

penetrating wounds of brain in the majority of the cases got better

on GBF. Another group cf wounded with the heavier damages/defeats cf

brain, which require the Frolonged periods of treatment, they

evacuated into rear hospitals.

Page 173.
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Besides the described groups of wounds, which smoothly take

place after the primary processing of wounds and which composed on

GBF the overwhelming majcrity, %ere other wounds, that were being

escorted/tracked of varicus kinds Dy infecticus complications. These

wounded required repeated operational interver-ticn and prolonged

specialized treatment in front line hospitals. To the category

indicated, which requires the mcre detailed illumination, shculd be

regarded first of all heavily wcunued into the skull and the brain,

which entered on GBF witnour the primary processing of wound. The

similar cases occurred if necessary for advance forward or to the

overload of army specialized KnPPG, when the latter were changed over

from an operational-surgical work to a sorting-the evacuation.

The following, small group composed wounded with the penetrating

wounds of skull and brain, that enzered front line therapeutic

installations frcm army KhPPG Dy way of early evacuation soon after

primary surgical processing. As a result of absence in these wounded

yet those not had time tc develop protective devices in meninges

wound in the form of sclid granulating shaft and tunicary joints in

them during prolonged evacuation much more easily appeared different

complications, than in analogous wounded, evacuated without

processing of wound.

Clinical characteristics of wounded into skull and brain,
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entered on GBF without the surgica processing wounds, with

complications, and alsc after premature transportation, was

expressed, first of all, in the great severity of the general

condition of these wcunded. Composite examination/inspection

frequently detected deterioraticn in their condition in comparison

with preevacuation also in a nuaber of cases the aggravation of

general somatic, infecticus, general cerebral, focus and tunicary

symptoms.

In some wounded kept high temperature, and they complained about

strong headache. Consciousness in them was sosetimes matted cr they

were delirious and were found in tne condition cf sharp psycho-motor

excitation. In some wounded appeared convulsive

attacks/seizures/parorysas in the individual grcups of paretic

muscles. In majority their bottom it was possible to reveal/detect

the tunicary symptoms, actor, and sometimes also vocal disorders. On

ocular day frequently were noted these or other the changes

(hyperemia, neuritis or stagnant nipple). The more delicate

functional research of the fields of view, rumor of speech and

psychics/psyche of wounded in a number of cases was difficult in view

of heavy general condition. with the examination/inspection of these

wounded they especially thorougnly investigated the lungs, the

associated complications from the side of which in the form of fine

focal/acinous bronchopreumonia mere encountered sc not rarely.
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The laboratory investigaticns of the blnecR and of the

c=rebro-soinal fluid in comnination with the data of clinical

examination/inspectien made it possible to in proper time come to

light/detect/expose acute puirulent zeningitis, encephalitis or early

abscess of brain. Sometimes was observed the violent picture of

anaerobic encephalitis and gaseous gangrene cf train. Sometimes the

heavy condition af wcun-ded aependied on acuts traumatic edema of

brain, but it is still -less frequent - from acute/sharp hemorrhage

into shells or into the substance of brain. Shock in those wcunded

the skull was observed on GBE exclusively rarely. surgical and x-ray

examination detected in a UUMoeZ O': Cases the characteristic features

of" the unfinished or defective processed wound with the uneven

territories of all its layers and unremoved/ureliminated bons

fragments or metallic bodies. The surface of wound presented in these

wounded the expressed picture of purulent inflammation with edema of

the surrounding soft tiszues and exposure of the sectcr of bcne in

wound or even presence cf edye/noundary csteowyelitis.

Page 174.

Cerebral substance in wound was represented by edematic,

stagnant, nonpulsating and protruded intc wound defect in the form of
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encephalitic protrusion.

The very severe complication of encephalitides and abscesses of

brain with extensive prctrusions were fluid fistulas with subsequent

purulent ependymitis and basilar meningitides.

Depending on the described above character/nature and the

condition Cf the wou-ds of skull and brain it was necessary to place

readings to late or rewcrxing of wcund or to operational intervention

apropos of the early abscess of brain, osteomyelitis, jamming of the

protrusion of brain in the trepanation defect cf skull, etc. In this

case it was necessary in each individual case to consider the

neurologic condition of wounded, tne character/nature of inflammatcry

changes in wound, roentgenological and laboratory data.

The treatment of these wounded with the complicated course was

usually very prolonged as a result of the tendency of infectious

complications toward heavy coursing and repeated outbreaks and

relapses.

Evacuations into the hospitals of the deep rear were subject

only those wounded, in whom were eliminated inflammatory changes in

wound, completely disappeared encephalitic piotrusion of brain it was

restored the normal picture of the blood and zerebrospinal fluid, was

I
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noted the normal temperature of body, and the general condition was

satisfactory. it follows, furthermore, tc mention about the multiple

wounds of skull and thcse combined with the wounds of other

organs/controls, and also about a small number of those comparatively

heavily wounded the skull without the damage of the bones which in a

number of cases required in prolonged treatment in the specialized

hospitals of front.

Group with the closed damages of skull and brain in the presence

of organic syndromes ccntusicn less frequently less frequent than

compression character/nature, as a rule also it was held up for

treatment on GBF in the specialized neuro-surgical or neurologic

hospitals. After the removal of these wounded from their heavy

condition they evacuated into rear hospitals for further treatment in

view of the presence in majority of the cases of stable organic

sy mptoms.

CONDITIONS FOR THE WORK OF THE SPECIALIZED HOSPITALS AND PROCEDURE OF

THE EXAMINATION/INSPECIZON OF THOSE WOUNDED A SKULL AND A HEAL BRAIN.

The organization of neuro-surgical service on GBF for the

provision to their wounded into skull and head brain of specialized

aid, with respect described clinical characteristics, was based on

the principle of succession and it stood in direct dependence on the

_______________________________________
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constantly changing conditions of combat and medical-tactical

circumstances at front.

From this point of view the organization of the specialized aid

in GBF was changed in different combat process/cperations of the

Great Patriotic War. Especially important role in this case Flayed

the accounting of the character/nature of combat area, path length of

evacuation and periods cf the delivery/piocurement of wounded in the

specialized front line hospitals. Not smaller role played the degree

of the provision of the hospital basis of front by

specialist-neurosurgeons, etc. medical by cadres, medical supply,

special equipment and by ambulance transport. Had a value the

advisable arrangement of tasse forces and correct maneuvering by

cadres and by specialized hospitals.

Page 175.

Finally, it is doubtless, great role played in this case the

continuously growing comkat experiment/experience of military medical

services as a whole and each specialist in particular.

In the form of illustration it is possible to give some examples

of the largest-scale cciaat process/operaticns, which signify

different periods and stages of the Great Patriotic War.

m_ _ _ __ _ _
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As is known, the organization of neuro-surgical service in front

line therapeutic installations in the offensive operation of the rout

of the Germans in the envircns cf Moscow was deployed under very

complicated and unfavorable conditions. Specialized KhPPG in the

period of this combat process/operation yet it was not, On GBF, where

entered those wounded into skull frcm all armies, the specialized aid

up to the moment of the offensive during December 1941 was

concentrated in essence in two powerful/thick SEG of those wcrked

with great load, on which and bcllard entire/all severity of work.

The net/system of hospitals from the so-called operational cots"

played during this process/operation secondary role, although it was

filled those most heavily wounded intc skull.

In grandiose to its scale and in terms of historical value

battle in the environs of Stalingrad the organization of

neuro-surgical service on GBF uad its special features/peculiarities.

In some SEG were created the specialized neuro-surgical

separations/sections.

Extremely complicated and unfavorable conditions, as a result of

air bombardement and difficulty with rail transport for the

evacuation of those wounded the skull frcm the army hospitals into

____
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front line ones, did nct allow from the first days of combat to

completely utilize the specialized neuro-surgical division and

hospitals of GBF. Great difficulties appeared also in view of the

dispersion of the numercus hospitals of those located often in

villages, deficiency the first time in the evacuation point cf their

own ambulance transport and ;zall work experience. However, in view

of the facts indicated in SeG entered the initially mainly easily

wounded the soft tissues skulls of wounded with the penetrating

wounds of the skull and train, delivered by army medical trains on

GBA, they guided sometimes withcut delay further, into the deep rear.

The grown heavy wounded were hospitalized on GEE.

In more advantageous position/situation proved to be

neuro-surgical service GBF during the prclonged blockade of Leningrad

and combat process/operation on its penetraticn. The front line

evacuation point, which was being located in Leningrad, had available

during an entire war a number of large/ccarse SEG, well equipped

hospitals and civil/civilian therapeutic installations with the

qualified cadres of specialist-neurosurgeons and a completely

sufficient quantity of cots. Half these cots belonged to the

large/coarse specialized evacuation hospital, which played the role

of front line neuro-surgical center.

In the period of blcckade break-through a basic number of those

-2
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wounded the skull was evacuated by motor transport and rail transport

on GBF, where it underwent primary processing, since specialized army

KhPPG was switched in essence to a sorting-evacuation work, leaving

in itself only the extra-aeavy, nontransportatle wounded whom were

processed on the spot.

The specialized aid Dy that wounded the skull during an

Orel-Kursk battle had its special features/peculiarities. The leading

role in rendering aid by that wounded the skull belonged to army

specialized KhPPG and approximate hospitals of one evacuation point.

Another evacuation point, which composed alsc unit GBF, picked up and

in essence evacuated further into the rear of those wounded the

skull.

Page 176.

The completely arbitrary fcra of the organization of

neuro-surgical service on GBF occurred in the period of the largest

offensive operations of cur troops/forces - the "liberation of

Belorussia" and the "Vistula - Oder". They both were characterized,

as is known, by the unccmmonly rapid advance of forward our units

which moved within 20-26 days oi combat up to the distance of 500-600

ka, and by the exceptional difficulty of the evacuation of wcunded as

a result of the decompc:1ition of railroad lines on the route of our

________________________
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troops/forces. Therefore the evacuation cf wounded in these combat

process/operations was realized in essence by motor transport and

partly by temporary/time hospital trains.

Conditions indicated above gave rise to the completely new and

peculiar system of orgarization of the medical service of wounded by

the specialized aid. The latter consisted in maneuver by front line

hospitals, that was being expressed in the fact that these hospitals

advanced they forward and accepted frequently on the spot of those

wounded into skull frcE army KhPPG. Under these difficult and

peculiar conditions was provided full-valued neuro-surgical aid not

only in army, but also cn GBE.

In the latter, which compieted the Great Patriotic War of Berlin

combat process/operaticn the distinctive special feature/peculiarity

of the organization of neurc-suigical service of GBF was a

comparatively stud bolt cf evacuation and excellent lines of

communication. The well eguipped specialized hospitals, completely

manned by the staff of the experienced neurosurgeons and by medical

personnel, trained to special care of thcse wcunded the skull, were

arranged/located in the zaintaired quarters/premises. A quantity of

neuro-surgical cots on GBF was ied in this prccess/operation to

unprecedented sizes/dimemsions.

_________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________
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The numerous specialized hospitals uere lccated with individual

"bushes", providing the craered system of the consistent evacuation

ct wounded.

The most close to army area aavanced base cf front left in

itself only nontransportable ones and easily wcunded into skull,

evacuating the others; the tcilowing bush of hospitals fulfilled a

sorting-evacuation and therapeutic function; the subsequent Lush of

hospitals - basic therafeutic-operational activity and finally most

distant bush it played the role of the rear basis of the front where

the wounded concluded tkeir usually treatment or whence them they

evacuated into the deep tear.

The therapeutic activity of front line hospitals was

ch :cterized, in spite cf extra-heavy character/nature of wounds and

co. sions in this process/operation, by high surgical activity, low

lethality and by comparatively small evacuation into the deep rear,

since the unit of thcse wounded the skull, after reaching the rear

basis of front, was treated on it up to full/total/complete recovery.

Thus neuro-surgical service GBF had available in different

periods of the Great Patriotic War and in different combat

process/operations different saterial and maneuverability

capabilities for rendering to the specialized aid by that wounded the
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skull. In-patientfund it is special for those wounded the skull which

it had available, although strongly it oscillated, it exhibited

steady tendency toward increase.

Great power and stability cf in-patient fund of GBF in

comparison with GBA, best equipment provision and its eguipment

status of numerous hospitals finally more full/tctaler/more complete

manning status by the necessary cadres of the neurosurgeons,

neuropathologists, oculists, otiatrists, psychiatrists,

roentgenologists and latcratory workers to a considerable extent

determined the organization of the specialized front line hospitals,

directly affecting working conditions for their, on the manufacture

of the basic principles cf examiration/inspection and treatment of

those wounded the skull and the head brain.

Page 177.

Imparting to the front line hospitals cf the groups of ORMU

contributed to creation of the specialized hospitals for those

wounded the head.

This specialized hospital comFulsorily encompassed one or

several neuro-surgical separaticns/secticns, usually in combination

with separations/sections for t.ae adjacent areas of the surgery of

_ - -
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head - ocular, maxillofacial and by ENT service.

In the large/coarse specialized hospitals also occurred highly

useful internal differentiation of neuro-surgical wards and even

whole separations/sections on different areas of central and

peripheral nervous systel.

Thus, for instance, in the largest specialized hospital of

Leningrad Front, which played the role of the front line specialized

center, were isolated the numerous separations/sections, specially

fitted out for those wcunded the skull, the spine and the peripheral

nervous system. It is wore than that, frcm a number of neuro-surgical

separations/sections, intended for the treatment of those wounded the

skull and the brain, in turn, were isolated several larger than

separations/sections for the most extensive grcup of those wounded in

the arch/summary of skull. Furthermore, it was created special

separation/section for those obtained the wounds of the basis of

skull, usually combined with the wound of the adjacent areas: orbit,

eye, nose, ear and person, and finally the particular

separation/section, intended for wounded with infectious

complications, mainly with meningitis and encephalitis. With respect

to the shaping of the srecialized separations/sections indicated was

conducted the basic arrangement of the specialists. In the

separation/section of the wounds of the basis of skull, together with
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neurosurgeon, worked ophthamologist, otiatrist and maxillofacial

surgeon. In the separaticn/section of infecticus complications main

role, besides neurosurgecn, played the neurcpathologist,

psychiatrist, therapeutist, etc. in separaticns/sections for the

wounds of the arch/sussary of skull wcrked the basic group of the

ne urosurgeons.

All enumerated separazions/sections were in equal measure

interested in X-ray separation/section and in the number of special

laboratories - clinical, Dacteriological, biochemical, etc.

In view of the exceptional value of x-ray examination for the

diagnosis of the bullet wounds of skill and train on entire extent of

the development of the wcund prccess, frcm initial and to residual

period, and also for evaluation of the severity of wound and its

complications the military of neuro roentgenology engaged in the

Great Patriotic war the very visible and critical place. The primary

x-ray examination of each entered into hcspital wounded the skull

with the least suspicion for possibility at least surface damage to

bone was the indissolutle team cf comprehensive clinical X-ray

research.

In the overwhelming aajority of the specialized hospitals

sufficiently widely practiced different auxiliary methods of X-ray

__ __ _ _ __ _ _ _1
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diagnostics in the form encepahlo- and ventriculcgrapy,

abscessography and fistulograpay Dy the intrcduction both air and

different liquid contrast media. is exclusive the value of these

methods for the early and differential diagnosis of infectious and

traumatic (Rubtsovs) comilicazlons, especially the abscesses cf train

and traumatic epilepsy, was cbtained for the first time broad

acknowledgement in the Great Patrictic War.

Page 178.

This fact was without fail considered also in the direction of

entering the hospital wounded.

After the medical processing cf wounded in receiving-sorting

separation/section and primary composite examination/inspection by

their neurosurgeon jointly with neuropathologist in the medical

dressing room of this seFaration/section and after careful

examination/inspection and dress/lavatory +I- wounds of the skull of

these wounded, as a rule, guided into X-ray separation/section. After

the X-ray analysis of skull and linal formulating of primary

diagnosis was conducted the classification of these wounded: them

either they guided intc the appropriate separation/section or

directly they delivered into operating room fcr production in the

urgent process/operation.

<I
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All entered wounded if necessary underwent additional

consultative examination/iuspecticn by different specialists.

Furthermore, with it systewaticaliy produced different laboratory

investigations of the ticod and urine, and in the case of necessity

alsc cerebro-spinal fluid, aicroilcra of wound and the histolcgical

research of biooptical material. Thus, the procedure of the

examination/inspection of those wounded the skull and the head brain

in the front line specialized hospatals in a number of cases bore

clinical character/nature or apfroached it.

The work of the bandaging unit/block in the specialized hospital

bore by times the very stressed character/nature, being found in the

tightest dependence on the activity of ccmbat process/operations.

In the period of combat operations cn front and high surgical

activity of army of KhEEG the majority entered cn GBF of those

wounded into skull alleady underwent, as a rule, primary processing

on GBA and did require the special treatment or particular surgical

interventions from special readings, for exasple, in reworking of

wound, autopsy of the early abscess of brain, etc. On the contrary,

with execution by army KhPPG only of sorting-evacuation function

basic load of the primary processing of those wounded into skull
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fell, as a rule, to the specialized front line evacuation hospitals.

With pur-pcse of rationalization and acceleraticn cf this operational

activity and increase ci the capacity of operational unit the work in

oneratICing rooms was conducted Dy usually 24-hcur duty operating

brigades.

Very significant rcle in the system of the organization of the

treatment of those wcunded into skull and head brain played well

equipped of physiotherapy, aassage and therapeutic exercise,

contributed to a consideranle exteat to acceleration healings of

wound, restoration/reduction cif tne disrupted functions and to

fastest recovery of vounded.

PERIODS OF ENTRY AND EM~LOPMENI BY THE SPECIALIZED AID OF THIOSE

WOUNDED THE SKULL IN DIFFERENT CGdZAT PROCESS/OPERATIONS.

In contrast to the aray therapeutic installations where the

periods of the entry of taose wcunded the skull were calculated

usually by hours or 2-3 by days after wound, the periods of the entry

of those wounded the skull and the head train to the hospital basis

of front varied between very wide linits - frcs several hours to

several days, weeks and even months from the moment of wound.

The main reason of these considerable cscillaticns/vibrations of
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the periods of the entry of wounded was presence in the army rear of

specialized KhPPG, tc which was charged the kasic task of aid by that

wounded the skull and the head brain - first of all the primary

processing of wound with the subsequent hospitalization of wounded by

period to 2-3 weeks, depending cu the severity cf wound and

post-operation coursing cf wound process.

Page 179.

Thus, the operated in army specialized KhPPG wounded usually did

enter on GBF 2-3 weeks after wound.

However, this position/situation sharply changed with the

offensive of active combat operations and large-scale

procezs/operations. Thus, for instance, to the hospital basis of

Leningrad Front, where those wounded into skull usually entered on

army specialized KhPPG by already processed, on the average after 2-3

weeks after wound, in the period of active combat operations with the

blockade break-through cf Leningrad transportable wounded they

entered not finished usually the 2-3-4th day after wound. This fact,

together with the winter conditions for combat in the swampy

locality, noticeably made coursing worse cf wounds, limiting the

possibility of their primary processing.

-- -_-- -- - -
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In Orel-Kursk battle uasic severity on rendering aid by that

wounded the skull lay on GBA. However, as a result of the

considerable loading of army KhPPG by neuro-surgical wounded, the

great percentage of thcse wounded the skull was directed by aircraft

to the approximate specialized hcsEitals of evacuation point. These

wounded, entering comparatively early periods, underwent, as a rule,

operational intervention.

In combat process/oparation the "liberation of Belorussia" many

of those wounded the skull directly they evacuated from army on GBF.

However, as a result of the rapid advance of cur troops/forces up to

great distances, evacuation route of GBF increased. In connection

with this wounded into skull, that entered cn GBF into first phase of

combat through several hours after wound, subseguently entered there

more lately - on 2-6 the days. Great role in the

contraction/abbreviation of the periods of the entry of wounded on

GBF played during this ccmbat process/operation the advanced forward

interarmy hospital base.

Similar pattern was observed also during combat

process/operation the "Vistula - Oder", that was being characterized

as preceding/previous, by the rapid offensive of our troops/forces.

and into this combat process/operation the first specialized aid

proved to be in essence on GBF, where in the beginning of this
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process/operation thcse wounded into skull entered after only 6-12

hours after wound.

During Berlin process/operation the specialized hospitals of

front line base received wounded in skull already after 5-6 hours

after wound. Into the hospitals of the rear basis of front these

wounded entered after mcth after wcund.

A question of envelcpment by the specialized aid in GBF of those

wounded the skull is not less timely, than a question of its

envelopment on GBA. If in GBA the envelopment of this category of

wounded by the specialized aid 'e'w aoxsA in essence on

importance to ensure with their full-valued primary processing of the

wounds of skull and brain, then on GBF, where usually it is necessary

to carry out the post-cjeraticn treatment of these wounded, the

specialized aid was dictated by the need for early identification,

and also timely and proper treatment of complications. Furthermore,

the specialists of front line therapeutic irstallations had to

control, amend and supplement the work of the neurosurgeons of army

Kh P PG.

The envelopment of those wounded into skull by the specialized

aid varied in different comkat process/operations the dependence not

only on a quantity on GBF of the specialized hospitals, sufficient
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in-patient fund and specialist-neurosurgeons, but also on the

series/row of other very essentiai reasons.

Page 180.

In the initial period cf war when the specialized agencies only were

deployed and were equipped at difierent fronts, the envelopment of

those wounded into skull by the specialized aid was in a number of

cases by yet not sufficient. however, already during December 1941,

during the rout of Germans in the environs cf Moscow, available on

GVF two powerful/thick SEG wita neurosurgical separations/sections in

them ensured the considerable percentage of the envelopment of those

wounded into skull by tte specialLzed aid. In the course of further

combat manning army and front line hospital tase by the groups of

ORMU and by special arsaxent comparatively rapidly increased this

percentage.

However, besides the presence of the specialized aid, very vital

importance had correct leadership/sanual of it. Nc less important was

alsc the ability of the leading medical organizations to distribute a

considerable number entered of those wounded into skull, to saneuver

with the specialized hcefitals and cadres. In the course of the Great

Patriotic War sufficiently demonstrative it is revealed/detected as

in proportion to the acquisition of experiment/experience, the
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preparation of the necessary specialists and improvement in the

medical supply occurred further creative development of the cidered

system of the specialized treatuenz, the approximation/approach of

front line hospitals tc working karts and steady improvement in the

results of treatment even among the heaviest group of wounded -

wounded the skull and the head brain.

As illustration it is possible to give many combat

process/operations of the Great Patriotic War. In particular, during

combat process/operation the "Vistula - Oder", in spite of the

exceptional difficulties, connected with the rapid offensive cf the

troops/forces, special aid encolFassed all requiring it those wounded

the skull and the head brain.

READINGS TO SURGICAL INTERVENTIONS AND OPERABILITY ON GBF AMCNG THOSE

WOUNDED IN SKULL.

The diverse composition of those wounded the skull, that were

being treated in front line therapeutic installations, determines to

a considerable extent and reading to surgical interventions.

The primary processing of the wounds of skull during individual

combat process/operaticas composed the basic task of the specialized

aid not only on GBA; the significant part of these operational
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intervention fell also tc front line therapeutic instal'ations.

Unfinished wounded into srull entered on GBF in a number of

cases the 3-5th day from the mosent of wcund, and therefore their

primary processing bore the frequently deferred and even late

character/nature.o

The stressed work in army and army therapeutic installations in

the period of active ccmbat operations was soetimes the reason for

the fact that some wcunded the skull, operated in army KhPPG, which

entered then into the specialized nosp'tals of front rear, required

reworking.

Tendency toward ev6ey possible improvement and acceleration of

the healing of wounds placed, -_rthermore, before the neurosurgeons

of GBF a comparatively new and crucial task - imposition of the

deferred or secondary sutures on the pure/clean or well which

granulate wounds skulls.

Page 181.

Even more typical fcr the front line specialized hospitals, than

the group of operational intervention indicated were the

process/operations, directed toward struggle with severe infectious

---------
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complications and first of all with the early abscesses of brain. To

this category of operational interventin should be regarded the

distance/separation frcm the substance of the brain of available

foreign bodies or bone scrap, which persistently support the

suppurative processes in wound and which impede the healing of

fistulas. Then one should speax also about cperational interventin

directed toward the elimination of the jamming of the encephalitic

protrusion of brain in the trepanation aperture, and also

edge/boundary or lamellar osteomyeiitis. Finally, here was conducted

the early carving of a tunicary-cerebral scar after 2-3 months after

wound, with the subsequent anecbcic suture with purpose of

prophylaxis of later ccaFiicaticns in the fcrt of abscess and

traumatic epilepsy.

With this diversity of operational intervention in the

specialized hospitals ci front tear a question about correct readings

and contraindications tc them, nust as a question about their

sequence, it acquired exceptionally important value.

_ _ _ -_ _
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As a result of the contemporary treatment of each bullet wound

as is knowingly of that sicrobial contaminated, and consequently,

that requires the surgical processing, a question about readings to

the primary (but with its Insufticiency - to secondary) processing of

wound no longer is caused more than principle objections. However,

the later periods of the entry cl wounded on GBF in comparison with

entry wounded on GBA it is considerable complicated this question

with respect to heavy to wounded with the penetrating wounds of skull

and brain. Into these Icspitals the wounded frequently entered

already in the stage of the purulent inflammation of wound with the

beginning infectious complications, which caused the need for placing

readings to late processing sore carefully, but the contraindications

to include are even more seriously.

Speaking about contraindications to processing of wound on GBF,

it is necessary to keep in mind that the traumatic factor was usually

inferior its here leading role to infectious.

During the decision/soluticn of a question about primary or

reworking of wound it was always tc proceed from the data of

comprehensive comprehensive clinical X-ray research and careful

evaluation of local inflammatory changes in wound and its periphery,

general condition of wcunded and period, which passed from the moment

of wound.
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In front line area the severity of the general condition of

wounded was comparatively rarely serious obstacle tc surgical

intervention. However, it was necessary to cozpulsorily consider

presence in their general/common/tctal, sometimes even no longer

so/such heavy, condition of the phases, unfavorable for these

process/operations. To such untavoiable phases should be, first of

all, regarded the extreme fatigue cf wounded into the first hours

after his entry into the specialized evacuaticn hospital. Prolonged

evacuation, pain, overall weakness, cooling by winter or superheating

by summer, thirst so fczth - all this extrezely unfavorably was

reflected in the general condition of wounded, strongly were

decreased his resistivity to operating injury and infections. At the

same time all these burdening moments comparatively easily and

rapidly disappeared after that, kA to wounded gave by several hours

rest. The loss of these hours fcr the primary processing of wound

with surplus was redeemed -by an imirovement in the general condition

of wounded.

Sc unfavorable, burdening a factor for operational intervention

was the acute/sharp cutrreak of purulent meningitis, which

complicated the bullet bound of skull.

S--
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Page 182.

Although the reason for this complication nested in wound and could

ke removed only via corresponding cperational intervention, the

operation of such wounded in the condition of violent outbreak

meningitis was extremely disadvantageously and frequently it led to

fateful consequences. Therefore it was necessary preliminary in by

the aid of energetic brief (1-2 days) sulfanilamide or penicillin

therapy to eliminate aggravation and after a descent in temperature

and sanitation of ceretrc-spinai fluid tc subject wounded to

cperational intervention.

The idea of that deferred and later primary and reworking of the

wounds of skull and train, emergent in Scviet neurosurgeons even at

the very beginning of the Great Patriotic War, as is known, was

receivee subsequently wide acceptance. However, mechanical evaluation

only of some periods without sufficiently taking into account the

general condition cf wcunded, his wound and microflora in it was

sometimes pregnant with very aeavy consequences. This example

occurred in the winter cf 1943 during the blcckade break-thrcugh of

Leningrad. This difficult process/operation, which

flowed/occurred/lasted under extregely unfavcrable medical conditions

(winter time, marshy ground, difficulty with the sanitation of

soldiers), was characterized by the strong contamination of wcunds,
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by predominantly anaerobic and putrefactive microbes. The attempt to

operate wounded with the penetrating wounds cf skull and brain under

these extremely unfavorakie conditions in tire cf more than 4-6 days

after wound was usually escorted/tracked in ccntrast to the

series/row of other ccmkat prccess/operaticns by the violent

outbreaks of infection with an increase in the lethality, which made

it necessary immediately to restrict the pericds of primary

processing in essence hy the first 4 days. Therefore after the entry

of wounded into front line hospitals within late periods after wound

it was necessary be guided to constantly not ty the calendar

calculation/enumeratior of time, but by the ccnditioE of wound, by

the degree of manifestation in it and in its periphery of

inflammatory phenomena, the character/nature of purulent discharge,

the presence of the typical signs/criteria cf anaerobic infection and

finally by the general/ccamon/tctal reaction cf organism and by the

condition of wounded. The sharper was expressed the suppurative

process in wound and than more strcng it was contaminated, the less

there was usually the vclume of operational intervention which

pursued in the similar cases only the one basic goal - to ensure the

free outflow of wound discharge from wound.

The question about readings to the surgical treatment of early

infectious complications, which was concerning in essence of the

early abscesses of brain, was soived in essence by already quite this
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diagnosis.

The universally recognized position/situation, that the duration

with these early abscesses, which appear, as a rule, after blind-end

wounds, is inexpedient and too zisked, unfortunately, sometires it

was confirmed also in the Great Patriotic War. The

experiment/experience cf war showed that operational interventin in

the form of trepanation wi-tn autopsy and draining of the area of

abscess was urgent and must he to follow directly diagnostic

puncture. fhe transference of surgical intervention next day was

considered inadmissible, especially in the atsence cf considerable

decon pression.

A question about the sequence of operaticnal interventio under

conditions of the front line specialized hospital was solved on the

basis of both medical readings ana medical-tactical conditions. After

the entry of a great quantity of the wounded, who were requiring

primary or reworking of wound, the work cf operational unit by rear

sight was changed over to this fcru/species of operational activity.

Page 183.

First of all in such cases into operatir5 rocs guided wounded with

bullet ones or with the heavy closed damages the skulls with the
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suspicion to intracranial hemorrhage, with the expressed picture of

the intracranial pressure increase; in the second burst - wcunded

with liquorrhea, acute/sharp prolapses of brain and early infectious

complications, source unica was the unfinished wcund; in third burst

- all remaining wounded wizn the penetrating wounds of skull,

moreover those Cf them, in which there were wcunds of greater

remoteness, they operated, as a rule, it is earlier; finally, for

latter/last fourth, burst were headed the wcunded with the

nonpenetrating wounds cf bones and soft tissues of skull.

In the waiting of the forthcoming process/operation by the

hospitalized wounded usually was carried out the dehydrating therapy.

During evacuation Co GBA of those wcunded the skull, already

operated there on the spct, and also in the periods of relative calm

the operating rocms of the spec.Lalized front line hospital were

occupied by almost exclusively purulent surgery. In them they

operated usually wounded with different infectious complications and

first of all with the ab-scesses ci brain.

Thus, in the specialized hospitals cf frcnt rear readings to the

surgical treatment of those wounded the skull and the head brain were

placed very widely, especially in relation per and reworking.
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Analyzing operability on GB. among those wcunded the skull and

the head brain during di±ferent combat process/crerations, one should

arrive to the conclusion/derivation that its sharp

oscillations/vibrations were found in direct depFendence on

medical-tactical circuiStances at front.

in the dismantled ccanat ?rocess/operaticns operability in the

specialized hospitals cf front azong wounded the skull with damage

bcnes is represented highaz on diagram (Fig. 40).

As can be seen froa taIs diagram, operability of those wcunded

the skull varied in different peracds of the Great Patriotic Var.

Comparing the data about oGerability in the army hospitals of

wounded the skull with damage Dcnes (page 155) with the same data of

frcnt line evacuation hcspitais, one should tc come to the ccnclusicn

that the surgical activity of the first frequently exceeded

operability in front line hospitals.

Exception was only tne Leningrad frcnt where in the period of

blcckade break-through op-ezaoliii in the large/coarse specialized

front line hospitals achieved 46.7o/o, exceeding many times

operability in army specialized KhPPG (17.3c/c).
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Fig. 40. Operability of wounded the skull with damage bones in all

evacuation hospitals of GBF in different combat process/operations

(in percentages).

Key: (1). Rout of the GermIans an tne environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). BlcckaaE break-through cf Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation.

Page 184.

This was explained by ccwpietely peculiar conditions of this front,

which had available near from army rear the pcwerful/thick hospital

basis of front with a great quantity of neurc-surgical cots, which

allowed army KhPPG to guide those wounded the skull fcr primary

processing directly cn GB?.

_________
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During the rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow by the

basic base where was ccnducted processing the wcunds of skull, was

also GBF, where were attached the corresFonding forces also of

substances. However, as already mentioned, operability of those

wounded the skull in the therapeutic installations of immediate rear

achieved in that period 30.Oo/o (see page 20).

SPECIAL FEATURES/PECULIARITIES OF THE PROCEDUBE OF SURGICAL TBEATMENT

AND POST-OPERATION CONEUCT OF THOSE WOUNDED A SKULL.

The particular conditions for the oork of thri front line

specialized hospitals and the composition of the treated in them

wounded with the bullet and closed damages of skull and brain made it

possible considerably tc more widely utilize diagnostic and

therapeutic possibilities for achievement of the fastest reccvery of

wounded.

Relative stability and technical equipment of the specialized

front line hospitals made it possible for them tc more widely utilize

these advantages with purpose of the manufacture of the more advanced

methods of surgical treatment. Presence in scme operating X-ray

machines, electric feelers and electromagnets contributed to the mcre

advanced and careful prccessiny of the wcunds of skull and brain and

facilitated the distance/separation of metallic foreign bodies.
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Use/application in the surgical practice of different antiseptics in

particular sulfanilamides, but toward the end of the war and

antibiotics, allowed neurosurgeons to more daringly and more widely

operate those wounded the skull and within also the late periods

which in the preceding/previous wars were considered as strictly

counter-in dicative.

The procedure of deferred and late primary and reworking of the

wounds of skull and train, that obtained wide acceptance in the Great

Patriotic War, was to a considerable extent obligated by its

successes to both the isiroved technique of piocess/operation and to

use/application of antiseptics and antibiotics.

To the same degree this was related also to the use/application

of a primary anechoic suture. In this respect the therapeutic

installations of front rear, for which were characteristic the later

periods of the entry of ounded, were little being

adequate/approaching fcz applying this mcst accomplished method

during the primary processing of wound, especially with the

penetrating wounds of skull. Houever, the presence of the qualified

neurosurgeons, who well master process/operation technique on brain,

and powerful/thick bacteriostatic Ereparations in combination with

active post-operation treatment and careful ohservaticn and care of

these woinded under the stable conditions of front line hospital made
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early primary suture (in the first 24-48 hours) after the radical

processing the little contaminated wounds by very promising

process/operation. witt the heavy wounds of the ventricles of brain

liquorrha anechoic suture considered absolutely shown. Unfortunately

did not have time to find to itself wide application the deferred and

secondary suture of skin iateguzents with the pure/clean, uell

granulated and smoothly healing wounds of skull and brain.

Page 185.

Insufficiently still practiced in the absence of the primary

processing of wound the process/operation of the early (after 2-3

months) total carving of a tunicary-cerehral scar together with bone

fragments and foreign bodies, with the subsequent imposition of

anechoic suture for the Furpose of prophylaxis of late abscesses and

traumatic epilepsy.

As is known, the basic method, which obtained widest acceptance

in the hospitals of army and front line hospital base, was the

so-called open method of conducting the wound after its processing.

Of the spec.ial features/peculiarities of treatment by the open method

should be emphasized the tendency to possibly more rarely make

dressings to a.void the traumatization of the appearing granulations

in wound. This task was successfully solved by use/applicaticn of a

I
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very successful type of the long-term moist- drying bandage of

Mikulicha-Demmer-Goykhman. This bandage, laid on wound immediately

after its surgical processing, they relieved usually not earlier than

14-16 days when wound already managed to be covered with fresh

granulations. This convenient and practical long-term post-operation

bandage in the case of the forced evacuation of wounded successfully

performed the role of transport bandage.

To the special features/peculiarities cf the treatment of the

abscesses of brain should be regarded the more great possibility of

the differentiated approach to the surgical treatment of these severe

complications. Because cf the prolonged stay cf those heavily wounded

on GBF and the diversity of the appeared in them abscesses in a

number of cases was created the possibility J- use for surgical

treatment their not cnly open method with drainage, but sometimes and

closed - paracentetic, but sometimes even method of the total

extirpation of abscess together wizh capsule. Should be to mention

Soviet neurosurgeons' arcthe propcsiticr laid in the therapeutic

installaticns of front rear anechoic suture cn wound after the

autopsy of the abscess cf brain and processing of its capsule by

anticeptics and by antitiotics.

The post-operation conduct of those wounded the skull and brain

was usually characterized by high activity. The use/application of
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dehydration measures and massive doses of antiseptic substances with

preventive and therapeutic target under the ccntrol of the laboratory

investigations of the ticod and the cerebro-spinal fluid was very is

widely common in front line hospitals. With the least suspicicns tc

infectious complicaticn cr, less frequent, sub-arachnoidal hemorrhage

produced lumbar punctures, while during the development of meningitis

or ependymitis these lumbar, and sometimes alzc ventricular punctures

produced systematically. Together with the enumerated methods the

treatments, in the specialized hospitals applied the fractional blcod

transfusions for reinfczcing the general/ccmmcn/total reactivity of

organism.

Finally, very wide application in front line hospitals obtained

in the Great Patriotic War physictberapy and therapeutic exercise.

Especially should be noted the favcrable results, obtained from local

ultraviolet lighting of the contaminated, limply granulating and

infected wounds, and alsc the epileptic prctrusicns of brain. The

early use/application of the therapeutic exercise also several

contributed to the fastest recovery of those wounded into skull and

to the contraction/abbreviation of the pericds of their stay in

hospi tal.
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Page 186.

COMPLICATIONS WITH THE iOUNDS OF SKULL.

The complications, caserved with the bullet wounds of skull in

the front line specialized hospitals just as in other therapeutic

installations, they were shared, as already ientioned, to two basic

groups - traumatic and infectious. The frequency of each group of

complications oscillated in different periods of coursing of wound

process. Traumatic ccm~licaticns were encountered usually in the

therapeutic installaticns of army and army rear. Infectious

complications were observed considerably more frequent in front line

evacuation hospitals. Infectious ccmplications in front line

hospitals were related most frequeatly to the categories of early

ones, developing in that period when the bullet wound of skull

usually yet did not have time to heal. Among these infectious

complications in the first place on frequency and severity stood the

encephalitides and the akscesses of brain.

The decisive role in struggle with these terrible complications
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played early diagnosis ard their timely energetic treatment. This

forced all neuropatholcy..ts and neurosurgec.s vigilantly to follow

the wounded entering ard Lo thoroughly reveal/detect among them those

grown heavy in route/path.

In view of the fact that the large part cf tha infectious-

complications was frequertly esccrted/tracked by changes from the

side of eyeground, blood ana of cerebro-spinal fluid,

examination/inspection of oculist and systematic lumbar punctures

with the research of the cerebrc-slinal fluid and blood were

necessary. Onset in the serieE/row of the cases of mental sysrtoms

required psychiatrist's consuitaticns.

Very important role in the timely identification of infectious

complication played the X-ray aralysis of skull. With its aid

frequently it was Possible to establish/install the source of the

dissemination of purulent infection in brain (bone fragments, foreign

bodies, edge/boundary csteomyeiitis, etc.). In the cases, suspicious

to the abscess of brain, the encepnalcgraphy usually rapidly solved

the existing doubts.

Less valuable diagncstic data received with the

examination/inspection Cf the wound of skull and brain. The

curtailment of the pulsation of cerebral substance and protrusion of

- -- --- _ _ - - - . .. . - .. ... . . .... .................. ................ . ................ ................................
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brain, edematic and stagnant granulations, dryness wounds or abundant

malodorous discharge from it indirectly indicated the development of

complications. During the cevelopment of the restricted purulent

encephalitis or early abscess of brain ce ought not to have

constantly remembered about the tendency of infection toward

dissemination into suhmesnrane space and intc depth with

"penetration" into cerehzal ventricles. These purulent ependymites,

basal and diffuse meningitides one ought not to have in time detected

and prevented by medicinal/medicamentous treatment or surgical

inter vention.

As a result of a sharp the intracranial Fressure increase on the

soil of edema of brain, which rapidly develcps with purulent

encephalitis or abscess, in tne wound of skull appeared usually the

extensive protrusion of brain, which required very cautious defense.

This was very important in wounded with slight consciousness or

psycho-motor excitation and it was achieved by usually special

protective bandages with pasteboard-wadded framework/body or by the

gypsum helmet, superimposed to the head of this wounded.

Particular attention and alertness required the anaerobic

infection of brain. Very essential was the refinement of the means of

pathogenic microbes and their association with purpose of the

earliest use/applicaticn of specific sera.

_______ _____ ___ ___ ___________________
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Page 187.

Among the scarce traumatic complications of the bullet wounds of

skull and brain, observed on GBF, in essence practical value had the

disorders in system rocf and liquor circulaticn. The high hydrophilic

behavior of the brain tissue, inclined to react to any injury by

edema or by bloating, is the basic reascr fcr the frequent

development of these ccm iicaticns with the subsequent secondary

expansion of cerebral vertricies and basal tanks of sub-arachnoidal

space. Particular danger presented the spread of progressive edema to

brain stem and its marct/passage into the acute/sharp bloating of

brain.

Acute edema of brain, which appeared in a number of cases under

the effect of early transpcztation, was cbserved on GBF usually in

wounded, recently arrived frcm army KhPPG. When, in these wounded, of

the hypertension syndrome or protrusion cf train are present, in area

of bone defect the dcctcr could klace the errcneous diagnosis of

purulent encephalitis cr abscess cf brain.

In the treatment of acute edema of brain the significant role

played the limitation cf the diurnal consumption of fluid/liquid by

I
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wounded and the systematic dehydration therapy.

Shock, intracranial hemorrhages and traumatic epilepsy were

encountered in front line therapeutic installations usually rarely,

as an exception.

Table 5 gives the data about the frequency of the complications,

which were being observed on GBF during two ccmbat

process/operations.

As is evident from table 5, during the hicckade break-through of

Leningrad the first place in frequency occupied meningitides, in the

second place stood meningoencephalites, alsc, on the third -

abscesses of brain.

Another picture was observed during the Eerlin

process/operation, where with a sharp descent in all complications in

the first place stood abscesses, on the second the

aeningoencephalites scmewhat acre rarely were encountered

meningitides.

A considerable numter of meningitides and meningoencephalites

during winter process/cperation on the blockade break-through of

Leningrad was explained by the peculiar conditions of front (marshy
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ground). The disproportionately low percentage of abscesses was

explained by the high surgical activity of the specialized hospitals

of the rear, which enccaassed uitn primary processing the large part

of the wounded. Incomparaoly more favorable hospital and tactical

conditions in the pericd of Berlin process/cperation, and alsc early

prophylaxis cf complicaticns, beginning with fcremost therapeutic

installations, explained a comparative rarity of meningitides,

meningoencephalites and anscesses of brain.

comparison of the data, waich total all complications, which

were being observed in those wounded the skull during offensive

operation in first half war, wizh the data of Berlin

process/operation vividly testifies about the great successes of

military field neurosurgery.

___ - _____
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Table 5. Frequency of the compications, which were being observed on

GB? with the penetratiry wounds of skull (in percentages).
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Chronic protracted nature cL the period of early reactions and

complications and follching after it period cf their elimination

required usually sufficieatly prolonged hospitalization at GBF of

those wounded in the skull; periods these were calculated on the

average 2-3 by months. They were different for easily wounded with

the shorter periods of treatment and for heavily wounded with the

penetrating wounds of tne skulls aid brain, for which were required

the prolonged periods of treatment, finished usually in the

therapeutic installaticns of the deep rear. lcwever, combat situation

at front sometimes intrctuced sutstantial changes, imperatively

dictating either the need for the iremature evacuation of wounded

into the rear or, on the contrary, limiting and even completely

lichen the front of the fossibility of this evacuation.

Striking examples cf the considerable evacuation of those

wounded the skull from front line nospitals into rear therapeutic

installations can be seen duriny tne coatat process/operations of

first half war, which fbcwed/occurred/lasted under severe conditions.

Here is related the offensive operation cf the rout of the Germans in

the environs of Moscow, during wnch GBF in view of considerable

loading of bed resources in essence did not hcld up in itself for the

prolonged treatment of those wounded the skull, widely evacuating

__ - . . . . .. -_ _ -- _ -- _ - -: -- : .-. . ............. ... .... . ..... .. ...... .
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them into the rear. A quantity of evacuated from GBF wounded the

skull with damage bones achieved in this combat process/operation

72.1o/o. From a number of those easily wcunded the soft tissues of

skull it is evacuated into rear 81.8o/o.

Another position/situation was observed in the period of battle

in t'e environs of Stalingrad. Hospitals of GBF proved to be within a

comparatively short period loaded easily wounded. For the rear were

headed only wounded, who were requiring the prolcnged treatment or

for a long time lost the ability tc work. In all into the rear it was

evacuated by 25.7o/o wcunded the skull with damage of bones and

19.2o/o wounded the soft tissues of skull.

Exceptional position/situation was created at Leningrad Front in

period with the full of its blockade winter cf 1941/42, when

surrounded by the intimate annulus of hostile forces the city-front

vas completely renounced from the rear and for the length of 17

months is lost the possibility to evacuate wcunded. Under these

conditions the periods of the hospitalization of those heavily

wounded in skull and head brain acnieved maximum sizes, since these

wounded usually completed its treatment cn GBF.

Is average/mean the duration of the treatment of those wounded

the head brain on GBE tc iull/tctal/complete recovery it was equal to
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57.1 days, for a heavier group it was consid-erably more - 79.8 days.

A quantity of those evacuated for this process/operation (immediately

after blockade break-thrcuga) was also very lcw, composing 20.3o/o of

total number of wounded with the damage cf bcnes and altogether only

5.0o/o of those wounded the soft tissues.

Page 189.

With the offensive cperaticns of last year of war the

"liberation of Belorussia" and " Vistula-Oder", as a result of the

rapid advance of our trocps/forces in extensive territory with the

destroyed iron roads, gicups of front line hospitals, which were

being moved "sand bars", accepting on the srct cf wounded from army

KhPPG, constructed th. t work according to the principle of the

nearest front rear with rendering aid by that wcunded the skull in

the specialized hospitals.

Nontransportable wcunaded they usually held up for prolonged

period. Wounded with the period of treatsent to 60 days also were

treated on the spot. Evacuated into the rear cf those only

transportable wounded tne skull with the period of treatment more

than 2 months or lost for a prolonged time ability tc work.

Then is related alsc to the latter, Berlin, process/operation,
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during which wounded the skull, remaining in the majority of the

cases in the therapeutic installations of frcrt rear to final

recovery, underwent then evacuations in the limits of front from one

basis of the specialized nospitals to another.

The evacuation of those wounded into skull was conducted, as a

rule, according to designation/purpose into the specialized hospitals

of the deep rear. Readings to this evacuation on GBF were usually

changed depending on the severity of the compcsition of wounded and

requirement for free bed resources because cf the need for the

advance of hospitals fcrward.

Evacuations into the rear were subject first of all all heavily

wounded with the penetrating wounds of skull and brain, the

transferred infectious complications after the remission/abatement in

them of inflammatory pheromena, in the absence of the hypertension

and membrane symptoms, cerebral protrusions and with normal

temperature, composition of the blood and the cerebro-spinal fluid.

Furthermore, evacuations into the rear were subject wounded after the

penetrating wounds with the extensive defects of bones skulls and

skin integuments, with stable paralyses and hemipareses, aphasias,

hemianopsia and so forth as requiring the prolonged treatment.

Evacuations were subject also wounded with nonpenetrating wounds
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and with the closed damages of sxull and of brain, the

escorted/tracked heavy contusions of brain with extensive ones and

struts by the fallouts Cr iuncticns. In comparatively rare cases were

subject to evacuation into the rear and the wcunded the soft tissues

skulls with the great defects of sxin integuments, with the heavy

contusion syndromes frcs the side cf brain and with the multiple

wounds of other areas cf body.

The transportation of these all wounded into the rear was

realized by usually rail transport, in particular cars - for heavily

wounded and in general/common/total ones - for less heavy ones of

them. In comparatively rare cases for the evacuation of wounded into

the rear was utilized tbe aircraft transport.

Of any special immobilization of head in those wounded the skull

during transportation them into the rear it was not applied.

Page 190.

COMPARATIVE DATA ABOUT LETHALITY AMONG WCUNDED IN THE SKULL CN

DIFFERENT COMBAT PROCESS/OPERATIONS.

In order to completely characterize organization of medical aid

and formulating of the specialized treatoent Cf those wounded the
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skull and the head brain on GBF, it is necessary separately to be

stopped at a question of lethality.

The study of the statistical materials of the Great Patriotic

War revealed/detected a steady descent in the lethality from the

years of the war (see that 4).

The analysis of different combat process/operations in essence

also confirms this law. in spite oi the considerable

oscillations/vibrations cf both general/common/total lethality and

lethality among those operated, the basis tendency to its descent is

sufficiently distinct. These oscillations/vitrations to a

considerable extent depended not only on character/nature and

severity of the contingents of wounded, but also on medical-tactical

circumstances into one or the other process/cFeraticn.

Diagram (Fig. 41) -hows comparative lethality with the wcunds of

skull with the damage ct bones in the hospitals cf front rear.

As can be seen from this diagram, lethality among wounded the

skull with damage bones Frogressively descended from the first combat

process/operation - the rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow

- to the latter1 Berlin, process/oeration.
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If with the first process/operation, which

flowed/occurred/lasted in the exclusively ccplicated and stressed

circumstances, in the absence even in the army of the specialized

agencies fcr wounded the skull, the lethality among heaviest group

wounded it achieved in the tront line hospitals cf a comparatively

high level, then with the completing war Berlin process/operation

lethality was lowered more thaa L imes, since the clearly organized

neuro-surgical service ccmpLetely provided the highly skilled aid all

by that wounded the skull and the head brain, beginning with KhPPG of

the first line, GBA and ending with the front line hospitals.

Lethality during battle in the environs of Stalingrad was

already comparatively small. however, in specialized SEG, where were

concentrated heavily wcunded the skull, lethality was higher than on

entire GBF.

Lethality on GBF with the blockade break-through of Leningrad

also should be recognized low, zaking into account that in this

combat process/operaticn specialized army KhPEG was occupied by the

surgical processing only of nontransportable wounded, but all others

it evacuated into the specialized agencies cf the front rear where

they were operated within comparatively late periods.

Low lethality in Orel-Kursk process/operation is caused also by
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the fact that army specialized KnPFG left and processed in itself

those most heavily wcunied tie skull. The large part of the

transportable wounded was very rapidly delivered by aircraft on GBF,

where they were operated within early periods.
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Fig. 41. General/common/total lethality with the aounds of skull with

the damage of bones in the hospitals of front line area in different

combat process/operations.

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Elcckade break-through cf Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation.

7. 11.2
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Fig. 42. Lethality among operated wounded skull with damage bones in

hospitals of front line area in different ccmaat process/operations

(in percentages).

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in tae environs of Moscow. (2).
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Stalingrad battle. (3). Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operazion.

Page 191.

Lethality on GBF amcng those wounded the soft tissues of skull

was absent or it was negliqibie, oscillating from 0.1o/o in the

period of the blockade breaK-tnrough of Leningrad to 0.7o/o during

the rout of the Germans in the environs cf Moscow and

process/operations "Vistuia-Odez". The reascns for lethality with

these, it would seem, ligat wcinds was either the heavy contusion of

the hanger-on departments of brain by analogy with the closed damages

or infectious complications.

Diagram (Fig. 42) gives the data, which concern lethality among

the operated wounded tie sxuli with damage bones in the hospitals of

front rear in the perica of different combat Frocess/operatiens.

As can be seen from these data, lethality among operated during

the combat process/operaticns indicated was srall. During their

attentive analysis taking into acccunt the severity of the operated

wounded and medical-tactical circumstances at front is noticeable the

tendency toward descent.
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Especially low shcuid be recognized the lethality among those

operated during offensive Berlin oreraticn, according to the data of

the foramost hospital basis of frcjat, which had available 4

neurosurgical hospitals. High surgical activity in these hospitals

caused that the fact that tae maJority cf thcse obtained the

penetrating wounds of skull was in proper time operated.

So/such low was lethality amcng those cperated on GBF during the

liberation of Belort!. sj!.

Thus, the specialized treatsent of those wcunded the skull and

the head brain must be based on the careful acccunting of the

dynamics of coursing of %ound process in its different periods with

the possibility of the development of diverse ccmplications.

The analysis of comparative data about lethal outcomes on GBF in

those wounded the skull and the head brain during differep + combat

process/operations in the Great Patriotic War with a certainty

attests to the fact that the lethality had a tendency toward steady

descent from one combat process/operaticr tc ancther as a result of

further improvement of the organization of neuro-surgical aid by that

wounded into skull and head brain.
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SPECIALIZED AID TO WOCUNDED 1N TuE SKULL ON GEE.

The study of the system of organization and volume of the

specialized aid by that wounded the skull and the head brain on GBF

in different combat prccess/operations of the Great Patriotic War

attests to the fact that Lhis means of the specialized aid was in

each of them peculiar. The reason for this was a difference in the

operational and medical-tactical circumstances during individual

combat process/operaticns, under different ecgraphical conditions

and in different seasons& furtheracre, the character/nature cf the

specialized aid depended on the jprcvision of the medical and sanitary

servict- of army iies the field and fronts by cadres of the

neuro;urgeons and specialists of adjacent disciplines, and also by

X-ray and other equipment. Finally, not smaller role played the

arrangement of these forces and the distribution of the materiel

between the specialized hospitals, or maneuver by the cadres of the

speciali.sts, by the greu~s of ORMU and by hospitals. The continuously

growing combat experience of the neuro-surgical service of Soviet

army as a whole and each individual specialist in particular, and

also an improvement in the aatezial and technical equipment of the

specialized hospitals cf army and front line area they contributed so

that the organization and the provision of thcse wounded intc skull

=~
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by the specialized aid continuously creatively were improved and were

improved from one combat process/okeraticn tc another.

Page 192.

The specialized treatment of those wounded the skull and the

head brain must be based on the careful acccunting of the dynamics of

coursing cf wound process into its different periods and

Possibilities of the development of diverse ccmplications.

Volume and character/nature of the specialized aid by that

wounded the skull in the nospitals of front rear usually correspond

to the Period of early reactions and complications, and also to the

period of the elimination of these early cciplications with the

delimitation of infectious focus and the healing of wound. However,

depending on the peculiar medical-tactical ccnditions for one or the

other combat process/operation, volume and character/nature of this

aid on GBF unavoidably vary, either approaching an army and even army

area or, on the contrary, as if moving away - to rear, and in

individual ones, exceptional ones, cases even enveloping all periods

and stages, together urdertaken, beginnirg with the earliest and

ending with the latest - residual Feriod (blockade of Leningrad).

Neuro-surgical aid in tne form of the primary surgical
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processing of wound hat to first cf all Frcve to be in the majority

of those wounded the skull in sjecialized KhPPG of army rear in order

to aximally utilize pcssibie earlier periods of processing wound

(first 3 days from the iclent ot wound) and cnly in the second burst

- in the specialized evacuaticn hospitals of front rear. The

treatment of those wounded the skull and the head brain in the

specialized hospitals cf front rear pursues in essence prophylaxis

and struggle with the deveioFing infectious complications in order to

ensure the fast recovery of wounded and simultaneously to prepare for

evacuation into the rear of the lest heavily %cunded, who reguire

prclonged treatment.

In the period of the active combat process/operations at front

and the considerable entries or those wounded the skull into army

specialized KhPPG, which forced were to be occupied in essence by

sorting-evacuation work, Dasic severity on the primary surgical

processing of wounds lay down on tne front line specialized

hospitals. The latter in tae course of war used extensively a

posqibility not only of tne early and deferred, but even late

processing of wounds.

In the periods of calm at front, besides the treatment cf those

wounded the skull, was carried cut also increase in the qualification

of those being and training new specialist-neurosurgeons for army and
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front line therapeutic installaticns on the basis of the specialized

evacuation hospitals.

Medical aid by that wounded the sxull in the hospitals of the deep

rear.

Short clinical characteristics cf the bullet wounds of skull and

hrain.

During the Great Patriotic War the specialized aid by that

wounded the skull was czganizea from GBA to the hospitals of the deep

rear; a great quantity ct these wounded with damages skulls guided

during an entire war into tne nospitals cf the deep rear.

Page 193.

In contrast to army and army therapeutic installat4-.ns the entry

of wounded into the hos~itais of the deep rear did not reflect the

special features/peculiarities cf combat operations, since wounded

they evacuated here from different fronts and in different periods

after wound. In connection with tnis the analysis of therapeutic aid

by that wounded the skull in the hcspitals cf the deep rear cannot be

carried out on individual coSDat process/operations and in essence is

given on the years of war.
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For characteristics of th entry of those wounded the skull into

the hospitals of the deep rear in different periods of war it can

serve as table 6.

This gradual increase of the relative number of those wcunded

into skull, that entered the hosFitals of the deep rear, should be

explained not an increase in the injuries of skull generally, but by

reinforcing of evacuation into the rear cf the heavier composition of

wounded, including wounded with the damages of skull.

It is necessary to indicate that the duration war in rear

hospitals the composition of those wounded into skull considerably

changed. If during the first year cf war alscst in half entered those

wounded into skull had the damages only of soft tissues, then toward

the end of the war this group of wounded in the hospitals of the deep

rear was only the tenth unit of thcsG wcunded the skull, about which

testify the data of Table 7.

From table 7 evidently, as among entered those wounded into

skull changed the relaticnship/Latio between the penetrating and

nonpenetrating wounds. Noundeu latter/last groups in the course of

wa- in essence concluded treatment in more fcremost stages.
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This change in the caaracter/nature of the wounds of skull amcng

those entered the hospitals of the deep rear speaks about a

progressive improvement in the organization of neuro-surgical aid to

army, about correct classification during foremcst stages and

rational evacuation it is strict according tc designation/purpose.
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'able 6. Entry of those wounded tne skull into the hospitals cf Ural

military district on half-years (with respect to all wounded).

II'4:1110-111. uio5,thl - . 1 j' , . 1
4
n,..it | '', I

Key: (1). Half-year of war. (2). The first and the second. (3). The

third. (4) . The fourth, (5). Tae fafth. (6). The sixth. (7). The

seventh. (8). The eighth. (9). Percentage of thcse entered.

Table 7. Distribution of the wounds of skull according to their

character/nature in the bospitals cf the deep rear on the years of

war (according to data of Ural military district in percentages).

roa aBanuwI

C;e uopwp(ttin~C 1,raTef C
(0) 40 27 i

C n()u.uu harme (cTe 7/n1: 7o o2

Key: (1). Character/nature of the wound of skull. (2). Year of war.
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(3). The first. (4). By tae second. (5). The third. (6). The fourth.

(7). Without damage of tcnes. (8). With damage cf bones. (9). Among

other things. (10). with penetrating wounds. (11). with

nonpenetrating wounds.

Page 194.

Those wounded into skull entered the rear predominantly in the

third and fourth period of the bullet injury cf skull, i.e., in the

period of the eliminat.icn of early complicaticns with tendency toward

the delimitation of infectious focus and in the period of late

complications. Specific for these periods ccmlications in the form

of the abscesses of brain, meningoencephalites, csteomyelitis,

epilepsies, etc. caused clinical characteristics entered into the

hospitals of the deep rear of those wounded the skull.

Clinical coursing of the wuunds of skull in these periods of

bullet injury was determined first of all by the character/nature of

wound, and also by quality and Feriods of the primary surgical

processing of the wound cf skull and brain. Than earlier, better and

the more full/totaler/moze complete was produced the primary

processing of the wound of skull, the less in rear hospital there was

complications and heavy issues. It should be noted that during war

the frequency of the primary processing, produced in the therapeutic
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installations of army and tront rear, always increased, about which

testify also the materials of rear hospitals (fable 8).

As can be seen frcsale 8, in two neurc-surgical hospitals of

the rear the percentage of Tnose wounded the skull, not processed

primary in foremost stages, sharply it was decreased from year to

year, from half-year to half-year. To this one should add that in the

course of war continuously increased the percentage of those operated

within early periods after wound, zainly in time from 3 to 6 days,

and was decreased the percentage of the primary neuro-surgical

prccessing of the wounds or skuil within later periods after wound.

It is well known tnat the development of infectious

complications (meningitides, ieningoencephalites, in particular, from

the distance/separation of Done splinters. Great effect on coursing

of bullet wounds of skull and Drain had alsc the periods of

evacuation after primary surgical Frocessing. The frequency of

infectious complications from the side of brain and its shells after

the penetrating wounds of stuil depended on the period of the

evacuation of wounded after prizary processing.
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table 8. Percentage of those wounded into skull, that entered into

rear hospitals without primary processing, on the half-years of war

to a total number of thcsa wounded the skull (on each half-year).

Ilepoe I BopoeiTpe me'ferhev, nn !M W COe; I ROMvig I (q)~~. ~

((,, .,,,,)( .. ...... . 1,3 2,31 4,5 8,4 9,5 5,6 I !,S

p% pl I-qe hill I l aohI.b lb :3 1
(I, 1.I.,nift) 32.0 1 t4.7 7.3 9,6 6.7 8.1 4,2

•i I , ii

Key: (1). Rear hospital. (2). itaf-year of war. (3). The first. (L).

The second. (5). The third. (6). The fourth. (7). The fifth. (8). The

sixth. (9). The seventh. (10). The eighth. (11). Specialized

neuro-surgical hospital ot rear (Sverdlovsk). (12). specialized

neuro-surgical hospital cf rear (Gcr'kiy).

Page 195.

So, according to tue data of Sverdlovsk neuro-surgical hospital,

complication after the penetrating wounds skulls were observed into

31.5o/o of cases, if vcumded they evacuated during the first week

.... ....... ... .. ... ...... - -- ---- .. ..
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after prisary processing, into 10.0o/o - if evacuation was realized

in time from 8 to 15 days after primci7y processing, and tbey did net

exceed 8.3o/o, if wounded they evacuated later than the 15th day

after process/operation. it is comFletely obvious that the periods of

evacuation have great value for fu.Lther coursing of wound process in

brain after the penetrating wound cf skull. The experiment/experience

of war showed that '',e accepted during war period of the evacuation

after 15-21 days after the primary surgical prccessing of the wound

of brain is best, giving subsequently a small quantity of

complications ($able 9).

As can be seen frci taole 9, a number cf complications with the

penetrating wounds of skull in rear hospitals descends, especially

sharply from sixth half-year of war. This occurred as a result of the

decrease of coiplications not only from thE side of train, but alsc

from the side of soft tissues, rcnes of skull and shells of brain.

So sharp a descent in the frequency of infecticus complications

in rear hospitals after the penetrating wcunds cf skull during war is

explained by a series/rcb of moments.

1. Beginning from the second and especially during third and

fourth year of war primary processing it was conducted in greater

unit of those wounded skull and eaxlier periods.
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2. In these periods of war steadily was decreased number of

untreated wounded, who entered hospitals of deep rear, due tc not

only primary, but also reworking of wounds in more fcremost

therapeutic installations.

3. Beginning frcm second- third year of war sharply they

increased periods of hospitalization of wounded cn the spot after

primary surgical processing of wounds of skull and brain.

4. Quality of primary surgical processing from the second water

of war considerably was iaproved.

During the first year of war partially the secondly were

encountered the individual defects of processing, namely:

a) the circular, cross-shaped or flap sections/cuts of skins

which on great surface tared tne bones of skull and gave a large

number of fistulas and csteomyelitis;

b) the insufficient processing of bone defect, in consequence of

which subsequently were receivea the complications, most frequently

in the form of edge/boundary osteouyelitis, which composed 20.0o/o of
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complications during the first year of the war;

c) the insufficient d;stance/separation cf bone and metallic

fragments from the surface of the train;

d) the insufficient distance/separation cf bone fragments of the

depth of brain.
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table 9. Infectious complications after the penetrating wounds of

skull the wounded have in the rear hospitals cf Ural military

district on the half-years of War (in percentages).

I&MCU LiHqo.Ifpnkqu- PI ro

Stpwm, ea z p'e f610)3.8 .. 3. 4.1 24.b
-o 40 1.8 ! 2.; 1.0 23 33.,

4.7 1.2 1.5 0.7 3. 1 13.2

2,0 0.44 .0 0.5' 0.9 ,5 2j '

Key: (1). Half-year of %ar. (2). Complicaticns. (3). Abscesses of

brain. (4). Maningitides. (5). feningoencephalitis. (6). Epilepsy.

(7). Other complications 1.

FOOTNOTE 1*. Other complications include Frolapses, unhealing

fistulas, osteomyelitis, epidurai abscesses, etc. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(8). In all complicati-ns. (9). The first and the second. (10). The

third and the fourth. (11). The fifth. (12). The sixth. (13). The

seventh. (14). The eighth.
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Page 196.

The distance/separation or al bone fragments of the brain in

the first stages of evacuaticn during the primary processing of the

wound of brain occurred less than in half wcunded during the first

year of war, somewhat increased daring the second year of war and

progressively grew/rose into tne third and especially during the

fourth year of war (table 10).

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War makes it

possible to assert that the abscesses of brain most frequently are

formed around the remaining in brain fragments (mainly bone).

Thus, the given above data tell about that which the decrease of

a number of complications in rear aospitals with the penetrating

wounds of skull, beginning with tue second year of war, is conLected

vith great envelopment with the operational aid of wounded, with the

shortening of the pericds ot primary processing and with an

improvement in its quality, and also with lengthening of the periods

of hospitalization on the spot after primary neuro-surgical

process/operation.
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In the specialized hospitals of the deep rear in essence were

encountered the foilcwing clinical forms and the syndromes:

1) late purulent ccmplicaticns in the form of the late abscesses

cf brain, late meningitides, late seningcencephalites, epidural

abscesses, osteomyeliti oi the Dcnes of skull and of various forms

cf festering the cerebral scar;

2) late nonpurulert complications in the fcr. of the traumatic

cysts of brain, external pachymeningitis, late chronic inflammations

of brain with arachnciditis, traumatic hydrccephalus with its extreae

stages in the form of the ruptures of the ventricles of brain and

finally of liquor fistulas which in the known unit cf the cases were

the consequence of the purulent ccaplications:

3) traumatic epilepsy;

4) residual phenom~ena after tne injury: paresis and paralyses,

aphasias and agnosia, and also chronic prolapses of briim.
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table 10. Distribution of woundea with the ccmpletely removed bone

fragments in foremost stages according tc the half-years of war

(according to the data cf urai miitary district).

-~ J5-?

.l I iii . . . I-:I. 4&.3 4.-,7 59. 72.4 81 2

Key: (1). Half-year of war. (2). The first and the second. (3). The

third. (4). The fourth. (5). The ffth. (6). The sixth. (7). Ihe

seventh. (8). The eighth. t9). Eercentage of wounded.

Page 197.

LATE PURULENT COMPLICAUICNS.

A number of infecticus coaplications with the penetrating wounds

cf skull, which were be4Dn observed in rear hcspitals, in the course

of war steadily descendea (from 44,1o/o in the beginning of war to

6.8o/o at the end of it).
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a) the late abscess of brain - one cf the mcst severe purulent

comp.Lictons of the wcund of Drair, in the Period of late

complications.

The frequency Of the 0 served in rear hospitals abscesses of

brain was decreased frca year tc year (from 7.2 tc 2.0o/0) ; however,

the specific gravity/weighat of auscesses among all com-olicaticns with

the penetrating wounds of skull in the course of war grew/rose.
0

During the first year cf war- te arscesses cf brain composed 16.fIbO

cf all infectious complications, in second year -15.0o/0, in the

third year of war - 20.0co, while during t-he latter, the fourth, the

year of war the abscle:sses composed in rear hcepitals 39.0o/0 of all

infectious com~plications witn ttze penetrating wcunds of skull,,

b) L.ate purulent ieniangim Lis in rear hospital was encountered

consi-icrably less frequent than anscesses. Usually purulent

meaiugitis was developed suddenly, violently, with heavy sharp head

pain and expressed meningealI syzptcms, high temperature, vomiting,

etc.

c) Late purulent meningoencepallitis was encountered in rear

hospital considerably mcre trc juertly than weningitis, but is less

frequent, than the abscess ot Drain. With the seningoencephalitis

usually there were expressed general cerebral symptoms, and also grew
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cr appeared focus symptoms.

d) 2pidural abscess with the penetrating wcunds of skull -

sufficiently rare complication. Usually it is connected with rotting

bone splinters or granulations, which lie on solid cerebral shell,

or, which more rare±y cccurs, with it is developed os- omyelitis of

the territories of bone defect.

e) Osteomyelitis of the bones of skull was encountered with the

penetrating wounds less frequent than with the bullet nonpenetrating

wounds of the skull; hchever also with the penetrating wounds

osteomyelitis was develoFad as a result faulty processing of tite

casualty sectors of bonc. with pximary surgical intervention or as a

result of surplus carving of soft tissues with the cozIsiderable

exposure of bone. Tne frequently external manifestation of

edge/boaindary osteomyelitis was the lastingly existed purulent

fistula.

Are known, however, the cases when cstecmyelitis of the bones of

skull with tI.- penetrating wound became apparent in no way. Only the

for ation of epidural atscess or subsequently of external

pachymeningitis was escortea/tracked by the appearance of one or the

other neurologic symptciatolcyy.
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f) Festering cerebral scar. During the Great Patriotic War was

for the first time raised a question about the possibility of the

liberation/excretion of the clinical picture cf festering the forming

scar in brain after the penetrating wound. In these cases the

wounded, with greater unit in tne presence of fistula, began to

complain about the mcderate headaches, scetires nausea and

vertigoes. At the same time, grew/rose the stress/voltage in the area

of scar in the blood after appearing most freguently small

leukocytosis and was accelerated aOE; tezperature sometimes rose to

subfebrile numbers. In cerebro-spinal fluid also was detected small

cytosis and an increase in the protein tc 0.45-0.6o/o. In certain

cases festering the forming cerezral scar flowed/occurred/lasted

violently, resembling the clinical picture of the

meningoencephalitis.

LATE NONPURULENT COMFLICATIGNS.

a) he cysts of brain. In rear hospitals the cysts of brain were

encountered 3-4 times less frequently than abscesses. The clinical

picture of the traumatic cyst of brain was so/such not distinct,

headaches moderated, the temperature of body vas increased very

rarely, meningeal phencmena usually were absent. From focus symp;to,3z

were reinforced only those, that referred to the place of wound.

Eyegrotind barely changed, then epileptic fits were encountered into
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27.0o/o of cases, i.e., even it is more frequently than with the

abscesses of brain. Some authors ncted with cerebral hand normal or

moderately accelerated ROE and to mono-singing. In their opinion,

this picture of the blcod sharply differed frcm the same with

abscesses.

Page 198.

In rear hospital frequently it was necessary to differentiate

cyst from the abscess cf brain, especially with the slowly growing

clinical picture of abscess. Are Known also the cases of festering

the cyst of brain.

b) Nonpurulent external pachyweningitis. This complicaticn most

frequently was encountered with tne fragmentation wounds of sKull and

flowed/occurred/lasted in the Zcrm of the productive inflammation of

solid cerebral shell with its thickening, rarely with the adve'-t of a

great number of granulations iu epidural space on shell. Clinically

external pachymeningitis was trequently characterized by blurred

local head pain with its irraaiaticn intc bridge of the nose and into

eyes, and also by general/common/tctal malaise. In this case

meningeal phenomena were barely expressed, cerebrospinal fluid

changed. PurulentL fistula in these cases usually was absent.
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c) the chronic pcoductive inflammatcry process can take not only

solid, but also soft cerebral snells, but frequently also the

substance of brain around scar. Wounded with the phenomena of late

chronic nonpurulent infiammatioa usually began to complain about

malaise, breakdown, headache; locally was determined small blcating

and sickliness of scar. Subsequentiy freguently grew the focus

symptoms; sometimes appeared epileptic fits. In the blood was noted

small leukocytosis ard acderate acceleration cf ROE. In cerebrospinal

fluid - small increase cf protein and number cf cells. Similar

conditions in wounded in rear hospital sometimes suggested atout the

presence of the slowly developing abscess or traumatic cyst of brain.

d) Hydrocephalus. Frequently, when wound has already been shut,

in wounded appeared the Faroxysaal headaches; in this case in the

gaps/intervals between attacks/seizures/parcxysms the health of

wounded was completely satisfactory. Undertaken in these cases

ordinary clinical examiaticn/irspection did rct reveal/detect any

new organic symptoms. In the blood and the cerebrospinal fluid also

they did not detect any changes.

Control pneumo-encephalogram revealcl/detected frequently

uniform hydrocephalus cf lateral ventricles, depending on the

violations of circulaticn as a result of nonpurulent inflammatory

changes in the places of the outflow of cerebrospinal fluid, and
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sometimes - and the rutture of the ventricles of brain.

f) Liquorrhea and liluor tistulas were encountered, according to

the data of the maps/charts/cards of the deepened characteristics,

into 6.2o/o of penetrating wcunds in all stages of evacuation.

According to the data of rear hcspitals, ligucr fistulas were

observed into 0.8-1.4c/o oz penetrating wounds of skull in the

different periods of war. The danger of these fistulas consists in

the fact that they lead to secondary infecticn, which can be extended

on liquor routes/paths and cause meningitis, ependymitis and

meningoencephalitis. Frequently liquor fistulas are the consequence

of the infectious complications ct the wcunds of brain, even more

complicating the severity theiz coursing.

Page 199.

TRAUMATIC EPILEPSY.

In rear hospitals epieptic fits in those wounded in the skull

were encountered so not rarely. They were observed usually with

traumatic cysts, abscesses of brain, less frequent - with

meningoencephalites. fi..s bore first general/common/total, then local

(Jackson) character/nature. Epileptic fits are the result of

displacement or stimulation ot cerebral tissue by scars, by joints in
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liquor-conductive system, and they also frequently accompany the

appearance of the restricted encephalitis cr arachnoiditis. The

presence of metallic fcreijn rocies and tone fragments in brain also

can serve as the reascr for tue onset of convulsive fits. According

to the data of the specialized nosjitals of Ural military district,

traumatic epilepsy was arproximateiy 2.0o/o cf all complications with

the penetrating wounds witnir always of war (frcm 4.3o/o in its

beginning to 1.5o/o at the end).

It should be noted that Ln the hospitals of the deep rear with

blind wounds with the rresence ct metallic fcieign bodies in the

substance of brain the epiieptic tits were encountered in 8.6o/o of

wounded, i.e., almost 4 times iz is more frequently than with the

remaining penetrating wcunds cf skull.

It is necessary to consider that in rear hospitals can be

observed not only reinfcrcing or fzequency increase of fits, but also

epileptic condition. In particular, in ore cf the neuro-surgical

hospitals of the rear epileptic condition (status epylepticus)

occurred in 5.0o/o of all woundea whose coursing of wound was

complicated by the appearance ot epileptic fits.

The diagnosis of traumatic epilepsy is not complicated. To

considerably more complicatedly establish/install the direct cause
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for epileptic fit in wounded. As soon as this reason it is explained,

naturally, it is necessary to zaxe possitle measures for its

elimination (distance/separation of abscess, cyst, foreign body.

etc.).

RESIDUAL PHENOMENA.

Residual phenomena after the penetrating wcunds of skull in

essence are reduced to hemiearesis, aphatic disorders, agnosia and

aproxia. In the specializea rear hospitals during the appropriate

reducing treatment of such wounded they strove an improvement in

these heavy residual pheEomena. In this case the vital importance had

the fact that repeated reinfcrcing of these mctcr or vocal disorders

testified usually.about the beganning of the development of any

complication.

Protrusion of brain, that was being encountered quite often in

the foremost therapeutic installations bcth as a result of injury

itself and in further ccursing of wound, in rear hospitals it is

noted, according to different authors' data, in 6.8-7.0o/o of cases.

By the basic reascn for cnronic and prclcnged protrusion of

brain after its injury can be the following: a) chronic the

restricted suppurative process (abscess, festering of the scar,
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festering around foreign body), wnich, besides the protrusion of

brain when the trepanaticn defect cf bone is present, can by

clinically nothing net necome apparent; b) the atrophy of cerebral

tissue in the area of injury and the approximaticn/apprcach cf

ventricle to bone defect up to tne appearance cf rupture of the

ventricle of brain with associated hydrocephalus; c) the chronic

bloating of cerebral tissue around metallic fcreign body or scar in

brain tissue.

Page 200.

TREATMENT OF BULLET WOUNDS AND LAMAGES OF SKULL AND BRAIN.

From the very beginning of war it already became it is clear

that fo r the successful treatment of wounded with the damage of

nervous system must be organized tne specialized neuro-surgical

hospitals in the rear. Luring tne tirst year cf war in these

hospitals were found undergoing aedical treatment those wounded into

skull, spine and obtained wounds of peripheral nerves. Beginning frcm

the second year of war, ripened the need for the internal prctiling

of neurosurgical hospitals and ze-arations/sections of rear district

and even local evacuation point. In particular, in the limits of Ural

military district it was organized on one large/coarse neuro-surgical

hospital for wounded the sxui.i and the brain at each evacuation point
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and on separation/section for such wounded in head hospital for a

territorial group hospitais in zne limits of each evacuation point.

The specialized neurc-surgical cct- occupied the visible place in the

bed resources for this distrz.ct (table 11).

In these numbers do not enter the specialized cots for wounded

with the damage of periFberal nerves in general-surgical bosFitals.

Of all wounded with the damage of nervcus system in neuro-surgical

hospitals most of all were concentrated the cktained bullet wcunds cf

skull and brain. Toward the end of the seccnd year of war in

large/coarse neuro-surgical hospitals thcse wcunded the skull and the

brain occupied from 60.0 to 75.0o/o of a±\ cots. The remaining cots

of hospital were intended either fcr separaticns/sections, specially

which were being occupied by treatment injuries of spinal column and

spinal cord or for the zreatment ox the wounds of peripheral nerves.

Need in surgical interventions with the penetrating wounds of

skull in rear hospitals during war gradually was decreased (r le

12).

Despite the fact that the percentage of the penetrating wounds

in the neuro-surgical hospitals of the rear from baud per annum

grew/rose, the percentage of operability descended and to the fourth

year of war decreased alaost doubly. The reascn for this descent

K ___
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consists, as it vas shcwn, in an increase in the number of primary

process/operations in fcremost therapeutic installations, improvement

in the quality of finish of wounds and lengthening of the periods of

hospitalization after rzccessing on the spct. All this lowered the

frequency of purulent ccaFlications in rear hcspitals, as a result of

which in them was lowered operability.

Most frequently surgical interventions in rear hospitals were

undertaken for separating the bone fragments frcm the substance of

brain (fable 13).

4
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fable 11. The specific -ravity/weaght of cots for neuro-surgical

wounded in the hospitals of Urai mlitary district on the years of

war (to all cots).

1u2 Wn'fHU I fepsu* Bm'POA pma 9nvW

I Iii'I'."ET ,--.! r~Ilpyp- . -

8.0 6.7

Key: (1). Year of war. (4}. The f irst. (3). By the second. (4). The

third. (5). The fourth. (6). Eeiceatage cf ne-urc-surgical cots.

Table 12. Frequency cf cperdrioaai interventicns in rear hospitals

with the penetrating wounds of '4ull on the years of war (in

percentages).

-
1 03 an4.,u hiph Bupa Tptme W-S-

L, Z b au ab.. 1.. 1.0 37.0 42.0 :43. 0

Key: (1). Year of war. (2). The first. (3). By the second. (4). The

third. (5). The fourth. (6). Frequency ot qurgical interventions.
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Page 201.

Then occurred process/operarions apropcs of the abscesses of

brain and reworking cf wcund. one should be specified that all means

of surgical interventions indicated in percentage relationship/ratio

underwent considerable changes in different periods of war. in

particular, reworking Cf wound bas conducted ccnsiderably more

frequent in the first tuc years, than into those following, in

connection with an imuroveaenr in the quality cf primary processing.

Process/operations aprcEcs of feszering scar began to undertake from

the end of the third year or tne war when were substantiated readings

to them.

CONSERVATIVE TRFATNENT AND CABB.O

Vital importance in rear neuro-surgical hospitals had

conservative treatment and care of wounded with the penetrating

wounds of skull. It is necessary to ncte that certain unit of these

wounded even 3-4 weeks after prccess/operation heavily withstood

transportation. 1herefcre to thcse wounded the skull cn their arrival

into rear hcspital they gave aosolute rest during several days and

even weeks. If one ccnsiders that surgical intervention with wounds
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into skull was produced in rear hospitals in the first year cf war in

51.Oo/o of all treated wcunaded, and in the fcurt-h year - in 26.0o/o

then hence follows that during the treatment cf all remaining wounded

were applied only the ccnservative methods.

Basic attention must be jiv~z- to the treatment of zurulent

complications from the side of train and itS shells and first of all

- to treatment of Purulent meningitides and meningoenCeDhalites. With

thess patient frequently produced Lumbar punctures, publishing

considerable amount of liiuid. in the series/rcw of hospitals

successfully was applied endolumbar intrcduction to 0.80/0 of

solution of streptocide, aa with ventricular fistulas - the

introduction of this sclut.Lon is direct to ventricle. In rear

hospitals intravenously fre.guently pourred Z0c/c solution of

streptocide 100/o solution of urotropine.

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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jaie 13. Character/nature or surgical interventions in rear

hospitals with penetratihg wouads of skull.

X1.' 1I .'.~ll it?.p !d * ..l |,U U'|! ll~l'i |ib l 1r_.j

ROCT_____ -1 N----- - -I o.- -no 1. .!.3

SIflC7LJu), N KM T,1.I' II{ O, tj. i i;OI I. t _" ) :3,)- ".0.4

¥ i*IlIv 4J -. . .

S t u--zi 'a.ltuwcvz anuoPol, wu . I: T| I 11i WIS1! -
r11 la 01 ) . ... . . .. ... .. .. . .. ,

Outpa"Srn; no nO..l.y a "i-l.rr'ho. I.. W"i .. o
ONpazsal ISo ow.1v zcl WaaOnt-paua no no. o H )afo u"...nn ,o., i. u)6.ow. pan"," as Wr-. I' i vo, l If./M .. .... ... .ou~ UM*aafafcn A ........ 1.0°

Key: (1). Character/nature of surgical interventions. (2). Percentage

to total number of surgicai interventions. (3). Rewcrking of wounds

(fistulas of soft tissues, unnealang wounds, distance/separation of

surface bone and metallic fragments , etc.). (4). Sequestrotomy

apropos of osteomye!itiz c tones of skull. (5). ristance/seraraticn

cf bone fragments frcs zuostance of brain. (6). Distance/separation

of metallic foreign bodies fro& suDstance of brain. (7).

Process/operations aprcos of abscesses cf train. (8).

Process/operations apropos if cyszs of brain. (9). Process/operaticns

apropos of suppuraticn cf Draan cicatrix. (10). Process/operations on

I
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ventricles of brain. (11). Process/operations with epilepsy.

Pge 202.

Used extensively also all forms/species of sulfanilamides -

streptocide, sulfidine, sulfazole, sulfathiazole - it is

intravenous both preventive to the process/operations and after them.

In last year of war were successfully used the penicillin and

gramicidin. Particular value acquired the method of the intra-carotid

introduction of sulfanilamides and penicillin, developed durin4 the

war of N. N. Burdenkc and by his colleagues, a- basis of whom was

assumed the principle of deep antisepsis of the purulent infection of

cerebral tissue.

For decreasing the increased antracranial pressure, besides

punctures, were applied in essence intravenous infusions - 10-15o/o

of solution of common salt and 40o/o of solution of glucose. The

introduction of the solutions of sulfate magnesia did not acquire

wide acceptance as a result of the fact that almost all wounded

received sulfanilamides.

Wide application during war with the wounds of skull and brain

obtained physiotherapy. With the lcng not healing and limply

granulating wounds of sKull, or during the protrusions of brain a

_________
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good effect gave ultraviolet lighting. With certain success was

applied UHF therapy after operational interventions.

For warning/preventing the development of rough collagenic ones

Rubtsov in brain some authors utilized X-ray therapy by small doses.

With residual phencLcena after the wounds of brain successfully

was applied the complex cf physical therapy measures - galvanic

current, UV and X-ray irradiation.

The considerable place during the treatment of those wounded

into skull was given also to the therapeutic exercise.

In all cases of traumatic epilepsy with the shut wound where are

excluded the complications, which require surgical treatment, is

shcwn pneumo-encephalograpuy. The injection of air frequently

decreases a number of fits, and sometimes it leads to their

disappearance for a Frclcnged time. Produced at this moment X-ray

photographs are oriented in the relation to the character/nature of

the cicatrical process ir brain. Besides the injection of air,

positive effect gave ionization of the place cf wound by potassium

iodide, and also use/application inside luminal and preparaticns of

bromine.
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Care of those wcunded in the skull had very important value in

the process of treatment. The basic task of attentive observation of

Fatient consisted in in time noting of changes in the general

condition of wounded, in his conduct and mental reactions.

For the first time for tue time of the Great Patriotic War in

rear hospitals on wide scale was organized the reducing treatment of

those wounded the skull ana the train with the phenomena of zctor

violations, aphasias, aproxia ard agnosia. This reducing treatment of

those wounded the skull acquired extremely important value, since the

final goal of the organization of entire neurc-surgical service, frcm

its foremost stage to the deep rear, was the restoration/reduction of

ability to work in a maximally great quantity of those wounded the

skull.

In the hospitals cf the deep rear was conducted great work on

the restoration/reducticn or the lost func 4.cns as a result of

damaging the brain.

As is known, with the wounds of the skull of the cell of brain,

the located near focus decomposition of the substance of brain, can

come into the condition of temporazy/time suppression - "blockade",

causing by this the fallout of functions for sufficiently prolonged

period. In some cases at the foundation cf this suppression

____________

- - - - - - ----- -- _ --- /--
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lay/rested primarily anatomical changes - edema of brain, violation

of blood circulation and liquorodynamics, in other cases occurred the

physiological process as the result of irhibitica ("guardian

inhibition" according to 1. P. Pavlov).

Page 203.

The independent restoration/reduction cf functions after wounds

of the skull, having been observed on the 2ni and 3rd week after

wound, apparently was ccnnectea with disappearance of edema of brain.

Further restoration/reduction of the functions of brain as a

result of the applied therapeutic seasures - the therapeutic

exercise, physiotherapy, ergotherapy and carried cut preventive

medical work in the majority of the cases it was connected with the

removal/taking of pathofhysiclogical condition - the "blockade" of

nerve cells.

For this purpose by Soviet scientists it was proposed to

introduce Prostigmin (prcserin), affecting synaptic communications of

nervous system. The use/application of this preparation in those

wounded the skull during aotor violations in certain cases was

exclusively effective bcth into the early cnes and within late

periods after wound (from 3 to 8 mcnths).

-- 2I
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Prom other methods cf restoring the functions of brain it is

necessary to note the various forms of treatment, which stimulate the

independent restcration/reduction of the lost functions by use and

stimulation of the plastic function of cerebral cortex. Such

observations are related mainly to the restcraticn/reduction of the

disrupted as a result cf wound great hemispheres of the highest human

functions (speech, gnosia, praxis). In this respect great role played

the logopedicians, it is persistent and long worked at

restoration/reduction in the wounded of speech, memories, etc.

Therapeutic work in a nuaber of cases was headed on the

route/path of readjustment of functional systems, being based on the

great plasticity of ceretrai cortex.

Restoration/reduction of movements in extremities. The treatment

of paralyses and paresis with the wounds of skull and brain

stored/added up from the whole complex cf measures. Into it entered:

the therapeutic exercise to which belonged the leading role,

physiotherapy and occupational therapy.

=The therapeutic exercise. The essence of the activity of the

therapeutic exercise with paralyses and Faresis consists in an
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improvement in the DrccGss of reduction cf mctor function via effect

on nerve cells from periphery (ceatripetal impulses/momenta/pulses).

Together with the effect on nervous system tke therapeutic exercise

improves the condition of supporting-motor apparatus and prevents the

development of strains and contracrures.

The therapeutic exercise stouid be begun in proper time, until

develop difficulty of acvement in Joints or sharp pathological

changes of the muscular tone.

The cautio:s use/applicazion of the therapeutic exercise is

possible within early periods, on the 2-3rd week after primary

processing. However, intease systematic exercises by physical

exercises are better to carry out after 1-1 1/2 months after wound in

the period of the elimination of early complications and delimitation

cf the infectious process.

Contraindication to the use/application cf the therapeutic

exercise were the signs/criteria of the onset of any infectious

intracranial complication. The appearance of epileptic fits also made

it necessary to abstain during several days from the use/application

of the therapeutic exercise, insignificant headaches in those wounded

into skull did not serve as contraindication to therapeutic

gymnastics.

_____ ___
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Page 204.

During the Great Patriotic War the department of the physiology

cf the institute of the gymnastics of the name Lesgaft manufactured

the sufficiently rational procedure of the therapeutic exercise with

the wounds of skull with primary damage/defeat of pyramidal system.

This procedure, which was Deing applied in the neuro-surgical

hospitals of the deep rear, pursued the following tasks:

1) the restoration/reduction of steering, struggle with spastic

phenomena in motor apparatus, with the associated movements, with

contractures, with increased reilex excitability;

2) restoration/reduction aad development of the muscular force;

3) the restoration/reduction of the elementary complicated

coordinations;

4) formation of tte substitute motor skills;

iI
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5) the restoration/raduction of the working class movements in

extremities.

For this were nanufaczured tne complexes cf physical exercises

with gradual transiticn from jaassive movements tc passive-active ones

and finally to active cnes.

Struggle with spastic phencmena and increased tone of muscles

was conducted by the multiple repetition of passive movements. This

not only reduced reflectcz excitanility, helping in this way to

struggle with contractures, but aiso it stimulated the activity of

the corresponding nerve centers. in the foundation cf this procedure

to take the positions/situations, developed ty I. P. Pavlov,

according to whom "the passive reproduction of the specific movement

pulses into those motor cells of the cortices whose stimulation

actively produces this zcvemenz".

Usually the execution of passive movements is begun with

healthy/sound extremity, fixing/recording the attention of patient in

the perception of the slack movement. Then produced the movements by

injured extremity, striving the changeover of the perception of the

weakening of musculature, obtained on healthy/scund extremity.

Exercises began with moveaents in large/coarser joints gradually

converting/transferring to small/fine ones. In order not to cause the
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sharp stress/voltage of the antagonists, passive movements were

carried out slowly, smoothly, in a small volume. Only on measure the

decreases of spastic phenomena in 3uscles increased scope and speed

cf movement. On the basis of the fact that lengthening the

spastically abbreviated/raduced muscles reduces their excitability

and is decreased tone, all zcvezents were in essence constructed by

the elongation of flexcrs. In initial position with passive

movements, on the contrary, they strove the maximum weakening of

flexors, since this gave the possibility to Froduce covements in

large volume. For examFle with the bent hand is facilitated the

straightening of fingers/pins, since in this case are weakened the

flexors of fingers/pins.

For dealing with friendly zovements free from movements

extremity was fixed/recorded. Subsequently were ccnducted the special

anticoncomitant movements, and by exercises in walking the particular

attention of patient turned for oppositicn to concomitant movements.

For dealing with ccntractures, besides passive movements, was

utilized the "treatment by position/situation". The latter consisted

in the fact that the extremities were fixed/recorded with the aid of

gypsum casts or special splints in average/mean physiological

position/sit uati on.
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In a considerable number of ooservations the correctly crganized

exercises with the therapeutic exercise led tc the onset of random

movements. In these cases they ccnverted/transferred from passive

movements to active-passive, and then to active movements.

Page 205.

The experiment/experience of war convinces that the positive

effect is feasible only uaen pnysical exercises were simple, easily

feasible, they were carried cur they systematically and had as a goal

the gradual restoration/reducticn of elementary, and thereupon

complicated coordinations in the form of the restcration/reduction cf

the skills of self-service, capability sit down itself, to stand and

to be moved. In the favorable cases with purpcse of further

development of active scvements with exercises with upper extremities

usually they began from the movements of household order/formation -

they trained patient tc independently dress, etc. Gradually were

introduced power exercises, increased stress/vcltage. Singular

attention was focused on the restoration/reduction of the muscular

force of paretic hand and the development of precise movements of

hand and fingers/pins.

With exercises with lower extremities was carried out

preparation/training fcz the report/event cf valking first in
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Dosition/situation lying, then sitting and finally standing.

Simultaneously with wcrk on the restoration/reduction of the

report/event of walking ty the series/row of exercises was achieved

strengthening force in icwer extremities and development cf

equilibrium.

With the stable fallout of the functions of the individual

groups of muscles, ccnnected awith the deccmrcsition of the

corresponding sectors ci cereoral cortex, the ccmplex of physical

exercises was headed fcr the manufacture of the substitute motor

skills, compensating fcr the lost movements.

Entire/all wcrk on the therapeutic exercise was realized with

the necessary accounting of the prcfessicnal/cccupational skills of

wounded.

Exercises were organizationally constructed thus such: wcunded

they shared into three tasic groups: the first group - post-operation

and litter wounded, deprived o1 the possibility to sit and to stand;

the second group - wcunded whose condition makes it possible tc

fulfill exercises sitting, a litle to stand and to walk with the aid

of crutches and sticks; the third group - wcunded, capable of

fulfilling exercises standing and to independently move.
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In the first two gcups of the wounded the works were carried

out individually, in exercises with the third group it was observed

the nrinciple of collective exercises, acrecver wounded united into

numerical small groups. Esti4mating the results of applying the

therapeutic exercise in those wounded the skull with paralyses and

paresis, it is necessary to note considerable increase in the

majority of them of the volume cf the movements cf extremities,

descent in the increased tone of muscles, and also decrease cf

pathological friendly wvements. To nevertheless completely eliminate

appearing in connection with the wound of skull spasticity and

pathological synkinesis always aid not manage. Muscular force wc

restored, as a rule, it is extresely slow. Gait although was

improved, it continued tc frequently bear the features of a

spastic- paret ic.

Then in all cases were noted an improvement in the general

physical condition of wounded, cardiovascular activity, an increase

in the emotional tone.

The results of applying the theraeutic exercise in those

wounded the skull with iaralyses and paresis (according to A. N.

Krestovnikov's data, rear hospital) are represented in Fig. 43.

From the given diagram it is distinctly evident that in the
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group of wounded, that were bei.ng occupied by the therapeutic

exercise during prolonged period, movement in extremities they were

restored/reduced in the majority cf wounded.

Page 206.

In all groups of woundad as a result of exercises by the

therapeutic exercise of movement tney were more frequently restored

in the more proximal departmenzs of extremities. Movements in

small/fine joints were restored in the snaller appropriate sectors of

the motor zones of brain core, by the how much rapidly developing

secondary changes in jcints.

Hence ensues the most importaat conclusion/derivation: the

therapeutic exercise with wounds into skill with motor abaissements

should be carried out long, persistently and systematically. Its

beginning should be transferred to the earlier stages of the

evacuation of army and front rear.

Physiotherapy. During the treatment of Faralyses and paresis the

known value acquired the physiotherapy in the form of light massage

in the initial stages of treatment, with connection subsequently of

water procedures and electropatny. The faradization of the paretic

groups of muscles, and also iontcphoresis with lithium to small/fine
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joints of hand and fingers/pins contributed, cn the statement of a

number of the authors, warning/prevention of the development of

contractures and difficulty of movement in jcints.

Ergotherapy had as a goal to restore/reduce the capability of

wounded for useful activity, since the functicn of the

organs/controls of movement in man was nct separated from his labor

activity. Occupational therapy began already with the onset of the

first coordinated moveiments in extremities, in this case were

considered the professicnal/occupational skills of patient and the

possibility to fulfill subsequently these or cther means of the labor

processes. Ergotherapy always was carried out taking into account the

general condition of wcunded and character/nature of the wound of

skull and brain.

Issues of the wounds of skull in the hospitals of the deep rear.

During an entire war in the hospitals of the deep rear the

composition of those wounded into skull changed in the direction of

the predominance of the beavier wounds, which were being

escorted/tracked by hemipareses, aphasia, violations of view and by

other fallouts of the functions cf brain. Less than heavily wcainded

they left in the more fcremcst theLapeutic installations where they

were located to recovery. This could not but be repelled in the

issues of the treatment of those wounded the skull and the head brain
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in the hospitals of the rear. So, according tc the data of the

hospitals of Ural military district, toward the end of the war

gradually increased a quantity cf those wounded the skull, that lost

the ability to work; intc the first half-year of war among those

finished treatment a quantity of disabled ones was equal to 52.6c/c,

whereas in the last half-year of war it composed 76.8o/o.

At the same time in the hospitals of the rear steadily from year

to year descended the percentage of purulent complications in those

wounded the skull, which caused the progressive decrease of

lethality. If we compare data of Bruskin according to which during

the first world war in rear hospital it died to 75.0c/o of those

wounded the skull with Furulent complications, then lethality of

these complications in rear hospitals during the Great Patriotic War

was from 19.0 to 27.Oo/c. in other words, during the Great Patriotic

War lethality with severe pDurulent complicaticns after the

penetrating wounds of skull cn the average rrcved to be almost triply

less than in the period cf the first world war.

in more detail lethality with the penetrating wounds of skull

(complicated and unccrlicated) is represented in Table 14.

__ __ _ __ __ _
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Fig. 43. Degree of restoration/reduction of simple motions in upper

and lower extremities.

Key: (1). Upper extremity. (2). Group of wounded, who were being

treated from 50 to 150 days. (3). Group wcunded of those treating

from 150 to 457 days. (4). Fingers. (5). Lower extremity. (6). Wrist

joint. (7). before application of LFK. (8). After applicaticn of LFK.

(9). Absence of ffovements. (10). Limitation of movements. (11).

Normal movements (insignificant limitation of movements). (12). Elbow

joint. (13). Shoulder joint. (14). Ankle joint. (15). Knee jcint.

(16). Hip joint.

Page 208.

This descent in the lethality in rear hospitals toward the end

of the war is explained first of all by an improvement in the

specialized aid of those wounded the skull in foremost therapeutic

installations, and alsc ty an improvement in the therapeutic process

in rear hospitals.

,
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able 14. Lethality in rea~r hospitals. with the penetrating wcunds of

skull on the years of war (in percentages).

4.1 3.0 3.1 I 2.1

Key: (1). Year of war. (2). The first. (3). By the second. (4). The

third. (5). The fourth. (6). lethality.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ABOUI Ifil TBEATMENT OF WCUNDS OF SKULL IN THE

HOSPITALS OF THE DEEP FEA5.

The created in the beoinning wars and its steadily improved work

in course rear specialized neurc-surgical hcspitals played great role

in the treatment of those wounded the skull.

in the hospitals of the deep rear they guided in essence wounded

obtained the heavy damages of skull and train, predominantly

penetrating. Wounded, who obtained the ncnpenetrating wounds of

skull, during the development in them of complications and need for

prolonged hospitalizatiii, also they evacuated into the hospitals of
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the deep rear. In the ccurse of war changed the composition cf those

wounded the skull due tc entry into the hospitals of the deep rear of

heavier groups, since the slightly wounded remained in the foremost

stages of the evacuation wnere ccmpleted treatment.

Clinical picture in wounded, who entered into rear hospitals, in

the majority of the cases correspcnded tc the third and fourth period

of the bullet injury of sEull - to period of the elimination of early

complications and deliritation of the infecticus process, and also to

the period of late ccmplicaticns.

The observed in wcunded complications, characteristic for these

periods, were shared intc two basic groups: infectious complications

and complications, connected with the developing cicatricial

processes in brain.

Among infectious ccaplicaticns most frequent were the abscesses

of brain, then the meningoencephalites and cstecmyelitis of the bones

of skull. Other complications in the form of epidural abscess and

festering of cerebral scar were encountered considerably less

frequent.

Among the complications, connected with Eubtsovs with the

processes in the substance of brain, most frequently was observed
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traumatic epilepsy; also occurred productive arachnoiditis, cysts cf

brain, hydrocephalus, etc.

The percentage cf different infecticus ccmplications with the

wounds of skull was lowered in rear hospitals tcward the end of the

war more than doubly.

Reduction of a quantity of complications in the hospitals of the

deep rear was explained first of all by an irrcvement in the

rendering to neuro-surgical aid by that wounded the skull in foremost

therapeutic installations.

Page 209.

This progress de ided kasicaliy on imprcvem.nt in the quality of the

primary processi prcduced ly the apprcpriate specialists in army

specialized KhPPG, and also frot lengthening cf the periods of the

hospitalization of those wounded the skull cn the spot in

post-operation period. In the course of war ccnsiderably decreased

the percentage of those wounded to skull, that entered into the

hospitals of the deep rear without the primary neuro-surgical

processing of wounds.

According to the character/nature of operational interventions,
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produced in rear hospitals, the first place in frequency occupied the

distance/separation cf none fragments frcm the substance cf train,

that it was most frequently necessary in the first year ram, then -

reworking of skin or bone wound and operational interventions apropos

of the late abscesses cf brain.

One should again emphasize that for elcngation/extent the wars

of the relationship/ratic of different surgical interventions in the

hospitals of the deep rear changed. Thus, fcr instance, toward the

end of the war considerably decreased the percentage of the

process/operations of later prizary processing of the wounds of

skull. At the same time, there was increased the specific

gravity/weight of process/operations apropos cf csteomyelitis,

epilepsy, and also developed in the course of the war of

interventions with festering cerebral scar and prccess/operations of

the total distance/separation of the abscesses cf brain.

In the hospitals of the rear the special importance had the

conservative treatment cf wounded, since the sajority of the entered

wounded was already processed in the preceding/previous stages.

Attentive observation of coursing of the wounds of skull and timely

medicinal/medicamentous therapy with complication were the basic task

of the specialized hospitals of tie rear, those more after

process/operations apropos of these complications.
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During the Great Patriotic War for the first time received wide

acceptance recovery therapy, having as a goal the maximum

restoration/reduction ci the functions of the brain, having suffered

wound. Systematic work cn the restoration/reduction of the lost

functions basically was effective and it contributed to an increase

in the ability to work cf those wcunded the skull.

Extremely important team in the work of rear hospitals was the

correct appraisal/revieb of the wounds of skull, which was

latter/last stage in the treatment of these wounded. The acguired

within the time of war extensive experiment/experience played great

role in the permission of complicated questicns of the correct

appraisal/review of thcse wounded the skull.

Issues in rear hospitals differed from issues by the

preceding/previous stages of evacuation in terms of a great guantity

of disabled ones number cz which in the course of war it increased

due to direction into the hospitals of the rear of the heavier groups

of wounded. At the same time lethality in rear hospitals was

comparatively small and it was decreased with each year of war. The

progressive decrease of the frequency of infectious complications and

lethality with them was the result of the correct organizaticn of an

__________________
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entire system of the specialized aid by that wounded into skull

during the Great Patrictic War, beginning fror foremost therapeutic

installations to the hcspitals ci the deep rear.

B. CHARACTERISTICS OF LETHAL OUTCOMES FRCM WOUNDS OF SKULL AND BRAIN

IN THE STAGES OF EVACUA11ON.

In the fourth volume were presented the data about the

morphology of the wounds of sxull and brain, and also their

complications.

Page 210.

For successful warning/preveation and treatment of heaviest

pathological processes, waich appear in coursing of the wounds of

skull and brain, together with presented earlier morphological data,

great value has study cf reasons of death of wounded in different

therapeutic installations.

As a result of the activity of the pathoanatomical service of

soviet army during the Great Patrictic War was the possibility to

study the character/nature of pathcanatorical changes and to

establish/install the reasons not only for dead death in therapeutic

installations and on the evacuaticE routes, but also killed cn the
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field of battle. Com-rarison of zhese data made it possible tc specify

the means of the patholcgical prccesses, most which were being

frequently encountered in those wounded the skull and the brain in

the therapeutic installations, arranged/located cn different stages

of evacuation, and to also explain some deficiencies in diagnosis and

treatment of wounded, scetmames observed during the Great Patriotic

War.

Characteristics of lethal outcomes from the wounds of skull and brain

on the field of battle.

The bullet wounds of skull and brain in those fallen on the

field of battle are encountered mote frequent than cther wcunds. The

materials of the positictal warfare of second half past century and

the first world wars, based only on the visual examination of those

killed, attest to the fact that about third tc half of all of those

been killed on the field of battle comprised those wounded the skull.

The autopsies, produced during the Great Patriotic War, showed

that also in mobile warfare of the wound of skull and brain in those

killed on the field of battie they will cost in the first place in

their frequency. The wounds of skull and brain were encountered in

30.9o/o those killed on the field cf battle.
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In 99.lo/o of cases of the injury of skull were discovered the

penetrating wounds of skull and brain.

Fragmentation wounds were encountered into 69. 8o/o, bullet -

into 30.2o/o. The predcinance of fragmentaticn wounds was reflected

in character/nature and severity of damages. Frequently were cbserved

the extensive breaking up of the ncnes of skull and the considerable

damages of brain. In brain tissue frequently were introduced

secondary shells - fragzentz cf the bones of skull. Is noted numerous

cases when in the substance of train to a large extent were detected

many small/fine bone fragaents. During microscopic examinaticn it

proved to be that the snailest tragment- cf bcnes were sometimes

arranged/located at considerable distance frcm wound canal in the

sectors of brain, which were macroscopically seeming with

undamaged/uninjured ones. The tragments of bones in a number of cases

caused the damages of greater volume than caused by the wounding

shell. In certain cases was detected the intrcduction of scrap of

helmet into the area of skull with the extensive decomposition of

brain, the helmet playing the role of secondary shell. The helmet,

pierced by small/fine fzagments, was not encountered, evidently, the

helmet is a reliable defense frca them.

According to the data of the autopsies cf those killed on the

field of battle, the perforating wGunds of skull some-hat
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predominated above blind ones. Almost in third of cases perforating

wounds were diametric.

According to anatomical character/nature the wound defects of

the bones of skull were very diverse - from srail/fine perforated

breaks to the extensive muitisplinter breaking up of the bones of

skull, sometimes converted into continuous scrap different

sizes/dimensions and fors. With blind-end wounds were observed the

perforated and plumb breaks with the introduction of scrap of bones

into shells and substance of Drain at one or the other depth.

Page 211.

Special position aucny the damages of skull on the field of

battle occupied the decapitation, which was being characterized

either by the full/total/complete disengagement of head, sometimes

together with the significant part of neck, or with complete

decomposition of cerebral skull with the

retention/preservation/maintaining of part of the face. In other

cases were observed the wounds of the basis of skull with the

simultaneous extensive decomPositicn of the bones of arch/susmary and

the ejection of almost all brain from the area of skull.

The character/nature of wound canals in the substance of brain

;-I
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was various. With perforating wcunds by greater unit was a narrow,

sometimes slit-shaped, wcund canal. With blind-end wounds was

frequently noted the expansion cf wound canal in the location of

fragment or bullet, in the depth of brain tissue. Were observed also

the additional wound canals, caused by the introduction of

large/coarse bone scrap into the substance of train. The tangential

wounds of brain were characterized by the sulci of one or the other

depth in the substance of brain. On the course of wound canal usually

lay/rested the blood clots, frequently - fragments.

To judge about sevezity and character/nature of the wounds of

skull and brain in those killed on the field of battle possible

according to the following data.

( 006.-N fosprMf~enl Momr (;U £oUeUT
(31)1onaoe paapyweane ronoaiioro moira wn non.-

oe pa3pyt,,ewr o3uoro Ha 
6o:hiix tionvwa-

p'" . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  23.7
nnae~m AV% 6o.M.It 11o.1) .11ipil 1t3ra mi

TpWX a. eh o:iaoro oywapi. ........ 3
('9)PaueV,. avx A o:ieA ouairo no:aiwuapiw .... 14.3

1Pa.ienmt oa~oi, ao. IOmra. ". . .... . 9.0
{ PaHtUIII c=1o.a uo.iia i...o.eq . . ....... 21.2
(1Moipaceiue sitoara (a ca' ianz aaNpuTrlt rpa,iu) u.5

(fiIcero . . . IOO

Key: (1). Volume of the damage cf brain. (2). Percentage. (3).

Complete destruction cf hrain or complete destruction of one of great

hemispheres. (4). wounds of two great hemispheres of brain or three

fractions/portions of one hemisphere. (5). Wounds of two

fractions/portions of one hemisphere. (6). Wounds of one

fraction/portion of brain. (7). wounds of barrel of brain and

__ _
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cerebellum. (8). Brain concussion (in cases of closed injury). (9).

In all.

These data testify about the large volume of the decomposition

of the substance of brain in those fallen on the field of battle, and

also about the high specific gravity/weight of wounds of the barrel

cf brain.

Are given below data, together with the volume of damage

concerning and severities of the wcunds cf skull and brain in those

killed on the field cf battle, depending on localization of wounds.

During the composition of this table was used the principle of

"preference" of damages for the presence of the combinations which

always it was not possibly repel.

(I) Jloama0n. no0Vpt) eJIflfl Mo3ra (tJ; 11pouelfI

OlPamnin tIopu H 6e.oro neMccoa uo.iyziapufi ifonra 12,4
PaileuI n 60,OBUX 1 WpalyoquO, a irai;hme patuemi nx

, 1CO tLTamItIH C llOnlf.l~lieiich cepiax y:.noii m:o3rO 29,2
(50aelli III 1meayuotmla U 8pIlTe.Ibl!lX 6YIpOr.. . 4,5
Pitost6tiill poIailline palliuilln MOUTa, UOMCi M3o3r,

ilpO oiimOlaTOO sto'ira 1 Mo(.,..a ... ........ 10,7
.PIIIUIII' IIOCTh1 II WMTI-iOXU.t11llI .... ... . . .. ...

t II Iioa..OroiaTmlo MOIID (iiepeinO c noup '-I.
illlall t ..........a) .............. :3,

O.1l0rOuo Ila :li.x lu.l%11....ll , .... ........... 5,

3 %l(. d~ IIII I/ IU'|l|4Ol0 til;lllalllI~~,;;t ll
6 3Io:I I~ iep:viwin ui u.-na amm i o n. o ili vteiiii 0,0

kog) 13 c erco . .. , .tz,

Key: (1). Localization of the damage of brain. (2). Percentage. (3).

Wounds of cortex and white suristance of hemispheres of brain. (4).
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Wounds of lateral ventricles, ard also their bound in combination

with damage of gray ganglia/nodes cf brain. (5). Wounds of III

ventricle and visual mcunds. (6). Combined wcunds of pons, pedicles

of brain, medulla oblongata and cerebellum. (7). Wounds of pans and

guadro-mounding. (8). Wcunds of medulla cblongata (limber with damage

IV ventricle). (9). Wounds of cerebellum. (10). Complete destructicn

of brain or complete destruction of one cf great hemispheres. (11).

Considerable damages of several fractions/pcrticns cf brain without

instruction of precise locaiizazion of damages. (12). In all.

Page 212.

To the heaviest, greater part not causing doubts of the sense of

their lethality, are related the wcunds cf barrel. Closely to them in

severity stand wounds of III ventricle and area of visual mounds.

By very heavy of the damage of the lateral ventricles which were

previously considered as absolutely lethal on the field of battle.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patrictic War showed that such

wounded they sometimes successfully operate and they get better:

nevertheless their unit does not achieve therapeutic installations

and it perishes on the spot of tattle.

In fallen on the field of battle were chserved the diverse
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variants of wounds of ventricles. In certain cases wound canal

concluded in the area cf the vertricle where, together with the

issuing from blood, were detected the free foreign bodies. In other

cases the wounding shell pierced Doth walls cf ventricle. Sonetimes

bullet or fragment passed through both lateral ventricles and they

jammed somewhere out of them or was perfcrating wound of skull and

brain. Usually the wounds of ventricles were escorted/tracked by more

or less considerable hemcrrhage in their area from vascular

web/plexus and subependysal vessels.

The wounds only of cortex and white substance of hemispheres

composed 12.4o/o. in the majority of the cases they were

escorted/tracked by massive intiacranial hematomas, which squeezed

brain, by the breaks of the bones of the basis of skull, and

sometimes also by great exzernal hemorrhage.

Breaks and extensive cracks oz the bones of the basis of skull

were observed into 21.8c/o of all cases. Sometimes they were not

connected with the basic wound; for example, together with the wound

of cortex and white substance of hemispheres in the area of

arch/summary, was detected the break cf the bcnes of the basis of

skull. Evidently, in these cases victim at the moment of wound with

force was thrown back in side by n.last effect, that also led to the

break of the basis of skull. in a number of cases were noted the
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straight/direct wounds of the basis of skull, which were being

frequently combined with the damages of the bcnes of face.

Massive hemorrhages into tke shells of brain are noted into

33.8o/o of cases. More frequently were observed the extensive

subdural hemorrhages, wkich appeared mainly during the damages of the

veins cf brain in the area of their inflow into the sinuses of solid

cerebral shell. Frequently nematomas were connected with the damages

of sinuses themselves cz the wound of the barrel of average/mean

tunicary artery. Subdural hematcmas in certain cases during

comparatively small damages of the substance cf train were sc massive

that the fatal result, chviously, were ccnnected with the compression

cf brain (about 6.0o/o c! cases.)dFrequently were noted small

sub-arachnoidal hemorrhages from the vessels of the surface cf brain.

Large/coarse epidural hematomas were enccuntered considerably less

frequent than subdural hemorrhages.

The damages of the sinuses cf solid cerebral shell with the

wounds of skull on the field of battle were encountered fairly often.

However, the extensive damages of sinuses with massive lethal

hemorrhages in the absence of the wounds of the vital areas of the

brain were noted in all in 1.1o/o of cases. The massiveness of

hemorrhage with the wounds of sinuses was caused by the fact that

their dense walls were nct aropfed and gaped with wounds.

.. .. ..-- . -- - --- _- -_-::__-. r _ -_ _- --_ :- - - -
=
- - .. .- - .....- -
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The reasons for death of tnose been killed from the wcunds of

skull on the field of battle were distributed as follows.

Page 213.

Bulk of those wounded skull (92.1o/o) perished of the lethal and

incompatible with life damages in the form cf the full/total/complete

or partial decomposition of brain, damage of ventricles and gray

ganglia/nodes of basis with hemorrhage in them, damage to the

hanger-on unit of the train ana cerebellum, and also of the extensive

breaks of the bones of the basis of skull, 6. 1o. perished from an

increase in the intracranial pressure (con-pression of brain by

massive hematomas and scuezimes traumatic Qdera and acute/sharp

bicating of brain). In 1.3o/o of wounded i ath advanced from

acute/sharp blood loss as a result of the extensive breaks of the

sinuses of solid cerebral snell cr damages of the vessels of the

basis of brain. In 0.5%cases death followed from brain concussion

with the closed injury cf skull.

Characteristics of lethal outcomes from the wounds of skull and brain

in army area.

_______________
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According to sectional data, in the therapeutic installations of

immediate rear in the cverwhelming majority cf the cases of the

injury of skull were enccunterea the penetrating wounds; among them

most frequently were encountered fragmentaticn wounds.

The blind-end penetrati-ng wounds of skull ccmposed 85.2c/o. With

these wounds metal fragments or bullets were found in brain not in

all cases. Morphological findings make it necessary to secrete the

ricocheting wounds with which the shell, being hit about the bone of

skull, broke them, withcut penetrating the area of skull morecver the

wound of brain it was derosited by numercus bcne fragments. The

destructive effect of the fragments of bones in such cases often

acquired the leading value, and its consequences were heavier than

caused by shell itself. Perforating wounds ccapcsed 13.0o/o

(segmental - 7.3o/o, diametric - 5.7o/o), tancents - 1.8o/o.

Localization of wound defect, according to the data of the

autopsies of army therapeutic installations, was the following: wound

in sincipital area was encountered into 30.4o/o, in frontal - into

17.0o/o, in temporal - into 21.3o/o, in postcranial into 15.0o/o. In

the remaining cases were observed the wounds of two adjacent areas.

Frequently (18.6o/o) were observed the ccmbined wounds of

cerebral skull and sinuses of nose. The severity of injury with

--
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combined wounds was complicated Dy the extensive breaks of the bones

of the basis of skull.

With the penetrating wounds of the arch/summary of skull the

breaks of the bones of its basis were discovered into 30.0o/c. Most

frequently underwent wcund front/leading cranial Fit with the

selective damage/defeat of the upper wall of eye socket. Relatively

more rarely were enccurtered the breaks cf the roof of drum area and

posterior cranial pit, in the area of slope. Cracks and breaks cf the

bones of the basis of skull were detected mainly in wounded, dead

persons within the next few days after the injury; in dead persons

within later periods the breaks of the bones cf base of skull were

observed considerably less frequent. On the course of the cracks of

the basis of skull on autopsy were determined small hemorrhages into

the subjects of tissue. In a numter of cases, in spite of the great

lenoth of cracks, it was not hemorrhages into eyelids, trails of

hemorrhages from the ears and other known morphological

manifestations of this fcra/species of injury.

The material of autopsies in army therapeutic installations was

characterized by the great manifestation of the anatomical damages of

brain.

This caused the distribution of the reasons of death of dead

nersons theom the wounds of s'-ull and braIn tn -hese the-aneutlc

ns ta la1o'ns.

iI
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Key: (1). Reasons for death. (2). Percentage. (3).

Changes, connected with direct activity cf injury. (4). Infectious

complications. (5). Pneumonia in wounded. (6). In all.

Among the reasons for death the leading place occupied the

changes, connected with direct action of injury (75.5o/o), the

periods of death of wounded reaching to 3 days.

The reasons for deata, connected with the direct activity of

injury, were following: external blood lcss during the wide damage of

the sinuses of solid cerebral shell - in 4.9c/o of dead persons,

subdural hematomas - in 11.9o/o, the acute/sharp bloating of brain -

in 1.7o/o, the decomposition of the substance of brain - in 57.0o/o.

Decomposition of brain. The frequency of this reason for death

on sectional material oscillated depending cn the conditions Cf

combat and organizatioral moments. Special importance had good

organization of carrying the wounded from the field of combat and the

nearness of therapeutic installations to front/leading territcry.

Under these conditions a guantity cf heavy injuries of brain,

discovered on material autopsies in therapeutic installaticns,
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sharply grew/rose. Common for this form/species of death was

extensive decomposition as the bones of arch/summary, so frequently

and the basis of skull. The violaticn of the integrity of the skin

integuments of head did not sometimes correspcnd to the volume of the

damage of bones and substance oi the brain: in the insignificant

defects of skin in a number of cases were cbserved vast breaks of

skull. In other cases the integuments of head fcr considerable

elongation/extent were stripped, scaled, rags of skin twisted* by the

pore extremely contaminated and hung in the fcrm of the scraps; the

bones of skull proved to be expcsed. The value cf wcund aperture in

bone was sometimes disprcportiorately it was small in comparison with

the volume of the damage of scft tissues.

In the cases extra-heavy damages of skull with rapidly advanced

death frequently were absent the extended hemorrhages into cellulose

of the integuments of skull. The breaks of solid cerebral shell were

different value, but they more frequently corresponded to the value

of bone defect. The breaks of the sinuses of solid cerebral shell,

most frequently longitudinal sinus were disccvered in the cases of

death from the decomposition of brain in 21.8c/o of dead persons.

In the cases of death from the decomposition of brain wound

canal usually could not ke detezsined. Extensive cerebral wound was

am crphous.
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During damage over the great area of brain by the shell, which

possesses great kinetic energy, sinultaneously appeared several

shccks/counterblows. Scetimes the force of the latter was sc

considerable that they in turn, were initial point for new

shocks/counterblows. Only in a rumber of cases it would have been

possible to explain the extremely extended and complicated topography

of the damages of brain.

In 82.6o/o of cases of death from the decomposition of train

were wounds of cerebral ventricles. In the areas of ventricles was

located the issuing frcm blood, sometimes with the admixture/impurity

cf the crushed brain tissue. As the source of hemorrhage usually

served the numerous small/fine vessels of the substance of the brain;

the gaps of the large/coarse vascular branches were detected

sufficiently rarely.

Page 215.

With hemorrhage from the vascular webes/plexi the ventricles were

expanded, in there lumen was located coagulated blood. When death

attacked/advanced follcwing by injury, the blood both in the wound of

brain and in the lumen of ventricles remained liquid.
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In dead persons frcm the extensive decomposition of brain

frequently were encountered epi- and subdural hemorrhages, but

usually they were small.

The lifetime of wounded, dead persons frcm the decomposition of

the substance of brain, was such: in the first twenty-four hours died

75.4o/o, the secondly - 20.3o/o and into the third - 4.3o/o.

With the autopsy of dead persons from the decomposition cf brain

into late periods the issuing from blood both in the wound and under

the shells of brain frequently had brownish hue; the substance of

brain in the area of wound was fainted by blccd pigments in yellow

and orange tones. At the same time, they ware encountered and fresh

hemorrhages more or less considerable volume.

Frequently the onset of repeated hemorrhages could be connected

with the transportation of wcunded. This was confirmed by the fact

that the intracranial hemorrhages frequently were detected in dead

persons on evacuation routes (see below).

Subdural hematomas. According to the data of autopsies cf

wounded, dead persons in the therapeutic installations of imediate
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rear, into by 11.9o/c reasons for death were early subdural

hematomas. The primary hemorrhage, which usually ap-eared following

by wound, in the majorit) of the cases independently stopped. The

attacked/advanced bloating cf brain around wound insulated fcr some

time submembrane space from environment, impeding the outflow of the

blood outside. Scmetimez intc the nearest hcurs after injury, as a

result of the instability of blood and intracranial Fressure,

incompactness and unreliability of occluzicn cf blood clots, appeared

conditions for the rencual of hemorrhage.Its basic source they were

the vessels of soft ceretral snell and partly the substance ¢f brain.

To a lesser degree the cutilcw cf the blood occurred from the porous

substance of bones, and also from the vessels of solid cerebral

shell.

With the blind-end fenetrating wounds of arch/summary hewatomas

were arranged/located predominantly on the side of wound and were

encountered with the wcunds of the brain of ucst varied value. In

this case on the spot of hemaroma the hezisphere was usually somewhat

hollow. The value of hematonas oscillated over wide limits. The

maximum accumulation of tae blocd in subiemkrane space was equal to

400 cm3 . Most freguently the volume of hematcias was from 100 to 150

cm3 . Great hematomas were observed with location in area of the

large/coarse branches of average/aean cerebral artery. With

perforating wcunds more frequently was noted the accumulation of the

%I
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blood under the shells close to outlet. Smallest of led to death

hematomas where a quantity of issuing frcm blcod was equal to 50 cz3,

corresponded to the area of tne basis of brain most frequently to

posterior cranial pit. Ir a nuater of cases cf hematoma they were

arranged/located in the Flaces cf shocks/counterblows on the side,

contradictory/opposite tc wound.

The frequency of early subdural hematomas in sectional material

in different periods of the contat operaticts cf army changed in

connection with the pericds of tae carrying out of wounded and their

delivery/procurement intc army therapeutic installations, and also in

connection with the possibility of urgent surgical interventicn°

From a number of tAcse wounded the skull, the dead perscns frcm

subdural hematomas, 57.6c/o perashed in the first twenty-four hours

after injury, 30.0o/o - tae secondly and 12.4o/o - into the third. Of

a number of dead persons in the first twenty-four hours 32.0/o of

wounded lived less than 6 hours after wound.

Page 216.

The earliest hematomas, waicha served as a reason for death, were

either by small ones and they were localized in area of the base of

brain, or with the gaps cf large vessels they were, on the contrary,
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very great. If death attacKed/advanced later than 6 hours a quantity

of hematomas, which were tna reason for death, somewhat was

decreased, and after tle first day it again increased. Clinically

this corresponded to the so-called bright gaps/intervals between the

injury and appearance of the symptoms of the compression of train.

Hematomas, which grew rcre violently, led tc death vith their

comparatively small volume, whereas the gradually growing hemorrhage

she was transferred by wounded somewhat letter and hematomas in this

case achieved great sizes/dimensicns.In dead persons in acute/sharp

period the issuing frox blood it frequently remained liquid, whereas

in dead persons within later periods the blood was frequently that

rolling up and it was resoved/taken with the surface of brain in the

form of the cake, which squeezed brain. Durinc the comparison of

these sections with records in the histories cf

disease/sickness/illness/malady it was explained that in certain

cases, even with the considerable accumulations of the blood in

subdural space, the explicit symptoms of intracranial pressure

increase to the time of the arrival of wcunded into therapeutic

installation disappeared, which impeded the diagnosis of subdural

hematomas.

The wounds of the sinuses of solid cerebral shell served as a

reason for lethal external hemorrhages into 4.9c/o of cases of death

from the wounds of skull and brain. Longitudinal sinus in this case
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was damaged into 89. lo/c of all wounds of the sinuses of solid

cerebral shell, transverse - into 2.7o/o and sigmoid - into 8.2o/o.

In studied material 20.9o/c they fall in the cases of death from

infectious complications from the side of shells and substance of

brain. Among the latter a great quantity arrived on the

fraction/portion of purulent le~tcmeningitis (16.2o/o). Frequently

were encountered the cases of early meningitis. From a total number

of cases of death from purulent meningitis into 4.80/o of cases this

complication was observed in tize from 20 to 24 hours from the moment

cf wound, in 18.1o/o lifetime it reached to 5 days. So early a

meningitis was the complication of the heaviest damages of train with

multiple failure of the tones of the basis of skull and the statement

of the wound of train witD appendage areas.

The early abscesses of Drain, complicated by meningitis, were

encountered into 1.2o/o of cases ot death frca the penetrating wounds

of skull in army therapeutic installations. By that spilled purulent

encephalitis was encountered into 1.2o/o. Secondary subdural

hemorrhages against the background of purulert infection of the wound

of brain composed 1.00/c. A guantity of Issuitg from blood in this

case did not exceed @ cm3. Sometimes with the occurrence of foreign

bodies and bone fragments in sutmembrane space the hemorrhage was the

consequence of the violation of the integrity cf vessels as a result
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of bedsore. Secondary intra-ventricular hemorrhages composed 0.2o/o

as secondary hemorrhages from sinases. The anaerobic infection of the

wound of brain was observed in 0.9c/o of dead persons.

Pneumonia was the reason fcr death into 3.6o/o of cases. The

greatest frequency of pneumonia, besides especially early, according

to the material of autcsies, fell in essence cn November - December.

Pneumonias were macrofocal and frequently with drainage.In other

cases were detected aspiration pneumonia with especially turbulent

flow, which led to death frequently in the first 2-3 days. The onset

of aspiration pneumonia stood in connection with the damage of the

innervation of the organs of respiration and upper department of the

digestive tract as a result of the wound of brain.

Page 217.

Characteristics of lethal outcomes from the wcunds of skull and brain

on GBA.

The detailed study cf the maps/charts/cards of sections and

protocols of the autopsies of dead from wounds and damages of skull

and brain in the therapeutic installations of the army rear of

different fronts showed that the character/nature of these wounds and

damages was dissimilar. Wounds and damages cf skull in dead persons

____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___
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were distributed as follcws.
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Key: (1). Character/nature of damage. (2). Percentage. (3). Closed

injury of skull. (4). Wcunds cf soft tissues cf skull. (5).

Nonpenetrating wounds cf bones of skull. (6). Penetrating wounds of

skull. (7). In all.

Most rarely were encountered the wounds cf soft tissues, the

nonpenetrating wounds ci the nones of skull and the closed injury.

The closed injury cf sKull was encountered into 2.2o/o of cases.

Most frequently the reascn for death was the contusion decompcsition

of the substance of brain and hemorrhage in it. Somevi.at less

frequent death was caused the intracranial Fressure increase as a

result of extensive epi- and sundural hematomas. Sometimes the reason

for death was brain concussion. Negligible place among the reasons

for death with the closed injuzy occupied infecticus complications

from the side of shells and substance of brain, and also pneumonia.

In 50.0o/o of dead persons from the closed injury broke discovered

the breaks of the bones cf the basis of skull.
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The wounds of soft tissues composed 0.4o/c. The substance of

brain and its shell in the majority of the cases they were not

damaged. The reason for death was purulent lertcmeningitis, and

sometimes tetanus.

The nonpenetrating wounds of the bones of skull composed 3.0o/o.

The reasons for death with them weze the follcwing processes.

Changes, connected with tue direct activity of injury, in

26.6o/o of dead persons. In all cases was established/installed death

from the intracranial Fressure increase due tc extensive subdural and

intra-cerebral hematcmas. Periods cf death frcm 1 to 6 days. In 25.0%

dead persons were damaged to bone the bases cf skull.

Infectious complications are noted in 66.6o/o. Most freguently

was encountered purulent leptoineningitis, with which almost always

were detected the breaks of the bones of th.i basis of skull.

Pneumonia in wounded was the reason for death into 6.8o/o of

caseso

Penetrating wounds cf skull and brain. In overwhelming majority

(94.4o/o) of dead persons from the injury of skull were encountered

the penetrating wounds.
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In a number of cases was ncted extra-heavy character/nature of

wounds. In particular, into 23. 5o/o were encountered the damages of

the ventricles of brair, in 9.9c/o- damages tc the hanger-on unit of

the brain, into 5.5o/o - cracks and breaks of the bones of the basis

of skull and into 1. 1o/o - damage of the sinuses of solid cerebral

shell. The given data testify abouz the considerable severity of the

wounds, which were being observed in dead peisons in KhPPG of army

rear.

Are given below the reasons for death with the penetrating

wounds of skull and train in dead persons in the therapeutic

installations of army rear.
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Key: (1). Reasons for death. (2). Percentage. (3). Changes, connected

with direct activity of injury. (4). Infectious complications. (5).

Pneumonia in wounded. (6). In all.

In dead persons frcm the penetrating wounds of skull and brain

on GBA most frequently the reason for death were infectious

complications from the side of shells and substanc- of the brain;

vital importance had also the changes, connected with the direct

activity of injury. In the small Ferceptage cf the cases as the

reason for death served connected pneumonia.

Is given below the iaforaation, characterizing the individual

groups of the reasons fcr death with the penetrating wounds of skull

and brain.
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I. Death from the changes, connected with the direct activity of

injury, it is noted into J2.2o/o ol -:ases. The first place among this

group (21.2o/o) occupied the cases of death from the decomposition of

the substance of brain. somewnat less frequent (8.0o/o) waz

established/installed deata from the compression of brain by

hematomas, predominantly sundural localization. Sometimes the reason

for death was traumatic edema of brain (3.0c/c).

In dead persons from the dacoaposition of brain more frequently

were detected the wounds of two or three fracticns/portions; in

10.0o/o were encountered the wounds of ventricles with the

determination of metal and sometimes bone fragments in them. The

relatively high percentage of multi-longitudinal wounds in this group

indicates the rapid delivery/procurement of wcunded with the

decomposition of brain into tee hospitals of army rear, that depends

both on the rapid evacuation dnd on the approximation/approach of

neurosurgical aid to foremost stages, 76.0o/o of wounded were

delivered into the hospitals cf army rear earlier than 24 hours after

wound.

Extensive subdural and sometimes epidural hematomas were the

reason for death in 8.0c/o of dead persons frcm the penetrating

wounds of skull. In these cases usually were encountered the damages

by one or two fraction/pcrtion oi brain. The periods of death

- =?~~-- -
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oscillated from 1 to 5 days; more frequent wounded perished in the

first 48-72 hours. In the majority of cases (81.0o/o) the condition

of wounded was such heavy that they could be operated or hematomas in

them were not identified. Deatn of the wcunded of this group

attacked/advanced from the developing the intracranial pressure

increase. Frequently in suca cases were detected only the small wound

defects of bones and sclid ceretral shell, which did not provide

conditions for natural decoapression. As the sources of hemorrhage

usually served the damaged vessels of soft cerebral shell.

Comparatively rarely ware enccuntered the cases of death from

traumatic edema of brain, it is more freguent with the wounds only of

the one fraction/portion of brain. In the majority of the cases of

such wounded they did nct operate; death attacked/advanced usually

into the first 1-2 days.

I. Death from infectious complications from the side of

substance and to the shell of Drain occurred into 65.1o/o of cases.

Most frequently was detected the purulent inflammation which was

observed into 60.8o/o of cases of death from the penetrating wounds;

into 4.3o/o of cases was established/installed the anaerobic

infection of brain.

Page 219.

£I
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The manifestations of the puzulent inflammation, which served as

a reason for death of tnse wounded into skull and head brain, were

different.

The first place among tnem occupied primary purulent

leptomeningitis, that was encountered into 20. 1c/o of cases of death

from the penetrating wounds. in dead persons from purulent

leptomeningitis were usuaiiy wounded one-two fractions/porticns of

brain. Wounded dieeed predominantly to the 4-10th day after wound. In

1/5 cases the inflammatozy process was localized in the shells of the

basis of brain, in this case predominated the damages of the bones of

the basis of skull and Dcnes of face skeletcn. In these cases,

besides the infected cerebral wound, was an even newer source of

infection - aeriferous areas of tue bones of the basis of skull and

face skeleton.

Spilled purulent encepnalitis was the reason for death into

15.2o/o of cases. In certain cases this process was spread to the

wall of ventricle dnd it led to the onset of secondary

periventricular purulent encephalitis (erendysitis). in this case

sometimes was observed the melting of the wall of ventricle and the

onset of pyocephalus. In other cases of pyocephalus the walls of
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ventricles were macrcsccpically represented by undamaged/uninjured

ones. In the unit of the cases the process was limited to the

purulent inflammation ci th wounded fraction/portion of brain, but

sometimes it was spread also to considerable distance from cerebral

wound. By that spilled purulent encephalitis as the reason for death

was more frequently cbserved with wounds by one or two

fraction/portion of train, the periods of death from the spilled

purulent encephalitis oscillated from 5 to 15 days from the day of

wound.

The abscesses of brain were discovered in 9.3o/o of dead

persons. Localization cf abscesses was differently. The periods of

2.eath on the abscesses of brain depended on the character/nature of

the processes, which cc&licated their coursing. From complications

of the abscesses of brain in dead persons in KhFPG of army rear most

frequently was encountered the transition of purulent inflammation on

walls of ventricles with the formation of periventricular purulent

encephalitis, sometimes vizn te penetration of pus into ventricle.

Less frequent coursing of abscess was corplicated by secondary

purulent leptomeningitis, secondary spilled purulent encephalitis,

secondary hemorrhage or secondary edema cf brain.

Festering wound canal, complicated by secondary suppurations,

was observed in 9.1o/o of dead persons. In this case was noted the

_/
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transition of the inflaizatcry process to soft cerebral shells with

the onset of secondary purulent leptomeningitis, dissemination of the

process to the walls of ventricles with the education of secondary

purulent periventricular encephalitis, the transiticn of the

suppurative process to the suDstance of brain with the education of

the secondary spilled purulent encephalitis and sometimes - secondary

edema of brain. The pericds of death on the ccmplicated festering cf

wound canal depended on the character/nature cf complications and

cscillated from 3 days tc 1 months, but in certain cases they were

more than month. In essence were encountered the wounds by one and

two fraction/portion of train.

The special positicn among the reasons for death of those

wounded into skull occupies the polythalamous group of iafectious

complications, named "Furulent meningoencephalitis" and composed

6. lo/o. This group entered into statistical data because during the

first years of the Great Patriotic War scme Frosectors in their

records did not secrete the primacy of the damage/defeat of the

substance of brain or its shells. Into this group entered the cases

of festering the wound canal, ccaplicated by purulent meningitis, the

primary and secondary encephalitis with the damage/defeat of soft

shells by the inflammatcry process, etc.

Page 220.

------ -----
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The cases of this group it cannot be regarded tc any of the examined

above complications, since in protocols and maps/charts/cards no

section for this there is enougb evidence.

Festering subdural hamatoma was encountered in 0.6o/o of cases

of death from the penetrating wounds. Were usually wounded one-two

fractions/portions of brain. Vith autopsy under solid cerebral shell

found 120-200 cm3 of pus, mixed with the deccposing blood. In the

unit of the cases was noted the transition of the process for soft

cerebral shells and formation of purulent leptomeningitis.

Most rarely was encountered tne primary periventricular

encephalitis (ependymitis) - 0.40/0. In these cases wound canal

usually is passed either in immediate proximity of lateral ventricle,

or through it. wounded perished in time from 10 days to 1 months from

the moment of wound.

Considerably less irequent than the purulent inflammation was

encountered the anaerotic iniection, which ccFlicated the wounds of

brain, according to sectional data, into 4.3o/o of all penetrating

wounds. On GBA death from tne anaerobic infection of brain

attacked/advanced in the limits of 5-10 days after wounding.
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Autopsies attempted to froduce as early as possible in order to

exclude posthumous char;es.

With autopsy in the cases of anaerobic infection the soft

tissues of head were edeuatc, it is more on the side of wound.

Subcutaneous-fatty layer naa yellowish-greenish color, was slimy,

sometimes jelly-like. Skull was scalped very easily. From the

section/cut of soft tissues flowed almost transparent/hyaline

greenish-yellowish fluid/liguid. From bone wound and defect of solid

cerebral shell there protruded the decomposed substance of brain, in

certain cases with unuleasant odor and gas buttles. solid cerebral

shell on the side of wound, as a result of liberation/excretion from

the wound of a great quantity of gangrenous changed substance of

brain, was frequently wrinkled. Soft cerebral shells were impregnated

with the hemolysized blcd, they slipped dcwn from bends. A precise

direction of wound canal was usually difficultly determine, since

almost entire hemisphere was found in disintegration condition. The

boundary between the destroyed unit of the brain and healthy/sound

tissue it was difficult-distinguish. The frequently gangrenous

procass crossed the hanger-on unit of the brain and to

contradictory/opposite hemisphere. Cerebro-spinal fluid was usually

painted by the hemolysized blood. The characteristic feature of

anaerobic infection was the expressed hemorrhagic character/nature of

the inflammation of brain. Most frequently by anaerobic infection
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were complicated the most severe penetrating wounds of skull and

brain.

III. Pneumonia in wounded. Besides death frcm the direct

activity of injury and infectious complications from the side of

brain and its shells, on GBA were encountered the cases of death from

pneumonia (2.7,)/o) of thcse wounded the skull. The character/nature

of these pneumonia was dizerent: were encountered macrofocal, and

fine focal/acinous. Usually pneumonia were bilateral and they had

drainage character/nature.

Characteristics of lethal outcomes from the wounds of skull and brain

on GBF.

The pathoanatomical material of the hospitals of front line base

at individual fronts ard in different combat rocess/operations was

not identical. Its character/nature manifested themselves the

nearness of front line base to the place of military activities, the

condition of roads from army rear, the presence of transport means

the bed resources for hcspital base the equipment of hospitals, the

possibility of the evacuation of wounded in the rear and much other.

Page 221.
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Depending on the enumerated conditions, section material of GBF

acquired features, then is wore characteristic to the material of the

therapeutic installaticns of army and even immediate rear, then - to

material of the hospitals of tne deep rear.

Death of wounded in the nospitals of front rear

attacked/advanced both within the nearest periods after wound and

into later (more than 120 days from the moment of wound).

The consequences of the closea injury of skull served as the

reason of death of wounded only into 1.1o/o. In 94.6o/o of sectional

cases were encountered the penetrating wcunds of skull, into 3.9o/o -

nonpenetrating wounds cf the bones of skull and into 0.4o/o - wound

of the soft tissues of skull.

With the closed injury of skull permanent anatomical findings

were the numerous contusion foci, being located predominantly in

brain core. Together with them, occurred the small/fine scattered

hemorrhages in soft shells, in white substance and under ependyma. In

certain cases of death scon after injury the contusion foci were

detected in the hanger-on unit of the brain. The reason for death

with the closed injury more frequent was serous-purulent meningitis.

In the unit of the cases the fatal result was connected with the

education of great epidural and suadural hematomas.
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Death from the wounds of the soft tissues of skull, which was

being generally encountered exrremely rarely, W 6 cdoea by the

onset of purulent complications (sepsis, meningitis, etc.)o

With nonpenetrating wounds frequently were detected the breaks

of the bones of the basis of sxull. Frequently wound canal passed

through soft tissues and Dones of iace. The damages of the bones of

the arch/summary of skull were encountered more rarely.

The reasons for deata with nonpenetrating wounds were following:

subdural hematoma - in 20.0o/o of dead perscns, spilled purulent

meningitis - in 43.3o/o, the aoscess of train, complicated by

purulent meningitis, in 10.0o/o, festering suhdural hematoma - in

20.0o/o, the thrombosis of sinuses - in 3.3o/o, other causes - in

3.4o/o.

The penetrating wcunds were encountered in the overwhelming

najority of dead persons from the injury of skull and brain

(94.6o/o). From them extra-aeavy (perforating wcunds) were observed

into 12.9o/o (segmental wounds - into 11.5o/o and diametric - into

1. 4o/o).
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The most freguent place of tae entry of shell was sincipital

area (28.2o/o). In comparison withi the preceding stages somewhat were

repeat/quickened the dasaje/defeat of frontal area (22.5o/o) and was

decreased a number of wounds of temporal (13.7o/0) and postcranial

(10.5o/o) area. In the remaining cases were observed the wounds of

adjacent areas.

On GBF was noted the decrease of the frequency of the combined

wounds (wound of brain ard the additional nasal cavities), they were

discovered into 9.1o/o. Breaks and cracks of the bones of the basis

of skull with the penetrating wounds were encountered into 13.1o/o of

cases.

The volume of the traumatic decomposition of brain was various.

As a rule, on GBF it was considerably less than in army and army

therapeutic installations. more frequently were encountered the cases

with the distinctly expressed wcund canal in brain.

The wounds of the ventricles cf brain occurred in 15.4o/o of

dead persons.

Bulk of wounds was Elottea/applied by metallic fragments by

usually not exceeded 1-1.5 cm according to the greatest diameter.
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Page 222.

Special importance both for tae surgeons and for anatomical

pathologists acquire blind wounds by fragments, especially by the

fragments of low value. As a resuit of edema of soft tissues around

the wound, which did not exceed 0.3-0.5 cm, and the occlusion of

inlet scab, the doctors in attendance sometimes accepted similar

wounds for surface scratches. 4dcun.1ed with such damages arrived into

the hospitals of front line base by freguently not finished, and

sometimes also with the expressed symptoms of severe complications.

However, in view of the careful examination/inspection of wounded in

the specialized hospitals, similar small/fine wounds of that

penetrating character/nature were not intravitally identified only

into 0.9o/o of cases.

The reasons of deatti of dead persons from the penetrating wounds

of skull and brain in the hospitals of front rear were distributed as

follovs. 
6

U J11 %ieliwAMR, evnf lfible C 1IeO itH."CHHbM4 :iei-
............................................... ...... 3,

C4)It1i[I: il Ol 1j" O I t'Ulfl........................... " 91.8

01)iscero . .. 100.0

Key: (1). Reasons for death. (2). Percentage. (3). Changes, connected

with direct activity of injury. (4). lnfecticn complications. (5).

Pneumonia in wounded. (6). In all.
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In front line hospitals in comparison with foremost therapeutic

installations sharply fell the value of the changes, connected with

the direct activity cf injury, among other reasons for death of those

wounded the skull and the orain. The basic reason of death of such

wounded, dead persons in the hospitals of front line area, were

infectious complications.

I. Changes, connected with direct action of injury. In the

hospitals of front line region the specific gravity/weight of the

cases of death from the changes, connected with the direct activity

of injury, among the reasons for death of those wounded the skull and

the brain although was small however it cscillated in considerable

limits. In those combat process/operations, when the hospitals of

front on medical-tactical reasons were arranged/located closely to

army area, a number of lethal outcomes, caused by the changes,

connected with direct action of injury, it grew/rose. A number of

cases of death from the changes, connected with the direct activity

of injury, increased also when according to one or the other to

reasons army KhPPG did ncr hold up in itself wounded the skull, but

immediately were sent then on GBF.

The individual means of the changes, connected with the direct
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activity of the injuries, which served as the reason for death in the

hospitals of the front rear of those wounded the skull, were

distributed as follows: suDdurdl aematoma - 1.4o/o, the acute/sharp

bloating of brain - 0.9o/o, tne decomposition of train - 0.8o/o, the

external hemorrhage from the sinuses of solid cerebral shell -

0. lo/o, epidural hematoma - 0. lo/o.

Thus, in comparison with the preceding stages of evacuation the

individual means of the caanges, connected with the direct activity

of injury, did not have among other reasons fcr death of those

wounded skull and brain of great value, although they were

encountered in front line therapeutic installations.

II. Infectious comjlications from the side of shells and

substance of brain. Infectious complications in the therapeutic

installations of front rear sarved as the main reason for death of

those wounded the skull and the head brain.

Page 223.

In the hospitals ef front rear, as on GBA, in the overwhelming

majority of the cases of death from infecticus complications was

detected purulent infection - into 93.7o/o, considerably more rarely

was encountered anaerobac infection - into 1.0o/o and tetanus - into
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0. 10/0.

The manifestations of piurulent inflammation in dead persons from

the wounds of skull were distributed as follows.

Key: ~ (1). .ai e tai n of .u ul n .n l m ai n (2) Percentage... .. ..

(3). Primary purulent leptomeningitis. (14) . Atscesses of brain. (5).

Primary spilled purulent encephalitis. (6). Secondary hemorrhages.

(7). Primary purulent periventricular encephalitis. (8). Sepsis. (9).

Other purulent complications. (10). In all.

The most frequent manifestation of general/common/total purulent

inflammaticn in those %cuiaded the skull, the dead persons on GBF, was

primary purulent leptoveningitis, established/installed in 38.8o/0 of

dead persons from the penetratag wounds of skull and brain, death in

the majority of the cases attac.xing/advancing into the first 7-10

days from the moment cf hiound.

in a number of cases was noted the preferred damage/defeat of

the shells of the basis cf t~rain. is more frequent that encountered

---__ --- ______________._______.....______________
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with particularly early meningitides. The mechanism of the

development of predominantly oasal meningitides after wounds was not

identical. In the cases of particularly early meningitides, which

appeared during the first 2-3 days after injury, the predominantly

basal disposition of purulent chanjes in shells was into 7.3o/o

connected with the damage oi ventricles. In 9.0c/o of cases basal

meningitis appeared when the nreaks of the bones of base of skull are

present,. Here the deveicpment of meningitis to a certain degree

stood in connection with the course of the cracks, communicating the

area of cerebral skull bith the additional nasal cavities. In certain

cases primary purulent ieptomeningitis proceeded frcm wound.

General/common/total for all primary meningitides both the

appeared with the wounds vwentricles, the breaks of the basis of skull

and proceeding from wound, were re extremely early pericds cf their

development and the rapid progression of the Frocess in shells.

Earliest meningitides which were encountered in the studied

material, were discovered 24-30 hours after wound.

The abscesses of hraia in dead persons on GBF are noted into

30.6o/o of cases of the penetrating wounds of skull. Abscesses in

dead persons earlier than 10 days with the actent of wound were

encountered rarely. The formaticn cf the caFsule of abscess
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frequently was observed at the end of the seccnd and thire week. The

formation of capsule and the delimitation of abscess depended on the

series/row of conditions. when in wound the great sectors of the

necrotized tissue are present,, during the progression of infection

the process of shaping cf capsule decelerated. Differently was

formed/activated capsule, alsc, in dependence on the disposition of

abscess. The deeply lying/hcrizcntal periventticular abscesses

usually more lately outgrew by scar tissue, by virtue of which they

were more inclined to progression, more frequently had irregular

scalloped configuratiors and exhibited tendency to be spread towards

ventricles. If abscesses were arranged/located nearer to shells,

capsule was developed earlier. The nearer were arranged/located the

abscesses to external wcund, tae earlier and the more reliable they

were encapsulated. Sometimes the formaticn cf the capsule of abscess

was involved/tightened even on year.

Page 224.

The diameter of abscesses, discovered on autopsy, it oscillated

from I cm to very great sizes/dimensions, when abscess occupied

almost entire hemisphere of brain.

Multiple abscesses on the course of wound canal were discovered

into 7.2o/o of cases; more frequent them there were two or three. The
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multipve abscesses, which were being arranged/located out of wound

canal, were encountered into 8. 9o/o of cases. Single abscesses

composed 94.8o/o. It should be noted that amcng the discovered

abscesses of brain only 5.0o/o tney were arranged/located in cortex.

The single abscesses, which were being arranged/located along

the course of wound canal, composed 28.6o/o (among other things

7.4o/o of near-ventricular cnes). Bulk of abscesses (55.4o/o) was

crranged/located out of wound canal, in the nearest periphery of

wound. In 13.3o/o of cases the abscesses hit the ground far from

wound canal, frequently in the h~sisphere, ccntradictcry/oppcsite to

wound. The absces-3s, which were Deing lacalized in the places of

counteroffenzives, were found in 2.7o/o.

Different sectors cf the capsule of abscess were Jissimilar. As

a rule, in it was a series/row of the weaker places where it could be

easily damaged during prccess/operation, transportation of wounded,

etc. This corresponded to zhe places of the diligence of abscess to

ventricles, in the unit cf the cases - tc lccatiors of foreign

bodies, to sectors of merging/coalescence of abscess with

encephalitic foci, to sectors of secondary hezc~rhages in the wall of

abscess. At the same time capsule achieved considerable density

during its merging/coalescence wita Rubtsovs ky elements/cells. In

view of the fact that the duraoilizy of capsule in its different

I
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sectors first grew/rose, then it was reduced, the total

distance/separation cf the abscess of brain with the penetrating

wounds was extremely difficult. In terms of this abscesses with the

penetrating wounds essentially ditfier from the abscesses Cf train

with the closed injury cr skull and especially from the abscesses of

nontraumatic origin.

In 40.6o/o of dead persons was established/installed the

penetration of abscess into tae area of ventricles, in 35.2o/o

identified clinically. In 15.6o/o this ccmplication was connected

with surgical intervention, target which was emptying, draining or

distance/separation of abscess.

by direct cause death wita abscesses into 88.1o/o of cases was

secondary purulent leptcmeningitis. Death from meningitis, which

complicated abscess, mcst freguently attacked/advanced through 20-40

days after wound. In 5.4o/o Dy direct cause death with abscesses was

connected edema of brain. in tas unit of the cases death followed

from the spilled purulert encephalitis, which cclFlicated the abscess

cf brain.

Primary spilled purulent encephalitis was the reason of death

9.3o/o of dead persons from the penetrating wcunds of skull and

brain.
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In the unit of the cases spilled the encephalitis had the

distinctly expressed putrefactive character/nature, moreover was

noted the absence of the expressed festerinq and the extensive

decomposition/decay of brain tissue. F.om wound abundantly

escape/ensued semi-fluid mass with putrefactive odor. Frequently as a

result of the corrosion of vessels appeared ccnsiderable secondary

hemorrhages. Death fror such toas of the s;illed encephalitis more

frequently attacked/advanced not later than 15 days from the moment

cf wound. The majority of the cases of death frcm primary purulent

encephalitis fell for period to 25 days after wcund.

Secondary hemorrhages, wnich complicated coursing mainly of

purulent inflammation oi substance and shells cf brain, were the

reason for death in 7.7c/o of dead persons from the penetrating

wounds of the skull (cases of death from the secondary hemorrhage,

which complicated the abscess of brain, are not here connected, since

they entered into heading tne "abscess of brain").

Page 225.

In contrast to "repeated", or "consistent", hemorrhages (see

that 4) secondary hemorrhages always appeared as a result of the
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progression of the infectious process in substance or shells cf

brain.

The object/subject of the jaznoanatomical study usually was

hemorrhage in the area of zne skull. Secondary external hemorrhages

from sinuses were noted only -n 0. 1o/o of dead persons.

Among secondary irtracranial nemorrhages as the reason for death

most frequently served seccndary subdural hematcmas (5.7o/o).

Intra-ventricular secondary hemorrnages composed 0.8o/o. Acccrding to

data of T. I. Stankevich, that relates to hospital basis of cne of

the fronts, secondary sutdural hencrrhages were enccuntered into

8.8c/o, and intra-ventricular nemorrhages - into 1.3o/o. Secondary

hemorrhages into brain tissue were the reason for death into 1.2o/o.

Most frequently as their source served siall/fine vessels.

Usually with secondary heaoranages wounded did not lose a g9i;at

quantity of blood (with exception of the cases of hemorrhages from

sinuses). The fate of wcunded depended first of all on localization

of hemorrhage and condition cf the basic pathclcgical process in

brain. Secondary hemorrhages in wounded, who were being located in

the hospitals of front rear, appeared most frequently after 5-15 days

after wound (43.9o/o of all dead persons from this complicaticn).

- _____________________ ------ ----- ______________
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In the cases of death from secondary subdural hematoma with the

autopsy of skull solid cerenral shell proved tc be sharply stressed,

under it fluctuated the issuina fr om blood. During the secticn/cut of

solid shell the blood ensued/escaped/flowed out under c.rtain

pressure. The issuing frcs lood either howled liquid or it contained

very loose blood clots. A quantity of blood was usually it small and

greatly r-rely exceeded 70-100 cm3 ; most frequently it was possible

to gather only 40-50 crt of the blood. In the cases of death from

seccndary subdural hematcmas usually was a plethora of veins and

sinuses of solid c*rebral shell, moreover in the latter, as a rule,

blood it remained liquid. The vessels of the basis of brain and vein

of the soft shell of arch/summary were plethoric and sharply they

protruded above the surface of arain, giving to brain cyanotic

form/species. The tanks cf brain were overfilled by the

semitransparent, painted by tne blood fluid/liguid. In a numter of

cases from the course c bends was determined certain swelling of

soft cerebral shell. Brain was increased in volume. On the spot of

hematoma was detected the insignificant depression of brain. Shells

after washing of the blccd Ercved to be those slightly painted by

blood pigment. Hematoma usually was spread over the surface of brain.

However, sirultaneously with this were encountered individual

hemorrhages in the mass of white substance and under ependyma, given

to walls of ",entricle variegated form/species. In the presence of

secondary s'. aral hematcmas ih a number of the cases were discovered
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the hemorrhages in the labyrinth brain tissue, in the walls cf wound

canal, while in the presence of abscesses and in the thickness of the

walls of the latter. sometimes secondary subdural hematomas appeared

on the side, opposite the wound, in the places of shocks/counterblows

where there were phenomena of purulent encephalitis. The volume of

secondary subdural hematcma did not deperd cn gravity of wound.

Freguently sr:-11 wounds led to death from massive secondary subdural

hematomas.

Page 226.

The onset of secondary hematomas in a number of cases could be

cornnected with the transportation of wounded in the period of the

progression of wound infection. A maximum number of cases of death

from secondary subdural bematomas is related to the day of the

arrival of wounded to front line hospital base. The transportation of

wounded in these cases frequently was carried out on second-third

week from the moment of wound.

It should be noted that secondary subdural hematomas in half the

cases were not diagnosed with life, which, apparently is explained by

the short duration of the syaptcms of compression, by the surprise of

hemorrhage (frequently in night time) against the background

relatively happy coursing of wound process.
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Primary purulent periventricular encephalitis was direct cause

death 2.2o/o of dead persons from the penetrating wounds of skull and

brain. This complicaticn more trequently was encountered with such

wounds when wound canal Fassed in direct proximity to ventricles or,

less frequent, through the area of the ventricles of brain. Sometimes

was observed 3-5 days after wound. A great number of dead persons

from primary periventricular encepnalitis fell to the first three

weeks after wound.

In 1.2o/o of cases those wounded the skull and the brain dieeed

from sepsis. As the source of sepsis usually served festering thrombi

in the sinuses of solid cezbral shell. In more rare cases the sepsis

was developed on soil csteomyelitis of the bones of skull.

Other purulent complications composed 3.9o/o of all cases of

death from the penetrating wounds of skull and brain, that occurred

in the hospitals of frcnt rear.

In this group in essence are connected the cases of secondary

purulent leptomeningitis, which coaplicated ccursing of

periventricular purulent encephalitis, progressive fester.4ng of wound

canal, festerings of subdural hematoma.
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Separately one should be stopped at the extensive necroses of

cerebral tissue, which were being encountered usually against the

background of purulent complications. In the unit of the cases this

were the large/coarse foci of the red softening, which were being

formed in connection with zne extended thromboses of the sinuses of

solid cerebral shell, ard also the more cr less large vessels of soft

cerebral shell. Thromboses frequently appeared near wound during the

progression of destructive changes. The large/coarse foci of

softening, obviously, were developed not long before death. In the

unit of the cases were cbserved the extensive foci of white

softening. Extensive necroses were encountered in near-wound to zone.

Frequently into necrosis were involved subcortical ganglia/nodes and

area of internal and external capsules. Were cbserved the cases of

softening whole hemisphere both on the side of wound and on opposite

side. Sometimes softened proved to be almost entire brain; unmelted

remained its only hanger-on unit. The large/coarse foci of white

softening frequently accompanied the spilled purulent encephalitis.

The great sectors of red and white softening were encountered

after 15-20 days with the moment of wound.

III. Pneumonia was the reason for death in 1.9o/o of those
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wounded into skull and heau brain. In 12.5o/o of dead persons

pneumonia, discovered on autopsy, was estimated as the associated

disease.

Page 227.

Characteristics of lethal outcomes from the wounds of skull and brain

in hospitals of the deep rear.

In the hospitals of the deep rear usually it was not observed

the cases of death of thcse wounded the skull and the head brain from

the changes, connected bith the direct activity of injury. The reason

for death in the overwhelming majority of cases (96.6o/o) were

infectious complications in the form of seccndary suppurations in

substance and shells of krain. In the small unit of cases (0.9o/o)

death was connected with the existence of the formed scar in the

substance of brain, which led to the onset cf epileptic condition.

Rarely were observed the cases cf death of those wounded the skull

from connected pneumonia (2.5o/o).

Among the suppurations, wnich led to death of wounded, the

leading place occupied the abscesses of brain, which were encountered

in 67.3o/o of dead perscns from the wounds of skull and brain in the

hospitals of the deep rear. By direct cause death with the abscesses
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cf brain was the dissemination of purulent inflammation to the

surrounding abscess sutstance and the shells cf brain. In this case

were observed secondary purulent leptomeningitis, the secondary

spilled purulent encephalitis, the secondary purulent periventricular

encephalitis (ependymitis). In certain cases the dissemination of

purulent inflammation led to the onset of massive intra-cerebral or

submembrane hemorrhages as a result of the ccrrosion of the wall cf

vessel.

The secondary diffuse suppurazions, which complicated local

festerings (with excepticn of the abscess of train), were the reason

for death 26.3o/o of thcse wounded into skull and head brain; in

10.0o/o of them was observed secondary purulent leptomeningitis, in

1.0o/o - secondary spilled purulent encephalitis and in 15.3o/o -

purulent meningoencephalizis.

In 3.0o/o of cases the puruient inflammation of shells cr

substance of brain led tc massive secondary intra-cerebral or

submembrane hemorrhages, waich served by direct cause death.

Among the cases of disagreeing the clinical and anatomical

diagnosis great value had nonreccnition of abscesses of brain.

According to D. G. Schaeffer's data, the frequency cf undiagnosed

abscesses of brain was distributed on the years of war as follows:

-
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during the years 1941-1942 - 10.0oo, in 1943 - 6.0o/o, during the

years 1944-1S45 - 4.8o/c.

The given numbers convincingly attest about a steady improvement

in the quality of clinical diagnosis for the time of the Great

Patriotic War.

Characteristics of lethal outcomes from the wcunds of skull and brain

on the routes/paths of evacuaticn.

The well organized evacuation was one cf the most important

components of the successful treatment of these wounded the skull and

the head brain in the days of the Great Patrictic War.

The need to possibly more rapidly deliver thcse very heavily

wounded the skull into the apprcriate therapeutic installations

caused sometimes the offensive cf death on evacuation routes. The

frequency of the similar cases depended on many facts, by the main

things of them were the conaiticns of combat and medical-tactical

circumstances. Great value had the distance between therapeutic

installations, a quality of roads, a season, weather, form/spec-es of

transport and condition of patient during transportati3n. Very

important moment was the establishment of a precise clinical

diagnosis, and also correct evaiuation of ccuditiou and
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transportability of woundea by doctors evacuating therapeutic

installation.

The facts indicated causes aifferent frequency of the cases of

death on evacuation routes during different ccmbat

proce ss/operations.

Page 228.

For example, according zc V. L. Byalik's data, the cases of death on

evacuation routes on one oi the fronts ccmposed 3.5o/o of all lethal

outcomes from the wounds of skull and brain; according to V. L.

Kisilevskiy's data, at cther front this percentage was equal to only

2.4.

During the entire Great Patriotic War the cases of death on

evacuation routes, caused by difterent wcunds, underwent particularly

careful pathoanatomical research. The results of these research were

generalized and were led to tue information of the doctors in

attendance in order the improve the battle fcr reduction in the

lethality on evacuation routes.

For generalizing the experiment/experience of the Great

Patriotic War were analyzed the records and taps/charts/cards of the
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sections of dead persons from the wounds of skull on evacuation

routes at different frcrts.

Lethal outcomes from the wounds of skull and brain were

encountered in different sectors of evacuaticn route. First of them

was route/path from PME to DMP cr sometimes to KhPPG cf the first

line. The second sector was route/path from army therapeutic

installations (DMP, KhFPG or tne first line) into army specialized

KhPPG. The third sector in the limits of front was route/path from

army therapeutic installations into the specialized front line

hospitals (evacuation kcspitals GBF).

The distribution of the studied sectional material according to

the individual sections of evacuation route in represented below.

CA) VeD 0-T11 14 It 111% Ei Fn-Utz

.I~ l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :-7 )

- "a J V) . . . . . . . .ii. o . . . , C,

Key: (1). Distribution of the cases of death cn evacuation routes.

(2). Percentage. (3). From I-M to BMP. (4). From army therapeutic

installations into army KhPPG. (5). From GBA to GBF. (6). In all.

The given data testify that more than half dead persons on

evacuation routes from the wounds of skull ard brain falls tc

route/path from PMP to DMP and only the small unit - to route/path

I
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from GBA to GBF.

Are examined below the cases of death frcm the wounds of skull

and of brain, the observed in individual sectionE evacuation rcutes

of wounded.

I. Route/path frou Pap to OMP. Lethal cutccme in the sector of

evacuation route in g-Vestion ac.taced/advanced usually not later than

12 hours after injury, it is uiore frequent in the first 5 hours.

In 90.40/0 of dead jFezsoas were observed the penetrating wounds

of skull and brain; considerably acre rarely bere encountered the

nonpenetrating wounds cf the bones of skull and the closed injury of

skull.

The reasons for death of thcse wounded the skull, that was

killed in route/path fics PflP to DIIP, were distributed as follows:

Key: (1). Reasons for death.~. Earcentage. (3). Decomposition of

brain. (4). Membrane hescrrbages. (5). External hemorrhage. (6). In

all.

-_--_---_-------
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As can be seen from these data, in all cases lethal outcomes

were caused by the charges, connected with the direct activity of

injury.

Page 229.

The cases of death from the infectious complications of the wcunds of

skull and brain in the sector of evacuation rcute in question were

not encountered.

In the overwhelming majozity of the cases was

established/installed tie deccz~csition cf brain, incompatible with

life. The study of the pathoandtomical changes, discovered in dead

persons in route/path frcm PBE to DSP, it shced the extreme severity

of wounds. In 26.9o/o, i.e., two times mcre frequently than in dead

persons in the therapeutic installations of imediate rear, were

found the especially heavy, Ferforating bullet wounds of skull and

brain. The damages of cerebral ventricles with extensive hemorrhages

in their area were noted in 27.1o/o, i.e., almost so frequently as in

those killed on the field of Dattie. In a nusher of the cases the

damage of the integrity cf the wall of ventricles was not connected

with their straight/direct wound, but it appeared as a result of the

penetration of the contusion zocus of softenirg, located near the

wall of ventricle, into tae area oi ventricle.
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The volume of the decomposition of the substance of brain was

usually very consideralle. Thece were observed the cases of complete

destruction one of the great hemispheres, and also the wound of

different departments cf Drain stei. In some cases was noted complete

destruction of both great nesispbezes with the remaining

undamaged/uninjured hanger-on unit of brain. Frequently were detected

the breaks of the basis of skull.

In the cases of death from tne decomposition of train frequently

there were observed epidural and subdural hemcrrhages of different

volume. In 17.4o/o of dead persons in route/path from PMP to DMP from

the wounds of skull tunicary heaorrhages - usually massive suhdural

hematomas - served as a reason of death of wounded. In all cases of

death in route/path from PMP to DME from the nonpenetrating wcunds of

the bones of skull by tte reason for death served subdural hematomas.

In a number of the cases they led to death and wounded, who obtained

the penetrating wounds of sxull and brain. In the cases of death in

route/path from PMP to BMP as the source of subdural hemorrhages

frequently served the damages of the sinuses cf solid cerebral shell

and wound of the average/mean tunxcary artery, considerably which

were being thinner/less frequent encountered in the therapeutic

installations of army and ircat rear.
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In rare cases deatn in route/path from PEP to DMP was caused by

external hemorrhage out of the damaged sinuses of solid cerebral

she 1l.

The given norphclcgicaL data testify about the considerable

resemblance of the pathcanatcmacal changes, discovered in dead

persons in route/path from PmF to DMP and in those killed oa the

field of battle. This shows that in the days of the Great Patriotic

War the carrying out of those wounded in skull and head brain from

the field of ccmbat and evacuation from PEP tc ".MP they were very

well organized.

II. Route/path frcm azmy tnerapeutic installations to army

KhPPG. The analysis of the cases of death in the sector of evacuation

route indicated has particular.ly iaportant value in connection with

the fact that wounded they evacuated from DME and KhPPG of the first

line where there was already a Ecs-sibility tc carry on a struggle

with the growing phenomena of the compression of brain, and also

there were conditions fox nospitaiization heaviest, nontransFcrtable

wounde l.

In dead persons in route/patn from the therapeutic installations

5I
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of immediate rear into army KnPPG, as in dead persons in the

preceding/previous sector of evacuation route, in the overwhelming

majority of the cases (into 90.9o/c) were discovered the penetrating

wounds of skull and brain. Considerably more rarely were encountered

the nonpenetrating wcunds of tnE nones of skull and the closed injury

of skull.

The reasons of death of dead persons in route/path from the

therapeutic installaticns oi immediate rear irtc army KhPPG were

following.

Page 230.

C ro . ..

Key: (1). Reasons for death. (2). Percentage. (3). Decomposition of

brain. (). Tunicary hemorrhages. (5). Irfecticus ccamlications. (6).

In all.

These data show that, as xn tne preceding/previous sector of

evacuation route, the reason of death of the majority of wounded,

dead persons from the vcunds of skull, ws the decomposition of the

substance of brain, inccmPatinie with life.
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The at the same tiae speciric gravity/weight of the

decomposition of brain among other reasons fcr death in route/path

from DM? into specialized KhPPG cf army rear jas considerably less

than in the cases of death in route/path from PME to D1IP.

In dead persons in toutt°'pata from army therapeutic

installations the damages of skull and brain were less extensive than

in dead persons in rcute/path zrom PMP tc DMF, the perforating wounds

of skull and braiu were encountered almost twc times less frequent,

the volume of the decon csiticn of the substance cf brain was usually

less considerable. Complete destruction cf both or one of the greatwcerebral hemispheres it was not observed, the wcunds of the hanger-on

unit of brain were enccunterea considerably less freguent;

comparatively rarely they were noted the breaks of the basis o:

skull. In a number of cases the deccmpositicr of the substance of

brain was caused not by its direct crushing on the course of the

wounding shell or fragments of the bones of skull, but by the

formation of the extensive contusion foci of softening. Especially

important value these foci acquired in the cases of death frcm the

nonpenetrating wounds if the nones of skull cr closed injury.

Sometimes cotusion focus encompassed the wall of cerebral ventricle.

In some cases the decomiusition of brain was escorted/tracked by the

expressed phenomena cf traumatic edema cf brain. Wounded killed in

ro te/path from the therapeutic installations of immediate rear intc
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army KhPPG from the decomposition cf brain, frequently lived more

than days after wound, sometimes even about 3 days.

Tunicary hemorrhages were into 31.8o/o of cases the reascn for

death of those wounded the skull, the dead perscns in evacuation

route from army therapeutic installations. The specific

gravity/weight of tunicary nemorrhages in this sector of route/path

was considerably highe- than amcng of dead perscns in route/path from

PMP to DMP. This has sFecial importance in ccnnection with the fact

that primary task of DM. was precisely the struggle with the

intracranial pressure increase in those wounded in skull, in

particularly, with tunicary hemorrhages. In all cases of death in

route/path from DNP and XhFPG of the first lire into army specialized

AhPPG subdural hematomas were not identified with life and wounded

were not operated. This was responsible the most frequently for the

fact that in wounded before tneir designation/purpose for evacuation

had "bright gap/interval" in the clinical manifestation of hematoma.

Infectious complications &rom the side of shells and substance

of brain were the reascn for deatn 11.4o/o cf thcse wounded into

skull, dead persons in route/path irom DMP into ar.my specialized

KhPPG. Infectious complications usually were encountered in wounded,

previously delayed on DMP in connection with rcntransportable

condition. in the overuneiming majority on autopsy was detected
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secondary purulent leptcmeningitis, that complicated festering

unremoved/uneliminated suoaural hematoma; was considerably more

rarely observed by that spilled purulent encephalitis.

Page 231.

In a number of the studied cases infectious ccmplications in those

wounded in the skull, dead persons in route/path from the therapeutic

installations of immediate rear, by the doctors of DMP were not

distinguished. In other casas of wounded with the

established/installed infecticn complications cn the conditions of

combat circumstances it was necessary to evacuate from army

therapeutic installaticna, in spite of the presence of complications.

III. Route/path frcm GBA to UBF. In the cases of death on

evacuation routes from KhPPG of army rear into therapeutic

installations GBF lethal outcome attacked/advanced in army medical

leaflet, in army medical train, in aircraft, sometimes in the motor

vehicle or on steamship.

The penetrating wcunds of skull or brain were encountered in

66.6o/o of dead persons, the nonpenetrating wcunds of the bones of

skull - in 33.40/0. Ii. ccayariscn with the Freceding/previous sectors

of evacuation route considerably increased the specific
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gravity/weight of the noupenetrating wounds cf the bones of skull.

Are given below the reasons zor death of those wounded the skull

and the head brain, dead persons in route/path from GBA to GBF.

I la . ,,""ile ro.1o o "':I . . ..I
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Key: (1). Reasons for deatn. (2). Percentage. (3). Decomposition of

brain. (4). Tunicary hemorrhages. (5). Infectious ccmplicaticns. (6).

In all.

The cases of death from the decomposition cf brain were

encountered much more rarely tnan in the preceding/previous sectors

of evacuation route.

The volume of the decomposition of train in dead persons in

route/path of army specialized KhPPG intc evacuation hospitals GBF

was usually considerably less than in dead persons in the preceding

sectors of route/path. however, sometimes nevertheless were cserved

the wounds of ventricles and hanger-on urit cf brain. Lethal outcome

in wounded, who was killed from the decomposition of brain in

route/path from KhPPG of army rear into evacuation hospitals of GBF,

usually attacked/advanced not later than 3 days from the moment of

wound. Sore of these wounded pdssed all the preceding/previous stages
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of evacuation during 24 hrs.

The specific gravity/weight of tunicary hemorrhages in dead

persons in route/path frcm GBA to GBF was still higher than in dead

persons in route/path frcm army therapeutic establishments. Together

with extensive subdural hematomas sometimes, especially in the cases

of the nonpenetrating wounds of the bones of skull, were observed

also massive eoidural hematomas. In all studied cases tunicary

hemcrrhages were not identified by the dcctcrs of KhPPG, and wounded

did not undergo surgical intervention.

The specific gravity/weight of the infection complications in

dead persons in evacuaticn route of army KhFFG into front line

evacuation hospitals was consideratly higher than in dead persons in

evacuation route from DBI. Most frequently was detected purulent

leptomeningitis, less frequenr - spilled purulent encephalitis,

sometimes - the abscess cf Drain, which was ccmplicated by

periventricular purulent encepnalitis (ependymitis) or purulent

leptomeningitis.

Thus, the study of the results of the autopsies of those wounded

the skull and the head traxn, naving died on evacuation routes,

shoued that the basic reasons for death they were: the decompositicn

of brain, tunicary hemcrrnages and infectious ccmplications from the
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side of shells and substance of brain.

Comparative data, whicn characterize the specific gravity/weight

of the basic reasons fcr death of those wounded the skull, dead

persons in different sectors of evacuation route, are represented in

Table 15.

Page 232.

From-4 able 15 it fcliows tnaz the most frequent reasons for

death of those wounded the skuil in all sectczs of evacuation route

in the limits of front were destruction of brain and tunicary

hemorrhages. The specific gravity/weight of the cases of death from

the decomposition of brain in those wounded the skull, the dead

persons on evacuation rcutes, descended in prcpcrticn to the

distance/separation cf wcunded frox PMP.

Although the specific gravity/weight of the cases of death from

membrane hemorrhages in Eropcrticn to the removal of wounded from

army area steadily grew/rose nowever an absolute number of these

cases sharply was decreasea in connection with the decrease of a

total number of lethal cutcomes on evacuaticn routes from army

therapeutic installaticnS. Great value the cases of death from

tunicary hemorrhages acquired exactly on those the sectors of
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evacuation route where it is possible to prevent them. The relative

frequency of tunicary hemorrhayes in dead persons on evacuation route

emphasize also V. L. Byalix and T. I. Stankevich. Extremely important

fact was nonrecognition cf tunicary hemorrhages in the evacuating

therapeutic installaticn. The ex eriment/exrerience of war shows that

the basic method of warning/Freventing the cases of death from

tunicary hemorrhages on evacuation routes was a steady improvement in

the quality of medical diagncsis iE the therapeutic installations of

army and army rear. In a number cf cases with the autopsy of dead

persons from subdural hemaromas unaer shells were detected the

accumulations of the fresh blood. This it forces to recognize the

possibility of the onset of tunicary hemcrrhaces during the

evacuation of wounded, which was removed in the course cf of war via

an improvement in the ccrditicn - cr the transportation of thcse

wounded the skull.

Infectious complications in those wounded the skull, the dead

persons in route/path, were cnserved in the sectors of evacuation

route from army ones and it is considerably mcre frequent of the army

therapeutic installaticns.

Letnal outcomes in taese cases were caused by the complexity cf

the combat circumstances, whicn forced scmetiies urgently evacuate

such wounded, and also ty the defects of medical diagnosis, connected
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with the difficulty of the identification of some infection

complications from the side ot shells and substance of brain under

conditions DMP and KhPUG.

In a number of cases precise establishment of the

character/nature of the patncloqi'al prccesses from the side of

shells and substance of train in field circumstances was virtually

impossible.
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Table 15. Distribution of tae reascns for death of those wounded in

the skull, dead persons in different sectors cf evacuation rcute (in

percent).

1 i . 1I. 1111. . .Q i) ., ,I.''.~ , *;.60a . , 2ro.

Key: (1). Sector of evacuation zcute. (2). Frcm PMP to DMP. (3). From

DMP to KhPPG of army rear. (4). Frcm army KhFFG to GBF. (5). Beason

for death. (6). Decompcsition of Drain. (7). External hemorrhage.

(8). Tunicary hemorrhages. (9). Infecticn ccrlications. (10). In

all.

Page 233.

It should be pointed out zaat the studied material death of

those wounded the skull as a result of the decomposition of hrain as

a whole composed 50.0o/o of all lethal outccmes, which advanced

during rcute/path frcm the tnerapeutic installations cf army and army

rear. Consequently, in half of letnal outcomes cn evacuation routes

from DMP and from army KhPPG no medical measures could stave off the
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offensive of death.

Disagreements of clinical and anatomical diagnosis with the wounds of

skull and brain.

For the best identification of the pathological prccesses, which

appear with the wounds cf sxuii and brain and, consequently, also for

the more successful recovery of taose wounded the skull huge value

has the careful study cf the cases of the disagreements of clinical

and anatomical diagnosis.

As is known, the disagreements of diagnoses in the specific

percentage of the cases are encountered also in peacetime. Literature

data attest to the fact that in peacetime the disagreements of

diagnoses with the wounds of sxull and brain are encountered even in

the most qualified therafeutic installaticns - special neuro-surgical

scientific research institutes and clinics.

Under conditions cf army in the field the clinical diagnosis of

the wounds of skull and train, and also pathological processes, which

appear during these wounds, was especially difficult.

On the quality of clinical diagnosis great effect exerted the

manning status of therapeutic installaticns by doctors, the

. ..... __......
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qualification of the dcctors the presence in state/staff of the

therapeutic installatics of the neurcsurgecns, neuropathologists and

other specialists. Particulari; important value for the diagnosis of

the wounds of skull and train it had the oppcrtunity cf applying the

supplementary x-ray and labcratczy examinaticns. The presence in

state/staff of the hospital cf the *-ray rocm and laboratory

substantially affected the quality of medical diagnosis.

The most important fact, wnicn had great effect on the activity

of therapeutic installations and, consequently, also to the quality

of clinical diagnosis, were the conditions of combat and

medical-tactical circurstances. Very impcrtant moment was the degree

of the -ob load of therapeutic installations wounded the skull and

the head brain. When fcr one doctor it wa. necessary to conduct a

ireat quantity of wounded, the pcssibility cf their detailed study

was restricted, which inevitaDly was reflected in the quality of

diagnosis. Considerably complicated diagnosis one-tije entries into

the therapeutic installations of a great quantity of wounded. In a

number of cases by condition strength of the combat and

medical-tactical circurstances appeared the need for guiding those

wounded into ssull and head brain into the unspecialized hospitals

where it wa3 not doctor- neuzosurgeons and it was not conditions for

the full/total/complete specialized examination/insj .ction of

wounded.

____________________ _________
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One should remembfz that on tne basis of scme digital indicators

of the frequency of disagreement of clinical and anatomical diagnosis

it is not possible tc make any conclusions ahcut the activity of that

or another therapeutic irstallation. For evaluation of the quality of

medical diagnosis in the thierapeutic installation of army in the

field it is necessary to compuisorily consider the conditicns of the

combat and medical-tactical circumstances, in which passed the work

of this therapeutic installation during the Great Patriotic war.
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Page 234.

All facts, which affect the quality of medical diagnosis with

the wounds of skull and train, to consider is very difficult.

Nevertheless the study of the cases of divergence of clinical and

anatomical diagnosis is cf great interest, since makes it possible to

better analyze west materiai and to pay the attention of the dcctcrs

in attendance to the study of tne uost difficult for a clinical

diagnosis pathological kzocesses, which are encountered with the

wounds of skull and Lrain.

Are given below the oases of information the which characterize

the cases disagreements of diagnoses with the wcunds of skull and

brain in the therapeutic instaliataons of army in the field during

the Great Patriotic War. Informaticn these is based on the study of

maps/charts/cards and Frctoccls oi the secticns of dead persons from

the wounds of skull and train. Cne should emphasize that all given

numbers reflect the frequency c the disagreefent of diagnoses only

in the attitude of dead persons and do not give the law/right to make

any conclusions relative to tne quality cf diagnosis in the

overwhelming majority cf dounded, individuals who have become
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healthy, and discharged of therapeutic installations.

The disagreements of diagnoses with the wounds .)f skull and

brain were established/installed only into 15.2o/o of studied cases

of autopsies, produced in the therapeutic installaticns of army, army

and front rear.

The frequency of the disagreements of clinical and anatczical

diagnosis in the therapeutic installations, arranged/located from

different stages of evacuation, was dissimilar (Fig. 44).

In the hosDitals of front rear the cases of disagreeing the

diagnoses with the wounds of sxuii and brain were encountered

considerably thinner/less frequent than in arty KhPPG. This law is

caused by calmer circumstances cf work less by loading front line

hospitals and by their more modern equiptent.

For explaining the raasons for the disagreements of clinical and

anatomical diagnosis with the wcunds of skull and brain the great

value has study of the duration of stay of thcse wounded the skull

and the head brain with ths not identified with life most important

pathological processes in latter/last therapeutic installation.

In many instances it was act fossible tc establish/install

I
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correct clinical diagnosis in view of the insignificant period, which

passed from the entry cf wounded into therapeutic installaticn to the

moment of death. In 56.5c/o of cases of the disagreements of

diagnoses the wounded ware situated in the latter/last therapeutic of

the installation of less than 3 days; in half these cases the wounded

did not stay in hospital even 24 hours.
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Fig. 44. Frequency of the cases of the disagreements of clinical and

anatomical diagnosis with the wcunds of skull and brain depending on

different factors (in percentages).

Key: (1). By areas. (2). in KhPEG of army area. (3). in hospitals of

front line area. (4). Euration cf stay in thezapeutic installation.

(5). to medium of those locating to 3 days. (6).- among those locating

it is more than 3 days. (7). in those not operated. (8). in those

operated., (9). Operabity.

Page 235.

This shows that more than in half the cases of the disagreements of
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diagnoses the wounded entered hospitals in extremely heavy,

frequently preagonal ccndition, which is logical, impeded the

establishment of correct clinical diainosis.

The separate determination of the frequency of the cases of the

disagreements of clinical and anatomical diagnosis in wounded the

skull those lived in latter/last tnerapeutic installation is less

than 3 days and in those lived in the latter/last therapeutic

installation of more than 3 days, it makes it possible to

establish/install very important law. In wounded dead into the first

3 days after entry intc latter/last therapeutic installation, the

cases of disagreement diagnoses were enccuntered more than twice more

frequently than in wounded, who stayed in latter/last therapeutic

installation longer tire (Fig. 44). Thus, completely distinctly is

established/installed the dependence between the duration of the stay

of those wounded into skull in latter/last therFv;eutic installation

and the quality of medical diagncsis.

In connection with the fact that during surgical

process/operations apropos of the wounds of skull and brain created

supplementary possibilities for the more detailed research of the

wounds of skull, there is kncwn interest in explaining the specific

gravity/weight of those operated among wcunded with the

established/installed disagreement of clinical and pathcanatomical
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diagnosis.

More than in half the cases of the disagreements of diagnoses

(55.3o/o) those wounded the skull did not undergo surgical

intervention, which, it is doubtless, even mcre impeded the

establishment of correct clinical diagnosis.

The dependence betueen the use/applicaticn of surgical

intervention apropos of the wound of skull and of braip and the

frequency of the disagreements of clinical and pathcanatomical

diagnosis is confirmed ty the separate deteraination of the frequency

of the disagreements of diagnoses in the groups of the operated and

unoperated wounded (Fig. 44). In the operated wcunded the

disagreement of diagnoses is established/installed cn autopsies

almost doubly less freguent than in wounded, not undergoing surgical

intervention.

All this substantially affected the general/common/total level

of clinical diagnosis.

The most important moments, which impedc.d the establishment of

correct diagnosis in individual those wounded the skull, ihey were:

1) the absence of anamnesis or the presence inaccurate
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anamnestic data in ccnnection with heavy condition of those wounded

into skull. In those wcunded the head brain this frequently was

encountered in connection with the special features/peculiarities of

localization of the wourd;

2) the extremely heavy condition of wounded, not made it

possible to conduct his careful research;

3) incorrect evaluation of the data of objective clinical

research, labcratory analyses and results of X-ray analytical

research.

The study of maps/charts/cards and protocols of the sections of

dead persons from the wcunds of skull and brain showed that the cases

of disagreeing the diagnoses concezned in essence of localization and

character/nature of wounds, and also establishment cf the presence of

lethal tunicary hemorrhages, basic infectious ccmplications from the

side of shells and substance oi brain, and pneumonia, which served as

a reason for death of thcse wounded into skull.

The distribution of the cases of disagreeing the diagnoses

according to their character/nature is represented below.

Page 236.
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-%wiar(1 .i.. lc.. er..o . . .

Key: (1). haracter/ aure of tte diaglmo tofdigoss.()
Percentage.1111of (3).ITI .o .~aise/nt e .n of skll (.) IsJ

brain. (5). Not diagtjnosed ti ary1JJI he~osmrragewihaeterao

(7).~~ No .igoe .nuca .cc case d.th (8) In all..... ... .

Hence it is apparent tha Bri ous an daa. of skul b

tey (ost charactersti as of te disagreement of diagnoses in)

thertheaeti i3.Nostaatictae opeatn arf sul the. lacSo

reogdntif basicraingeciouacterliatiore fround the sdel ofnhll

freqintl c5. oceranedstedeniiin tunicary hemorrhages, wihaeterasn

fo et.() r o dniidbasic infectius complications.fo h ieo hel n usac

thban n rn ie therapeutic installations of identificatingam a hakos

rcginof basic infectious complications from the side of shells
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substance of brain.

In the days of the Great Patriotic War of substances the

therapeutic installaticns of army in the field, it is more frequent

in the therapeutic installaticas of army and army rear rarely were

encountered the cases when with heavy multiple wounds, for example,

with the simultaneous penetrating wound cf skull and the comtined

penetrating wound by heap and atdcominal area, was not distinguished

the wound of skull, which was nasic. This was cbserved mainly when

wounded perished soon after wound.

The sometimes identified wound of skull was underestimated when,

in one and the same wounded, other heavy wounds are present,. In this

case the as basic wound was considered the wound of another ares,

more frequent than the nreast, stomach or pelvis. However, during the

autopsy it was explained, that the lethal outcome was caused by wound

or damage of skull, and the wounds of other crgans/ccntrols had only

associated value. The disagreements of the diagnoses of the

character/nature indicated in the therapeutic installations of the

Red Army were observed exclusively rarely. In certain cases

clinically was underestimated the previously transferred wound or the

damage of skull and brain, but infectious complications from the side

of shells and substance cf brain, which appeared a long time after

the injury of skull, wexe estimated as the diseases, not having

K _ _
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straight/direct relaticn to injury.

On the studied material this underestimation was encountered

only into 0.1o/o of all seczional cases cf wcunds and damages of

skull. As an example can serve following, ccmparatively rare, the

cbser vation.

M - suddenly sickened 4/1 1945. Temperature rose to 390, it

appeared sharp headache and zeningeal phenomena. In the same day was

hospitalized in heavy ccnditicn in front line evacuation hospital.

During March 1942 it was wounded by the fragment of shell into

head, apropos of what then was Eroduced the trepanation of skull.

After clinical recovery tae wounded was discharged into unit in 1942.

5/I 1945 in hospital was prouuced the bacteriological research

of cerebro-spinal fluid, whereupon was discovered pneumococcus. The

analysis of the blood: 10200 leucocytes per 1 3z3, cther changes no.

Is roentgenologically established/installed a trepanation defect in

left frontal bone.

Page 237.

with the progressive deterioration in the condition of patient
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it died 19/I 1945.

The clinical diagnosis: puruient pneumococcal encephalitis.

Meningitis. Communications with the past Yound cf skull is denied.

Pathoanatomical diagnosis: tat abscess of the left frontal

fraction/portion of brain in the area of the available wound.

Purulent ependymitis. Basal puruleat leptomeningitis.

Decisive importance for treatment and the outcome of the wounds

of skull and brain had the correct determinaticn of the

character/nature of wound. On the studied material into 1. 1o/o of all

autopsies of dead persons troa the penetrating wounds of skull and

brain the penetrating character/nature of the wound of skull was nct

identified.

The penetrating character/nature of the wounds of skull

sometimes was not distinguiEbed not only in the therapeutic

installations, arranged/located on the foremcst stages of evacuation,

but also in the hosoitals of front rear. Almost in half of the cases

of the disagreements of diagnoses the identification of the

penetrating character/rature cf wound was impeded by the fact that

the inlet was arranged/located in zhe area of face skull. Frequently

inlet was very little.
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According to the data of the maps/charts/cards of sections, the

majority of wounded with unrecognized penetrating wounds of skull was

not operated. As the reason for death more frequently served

infectious complications from the side of shells and substance of

brain, less frequent - the changes, connected with the direct

activity cf injury.

According to clinical diagnoses, unrecognized penetrating wounds

of skull were estimated bitf life as the ncnenetrating wounds of the

bones of skull, and sometimes - as the wcunds of the soft tissues of

skull or the closed injury of head.

The tunicary hemorrhages, which were the reason for death of

those wounded into skull, were not identified in a comparatively

large number of dead persons. Mcre frequent the cases of undiagnosed

tunicary hemorrhages were onserved in the therapeutic installations

of army rear. Death frc tunicary hemorrhages usually

attacked/advanced into the first 5 days after wound; however, in a

number of cases wounded lived icager time.

On autopsy were detected massive subdural hematomas, which were

being sometimes combined with snail epidural accumulations of the
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blccd or moderately expressed traumatic edema cf brain. The

evacuation of wounded ccntributed to further increase in hematomas.

One third of the wounded died, without having stayed and days in

latter/last therapeutic installation.

Undiagnosed subdural aamatcmas were observed in the various

forms of wounds and damages or skull; hcwever, considerably more

frequent they were establisned/installed with the penetrating wounds

of skull and brain.

Surgical interventions in these wounded were conducted in third

of cases. The identification of subdural hematomas was impeded by the

fact that with the treatment cf the nonpenetrating wounds of the

bones of skull, which were being escorted/tracked by massive subdural

hematomas, was not revealed the solid cerebral shell. With the

penetrating wounds of skull and train, when tke reason for death were

unrecognized tunicary hematomas, was processed only bcne wound,

whereas the surgical prccessing cf the wcund cf cerebrum was not

conducted.

The study of the histories of the

disease/sickness/illness/malady of dead persons from unrecognized

tunicary hemorrhages shows that in a number of cases the clinical

phenomena of the compression of brain were not distinctly expressed.
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Page 238.

The clinical diagncsas, eszanlished/installed in the cases of

unrecognized subdural hematcmas, indicate that most frequently the

severity of the conditicn of wounded was related due to extensive

damages to the brain ard somewnat thinner/less frequent due tc

infectious complications from tae side of shells and substance of

brain, not confirmed on autopsy. The careful reurolcgic

examination/inspection ai wounded, it is douttless, would help better

to recognize tunicary hemorraages in those wounded the skull and the

train.

Infectious complications fzoa the side of shells and substance

of brain, proving to be reason deaths of these wounded the skull and

the head brain, were nct identified with life into 13.2o/o of all

cases. The disagreements of diagnoses concerned different

forms/species of infecticus coalications frc the side of substance

and shells of brain - rzimarx purulent leptczeningitis, primary

purulent encephalitis, puruient aeningoencephalitis, abscess of brain

and anaerobic infection cf the wounds of the brain.

The distribution of rne individual forms/species of undiagnosed
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infectious complications on the therapeutic installations of army and

front rear is represented in Table 16.

The given numbers show that fcr army KhPPG are more

characteristic the disagreements of diagnoses, which concern diffuse

suppurations - leptomeriryitis and encephalitis, and also anaerobic

infection of the wounds cf the brain; for the hospitals of frcnt rear

- disagreement of diagnosis, which concerns the abscesses of brain.

The indicator of the frequency of the disagreements of diagnoses

was various for the individual forms/species cf infecticus

complications. On diagran are represented the data about relative

frequency of the disagreements cf diagnoses with respect to all cases

of autopsies with which as the reason for death were

established/installed the corresponding complications both identified

and unrecognized (Fig. 45).

When as the reason for death was established/installed purulent

meningoencephalitis, the disagreements of diagnoses, which ccncern

this complication, were encountered rarely. This fact, probably, was

connected with the fact that purulent meningcencephalitis was

escorted/tracked by the clinical phenomena, caused by changes both in

the shells and the substance cf brain, and therefore it was more

available to clinical identification. Most frequently was not
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distinguished the anaerobic infection of the wounds of brain which to

the Great Patriotic War was insufficiently studied.

Should be noted some special features/peculiarities of the basic

forms/species of undiagncsed infectious comFlications.
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-able 16. Distribution of unrecognized infectious complications on

GBA and GBF the dead persons nave from the wounds of skull and brain

(and percentages).

,. . 2.2

3 7

c I . -3. 4 46;,6 NfO, 0

Key: (1). Form/species cf infectious complication. (2). Altogether.

(3). Purulent leptomeningitis. (4). Spilled purulent encephalitis.

(5). Purulent meningcencphalitis. (6). Abscess of brain. (7).

Anaerobic infection. (8). in all.

Page 239.

Purulent leptomeningitis, diagnosed with life, it was observed

in all forms of wounds and damages of skull. In the overwhelming

majority of the cases these wounded did not undergo surgical

intervention. The severity of the condition of wounded in the cases

of undiagnosed purulent leptomeningitis according to the data of

clinical diagnoses, was most frequently explained by the extensive

damage of the substance cz brain, thinner/less frequent - by

meningeal hemorrhages, and sometimes - by traumatic edema of train or
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by erroneously diagnosed pneumonia. One of the reasons for similar

errors was the observed during the Great Patriotic Var "atypical"

form of meningitis, which flowed/occurred/lasted withcut ordinary

tunicary symptom complex.

The purulent encephalitis, diagnosed with life, on the studied

material it was observed only with the penetrating wounds of skull

and brain. The severity cf the condition of wounded, according to

data of clinical diagnosis, was treated in the majority of the cases

as the result of the extensive damage of the substance of brain in a

number of cases it was explained by traumatic edema of train cr by

erroneously diagnosed pneumcnia.

The abscesses of brain, not identified with life, were early,

single and they were arranged/locared usually cn the damaged side.

More frequent undiagnosed aDscesses were detected in frontal and

temporal fraction/portion. Almost in all cases in the tissue of brain

on autopsy were detected foreign Dcdies. By direct cause death most

frequently served periventricular purulent encephalitis

(ependymitis), somewhat less frequent - purulent leptomeningitis, and

sometimes - spilled encepaalitis and secondary edema of brain, which

complicate coursing of the abscesses of brain. Unrecognized abscesses

of brain rarely were euccuntered in dead perscns in the therapeutic

installations of army rear and considerably mcre freguently they were

- _ _ = - =z- _
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detected in wounded, dead persors in the hospitals of front rear

(able 16). In the majority ot the cases the wounded were situated in

the latter/last therapeutic installation of more than 15 days.

In clinical diagnoses wita undiagnosed abscesses of brain were

usually noted the diffuse suppurations (lepFtceningitis, were usually

noted the diffuse suppurations (lejtomeningitis, encephalitis,

meningoencephalitis). In the single cases of the wounds of skull,

complicated by the abscess of brain, infecticus complications with

life completely were not suspected. This illustrates the follcwing

observation.

S on II/IX 1944 :as wounded into frontal area by the fragment of

the artillery shell. There was the loss of consciousness immediately

after wound was delivered on PMP, where to it was introduced

antitetanic serum and was superimposed bandage with streptocide 12/IX

it entered on DMP, was cleaned the wound and again applied bandage

with streptocide. During this day the wounded was delivered into the

army evacuation hospital where was produced the revision of wound

15/IX wounded was delivered intc tue front line evacuation hospital

where was carried out ccnservative treatment by sulfanilamide

preparations with the progressive aeterioraticn of general condition,

wounded died 11/ 1944 (after 15 days after entry into hospital).
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Fig. 45. acaparative fregueacyv cf disagreements of clinical and

anatomical diagnosis with the in-tectious ccmplications of skull and

brain (in percentages)

Key: (1). purulent meningoencephalitis. (2) . purulent encephalitis.

(3). purulent leptcmeningitis, (4). abscess of brain. (5). anaerobic

infection.

Page 240.

The analysis of the cerebro-spinal fluid: cerebrospinal fluid

transparent/hyaline of Pandyls reaction positive, Nonne-Apelt

reaction was negative. Protein 0x,-,u%*Cytosis 14. Single erythrocytes in

the field of view.I

Clinical diagnosis: blind fragmentation wound by right frontal

region with the damage of bones. Hemorrhage into brain. Epidural and
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subdural hematoma.

Patalogoanatomical diagnosis: the blind-end fragmentation

nonpenetrating wound of right frontal bone with the crack of its

internal plate. Abscess cf the rignt frontal fraction/portion of

brain. Spilled purulent encephalitis.

During the Great Patriotic War were observed the individual

cases when with the abscess of train was placed the clinical

diagnosis of osteomyelitis of the bones of skull or hemorrhage into

brain.

The anaerobic infection, nct identified with life, with the

injury of skull was observed only in the cases of the penetrating

wounds of the skull and train, it is more frequent - fragmentation.

The disagreement of diagnosis during the anaerobic infection cf the

wounds of brain more frequently was encountered in the therapeutic

installations of army rear, but it was observed also in the hospitals

of front rear (Table 16).

Wounded perished frcm anaerobic infection into the first 5-10

days after wound, but in a number of cases lived more than 10 days.

The severity of the condition of wounded during unrecognized

anaerobic infection, acccrding zo the data of clinical diagnosis, in
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the majority of the case was related due to the diffuse purulent

inflammation of substance and shells of brain (purulent meningitis,

purulent encephalitis, Furulent meningoencephalitis), is thinner/less

frequent due to the extensive damage of the substance of brain,

traumatic shock or edema oi brain, in -actuality which did not occur.

Pneumonia, which served as a reason for death of those wounded

the skull and brain, was not distinguished in a number of cases. The

disagreement of diagnoses with pneumonia was cbserved in the

therapeutic installaticns, located in different stages of evacuaticn.

Unrecognized pneumonia acre frequent was bilateral, frequently

croupouse or abscessing.

The severity of the condition of wounded with undiagnosed

pneumonia, according tc .inical diagnoses, ir the majority cf the

cases was related due t he extensive damage of the substance of

brain, it is thinner/less frequent - due to the erroneously diagnosed

infectious complications in sunstance and shells cf brain.

The given data make it possible to come to scme

general/common/total conclusions/derivations, which characterize the

disagreements of diagncses, which were being encountered in treatment

installations with wounds and damages of skull during the Great

Patriotic War.
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The disagreements of diagnoses more frequently were encountered

in KhPPG of army rear, thinner/less frequent - in the hospitals of

front rear. Most frequently were not distinguished tunicary

hemorrhages, infecticus complications from the side of shells and

substance of brain and pneumonia, which served as a reason for death

of those wounded into skull and aead brain. Scmetimes with life was

not distinguished the penetrating character/nature of the wound of

skull.

The possibility of detailed examination/inspection and

establishment of correct clinical diagnosis, naturally, depended on

the duration of the stay of those wounded into skull and head brain

in the latter/last therapeutic installation: in wounded, dead persons

into the first 3 days on entry into latter/last therapeutic

installation, the disagreements of diagnoses were encountered doubly

more frequently than in bounded, who lived in latter/last therapeutic

installation longer time.

Known value for the accuracy of diagnosis had also surgical

intervention with the wounds of skull and brain. The disagreements of

diagnoses in the unoperated wounded were encountered almost two times

more frequently than in those operated.
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Page 241.

More than half wounded witn tne established/installed disagreements

of clinical and pathoanatcmical diagnosis they did not undergo

process/operation in ccnnaction with the severity of general

condition.

Unrecognized tunicary hemorrhages, usually subdural hematomas,

more frequently were detected on the autopsies cf dead persons in

army KhPPG, although they were encountered in the therapeutic

installations, arranged/located also on other stages of evacuation.

On the studied material in all cases of death from undiagnosed

subdural hematoma with the nonpenetrating wcunds of the bones of

skull the correct determination of the presence of hematoma was

impeded by the fact that during prccess/cperation was not revealed

the solid cerebral shell. In tne cases of the penetrating wounds of

skull and brain was processed only bone wound, but wound of brain did

not undergo surgical prccessing.

The disagreements of diagnoses, which concern the basic

infectious complications of tne wounds of skull and brain, were

observed in the therapeutic installations of army and front rear. For
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army KhPPG more characteristic we the disagreements of diagnoses,

concerning purulent lertcmeniagitis, purulent encephalitis and

anaerobic infection cf brain, fcr front line hospitals - early

abscess of brain.

Greatest diagnostic difficulties in the therapeutic

installations of army in the Aluid it presented the anaerobic

infection of the wounds cf brain, subdural hetatcmas and pneumonia in

wounded. The disagreements oi diagnoses in the cases of the purulent

complications of the wcunds of the skull and brain were encountered

considerable thinner/lese frequent.

In the majority cf the cases unrecognized tunicary hemorrhages

and infectious complications clinically were estimated as thp

extensive ':amages of the substance of brain.

The quality of clinical diagnosis in military, army and front

line therapeutic installaticns stccd in direct relation with the

diverse conditions of ccmoat and medical-tactical circumstances and

it can be estimated only taxing into account these conditions.

The study of the cases of disagreeing the clinical and

anatomical diagnosis with the wounds of skull and brain the

individual years showed that during the Great Patriotic War the
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medical diagnosis of th wounds of skull and brain steadily was

improved.

General/common/tctal characteristics of lethal outcomes with the

wounds of skull and trair.

Experience of the Gzeaz Patriotic War it showed that in dead

persons from the injury cf skuil in the cverwhelming majority of the

cases were encountered the oulaet wounds and exclusively rarely were

observed the closed damages.

With the closed injury of skull the offersive of death depended

mainly on the contusion decomposition of brain and intracranial

hemorrhages, thinner/less frequent - from infectious complications

from the side of shells ana substance of brain, but sometimes from

connected pneumonia.

Among the bullet wcunds of skull and brain in dead persons in

the predominant majority of the cases were cbserved the penetrating

wounds of skull and brain, it is very rare - the nonpenetrating

wounds of the bones of skull and are still thinner/less frequent -

the wound of the soft tizsues of skull.

Page 242.
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The reasons of death of wounded, dead perscns from the

penetrating wounds of skull and brain, conditicnally were divided

into three basic groups: 1) the changes, connected with the direct

activity of the injury: 2) iniecticus corplicaticns from the side of

shells and substance of the Drain; 3) pneumonia in wounded. The

specific gravity/weight ci the groups of the rcasons for death

indicated was not identical in different stages cf evacuation (Table

17).

Most frequently the reason of death of wounded in therapeutic

installations were the chanjes, connected with the direct activity of

injury, and infectious ccaiications from the side of shells and

substance of brain. Pneumonia, which was being generally frequently

encountered the dead persons nave in all stages of evacuation as the

reason for death of thcse wounded into skull and brain the more

modest place. In proportion to the removal of wounded from the field

of combat was decreased the value cf the changes, connected with the

direct activity of injury, and grew/rose the specific gravity/weight

of infectious complications irom the side of shells and substance of

brain among all reasons for death of those wounded the skull, On the

field of battle were not observed infectious complications, whereas

in rear hospitals usually were not encountered the cases of death
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from the changes, connected with tae direct activity of injury.

Is given below characteristics of the basic groups of the

pathological processes, wnich caused death of those wounded the skull

and -he head brain in different stages of evacuation. For a

comparison is given the information about those killed on the field

of battle.

1. Changes, connected with direct activity of injury. Above has

already been emphasized the conditionality of the classification of

the reasons for death from the penetrating wounds of skull and brain.

most conditional is the liberation/excretion cf the groun of the

reasons for death, caused by the changes, connected with the direct

activity of injury. The careful study of the Fathogenesis of these

changes shows that, although their direct reason is the activity of

injury, the development of these changes can be realized only by

means of the leading effect of nervous system with indispensable

participation of cerebral cortex.

In volume 4 (page 76) it was indicated that some forms/species

of traumatic necrosis (ccntusion fcci of hemcrhagic softening) in

the majority of the cases appear not as a result of the true

contusion of the substance of the brain of 5 bones of s.ull and the

extensions of dura mater9 but by other means.
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-fable 17. Distribution of the reascns for death with the penetrating

wounds of skull in dead Ferscns cn the field cf battle and in

therapeutic installations (in percentages).
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Key: (1). Reason for death. (2). Place for death. (3). Field of

combat. (4). Army therapeutic installaticns. (5). Rear medical

installation. (6). Changes, connected with direct activity of trauma.

(7). Infectious complications from the side of shells and substance

of bzain. (8). pneumonia. ( . Other reasons. (10). In all.

Page 243.

The leading moment in the onset of such contusicn foci is caused by

the nervous reflex mechanisms of angiospasm at the moment of injury,

which calls the education of the focus of the numbness of brain

tissue, and their subseguent paralytic expansion, which leads to

stasis and diapedesis et erythrccytes.
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Great role plays tne iunction of nervous system in the mechanism

of the onset of intracranial hemorrhages. In the significant part of

the cases of hemorrhage vith wounds the skulls appear via diapedesis.

As indicates L. I. Smirnov (1949), such hemorrhages are develcped

with deep disorders of Llood circulation, in his prestatic condition,

caused by paralysis cf vasomotor nerves.

Is particularly great the value of the function of central

nervous system in the pathogenesis of the traumatic bloating of

brain. It is above, in the chapter, dedicated to this question, in

detail was examined the theory cf the educaticn of traumatic bloating

(N. N. Burednko's schoci), according to which leading is the nervous

reflex mechanism of the onset of the bloating of brain with wounds.

The experiments cf Soviet scientitic B. N. Klosovskiy, who obtained

during the stimulation cf the specific departrents of the brain of

dog the instantaneous bloating cf train, convincingly confirm the

validity of the positicnp/situations of N. N. Burdenko.

The basic means of tne changes, connected with the direct

activity of injury, which served as a reason for death of those

wounded into skull and head brain, were the decomposition of brain

and the tunicary hemorrhages (are more frequent subdural hematomas).
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Less frequent the reascn for death was external hemorrhage from the

damaged sinuses of solid cerebral shell. Data about the frequency of

traumatic edema and blcating of brain it is difficult to estimate,

since the cases of death from tnese processes were dissimilarly

treated by different anatomical pathologists.

The specific gravity/weight of the individual means of the

changes indicated was dissamilar in those wcunded into skull, dead

persons in different stages of evacuation (fatle 18).

The decomposition of orain was the reason for death in the

overwhelming majority of dead persons frcm the wounds of skull on the

field of battle. In dead persons in the therapeutic installations of

immediate rear it was the basic reason fcr death of those wounded the

skull; fairly often the cases of death from the decomposition of

brain were observed alsc in tnezapeutic installations of GBA.

Great the specific gravity/weight of dead persons from the

decomposition of brain in the stages of evacuation testifies about

the rapid carrying out cf heavily wcunded frc the field of combat

during the Great Patrictic War. In time considerable percentage of

the cases of death from the decomposition of train,

established/installed in therapeutic installaticns of GBA, show that

the volume of this decomposition always correctly was estimated in

the therapeutic installations of i£mediate rear.
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fable 18. The specific gravity/weight of the basic means of changes,

connected with the direct activity of injury, the dead persons have

in the stages of evacuation (in percentages tc a number of cases of

death from the penetrating wounds of skull in each stage of

evacuation).
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Key: (1). Reason for deata. (2). Place for death. (3). Field of

combat. (4). Army theraFeutic installaticns. (5). Decomposition of

brain. (6). Tunicary hemorrhages.

Page 244.

The volume of the damages of -rain in dead persons in

therapeutic installations, as a rule, was decreased in proportion to

removal from the field of combat. Nevertheless in those been killed

in hospitals of front rear In a number of cases were detected the

extensive damages of ventricles and the breaks of the basis cf skull.

The percentage of perfcrating bullct wourds was highest on the field

of battle and it was decreased in the stages of evacuation, which

indicated the particular severity of such wounds of skull and brain.
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The specific gravity/weigat of tunicary hemorrhages was

sufficiently significant in dead persons in all stages of evacuation

in the repartitions/conversicns of army. The most frequent means of

tunicary hemorrhages were massive subdural hematomas, which led

wounded to death as a result of the compressicn cf brain. In a number

of cases the compression of brain was caused by small subdural

hematomas, which were being arranged/located in posterior cranial

pit. According to sectional data, subdural hematomas in a number of

cases were not identified with life, and wounded with the phenomena

of the compression of train did not undergo surgical intervention.

Not identified in the therapeutic installations of army and army rear

su'dural hematomas frequently led wounded to death on evacuation

routes.

Experience of the Great Patriotic War it showed that death from

the changes, connected with the direct activity of injury, always did

not attack/advance in acute/sharp period of ccursing of the injury of

skull and brain. Sometimes, especially in the cases of death from the

compression of brain by tunicary hemorrhages, wcunded lived 7-8 days

after wound and perished in the beginning of the period of early

reactions and complicaticns. Nevertheless in the overwhelming

majority of the cases of death trom the changes, connected with the
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direct activity of injury, wounded dieeed during the first three days

after wound.

N. Infectious comnlication ircm the side of shells and substance

of brain. Infectious complications greatly frequently were the reason

for death of those wounded tie skull. Their specific gravity/weight

in the stages of evacuation was various (see lable 17). in dead

persons on the field of tatzle infectious ccmplications were not

encountered; the specific value they acquired in the therapeutic

installations of immediate rear. This was caused by the fact that

during the first years of the Great Patriotic War on many DME and in

KhPPG of the first line thcse wcunded the skull underwent s o:gical

intervention and were held up in army area by more or less long

period. In the hospitals of army and especially front rear infectious

complications acquired the leading value am¢.i;g the patiological

processes, which led to death of those wcunded the skull and the head

brain. In the hospitals of the deep rear infectious complications

were the reason of death of the cverwhelming sajcrity of dead persons

from the wounds of skull.

The infectious complications of the wounds of skull and brain

were caused by pyogenic and anaerobic micrcflcra. The specific

gravity/weight of purulent and anaerobic infection in different

stages of evacuation is represented in Table 19.
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In all stages of evacuation in the overwhelming majority of

those wounded the skull, the dead persons frci infectious

complications, was encnuntered purulent infection and it is very rare

- anaerobic infection.

The cases of anaerobic infection with the wounds of skull and

brain, which were being generally rarely encountered, were observed

predominantly in army therapeutic installaticns. As a rule, anaerobic

infection complicated orly the penetrating wcunds of skull and brain.

Page 245.

The complication of the anaerobic infection cf the wounds of the soft

tissues of skull or nonpenetrating wounds of the bones of skull was

encountered only in the single cases. The clinical diagnosis of

anaerobic infection presented great difficulties for doctors.

According to the data of the develcpment of the maps/charts/cards of

sections, the anaerobic infection of the wcands of skull was not

identified in half the cases. The published during the Great

Patriotic Wai observation of a nuaber of the authors show that

duri'.g the first years cf war in some armies the anaerobic infection

was not distinguished im an even qreater percentage of the cases.
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The manifestations of the purulent inflammation, which served as

a reason for death of thcse wounded into skull, were diverse. The

basic, most frequently encountered processes they were: primary

purulent leptomeningitis, priadry spilled purulent encephalitis and

abscesses of brain. Considerably more rarely was encountered the

primary periventricular purulent encephalitis (ependymitis).

Besides the abscess oz brain, the specific value had some other

forms/species of the restricted purulent inflammation - festering

wound canal, festering zubdural heaatoma, etc. which,

converting/transferring into the secondary diffuse purulent

inflammation of shells and substance cf brain, sometimes served as a

reason of death of wcunded.

Festering the forming scar, described during the Great Patriotic

War by T.n I. Smirnov, practically by prosectors' majority were not

established/installed and, apparently it was treated as festering

wound canal, purulent encaphalitis or as the abscess of brain.

In connection with the fact that in the beginning of war some

patalogoanatomists, detecting on autopsies purulent inflamiation and

substances, and the shells of orain, did not establish/install the

_- - -----
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primary localization of the development of suppuration, will arise

pathoanatomical diagnosis "purulent meningoencephalitis". The

detailed study of the Frctoccls of the-autopsies of dead perscns

showed that in the majcrity of such cases was observed festering

wound canal or purulent encephalitis, which was complicated by

secondary purulent leptcraningitis.

The specific gravity/weight of the basic fcrms/species of the

purulent inflammation of shells and substance cf brain was various in

the individual stages of evacuation (Table 20).

For army therapeutic installations the most characteristic

form/species of the purulent inflazmatior, which develops with the

wounds of skull and brain, it was primary purulent leptcmeningitis,

which acquired an even greater value in army and front line

hospitals. Primary purulent leptomeningitis especially frequently

complicated the wounds, wiich were being esccrted/tracked by the

breaks of the basis of the skulls, with which was created the

supplementary source of infection - paranasal siruses.
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Table 19. Specific weights of the purulent and anaerobic infection of

the wounds of brain (ir Fercenrages to a number of dead persons from

the penetrating wounds of skull in each stage of evacuation).
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Key: (1). Character/nature of infection. (2). Stage of evacuation.

(3). Army therapeutic installations. (4). Rear therapeutic

installations. (5). Purulent. (6). Anaerobic.

Page 246.

In army KhPPG, besides purulent leptomeningitis, great value had

spilled purulent encephalitis. This extremely heavy the process often

was additionally complicated by secondary purnlent leptomeningitis or

secondary periventricular purulent encephalitis (ependymitis).

Spilled purulent encapnalitis and purulent leptomeningitis

always were not distinguished intravitally. In the majority of such

cases the severity of the condition of wounded was estimated by kA

the result of the extensive decomposition of the substance cf train,

in actuality not had place.
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The abscesses of train, whica led to death of those wounded the

skull, acquired definitely value already in army KhPPG. Considerably

more frequent they were encountered in dead persons in the hospitals

of front rear and played the decisive role amcng the reasons for

death in the hospitals of the deep rear. By direct cause death with

the abscesses of brain usually was the dissemination of purulent

inflammation to the sutstance of Drain, surrounding abscess, and to

cerebral shells. In this case was developed secondary purulent

leptomeningitis and secondary of that spilled or periventricular

purulent encephalitis. The latter/last process sometimes appeared as

a result of the adjustatle cn autopsy penetration of abscess into the

area of ventricle. In cther cases with the penetration of abscess

into the ventricle of train the fatal result attacked/advanced very

rapidly and the phenczera of purulent ependymitis were not developed.

In certain cases the fatal result was connected with secondary

hemorrhage or secondary edema of brain, which complicated coursing cf

abscess.

According to the data of the development of the

maps/charts/cards of sections, in the therapeutic installaticns of

army and front rear the abscesses cf the brain not recognized during

life into 15.8o/o of cases, and in the hospitals of the deep rear

they on the average were not distinguished into 7.0o/o of cases.
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Table 20. The specific gravity/weight of the Lasic forms/species of

the purulent inflammation of substance and shells of train the dead

persons have in the stages of evacuation frcm the penetrating wounds

of skull and brain (in fercentages to a number of penetrating wounds

of skull in dead persons in each stage of evacuation).
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Key: (1). Form/species of puruient inflammatien. (2). Stage cf

evacuation. (3). Army therapeutic installations. (4). Rear treatment

installations. (5). Primary purulent leptcmeningitis. (6). Primary

purulent encephalitis. (7). ADSCeSS of brain.

-- --- --- --
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Fig. 46. Distribution of Lethal outcomes frcm purulent

leptomeningitis with the wounds of skull and train according to

periods from the moment cf wcund (in percentages).

Key: (1). It is more than. (2). A day frcm moment of wound.

Page 247.

Erroneous clinical diagnosis with unrecognized abscesses of brain was

usually caused by the presence cf the secendazy diffuse purulent

inflammation of shells cr substance of the brain, which complicated

coursing of abscess. lcst frequent clinical diagnoses in such cases

they were: aeningoencepbalitis, meningitis, encephalitis.

Unrecognized abscesses cf brain sometimes served as a reason for

death of those wounded into skull, dead perscns on evacuation routes

from army ones into front line hosjitals.

Scientific and practical value has study of periods of the

cffensive of death in the various forms of the infectious
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complications of the wounds of skull and brain. The distribution of

the periods, which passed from moment wounds to the offensive of

lethal outcome, depended on the stages of the evacuation: in dead

persons in the army and army therajeutic installations predominated

earlier periods, and in front line and rear bcspitals - the later

periods of the offensive of death.

For the detailed study of tne periods of the offensive of the

fatal result with the tasic fors/species of the infectious

complications of the wounds of skull and brain was produced special

analysis of sectional tie material of therapeutic installaticns.

The overwhelming zajority of lethal outccmes from purulent

leptomeningitis died in the first 15 days after wound (Fig. 46),

moreover most frequently the lethal outcome from purulent

leptomeningitis attacked/advanced within the periods of 6-10 days

from the moment of wcund, Certain increase in the number of lethal

outcomes from purulent leptomeningitis which was being observed

within late periods (mcre than 30 days) after wound, was caused by

the development of secondary purulent leptomeningitis.

The wounded, in whom was developed the irreversible purulent

encephalitis, in the majcrity o the cases dieeed into the first 20

days after wound (Fig. 47). Most frequently the lethal outcomes from
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purulent encephalitis attacked/advanced 6-15 days after wound. An

increase in the number of lethal outcomes after month after wound was

connected with the develcpment cf secondary purulent encephalitis.

The periods of death from the abscesses cf brain differed from

those examined above. Tn tne overwhelming rajcrity of those wounded

the skull, that was killed from the abscess cf brain, lethal outcome

attacked/advanced not earlier than the month frcm the moment of wound

(Fig. 48), In the first 5 days after the wound of lethal outcomes

from the abscesses of train were nct noted.

The overwhelming majority of lethal outccmes from the anaerobic

infection of the wounds of skull and brain attacked/advanced during

the first 10 days after bound (Fig. 49), the significant part of

those wounded the skull Eerishing into the first 3 days after wound.

The scarce lethal outcomes, which attacked/advanced in later periods,

were, apparently they were caused by the relapses of anaerobic

infection.
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Fig. 47. Distribution of lethal outcomes from purulent encephalitis

with the wounds of skull and brain according tc periods from the

moment of wound (in percentagas).

Key: (1). It is more than. (2). A day from moment of wound.

Page 248.

The distribution of all togetner undertaken cases of infectious

complications according to the periods of the offensive of death

shows that t. e small percentage of lethal cutcomes from complications

was observed in the acute/sharp Feriod of coursing of the injury of

skull and brain, in the pariod, for which generally infectious

complications were not characteristic. In this period more frequent

than other infectious ccaplicaticns they were encountered primary

purulent leptomeningitis and anaerobic infection. The greatest unit

of the lethal outcomes cl infecticus comjlicaticns fell for the

period of early reactions and ccuplicaticns (4-30 days from the

moment of the wound; Fig. 50). 'Ihe ordinary fcrm/species of the
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infectious complications, which were the reascn for death in this

period, was purulent lejtomeningitis, purulent encephalitis and, less

frequent, anaerobic infectLon. Ic subsequent periods of coursing of

the injury of skull fell approximately third cf all lethal outcomes

from infectious complications. Their large part was related to the

abscesses of the brain; the sFecific percentage were the secondary

diffuse suppurations (encephalitis, leptomeningitis), which

complicated festering wound canal, festering cf hematoma, etc.

The given above data show that the infectious complications were

the most frequent reascn for death of thcse wcunded the skull during

the Great Patriotic War.
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Fig. 48. DistributiLon of lethal outcomes from the abscesses of brain

with the wounds of skull and brain according to periods from the

moment of wound (in percentages)*

Key: (1). It is more thane (2). A day frcn mcrent of wound.
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Fig. 49. Distribution of lethal outcomes from anaerobic infection

with the wounds of skull and btain according to periods from the

moment of wound (in percentages).

Key: (1). It is more than. (2). A day frcm moment of wound.

Page 249.

Pneumonia in woundad. The specific place among the reasons for

death of those wounded into skull cccupied pneumonia, which was being

observed in dead persons in all stages of evacuation. Pneumonia in

those wounded into skull and aead brain it was devploped fairly

often, but in the majority of the cases played the rcle only of the

associated disease as the reason fcr death it was encountered

comparatively rarely. Pneumonia, vaich served as a reason for death,

sometimes was not distinguished with life, althcugh it was usually

bilateral and it was escorted/tracKed by the massive damage/defeat of

pulmonary tissue.

_ _ - . .. . - - - _ . . . .. - - -. .. . .. ...- ............... .. ... ........... ........... .. ........
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During the Great Eatriotic war in different years, in individual

combat process/operations, at different fronts were noted

considerable deflections from the given numbers, which depended on

many reasons; the main things of them were the conditions of combat

and medical-tactical circumstances.

34.1

17's

14

4.2 StX X " I-N~

1-3 4-5 6-10 12-15 16-2t 21-.5 26-30 Cab.w 30

(A) €C 7 T 6 a X 0 T U 0 9 e 5 t a p a u e 8 U 4

Fig. 50. Distribution of lethal outcomes in all forms of infectious

complications with the wounds of sxull and brain on periods from the

moment of wound (in percentages).

Key: (1). It is more than. (2). A day from moment of wound.

WO
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Page 250.

Chapter VII.

DISTANT RESULTS OF THE TREATMENT OF THE WOUNDS OF SKULL AND B.RAIN.

The analysis of the direct results cf the treatment of th=

wounds of skull, given in the preceding/previcus volume, made it

possible to come to light/detect/expose some laws governing th-

course of these wounds of the development with them of liffer-nt

complications and issues in tne nearest after wound period.

Observations of wounded in the stages of the medical evacuation qav

the possibility to study in essence the first three periods of zh

course of the bullet injury of sKull (initial, early and

delimitations of infectious focus), since the average period of

treatment was calculatei by 2-3 months, and for the penetratinq

wounds by 3-5 months. The course of the bullet injury of skull in

later periods - late complIcations and distant consequences - couli

be studied only during prolonged observation of wounded during many

months and even years after their extraction frcm hospital.
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The study of the distant results of the treatment of to

wounded the skull has gzeat value still and bc - ise cnly -the

prolonged observation makes it j cssible to mcst coiplete__-lycar:

the occurring in brain tissue e-rocesses from the pooint of viaw rnot

only of --heir interconnrction and conditionality, but also dnnc

of these processes.

Therefore it is extremely important -to traCe2

further fate of wounded after their extraction from hosoital to stu;-1..

the Pattern of the flow ct wounds in thfi later periods ofth u1

injury of skull, to explain the possibility of the cnset of 0 n or

the other complications, and to al.So evalua-te the f inal issutes o: th=_

wounds of the skull t1.hrouqt several years after injury. For t-_S

purpose by that wounded into sxull, that were being found under

observation in all stages ot evacuation, were sent letters -vitz.

number of questions abcut their condition at present moment and with

request to indIcate what ~adnges in the condition of healtn

observed in them after extracticn irom hospital (S. P. Popov).

The study of the distant results of treatment was carrieJ outi

two groups of wounded - with zhose penetrating and nonpenetrati1-

wounis of skull. The research of tne distant results with tI-hze wound,

only of the soft tissues or stuii nad the smaller value, sinceo '-

damage of the substance or Draln with these wounds in the
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overwhelming majority cf the cases was insignificant.

The responses/answers of une majority of wcunded were ccnfir ;I

by medical conclusions. The coilection of material it presented knogn

difficulties, since in a consideratle number of wounded during war

changed address. However, because of the aid of village soviets,

kolkhozes and rayon military cormissariat, it was possible to

establish/install communicatioUs aDout by very many wounded and to

obtain from modical inszailations zhe completely reliable information

about the condition of their health.

Of all obtained responses/answers were studied only 1507 most

complete and reliablce.

Page 251.

Logically, arises question, is this quantity cf responses/answers

sufficient, in order by them to judge about the distant results of

the treatment of all wounded with the penetrating and nonpenetratin

wounds of the skull whcse characteristics is given in the

preceding/previous volume.

Analysis showed that tne available data correctly represent the

distant results of the treatment of an entire group of the observed
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wounded both in the quantitative and in a qualitative respsct.

The information about the cnaracter/nature of the wound of sk:il

on the years of war on the aasis of different sources 4s rezresentiA

Jn Table 21.

The comparison of the data anout a quantity of wounded, a' also

about the character/nature of wound and the wcunding shell during

different years of war, obtalned during the development of material

about the distant results of treatment, with the analogous data of

the maps/charts/cards of tAe deepened characteristics also -I _-

reveal/detect any disagreement and thereby ccnfirms the authCn%_4ci_-

of material.

Status of the health of wounded in a period of the distant

consequences.

The study of the distant resi.Lts of the treatment of thosz

wounded the skull showed that after extracticn from hospital the

condition of their health does not remain constant. Always occur

changes in the side both of the deterioration upon the appearance of

one or the other intracraaial complications and improvement upon th=.

elimination of the consequences of wound and during favorable course

of reduction processes in the area of wound. The status of the haalth
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of that wounded into skull, as snows research will be to a cn-r--a-i

degree stabilized only later several years after wound.

During observation of wounded with thE ncnpenetratin j an1

penetrating wounds of sxui-i or tne duration of period up -o 7 yearz

after extraction from hospitals it was possible to explain th3-

within this period remainea in alive 97. 6o/o cf wounded with t'-az

nonpenetrating wounds of skuli and 93.4o/o - with the penetratingi

wounds.

The general/common/tozal percentage of those remaining in alive

wounded of both groups ccaposes 95.8, including it is restric-- of

able-bodied ones in connection with the wound of skull - 55.9, an!

recovered (i.ea the wounded, in waom there are no ccmplaints,

connected with that transferred by wound) - 39.9 ({fable 22).
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labla 21. Distribution of znos= wounded the skull iccordin- to

years of war according to tne data of different sources and ,-ah

character/nature of wound (in percentages).

x(8J1,i, rnn; (3) oz ao .AJ

e Plg.0)o I rp~ A u

lenpo iiai.- Aalie Pa3paOTRU _-T-P p i I
iLue 6o.l uit..-- ........ .. . 16.0 1'. ' 2S.2 1i3o.2 1_00. i0

aT Ie ellun ....... ... 15.4 22.,3 28.0 3 0

_ ohuraiuluue ,Gi-' pa3par'OTiM 1ICTp111i1

........ ...... ....... .. 1 .5 2.3.3 29.0 3X.2 C !0.0

i aafHue o-7a.lCuHUz I[-.1b-
TlOb aeq i..s ...... . 122.4 22.31 27.4 * 37.9 1 %.0

Key: (1). Character/nature of tne wounds of skull. (2). Source o:

data. (3). Year of war. (4). In alj. (5). r-he first. (6). -Ce

second. (7). he third. (8). lne fourth. (9) . Nonpenetrating. (10).

data of development cf histories of disease/sickness/illness-/sala',,.

(11). Oata of distant rEsults ot treatment.

Page 252.

As can be seen from Talie z, with the ncnpen-trating woun. oZ

skull the relative number of wouided whose condition can be desc'-e-

as recovery, three times exceeds a quantity of the recovered wo)un.A

with the penetrating wounds.
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t the same tims tae percentage of wounded witn h t, rast r-Jc-~

ability to work with the nonpenetrating wounds of skull is ail-csZ7 two

times less tha. with +the penetrating wounds. In a consi derab1  nubx-

of cases the disablement vth noupenetratipg wounds was conni ts

somewhat with the davelopinag coii.Lications in the Las an distfl-t

period of bullet injury, Du-- aiso it'h the rereatsd wounds, htin,

during the Great Patrictic war after extracticn fror. hos.;-t_,a,

also with other diseases.

Lethality with the penetrating wounds although is small howevqr

almost it is triply more tnan lethality with the nonpenet-ratin2

wounds of skull, which is connected both with the neavier

character/naturs o: injury ana witna the great~er possibility c~

development of intracrania-. puirulent complications.

It should be noted that zhe- given are above data bein -ta

during the period of the onsezvation of duration of up-to 7 y:as, i;lo

not represent the dynamics of reduction processes in tha p-' od ot,;

late complications -and -distant consequences of tullet inju.- swu-IS.

In connection with this Eresents the known interest to tracez

separately the fate of the group of the wounded, acknowled-ged u!tr.

sxtraction from hospital ay taose recovered and able-bodied on-_s and

the groups of wounded, acinowledged by disabled ones (?able 23 and

24).
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able 22. Changes in the status or the health of taose wount.

skull for time after extractio from hospital (as of on June -hJ in

percentages).

AA 2'zOu.

4n,7 't 1-. 2.4
.. . . . . . . . 7 ' 1 1.

(- r
1"-It ' fla 55.9 41-4.0 4.-

Key: (1). Distant resuits. (2). Character/naturie of wounds o:

(3). Recovery. (4). Limztatioa of ab.ility tc work. (5). Le.i,

(6). in all. (7). in connection vlmh wound of skull. (8). on

reasons. (9). Nonpenetrating. (1j.) Penetrating. (11). All wc

with damage of bones of s .ul1.

Table 23. Chances in the statuses othe health of those wc-ui

skull, acknowledge4 with extractioa by those capable of wor "-K r t

time of observation to June 1948 in percentages).

ki , u. .~- - C r17'
i Dil,, &: st lU............-'g!,i.e -. 2. .1o 1Ju.d o siktull

:.fZlte 'rwula...........it3.'J ' . -' -, 9S h. U,

,Key: (1). Distant results. 42). Caaracter/nature of wounds of skcux!.

---
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(3). Recovery. (4). Deterioration. (5). Lethality. (6). In all. (7).

in all. (8). in connection witn wound of skull. (9). on other

reasons. (10). Nonpenetratinq. (11). Penetrating. (12). All wourls

with damage of bones of sxull.

Page 253.

Attention is drawn to the fact that in the group of the wounded,

acknowledged in hospitals Dy aole-bodied ones, subsequently was

observed deterioration in the health status with nonpenetratinq

wounds into 20.0o/o, and with tnose penetrating - into 4.7o/o of

cases. Deterioration in tue health status after the extracticn of

wounded from hospital was caused Dy the develcpment of complications.

In the unit of the cases ot comni ication they were cr'-ed, and wounded

got bettpr: Thus, for instance, in the series/row of the wounded, in

whom in connection with wound occurred these cr other the

uiterioration in health status, subsequently tame recovery with

nonpenetrating wounds - into 1/3 cases, and with the penetrating

wounds - into 1/10 cases. From these data it is evident that the

complications, which arcse in tne distant periods, led with the

penetrating wounds of skull to more stable changes in health status,

since were connected with damage tne substances of brain. If w

consider the percentage of those recovered after complications, thzn

the percentage of the wcunded, in whom advanced stable deterioration,
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it descends to 14.0 witn noapenetrating wounds and to 43.3 with thc

penetrating wounds of skull.

The analysis of the cases of deterioration in tho condition of

those wounded the skull snows that the period, within which was

observed the deterioraticn, oscillates of up to 4-5 years; latr tn-an

this period deterioration is ooserved considerably less frequn1t. At

the same time into 2/3 all cases deterioration in the health

attacked/advanced in the first 2-3 years after wound and only into

1/3 cases - within later periods.

On the basis of the medical conclusions, sent together with th.

responses/answers of wounded, it is possible to come to the

conclusion/derivation that the detericra -n was caused by two basic

reasons: either development or relapse of the infectious process or

by different processes in cerebral tissue, connected with

cicatrization (violaticn cer6nrospinal fluid and blood circulation,

hydrocepahlia, etc.)

Deterioration in the status of the health of wounded, not

connected with the wound of tae scull (noted into 10.7o/o with

nonpenetrating wounds and into 5.jo/o with those penetrating),

attacked/advanced most frequently as a result of the disease of

internal organs/controls and repeated wounds of other areas cf body.
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By the latter is explained the greater percentage of deterioraion

precisely with the nonpenatzating wounds of skull.

The data about lethality in tne group of wounded, acknowlsdq!

by the able-bodied, have great value not only for evaluation of : h=

results of surgical treatment, but also for appraisal/review and

establishment of progncsis in those wounded the skull.

In another group of wounaed, acknowledged by disabled ones, tn

period of the distant ccnsequences flowed/occurred/lasted some .hat

otherwise (table 24).
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-fable 24. Changes in the status of the health of those woundp] ,zh.-

skull, acknowledged upon discaarge as able-bodied in connection with

the wound of skull (for tre time ot the cbservation until Junz 1948

in percentages).

pam-ip p~ . "-T-- B poua 111t O ) Crb
IIII I ,I l

C2, ,pl, 'I...... ..... 1,.o 8 .10. I ,.)

NIaIrripth noujlic..Ie~ HUCT

Key: (1). Distant results. (2). Character/nature of wounds of skull.

(3). Recovery. (4). Liitation ct ability tc work. (5). Lethality.

(6). In all. (7) . Nonpenetratizng. (8) . Penetrating. (9). All wounes

with damage of bones of skull.

Page 254.

The study of changes in tne status of the health of the wound=l,

discharged with the restricted ability tc work, shows that in thi

late and distant period of the.injury of skull in the known

percentage of the cases attaces/advances the recovery mainly du. to

the restoration/reduction of tne lost after wound functions. As can

be seen from fable 24, this impiovement was ncted with nonpenetating

wounds doubly as frequently than with those penetrating. Improvement

in the condition of woundeu, restoration/reduction of their ability
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to work were observed rdinly in time from 2 to 3 years and dap~ndd

on character/nature and degree of reduction processes in the narv

tissue of the damaged area.

The comparison of iethality according to the data of the dt:.t1 nt

results of treatment shcws that amcng wounded, acknowledged in

hospitals by disabled ones i.e. ia heavier group, the percentaqe of

the lethal cases is higher than among wounded, acknowledged wizh

extraction by able-bodied ones. Tais law is observed both with tha%

penetrating and with nonpenetrazing wounds.

In order to 9xplain the reasons for changes in the smazus of th-

health of wounded in the distant period cf the bullet injury of

skull, should be subjected analysis the lethality of wounded i i

period and the onset of tue complications, connected with wound.

Lethality among wounded the s~ull according to data distant issues.

From a total quantity of tne wounded, who were being locatei

under observation of up to 7 years after wound, died 4.2c/o, of them

in connection with the wound of sKUll - 1.6o/c (IaLule 25).

As can be seen from taole 25, the percentage of dead persons

with the nonpenetrating wounds ot skull cozprised 2.4, while with the
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penetzatinq wounds- 6e6. Death trom the reasons, not con:ectai W41

the wound of skull, in the majority of the cases depended on tLe

diseases of the internal organs/ccntrols; were observed also lAthal

outcomes from accidents.

The lethality with the nonpenetrating wounds of sKull, which

depends on wound, compcsed 0.zo/o. Death advanced during the periods

up to 1-1 1/2 years from the moseat of wcund and was caused by

purulent complications - abscesses of brain or meningoencephalitsS.

These complications frequeitly artacked/advanced as result of the

relapse of the suppurations, which occurred even in the perioi of th-

stay of wounded in hosFitals.

About this tells the following observation.
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Table 25. Lethality among -caose wounded the skull luring .h- .

of observation of up tc 7 years trcm the moment of wound (in

percentages).

C pam.,iHe, e. ,m

. 2,4 0,2 1,3 .0,9
616.. 3.4 1.9 j t.:3

e I CI

q~uuem ixocmn.s q*epea 4,2 1. .5I

Key: (1). Lethality. (2). Cnaracter/nature of wounds of skull. (3).

In all it died. (4). Amcn9 other tnings. (5). in connection withz

wound of skull. (6). from other reasons. (7). reason for dteath is

unknown. (8). Nonpenetrating. (9). Penetrating. (10). illi wounds wi,.

damage of bones of skull.

Page 255.

D-v was wounded 231IX 194z aato left sincipital-temporal area.

Diagnosis: the tangential fragmentaticn nonpenetrating wound of lcft

sincipital-temporal area. At tne moment cf wcund was noted the

short-term loss of consciousness. On DMP 12 hcurs after wound was

produced the trepanation on tae spot of bone defect with ths autopsy

of undamaged/uninjured sciud cerenral shell and by the
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distance/separation cf sundurai hematoma post-operation coursi was

complicated by thc protrusion of cerebral substance with th;

development of the meningoencephalitis. Subseguently was form;:4

purulent fistula. Clinically in wounded was noted hemiplegia and

total aphasia after 102 days after wound by patient was discha-rq

from hospital in satisfactory ccndition After 5 months after wounl,

16/11 1943, it died of the anscess of brain with the phenomena of

developing meningoencepbaiiris.

The analysis of lethalty cf nonpenetrating wounds of skull

shows that death after the extraction of wounded from hospital was -o

known deqree connected with tne underestimaticn of the clinical

picture of wound.

The lethality with tue penetrating wounds of skull, which

depends on wound, composed 3.4o/c. Lethal outcomes attacked/alvanc-d

within different periods (of up to 5 years); however, the majority o-

them falls to the first two years after wound.

Lethal outcome in the majorizy of the cases was caused hy

purulent complications from the side of brain and its shells and only

into 1/7 cases the reason for deata was epileptic condition. Among

the purulent complications. wnica caused lethal outcome, most

frequently was encountered abscess of brain and meningoenoephaitis.
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The analysis of material showed that in half wounded, dead

persons from purulent ccmpLcatlous, they arose as far back as of th -c

stay in hospital. In thz remaining cases purulent complic-azins

developed for the first time in late period and in the per-ol of

Jistant consequencas.

In the late period of bullet wounds of skull with the

penetrating wounds deatn advanced into 0.5o/c of cases with the

phenomena of the develcping eiieptic conditicn. The reason for 1-ath

in these cases, apparenzly should ue considered the educa-ior of

extensive rough scar in tne suDstance Of braio since in tnos

obtained about these wcundea information it is not contained

indications of the dIvelcpmenz cf suppuration.

In several dead persons in section was discovered hy-rocrpxa:ia,

that accompanied meningitis, wnica developed in late period aft : ih

wound of skull.

In the aroup of dead persoas most frequently was obs vc 3h

localization of wounds in frontal fracticn/pcrtion. It is possi se

that the insignificant neurologic symptomatolcgy with localization of

the orocess in this area did not place the possibility to in proper
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time recc-gnize the emergent purulent complications, and in coni~ctQfl

witij. ±his treatment of these coalzcaton it was intae -~

retardation. rhus, lccailizatioa of wouinds in the "silent" arEas off

brain muust be considered durnn; tuie dA-terminaticn of prognos-is anu-

need for further observation of such woundel.

The wounds of skull iii me group of dead persons were nct

characterized by greater severity in comparison witi- wounds in thos

remaining alii!e. In the group of dead persons predominatei blind-endi

wounds; however, from a total quantity of the tnddischa-ra=

from hospital with the presence of foreign bodies in the substance of

brain, died only 5.9o/c, out 16.Oo/o of wounded this group areZ

completely able-bodied and present no subjective complai.nts du-n

observation of up to 7 years.

Prolonged observation of wounded, who obtained blind-enil

fragmentaton wounds, sinows tnaz tae lethality in the lat-a pcf: o

bullet inrjury of skull -,s not connected directly with the oressuce off

metallic: foreign bodies in the sunstance of train.

Page 256.

observation of wounded in hospital always did not give the

Possibility to predetermine tne further course ofl the wound of skull-.
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Sometimes, even in the absence of the neurologic synptons, whici

testify about the damace/deteat of nervous system, and smooth

post-operation course in late period appeared the complications,

which were concluding with letaal outcome.

In connection with tais tneaz is considerable interest n th

analysis of lethality amcng wounded, acknowledged at the moment of

the extractions from hospital oy the able-bcdied, i.e., the status .f

health of which dii n-ot suggest fears. The given below cbservat'os

show, as is sometimes difficuit }rcgnosis In the similar cas-s.

1. S-n was wounded 14/X1I 1943 diagnosis: penetraf-ng

fragmentation wound of rigit postcranial area. Upon being wounied"

noted the short-term lcss or consciousness.

Focus and qeneral cereural symptoms were absent. Through 2 -A ays

was produced the primary surgical processing of the wound of skull

with intervention on the aamazed sinus: it was removed cerebral

detrite and bone scrap. Post-operation course is smooth. Patient wiih

extraction it was recognizing atle-bodied and it began the wcrk.

After 6-8 months alvanced the deterioration, and in 1945 of patin -

it died with the phenomena of the meningoencephalitis.

2. T-v was wounded 29/VI 1943 by fragment into right
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frontoparietal area. Diagnosis: olind-end fragmentaticn wound v

right frontoparietal of area. Consciousness it did not iose. was

noted light left-side hemiparesis. Roentgenolcgically was dte ,in

perforated break with toe intracranial disposition of -etallic an

bone fragments. To the 5ta day after wound was produced1 the

trepanation of skull on tne spot ci bone defect with the

distance/separation cf voa frayments. Post-operation course is

smooth. After 81 days cf Patient iz was discharged without any

limitations of ability tc worx. Arter wound in patient advanced Zi'

deterioration, OV was repeatedly auspitali-ed and operated aproos of

the abscess of brain.

In the beginnina c" 1945 of patient it died with the phenomen

of developed of the purulent oz meningitis.

One should note, then not an all cases of death of ths wounde-i,

acknowledged in hospitals Dy able-Dodied ones, the course of woune's

was such smooth, that it did not give grcunds to assume poor

prognosis. In some wounded aad rough organic symptoms or even

developing complications of the wounds of skull and brain. These

changes in the conditions oi wounded within retention time of their

in hospital were not prcperiy evaluated with appraisal/review at thm

moment of extraction. As result of evaluation of the status cf the

health wounded as suitable ones for work withcut any limitatans
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could negatively pronounce subseluently on the distant results cf

treatment of the wounds of skuxi. ihis ccnfir. the given belcw

examDles.

1. S-v obtained 8/VI i4 1 Dir; --2-end f- _aam- at icn wour. c

left frontal area. After wound 1z iost conscicusness. Focus sy zons

it was not noted. Primary neuro-surgical processing is producez on

the 3th day after wound in front iine evacuation hospital. Was

emptied subdural abscess, were removed bone fragments from the

substance of brain. 1he Foszoperative course is smooth. After 6 favs

after process/operation the wound sealed and wounded was acknow!=,I--

by that recovered. Subseguently zna condition of wounded

deteriorated, and it was repeatealy hospitalized. During March 19a1is,

i.e., through 2 years c 7 mcntns from the day of wound, it:du of

the abscess of brain.

2. M-vo was wounded 2!/Vili 194-2 diagnosis: penetzating woun: CZ

right postcianial area. were nozed cerebella7 symotoms, decreas-7i

the viev. Through 2 days was pzcdtaced primary ne-iro-surgical

processing - trepanatica ot si'iil on the spot of bonr detach with

intervention on venous sinus, distance/separation of cerebral det-

and heiatoma, anJ alsco tone and a-tal.'ic fragaents. In pos-op--ation

period were noted the corplicarions - edge/bou dary osteomveifs an.;

epidural abscess. In 5 mcn:ns the wounded was doschazgsd fro-
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hospital and claimed to te recojered. After 4 months it f Z i--:

badly/poorly, it was re-earediy nosDitalized. During Mav 1943, i.c.,

9 months aft - wound, ha- dued Oz the meningcencephalitis.

Page 257.

TI-us, the study of lezaal.zy in late period of the bulli - i -iury

of skull makes it possinie rc make the ccnclusion that fa- nzr ;l1

wounded, who transferrea purulent complicaticns, can Ibe acinowi i-7:

by completely able-bodied, witnouz any limitations.

Considerable attention in ligat of i y ),of further cours-

of wounds and warning/preventioa oz late complications deserve

wounded, not subjected rc surgical intervention.

O-n obtained 26/VI 194z the penetrating blind-end fragmen-

wound of left frontal area. Wiza wcund was noted the short- erm i

of consciousness. Ieuroiolc zocus and general cerehral svmptoms it

was not observed. During x-ray examination is discovered erfsre

break with the intracrania± disposition cf bone and metallic

fragments. The primary aeuro-surgical processing of wound was not

conducted. Comlications dithia retention time in hospital it "-s - t

observed. After 69 days oz patienr it was discharged in sa-isfacto:v

condition. During July 194, i.e. z years after wound, it die4 f
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abscess of brain with the ehen.aena of the meningoencephaliti3.

Furthermore, in section it was discovered hydrocephalia.

The analysis of lethality, revealed during the study of tx

distant results of the treatment of those wounded into skull wi-th h:

damage of bones, shows what wltn tie penetrating wounds withir

periods lethality, associated with skull wound is significantly

higher than in nonpenetrating, The main reascn for death - puruisn-

complications, which beccme apparent both in the form of the rueats!

outbreaks of infection a=er complications in the period of the stay

of wounded in hos[itals and ii primary within late periods.

The qreatest lethaiity among those gounded the skull was

observed during the periods up to 1-1 1/2 years after wound, i. ., in

the period of the late complicatrions of bullet injury, i.e. i _i

of later complications ct Duliet wcund tc skull.

With the penetrating wounds of skull to predetermine prognosis

and mo.,aent of the extraction of wounded from hospital was extr4.mely

difficultly. ThiS caused tne need for medical observation abcve such

wounded during 4-5 years after wcund, and also the great care with

the decision/solution of questics of anpraisal/review.

_____
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Complications in those wcunded the skull according to the data of th1

distant results of treatment.

Of great interest is the information about the complicaticzs,

which arose in those wcunded the sKull after their extraction from

hospital, in late period ana in tne period of the distant

consequences of bullet thz -rams of skull. It is not-without-inztr: st

to also trace the fate of those wounded, in whom under conditions cfz

hospital were observed these or Cther the complications.

According to the data of the distant results of treatment, the

most frequent complication, which appeared in the late periods of th--

bullet wound of skull was epilepsy, which was being observed -4n

10.0o/o traumatic encephalopatholoqy it was noted into 8.0o/o of

cases, purulent fistulas - into 3.1o/o, mental disorders - into

1.6o/o of cases.

Traumatic epilepsy. Tne most frequent complication of the wounds

of skull, characteristic or later period, is traumatic epilepsy.

Although the determination of a number of cases of traumatic

epilepsy, that complicated the wound of skull, and seems simple

however it is conjugated/combined with considerable difficulties.

Page 258.
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During the determination ot number of wounded with epileptic fizs

only on the basis of the oozained responses/answers, without th-

clinical examination/inspection or wounded, to traumatic epilpsv caL

be referred the fits of functional character/nature, at the sam' timc

the cases of effaced forms witf the rarely repeating fits can be

disregarded. If we moreover, taxe into consideration, that -be

epileptic fits can give the most varied clinical picture, begin'n

from hister- epileptoid, epileptoid, epileptiform forms, fits of -.hz

type petit mal, night fits in the iorm of sleep-walking and endin%

with the frequent typical epileptic fits, changing in certain cas!s

into status epilepticus, teen tne difficulty of the determinatioit of

the frequency of traumatic epilepsy becomes obvious.

Nevertheless the information about traumatic epilepsy, obtaine

during the study of the distant results of treatment, has great

value, since give tentative represeptaticn about possibility ornsets

of this complication after the wound of skull.

During the quantitative definition of the complications of

epilepsy were taken into consideration all wcunded in whom were;

observed the fits both in tne nospitals and after extraction of th-m.

Recovery was considered stable in such a case, if fits were not
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repeated more than 2 years t(roie 26).

AS It follows from J~oie 26, almost into 1/5 all cases c'- ths

penetrating wounds of SKull apjpEar epileptic fits. On by this Kb. I.

Garkavi, who traced the distant issues in 1169 wounded with th-

psnetratLing wounds of Skull, rche ireque:ncy cf traumatic epil1=psy wa

equal to 26.2o/o. Observations uere conducted cf wounded, who

finished treatment in one of the neuro-surgical hospitals of e

rear during tha periods up to 6 years from the moment of extractifcn

from hospital.

The frequency of the onsazr of t.raumatijc epilepsy with th-

penetrating wounds three times almost exceeds the frequency of this

complication with the nonpenerrating wounds cf skull. As far as

staying power/persistency as concerned of epileptic fits, then

between these two groups of wounds are retained the same

re lationshi.ps/ratios.

The reason for the most frequent onset of traumatic epilepsy

with the penetrating wcunds of srull with the more stable epil,,;tic

fits, which are observed during Lrclonged period, is the more

extensive damage of the substance cf brain with the subsequent

education of massive rcugh scar.

The periods of the caset of traumatic epilepsy in those wounded

into skull are represented in Table 27.
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table 26. 'requency of the onset of traumatic epilepsy in thosa

wounded into skull according to tne data of the distant resulI- of

treatment (in percentages).

- t~ 'lli.ell"(I )~ ~ ~ ~" :"l{ < qI~

. -1' 1 i. ,lil' - " - li~ llA ill,.illl
M

i I

( ~)1~II.FISE............... 19,4 Z , 1 1 t

6a n ZISI'U c o..Iueehienle

K .T~I . ., .tna ..... ... 2,1 3, 9 8,2(I h t,. .. 1 , , J 4,

Key: (1). Epilepsy. (2). Cnaracrer/nature of wounds of skull. (3). 1r,

all wounded with eFileFtic attacks. (4). On them. (5). epileF-4c fIts

ceased. (6). epileptic fiTs are. (7). Nonpenetrating. (8).

Penetrating. (9). All wounds with aamage of bcnes of skull.

Page 259.

From fable 27 it fcllows tnat the epileptic fits in the

overwhelming majority of tne cases appeared in those wounded th-

skull after extraction trom hospital. Most frequently they appear-ed

during the periods up to one year from the day of wound, which was,

apparently it is connected into some cases with the formation of

scar, and in other cases it was the manifestation of the developing

in area of motor zone different complications, so/such frequent in
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these periods.

The nonpersistent efalepzic fits which subsequently after

expiration of the first year were not observed, appeared usually

after the nonpenetrating wounds of skull during the periods up to on-

year, fits after the penetratinj wounds appeared in time from 3 to 4

years and after this period ceasea.

The appearance of stable traumatic epilepsy with the

nonpenetrating wounds cf sKull was observed during the periods UD zo

3 years from the day of wound, and with the penetrating wounds - of

up to 4 years (fable 28).

In the group of wcunded, wnose fits ceased, observation in -nh

majority of the cases lasted prior to one years. In the small unit o;

the cases the duration of tne period of cbservation was from 2 Ut)

to 4-5 years.

In the cases of stable traumatic epilepsy attacks were cbserved

during the periods up to 7 years trom day their appearances.

The given below data make it possible to come to the conc]usion

that the appearance of epileptic fits within late periods from the

moment of wound prognostically is more unfavorable, how behaves the

onset of stable traumatic epilepsy Table 29).
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fable 27. Priods of the onse-L of traumatic epilepsy in those one'

into skull (according. to Lh Qa-a of thce distant rzsults and

percentages).

1611aen-i m~onu: eXapawrreRanwpn~weIcotea X1PR~ f- -
TPSBM8TMeCMII pa"PHUfl r 5)i ~

OOieCsou wpeLna 4 -,

*~~~'.z~*?) rag,~ oe%

auuniennrqecne npa- I lenpoiiutcaboI
flEIK fpetcpm iHbI ame. .... 40.0 11030 -

no flC1.eHgH I
1-3 nieT uoc.,te p.- F 41i, i4 J

you.nqcx~ U.0l~ornaoua,~ ie jj . . .. 12.6C 62. vi 21, 7, 10 - - ,

TIJUICI. noc-Te 4 l1eTrI ~
nc~nuRn ~ fpoUianuie 7. -u -, . ,

L ~noe:ao
r .. e . . 2 1.t 6 61.4 t2,2! 1.I'S- - I~,'

HI :7 Kjiwne 6. 7 16.5 4.2 3. 1 too.(

Key: (1). Character/nature3 of the complication of traumtatic

disease/sickness/illness/naJady. (2).- Character/nature of iound. olt

skull. (3) . Time and period of onset of epileptic fits from mcz --:

wouni. (4k). in period ci Stdy In hCSTitals. (5) . on. (6). year. (7)

years. (8) . In all. (9). Fpjileptic fits ceased after expir~ation c>f

1-3 years after wound. (10). Noapenetrating. (11). Panetrat'an g. (12).

Epileptic fits did not cease arter 4$ years cf wound (stabl-:

complications) .
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Page 260.

The appearance of epileptic fits of later than 4 years from

lay of wound was not noted. Howe-vr, for final conclusions both u

the period of the onset cf traumatic epilepsy and about thz stayin,

power/persistency of this compiication is required, apparently nor7

prolonged observation of tnose wounded the skull, since, acccri:i -o

published data the appearance of eileptic fits is Possible in i

of uo to 10 years from the moment of injury.

1he curtailment of epileptic fits in group with the

nonpenetrating wounds ot sxull during prolonged ohser-ation wa

established/installed approximateiy/exemplarily into 50.0o/o, a d

the group of wounded with tne penetrating wcunds -

approximately/exemplarily into 25.0o/o of cases.

Epileptic fits bore, as a rule, generalized character/nature,

without clear local syrftomatolcgy. Epileptifcrm attacks were

observed into 4. 3o/o, fits of the type petit ial - into 2.2o/o.

In the group of wcunded witn traumatic eFilepsy most fqu; - - iyv

the process was localized in siciital area, in connection W -

which motor disorders they were observed in the great percentagoF

the cases.

=~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ - . . . . . . ._ _ . - - -,v -- . .. ......... . -... ...-.. z.... . ... .. _....... .... .. ........ ..... .. ........ .
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'fable 2. Duration of the onservation of wounded with traumatic

epilepsy (in percentages).

.I) (.Q 133 (7 0aO . a.. .a...S

I,. . t,, 2. - 1-4" -1 - 5- 9 er
! II

11 if G.0 12,0: 3.0' 4.01 - - - I--,00.0
Ii|. it, Ia I. l j..~ ,,, i o(.) -- ,;I i ! I

3.2 - - 100.(1
(I ) " . . . . I I

.,ii 25.0 28.1 31. 9.4 3.1 1 100.0

Ia'llll. ,.l~t !!" ,

Hf ,liii, Ip-1..;divnLj.e .. 1 1,4 1 8,6 1-',q.9 34.3 :20,0 i2 . 1. 10

Key: (1). Character/nature ot traumatic epilepsy. (2).

Character/nature of wounds of sKuli. (3) . Period of observaticn frc:m

day of appearance of fits. (4). to. (5). year. (6). years. (7). in

all. (8). Epileptic fits ceased. (9). Nonpenetrating. (10).

Penetrating. (11). Epilejric fims ao not cease (stable

complications).

Table 29. Staying power/persistency of traumatic epilepsy cep, n-ing

on the period of its appearance after wound (in percentages).

(4) 157)
'")llltl~ IiTa'rt i * 11 - uaiyil

•  
i ~e caial

li.lii Ib

. ,l ;, .9  - j , 100,0

A 69 100 0a-... h .I.- . 9.8
I- 100,0 100,0
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Key: (1). Period of the onset of epileptic fits from th- day cf

wound. (2) . Character/nature of epilepsy. (3) . nonpersistent ii:,sy

(epileptic fits ceased). (4). stabi? traumatic epilepsy. (5). in all.

(6). to. (7). year.

Page 261.

By nature +he damages in the studied group of wounded we_=

heavy: was noted great skecific gravity/weight of segmental wcu:1.s,

and also wounds of both hemispneres; however, the appearance of

epileptic fits did not depend on tne vastness of bone damages. Thus,

for instance, with the nonpanetrating wounds of skull epilepsy fair-"

often appeared in the cases of damaging cnly external plate of snull.

The frequency of the onset of traumatic epilepsy to greater degree

was connected with the coztusaon of brain and gross changes in its

tissue.

Very important is the tact tnat in wounded, who suffered
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evilepsy, was noted the considerable predominance of purulenit

intracrani-al. complications, ia particular, the abscesses o1

it is necessary toc aiso note that also wi-th norcen-atrat4nl

wounds in the group of wounded witri stable traumatic eies

sol4i carebral shell was r-=vealed fivs -ta-mss more rcustv

Comparative analysis oz rna grou~s of wounded, in whichcs:

the fits, and wounded wita stable traumatic epilepsy showsth

the Identical severity of wounds tne full/tot1-al/ccnplete rainn

of epileptic fits is mcre frequent occured in -the group of wu~

with a consider7-ably smaller quantity of purulent complications.

The analysis of material is snown also that the aaae o0-: w o u~:

did not have vital importance Doth in the onset of epileptic a-n= er

4n their elimination.

in the period of tane oDservations after extraction from

hospi tal, which were lasting- oi up to 7 years, to surgical

interventi'on apropos of epilepsy, which was ccnsisting in the carving~

of carebral scar, it underivcnt by 4.8o/0 of wounded.

Pull/total/complete recovary was observed in 17.0o/o of those

operated. An -insignificant 4uantity of surgical interventionS apropos

of enilepsy does not make it possiole, however, to make any
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conclusions about the iftectiveaess of surgical trsatment-

Mental disorders. The character/nature of the mental s~~~

which appear after wounds skuii, and their clinical

are in detail dsscribed !a the general/comm on/total unit o

preceding/previous volume.

The onset of mental diiSraer-S with the ncnpenetrat-in viu-

skull for elongation./exteat oz up to 7 years from the moma.

ax traction of wounded frcm 1iosj.Itai is noted into 0.7o/o ofCSs

The violations indicated develoiaa in wounded with the -ou-1i _ I-_U-

of the substance of brain, about waich testified noted a! MCS 4-

ca---s focus SyMptoms - motor discraers, disorders of vi-ew, sz.=

etc. should be noted thle faCt that in 1/3 wounded with the er;

ilate Period Pental lisorders on process/o per ation was r-ue

autopsy of the changed sciia cezetzal shell.

With the penetrating wounds ot skull mental disor-ders In -z

period of the stay of wcunded in nospital were observed into 1.1o/

of cases. Further obSiervation oz tnis -group- of wounded for

up to 7 of years showed tndt but cnt wounded at present momart

longer requires the permanent onserva-tion of psychi-a triLst.

is drawn t-o another fact: in 1/5 wounded in whom were observicd

previously mental disorders, appeared eptileptic fits.
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The data about the distaat results show that the mental

disorders anpeared alsc ia the late peiod of the bullet injur:_

skull. Among the woundea 4hoe Fsychics/psyche during reatnen'

hosoitals did not change, in the first 3 years after extract-cn fr-

hospital for the first time appeared mental disordars into 4.i -

cases. Later the majcrity ot woundad recovered; the insinificnt

disorders of psychics/psyche during observation of more than 3

remained only in 1.0c/c cf wounaca.

Page 262.

traumatic encepha cpatny. In particular group were isolated

patients, in whom in the late period of the wcun. of skull aooa.-u

the series/row of the subjective symptoms, leading to a decrese i-

the ability i-o work: pezsist-eanz headaches, vertigoes, rapid'

enervation, weakeninq ci memory, :.ncreased irritabilit%-y, etc. Fo-

these patients, as a rule, lac&ed the rough local symptows of t

damage/defeat of central niervous system and tc the forzground cam

forward the violations cerebrospinal fluid and blood virculati:.-

The liberati.n/=xcreaon or tais group of complications, wicn

includes the clinical manirestations of the mcst- varied natholouicai
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Mprocesses, it is do:ubtless, ccndit-icnally. it is explaineCd bi

f-act. that ths diagnos-is I"raujmariC enCepha lcpathy" rec=eiv=ed w

ac-ceDtanicei The nes' Of studYl"9 tne !ista'nm results Of t~t~

2akes it nezessary 4-c U 66 znis, a.irhough someuhat 31ifuse

Thze trequency of: traumatic encephalcuatihy with- the

nonDenetratin- ion4 ct sii was equal to 7.00/o, anld wli: -1

ve netrating 40unids - 8.90/0.

The analysis of the caarilcter/nature of the penstratang w-U'm '

cf skull in tnis aro-uD ci wouaae-d indicates a scm ewhat ra:

specific aravity/weight of tre wounds of sinuses, :entri4CC-eS

brain, and also the greater qua-uestv Of casss with sqb'du-ra

he-morrhaqes.

The phen-omena of traumatic ancephalcpat'iv wera dr-vmlopo;-

predomin-antl 1-2 years arterz wcund.

The nuru'lept fistulas, nated Jn t1-he distant period. an9 a-0 SC

collective concept. which includes the liertonecr:inS

from wounds -':n connection. wiza csteosvelitis cr purulenm-t

pachy men ingitis, and alsc with strictly the purulent listalas C

soft tissues, supported most icequently by foreign body. To tnz-S

collectivs concent it is afecessazy to resort in view of tha ~~:
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ch- i.f the collectin ot material during the study of thev-

.--sults of treatment, and also because the different-al

diaqnosis of the nature of puruient f istulas even under condiftior-,- c"

the hospital not always liyht.

with the nonpenetratiny wounds of skull purulent fistulas in

period after extraction from khospircal were observed in 2.7o/c of

wounded. Stable recovery subseqjuently iJs noted in 0.90/0 of wotiin-r-i.

In !/14 wounded purt,,lent f.istulas tney were the consequence _)

osteomyp1itic process. most frequeatly the fistulas were observ-td 'c-,

the spot of the wound cf a frontal-orbital and temporal area.

With the penetrating wounds purulent fistulas appeared in period

after thea extraction of wounded from hospital into 3.40/0 or' case s;

their rec-overy advanced only into 0.70/0.

In tegroup of wcunded witn purulqnt fistulas predominatp, the

fragmentarv, crushed brears of the bones of skull, were sometime:s

produced several repeated prociiss/operations on bones and soft

tissues of skull. Evidently, tna Oaiset Of purulent fistulas in tht,

leate period of the penettariny bullet wounds of skull was conn-ecteua

with expanse of damages withl wound.

T19 purulent fistulas, which were br-ing developed in woundp-i
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during their determination in nospital, were cbserved with th-

nonpenetrating wounds of skull into 8.3o/o cf cases. in the

.verwhelming majority ct tne cases attacked/advanced stable r- cov-<y,

and only into 0.2o/o of cases in1 the late period of the wounds of

skull were observed the pazulent fistulas, caused by the rslaps = of

the osteomyelitic prccESS.

Purulent fistulas with tne pemtrating wounds of the skulls,

which arose during the std' of wounded in hospitals, compose,] 13.8o/o

and in essence they were finally cured in military-therapeutic

installations.

Page 263.

The for a second time discovered fistulas in the woundei of this

group were observed with tne extensive wcunds of the bones of skull!

and soft tissues with different complications in post-operaJor.

period, from which basic were aracnnoidits and protrusions of brain.

Osteomyelitis, which were Deinj cbserved in hcspitals into 4.1o/o of

cases, subsequently were not renewed.

It is characteristic that noth with penetrating and with
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nonpenetrating wounds curea ia hospitals purulent fistulas, as a

rule, did not give relapses witnin the late periods of bullet i.ju1-y

the skulls.

In the period of tne aistant consequences were observed also -h-

late abscesses of brair.

The progress of Scviet neurosurgery caused tha wide applicaticn

of a method of separating tae abscesses cf the brain with capsule,

whic is the best methca of the treatment of thesp complicaticn=,.

A great number of process/operations of separating the absces-zs

of brain with capshle, namely 197 produced V. D. Golovanov, afr

gathering to 1950 of the information about the distant results in z

opprated patients. tr tris case it turned out that the majority of

them completely recovered.

Are given below 2 cases of the prolonged observation of

patients, which produced the process/operaticn of separating the

abscesses of brain with capsule (V. D. Golovanov, Moscow

neuro-surgical hospital).

. P-v of 19/I 1944 outained fLagmemtaticn parasagittal

penetrating wound of left sincipital area. To the 5th day thnrm wa3
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done the primary processing o± the wound of skull and brain. 3 Aad 5

months after wound it was twice operated apropos of thr unhea!jnq

purulent fistula. After tne healing of wcund it was acknowleqjgd

disabled. Movements in the paralyzed with the moment of wound ri';h-

extremities began to be restored from the middle of 1944. Dur4nj 2

years it felt itself satiszactorily, movements in extremities almosz

completely were restored/reduced.

During June 1946, i.e., within 2 1/2 years after wound, aoa -

the fits of Jackson epilepsy. It was hospitalized. At the end of

September the condition of patient beginning progressively to

deteriorate - grew hemiparesis, were increased headaches, wer =-iralo

more frequent fits. on encephalogram is discovered the compression of

average/mean department and front/leading crescent of left lat-ra!

ventricle. With the puncture of brain is discovered the abscess 3f

the left sincipital fraction/portion of brain. After the evacuat.cn

of pus the area of abscess was filled with ccntrast mass (Fig. 51).

5/X 1946 completely is removea the abscess of brain togetYh-

with capsule. Size/dimersion of tne removed abscess 6x5x5 cm (Fiy.

52). Post-operation perioa tlowed/occurred/lasted without

complications. During the subsequent 3 years E months of pati-t w=-t

found under permanent fredical oaservation. General/common/total statn

is satisfactory. Thert, is mIldly expressed right-side hemiparesis.
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There are no headaches elileptic attacks they ceased. Is fulfild

home work (Fig. 53).

2. 0-v 25/IV 1944 cbtained Dlind-end fragmentation penetrarinq

wound by right frontcparaetal of area.
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Fig. 51. Scheme encepahlo- and abscessography. Compression of

average/mean dqpartment and fronz/ieading crescent of left latera!

ventricle. Abscess is arranged/located in the left sincipital

fraction/portion of brain parasagittal (it is filled with contras:

substance).

Page 264.

Prolonged loss of consciousness. To the 8th day after wound is

produced the late primary processing of the wound of skull anr brain.

In post-operation pericd transferred the meningoencephalitis. Du-ri°

Septembcr 1944 it recovered and soon it began to work by agent cl

supply. It felt itself satisfactorily.

10/1 1946, i.e., through I year of 8 months after wound,

suddenly appeared strong neadactes, vomiting, was increased the

temperature, and patient was delivered in Moscow neuro-surgical

hospital in heavy condition, wira zhe phenomena of purulent
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meningoencephalitis and ependyuitis in connection with the

penetration of abscess cf orain into ventricular system,, was aro.-, ;

energetic sulfanilamide and penicillin therapy. The ccndition cf

patient was improved.

Encepahlo- and abcessojrany it came to light/detected/axceseJ

the comDression of v-ntricular system by the large/coarse abscess cf

the right frontal- sincipital of the fracticn/pcrtion of bra -i

54).

9/11 1946 completely is removed absecss cf brain with caisu a.

Size/dimension of the removed anscess 10x7x6 cm (Fig. 55).

Post-operation pericd floweu/cccurred/lasted without

complications. Recovery. The distaat results through 4 1/2 v4ars:

feels itself healthy/scund (Fig. 5o), he works by plast-rer.

Determination of ability to worx and subsequent job placemnrt of

those wounded a skull.

In light of the study of the distant results of thie tr at__n 0

wounds and damages of skull and Lrain is drawn the importarnce cf-

determination of ability to work, what is final team in treat=fn n

is determined in many respects further fate of wounded, sincc cnrr-c-

evaluation of ability tc work to a considerable extent afftcts

further status of the health of that wounded the skull.
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18 -

19

23-

Fig. 52. Removed abscess of brain.

Fig. 53. of sick P-v thrcugh .3 years 8 months after

urocass/operation.

Page 265.
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The decision/soluticn of tnese questions lays great

responsibility in thie cCtor wac must correctly eslimate the 5ver: .

cf the lamages of brair.

The exD rim=.n_/excerieace cf the Great Patriotic War ohcw " ta-

with evaluation of the severity of the damages, connected with -

wound of skull, it is nEcessary to proceed not so much from

volume of the -estsruction of tne oones of skull, as of the

sizes/dimensions of the damage or the very substance of brain.
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Fig. 54. Scheme encephalo- and aoscessography. Displacement cr

ventricular system by tne iarge/coarse abscess of right

frontoparietal of the fraction/portion of brain.

3 a

I, ji,

Fig. 55. Removed abscess of brain,

Page 266.
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The study of the distant results attests to the fact that on!!

the size/dimension of t.repanation defect cannct serve as criteri-

with evaluation of the status o tne health of that wounded and

skull.

The severity of wcund and tne condition cf health of wound-"-, a:-=

determined in essence by the vo±ume of the damaged sector of cr~rai

tissue, by the transferred inrectious complications and the

violations roof and fluid circulation in this or another means o:

wound - penetrating, nonpenetrating or wound of the soft tissuaF of

skull. Correct EV&JJLtiCO, of the volume of th;

-amaged sector of c-rebzai. tissue, localization of this damage ani

emergent in this case circulatory disorders is importr.t not only

from the point of view of junctional fallouts. Doctor cannot b-

limited only to odynamic librication caused discontinuity of

homogeneous serie of observations cf violaticns in motor spher -=.

Correct judgment ancut tue damage of brain is necessary for t- c-

purpose of the establisament of the prognosis of that or sometimes

wound of skull, since the value ct cerebral scar and the degrec o5

its infection make it possinle to judge about possible subsegu-ily

coMDlications.
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Thus, is most iinpcitant avaluation of damage to cerebral

developing infectious rrccesses and subsequent after them circula- :-

disorders. It goes without saylaq that this evaluation is not ~a s

easy.

As strong points during the determination of the ability zo worlz

of those woundzed into sKu.L*.. titey must serve: thes means of wcun-1 a-4

the character/nature of wound canal., the volume of surgical

intervention, the transferred ccmplicaticns and -finally the p~-

cf foreiqn bodiss in brain tissue.

The epr ntxrra c o war showe-d tnat -he care-ful

analysis made it possible witn expertise correctly to estimat=e no~t

only ths casss with rough nzauzologic sy-ptomatolcgy, but also the

cases of the wounds of the s~ail wnere the heavy damages of th-

substance of brain in "1silent" zon~es were not escor-ted/t racke! Ly

focus symptoms.

Medical conclusion anout ability to work was based not cnly cn

the sevtrity of the darage of nrain, but also cn, estimate ofth

Possibilities of the joc placezmant of wounded taking into acccun : nis

professional/occupat ionalI prepazacion/training.
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The great value of meaicai apraisal/review consisted also of

the fact that, contrOling the correctness 0f treatment, ixa"

Possible to in time signal atout tne individual had place cr-r rcrsn

here to amend them. Thus, apjaisal/review with the wounds of siull

contributed to further i.roveea in the specialized nu ro- surc a

aid iuring war.

Final goals of the lane-oi-communication specialized treat,=n%

of those wounded the skull was zue return of the larger possib

number of wounded to active work. in connecticn with this are ve,:y

important to trace the abiiity to work of those wounded th= skull

several years after wound.
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Fig. 56. sick 0-v I 1/2 years after process/operation.

Page 267.

With evaluation of aoiiity to work was accepted th objeciv=

criterion of determinin zne status of the health of that wou1-,i ='"

skull - the conclusicn cf a aeaicai-labor apFraisal/revlew.

Table 30 depicts tne data asout +he ability to work of wourn-

in time from 3 to 7 years after wouni.

Possibility to begin the worx without any limitations hal al:osz

in 3/4 all wouniei with nonpeaerrating wcunds and in 1/5 voun= with

the penetrating wounds. Attenticn is drawn to the considerable
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percentage of the invalids 11 and III (moderate/mild) group with the

penetrating wounds of skull.

If we trace the dynamics of tne ability to work of those wounded

the skull in different feriods after extracticn, then it appears math

2-3 years after wound both with that penetrating and with

nonpenetrating wounds a quantity of able-bodied ones without any

limitations, i.e., quantity of the wounded, who do not consist on

disablement, decreases. This descent in the ability to work can be

set in communications with onset within these periods, as this was

indicated above, intracranial complications (Table 31).

The data table 31 testify that a change of the ability tc work

of those wounded into skull is subjected to sufficiently considerable

oscillations/vibrations. if we trace the character/nature of these

oscillations/vibrations, being based on the data about disablement,

then will occur the follcwing picture (rable 32).

_________--_______
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lable 30. Wrk ability of wounded into skull (according to the data

of the distant results cf treatment in percentages).

(/") Tpy"ocn.. I [$) | 4 )trpIu ;.eale _rpamonowo m.

o I

(q)He-pomxaIDmme . ... 71,z OO 9.4 j 18,7 2S, 1 100.0
.b1M xammn e . ... . . 19,0 3,8 1 38,5 38,7 81,0 lo)

Be aenns c noBpewuie-! p I
aeumcomei lepe .. 45,1 2.,1 23, i 29.3 54.9 100.0

Key: (1). Rbility to work. (2). Character/nature of wounds of skull.

(3). without limitation of ability to work. (4). Limitation cf

ability to work (disablement). (5). in all. (6). group. (7).

altogether of groups. (8). Nopenetrating. (9). Penetrating. (10).

All wounds with damage of bones of skull.

Table 31. Change of the ability to work of these wounded into skull

after extraction from bospital (guantity of able-bodied ones in

percentages)

-o Buz tlepea I1o nS.U-,w
iincice Y3 2-. ro aa 32HUb

X81 -areP llneI rocuanji" oAIU eIIUA I t9 9 r.
UAR a'epeas

C. 9 t,

L')]ll,,,mu .,t,,e- . .... * o2,6 12,9 19,0

UO8PCKAeeu O 53,t 43.2 45,1 %

Key: (1). Quantity of ale-bodied ones. (2). Character/nature of

wounds of skull. (3). With extraction frcm hospital. (4). Through 2-3

' _ -- - I
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years of observation. (5). According to data on June 1929. (6).

Nonpenetrating. (7). Penetzrating. j8). All vcunds into skull w-7tn.

damage of bones.
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Page 268.

Analysis Table 32 shows that among wounded with the penetrating

wounds of skull is shift/shear toward the decrease heavier I and of

II groups of disablement due to increase III, lighter group than the

disablement.

The same law is observed also among wounded with the

nonpanetrating wounds of the skull: invalids I and of II group it

becomes less, and group with the smallest limitation of ability to

work - III group of disaklement - numerically it grows/rises (fable

33).

However, one shculd be specified that this shift/shear tc the

side of an improvement in the status of the health cf those wounded

the skull does not bear permanent character/nature. The detailed

analysis of the dynamics of tue groups of disablement shows that the

march/passage of one group to another is acccwplished not always on

the ascending straight line, but it gives by Fore known

oscillations/vibrations with return into the initial, hea-ier group

of disablement.
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This is !inderstandatie. The infected scar in cerebral tissue

does not remain in ore conditior. In it are ccntinuously relieved

degenerate and reduction processes, which clinically becomes apparent

first by deterioration, then by an improvement in the status of the

health of that wounded the skull. During unfavorable conditions and

weakening of the resistivity of organism is possible the outbreak of

the infectious process in the area of cerebral scar.

Especially unfavorable for that wounded the skull are

neuropsychic factors. Ibis is why the creation of the corresponding

working conditions for those wounded the skull makes it possible not

only to compensate to a certain degree the loss of ability tc work,

but also it is prophylaxis of the complications which can appear

within late periods frc the moment of the wound of skull.

72
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fable 32. Change in the group of disablement among wounded with the

penetrating wounds of skull (in percentages).

Uh~mewear'- i

ftMbt3 rwnza aes * M

(3)i[0 s
1 rpni . ." S t.i2 3.8 - 4.4

13.5 38.3 -15,0
II " .... 17.3 38.7 +21.4

Key: (1). Disablement. (2). Change in disablement. (3). With

extraction from hospital. (4). According to data of distant results.

(5). Shift/shear in percentages. (o). grcup.

Table 33. Change in the group of disablement among wounded with the

nonpenetrating wounds of skull (in percentages).

- u114r. n .rI

. ' U . '> iIn C r
1v- Ifa n KI I a Uartg

I pvsnJu 21,2 0.6 1-06i11I t . . 11,2 Q 4 18-I
111 , ... ! 0 ; i 18.7 + .

Key: (1). Disablement. (2). Change in disablement. (3). With
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oxtracticn from hospital. (4). According to data of distant results.

(5). Shift/shear in percentages. (6). grcup.

Page 269.

In our country where the work became the affair of honor, valors

and heroisms, even restrictedly able-bodied person attempt to be

useful for their native land; therefore the ccrrect determination of

routes/paths and possibilities of labor construction acquired

exceptional value.

In the USSR is thcrcughly developed and is carried out on wide

scales the ordered system of tae job placement of disabled war

veterans. In passing by anpraisal/review, wcunded3 if they ar-

acknowledged capable of work, receive direction in the production

where they are under permanent medical supervision4 The regular

reexaminations of those bounded the skull by the commissions of a

medical-labor appraisal/review also help to in proper time change

working conditions, if this requires the condition of their health.

Great role in the correct job placement of those wounded into

skull plays the strategic formation of the artels into invalids'

alliances. These organizations, which exist in our country, have

available the powerful/thick medical net/system which makes it
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possible to ensure the rational job placement of disabled war

veterans and to carry cut medical supervision during work.

The special -fetures/peculiarities of some small productions

made it possible to create in artels' series/row the special shops of

one or the other medical type.

As the illustration of the job placement of those wounded the

skull in the artels of disabled war veterans it is possible tc give

the following observaticns.

1. G-v was wounded 4/XI 1944 by fragment of shell into right

frcntoparietal area. Consciousness it lost by several minutes.

Vomitings it was not. During the first day it is operated on DNP.

During primary processing frcm the substance cf brain is extracted

the fragment with a weight of 35 g. post-operation period it

flowed/occurred/lasted smoothly. Left-side hemiparesis, which

appeared after wound, became less deep. In 4 months the wounded was

discharged from hospital with the limitation cf ability to work of I

group. 2 Years after wcund apeared convulsive fits of the type of

Jacksonian epilepsy. However, afteA four fits epileptic

attacks/seizures/paroxysms did not appear during 3 1/2 years.

With examination/inspection (March of 1950) in patient is
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spastic lef4 -side hemiparesis and considerable defect of bone in

right sincipital area by zhe sLze/aimension 6x10 of cm. The area of

defect will begin to fall, the pulsation Cf brain diSti nc. The

particular complaints cf patienz it does not present, notes cnly the

increased irritability. His former speciality - the joiner; at

Present - it invalid of II group, he works by sorter in the artel

"Lenigrushka". The work it manages well (Fig. 57, to the left).

2. M-n was wounded 3/VII 1944 by bullet into frontal area

(parasagittal wound)* Ccnsciousness it lcst for 10 minutes. Nausea

and vomiting it was not. Through two days in specialized KhPPG is

produced surgical interveation. On process/operation is discovered

the depressed break ef tone and the damage of solid cerebral shell.

Is removed subdural heratoaa. Pose-operation course is smooth. Focus

fallouts it was not. 5 Mcnths after wound it is discharged from

hospital with the limitation of ability to work of Ii group. 2 Years

after wound the general condition cf wounded considerably was

improved, and it was transferred into III group of disablement. With

examination/inspection (rarch of 1950) there are no focus symEtoms.

In frontal area there is a -ulglcbose trepanaticn defect of bone by

the size/dimension 2x2 cf cm. The pulsation of brain is good.

Complaints of small headaches. He works by puncher in the artel

"Lenigrushka". The work it manages well, fulfilling norm to 160o/o

(Fig. 57, to the right).
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he O~ven abovs examp.~ att est to the fact, t+at he correct job

placement makes it ocssibiz- to create conditicns even for those those

wounded the skull, in whIc± t'he-rz are consider-able functional

fallouts.

-t s necassa-ry tc no-=- mat the restoration/r7eduction of

functions with the wounds or sicull flows/occurs,'lasts slowly. Best of

all is restcred motor and vocal iunction. Sc, according to A. N.

Davydova's data, among 115 invalids of the Great Patriotic War with

th consequances of the FenstZating wcunds cf skull with the periods

of observation of up, ec 3 years a quantity of plegias and paresis (1n

different combinations) daczeased from 39.1 to 9.6o/o, moreover only

to 17.4o/o were noted the Light residual phercmena of muscular

weakness in e=xtreinities.

Page 270.

As an example of this full/total/complete restocration/reduction

of Motor function can serve tne following observaticn.

T-v was wounded 2/IX 1942 by the fragment of mine into left

temporonarietal area. Duriag 3 aays it was without consciousness.
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Roentgenologically was detaruinea zthe oerforated break of left

temporal bons and metaliic fragment in the left temporal

frac'tion/port.-on of 'Drain. Neurologic were noted Monoparesis cf right

upper ex-Zeit, mo-tor aphasia. IR the f"_rs-t twenty-four lours after

the wound was uer-ormod in specialized RhPPG r'adical prinary

Processing with the distance/separation cf metallic and bone

fragments. Post-operaticn course is smooth. 1 1/2 months after wound

aDD=-ared small mcve-nn in right hand and began to be restored

speech. Up to the moment of extraction from hcspital, 8 months after

wound, the speech completely was restored/reduced, there were

residual phenomna of mcnoparesis. Gradually thse volume of mcvementS

increased, grew muscular force. SILrce 19414 it is transferred into III

group of disablement. Mcveaents in right upper extremity fully,

muscular force is 'suf~ficient. is noted an insignificant- incr-ease in

the ocriosteal and tendinous refiexies to the right. With

e-xaminra-'.ion/inspect--in (March of 1iS50) notes certain enervaticn, the

Anoi se in head. He. works ty puncher. Work requires 'he considerable

nhysi-cal load of rioht hand which after wound was paralyzed. It is

one of the best workers, norm is iulfilled tc 360o/o (Fig. 58).

From the given observation it is evident that the motor function

afte- 7 years aft-er 'he uound of skull was restored/reduced

completely, and wounded performs by the paralyzed previously hand the

basic working class movements withti rfscn
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Somewhat more badly are restored rumor and view. The study of

distant rsults shoved that, &alc- arising with injurv, these

functional violations are retained comparatively stably. ifowever,

correct selection of prcfessicn, training in series/row the new work

habits give possibility to those wounded tha skull, in which there

are stable fallouts of functions after wound, tc perform feeds the

complicated labor prccesses.

_ _____ i
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fig., 57. Work of puncher (wounded G-v).

Page 271.

9Thus, the correct job Flacement of those wounded the skull

compensates the functional defects, which arose after wound. The

following observation can serve as an example of this rational job

placement.
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0-v on lO/VI 19L44 obtained the closed injury of skull with the

break of antitank mine. Consciousness was absent more than days. Was

noted hemorrhage from ears and nose. Is roentgenologically

established/installed crack of temporal bone to the right, that goes

to the basis of skull. Neurologic were noted full/total/complete

amaurosis, considerable decrease in the rumcr, mainly to the right,

and partial motor aphasia. Subsequently the ccurse of injury was

complicated by reningitls. it was treat-ad by punctures and

sulfanilamide preparaticns. in a year it is discharged frcm hospital.

Up to moment the extractions of the phencmencn of motor aphasia

passed, the rumor to a considerable extent restored, but patient

remained blind. With exasmination/inspection (M1arch of 1950) the

visual acuity of left eye is equal to the light-perception; .nvalid

of I group. He works as packer in the artel f"tenigrushka"; ncrm is

performed to 250-300o/c (Fig. 59).

The permanent concern of party/batch and government about the

invalids of Great Patriotic War, medical supervision, realized by the

periodic reexaminaticns of t'-hcse wcunded the skull with the

restricted ability tc work, and also medical observations of these

wounded in production itself, and correct decisicn/solution of

= questions of the job placement of such wounded caused the

considerable percentage cf workers among those wounded the skull

during the Great Patric Wr (fable 34).
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Table- 341. Job placement of those wounded the skull according to the

data of the distant rsults (in percentages).

R~jetna 4

~ ~:I7:2 W).-- r A 21.4

WXQ"~j1. 8 .5 !P7 52.2 28.2

Key: (1) . Character/nature~ of the wounds of skull. (2). Job

placement. (3.1. It does no. work. (4). It works. (5). Performed work.

(6) . lesi complicated. (7). Forger. (8) . more ccmplicated, (9).

Nonpenetrating. (10). Penetrating. (11). All wounds with damage of

bones of skull.

Page 272.

The obtained from wcunded responses/answers make it possible tc

judge about the performed by them work. Is substantial that among

wounded the skull with damage bones works by 8?.5o/o, the majority

performing previous or even more complicated work. The un-it cf the

wounded learns in higher educational institutions* All this testifies
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about good results of the specialized treatment of those wounded the

skull and is the consequence of that vast attention, which the

party/batch and government give to the invalids of patriotic war.

This about them spoke V. M. Molotov at the conference of the Moscow

City Council on 6 November, 1945,: "it iJS necessary that the concern

about people which fought and they now return from army home, and

also the concern about disabled war veterans was considered the as

most important responsibility of Soviet and professional union, party

and Komsomol organizaticns, and also kolkhozes and their

organizations in village".

And precisely because the concern about the invalids of the

Great Patriotic War in cur country was raised to level of one of the

most important state tasks, in execution by which, besides all state

organs/controls, it took tne hotter part and Soviet community,

distant results of the treatment of those wounded into skull proved

to be so/such favorable. it is necessary to emphasize that the great

role in the establishment of the understanding of the essence of the

processes of reduction cf functions during the damage of brain

belongs to Russian physiologists.

°iI
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Fig. 59. Vork of packer (wounded O-v).

Page 273.

Being based on 1. P. Pavlov's exercise, Soviet scientists subjected

to analysis the great materiai ct the Great Patriotic War, relating

to the problem of the restcration/reduction cf the functions cf brain

after bullet wounds. Although the nature of the restoration/reduction

of functions after the decomFositicn of cerebral tissue, until now,

is not copeeyyt explained however have already been drawn the

basic ways of resolutici of this problem*
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Most important of them - the route/p-ath cf the deep rebuilding

when the r-estored -function begins to be realized with the aid of the

remaining undamaged/uninjured sectcrs of brair.

Restoration/readucticn of the lost fuincticns after the injury of

skull to occur because oi the high plasticity of the brain of man,

and also i*:n connect-ion with the fuactional ambiguity of the cerebral

cortex.

These data of Soviet pihys.iologists are further? development of I.

PPavlov's exercise and they make it possible, in particular# to

understand the remarkable cases of restoring the motor function and

the speeches, which were being observed with the bullet wounds of

train.
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Page 274.

CONCLUSION'.

The immense experience, accumulated by Scviet medicine in the

Great Patriotic war en tha study of wounds and damages of skull, was

in detail dismantled/selected in the preceding/previous chapters.

This experiment/experience makes it possible at present better to

understand entirae pathclcgy of tullet wounds and damages of skull, it

makes it necessary to- in a new way reexamine the value cf different

methods of their treatifent ana to manufacture the most rational forms

of an orgc-anizaticonal-thezapeutic provis-4cn of -those wounded the

skull. This exper-iment/experience Flans the routes/paths on which

must go further progress of rendering aid to this group of wounded.

Special features/peculiarities of the pathology of the bullet wounds

of skull and brain during the Great Patriotic War.

observations during the Great Patriotic ;iar showed that in

soldiers, who fell on tne fiLeld of battle, the wounds of skull

comprise 30.9o/0 and are anccua-zered considerably more frequently

than-~he wound of breast, stcoach and exrmte.In the

ovsrwhelmin( majority of these wounds (92.10/a) were observed such
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damages and decomposition of Drain, which inevitably had to lead to

death.

Wounds into skull in remaining in a livs ones and carried out

from the field of combat wounded differed 4in terms of +he great

variety: from the light wcunds of the soft tissues of head to the

heavy damages of the substances of brain as a result of which the

unit of the wounded nerished in tee nearest stages of evacuation.

The suppressing number ot damages of skull during the Great

Patriotic War was related to hullet wounds.

The study of the experiment/exoerience of the Great Patriotic

War showed that among the bullet wounds of skull the bullet wounds

composed altogether only V. o/c, and 82.7o/c were related to a

number of fragmentation wou- s.

Should be compared these data, based on the study of a great

quanti t y of histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady, with the

data, obtained during the study of the form/species of the wounding

shell, which caused death on the field of battle. In the latter case

the r-rcentage of fragrentaticn wounds descends to 69.8-66.7, and

bullet it grows/rises tc 30.2 and even to 31.9.

i _

.. .. - - + -- - - - - ----... . . ..... ..-- Z -- VV- +U:- ._-
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The relationships/ratios indicated between fragmentation and

bullet wounds are the averages, which characterize the wounds of

skull during all year cf the Great Patriotic War. In the individual

periods of war in connection wth the special features/peculiarities

of tactical situation these reiaticnships/ratics underwent

considerable oscillations/vibrations. So, under conditions for close

combat ., great cities billet wcunds sharply predominated above

fragmentation ones. Secondary magnification in the bullet wounds to

75.0o/o was noted by V. L. Byalik in Breslau.

Page 275.

Comparing the given data with the materials of the

preceding/previous wars, it should be noted that in Russo-Japanese

war (1902-1905) a quantity of the bullet wounds of skull was more

than fragmentation ones, nut in tne first world war, on the contrary,

a quantity of bullet ones was already considerably less than

fragmentation wounds.

During the combat oferations cf the Soviet troops/forces against

the Japanese in Khasan laKe (1938) bullet wounds composed 37.4o/o,
fragmentation - 51.4o/c and other- 11.2o/o. During combat in

Khalkhin-Gol (1939) the tullet wounds of skull were encountered into

17.70/o of cases, fragmentation - into 68.6o/o, other - into 13.7o/o.

_
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In phase of combat with ilte Fjnnls (1939-1940)1 bullet wounds wer

cbserTved in50.50/o of wcunded, and fragrentatioen - in 49.5o/o.

Thus, -if w-a do no-t consider. soldiers with White Finns, had

seres/row of spec if ic special fe--tspclirt~ n

escort%1ed/tracked by an especially great quantity of bullet wcunds,

then it is possible to say Lhat in all wars, b-eginning with thfirs

word frge tion wounds mor-E and more relypredominate bv

bullat wounds.

From the point of view of the consquences of the wounds of

skull and brain it should he pointed out that the bullet wounds,

among which predcminated diametric and segm~ental wounds, prove to be

most severe.

The fragmentaticn wounds, k" ch prssent smaller danger from the

point of view of the direct threat of tie life cfl wounded, especially

frequently cause in-fcticus complications and subsequent heavy

course, giving a comparatively bigh percentage of disablement. The

severity of fragmentation wounds was comlicated eve-n and by the fact

that they were frequentl set. Based on materials of the Great

Patriotic War, such wourds of tbe skull and cther organs/controls

were encounter-d into 310.30/o of cases.
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The havira ratbscaa -rc4 cal value SU-Ur-it of the -wounds-

of skull fc-r t1hree basic 4roups - the wound cf scf-t tissues, the

PonDnen_:atinq wounds czf DG~is and~ the penetrating wounds of skull

and brain~ - di not find even at te beginning cf the Great Patriotic

War of repulsnzg in the ozfticia -crms of account. In conne-ction with

this in rc- documents ThS wounds of skull continued to suktdivide

cnvinotw ron:"wi-kn dama-e to bore"l and "withicut damage to

bone". As a result during the development of the.- materials of the

Great Pa-triotic War it was necessary to thoroughly study a great

quantity of Zhistzor~ies of- diLsease/sickness/illress/malady in crder to

give the correct subunit of the wounds of skull. In this case it

turn--A out that the wounds of -.A- soft tissues of skull composed

54.6o/o, th nonipenetrating wodras of the bcnes of skull - 17.7o/o,

the venetrating wounds of sKul-L and brain - 2E.lo/o.

The givanin basic classificatrion of the wounds of skull makes it

possible to Jud ge about those pathological changes which causes in

the integuments of skull and tue substance cf brain the wounding

shell; -it makes it possitie tc also foresee those complications which

can arise with different groups of wounds. This classification

orients in the necessary metnods of the treatment of each group

wounded and organizational measures for their medical support in

different theraneutic i nstallations.
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It is necessary to indicate tnat, besides the given basic

subunits, wound the skulls and train during the Great Patriotic War

were in even more detail classified both from the pcint of view of

the mechanism of wound and direction of wound canal and in the

relation to the roentgenologically established/installed details of

the damage of skull and disposition of metallic and bone fragments.

All these details of the classification f the wounds of the skulls,
in d-tail given in the appropriate chapters of volume 4 of "Work",

have very great value during the determination of the severity of the

wound of skull and the necessary in each giver case therapeutic

measures.

Page 276.

One should also indicate that within the time of the Great

Patriotic War they underwent tne mcst detailed study and those all

pathoanatomical changes which occur in soft tissues, bones of skull,

substance of brain and its shells as a result of wounds and different

damages. These changes are thoroughly studied from the moment of

injary to the full/total/complete healing of the wound of brain and

encountered sometimes distant ccnsequences of injury in the presence

of the already formed scar. In spite of entire diversity of

encountered in this case pathological processes, it proved to be

possible to conditionally coacine them into three basic groups: 1) 4

° i
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the changes, connected hiZh tne direct activity of injury, 2) jet

changes in substance ana shells cf brain to injury even 31 the

infectious processes, Which complicated the ccurse of injury.

It should be noted that three groups of the processes indicated

in the known neriods of the course of n-e bullet wound of brain,

being combined, gave very complicated pathological pictures. Thus,

for instance, with the ncnpenezrating wounds of skull were

encountered the deep Contusica foci and the hemorrhages in the

substance of brain against the tackground of bhich sometimes were

developed infectious comfications. With the renetrating wounds

frequently it gas Dossinle zo simuitanously observe the changes,

connected with the direct activity of injury, and jet changes, and

infectious comrlicat ons. The changes, connected with the direct

activity of injury, were observed with all wounds of skull. in a

number of cases they were incompatible with life as a result cf the

extensive decomposition cf brain and damages cf its vital

departments. Other changes, connected with the direct activity of

injury, in the form of tunicary hemorrhages, traumatic edema and

bloating of brain in maDy instances were removed by timely

theraDeutic measurcs.

The changes, connected with the direct activity of injury, in a

number of cases led to death of those wounded the skull and the head

------------------- ,-----
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brain. The value of the changes indicated amcng other reasons :or

death was dissimilar in dead perscns from the wounds of skull in
different the-rpeu+tic installations. in armv area (DMP, KhPPG of the

first line) the change_, connected with the direct activity Cf

injury, were h= reason of death of majority (75.5o/) of dead

persons as a result cf wcunds of scull and brain. Smaller role they

played in army KhnPG (32.2o/o), considerably acre rare± they were

encountered in dead perscns in front line hospitals (3.3o/o) and in

no way were observed in the hosfitals of the deeo rear.

Most importart of the reasons for death cf those wounded into

skull, caused by the charges, ccnnected with the direct activity of

injury, were the decomrcsizon cf orain and tunical hemorrhayes. The

specific gravity/weight cf these changes was sufficiently

considerable in all therapeutic installations within the limits of

army. So, the decomposition of brain was the reason for death in army

therapeutic installaticns in 57.0o/o, and in army KhPPG - in 21.1o/o

of all dead persons. This comparatively great specific gravity/weight

of the cases of the decoapositicn cf brain among dead persons in

foremost theraneutic installaticns testifies about the rapid carrying

out of wounded from the field ot combat and their evacuation with PaP

during the Great Patriotic war. In this case it should be noted that

in army therapeutic installations it is not always possible to

establish/install the volume of tne damage of the substance of brain.
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Page 277.

This is confirmed by the fact tnat in the unit of the dead persons on

evacuation routes from army area with autopsy was

established/installed the considerable decomposition of brain, not

recognized in DMp or in KaiFPG of the first line.

Especially great value among the reasons fcr death of thcse

wounded the skull and the head brain had the tunicary hemorrhages,

which were being expressed predominantly in the form of subdural

hematomas which were the reason for death of those wounded into skull

and head brain in army area in 11.9o/o, on GBA - in 8.0o/o and on GBF

- in 1.5c/o of all dead parsons. Subdural hematomas, which caused

death, in the unit of the cases were not distinguished with life,

especially in army therapeutic installations, the development of the

maFs/charts/cards of the sections of dead persons from tunicary

hemorrhages showed that surgical interventicn apropos of the

compression of brain was conducted on DMP and in KhPPG of the first

line only in 6.5o/o, but in the army hospitals - in 19.0o/o of

wounded. Unrecognized tunicary hemcrrhages, which were being

reinforced during the transportation of wounded, were in a number of

cases the reason for death cn evacuation routes and composed 31.8o/o

____
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of dead persons in route/path of army into army area and 41.6c/o of

dead persons in route/path from army intc frcrt line area.

Reactive changes in substance and shells of brain to injury were

observed during all damages cf brain, with exception of the cases of

instantaneous death cf wcunded. Most important of these changes they

were: 1) the processes cf the healing of wound defect in substance

and shells of brain up tc the education of scar, consisting of

connective tissue and glia; 2) the jet phenomena, which appeared in

distance from wound canal, which were being morphologically expressed

in nonpurulent, apparently aseptic, inflammation of shells and

substances of the brain; 3) focus and diffuse reactions to the

presence of foreign bodies in brain tissue and its shells.

Infectious comulications in all forms of wounds and damages of

skull composed 17.0o/o. in the cverwhelming majority of the cases in

this case was observed purulent infection, is considerably

thinner/less frequent - anaerobic.

The manifestations of the purulent inflammation, which

complicated the wounds of skuil and brain, were diverse in the time

of onset, morphology, localization and extent. It was observed both

restricted, local festering and diffuse purulent inflammation. To the

development of purulent inflammation frequently contributed

W TW
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unremoved/uneliminated foreign bodies and hematomas. The basic

forms/species of the rvstricted purulent inflammation they were:

festering wound canal, festering tne form~ing scar, abscesses of

brain, restrictsed external purulent pachymeningitis and festering of

the granulomna of foreign body.

Diffuse SU~puraticnz in substance and shells of brain, being

terrible complication injuries of skull and brain, in a number of

cases appeared without the preceding local festering and became

apparent in the form of Frimary purulent leptcmeningitis, primary

spilled purulent encephalitis and, it is considerably thinner/less

frequent, primary periventricular purulent encephalitis

(ependymitis) . In other cases diffuse purulent inflammation appeared

from the focus of the local. festering; in this case was observed

secondary purulent leptcmaninyitis, t3--he seccndary spilled purulent

encehaltisand secondary periventricular purulent encephalitis

(ependymitis) . Frequently in one and the same case were combined

different forms/species of local festering and diffuse purulent

in flammation.

Page 278.

infectious complications, as the changes, connected with the

direct activity of injury, were one of the most important reasons for

____7__
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death of those wounded the skull and the head brain. Their specific

gravity/weight in different therapeutic installations was dissimilar.

Infectious complications comparatively rarely (20.9o/o) were

encountered in dead perscns in army therapeutic installations, they

gained importance (65. 1o/o) in army KhPPG and played the decisive

role in the hospitals cf front (94.8o/o) and rear (96.6o/o).

The most important infectious complicaticns, which frequently

served as a reascn for death of those wounded into skull and head

brain, were primary purulent leptomeningitis, primary purulent

encephalitis and abscesses of Drain. The specific gravity/weight of

these complications in those wounded the skull in therapeutic

institutions was various. The cases of death from primary purulent

leptomeningitis fairly often were observed in the theLapeutic

installations both of army and army, and front line area. Primary

purulent encephalitis playeci considerable rcle in the therapeutic

installations of army and frcnt line area. For front line and

especially for a service area mosz typical infectious complication

were the abscesses of train.

The study of the pEriods of death from different forms/species

of infectious complicationls, which almost completely encompasses all

periods of the course cf the wounds of skull and brain, showed that

the lethal outcomes from primary purulent leptcmeningitis most
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freguently were noted into the first 15 days after wound, from

primary purulent gncephalitis- into the first 4-20 days after wound

and from the abscesses cf Drain - after 30 days after wound. The

study of the periods of death witn all togsther undertaken infectious

complications showed that the gzeatest unit of the lethal outcomes

came not the period of early reactions and complications and

approximately third - for later periods.

The given data about the most important pathological processes

are the averages, obtained as a result of generalizing all

experiment/experience cf the Great Patrictic War. However, frequently

in limits of one and the same stage of evacuation the specific

gravity/weight of the groups of the pathological processes in

question in substance and shells cf brain oscillated in very wide

Loundaries, which depended on the local conditions of combat and

medical-tactical circumstances. for example, infectious complications

in army area of one of the fronts, according to V. L. Byalik's data,

were encountered into 4.4o/o, in other, according to G. M. Mnukhina's

data, into 53.0o/o, etc.

For different fcrms/species of the injury of skull are typical

the specific pathological processes. so, with the closed injury more

frequently are encountered the changes, connected with the direct

activity of injury in the zorm of contusion fcci and tunicary
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hemorrhages. With the penetrating wounds of skull considerable role

play infectious complications from the side of shells and substance

cf brain, with nonpenetrating wcunds the specific value acquire the

infectious complications, whicn appear in the bones of skull and on

the external surface of solid cerebral shell and, etc.

With the injury of sxull, hesides the pathological processes,

which appear in substance and shells of train, the specific value

have the changes, which appear in other crgans/controls. most

important of them are pneumonia, fairly often which were being

observed in those wounded the skull and aggravating the course of

wounds and their issue. In connection with this successful strutgle

with pneumonia in those wounded the skull during the Grea Patriotic

War, together with the highly sKili-d neuro-surgical aid,

considerably improved the issues of wounds and damages of Skull and

brain.

Page 279.

Soviet scientific great merit during the Great Patriotic War was

the fact that they in a new way threw light on numerous questions of

the pathology of wounds and damages of skull and brain and created

the clear and clear exercise about the observed with them

pathological processes. on the experiment/experience of the Great
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Patriotic War it was, furthermore, is for the first time given

universal description cf all changes, which were being cbserved

during wounds and damages of sxull and brain.

The experiment/experience cz the Great Patriotic War will make

it possible to also in detail study the course of the wounds of skull

and brain. Different periods of the course of these wounds, up to

their full/total/complete healing and developient of the distant

consequences, found within the time of war their reflection in the

series/row of the original classifications which underwent detailed

discussion and they were joined under mA of VII session of

neuro-surgical advice/ccuncil in the uniform classification, accepted

during the composition of this section.

According to this classification, all the course of the injury

of skull and brain conditionally is shared into the following

periods.

The first - initial, or is acute/sharp, period which envelops

the first 3 days after injury and is characterized by the changes,

connected with the direct dctivity of injury and the incipient

reactive changes in the area of damage. In this initial pericd of

wound great value had a conditicL of the soldier before wound,

= depending on character/nature and tension of combat, the conditions
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of climate and locality, duraticn of the stay under conditions of

combat circumstances, :tc. There is no doubt that the sharp

overvoltage of the nerve of systems had its effect on the general

condition of wounded and to further course wcund.

It should also be noted that in the initial period of the wound

cf brain occurred different Fazholcgical prccesses in internal

organs/controls, which were being developed as a result of the

violation of the character/nature of the controlling effect of

traumatized synthesis analyzers of the cerebral cortex. In the small

percentage of the cases in this period were cbserved infecticus

complications. Usually during this period wcunded were situated

undergoing medical treatment in army and army therapeutic

installations; however, under the specified lccal conditions they

were encountered also in front line hosoitals. In Leningrad the front

where the front line hospitals were arranged/located in immediate

proximity to the field cf cosbat, the first Fericd of the course of

injury fr'equently was observed in wounded located in therapeutic

installations of GBF.

The second period - period of early reactions and complications

(infection and discirculation), that follows after acute/sharp period

and continuing approximately approximately cre month, is

characterized by further development of the infectious complications:
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local festering, primary ditfuse prulent inflammation and is

considerably thinner/ilss frequent - anaerobic infection. During this

period in the unit of the wounded were observed pneumonia,

considerable oscillaticns/v-traticns of blood pressure, change in the

frequency of pulse and series/row of other disorders, which were the

result of "he ffect-r of the damaged brain on internal

organs/controls. This period usually was observed in wounded, located

in therapeutic installations GBA and GBF.

Page 280.

The third period - the period of the elimination of early

complications and tendency toward the limitation of infectious focus

- followed within the preceding/previous period and continued about

3-6 months after injury. It s characterized by the expressed

thenomena of healing of wound defect, by limitation and elimination

of the infectious processes, nicn arose in the preceding/previous

period. The third verica usualiy was observed in wounded, who were

being located undergoing aedical lteatment in the front line treated

installations or in the hospitals of the rear.

The fourth period (period cz late complications) followed

preceding/previous and it was invoived/tightened in a number of cases

of up to 2-3 years after injury. in this period usually concluded

-=E
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formation of scar and cccurred the full/total/complete elimination of

infectious complications, but scetimes was cserved the aggravation

also of the infectious process witn the education of the late

abscesses of brain. In the iate period of the course of injury the

wounded in the majority of the cases were situated in rear hospitals;

however, in certain cases when evacuation intc the rear was

impossible, as this was, for example, at Leningrad Front, the wounded

in this period continued treatment, also, in the hospitals of front.

The fifth period - the period of the distant consequences, which

envelops many years after injury, was characterized by the presence

of the formed scar, which was scmetimes proving to be the source of

epilepsy or series/row of other symptoms from the side of brain

(headache, vertigo, weakening of memory, decrease in hearing, visicn,

etc.), and also different diseases of internal ongans/controls. These

processes frequently were observed in rear hospitals, and in a number

of cases was caused the need for repeated hospitalization cf wounded.

The great number of bacteriological research of the wounds of

skull and brain, produced withir the time of the Great Patriotic War,

again confirmed that expressed into 1894 by Russian surgeon P. S.

Kochanovskiy position/situation, that any bullet wound of head was

contaminated by microbes. At the same tire these detailed

bacteriological research during last of the war explained in all

=1
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details different means of tbe microbial contamination of the wounds

of skull and brain and made it possible to trace their modifications

within different periods after wcund both during the normal course of

wound and with differert complications. Should be paid particular

attention to the fact that the racterial contamination of df--e=-n

layers of wound, beginning with ine first day, subsequently

progressively increased (table 35).

Further bacteriolcgical research established that during the

normal course of wound a quanty cf anaerobes and hemolytic

streptococcus, soiling the wcund of brain, is decreased with each

ten-day period/decade after wound, whereas a number cf nonhemolytic

streptococci, intestinal and Pseudomonas pyocyanea grows.

_ _ __
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fable 35. Microbial contaminaticn of the individual layers of the

wound of skull and brain within different pericds after wound (in

percentages) (according to s. V. Kryznancvskaya).

C.... sk s

pm IKe: (-.Peid fe won . 2LayerIof on.().Si.()

c.) C4, r<1

Bon. (). C ..ra. .(9 87 0 + ;... I b11.7++" " """+1--i 0 b 7+.:; SO°.

fKey: (1). Period after wound. (2),Layer of wound. (3) . Skin. (4).

Bone. (5). Cerebral detrite. (6). Ist day. (7). 2-3-and days. (8).

and it is later.

Page 281.

During the insufficient processing of the wound of brain pathogenic

flora long is held up in the wound of brain, the putrefactive

microorganisms beginning to be developed especially rapidly. Early

evacuation frequently ccntributes to the dissemination of pathogenic

microflora on shells and to the substance of brain.

It is necessary, however, to emphasize that the microbial

contamination, which was being cbserved in all cases of the open
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damages of skull, yet always do.s not lead tc the development of the

infectious nrocess. The developient of the latter with the

penetrating wounds of skull and Drain was observed only into 45.7o/o

of cases. The given observations attest to the fact that for the

onset of the infectious process, besides bacterial contamination,

enormous value have many other factors, somahcw: the vastness of the

damage of the substance ci brain, its shells, bones of skull and soft

tissues, period and procedure of the primary surgical processing of

wound, period and character/nature of evacuation, character/nature of

the subsequent neuro-surgical treatment and the general/common/total

reactivity of organism.

However, in the mii6ary wedical service of the Red Army for

dealing with the bacterial contamination of the wounds of skull and

for the purpose of prophylaxis cf infectious comFlications from the

first days of the Great Fazriotic war widely were applied

sulfanilamide preparaticns, which in combination with timely surgical

processing proved to be higaly efficient. Even more impressive

results gave in this case use/application in the end of the war of

antibiotics, first of all of penicillin.

The conducted investigatians made it pcssible to select the most

rational periods of the primary prccessing cf the wounds of skull and

the best method of the medical evacuation vrcvision of the
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corresponding group cf cunued.

During th study of tae pazuoiogy of the wounds of skull and

brain during the k-reat PatrIotic ar considerable attention Soviet

scientists gave to edena and sicating of brain, and also to disorders

of the circulaticn of cerebro-spinal fluid. All these specific

questions of the patholcgy of Drain underwent not only further

scientific develoment, but alsc widely they were considered in the

practice of the treatment of the bullet wounds cf brain. Within the

time cf the Great Patriotic lar the use/annlication of the

dehydrating substances composed the integral part of the therapeutic

measures in all neurc-surgacai separations/sections, beginning with

foremost therapeutic installazicns. The use/application of an

encephalographv in th.e later pericds of the course cf brain wcunds

was widely used to account for the state of the liquor spaces and

correct ident ificati on of the occurring in ceretral tissue processes.

To accounting and early identification of all varied

pathological processes, which davelop in brain after bullet wound,

there was devoted within the time cf Great Patriotic War the great

number of research of the representatives of the series/row of

adjacent clinical discif lines- neuropathologists, psychiatrists,

ophthalmolgists, otcrhinolaryngclcgists, neuroroentgenologists and

therapeutists. Generalization 04 the immense number cf cbservaticns,

[4
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made within the time of war, allowed, furthermore, anew to reexamine

and to give new evaluaticn to tne series/row cf symptoms and

syndromes, appearing with the wound of skull and brain, and to also

manufacture the clearer ways of the correct identification of the

developing in brain pathclogical processes. The interFretaticn of

occurring in brain and in entire organism prccasses acquires

particular illumination from the point of view of I. P. Pavlov's

exercise about the leading role of the function of the cerebral

cortex of brain. The great value of these all research for the

selection of the most correct methcds of treatment and most effective

aid by wounded with the tullet damages/defeats of brain is subject to

no doubt.

Page 282.

Effect of primary surgical processing and subsequent treatment on the

issues of the treatment cf those wcunded the skull.

Recognizing that any bullet wound of skull is bacterially

contaminated, surgeons have already have long ago raised a question

about .':s early operaticnal treatment. To this position stood up

Russian surgeons, as scon as at the on! cf the past century won

acceptance the antiseptic and asept.i:, method of operation.

I _ _ _
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Active surgical method tne treatments of the bullet wounds of

skull were adopted even from the time of Russc-Japanese war. Its

further development this methcd obtained during the first world war.

However, it should be noted tnat, although Russian surgeons'

series/row during this war voiced and tried tc carry out the

completely correct principles of the treatment cf the bullet wounds

of skull, military surgecns adhered to extremely diverse views

relative to periods and methods of processing the wounds of skull. It

is necessary to indicate that no general/commcn/total princiFles and

leading ideas in regard to this to the very end of the war it was

manufactured, no uniform organizational system of treatment and

evacuation of this grouE of wounded there existed.

The eXDeriment/experience cf the first wcrld war advanced

several principles, valuable !or the subsequent development of the

problem of the treatment of the bullet wounds of skull.

Here are related cbservaticas, that those wounded the skull

after operational processing esjecially badly/pcorly withstand the

subsequent evacuation. In connection with this lcgically appeared the

requirement, so that the operational processing of the wound of skull

would be conducted under such ccnditions, when to wounded after it

there can be provided Frolonged sunsequent treatment on the spot.
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Here must be referred the observations, which confirm that the

operational processing c± the wounds of skull Frcved to be most

effective and protected frcm -n subsequent infectious complications

when it was sufficient radical and at the same time sufficient

delicate, completely consiiering special feature/peculiarity of the

reactions of brain to injury and infection. Sc that it is better to

be oriented in the dispcsiticn cf uone and metallic fragments in the

depth of cerebral wound, logically appeared thought about the

preoperation X-ray analysis of skull, and tc clearer account for the

neurologic symptomatolcgy of the occurring in the zone of brain

pathological processes acknowledged by desirahle the detailed

neurologic research of that wounded into head brain.

In view of these reguirements, which caused the most effective

surgical processing of the bullet wounds of skull and brain, at the

end of the first world %ar arose the thought about the need for

concentrating those wounded in skull in the particular hospitals

where would be created all necessary conditions for their surgical

treatment.

At the same time, during the first world war Russian surgeon A.

V. Britnev advanced the new principle of the treatment of the bullet

wounds of skull - suturing of wcund after operating processing

tightly in order to shield the wound of brain from the secondary

=A
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bacterial contamination wnoSe anger under conditions of

line-cf-communication treazment was exclusively great. suturing of

the wounds of skull after their operational processing tightly found

during tefirst world war a xncwn number of supporters among the

surgeons of all countries and under cond-iticns cf positional warfare

in many instances it px~cveQ to re very effective. It deserves

reference, that the posit~.ve results of the iffpcsition of the

anechoic suture of skin %ith the wcunds of skull forced some surgeons

during Z~b first world war to qc in the relation to operationally

piocessing the wounds ci skull still further in the sense of its

approximation/approach tc -ce conditions of the neurosurgery of

peacetime.

Page 283.

Russlan and for-nign surgeons* seriis/row attlte topr.r

processing wounds skulls by great ilap sections/cuts, some surgeons

after processing of the uotunas of skull not only sewed skin tightly,

but also they produced, furtheracre, even and the -plastic occlusion

of solid cerebral shell to bone wound. These individual attempts

found, however, either supports or wide acknowledgements under

conditions of military field surgery.

In contrast to this aiter first world war under conditicns of
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peacetime during the open damages of skull and brain processing the

wounds of skull according to the principles cf neurosurgery with

subsequent suturing cf wcuna tightly and sometimes even with the

plastic occlusion of bone round universal acclaim and demonstrated

its high effectiveness.

It is necessary tc indicate that already after the beginning of

the Second World War the chief/leading French neurosurgeons, being

based on their experiment/experience of the first world war when

those wounded in skull entered during 2-3 days from front into the

rear hospitals where they concluded treatment, again came forward by

the hot defenders of extensive neuro-surgical prccess/operations with

bullet wounds skulls and Drain. Prccess/cperation this must consist,

in their opinion, in wide flap csteoplastic trepanation and carving

from the substance of the brain of all sectcr cf the damaged tissues

according to the type cf the distance/separation of the neoplasm of

brain and subsequently suturing of wound tightly. only zuch a method

of processing the wounds of brain could guarantee, in their opinion,

wounded not only from all possible infectious ccmplications, but also

from the subsequent epileptic fits. These propositions of Martel and

Vensan although were lustrously ccnfirmed in series/row the operated

by them in Parisian clinics wounded, they did not meet sympathy even

in their compatriots, who noted that similar process/operations

cannot he recommended fcr mass use/applicaticn under military field
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conditions.

To indicatE these bases of idea and direction of surgical

tactics with respect tc the operational Frocessing of the wounds of

skull is necessary, because thay were rr-lated to the eve of the Great

Patriotic War.

During the occurred co the Great Patriotic War military

engagements of the Red Azmy with the Japanese (in lake Khasan and

rivers Khalkhin-Gol) and especially during war with White Finns

Soviet surgeons attempted to use the principles of the neurosurgery

of peacetime indicated, also, during processing of the bullet wounds

of skull and brain with suturing of them tightly. For this, it

seemed, were known prerequisites/premises in the form of the

approximation/approach of surgical aid tc fcreost line, great

quantities of the surgecns and jossibility of the early processing of

the wounds of skull. Hcwever, in Inis case ccmpletely was not

considered the great value of the necessary abandonment of such

wounded on the spot of Exoducticn in the process/operation. However,

under conditicns of the rapid evacuation of wounded the attemFt to

sew the wounds of skull was esccrted/tracked by so considerable a

quantity of severe infectious ccmpiications, that GVSU of the Red

Army it was constrained forbid to sew wounds after their processing

tightly.

5I
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During the study of tue experiment/experience of the Great
Patriotic War the Iateriais of zhe develcpm=ent of t he
maps/charts/cards of the aaepened characteristics show that within
the time of war with the penetrating wounds of skull surgical
int- rvsntions were- Produced in 70.50/0 of wounded, moreover to each
wounded int o 59. Oo/o of cases it came on ore, into lO.Oo/o - on two
and into l.5o/o -on three It is more than surgical interventions.
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Page 284.

With the nonpenetrating wounds of skull the operability was

equal to 81.6o/o, morecver during the first year of war it cCmpossA-

only 66.2o/o, the secondly - 76.9o/o, and into the third and the

fourth it rose to 82.8 and 87.7c/o.

The operational processing of the wounds of the soft tissues of

skull, which was being tarey conducted in past wars, during thhe

Great Patriotic War began to be applied by Scviet surgeons all on

large and great scales, after achieving during the first year of war

21.0o/o, the secondly - 23.6o/o, into the third - 25.2o/o and into

the fourth - 30.2o/o.

PRIMARY SURGICAL TREATMEBT OF THE WOUNDS OF SKULL.

on an extremely important question about the permissible periods

of the surgical processing of the wounds of skull Soviet

neurosurgeons in the ccuzse of war arrived at the sufficiently

specific conclusion that the uullet wounds of skull are subject to
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surgical processing indepenasni of the perio-ds, past from the icmcenzt

of wound. This conclusion/derivation not at all rejects, but, on n

contrary, it completely confirms installation -1that the Most favorablea

periods o-f tzhe surgical processing of the wcunds of skull are t~a 9!n

and 3rd day from the mcment of wound, with exception of the cases of

the threatening life hemorrhages and increasing the intracranial

pressure when process/cpezration should be performed immediately on

the delivery/procuring of wounded on DMP, Hiowever, this conclusion is

-found necessary to enlarce the periods of surgical intervention on

skull when was Dassed most favorable early pericds processing,

finding by completely permitted and advisable for these cases the

so-called deferred processing - during 4-6 days and even later

process/operations. It -joas withoui; saying that then necessary

Drereuuisites/premiises of sucn deferred and late prOCeSSing Cf the

wounds of skull must be the accounting of developing in these periods

infectious process, the dazailed accounting cf the condition ff

wounded and the corresronding technique of operational processing.

The characteristic features of that 3anufactured by Soviet

neurosurgeons within t6he time of the Great Patriotic War of

processing technique the wounds of skull they were: its siM~1citV,

small traumaticity and sufficient radicality. In the majority or the

cases it provided the sufficiently careful cleaning/purification of

all layers of wound and led usually to the sacoth aid comparative-ly
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rapid healing of wound.

The typical processing of the wound of skull consisted in

carving under the local anestn sia of soft tissues and trepanai-ron

on the spot of defect cf bone befoze the appearance of the unchanged

solid cerebral shell. The surface of the latter in the periphery cf

defect was cleaned fror blood clots and bone fragments, from wound

aperture carefully were extracted the scrap cf bone, after which they

emptied and cleaned wound canal in the depth cf brain tissue. For

this purpose were applied the methods of an artificial increase in

the intracranial oressure (tussiculation, straining of woundetd, etc.)

and the cautious washing of wound canal with warm antiseptic

solutions/openings. Particular attention was given to the

distance/separation of all bone fragmentE which under the very

cautious control of the tip of little finger extracted by delicate

forceps or by spoon. Ntallic foreign bodies were driven out orly

when they were easily attainable or they were located in risky
neighborhood with the v~nrricles or brain or large/coarse tanks. Much

attention during the primary processing of wounds skulls gave tc the

careful cessation of hemorrhage ircm the damaged vessels of brain and

cerebral shells.

Page 285.

_ -S
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Wound after processing they slightly powdered by the powder cf

sulfanilamide or they moistened by sulfanilamide emulsion and was

laid on it aseptic bandage. To insert in the depth of the wound of

brain gauze turundae or any drainages was considered

counter-indicative.

The typical processing tecnnilue of wound indicated sometimes

was modified depending cn the character/nature of wound: however, its

fundamental foundations remained invariable/unchanged and consis-l

in the cautious carving cf Zhe wound of soft integuments, the ;4est

method of the trepanation oi the damaged bones and especially in hs

sparing and careful cleaning/pariilcation of the wound of solid

cerebral shell an2 cerebral substance with the subsequent conduct cf

wound under long-term bandage.

In the cases of late periods after wound and sharp bacterial

contamination of tissues - was necessary to be limited to prccessig

only the wound of soft tissues and bone in order to create most

favorable conditions fcr the outflow of pus from the depth of the

wound of brain.

With the nonpenetrating wounds of skull with damage to bone

after the carving of the wound of soft tissues was conducted forc-De

cutting or cleaning/purification by the acute/sharp spoon of th

t
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damaged sectors of bone. Particular attention was necessary c turn

in this case to the trefanation of bone during the isolated/insulat d

damage of one internal pide alone. Judging by the accumulatedl for

the time of the Great Patriotic War experience, readings to the

autopsy of undamaged/uninjured sclid cerebral shell must be

considerably narrowed and permitted only with the -hreatening the

life of wounded the intracranial pressure increase.

With the wound of the soft integuments of skull, according to

the experiment/experience of the ureat Patriotic War, was

manufactured the tactics on whica only the surface tangential damages

of one skin without the disagreement of the territories of wound did

not require the surgical treatment, since they rapidly healed also

without process/operation. All remaining wounds of soft tissues with

the violation of the integrity of the aponeurcsis and deeply ying

parts must be for explaining the condition of the integrity of thQ

bones of skull compulsorily subjected to surgical processing, watnl

splitting up or carving of the territories of wound and careful

cleaning/purification and examination/inspection of its bottom.

During processing of the wounds of the soft tissues of skull

particular attention turned to care of periosteum, moreover they

tried to avoid the exposure of bone for considerable

elongation/extent, which draws the threat of the development of

subsequent osteomyelitis.
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It is necessary to emphasize that during the Great Patrictic "a-

luring processing of the eounds of skull the Soviet neurosurgeons

applied either flap sections/cuts or extensive cranaotomies, havinq

been advocated by some neurosurgeons in the West.

Particular discussion deserves the questicn about dressirng of
the processed wounds of skull taghtly. As it was already shown above,

in snite of the successes of this method, proposed in the first world

war by Russian surgeon A. V. ritnEv, and despite the fact that in

the traurnatological practice of peacetime the anechoic suture of the

processed wound of skull is the "method of selection", the

leadership/manual of military medicine it entered the Great Pa-triotc

war with the directive prohibition of stitchirg after the surgical

processing of wounds, considering that fcr its use/application in

military circumstances necessary is the series/row of completely

particular conditions. Only after in Soviet medicine created was :ne

ordered system of the specialized neuro-surgical aid that wounded the

skull with their evacuation according to designation/purpose after

processing the wounds cf skull tegan to produce the qualified

neurosurgeons under the condition of the prolonged post-operation

hospitalization of wounded under tae observation of the operated

surgeon, were created the condit ons, favorable for the imposition of

U

I
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anechoic sutures on the surgical processed wcund.

Page 286.

In connection with this fzom second half war the method of dressinIg

of the processed wounds again began to enter into the practice of

therapeutic aid with the nullez wounds of skull with a strict,

however, accounting of all contraindications to its use/application.

Contraindications was the condition of wound - its considera b le

contamination with _ -he expLicit siJjns/criteria of infection, n and o

the late periods of the processing when the extensive dissemination

of the infectious process aakes impossible the radical

cleaning/purification of wound with the distance/separation from

of all bone splinters, and rinaily medical-tactical circumstances,

which does not allow/assume prolonged observaticn of wounded cn the

spot for process/operation.

The great value during tne treatment of the bullet wounds of

skull during the Great Patriotic iar acquired the systematic

use/application of sulfanilamide preparations both locally to the

wound and inside, and also zhe introduction cf the corresponding

solutions/openings tc cezebrospinal canal and carotid artery. In -hs

end of the war the arsenal of antiseptics was enriched, as is known,

by still this powerful/thick antibiotic substance as penicillin. All
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these methods of efficient prophylaxis and therapy of so terrible a

complication of the bullet wounds of skull as the development with

them of the infectious process, can be estimated as "new epoch" in

the treatment of the bullet wouads of skull. It suffices to say that

because )f the use/application of the substances indicated the

results of the treatment o± such severe complications as meninqitis,

encephalitis and abscess of Yrain, they proved to be more effective

than in previous wars.

The following valuable contribution to the treatment of the

bullet wounds of skull during the great Patriotic war was the

systematic and skillful use/app]ication of dehydrating soluticns

which they widely used in all neuro-surgical separations/sections for

dealing with this risky complication of these wounds e- an excessive

the intracranial pressure increase.

Finally, one should particularly emphasizc. that with developmcnt

in the course of of the war of the ordered system of the specialized

aid wounded the skull in all neuro-surgical separations/sections tcok

root a strict observance it guided to maintain/withstand all wounded,

operated apropos penetrating wounds of skull, not less than 3 weeks

on cot. This system ended the so/such extended in previous wars

premature evacuations of those wounded the brain, their caused rapid

deterioration conditions, and it is, it is doubtless, the great
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achievement of Soviet military medicine in a matter of therapeutic

aid by that wounded the skull.

Within the time of the Great Patriotic war on the great material

of the penetrating wounds of sKull (2617 cases), that were being

observed in the rear specialized hospital in Gortkiy, was in detail

studied a question about the periods of the primary treatment of the

wounds of skull, moreover it proved to be (able 36) 1, that a great

quantity oflounded (44.3o/o) was subjected to this treatment during

the first 3 days after wound, the deferred treatment in time from 3

to 6 days was produced in 18.2o/o, and within later periods in

27.6o/o of cases.

FOOTNOTE 1. In this and some subsequent t-. les are given the

materials of the rear specialized hospital in Gor'kiy, taken from Kh.

I. Garkavi's work "CraniocereDral wounds", the awarded at All-Union

competition on the study of experience Soviet medicines in Great

Patriotic war 1941-1945. ENDFOOTNOIE.

Page 287.

For judgment about t-e most advisable periods of the treatment

of the bullet wounds of skull and brain it is necessary to ccmoare

different periods of this treatment with the two most important
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factors, which lay their impression on further fate of wounded - by

lethality and by development of the subsequent infectious

complications.

Comparing based on materials cf the Great Patriotic War the

periods of the operational treatment of the wcunds of skull and

lethality among wounded, it is necessary to be stopped at Fig. 62.

The given above data indicate, in the first place, to the

paradoxical, it would seem, fact that treatment of the wounds of

skull in the first 24 hcurs gives the greater percentage of lethal

outcomes. Such results stand in doubtless communications with that

fact that those wounded the skull in the first twenty-four hours

after wound in view cf the severity of their condition frequently

were operated on DMP; furthermore, these wounded after the recently

transferred transportaticn were particularly sensitive to

stimulations and they heavily transferred each additional, ccnnected

with process/operaticn, injury.
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Table 36. Periods of pezfecting the drooping wounds of skull (in

percentages to those operazed).

x~pak i ) O

uema liepens 4.0 t5.7 24.6 18.2 ti.2 Ii65 4.9 5,0 1.9 .0

Key: (1) . Character/nature of wound. (2) . To 12 hours. (3) . Fron- 12

hours. (4) . From 1 to 3 days. (5). 30 nd hiore days. - (6).

Period is not revealed. (7). Treatment was not conducted. (8).

Penetrating wounds of skull.

12'uN 12-24 1j-3  3- 6 6-10uU-1

P 0 k u 6 0 6 a

*~sow VeYMN

AY~.6~V
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Fig. 62. Issues of treatment of bullet wcunds of skull depending on

periods of operational treatment of wounds (according to data of

deepened development of histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady).

Key: (1). To 12. (2) . hcurs. (3) . month and mcre. (4) . Days. (5)

Periods of treatment. (6). They are alive. (7). They died.

Page 288.

In connection with this as a result of accumulated within the time of

war experience the neurosurgeons gave to those uounded the skull

after their entry certain rest before beginning the operational

treatment of wounds. Received, thus, gap/interval was utilized for

conducting of the conservative over-all strengthening measures, the

more careful neurologic and x-ray examination of wounded and his

preparation for surgical intervention.

These data show furtaer that treatment of the wounds of skull cf

later than 24 hours aftex wound gives the best results in the sense

of the decrease of lethality, if it is conducted in time from 1 to 3

days and from 3 to 6 days, completely justifying, thus, the

correctness of those accepted oy Scviet neurosurgeons of the most

rational periods of the early (1-3 days) and deferred (3-6 days)
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treatments of the wounds of skull.

Treatment of the wcunds of s5uill of later than 6 days gives,

judging by diagram, the worst resuits, which is explained,

doubtlessly, on one hand, Dy sharp development in these periods of

the infectious process, whlch captures all layers of the wound of

skull and brain, but on tae other hand - decrease of traumatic edema

of brain. From this point of view new paradox in the diagram

indicated is a decrease in the lethality during the treatments o thie

wounds of skull in time 10-15 days after wound and it is later. Thri

explanation to this is nea-ssary to search for, it is doubtlsss, in

the fact that late surgical interventions were conducted in rare

cases from particular readings and treatment with them it was imited

only to the creation of free outflow from the depth of cerebral canal

by expanding of bone arerture and extraction cf fragments from the

wound of solid cerebral zhell.

On the interrelation between the periods of the primary

treatment of the wounds cf skull and the development of the

subsequent infectious ccoplicaticns in the form of meningitides,

meningoencephalites and abscesses of brain sufficiently specific

representation gives Table 37, comprised on the basis of the detailed

radiation/emission of the results cf the treatment of the penetrating

wounds of skull on the material of rear hospital (g. Gor'kiy).
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One should be specified that the frequency of infectious

complications, according to data ox Table 37, proves to be

considerably higher thae according to the data of the

maps/charts/cards of the deepened characteristics, since into rear

hospitals in essence they guided wounded with complications.

During analysis Table 37, first of all, rushes into eves the

sufficiently high percentage of infectious complications with the

early periods of the treatment of the wounds cf skulll in the first 12

hours after wound. It is necessary to emphasize that this hiqh

percentage of complications is found in full/total/complete

contradiction with the results of processings of the wounds cf skull

in peacetime when treatuent of wcunds in the first 12 hours gives the

best results.

2I
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Table 37. The specific yravity/weijht of infectious compDlications

with the Penetrating wcunds of skull within different periods of the

treatment of wounds (in percentages).

.... : -" ;C . ". "

Key: (1). Period of treatient. (4). From 12 hcurs. (3). From 12 to 24

hours. (4). From 1 tc 3 days. (5). 30 days and more. (6). Infections

complications.

Page 289.

It is completely obvious that tne nigh percentage of complications

indicated is explained by the circumstances of rendering aid in war.

The fact is that the condition of the nervcus system of those

wounded the skull in war and the victims in peaceful circumstances as

a result of production and household damages of skull sharply is

distinguished, since wcund in war it usually precedes physical

overwork, severe climatic conditions, improbable overvoltage of the

nervous system and of frequently sleepless nights.

oI
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All this, i.t is dcubtless, is laid extremely unfavorable

impression on the effectiveness of theraFeutic measures in the a-My

area which cannot be insufficientiy considered.

It is further necesssary to bear in mind, that the treatment crf

the wounds of skull in the first 12 hours after wound was conducted

usually in the army area where there are no necessary for t~his

condition. There is no doubt of tac fact that the ipsufficientlv

radical distance/separation c4i Done fragments, in connection with the

absence of X-ray apparatus, especially the early evacuation of those

operated# was ir these cases the reason for the great percentage of

infectious complicat ions.

Early treatments during the first 3 days and deferred to 6 days

distances, judging by lable 37, a smaller guantity of infecticus

comp~lications. Later treatments, after 6 days, was escorted/tracked

by the progressive increase in the infectious complications.

As further illustration of zae effect of the periods of the

operational treatment ci the wounds of skull cn development of one of

the most severe infectious complications -abscess oil brain, with the

reservation to the spacific caacter of the artificial selection of
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wounded in the rear, can oe given'Table 38.

Fin-lly, it should he noted tnat during the analysis of the

lethality of wounded with the penetiating wounds of skull in rer

hospitals, depending on tile periods of the primary treatment of thai:

wound, are revealed/detected tae laws, given in Tables 39.

Approximately analogous the penetrating wounds %f the skull

effect on the fate of wcunded nave the Dericds cf treatment, also,

with the nonpenetrating wounds cf skull.

On the basis of the developsent of the maps/charts/cards of th-

deepened characteristics are ootained the following data given in

Tables 40 and 41.
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Table 38. The specific gravity/weight of the abscesses of brain

rear hospital in Gor'kiy depending on the periods of the treatnzt

the penetrating wounds ct skull in foremost therapeutic installations

(in percentages).

) -4+- -5-

tit)A.cr-tw u ua. 4.7 -1 3. 4. C. F. 7

Kev.: (1) Tl id ol tret-_n_- (21.ro 1_2 .lunr TP n -

'2h1 hours. (4). 'ron 3 to 6 dts. (5) 10 dars nd -ore .
Abscesset - b'n1n.

?are 290.

With cenetrating and rinpenetrating wounds of skull mos.

favorable results give- rocessina not in the first 12-24 hours fro1

the moment of wound, ,ut within tae periods of 1-3 days. These data,

it would seem, are in confLict witu the data cf the results ct -

surgical treatment of the wounds of other areas where the heS e ffct

is obtained within the earliest periods of treatment.

This law with the wounds of skull is explained by that co i

of wounded which is caused -y the sharp overvoltage of the nervous

system before wound, and Dy the acute/sharp braking processes in

F cerebral cortex, especially saarFly pronounced in the first hours

after injury.

;24
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Thus, the compariscn of all given data, obtained during an~aUsi5

extensive materials the treatment of the wounds of skull for-

of the Great Pat-riot%*ic War, makes it necessary tc arrive at

conclusions/derivations that the manufactured by Soviet neurosuisions

periods of the surgical treatment4 of the wounds of skull ann.d b'rai

are completely substantiated,
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-Table 39. Lethality with tne penetrating wounds of skull in rear

hospitals devend-Ing on tChe periods of the primary treatment. cif wcun:

(in percentages).

~ ~' :.. *.. -n 3 I ' o ifi 30 15 a n 3t-

... ... 1.3I.3.:. 4.0 4.7

Key: (1). Period of treatzeat. (2). To 12 hours. (3). FrOM 12 to 2u1

hours. (4). From 1 to 3 days. (5). Penetrating wounds of skull.

Table 40. The specific gravity/weight of infectious comlicat-ions

with the nonpenetrating wounds of skull depending on the pericds of

treatment (in percentages).

it 2. 3 iwi 6 cyrox toI CYTOK facjlop

. .. .. . . .4. 18.7 161 4.

Key: (1). Period of- treatment. (2). To 24 hours. (3). From 1 to 3

days. (4). It is more thazi 10 days. (5). Nonpenetrating wounds of

skull.

Table 41. Dependence of tae issues of the nonpenet-rati~ng wounds of

skull on the periods of primary treatment (in percentages and to a
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number of wounded on each period).

S)) I f0 . 2 r 3 3 o n () r,no4 1uuu
Cy(si:;re C)T10 n . C 5). s10t C. 'Ott h s ,e

... .. 01S . 6910.7

(91± i: . t . .... 3 2A--

Key: (1). Period of treatment. j2) . Up P c ays. (3). From 1 to 3

days. (4). It is more than 10 days. (5) . Issue among those orerated.

(6). It recovered. (7). It temporarily lcst atility to work. (8).

Other issues.

Page 291.

As is shown by accumulated experience, in field conditions the

treatment of the wounds ci skui wathout particular to that rea. ings

in the first 12 hours alter wound Is not always advisable, whereas

the best early periods of treatment are 12-24 hours; however dafrrtd

treatments during the first 3 days gives completely good result-s- and

can be acknowledged by completely advisable. What treatments are

concerned late - to 6 days, then them on the basis of the aive.

materials also should le recognized conpletely permitted and

appropriate ones, if on any reasons are passed earlier periods.

Further course of tnc wounds of skull depends, besides the

;2I
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periods of the primary treatment of wounds, from the quality of this

treatment. In the relaticn to the surgical treatment of the wounds of

skull the neurosurgeons even in the first %orld war required so that

with the greatest delicacy in tue relaticn to the damaged cerebrfl

substance this treatment would he at the sane time and most radical

in the sense of the distance/separation of foreign bodies and all

damaged tissues. The fact tnat it is not carried out during this

treatment immediately, proved tc 3e missed forever and irreparable -

was such the principle of the operational treatment of the

penetrating wounds of skull, established/installed in the

preceding/previous %ars.

For the purpose of tne maximum conducting of this principle of

an improvement in the quality of zne primary treatment of the wounds

of skull GVSU from the very beginning of the Great Patriotic War

forbade to process the wounds of sxull in army area and withstood

this treatment into the specializea KhPPG of army sc the- the

treatment of the wounds cf skull, produced by the qualified

neurosurjcons taking into account the x-ray examination of skull,

couli be and it is sufficient delicate, and it is sufficient radical.

The basic index of quality of the operational treatment of the

wouilds of skull is t? completeness of distance/separation from the

wound canal of the bor tragmiats, which are the main foci of the

..
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development of the subsequent infectious complications, which lay

great impression on all subsequent issues.

Latter/last position/situation very graphically illustrates

Table 42, comprised based on materials of the development of the

histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady.

As is shown to Table 42, lethality in the presence of

unremoved/uneliminated foreign bodies was almost two times higher

than with the removed bone fragments. Is explained this, on one hand,

by greater severity in the first group of the very wound of brain,

and on the other hand - by severe infectious comFlications, which

appeared in connection with tae abandonment of foreign bodies in

brain.

Based on materials of rear hospitals, the distance/separation of

bone fragments with the penetrating wounds cf skull as follows is

reflected in the frequency of the subsequent abscesses of brain in

wounded (Table 43).
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Table 42. Issues of the wounds of skull depending on the

distance/separation cf foreign bcdies during the treatment of th9

wounds of skull and brain (in percentages).

11X1 Tpy.in- 11 , 1.-
l 1.uvz '6e-' "V-I. .,.1

eC .... . . 7 . ; 19,9 72,2
16 PIpAM V 911C nOcu 424,.', 42,2 M.3 i -

( MR3.H1 CeHO M3 nO.Wl ,le.pella . 0 i,, 44.0 3i,7 0 1,7

Key: (1). Issue. (2). They are able-bodied. (3). They are disabled.

(4). It died. (5). Other issues. 16). Distance/separation of foreign

bodies. (7). It was not conducted. (8). It is produced out of area of

skull. (9). It is produced from area of skull.

Page 292.

The given tables show quality value of the primary treatment of

the wounds of skull for the subsequent issue cf wounds. It is

characteristic that the lethality from the abscesses of the brain in

wounded, which completely removed bone fragments, proved to be 10

times less than with unremoved/uneliminated fragments.

Metallic foreign bodies in the area of skull do not have this

great value in the origin or the foci of the infectious process as
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the fragments of bones, ana taeraiore their distance/separation, vr-ry

desirable during treatment, it is not so/such necessary. The

extraction of metallic foreign hodies is shcwn cnly when they are

comparatively easily attainable in order to exclude the excessivs

traumatization of cerelral sunstance. Otherwise any too energetic

manipulations in the area of the infected tissues of wound canal will

unavoidably involve the aggravation of the infectious process and

threat for the life of wcunded. Study in this respect of a

considerable quantity of penetrating wounds of skull (1962 operated

cases) at Leningrad Front made it possible to come to

light/detect/expose the following laws (B. A. Samotokin) (Table 44).

Table 44 indicates that tne distance/separation of metallic

foreign bodies from train is generally advisatle and that this

distance/separation of metallic foreign hodies can be effective only

with the simplest type of the wound canal when the wounding shell is

located in th: same fraction/portion of brain.
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Table 43. Lifect of ths distance/separation of bone fragments durin

the primary treatment of the wounds of skull cn the development of

the abscesses of brain in rear hospitals (in percentages).

Yaa.,nelli.e ll tf l1 ox as 9oara

1A 41.1 prn',111.311. 0. .. .. ........ 3'4
(1,UP))1J3"eacki.... .. .. .. ..... 14.4

Key: (1). Distance/separation of bone fragments from brain. (2).

Abscesses of brain. (3). It was produced. (4). It is not produc;d.

Table 44. Lethality depending on distance/separation during the

primary treatment of metalli-c tcreign bodies %ith the blind-end

penetrating wounds of skull (in percentages).

i *~IIILTI'I~h,.,r - _ "___'__

t1 . 13 "I,,,,- .1C.,

j~ura~u illr .6! . .2.'.,4

Key: (1). Lethality, (2). 14 cases when metallic fragment was

removed. (3). In cases when metallic fragment was not removed. (4)

Character/nature of blind wound canals in substance of brain. (5).

Simple. (6). Radial. (7). Segmenta.. (8) . Diaetric. (9) , In all.
_____;,_________.
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With the more complicated types of canal - radial and se gm~nte!,

when foreign body is arranged/located in crescent-shaped extension cr

it passes through two fractions/portions of brain, causing the more

extensive decomposition cf ceretral substance, the

distance/separation of metallic zoreign bodies does not descend, but

considerably increases letnality.

With the selection/analysis of a questicn about the quality of

the primary treatment ct the wounds of skull in the sense of the

completeness of distance/separation from the wcund canal of hone

fragments deserves attention the comparison of the quality of this

treatment with the pericds of the treatment cf the %ounds of skull.

Table 45 gives this comparison based on materials of rear hosrital

(Gor'kiy).

As is shown to fable 45, the best quality of the primary

treatment of the wounds Cf skull with the most complete removal of

bone fragments is related to period from 1 to 6 days. This, it is

doubtless, it depends on the tact that the treatment within ths

period was conducted in specialized neurc-surgical KhPPG. The
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progressive decrease of tue volume of the surgical trea tmint cf wcuz

within the later periods depenaed cn the considerable devesopm;nz hy

this time infectious process, whica made it necessary to .axirally

lirit manipulations in the field of wound and to he sa4istiJ only by

the creation of free outflow frcr wound canal.

Above has already teen noted that d.ing the Great Patrictic 4a:

the processed wounds of skull, as a rule, ccnducted under different

bandages by the so-called open method, and only from second half war

under appropriate conditions were adopted bandaging of wounds skuils

tightly. In connection witn this on entire material of the wounded

the skull for war data about the use/application of a suture it is

incommensurably less than about the so-called open conduct of the

wounds of skull. Furthermore, these data are distinguished also by

quality, since all heaviest damages ef skull were treated openly,

whereas for applying the suture were selected/taken only rhe most

favorable cases. Only with these stipulations for the purpose of

general/common/total alignment can be given the table of comFarat.iv-

results of the open treatment of wounds and bandaging of wound after

processing (Table 46).

Table 46 makes it possibie to draw only the one conclusion that

under appropriate conditions of the specialized neuro-surgical aiQ

and medical-tactical circumstances the bandaging of the tightly

__<
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Processed wounds of skull can present great advantages and be

completely advisable. Table indicates also the advisability of usifl,-j

the method of primary-deferrea suzure.
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Table 45. Completeness of the distance/separation of bone fragmnts

from the wound of brain within diiferent pericds cf primary t_-atnt

(in percentages to each group).

CaoC,0opa. - 2 qa . , 12 10 M I 1

I . I I I

K:11.Perilod CON traten. 2. 6CTo 12 hor. 11 r o2
flommoe ya1Cumme m~ctux!

ocaim.1 .. . . . . . ... 6 . 869,6 69.Si,.8 62. 5 5 ; I;j

Key: (1). Period of treatment. (2). To 12 hours. (3). From 12 t;;o 2~4

hours. (4). From I tc 3 days. (5). 30 days and mcre. (6). Raicality

of treatment. (7). Full/total/complete removal of bone fragmaznts.
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Besides the use/application of an anechcic suture for the

defense of the processed cereDrai wound from secondary microhiai

contamination and its traumatizaticn with dressings, One should

indicate the advisability of the widely applied at Leningrad Front

long-term bandages and method of the cover cf the protrusion cf brain

by cellophane plates. Both these of method, without pcssessing

disadvantage of anechcic suture, provide the great defense of the

wound of brain, than the ordinary method of its post-operation

conduct with periodic, frequent dressings. Frcm the pcint of view

-=-
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indicated deserves attention the table of ccmrarative results o:

conducting thp processed wounds oi skull under long-term bandage or

anechoic suture, conpr-ised on tne Dasis of the study of a

considerable quantity of cases cf the wounds cf skull at Leningrad

Front (B. A. Samotokin) (fable 47).

Especially important value acquires stitching after the

treatment of wound with nonpenetrating wcunis and wounds of scft

tissues, since .n these cases with the state cf preservation of bone

or solid cerebral shell the danger of development under the anechoic

suture of the nheavv infectious process in the substance of brain is

immeasurably less, but rapid and full/tctal/ccmplete recovery Is more

possibly.

However, also it is aere necessary to cbserve all

prerequisites/premises tcr bandaging of wound, namely the

completeness of this treatment and further cbservation of wounded.

Under conditions cf the Great Patriotic war, especially into its

first years, bandaging cf the processed wounds it was conductea

the very restricted quantity of cases.
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Table 46. Ability to work up zo the moment of the termination of

treatment in hospital with the penetrating wounds of skull dependi;ng

on the post-operation conduct of wcund (in percentages).

n=11=_ P21OIWMc620OCU
flo.trnera anlon- awn a jom UP r oMCjt

utMe iUVMUu pamu

'. .. . . .. . 9,1 9D.9

tW;~jqUnBL H WV 16,6 83.4

Ww . . .J......... 36,4 63,6

Key: (1). Ability to wczk. (2). Full/total/ccmplete ability to work.

(3). Temporary/time disablement and other issues. (4). Post-operation;

conduct of wound. (5). So-called open method. (6). Partially sutur e-MS

to skin. (7). Anechoic suture to skin. (8). Primary-deferred sutur=

to skin.

Table 47. Complications and lethality during the treatment of the

processed wounds of skull via lcnq-term bandage and anechoic suture

(in percentages to a number of those wounded the brain).

£I
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Key: (1). fiethod of the treatment cf the penetrating wounds of skii-l

and brain. (2). Infectious complications. (3). Lethality. (4).

Long-term bandage. (5). Anechoic Sjuture.
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Table 48 shows that different form/species the- sutures wsere us.

wiI' the wounds ofl the soift zissues of the skull of altogetbI- isr o-n-1y

into 14.60/o of cases. FEricentage this is necessary to consa.d -

insufficient, even if one takes into account., which about 30.00/o ofE

surface wounds of soft tissues (onily skin) completely did not =egul-c

the operational treatment and that during calculation for t.hose

remaining 70.0o/o of ucunds of sort tissues the percentage of .;--h

use/application ofl sutures grows/rIses to 20.0-21.0.

Further, as indicate data this table, primary adhesion after

stitchinia was obtained only in hali the cases. This it forces to

assume that the complicated conditions of the combat and
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mediCal-tactical circumstances during the Great Patrio0tic War, a _

also pecriods and 4uali'ty of finisa of wound and subsequent

hosix;taiLization of wounded in naif t6-he cases did not make it oslb_'

to completely utilize all aavantages of: stitching.
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'Table 48. Use/ap)plication of sutures with -the wcunid of the

tissues of skull and character/nazure of the healing of wounds (in

Percentages).

Ile)Parnsu.. .. .. .. ..... 2.2 .0 4.2
'/~~a~anu. .. .. ...... 0,3 * .16 3.

t/pqi.1to-tP1nhme 0 (.2 It (1 2 0.4

~ c e r o. . . 7,4 7.2 14.6

Key: (1). Character/nature of the Aealing of wounds. (2). By pnrima vi

tension. (3). By secondary tansion, (4). In all. (5). se~ :

sutures. (6). Early. (7). Partial. (8). primary- deferred. (9).

Secendary. (10). In all.

TREATnIENT 0? THE SU3SECUENT CONFLICATIONS.

TLhe timely and correctly produced, sufficiLent16-ly radical p~rmay

treatment of the bullet wounds of skull, together with .he- widS

application of contewpczary antiseptics and antibiotics and

sufficiently prolonged bed regize with the obselrvation of r ne

operated surgeon of wound createa during the Great Patriotic Warth

best conditions for prophylaxis of the such terribLe complica'Cions O

the bullet wounds of skull as tae subsequent infectious processes in
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ance of brain ard 1is sneils. Besides this, it shoul be

.,,-t the methods cf tne treatment cf these infectious

complications during the Great Patriotic War were more successful

than in past wars.

Here great role played the methods ;f the composite

examination/inspection cf the corresponding wounded by neurosurysons

jointly with neuropathcicgists, roentgenologists, ophthalmolcqists

an( other specialists, which made at possible tc better ard tinely

distinguish the development oi the various kinds of complications.

Great value had also prcperness zae procedure of +he correspcoding

methods of surgical treatment and subseguent care of wounded.

Finally, extremely great role in tne treatment of infectious

complications during the Great Patrziotic War played wide applicaticn

with them of sulfanilacide preparations, ari in the end of the war -

and penicillin.
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Under the effect of all frequency factors indicated of the abscesses

of brain wihh the penetLacivq wcunds of skull it was possible within

the time of the Great Patriotic War to lower to 12.2o/o, whereas In

the first world war it reached, according to the observations of th:

individual authors, tc 70.0o/c.

I; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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It should be noted that during the Great Patriotic War the

Lequency of the abscesses of brain in connection with an imrrovem-nt

in the methods of their Fropbhylaxis gradually descended: during the

first year of war they were encountered in 15.9o/po the cases, the

secondly - into 15.7o/o, into the third - into 11.1o/o and into the

fourth - into 9.6o/o of cases. During the correct treatment c the

early abscesses of brain tiie recover-- attacked/advanced in 71.8o/o of

cases, while with the late abscesses of brain - in 63.4o/c of cases.

The best results with the late abscesses of brain were obtained

by Soviet neurosurgeons during the use/application of develo.ed

during the war of methcd distance/separation by their rear sight

together with capsule. However, method this is applicable not in all

cases and has its readings and conzraindicaticns.

That most widely used during war was the previous method of th

autopsy of the area of abscess with the subseguent draining. Although

the results of this methcd proved to be worse than full of

distance/separation ulcer however to autopsy and draining of abscess

there was not contraindicaticas and they did not require such high

neuro-surgical technology. in rhe especially heavy condition of

patient with the abscess of brain within the latter/last pericd of
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war was used the two-moment metnod of intervention. At the first

moment produced the puncture or abscess, the suction of it of pus and

the washing of the area cf anscess with antiseFtic

solutions/openings, which improved the condition of patient, and at

the second moment abscess sney revealed and drained.

The used by Soviet neurosurgeons methods of the treatment of thr

abscesses of brain and the results of this treatment are representei

in Table 49.

If we compare the given in Tanle 49 results of the treatment of

the abscesses of brain witan the results of their treatment during the

first world war when lethality witn them, acccrding to differ n-

statistical data, achieved 60.0-70.0o/o, then it is necessary to

recoanize that during tne Great Patriotic War the issues becarEr twc

times better.

Less favorable results vere, they were ottained with

meningitides and meningcencephalites, although the prognosis and wit-

these, especially heavy forms of tue infectious process is nc longer

so/such hopeless, as this was during the first world war.
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Table 49. Frequency of the use/application of different meth-ds of

the treatment of abscesses and their results (in percentages).

0 )', * |l. lV-l) II-no.1i4

II1

Key: (1). Method of surgical intervention. (2). Frequency of

use/application. (3). Issues. (4). recovery. (5). lethality. (6).

Punctiure of abscess. (7). Autcpsy of abscess. (8). Puncture and

autopsy. (9). Distance/separation with capsule.
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With primary meninyitides the correctly carried out treatment

brought in 59.0o/o of cases to recovery. With secondary meningitidqs

the lethality proved tc be higher, but nevertheless and here 19.7o/o

cf wounded recovered.

Finally, it deserves to De noted, that within the time of the

Great Patriotic War they ceased to bear the previous hopeless

character/nature even wcuno of the ventricles of brain and the

dissemination on them of the intectious process. During correct
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treatment it was possible to acnieve recovery of a certain quancity

of wounded both with licuor fiszulas and with spendymitis. These,

until now only beginning to show successes open/disclose the naw

prospects for the treatment or tue heaviest ccnsequences of th

bullet wounds of brain.

Devsloping in the late period of the bullet wounds of brain

tunicary-cerebral scars, aracanoiditis, cysts, hydrocephalus and

ruptures of the ventricles of Drain, just as confronting in

connection with them traumatic epilepsy, they were in detail studll-

and in a new way illuminated on the extensive material of the Great

Patriotic War by Soviet neurosurgeons and neuropathologists. The

explanation of pathogenesis, syaptomatology and diagnosis of these

all late complications of tne bullet wounds cf brain made it iossib- 3

to manufacture the methcds of tneir more rational treatment.

Developed by Soviet neurosurgeons corresponding surgical

interventions made it possible tc obtain with the complicat-ions

indicated considerably best results, than during the first wond war.

Thus, for instance, with traumatic epilepsy radical surgical

intervention gave into 35.0o/o of casTs good results and intc 21.0c/o

- satisfactory, i.e., dcubly better than the results, obtained da rin;

the first world war.
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NEAREST AND DISTANT RESUITS CF IREATMENT.

Uniting all given data about the treatment of the penet-raing

wo,-:ids of skull, it is possible to boldly say that this area Juring

the Great Patriotic War Soviet scientists anod wide mass of practicing

doctors paid extremely considerable attention. By this are expiain~d

considerable achievements both in the sense cf periods and qualitims

of the primary surgical treatment of wounds and necessary

post-operation conduct ci wounued and in ths sense of prophylaxis and

treatment of all subseguent complications.

However, at the same time, it is necessary to indicate thaz the

penetrating bullet wcunds of seuii in significant part cause such

great changes in the area of brain and its shells and are caused such

heavy infectious processes, tnat, in spite of all therapeutic

measures, they give in ccmpaziscn with ncnpenetrating wounds a great

quantit? of lethal outccmes.

Furthermore, even with recovery in the unit of such woundpd as a

result of the transferred injury and infecticn can arise in the

substance of brain ard its shells such secondary pathological

processes, which during many years after wound cause new aggravations

and new manifestations of morbid symptom complexes, causing the

disablement of those transferred the penetrating wound of brain.
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The study of the results of the treatment of wounded witi tlhe

penetrating wounds of skull based on materials of -:he Great Fatrf-ctac

War showed that, thanks to the exceptional attention, revealed to

this qrouF of wounded, and to the successes, achieved during thzsi.

treatment, the general/ccamon/total results cf treatment prov=zA to b~s

considerably better than in the preceding/previcus wars.

Page 298.

Completely recovered or caly temporarily lost ability to work 46.8o/o

of tChis group of wounded.

Trsatment of the norpeaetrating wounds of skull gave an sv-in

greater effect. In this group there recovered and completely

maintained ability to worX Dy 7.l.o/o of wounded, whereas differ-_nt

degree of disablement was notad only in 24.30/0.

The even better results were obtained during the treatment of:

those wounded into the soft integusents of the skulls from wh ich-4

maintained ability tc wck -by 96.0/0 of wounded, disabled it proved

to be altogether only 3.0o/o.
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Of considerable irterest are the data abcut the results cf

treatment on the years cf the wars, which testify about the szeady

progress of formulating cf tnerapeutic aid by that wounded into

skull. In particular, in tne heaviest grcup of wounded with %he

damage of brain comparatively nigh lethality of the first year of war

considerably was lowered to its last year. With the nonpenetrazing

wounds of skull with damage to bone the lethality also progressively

descended. During the first year of war it composed 5.7o/o, durin'

the second and third year of war it was lowered to 3.2o/o, while in

last year of war it was epual to 3.1o/o.

One should remember that tne given on the basis developments of

the histories of disease/sicixness/illness/malady the data abou+

lethality present the result of the accounting dead of those wound'ii

the skull in all stages of evwcuation, beginning from quite advanccd

ones and ending with the hospitals of the deer rear. It is logical

that any comparisons of aata with results of treatment of individual

authors are incorrect, since the latter defined the results cf thei_

work only in some stage cf evacuation and we could nct consider a

quantity of dead persons in more foremost therapeutic installations,

just as they did not know aoout re fate of wounded after their

evacuation deeper into the rear.

Another brightest indicator of the results of the treatment cf

those wounded the skull during the Great Patriotic War is their

recovery.



/
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Table 50. Nearest results of zae treatment cf the bullet wouAS o-:

skull depending on the character/nature of damage (in percentages).

I TT ipy- fl poquc
P0n t.1 0 31 0,

lt It II  't'l il I OI i

:'o ... ......... , 30 0,4

. . .l .ll.t.... . ... 72. 1 24,3 3.6

ti l ........ 127 34,1 53,2

(PI' p.)B~ 68.5 14.9 16,6

Key: (1). Issues. (2). Full/total/conplete recovery. (3).

Temporary/time loss of ability to work. (4). Cther issues. (5)

Character/nature of wounds of skuli. (6). Wcunds of soft tissues.

(7). Nonpenetrating wounds. (a). Penetrating wounds. (9). On %he

average.
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The expanded/scanned during war wide net/system of the

specialized agencies, joined in izs work under uniform Soviet

military medical doctrine aoouz tne treatment of wounded with

evacuation according to desigaation/purpcse, and also the tiuely

primary treatment of the wounds of skull contributed so that _;n t-

group of the nonpenetrating wounds of skull with damage to boni thl
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percentage of full/total/complee recoveries constantly gr-eiw/Q-S an

from 66.7 during the first year ot war achieved to its last *iar

73.4.

Are still more exponential the data abcut the recovery cf those

wounded the soft tissues of skull. During the first year of war their

1111/total/complete recovery is noted into 94.3c/o, the secondly -

into 94.9o/o, into the third - into 96.2o/o and in last year

96.5o/o of cases.

These data testify about a steady increase in the quality of

specialized aid by that wcundea the skull and accumulation of

considerable experience in work, which led to the recovery of those

almost all wounded into tne soft tissues of skull and more than 2/3

of those obtained nonpenetrating wounds with the damage of tho-S,

cf skull.

On the extensive material cf the wounds of skull for the Great

Patriotic War it was possible zc in detail study not only the =earst

results of the treatment of the wounds of skull, but also to explain

the fate of wounded intc further 4-7 years after wound. This Study Of

the distant fati of those wounded the skull on sufficiently a

from the point of view of staziitical authenticity material was

undertaken for the first time in the history of military medicine ani

T 77 = - .... .....
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therefore it deserves razticular attention.

Based on materials of the stuily of the distant results,

subseguent during 4-7 years faze cf wounded vith the eta.

nonpenetrating wounds of skull is represented in the followin- form

'Table 51).

Table 51 shows that for zhe length of the subseguon-t y~ars

the extraction of those wounded the skull of ths hospital their

condition somewhat16 was improved. Wounded with th4 ea1s

penetrating wounds of skull for tue length of 4-7 years complet-ely

recovered and in 17.60/C Decame able-bodied, in 74. 1o/0 of wcunle--

this group unit they :emained, and by unit develcped --y thne Scil of,

the postponed by them wcund of brain dif ferent morbid soa ,

somewhat limiting their ability to work. in 6.6o/o of cases after thm

penetrating wounds of skull as the distant results is noted t 1-

lethal outcome, which, bcwever, only intc 3.Lic/o of cases stocodI

direct ccnnection with the transferred wound cf brain. In the

analogous group of wounded with damage to bone, but Lhout- the

damage of cerebral shells and Drain tissue within -this period ZI=

outcomes were observed into 2.4c/o of cases, icreover only 0.2-_/o o

them were connected with the transferred wound.
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Table 51. Changes in the status of the health of those wounde e

skull for time a-fte extraction frcm hospital tc middle 1949 (i

percentages).

OAP Pan - .UeliI' , ,4ero . I;;,:!.

PVUMBNw uaini l e paHCHllIi H 'ip.il:. . . 17.. T. 7 . 1.7 .,,
pauiflt m C tw "1 a. ,L i a.l uiO l'.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .0 4

Key: (1). Distant results. (2). Taey are healthy/sound and

able-bodied. (3) . Limitation of ability to work. (4). in all. (5).

connecticn with wound cf skulL. (6). on cther reasons. (7).

Lethality. (8). Character/nature of wounds. (9). Nonpenetratin

wounds of skull. (10). Penetrating wounds of skull. (11). All wounds

with damage of bones of sxull.

1,
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Page 300.

Table 51 indicates also a considerable improvement in the

subsequent fate of those obtained the nonpenetrating wounds cf skuil.

56.9o/o of them recovered and they completely maintained ability to

work, in 28.0o/o of wounded this group as a result of wound have

nevertheless the series/row of the symptoms, several which livit

their ability to work.

The more detailed study of the distant results showed that after

the extraction of wounded frcm hospital advanced as the consequence

cf the transferred wound to some degree deterioration in the

condition of their health; this was observed with the penetrating

wounds into 44.7o/o, and with ncnpenetrating cnes - into 20.0o/o of

cases. This deterioraticm in the condition cf wcunded depended on

late complications.

One should also indicate that in certain group of wounded after

extraction from hospitel advanced further iupIcvexent in the

condition of their health, it is doubtless, in connection with

further development of reduction processes. This improvement in the
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health was noted with the penetrating wounds into 9.7o/o, and with

nonpenetrating ones - into 1.82c/o of cases.

Regarding thnt, cr what depends the subsequent deterioration in

the status of the health of those wounded the skull after their

extraction from hospital, the study of distant results showed that

with the penetrating wcunds of skull it most frequently (into

19.4o/o) was caused by trauaatic epilepsy. The fcllcwing reascn for

deterioration (8.9o/o) were the various forms of post-traumatic

encephalopathy, which became apparent in the series/row of the

complaints, caused by the viciaticn cerebrospinal fluid and blood

circulation in the zcne ci brain. finally, into 3.4c/o of cases

detE ioration in the health of wounded stood in connection with the

development of osteomyelitis and the forwaticn cf purulent fistulas,

into 4.6o/o it was expressed Dy psychological disorders.

With the nonpenetratiny wounds of skull most frequently the

reason of the subsequent detericraticn in the health cf wounded were

Fost-traumatic encephaloFathies (7.0o/o) , then epilepsy (6.8c/o) and

finally osteomyelitis and purulent fistulas (2.7o/o).

Should be noted the revealed during the study of the distant

results law, that follcwing by deterioration in the health of those

wounded the skull after their extraction frc hospital in then is
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frequently observed the £eriod of improvement. About this testifies

-fable 52.

The led oscillaticns'vitrations in the ability to work of

wounded with the bullet damages of skull depend, unquestionably, also

cn the indicated above complications, which develop in the late and

isolated period, and frcm the attackers following with this of

reduction processes.
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Table 52. Change of the ability to work of those wounded into skull

after extraction from hospital (in percentages),

CUU6'IU1 ,~, ~2-3 tw-a I Ila UI..Hb

Xipa~tepiatwii~ l Haej'eiil 76 94 6r. 1,

frlfeMh4R7'I.............., 3 143.2 49,2

Key: (1). Character/nature of wounds. (2). Quantity of able-bcdied

ones. (3), With extraction from hospital. (4). Through 2-3 years of

observation. (5), According to data on June 1949. (6), Nonpenetrating

wounds of skull. (7),. Peneitratirg wounds of skull. (8). in all

wounded skull with damage bones.
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Such oscillations/vibrations are found in ccarlete agreement with the

dynamics of the pathcaratomical -rccesses which cn the duration of

very long time are developed following with the wound of the tissues

of brain and which so in detail were studied during the Great

Patriotic War by Soviet neuropathologoanatomists (L. 1. Smirnov et

al.).

The given laws make it necessary, on one hand, to greatly
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carefully be related tc Frcgnosis with all wcunds of skull with the

damage of bones, taking into account the possibility with them of

very late complications. Te special features/peculiarities of the

pathology of the wounds of skull indicated require great care with

the appraisal/review of similar wounded and is made itself with

necessary the stay of such wounded under particular medical

observation. On the other hand, laws governing the development of

late complications indicated and possibility cf further

restoration/reduction after them of the functions of brain made it

necessary to organize the subsequent treatment such of wounded, but

not to look at their fate that is hopeless, as this make some foreign

authors.

The study of the distant results of the treatment of thcse

wounded the skull showed that their large part (87.5o/o) after

extraction from hospitals continues useful work, moreover only

comparatively insignificant percentage (11.3), is found on the less

qualified work, whereas the majcity (52.2) fulfills the work by

which they were occupied also tc war. Nay that, considerable

percentage of wounded (24.0) fulfills now more complicated work, and

some it is successfully started in higher educational institutions

(table 53).

Effect of the character/nature of combat process/operations,

i=I
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conditions of climate and Locality on the results of the treatment of

the wounds of skull.

varied and complex conditions in which it was necessary to carry

out the treatment of wcunded in combat circumstances, laid,

naturally, great impression for entire therapeutic aid by wounded and

her results. From this point of view the selection/analysis of the

treatment of those wounded the skull during individual combat

process/operations deserves particular attention, especially as the

combat Process/operaticiss selected for study, they were

characterized by the varied conditions of medical-tactical

circumstances, season, climate and locality.
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Table 53. Job placement of those wounded the skull according to the

data of the distant results (in pezcentages).

~~l u mx 1un"am.11j4S"r
He~~prkwi gTi)0

kA enp~unmainutne ... 7. 1..3 7 1. 1
Q1

4 ipuiiaiuufe.........1 35 7
HcI~ero pattemwi ;0-

spexevi x-.-IL1

Key: (1). Character/nature of the wounds of skull and brain. (2).

condition of wounded. (3). not difficult-they are capable. (4).

Able-bodied. (5). From them Is fulfilled work, (6). Lover skills.

(7), previous. (8). highest qualification. (9). Non penetrating. (10).

Penetrating. (11). In all wounded with damage of bones.
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Among these combat process/operations there were the defensive

actions, as Stalingrad and the initial period of Orel-Kursk battlep

and of fansive operations with heavy fighting as this was with the

rout of the Germans in tie envirocns of Moscow,. with the blockade

break-through of Leningrad and during Berlin process/operation, and

routed enemy's pursuit, which achieved souetines unprecedentedly

rapid rates/tempos# as this was during the liberation of Belorussia

and in process/operation a Vistula-Oder.
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The studied combat process/operations occurred also in severe

winter weather (rout of Garmaas in the environs of Moscow, battle in

the environs of Stalingrad, biocxade break-thrcugh of Leningrad), and

during summer hot days (Orel-Kursx battle, literation of Belcrussia)

and by spr-ng (Berlin Fzccess/operation).

Process/operaticns these occurred also in wooded country (rout

of Germans in the envircns of Moscow), and in locality with a great

quantity of swamps/marshes and creeks and extresely pcor roads

(liberation of Belorussia), and in plain with large/coarse water

obstacles (process/operation vistula-Oder), and on that crossed by

enemy hilly ground (Orel-Xursk tattle), and in plain with the

asphalted highways (Berlin process/operation).

For participating in these combat process/operations therapeutic

installations was necessary to te acccmmcdated first in mud huts and

tents in view of the comElete destruction of living quarters by enemy

(blockade break-through cf Leningrad, liberation of Belorussia, first

stage of process/operation Vistula-Oder), then in the half-wrecked

houses, sheds and cottages (rout of the Germans in the envircns cf

Moscow, Stalingrad battle, Orel-Kursk battle), then finally in the

maintained equipped buildings of hospitals and sanatoriums (second
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stage of process/operaticn Vistula- Oder, Berlin process/operation).

Thus6 the concrete/specific/actual circumstances, in which

proved to be first aid iy that wounded the skull, in these all combat

process/operations was mcst diverse and, it ccncerned, it had to have

great effect on the results of the treatment cf those wounded the

skull.

For explaining that, such as value had in actuality all factors

indicated, should be ccmEared the basic points, which affect the fate

cf those wounded the skull as, for example, a relative quantity of

wounds of skull and their special feature/peculiarity, carrying out

of those wounded from the field cf ccmbat, their movement alcng

medical installations and Fosslbility of obtainin the specialized

aid. Furthermore, great value acquires the ccipariscn of therapeutic

aid by that wounded the skull wia various kirds the combat

process/operations, on one hand, similar, and on the other hand -

different in its conditions.

EFFECT OF THE VARIED CONDITICNS OP THE COMBAT CIRCUMSTANCES ON THE

TREATMENT OF THOSE WOUNDED IN SKULL.

Different form/species and character/nature of wounds tc a

considerable degree deperd on the conducted ccabat
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process/operations, but from form/species and character/nature of

wounds depends in turn, all subsequent treatment of wounded.

Furthermore, the conditions cf comnat circumstances have great effect

also on the promptness cf the feed to first aid by wounded, and tc

the speed of their carrying cut frcm the field cf ccmbat, and to the

promptness of conducting the gualified treatment.

The materials of tae studied combat process/operations showed

that a quantity of wcurds of skull in these prccess/operations

greatly strongly oscillated. if we accept the average/mean

relationship/ratio of those woanded the skull to all wounded during

the Great Patriotic War for 100, then this relationship/ratio on the

studied armies in the directicn of main attack will be the following:

'JAnrN. uwwaeg ni Mocxuoii t~o. ' OIRrmAcze Gcaotrtl 11n
4( TJU1U ;-txnan Onepao4me Uucza - 6iwp. .

i~f~u~csod~t,~u um - .115.4

Key: (1). Rout of the Geraans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Liberation of Belorussia& (3). Stalingrad battle. (4).

Process/operation vistula-Oder. (5). Blockade break-through of

Leningrad. (6). Berlin process/operation. (7). Orel-Kursk battle.

Page 303.

Thus, during defensive actions as this was in Stalingrad battle,

4

C

,I
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a quantity of wounds of skull pzcvea to be ccns~derably smaller than

in the period of offensive comoat operations (blockade break-through

of Leningrad, liberation of Beiorussia, Vistula-Oder and Berlin

process/operation). Howevar, a great quantity of wounds of skull is

established/installed with the blockade break-thrcugh of Leningrad

(153.8o/o), small - with defensive operations during Stalingrad

battle. An increase in the wounds of skull during Orel-Kursk battle

in comparison with stalingrad can te explained by the fact that

during this process/operation occurred nct cnly defensive actions

with withdrawal/departure to the second line cf defense, but also

period of the counteroffensive, with contat process/operations of

which a quantity of wounds of skull had to increase.

only exclusion from laws governing the increase in the wounds of

skull indicated with offensive operations and their decrease in

defense is the first of the studied process/operations - rout of the

Germans in the environs cf moscow, when, in spite of the rigid

offensive combat, quantity of wounds of skull it was comparatively

small (60.2o/o). To explain this decrease of the wounds of skull

during the combat process/operation indicated in the valueless tiMe

is possible only supposedly, considering that here could have a value

such factors as wooded ccuntry, more systematic, than usually

carrying by the soldiers of protective helmets, or perhaps the

particular severity of those finding in uccnscious condition, that
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and their timely carrying out frcm the field cf ccmat in severe

frost of vinter 1941/42.

To a natural question, cn what depended an increase in the

quantity of wounds of the skull from offensive operations their

decrease in defensive cues, it is possible to answer also only

supposedly, namely that during offensive ccmbat our soldiers

sometimes dropped protective nelmets, in consequence of which a

number of fragmentation wounds of head ircreased. A great quantity of

those wounded the skull during the blockade break-through of

Leningrad must be set in communications with the fact that for our

troops/forces during this process/operation it was necessary to

conduct offensive according to the continuously shot through by enemy

in different directions plain with the scanty forest vegetation,

almost completely annitilated by artillery fire.

The study of a question of rendering of first aid is most heavy

to wounded as their carrying out fram the field of combat, it shoved

that both these important for furtner fate of the wounded cf moment

also are found in considerable dependence on the character/nature of

combat process/operations. So, with heavy defensive actions during

Otel-Kursk battle in connection with aiduen's great loss/depreciation

rendering of first aid was conducted mainly via self-help and mutual

assistance. However, in cffensive combat during the liberaticn of
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Belorussia and especially with Frocess/operation a Vistula-Oder and

Berlin process/operation, in spite of the rapid advance of the

troops/forces forward, rendering of first aid and the order/formation

of self- and mutual assistance was restricted tc 25.7-23.1o/o of

cases, but rendering aid oy aidnen, medical instructors and feldsbers

increased to 72.8-75.2c/c.

The carrying out cf wounded from the field of combat presented

particular difficulties during street fightirgs in Stalingrad and

during those stressed tc break in Poznan when in a number of cases to

wounded it cannot be approached to the offensive of night.

Page 30-.

The conditions for combat process/operations, the raids of

hostile aviation and shelling to a considerable extent affected also

.the delivery/procurement of wounded to the first stages of

evacuation. In process/operation a Vistula- Oder and in Berlin

process/operation, in srite of the difficulty of offensive combat,

80.7 and 86.4o/o of heavily wounded were delivered cn P1P for the

first 4 hours after wound. However, sometimes periods these

considerably were lengtneued. So, during assault crossing of river

Oder and capturing the kridgehead/beachhead cr the hostile shore when

enemy, after exploding dam, flocded/ignited the unit of the

N I
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bridgehead/beachhead and the crcssxng across the spilli ng and

oppressed by ice floes raver was fcr a certain period of time

impossible, the delivery/procureaent of wounded on PMP was delayed

sometimes up to several days.

During some combat process/ogerations the surgical wcrk,

conducted on DSP, to a considerable extevt was violated depending on

combat circumstances.

During Stalingrad tarrie during July - August 1942 DAP it was

necessary to keep close to its divisions, which considerably limited

their surgical work. During September - December 1942, when combat

conducted in city itself, DAE were located on other side of Vclga and

guided into city only cperaticns szrgical grcups. Through 3-4 weeks

when to leave wounded in Stalingrad, in view of continuous fire,

became absolutely impossibie, tiese surgical grcups had to be

switched exclusively tc evacuation work.

During Orel-Kursk batle in the beginning of July 1943 many DRP

underwent shelling and itter air raids, which forced their units to

change deployment and considerably impeded their work. Some DNP

within the time of defense and counterattack changed for this combat

process/operation their location to 14 times. During offensive

operation on the liberation of Belcrussia irdividual D.P they were

AY
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relocated to 20 times. During the rapid advance of the troops/forces,

following th.I enemy, dur.ing process/operation a Visla-Oder DMP,

following for elcngatioh/extent 500-600 km the troops/forces, to 21

times changed their location.

The given examples confirm, what great effect had the varied

conditions of combat circumstances for the frequency of the wounds of

skull and to entire system of rendering aid tc wounded soldiers.

Effect of the varied conditions of locality, season and climate on

the results of the treatzeat of those wounded the skull.

The results of the treatment of those most heavily wounded into

skull are located in great dependence on that how soon these wounded

obtained first aid, as rapidly they were carried out from the field

of combat and as subsequently occurred their icvement along foremost

%therapeutic installations up to that point/post where they rendered

qualified medical aid. All moments indicated in turn, are tightly

closely related not only with the character/nature of combat

circumstances, but alsc with conditions of locality and season with

which it was necessary to render aid by this wounded.

So, during the study of the character/nature of the wounds of

skull in different combat process/operations it is possible to note

_______

-- ----a--- _ - = =-
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peculiar oscillations/vitrations in the distribution of the wounds of

soft tissues and bones of skull. Based on materials of the

maps/charts/cards of the deepened characteristics, these

relationships/ratios within the time of the Great Patriotic War were

equal to 54.6:45.4.

During the study of individual combat prccess/operations they

are distributed as follows (table 54).

Page 305.

As is shown tolable 54, the relationship/ratio of the wounds of

soft tissues and bones cf skull most of all approaches average

numbers in the period of the blockade break-through of Leningrad and

liberation of Belorussia. This zelationship/ratio somewhat is

deflected/diverted from average numbers during process/operation a

vistula-Oder and it is still more during Orel-Kursk battle and Berlin

process/operation.

During the rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow and the

Stalingrad battle is observed the great deflection: the

relationships/ratios of the wounds of soft tissues and bones of skull

sharply diverge from average numbers for always Cf the Great

Patriotic War. Within the time cf these combat operations a quantity
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of wounds of the soft tissues of sxull three times almost exceeded a

quantity of wounds of the bones cf skull.

To explain the nonccnformities indicated only by the

character/nature of comkat process/operations is impossible, since

with the rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow

process/operation was offensive, and battle in the environs of

Stalingrad bore the character/nature of hard positional defense.

Furthermore, should be considered changes in the armament of the

armies of the enemy, cccured in the course wars. In second half war

the enemy began to apply "Faust-patron", large/coarse after all and

the self-propelled guns of the type "Ferdinand', ',anther", and with

assaults with our trcops/forces of its strong points also and

fire/light from heavy-calibre fortress/serf guns.

Important effect on the relationshir/ratio of these two

different in severity grcups of those wounded the skull had also the

speed of carrying out frcm the field of combat of those extremely

heavily wounded the skull and the brain. During the rout of the

Germans in the environs cf Moscow and the Stalingrad battle the

conditions for the rapid carrying out of wounded and their

delivery/procurement intc therapeutic installatins were very

difficult.
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The rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow occurred in

the period of the severe frosts, which achieved -360, with abundant

snowfalls and sncustcrvs, in the locality, covered partly with dense

forests/scaffolding. Research during the short winter days of those

heavily wounded into skull, that were being Iccated in unconscious

condition, especially in the presence on them of white camouflage

suits and sheepskin ccats, naturally, under these conditions of

locality and season was extremely difficult.

In the period of Stalingrad battle when furious fighting

conducted among the destrcyzd buildings, the filled up streets,

scalariform marches/passages, blocked quarters and even individual

houses or floors in buildings, timely the carrying out of those

heavily wounded the skull frcm the firing lines presented great

difficulties. During the barbarous raids of hcstile aviation to the

substances of the crossing through Volga some wounded into skull,

that were being located in the unconscious state, drowned during the

bombing of medical steamships, barges, boats and rafts by enemy.

__________
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Table 54. Relationship/'ratio of the wounds of soft tissues and bones

of skull in different ccabat Frccess/operaticns (in percentages).

Ffif-ea . pFcrvli ws'euti 5, 43.4 37, 47.0 1. 57

Key: (1). Character/nature of the wounds of skull. (2). Combat

process/operations. (3). Rout of Germans floor/sex by Moscow. (4).

Stalingrad battle. (5). Blcckade break-through of Leningrad. (6).

Orlovsk-Kursk battle. (7). Liberation of Belorussia. (8).

Vistula-Oder. (9). Berlin process/operation. (10). Wounds of soft

tissues of skull. (11) . Wounds ci bones of skull.

Page 306.

The compari-Son of the combat iprocess/orerations indicated with

the very similar process,'operation of the bllcckade break-through of

Leningrad proves, that the decrease of a quantity of wounds cf skull

with the damage of bcnez during the process/creraticns indicated,

besides the severity of the obtained damages, depends also on climate

and locality. The blockade bireak-titrough of Leningrad occurred as two

preceding/previous process/operations, in winter months, moreover
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conducted the bitter offensive combat on capture in the enemy of the

strongly fastened/strengthened and shot through from different

directions locality on cther shcre of Neva. This caused an increase

in the number of heavy wounds of the bones of skull and brain.

However, Leningrad combat process/operation differs from the Moscow

and Stalingrad in that frost in the pericd cf this process/operation

from 12 January through 16 February were comparatively small, yellow

pears southern ard southeastern winds, snow ccver it did not exceed

20 cm, but a comparatively small area of combat presented plain with

the cut and broken by artillery trees/vocd. All this made it possible

more rapidly to find and to remove those heavily wounded the skull

from the field of combat, and a quantity cf wcunds of the bones of

skull into this process/operation proved to be almost two times more

than in Moscow and Stalingrad procass/operations, sufficiently

corresponding precisely tc the percentage of the wounded of this

genus for always of the Great Patriotic War.

A relative descent in the wounds of the bones of skull in

Orel-Kursk battle (37.3o/o) and Berlin process/operation (35.7o/o) is

explained by the fact that the soldiers more frequently bore

protective helmets, which in significant part protected them

generally from the wounds of skull or lowered the severity of these

wounds.
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During the liberation of Belorussia and process/operation a

Vistula-Oder a comparatively great percentage of entry on DME of

heavily wounded the skull with damage bones is explained, besides

very heavy wounds (with tue taking of the defensive units of enemy on

rivers Berezina, Niemer, Oder and the city Pcznan), also by the fact

that, because of the rapid advance of our trocps/forces on 30-40 km

in days, all extremely heavily wounded into skull and brain rapidly

entered approached DMP. The periods of the entry of wounded on DMP

within the time of these offensive operations greatly sharply were

shortened.

As far as rendering is concerned to the timely qualified medical

aid by that wounded the skull and their deliveries/procurements

according to designation/purpose into specialized hospitals cf army,

then in this respect the conditions of locality and climate

especially unfavorable they were during combat in the environs of

Stalingrad.

The specially isolated operational-surgical groups of DMP and

evacuation points rendered in city urgent surgical aid by that

wounded the skull and crossed them to ancther shcre. In all crossings

were dug out the dugoutn for wounded and were created feeding-heating

points/posts. During November 1942, in connection with the

approximation/approach of ice formation in Volga, was created the

@I
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threat of the full/tctal/complete curtailment both the evacuation of

wounded on DMP and possibility ci the rendering with it of medical

aid. For preventing this DMF they were divided into two echelons, and

their first echelons with sugical groups and reserve of equipment and

surgical dressing substances were directed to city. In the dead area,

shielded from artillery fire, under the cover of the steep/abrupt

shore of river were shortly dug out the dugouts and in them were

equipped operating, surgical dressing and hcspital

separations/sections for wounded. !his made possible during ice

formation to render medical assistance by wounded in immediate

proximity (150-400 m) fzcx the firing line. When ice finally became

and sufficiently it became stronger, it proved to be possible to

Cross wounded to another shore on stretchers and manual sleighs, but

from the end of December the condition of ice made it possible to

already use ho a, and thereupon truck transport.

Page 307.

DNP and KhPPG of the first line, located on the left shore of Volga,

were located in the sphere of hostile artillery fire and activity of

aviation.

Peculiar conditions were created also during break of the

blockade of Leningrad for the evacuation of wounded on ice of the
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freezing Neva. since fc~r the eicagation/extent of all crossing area

river was shot through frtom several points/rcsts by the fire/light of

enemy, then was created the great threat of the incidence/impingement

of crossed through Neva wounded into the formed in ice holes from

shells. To avoid this were organized the Particular "ice" teams of

the porters with sleighs on wide runners. The delivery/procurement of

wounded on WIP and in 1XhEFG was conducted along the troken b7 tanks

and artillery roads and jartia11.y cn ccrdurcy read.

More favorable were locality conditions for the carrying out of

wounded from the field cf costat in the period cf Orel-Kursk battle

when, in spite of the peranent raids of hostile aircraft and

shellings, wounded it waz possible to conceal in numerous ravines and

beams/gullies. Shellings and air raids upset the operation of

foremost therapeutic irstallations, whereas fcrcing them frequently

to be relocated, the way of evacuation tc sF ecialized KhPPG were

found in a good coaditicm, and working conditions for its they were

favorable.

During the liberatica of Belorussia the wooded country with

numerous rivers and bogs and extremely pcor roads created in the

series/row of sectors considerable difficulties for the evacuation of

wounded, deployment and redislocation of therapeutic installations*

Are especially unfavcratle were unfavorable these ccnditions in the
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initial situation, when it was necessary to deploy therapeutic

installations in tents in the iccality, covered with continuous

swamps/marshes, and when by certain DKP and KhPEG of the first line

it was necessary itself to eliminate siding tracks.

During process/operation a Vistula-Oder most difficult

conditions for the timely of the export of wcunded were formed in

Poznan and on the westerr snore of Oder when enemy exploded on the

river of dam.

In Berlin combat process/operation in view of a good condition

of highways of wounded ithin the shortest periods they delivered

into the bushes of specialized KbPPG; the carrying out of wounded

from the field of combat and tair rapid delivery/procurement on DRP

were wonderfully organized.

For the timely carrying out oz heavily wounded from the field of

combat under difficult ccnda tiors of clinate and locality the medical

service of the participating in combat process/cperations armies

applied the most diverse methodsE beginning with the carrying out of

wounded by aidman "on itself", ca stretcbers, cn overcoat, poncho, on

ski installations or in boat-drags, and also on wheel-stretcher

installations and on canine harnesses. The latter/last method of the
e

export of wounded at soac fronts Flayed sufficiently great role,
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thus, for instance, during Orel-Kursk battle one detachment of sled

dogs exported from the field of combat a considerable number of

wounded.

Further advance of those wounded the skull to PMP, D-P and

specialized KhPP& frequently proceeded along extremely poor roads

with the gotten soaked from rain clayey soils cn pits and bumps or

hummocks of marshy and wooded ccuntry, ard also in the period of deep

snowdrifts. Along these roads near from the field of combat of

wounded they transported on carts or sleighs, and subsequently in the

motor vehicles of ambulance transport DMP or, less frequent, cn

reverse empty car.

Page 308.

With DMP and KhPPG of the first line of those wcunded the skull they

delivered usually by medical motor transport, and in the individual
sections of front and -y ambulance aircraft.

The experiment/experience of war shows that the transportation

of wounded in army and army area were realized more frequently on

soil than along iron rcads, since the latter were usually destroyed

in progress of combat.

[

t
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Thus, it is there h-e no any doubt that the conditions of

locality, weather and climate were during different combat

process/operations the factors which in a number of cases affected

both the fate of those heavily wounded the skull on the field of

battle and for the pericds of their carrying cut frcm the firing

line, to the rendering by it of medical aid, for evacuation into

specialized KhPPG and subsequent qualified treatment.

THERAPEUTIC AID TO INDIVIDUALS 9OUbDED IN THE SKULL UNDER CONDITIONS

FOB DIFFERENT COMBAT OPEBATIONS.

In order to more precisely establish/install the effect, exerted

for the treatment of thcse wounded into skull by that entire complex

sun of factors which was created with various kinds combat

process/operations, shculd be ccmpared the movement of those wounded

the skull along army, army and irout line therapeutic installations,

comparing the appropriate data cf the combat Trccess/operaticns both

of similar and different character/nature.

There is particular interest in a ccmparative selection/analysis

of data of the treatment of the wounds of skull during the following

combat process/operatiors:

1) defensive actiors and counteroffensive under varied
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conditions (Stalingrad and Orei-Kursk battle);

2) defensive actions and offensive under winter conditions

(Stalingrad battle and blockade break-through of Leningrad);

3) defensive actions and offensive under summer conditions

(Orel-Kursk battle and liberaticn cf Belcrussia); 4) rapid

offensive operations in different seasons (liberation of Belcrussia

and process/operation Vistula-Oder);

5) offensive operations in the beginning and end of the war

(rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow and Berlin

process/operation).

THERAPEUTIC AID TO INDIVIDUALS WCUNDED TEE SKULL IN THE PERIOD OF

DEFENSIVE ACTIONS AND COUNTEBOFfENSIVE DURING STALINGRAD AND

OREL-KURSK BATTLE.

Cruel defensive actions on routes of approach to Stalingrad and

in city itself, and counteroffensive also conducted by the dismantled

by us army from 23 July, 1942, through 3 February, 1943.

During Orel-Kursk tatle the period of the kitter defensive

actions of army with that foliosing counterattack before the

..
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restoration/reduction of initial position continued from 5 to 20

July, 1943.

The movement of the vounded the skull during period comtat

process/operations indicated on the army and army therapeutic

installations of the dismantled by us arries and to front line

hospitals is represented in the following fcra (able 55).

In given Table 55 should be lccused attention on the percentage

of the operated wounded vith damage bones and lethality among those

operated in army area. A quantity of those operated and subsequent

lethality during Stalingrad tattie three times almost exceeded the

corresponding numbers during Orel-Kursk battle*

fow to explain this difference in the issues of the wounds of

skull in these combat prccess/olerations?

Page 309.

They cannot be explained only by severity and duration of combat

in the environs of Stalingrad and by climatic conditions (winter),

since comparatively high lethality was observed in Stalingrad

process/operation not only viza the wounds of skull with the damage

of bones, but sometimes and with the wounds of some soft tissues
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alone of skull.

For a response/ansher to the presented question it is necessary

to in somewhat more detail illuminate the conditions cf rendering to

medical aid by that wounded the skull in both dismantled combat

proce ss/operations.

During Stalingrad battle the readings to surgical interventions

to skulls on DMP were considera liy expanded; with the wound of the

bones of skull it was there operated by 17.5o/c, moreover lethality

among those operated was equal to 16.6o/o. In army area therapeutic

aid by that wounded the skull rendered KhPPG of general-surgical

profile/specialty in ccmosition oI which it was not one

neurosurgeon. In particular, in one of KhPPG Cf the first line it was

operated by 54.0o/o of those wounded the skull with the damage of

bones, moreover lethality among those operated was about 33.0o/o.

Others were the conditions of rendering to therapeutic aid with

the wounds of skull during Orel-Kursk battle. At this time the volume

of operational aid by that wounded the skull in army therapeutic

installations was abbreviated/zeduced on the basis of the acccunting

of the acquired experiment/experience. on the average on DMP it was

operated by 4.5o/o of wounded the skull with damage bones; lethality

among them composed only 3.6o/o. in army area during Orel-Kursk

---- --
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battle there was more narrowly of two specialized KhPPG with the

staff its specialists, who included, besides the chief/leading

neurosurgeon, two neurc-surgical groups cf 0FMU and X-ray apparatus.

Those wounded the skull from army therapeutic installations they

guided, as a rule, into cne of these specialized KhPPG, where they

underwent surgical processing. Another specialized hospital was at

this time almost convoluted and finished/prepared for adiance

forward, but its state/staff of specialists reinforced one of KhPPG

of the first line. In view of the overloading of first specialized

KhPPG wounded into skull, that were being located in transportable

condition, them they guided, without operating, into front line

hospital with the aircraft which managed to in proper time and

rapidly evacuate all wcunded.

____________________________
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Table 55. Movement of wcunded the skull with damage bones (in

percentages).

I! cxai......... .. 0.0..0. ... 2. 7. 1.
Ape~~ni...........--0, I0,~,~8 428o,, ) ' 36./ (2

atwe-m . 1 10n-, Q3) 7 1 o,1

U) qee Ha~1m ~- ypcK6tR JIT(V
100,1-1 NA 2eP11 ponalt 11a6

A i. a N.O.P. . ............. .ia. -1 41,70 .2.1'"1 u U "P04l1t e 'll ,I%~.4tv.

~~*pauomo*n l 7.

V!Si . .. .. .. ..... 10t0,0 0,4 76. 9; 227 17.,5 ! .
-iA.Ap~eMe fi iO, 0, 56,8 { 2, t62,

................. 100,0 2,2 46,7. 0
Aian.N0mmit00,058,9i2 1, it7 I". 3,G

'" t". ...... . . . i

Key: (1). Area, into which occurred the treatment of those wcunded

the skull. (2). movement of those wounded skull. (3). It was located

undergoing medical treatment. (4). It recovered. (5). It is

evacuated. (6). It is left in therapeutic installations and other

issues. (7). It is operated from number of those treating. (8). From

them it died. (9). Stalingrad battie. (10).pj;ij (11). Army. (12).

Front line. (13). Orei-KursK battle.

Page 310.

The given materials, that illuminate conditions of therapeutic

aid by that wounded the skull in two com-at process/operations in

question, sufficiently ccavincingly show that the basic factcr, which

affects difference indicated above in the issues during the treatment
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of those wounded the skull, was different organization of therapeutic

aid to this group of wounded. While into Stalingrad battle wounded

the skull it is sufficiently wide operations in army therapeutic

installations without the presence of sufficient for this conditions,

during orlovsk-Kursk battle the readings to process/operation in army

area were completely correctly restricted. In army area during

Stalingrad battle in 1942 it was not still neurcsurgeons and

sufficient number of X-ray apparatuses; therefore process/operations

on skull sufficiently widely were conducted in those particularly

intended, so-called specialized, hospitals and, less frequent, in

some KhPPG of general-surgical profile/specialty. In the period of

Orel-Kursk battle in the army area all of these wounded the skull

they guided into the specialized hospitals where they provided the

neuro-surgical specialized aid. Moreover, with the overload

specialized hospital wcunded the skull of the transportable wounded

of this group immediately they evacuated by aircraft into the

specialized hospitals cf fzcnt.

Therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull in the period of defensive

and offensive combat operaticns under winter conditions (battle for

Stalingrad and blockade treak-through of Leningrad).

Both combat process/operations occurred almost in one and the

same period of war under winter conditions, bcth were characterized

t
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by cruel combat under the difficult conditions of locality and

climate. The studied defensive period of the Stalingrad battle

envelops the time through 3 February, 1943, and the period of the

offensive combat of army for the blockade break-through of Leningrad

- from 12 January through 16 February of the same year.

The movement of wounded the skull along army, army and front

line therapeutic installations during period dismantled combat

process/operations is represented in Table 56.

II
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Table 56. Movement of wounded the skull with damage bones (in

percentages).

tillH ' .. rI~a LeA 1-11 t iZJie a-1 aISI

. . .. .. . . . .* j

j~-4jblI.i......................... ~ .. 7j: ,..* 4..

96y: (1). Area,, in which occurred the treatment of those wounded the

skull, (2). Movement of those wounded skull, (3).* It was located

undergoing medical treatzent. (4). It recovered. (5). It is

evacuated. (6). It is left in therapeutic installations and other

issues, (7). It is operated from number of those treated. (8). From

them it died. (9). Stalingrad Dattle. (10.. Troop. (11). Army. (12).

Front line. (13). Blockade break-through of Leningrad.

Page 311.

As is shown )n fable 56# Stalingrad combat process/operation was

characterized by high in comparison with Leningrad operating activity

in army area with respect to thcse wounded the skull.
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During the blockade break-through of Levingrad operability of

wounded the skull with damage bones on DMP ccxposed only 4.9c/a,

whereas into Stalingrad battlie on fliP it was operated by 17.5c/o of

such wounded.

During Stalingrad tatCle, as already mentioned, in army area it

was not still neurosargeons in the so-called specialized hospitals,

and those wounded the sKul.l they operated frequently in KhPPG of the

general-surgical profile/specialty both the first and second line.

in Leningrad procescs/operation in army area for those wounded

the skull were already provided specialized FbPPGO which, true,

accepted at the same tint dnd heavy general-surgical wounded (to

40.80/) *whih cnsierbly vi1olated their work. in connection with

this only unit of those wounded the skull underwent primary

processing in these hospitals* and the others were evacuated into

front line area without Frocessing. The Ferscral neuro-surgical

groups of ORMIJ [separate medical reinforcement company] in army- it

was not, but to the period of convat process/operation to it was

commissioned the neuro-surgical grcup of front line ORMU.

With the selection/analysis of the represented tables thp fact

calls attention to itself that operability of thoso wounded into

skull into Stalingrad piccess/operation was in army area three times,
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but in army area it is more than twice higher in comparison with of

the occurred during the blockade break-through of Leningrad.

The characteristic feature of the dismantled process/operation

of Leningrad Front was the fact that at close distance from the

hospital basis of army (in 30 ka) was located the located in

Leningrad powerful/thick front line base with the egipped hospitals

and the great cadres of experienced specialists. In connecticn with

this the large part of tkcse wounded the skull was rapidly evacuated

on GBF. Were evacuated nct only wounded with the damage of bones

skulls (76.9o/o), but also alaost all, obtained wounds of the soft

tissues of skull (97.5c/c), since in Leningrad there were for the

treatment of this grouF cf wounded well organized hospitals.

During the analysis of post-operation lethality during the

combat process/operaticns indicated it is evident that in the period

of Leningrad process/oFeration it was in army area above (22.0o/o),

than during Stalingrad battle (16.60o/o). Is explained this, it is

doubtless, by the fact that in the period of the blockade

break-through of Leningrad surgical processing it army area underwent

only small group (4.9o/c) of the especially heavily wounded, whereas

during Stalingrad battle in army area was used extensively

operational processing (17.5o/o) and those scre easily wounded the

skull.
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Especially high oparational activity in front line area

(46.7o/o) into the period of tne nlockade break-through of Leningrad

in comparison with Stalingrad battle, accompanied by considerable

post-operation lethality (12.6o/o), is explained by the incomparably

greater evacuation of thcse wounded the skull without processing from

army and army area intc the nearby hospitals of Leningrad, whereas

during Stalingrad battle front line base was still insufficiently

organized and certain unit of the wounded was headed, without

depositing in it, directly intc service areas.

Considerable attention during the analysis of the given Data

deserves comparison with the general/common/tctal lethality of

wounded the skull by different areas in period of both combat

process/operations.

Page 312.

Study in this respect of report materials showed that the

general/common/total lethality of those wounded the skull in all

areas in the period of the Stalingrad battle was above than in the

period of the blockade k-reak-tarough Leningrad in army area lethality

within these periods was related as 4:3, but in army it was almost

I
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two times higher, and only in front line area difference was relative

to insignificant. The higher numbers of the lethality of those

wounded indicated the skull during Stalingrad process/operation in

comparison with Leningrad cannot be completely explained either

difference in the character/nature of combat process/operaticn or

difference in conditiors of Iccality, weather and climate, but they

are explained only by the conditions of giving medical treatment by

that wounded the skull during both combat prccess/operations.

Thus, the main factor, which caused the smaller lethality of

those wounded the skull in Leningrad combat prccess/oFeration in

comparison with Stalingrad battle, should be counted the best

organization of therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull in the

period of the blockade treak-rhzcugh of Lenirgrad. Cruel street

fightings in destroyed Stalingrad, difficulty of the evacuation

through Volga, action of hostile_ aviation in hospitals and asbulance

transport, absence of dcctor-neurosurgeors, distance of dispcsition

to that created in progress of combat GBF, which was being

arranged/located in rural lucality in not fitted/not

adapted/unadapted quarters/premises, and the series/row of other

reasons explain comparatively worse results cf treatment during

Stalingrad battle.

Therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull in the period of defensive
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battles and offensive under summer conditions (Orel-Kursk battle and

liberation of Belorussia).

Both dismantled process/operations occurred by summer and were

distinguished only by tie character/nature cf combat

process/operations and by the conditions of iccality.

Combat operations in the period of Orel-Kursk battle, which were

consisting in cruel defensive actions with the subsequent

counteroffensive before the restoration/reduction of initial

position, occurred from 5 to 20 July, 1943, in broken ground with a

great quantity of ravines and creeks with the swampy shores.

The offensive combat operatious of army in the period of the

liberation of Belorussia, which were consisting in the penetration of

defense and the pursuit of the routed enemy fcr elongation/extent 500

km. occurred from 23 June through 18 July, 1944, under conditions of

plain, covered with the ilaces by forest, with a great quantity of

creeks, swamps/marshes and two large/coarse water obstacles (river

Berezina and Niemen).

The movement of wounded the skull during period dismantled

process/operations on army, army and front live therapeutic

installations is represented in Table 57.

___________________________________________
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As is shown in Table 57, the operability of wounded into skull

in army area in the pericd of the liberaticn cf Belcrussia was above

than in the pericd of Oxel-Kursk battle, just as the lethal

post-operation outcomes.

However, the general/common/total lethality of those wounded the

skull in army and front line area during Belcrussian combat

process/operation was considerably lover than in the period of

Orel-Kursk battle.

Taking into account the conditions of rendering to medical aid

by that wounded the skull during both dismantled combat

process/operations, cne should recall that during Orel-Kursk battle

those wounded the skull with the damage of tones were operated in

army therapeutic installati.cs intc 4.5o/o cf cases with lethality

into 3.6o/o and that on GSA this group of wounded was operated in the

specialized hospital where, besides two neurc-surgical groups of

ORMU, was an also permanent neurosurgeon and X-ray apparatus.

Page 313.

During the liberation of Belorussia those wounded the skull with
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the damage of bones were operated on DMP only from vital readings,

moreover the trepanaticas of skull were produced altoc'ether only into

0.6o/o, after giving pcst-operation lethality into 28.4o/o. In army

area the large part of the wounded into skull (85.9o/0), especially

with the damage of bcnes, they guided into specialized KhPPG, which

were created via attachment to the field mobile hospitals of the

neuro-surgical groups cf ORHU, in spite of the extremely rapid

advance of the troops/forces of army, the neuro-surgical groups of

ORMU, being moved by "sand bar" in those being located ahead KhPPG#

managed to ensure the appropriate aid by that ucunded the skull. It

should be noted that 66.30/0 of thcse wounded into skull entered

during this combat process/operation into the specialized hospitals

during the first day; 54.7o/c by that wounded the skull

process/operation was produced in these hosritals in the first 24

hours after wound.

The small ccrparatively lethality of vcunded the skull with

damage bones on GBF makes it possible to make the conclusion that the

guality cf the neuro-suigical processing of wcunds in the specialized

army hospitals achieved within the period botb of Orel-Kursk and

Belorassian process/opetation of considerable perfection.

Thus, the comparison of all given data makes it possible to ccme

to the conclusion that during the liberation cf Belorussia, in spite
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of the very complicated conditions for combat and the rapid advance

of army, the specialized aid by that wounded into skull organized was

still better, since during it they were abbreviated/reduced to the

3iimum of process/operation on skull in army therapeutic

installations and the wcunded of this grcup rapidly they evacuated

for the rendering by ttea of operational aid into specialized army

KhPPG. All these measures nad gcod effect on the results of

therapeutic aid by Ihat wcunded the skull, in s1pite of extremely

unfavorable for this military-tactical circumstances of Belorussian

process/operation, causing permanent redislocation of therapeutic

installations.
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Table 57. Movement of wounded the skull with damage bones (in

percentages).

s epen Fluli*° x" I Ru- ' .inx. a nrollux I Nuao 1t
fOM H& 3 H O1m apslo. 0 OTGNM Ia ee tao Po. lyl- j'eICJ'H X |,qflc.l ltj. y j-1

o cHoala.lo 0e eNils,, HU i  ue"0"10;-s1 , ,"' .Ii ' cxo iu ,,,,,e.l
re~aml 9 4epet

SOp. 1 0- IO-j"C,¢a1 611TVA

0, 0, , 4t.7 22,4
.u3 uM....~i10.....................10,0 2,2 j46.7 51,1 I 7,0 ,t.1

-)OcWooxW;Inee Se.3upyct'un
& (.BoicuomiB ... ........... 100.0 - 81.1 19,9 i O.; 2%.

. .... i... ......... .. o: 0 , 3 -- 1 519 38.3 It,

Key: (1). Area, in which occurred the treatment of those wounded the

skull. (2). Movement of those wounded skull. (3). It was located

undergoing medical treatment. (4). It recovered, (5). It is

evacuated. (6). It is left in therapeutic irstallations and other

issues. (7). It is operated from number of those treating. (8). From

them it died. (9). Orel-Kursk battle. (10). M;i;".(1.l). Army. (12).

Front line. (13). Liberation of Belorussia.
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Page 314.

Therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull in the period of two

cffensive combat operations in different seascn (liberation cf

Belorussia and process/ceration the vistula - Oder).

Both these combat process/operations are characterized by the

penetration of the defense of enemy and by the extremely rapid

rates/tempos of his trocps/fcrces' pursuit with overcoming on the

route/path of the large/coarse water boundaries, by blocking and rout

of the ganglia/ncdes of resistance. During the liberation of

Belorussia the army within 25 days passed with combat approximately

500 kin, forcing the rivers and the mute; during

process/operation a vistula-cder army in 26 days it passed with

combat approximately 600 kin, forcing river Oder.

One of the essential differences in these combat

process/operations consisted in the fact that the Belorussian

process/operation occurred by summer, from 23 June through 18 July,

1944, in plain, covered with places by forest and by swamps/marshes

with many creeks, but prccess/operation a vistula-oder was deployed
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also in the flat terrain, covered with small forests/scaffolding, in

the characterized by thaws pezicd in the winter of of 1945, from 14

January through 10 February; however, all rivers were still containd

by ice.

Particular difficulties in tae work of therapeutic installations

in the period of the liberation of Belorussia consisted of locomo-tin

along the poor roads of forest-bog locality. During process/cporaticn

a vistula-Oder therapeutic installations experienced difficulty with

redislocation as a result of a deficiency in the fuel, and in

latter/last stage burst by enemy dams and flooding of the unit of the

disposition of our troops/forces by water with ice considerably

complicated rendering aid by wounded.

For characteristics of therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull

in the period of the dismantled combat process/cperations is given

table 58.

Judging by a quantity of those surgical processed wounded the

skull and on post-operation lethality, therapeutic aid during

process/operation a vistula-Oder was set still better than during the

liberation of Belorussia.

-97--------
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Table 58. Movement of wounded the skull with damage bones (in

percentages).11) - (6 i (7
Ur nwOe|ie pe arnr-u I llzlllh a la i i ne3

ll.I 9 1i3110 113 113

Pa3101t II HOTOP0m otmo p Il. H yu3n1eme- P.1t y'1pel I l HX a t
Ilj G _ .I1.10 .leqefil.e 31111 l U UPOIte at1ilie

p tllHFiUX a qepell fil i :e

(7/ /Ocno6o;tlli.f fie:opycelsil

Boftionofi ..... ........... I0,0 1- 80. 1 19 i 0.6 2:1.4
(i) AIefi'iriafi .. ........... . .. 100,0 1- IS, I 51, 9 3 ,3 - 11.5

, tooii.....................100.0 ,3 7 24,0 15,0 9,7

B.c. .no .. .. 00,0 . .J - , 17. 0,5 6A4
~jApwicuI..............0, 0 al .5 3 j 31, '1.9 - 7.2

@ 4tioJO TOIJoi. ........... .... 90,0 - 7,2 42,8 2S,4 11,2

xey: (1). Area in which occurred the treatment of those wounded th

skull. (2). movement of tnose wounded skull. (3). It was located

undergoing medical treatment. (4). It recovered. (5). it is

evacuated. (6). It is left in tnerapeutic installations and other

issues. (7). It is operated from number of thcse treating. (8). F-rcn

them it died. (9). Liberation ox Belorussia. (10).),-.y. (11). Arany.

(12). Front line. (13). Process/operation vistula-Oder.

Page 315.

Dismantling in more detail the condition cf rendering to

therapeutic aid by that wounded tne skull for the time of combat

operation a vistula-Odeze t is possible to ncte that on DMP the

surgical treatment of the wounds of skull with the damage of bones
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was conducted within this period extremely rarely -only from vital

readings. in army area neuro-surgical aid by that wounded ths- zkl

was completely provided with the ineuro-surgical groups of ORMU

(separate medical reinfoxccuient company] and correctly providsd by

maneuvers of KhPPG; the front fine specialized hospital in lfit-Jal

position was located near the line of combat and it accepted to

itself those almost all wounded the skull. A deficiency in the Fue-

in some therapeutic installations somewhat destroyed the selecteMad

plan of rendering aid wcunded into skull, after preventing the inl

redislocation of specialized KhPPG. In connection with this the

specialized aid by that wounded the skull in this combat

process/operation was ccnnected with a seriJes/row of difficultlies. *In

initial position the neuro-surgica. group of ORIIU was occupied

exclusively with classification and evacuat-ici, of those Y indEd the

skull into the front line specialized hospital. However, ini,

taking into account the EossInality of the entry ofc a large number off

wounded, wounded the skull tha-y operated inly from vital readings an"d

in essence produced only classification and evacuation all

transportable of those uounded the skull into the following front

line specialized hospitals. Mith the rapid pursuit of enemy fcr-dard

advanced different KhPPG of army, which Ficked up wounded, includingi

those wounded in skull. Within entire period of offensive

neuro-surgical groups were moved by "sand bars" of one KhPPG in

another and provided with the opertoa specialized aid thrle
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significant part of those wounced the skull.

The special feature/pecuBiarity of the dismantled combat

process/operation is the fact tnat during the rapid advance cf the

troops/forces of the evacuation of the wcunded of as such from army

strictly it was not, but front line hospitals, following the army,

"were covered" KhPPG, acceptin from them on the spot of wounded. By

this is explained somewhat saaller in frcnt line hospitals the

lethality of those wounded the sxull in the period of

process/operation a vistula-Oder, than during Pelorussian

proce ss/operation.

Thus, the results of the treatment of thcse wounded the skull in

the period of combat prccess/operazion a Visla-Oder in comparison

with Belorussian must be acknowledged by very good, in spite ¢f thE

series/row of the difficulties which it was necessary to overcom-

during the organization of the specialized aid by that wounded the

skull.

Therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull during offensive ccbat

operations in the initial and final period cf the Great Patriotic War

(rout of the Germans in tae environs of Mosccw and Berlin

process/operation).
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Both these offensive combat operations were carried out 'v our

troops/forces on routes cf approach to two capitals: to the capital

of our native land Moscow and to tne hostile capital - Berlin. One

occurred in the initial period of war (from 6 December, 1941, through

28 January, 1942), and another - in its final period (from 16 April

through 5 May, 1945). Furious fighting in the environs of Moscow

conducted by the advancing/attacking army under conditicns of ths

severe winter when frost reached to -360, in Flain, covered with

forest and that carried by snowp with by the destroyed and burned

retreating enemy the hcusing fund when the supply and evacuatmaon

routes of wounded were broken by tanks, guns and aviation.

Combat process/operation in the environs of Berlin was conduc4d

by the advancing/attacking army in the springtime with small

sediments, in plain with the dense net/system of lakes and sma1 l

forests, crossed dense net/system of the bituxincus roads.

Page 316.

The left by enemy housing fund could be completely used for the needs

of therapeutic installations.

The movement of wounded the skull along army, army and front

line therapeutic installations in period dismantled combat
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process/operations finds its representation in Table 59.

In Table 59 attention is drawn to the impressive contrast-

between the data of twc combat process/orerations in a quantity of

those operated (in percentages) with the wounds of the bone5 cf sku 1i

in army area. while in the perio of the rout of the Germars 4-

environs of Moscow the Fercenzage of those cperated was equal to

30.0, moreover was observed high pcost-operation lethality, du*-ing -ths

Berlin process/operation of trepaaation the skulls cn DMP were

conducted only from vital readings, and lethality after

process/cperatlion was small.

Further table 59 snows tnhaT tne percentage of those operated in

army area during Berlin process/operation was one and a half tin.eS-

more, but lethality among those operated - is two times less than in

the p-eriod of the rout of the Germans in the environs of iiosccw.

The study of the corresponding reports showed, besides t,-h= fact

that the general/common/total lethality with the wounds of skull

proved to be within the time of Berlin combat operation considerably

below in comparison with tac first large-scale offensive operation

during the Great Patriotic War on enemy's rout on routes of approach

to Moscow. By army and army area this lethality during combat in

Berlin proved to be almost three times, while by front line area four
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times it is lower.

one should also indicate that a quantity of process/operationsA

produced in army KhPPG with the wounds of the soft tissues of skull,

was in the first combat process/operation very insignificant

(7.1o/o), and the lethality with them of comparatively high. However,

the quantity of similar process/operations in the period of Berlin
4- D

combat was considerably more (3i.5o/o), and they were not COMfla-i-Ily

escorted/tracked by lethality.

It is necessary to note the very high percentage of the

evacuation of easily wcunded with the damage cnly of soft tissues of

skull from army (82.5o/o) and from front line area (81.8o/o) in the

period of the rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow.
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Table 59. Movement of wcuaded the skull with damage bones (in

percentages).

a- 1 .Ieqeotfujx 13o-
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1poICIo.1to .11ee flu- oeso P0129, a nPoqsie aeqi it- 3M"p.1o
paffeIImlI 0 4eln J ucxoitu LS

(9. F a3rpov jeMteiB noa .moc(Doi

Bo. ..... .. . .000 . 1,6 1 49,0 ' 49,4 j 30.0 46.6
f/ )Ap, om,,, .............. 100,0 1 0,7 19,2 1 80.1. 49.5 1-1,3
140PORTo1o*i . ........ 100,0 27,9 1 40,0 8,8

V/)Iepaunccaa onepaunnt
Boficiua ..... ........... 1 100,0 1- 185,8 j 14.2 0,3 3.6

-- . 56,t 64,S 6,0
4)PoToui ..... ........... 100,0 79,5 205 20,4 1 8,0

Key: (1). Area, in which occurred the treatment of those wounded the

skull* (2). Movement of those wounded skull. (3). It was located

undergoing medical treatment. (4). It recovered. (5). It is

evacuated. (6). It is left in therapeutic installations and other

issues. (7). It is operated from number of thcse treating. (8). Fren

them it died. (9). Rcut cf Germans in the envircns of Moscow. (10).

Army. (11). Army. (12). Front line. (13). Berlin process/op ration.

Page 317.

The evacuation of those wounded the soft tissues of skull during

Berlin process/operaticn presents sharp contrast. From army area

within this time were evacuated cniy 10.2o/o wounded the soft tissue

of skull, while from front line it was not evacuated not one similar

I
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wounded, therefore, this all easily wounded groups remained

undergoing medical treamment in army or front line area.

If we for explaining the reasons for such great differenceSa

results of the treatment of the wounds of skull during the dismantled

combat process/opseraticns turn to the conditicns of rendering to

medical aid by that- wounded into skull into these periods, then will-

have to note the following moents.

In army area in, the period cf t-he rout cf the Germans in mce

environs of Moscow, in spite of very unfavoratle conditions for work

of OMP, in connection with their frequent redisiccation and

fragmentation by several echelons, in them greatly widely was

conducted the treatment cf the wounds of skull and brain. In this-

case it is necessary tc note that surgical interventions indicat-ed

were conducted by surgeors on DMP -in the absence of the

roentgenological and neuropathological examination/insnection of

wounded. Under these condit-ions in the Pericd of the rout cf the

Germans in the environs cf doscow was operated on DMP by 30.0c/o of

wounded with the penetrating wounds of skull, that caused

considerable lethality among Ichose operated. The basic reason for

lethality. besides the severity cf wound, was always not the radica

and at the same time the sparing technique Of similar surgical

interventions on skull and the forced early evacuation of wounded
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along the broken roads.

In army area in the period cf the rcut cf the Germans in the

environs of Moscow it was still either the specialized hospitals for

wounded the skull or the neurc-surgical groups of ORMU. Those wound

the skull were evacuated and entered army KhPPG in

general/common/total mass with all surgical wounded.

Thus, evacuation on designation/purpose and specialized aid that

wounded the skull in army area in the period cf the rout of thp

Germans in the environs cf Moscow yet it was not. In front line area

the majority of those wounded the skull was distributed in two

powerful/thick SEG, where there were neuro-surgical

separations/sections with the qualified cadres.

In contrast to this, in the period of Eerlin battle the

operability of those wcunded the skull on DMP was brought to the

minimum, surgical interventions were conducted only from vital

readings. In army area the specialized aid by that wcunded thi skull

was provided with apprcriate KbPPG, to which were fastened the

neuro-surgical groups cf ORMU. When in progress of combat these KhPPG

proved to be those lcaded wounded into skull, specialized aid by that

wounded the skull began to render the arry evacuation hospital, to

which was commissioned the neurc-surgical grcup of ORIU.
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All wounded the skull from army area, besides not only w D

but even it is direct frcm units, zhey evacuated strictly acccr-ing

to designation/purpose, Fassing all intermediate stages, into the

specialized army hospitals. With this 64.7o/o of those woundEd Into

skull entered the specialized nospital for the first 24 hours an

already 95.3o/o - during the first two days after wound. In the

Deriod of Berlin combat process/operation 99.0o/o of those wounded

the skull they were encompassed by the specialized aid. OperatLonal

aid in the army specialized hosjitals with the wounds of sKull with

the damage of bones was shown/rendered into 64.8o/o of cases, and

with the penetrating wounds of skull - into 84.3o/o.

Page 318.

Thus, the dismantled two comoat process/cperations sharply

Jiffer from each other in terms of the fact that during the rcut of

Germans in the environs cf Mosccw in the studied army it was nor the

still specialized aid of taose wounded the skull, during Berli

process/operation this srecialized aid, with evacuation accordinr -c

designation/purpose, stcod at jreat height. This difference in

therapeutic aid by that mounded the skull prcnouncfd, it is

doubtless, on those results which were ottained during the rrat e4n

_7
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of those wounded into skull durin- the dismantled combat ons

prccess/operation.

After supplying result to the study of the value of comrar-

circumstances, the season, conditions of climate and locality, OnQ.

should come to the conciusion/derivation that all these faczcrs to a

certain degree affect the results of therapeutic aid by that wounded

the skull.

The experiment/experience of war showed that the freauzncy and

the character/nature of the wounds of skull are changed deoendig on

the type cf combat process/operations, and also on the condiio

the locality where are deployed coabat operations. Especially

unfavorable in this respect proved to be the street fi%-:tngs w

which the wounds will be deposited usually from close distance, -ore

frequently are encountered bullet wounds, and the fragments of ston=

buildings can play the rcle ot the secondary shells, whichn

number of wounds of skull.

Indirectly frequency and character/nature of the wounds of skufl

affect climatic conditicrs. During hot summer days the soldiers

sometimes drop the incandesced ry the Sun helmets, leaving the hea

of that not protected. Ihe proaility of the wcunds of skull in

case increases, and wounds thesselves bear heavier character/natLure.

- - ___
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Depending on combat circumstances, locality and especially on

season, are changed the conditicns of rendering of first aid by that

wounded the skull. The saturation cf fire/light, open country and

season manifest themselves, first of all, the carrying out of wounded

from the field of combat. The majority of those wounded the skull,

especially with n:he damage of bones sometimes fcr several hours is

found in unconscious condition and cannot without extraneous aid be

selected from the field of battle.

Under winter conditions the wcunded undergo, furthermore, to th-

activity of cold. This is why in the combat process/operations, which

are carried out under conditions of winter frost, particular

attention was turned to the timely carrying out of those wounded the

skull from the field of coanat.

The conditions of combat circumstances, climate and especially

the character/nature of locality have effect also on the

transportation of thcse woupded the skull. It is known that those

wounded the skull greatly heavrily withstand evacuation generally, and

evacuation along poor roads in particular. Evacuation is that

supplementary injury which causes new hemorrhages in the sector of

the damaged substance of brain. Therefore during the

M
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decision/solution of a question about the evacuation of that wounddi

into skull always it was necessary to estimate not cnly the

character/nature of wound and the health of wounded, but aisc zhe

condition of roads and the extent of evacuation rcute.

Thus, the conditions of combat process/operation, climatC and

locality, affecting frequency and character/nature of wound, for th-

periods of the carrying cut of those wounded the skull from ths field

of combat and their transportation to the first stages of =_vacuaticn,

thereby have effect on Eromptness and volume of the specialized

neuro-surgical aid.

It is necessary to note also that changes in medical-tactical

circumstances during comtat p cess/operaticn frequently lel to the

repeated redislocation cf the medical installaticns of the army and

army area that it could not but be reflected in the quality cf the

exerted by them therapeutic aid.

Page 319.

However, in proportion to removal from the field of combat the

role of such factors as the character/nature cf combat operations,

the condition of climate and locality, gradually decreases and

increasing value acquires the organizaticn of the specialized aid.
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The analysis of the results of the treatment of those wounded the

skull, depending on the character/nature of ccmhat

process/operations, season and varied conditicns of locality, shows

that all these moments, beginning with army area, they retrear to the

second plan/layout, being anferior the place for basic factor - th

correctly organized system of the specialized neuro-surgical

treatment of those wounded into sxull.

As showed the experiment/experience of war, the results of the

treatment of those wounded the skull primarily depended on the

organization of the medical support of a combat process/operation,

constructed taking into account the special features/peculiarities of

combat circumstances, climate, cbaracter/nature of locality and

especially from the correct oryanization of the specialized

neuro-surgical aid. Continuous improvement in the course of the war

of the organization of medical aid the generally and specialized aid

in particular led to the unprecedented ever preiously improvement in

the results of the treatment of thcse wounded into skull.

Effect of the organizatica of the system of the specialized

neuro-surgical aid to the results of the treatment of those wcunded

the skull.

At the beginning of the Great Patriotic War in the
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leadership/manual of the military medicine of the Red Army had the

already clearly developed system oi rendering aid by that wounded

into skull, based on the accounting of the experiment/experience cc

all preceding/previous kars, special features/peculiarities of the

course of the wounds of brain, and also possitilities of the

provision of a requirement for the cadres of the doctcrs of the

corresponding specialities. As the basis of this system was assumed

the beginning of the treatment of the wounds cf skull in the

specialized KhPPG of army, organized via the attachment of the

specialized groups of ORMU for neurosurgery, mandibular suricry,

ophthalmology and otolaryngology, and also possibility of the

qualified x-ray examination and prclonged pcst-cperation

hospitalization of wounded.

Thus, according to this system, the primary treatment of the

wounds of skull was transferred frcm army area where could not be

provided either aid of the qualified neurosurgeons and x-ray

examination or necessary post-operation hospitalization, intc army

specialized KhPPG, in which all conditions indicated were presrntly.

in army area surgical interventions on the skull it had to be

conducted only from vital readings in the cases of the threaten.ng

hemorrhages and sharp growth of intracranial pressure. By th;se very

in this system of the specialized aid by that wcunded the skull the

center of gravity was transferred not so much to the early prccessing

5-
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of the wounds of skull, as for their deferred processing, but

produced under the correspondinq conditions.

For the purpose pcssiDle of tae more rapid deliverv/procur-em=n-

of those wounded the skull into speciali2ed KhPPG the integral part

of the indicated system cf rendering aid by that wounded into skull

was the evacuation of them strictly according to designation/purpose,

it is direct into specialized KhPPG, passing all intermediate stages.

However, was such the special feature/peculiarity of the systea of

the specialized treatment of those wounded in skull, accepted by the

leadership/manual of the military medicine of the Red Army from the

first days of the Great Patriotic War.

Page 320.

This system, in spite of entire its scientific validity,

definition of formulaticn and provision with the appropriate

authorized-organizational structure, at first of the Great Patriotc

War in practice it was realized insufficiently satisfactorily.

Depended this on many reasons and, first of all, from the fact that

the majority of the ilitary medical commanders and leaders of the

surgical service of fronts and armies, which are representatives

different of surgical schools and by the followers of the dominated

in scientific literature standard unscientific ideas, had to acquire
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practical experience in crder zc understand the special

features/peculiarities of the course of the wcunds cf brain and

surgical treatment of the bullet wounds of skull and brain in the

complicated circumstances oi mobile warfare. If we to this add that

into army after mobilization was poured doctors' immense quantity, it

is virtually insufficient familiar ones with the principles of

military field surgery, that initially in immense front the

specialized hospitals were not still comFletely manned by

neurosurgeons and neurcpatnologists, that there were great

difficulties during the evacuation of wounded, then will be clear th-

difficulties of the practical realization of the system of the

specialized aid by that wounded into skull, of the occurred in the

first period wars.

During this period in surgeons' series/rcw had erroneous

tendency toward the operational Erccessing of the wounds of skull

within the earliest possible periods in the absence of necessary for

this conditions in army area, occurred the cases of the evacuation of

those wounded into skull within the nearest periods after surgical

interventions, moreover them they frequently evacuated in

general/common/total flcw. Individual surgecns, being little they are

familiar with neurosurgery, attempted to carry out processing the

wounds of skull by wide flap sections/cuts or with the extensive

carving of the wounds ct soft tissue. Prccessing the wounds of skull
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was in a number of cases of too surface, as a result of which i th

depth of wound canal renaned a great quantity of the bone fragmented;

in other cases this processing was conducted, on the contrary, it is

too radical, with the excessive traumatizaticn of cerebral substance.

Some general/common/total surgeons always did not know how tc manage

the hemorrhage from the wound of brain and left for hemostasis the

tampons; they insufficiently considered the possibility of

intracranial pressure increase and always they did not know how it to

regulate.

Finally, it is necessary to note that in individual places st-ill

was conducted sewing of the tightly processed bullet wounds of skull,

which was being propagandized by individual surgeons without taki.

into account necessary for this conditions.

One should add that in the first period of war the series/row of

shortages in the organization of the specialized aid by that wounded

the skull was observed not only in the foremost stages of evacuation,

but also in front line area and especially in the hospitals of the

deep rear in which the shaping of neuro-surgical cots and the

provision with specialists' their cadres passed with certain

retardation and they were conjugated/combined with very great

difficulties.
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For eliminating these all deficiencies and for clear putting into

action of the directives of the leadership/marual of military

medicine about the prohibition of processing the wounds of skull in

army therapeutic installations, except presence to that of vital

readings, and also about the evacuation cf wcunded according to

designation/purpose into specialized KhPPG of army area and about the

execution of an entire system of tne specialized treatment was

required known time and series/row of special measures.

Page 321.

As a result of these measures the system of the specialized

treatment of those wounded the skull began to be carried out ever

more clearly. In the military medical service of the Red Army in the

course of war rapidly fcrged himself the monolithic collective of

medical workers, joined cf uniform Soviet doctrine military medicine,

which began to harmonicusly and creatively improve this system of

rendering aid by wounded. * lizary-medical commanders and surgeons c.

fronts and armies began to strictly follow the fact so that that

wounded the skull they would not operate at DMP, but in proper time

evacuated according to designation/purpose into the specialized KhPP1

of army. The work of specialized KhPPG and evacuation hospitais began-

to acquire ever larger and great definition. The timely neurologic

examination/inspection of those wounded the skull made it possible to
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carry out their more cczrect classification. Neurosurgeons l earn -

correctly consider the conditior of wounded and mastered delicate

technique and at the same time sufficient radical processing cf the

wounds of brain. The Pcst-opera icn hospitalization of wounded for

the period not less than 3 weeks they began tc carry out with

pedantic definition.

Thus, the system of tue specialized neurc-surgical treatmEnz -of

those wounded the skull, tihat cieazly outlined by the

leadership/manual of the military medicine of the Red Army even in

the beginning of the Great Patrictic War, virtually it was Dossible

to fix and to put into practice, only b.ginning with the ssccno -a

of war.

This, naturally, it put its iepression oz the resvlts of ths

treatment of those wcurded in skull and head train. Therefore the

selection/analysis of these results on the years of war deserves

particular attention.

Prophylaxis of the wounds of skull and their colications in war an!

the organization of the delivery/procure-ent cf wounded at DMP.

For the purpose- the protection of skull frcm possible wcund, end

with its wounds for preventing the contamination of wcund and
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subsequent development cf infectious complications as fa- back as of

the first world war were outlined and partially were carried out somi

very rational measures.

By the first and basic of these measures is carrying the

soldiers of protective steel helmets. Judging by observations in the

first world war, such helmets protected well skull from multiple

small/fine fragments, and from that lime they began widely tc be

applied in all belligerent armies.

However, a question about the protective role of helets with

difficulty yields to scientific analysis, and the value of their

carrying in war is usually proven by general/common/total

considerations and individual ones, true, by sufficiently numerous,

by the examples when, in spite cf the damage of helmets by fragments

or bullets, completely weze not observed the woznds of skull cr there

were only surface wounds. For the more detailed illumination of this

question based on materials of tue Great Patriotic War it was

connected into program of the study of the histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady and obtained in this case data they

are presented in the form of table (tables 60).

The given numbers, oataiaed during the study of a great guantity

of wounds of skull, indicate very definitely that because of helmet
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thc percentage of the penetrating wounds of skull ccnsiderably was

lowered. Difference in this group of wounds achieves almost cnP

third. On the contrary, in the group of nonpenetrating wounds,

especially during the damage of only some soft tissue; in which bor=

helmet a quantity of lighter wounds relatively increases. Indicated

in this case data make it aeceszary to ccme tc the

conclusion/derivation that the carrying of helmet in combat

definitely charges character/nature and severity of wounds,

considerably decreasing a quantity of riskiest, penetrating wcunds of

skull.

Page 322.

One should especially emphasize that the led into tables 60

selection/analysis of the cnaracter/nature of wounds is related only

to the wounds of skull ard does not throw light on completely a

question about the protective role of helmet as a whole, since during

war, it is doubtless, there was a large number of cases when th

possessing relatively snall manpcwer fragments jumped aside fron

helmet or damaged only helmet, whereas the wounds of skull in this

case completely did not occur. All these cases, naturally, cannot be

taken into consideration. However, the doubtless presence of the

great group of the similar cases even more emphasizes the protective

role of helmet.
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Completely correspcnd to the given data the results of %h

comparison of issues in those wounded the skull depending on that,

there was or was not put on helmet during combat (table 61).

Data of Table 61 confirm an inrovement in the issues of wounds

when helmet in combat was Put on. The percentage of lethality in this

group is wounded below, while the percentage of recovery is higher

than in the wounded whose head was not shielded by helmet.

Thus, on the basis of the materials of the Great Patriotic War

it is necessary to recognize rae positive role of helmet in a tscr

in the severity of the wounds of skull.

It is at the same rime necessary to emphasize that,

unfortunately, the soldiers it is zar not always wore helmets,

although the troops/forces tere completely provided with helmets. is

explained this by the fact that tae helmet troubles the head

(especially if soldier is not trained to it by prolonged +raaf li .

session), it contributes to tae superheating of head in hot summer

weather and during hot ccaaat, especially offensive.
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Table 60. Effect of helmet on the character/nature of the wounds of

skull (in percentages)

Rama r;. loo!a n~~11.1 lLIJ'

RaCKI 1 O 1 a iaW I lC. a ' 4 -- •(yj i- atica a not l~ ut.-ar ai *i 4 i ... -3. 1 ...

Key: (1). Carrying of heliaet wounded the skull. (2). Charactsr/nature

of wounds of skull. (3). wounds cf soft tissues. (4). Nonentratnq.

(5). Penetrating. (6). in all. (7). Helmet in combat was put on. (3).

Helmet in combat was nct put on.

Table 61. Effect of helaez on issue in those wounded the skull (in

percentages).

p~UI~ j 2) b 9~1 0A 1 I4

H m n aciia t o x 6 v IaaeTa I 74.4 9 , 1 4 5 l U'j 0
NO Racma Lif6on ue 6 ujaa ziaraea 67, 5 2. 7 G.8 - IUM

Key: (1). Carrying of helmat wounded the skull. (2). Issue. (3).

Recovery. (4). Loss of ability tc work. (5). Lethality. (6). in all.

(7). Helmet in combat was put on. (8). Helmet in combat was nct put

On.

Page 323.
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The second important measure, doubtless which facilitates

prophylaxis both of the contamination of the wounds of skull arni

development of the subsequent infectious process, this is the short

hair-cutting of hair on the bead before combat. At the value of h:s

measure have long ago been turned the attenticn. However, in s. t of

entire simplicity of this measuze, its ccnductirg into life ran into

great obstacles causing on entire mode of life of the military

circumstances, by exclusively neavy in the pericd of the bitter

battles.

However, in spite cf all obstacles, these measures they can an!

they must be realized by conducting the corresponding organizational

measures by military command element, since the value cf them is

sufficiently great.

The following measure, which is imnortant for prophylaxis of -.e

subsequent complications of the wound of skull, consists i D thn

observance of neariods and as the occlusion of the wounds of Skull by

the appropriate bandage. 5easure this, realized on the field of

battle, completely depends on the character/nature of combat

circumstances and it with difficulty yields to control/regulation.

!b
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However, as show MdarialS the studies of combat

process/operations, in tba- course cf war and in this area were

considerable achievement--. Inc--ased a quantity of primary bandages,

superimposed by aidmen, medical instructcrs and feldshers, as a4bout

this testifies Lable 62.

The periods of rendering of first aid by wounded on the field of

battle also changed in the course of war (tables 63).

As can he 39en from these data, the periods off renderiaq. off

first aid by wounded on the field of battle ir the course of war

progressively were reduced.
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Table 62. Rendering of first aid cn the field of battle in diffs-rent

combat process/operations (in percentages).
- (1) O i'.,alllife I mio n lO mO llll Y r allil apa mnl. 7 14)

ca~mo- HI- 1 t IC T Pyl~T~3I',A1Il. Ba IlM|, l

Eocoue onepiulitl
' - . 3 I ~ alavit

1 -) - ,
l l )o p u B 6 .'l m m a . J'' l if m ,I afia (n u - 1 _

iapb 104:3 r.) ..... ........... 44,S 55,2
1943 r.) ..... ..... ..... N 3,5,6

O: -p (n unjap h 1945 .) . . . 74 3 25.7

~Jie Iu~~doIepIi~suIpeIb1945 r.1 76,9 J 23,1

Key: (1). Rendering of firsu aid. (2). Combat process/operaticns.

(3). By aidmen, medical inastructrs, feldshers and by doctors. (4).

Self- and mutual assistance. (5). Qlockade break-through of Leningrad

(January of 1943). (6). Crel-Kursx battle (July 1943). (7).

Vistula-Oder (January of 1945). (8). Berlin process/operation (April

of 1945).

Table 63. Periods of renderiny to first aid on the field of bat" t.le in

different combat process/okeraticns (in percentages).

lleplIOfl IIpMOIII)I I viT I 1 l ,0I
I OT I o H C.iff i Bcero

.aca z3 wivoi 6 ,iacolJ 6 lacoti

I j
( 93 1 %) .... ............. 69,7 18,9 9,6 1,8 MOM

().tvi, (nllllipt, 1945 r.) . 88,2 8,4 1 37 4 0 O0,O(/'- .,' , bp ,,,,( . , I , Il ,,,,,,IIi(,,,ii,,'.l ,, 4 r ,. ) ,i ,o * 7,7 i - 0 o, i o o
! 0.1 1•,0

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2) . Periods of rendering of

first aid. (3). To 1 hcur. (4). Frcm 1 to 3 hours. (5). From 3 to 6

hours. (6). It is more than 6 nours. (7). In all. (8). Blockade
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break-through of Leningrad (January of 1943). (9). Visla-Oder

(January of 1945). (10). Berlin process/operation (April of 1945).

Page 324.

By important moments in the oxganizaticn of first aid wcunded

the skull were the pericds of zne carrying cut cf wcunded from the

field of combat and their delivery/procurement on BliP and PME. All

these moments were to a considerable degree caused by the

circumstances of combat Erocess/operations, by season and byth

character/nature of locality greatly they varied in different combat

process/operations. However, in the course of war they also

progressively were reduced.

So, during battle in the environs of Stalingrad the majcrity r-f

wounded entered at BliP during the ieriods up to 3 hours after wound.

Fo:- the first 2 hours iD the period of combat process/operaticn

Visla-Oder on BMP it was delivered to 80.0o./o of wounded, and duirting

Berlin process/operatica - 89.0o/o.

Were shortened the periods of the delivery/procurement of

wounded on PMP (Table 64).

On PliPp the wounded in the skull, like all other wounded, were
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treated and were replaced the gotten wet bandages and were introduced

antitetanus serum, cardicvascuiar, pain relievers, etc. Furthe_-ori,

with purpose of prophylaxis cf so terrible a with wounds skull and

brain of the infectious process to those wounded the skull, beginning

with PMP, gave inside suifanilamide preparaticns. However, this

important preventive measure not in all stages of war and not in all

combat process/operations was carried out sufficiently pedantically.

Great value in work of PMP acquired the correct classification

cf wounded with the heavy damages cf skull, since wounded with the

signs/criteria of the growing ccmpression of brain were subject to

primary evacuation. The unconscious condition of such victims was not

contraindication to evacuation; however, one cught not tc have

secreted the wounded, wao were aeing fcund in agonic condition, who

undoubtedly were not subject to further transportation.

During individual ccmnat prccess/operaticns as a result of

complicated combat circumstances, poor condition of roads, absence of

living quarters and deficiency in transport means on some PME were

created the very stressed working conditions as a result of the

accumulation of a considerable quantity of wounded. In the similar

cases skillful maneuver by transport means and cadres of DIP made it

possible to dress up the stressed circumstances on PMP.
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Thus, for instance, during tne liberation of Belorussia after

assault crossing of the Niamen to recently occupied with our

troops/forces shore with DMP for aid of PMP were isolated particular

groups in the composition of surgeon, nurses and aidmen who, after

being situated in 2 km from line of fire, ensured first aid and ranid

evacuation of wounded tc DMP.

_. 

.._............

S- ~-
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Table 64. Periods of the delivery/procurement of the litter wounle

on PMP in different combat process/operations (in percentages).

I') CPwH jAOCTaut ia IlMII (o) I i / IQ ( ) J 1 r I r, ,"i
o/) 2!ao OT 2xoOT4AOaO6W0 coume

Socnue onepaQ u aco 4 t jacon 6 tiacoul S 42COLI;8qacoa

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ II
Opaonc o-fypwcan 61ImI (1110:11,) 1943,r.) . . .. .. .. .. . .. 43,3 26,9 15,3 9,4 A, 5,1

cio l ie Beopyccn (moh'14
1944 r.) ............. . 8,3 27,6 14,0 5 4 4,7

'/!Birca-0ilep (nn pLb 1945 r.) 21 4 18,3 11,0I 50 1 3,3
66,6 ' 19,8 8,4 1 4, 2 ,0

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2). Periods of

delivery/procurement on PMP. (3). To 2 hours. (4). From 2 to 4 hours.

(5). From 4 to 6 hours. (6). From 6 to 8 hours. (7) . It is mcre than

8 hours. (8). Orel-Kursk battle (July 1943). (9). Liberation of

Belorussia (July 1944). (10). Visia-Oder (January of 1945). (11).

Berlin process/operation (Aprii of 1945).

Page 325.

During the penetration of the defense of enemy in combat

process/operation a Visla-Oder individual groups with of DAP also

were utilized for reinforcing the composition of PMP. Finally, with

the pursuit of enemy PE, forced to follcw the regiment during the

rapid advance of military units fcrward, left scmetimes

nontransportable wounded in the populated place under the observation

of medical workers to the approach of transport DMP.
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The important moment or worK of PmP, the Zormulation of the

medical documents of fcrward area, have especially great value with

the wounds of skull. In these cases indicaticn of nausea, vomiting,

temporary/time loss of ccnsciousness, and alsc cther sigiis/criteria

of jolt or contusion of train forced to more serious estimate the

condition of wounded even ,iuri:y, it would seem, surface wound or

light damage of skull. Unfortunately, as showed the study of the

corresponding documents, iilling of the maps/charts/cards of forw-zrd

area during the Great Patriotic Wai in a number of cases alwavs was

not located on proper teight.

Finally, latter/last essential team in rendering to preliminary

aid by that wounded the skull ccwposed the pericds of their

delivery/procurement on iWP, where by the wcunded car. be

shcwn/rendered the already 4ualiiied surgical aid.

Table 65 gives the estabiished/installed on the basis of the

available documents pericds of the entry of wcunded cn DMP in the

period of different combat process/operations.

The given data, although they envelcp the restricted quantity of

combat process/operatiors, nevertheless sufficiently demonstrative
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show, as In the course of war progressively were reduced the .- rio,]s

of the delivery/procurement of wounded on D,9P.

Therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull in different stages of

evacuation.

Medical aid by that wounded the sAull in army therapeutic

installations.

As has already been indicated above, DMP and KhPPG of the first

line were during the Greet Patriotic War the first therapeutic

installations, to which according to the plan was charged the
provision with the surgical aid of wounded. In connection wi t h his

they had available the afpropriate surgical cadres and entire

necessary equipment for production in all possibie special

process/operations.
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Table 65. Periods of the delivery/procurement of wounded on DAP in

Jifferent combat process/operations (in percentages).

(7) Cpuilul -all;il ia 1 15 !' ! , 1 7J
R0 6 OT. 0OT 2ao ,O Cnume
qacor 12 nacon iS ,q o. i 24 Wo 24 qacoa

Bo G Luepalumil

a urpa:cmIl 611r1ni (cellIrm!61b- * Ik3 a6pi. 1-42 r.) .......... 8 -.7 8 2,i 1. 0.

L~ 'O l o " pci ,n 61't'7a (-nl1.1 h
3.. 6 i ',.., 62 1.8 2,.9

_-O p (.,napb 194*3 0, u 10,5 I 3.4 1 2.7P.D.ca o~. ta.e ib ti,) z ; 20,8 1 9,0 -3,2 0,8
I I

Key: (1). Combat Process/operations. (2). Periods of

delivery/procurament on DSP. (3). Xo 6 hours. (4). From 6 to 12

hours. (5). From 12 to 1& iours. 4o). Frcm 18 to 24 hours. (7). it iS

more than 24 hours. (8). Stalingrad battle (September-December of

1942). (9). Orel-Kursk battle (July 1943). (10). Visla-Oder (January

1945). (11). Berlin prccess/oeration (April of 1945).

__ o_ _ _
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Nevertheless the leadersaip/manual of military medicine from the

very beginning of the Great Patriotic War did nct consider it

advisable to produce surgical interventicns cn skull in army

therapeutic installations, s.Lnce DMP and KhPPG the first line did not

have available X-ray aFparatuses, by the cadres of the neurosurgeons

and neuropathologists, and most important, according to the

conditions of army area, they could not ensure with wounded so/such

necessary after process/operations on skull prolonged

hospitalization.

In spite of these installations, was required certain period,

until them solidly assixilare all silitary medical commanders and

surgeons of fronts and armies, and into the first period of war

operational aid by that wounded the skull frequently proved to be on

DNP and in KhPPG of the first line. Thus, for instance, during

Stalingrad battle in some KhFFG of the first live the operability cf

wounded the skull with danaiq b cn es achieved 54.0c/o.

Soon this tactic wita respect to thcse wcunded the skull was
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changed, at DMP they began to zender operational aid only from vital

readings, whereas majority wcunded the skull evacuated according to

designation/purpose into the specialized KhPPG of army.

The changes indicated in surgical tactics of DMP with respect to

those wounded the skull illustrates the material of the studied

combat process/operaticns (Table 66).

Table 66 shows great operational activity on DMP with respect to

the wounds of skull with the daage of bcnes during the first year of

war and its contraction/abbreviaticn to minimum limits in the period

of latter/last combat process/o erations.

On that, to what extent was ccrrect this tactics of the sharp

limitation of process/cperations with the wcunds of skull with the

damage of bones in army area, testify, first cf all, the data of

detail among the same cEerated on BMP in pericd comtat

process/operations (fallE 67)
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Table 66. Operability cf wounded with the damage of the bones of

skull at DfP in different combat process/operations (in percentages).
c' •eena wipati. ,C= =-; ')- - i (5 : .~: 1 ( A

• :rtwe . --- ZI -Mu, - - - -X7 W/ pf

unepnpyemnen PaemnFJx l qepen. 3A.) 17.5: 4.9 4.5 0.6 0.5 0,3

Key: (1), Combat process/operations. (2). operability at DOP. (3).

Rout of Germans in the envircns cf Moscow. (4). Stalingrad battle.

(5). Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (6). Orel-Kursk battle.

(7), Liberation of Belcrussia. (8). Visla-Oder. (9). Berlin

process/operation. (10). OperaDliity of those wounded skull.

Table 67. Lethality amcng operated at DME wcunded with the damage cf

the bones of skull in different combat process/crerations (in

percentages).

u ~? 1 ea-z.'z cp7 o7o- po 1(4)- o)

,....Zl .o .haMI . . . . ,. I ,0. i o=. .
(&7_4,ei3.IhmuCTt CIJC~t OllcpiPOaainux

IWmuciu it qWJNpeu 46.6 j " 22. 3.6 Z. 4 6,4

Key: (I1). Combat process/operations. (2). Rout of Germans in the

envircns cf Moscow. (3). Stalingrad battle. (4). Blockade

break-through of Leningrad. (5). Orel- Kursk battle. (6). Liberation

of Belorussia. (7). Vistula-Odez. (8). Berlin prccess/operation. (9).

Lethality on DMP among those operated. (10). Lethality among operated
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those wounded skull.

Page 327.

As can be seen from -ale 67, lethality among those operated at

DMP with the contraction/abbreviation in them of operational activity

with respect to the wounds of suiil with the damage of bones sharply

descended. During the study ot the corresponding documents it is

possible to see that during the rout of the Germans in the environs

of Moscow of process/oreraticn cc the skull were done at DHP not

always correct. During Frocessing in a number of cases were

allowed/assumed the errors: the wiae carving cf skin wound in the

form of "five-kopeck ccns", abandonment in the wound of bone

fragments, supplementary damages of cerebral substance in the

searches/scannings of foreign ncdies, autopsy of dura mater without

sufficient bases, etc. In the period cf Stalirgrad battle and

blockade break-through of Leningrad in surgical technology during

perfecting of the wounds of the bones of skull cn some DMP were noted

the same errors, but tc a lesser degree. Duritg Oral-Kursk battle on

different DMP was observed always uniform tactics with respect to

those wounded the skull with the damage cf bcres.

Logically does arise the question: is not explained

contraction/abbreviation indicated above of cperational activity in
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army area with the wcunds oi skull by failure in surgical aid to

those wounded by whom the timely process/cperation could save life?

For a response/answer tc this question should be compared operational

activity at DMP with general/common/total lethality with the wounds

of skull in army area in the -eriod of the save ccmbat

prccess/o pera tions.

Diagram (Fig. 63) shows that, in spite of sharp reduction of

operational activity in army area in recent years of war,

general/common/total lethality with the wounds of skull with the

damage of bones in comrarison with the first years of war became

considerable less.

Thus, comparing all given data, it is possible to conclude that

the sharp contraction/a~treviazicn cf the operational perfecting of

the wounds of skull with the damage of bcnes in army area not only

was escorted/tracked by a considerable descent in the lethality amcng

thcse operated, but alsc favcrably it was repelled in the overall

decrease of lethality sith this grcup of wounds.

It goes without saying that a question ahcut the correctness of

the accepted by leadership/manual ilitiry medicine of installation

about contraction/abbreviaticn to the mirimux of operational activity

in army area with the ucunds of skull with the damage of bones cannot
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be solved finally on the basis ci some given data alone on DMP. For
this decision/soluticn it is necessary tc trace further fate of this

group of wounded in arry, front line and service area.

I
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Fig. 63. Ge-eral/commor/total lethality with the wounds of skull with

the damage of bones on EMP in different comtat process/operations.

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (4).

Orel-Kursk battle. (5). liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula- Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation.

Page 328.

i.'rthermore, dismantling surgical activity at DMP with respect

to those wounded the skull, it is necessary tc be stopped at a

question about that, hcw radically were operated the army area this

wounded groups, which were requiring in process/operation "frcm the

vital readings", to nurter of which must be referred the cases of

external and intracranial hemorrhages with the growing compression of
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brain. Straight/direct data for a response/answer to this question in

the studied report mateLials there is not. However, the indirect data

cf pathoanatomical autofsies, indicating the frequency deaths from

intracranial hematomas in ioremost therapeutic installations, make it

necessary to assume, that these prccess/cperations "from vital

readings" were conducted in army area nevertheless insufficiently.

This, it is doubtless, it will te worthwhile in connection with the

difficulty of correct recogniticn cf the syndrcme of the growing

intracranial hemorrhage under conditions for the stressed work of

army area in the absence of the consultation cf neuropathologist and

difficulty to establish/install timely readings to surgical

intervention.

In contrast the descent in tae operational activity indicated at

DMP with respect to the wounds cf skull with the damage of bones, the

frequency of the surgical pertecting of the wounds of the soft

tissues of skull in army area during the Great Patriotic War

considerably increased (iole til.

This tactics with the wounds of the soft tissues of skull made

it possible to leave the lightest group of these wounded in the

limits of army area to full/total/complete recovery, in consequence

of which the evacuation -f those wcunded the soft tissues of skull

from army area began during war gradually tc fall (table 69).
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The data of Table 69 indicate the decrease of evacuation with

DMP of those most easill wounded the soft tissues of skull during

war.
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Table 68. Operability o± taose wounded the soft tissues of skull at

DMP in different combat process/oFerations (ir percents).

I MI'14 ill On IH --11 1- (4 .. M E-ti .a"  :Pm ' =.2.::-- .- :-

Oif )MII U 1U' 7.
maim ', , I,. .... ....... 6. 7 6.8 13,11 13.8 8.0 114,5SI 1

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2). Germans' rout in the Moscow

environs. (3). Stalingrad Battle. (4). Blockade break-through of

Leningrad. (5). Orel-Kursx batzle. (6). Liberation of Belorussia.

(7). Visla-Oder. (8). Berlin prccess/operation. (9). Operability at

DMP. (10). Operability cf taose wounded the soft tissues of skull.

Table 69. Evacuation of those wounded the soft tissues of skull from

army area in different combat process/operaticns (in percentages).

;, o It7- . - (1 7 G 8

.i.u ?~., '. + 7..... $.;,q 7a+. 7R,f

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2). Rout of Germans in the

environs of Moscow. (3). Stalingrad battle. (4). Blockade

break-through of Leningrad. (5). Orel-Kursk battle. (6). Liberation

of Belorussia. (7). Vistuia-cdeA. (8). Berlin process/operaticn. (9).

Evacuation of wounded from DmP. (10). Evacuation of those wounded
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soft tissues of skull.

Page 329.

Important team in the system of the specialized neuro-surgical

aid by that wounded in the skull, besides contraction/abbreviation to

the minimum of their operability at DMP, composes also their

evacuation according to designation/purpose from army area to the

specialized KhPPG of army.

As testifies the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic

War, in its first years the evacuation of thcse wounded the skull

according to designation/purpose was realized hardly ever and the

frequently wounded of this group they evacuated ty reverse empty car

in general/common/total flow with cther wounded to the nearest

therapeutic installation, arranged/located cn the route of transport.

Evacuation from DMP during the first years of war according to the

conditions of combat circumstances sometimes underwent wounded into

skull, located in nontransportable condition cn severity wounds or

soon after the transferred process/operation. Such examples cf the

evacuation nontranspcrtatie of those wounded in the skull were

observed, for example, during the rout of Germans in the environs of

Moscow in 1941, moreover in the period of this battle those wounded

the skull were distributed among all wounded in different hospitals
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of army area in a quantity from 1.0 to 6.2o/o. During Stalingrad

battle in 1942 of thcse wounded the skull they guided initially in

KhPPG of the first line and only subsequently evacuated into another

KhPPG of army, including in so called specialized KhPPG. In the

period of this combat process/okeration, in spite of the tendency to

concentrate the wounded cf this grcup in the specially isolated

hospitals of army, nevertneless %as observed the dispersioi of those

wounded the skull, morecver to .O-5.0o/c it entered remaining KhPPG

of army area. Those wounded the soft tissues skulls guided during

this period predominantly into the hospitals cf the second echelon

GBA; however, together with those easily wounded the soft tissues of

skull it struck into these hospitals and certain quantity thcse more

heavily wounded the skull, with the damage cf bones.

During the blockade break-thrcugh of Leningrad during January

1943 in army was an already specialized hospital for those wounded

into skull; however, the unit of these wounded was evacuated

nevertheless first from army area for the evacuation points,

arranged/located on the flanks cf army, and ctly from there already

was headed for speciali2ed KhPPG, arranged/located in the center of

army, i.e., for those wcunded the skull was created, thus, the excess

stage of evacuation. Furtherwore, into the specialized hospital

during this combat process/operaticn, besides those wounded the head,

entered almost the same guantity of heavily vcunded of
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general-surgical profile.

In contrast the comiat process/operaticns indicated, during

Orel-Kursk battle (July 1943) was observed already the clear

direction of those wcunded the skull strictly according to

designation/purpose intc specialized KhPFG cf army. The same clear

evacuation of wounded strictly according to designation/purpose from

army area into specialized KhPG occurred alsc irto Feriod of the

combat process/operaticns of lieration of Belorussia (1944),

Vistula-Oder (1945) and Berlin Frocess/operaticn (1945).

A precise evacuation of those wounded the skull according to

designation/purpose corsiderasly accelerated the periods of their

delivery/procurement intc specialized KhFPG cf army area. Thus, for

instance, in the first period the liberation of Belorussia 66.3o/o of

those wounded the skull entered into the specialized hospital for the

first 24 hours from the foment of the wound; whereas during Berlin

combat process/operation during that period it entered to 64.7o/o,

and for 48 hours after wcund - 95.3o/o of wcunded.

In the first period of the great Patrictic war during the

evacuation of wounded with the damage of skull from army area

sufficiently widely were applied the various kinds cf bandage tor the

immobilization of head.
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However, the accumulated within the time of war experiment/experience

made it necessary subsequently completely to refuse from the

immobilization of head with the aid of splints, since in severely

wounded, who were being found in zne stunned or unconscious

condition, zhis sometiv-s led tc tne aspiraticn of emetic masses into

respiratory tracts. The rest, necessary for head with such wounds,

was best anything achieved with Tne aid of the tightly well-packed

sacs/bags/follicles with sand or cushions, and mainly, by attentive

medical observation during trangportation.

It should also be noted that during the evacuation of wounded

the skull with damage tcnes in first half war occurred the cases of

the violation of very important requirements, namely their

transportation in horizontal/lying position/situation to avoid

serious complications. Sometimes similar by sight of easily wounded

transported, as this was, for example, during Orel-#m.Lrsk tattle,

in sedentary position/situation. Most frequently this was encountered

during the evacuation of those wounded the skull by reverse empty car

in a total number with the wounded of general-surgical profile. In

proportion to the develcpsent of the system of the specialized
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treatment of those wounded the skuil to these deficiencies in the

evacuation was turned ccnsideratle attention and for the

transportation of those wounded tae skull "according to

designation/purpose" they Degan to use special transport, strictly

observing all particular requlirements presented to the evacuation of

this type of wounded.

Medical aid by that wounded the skull in arzy therapeutic

installations.

Basic link in the system of the specialized treatment of those

wounded the skull had tc compose according to the plan of the

leadership/manual of military medicine by the specialized KhPPG of

army. They were forced via ccmmand to general-surgical KhPPG of

neuro-surgical and othez groups ol ORMU. Created thus specialized

KhPPG it had available the neurc-surgical grcup, which consisted of

neurosurgeons, neuropatnoiogst and state/staff of bandaging

regiment, and also ophtbaimolcgica, otolaryngclcgical,

stcuatological and roentgenolovical group, equipped with X-ray

apparatus. When, in ORFU, the same second specialized groups are

present, the leadership/sanual sedIcal services cf army had the

opportunity to create in army tuc specialized KhPPG for those wounded

the head. The provision of each specialized KbPFG with specialists'

group in the compositic cf neuicsurgeon, neurcpathclogist,
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ophthalmologist, otorhinclaryngologist and stcmatologist created the

possibility of correct treatment of such the frequent ones with the

wounds of the skull of the comnineu damages cf orbit, sinuses of nose

and ear. Presence in state/stafi of this specialized hospital cf an

ophthalmolcgist, otiatrist and rcentgenclcgist made it possible to

produce the comprehensive examination/inspection of those wounded the

skull and the head brain.

Organization of the specialized KhPFG in the basis

general-surgical field bcspitals via the attachment to them of the

specialized groups of ORMU had by the task cf ensuring necessary

maneuverability of the spaciali2ed aid of army. The ccmsand element

of tha medical service cf army received lis a result of this

possibility, with respect to medical-tact'Ical circumstances, it is

easy to transfer the speciaiized groups of CBMU from one KhPPG to

another, providing the sieciaiized aid it- any sector Cf army.

The most advisable location of specialized KhPPG in army was the

limiting point of evacuation routes/paths frcm divisions, which made

it possible to ensure the most rapid delivery/procurement of those

wounded the skull of all divisions.

Page 331.

_________
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In the presence in army of two evacuatior directions the medical aid

by that wounded the skull was provided by another specialized KhPPG.

At the rapid offensive of tne tzoops/forces of army the specialized

aid by wounded was achieved by the transportation of the specialized

groups of ORMU "moving" to that arranged/located ahead KhPPG.

This scheme of the crganization of the Frovision of those

wounded into skull by the specialized aid underwent during the Great

Patriotic War further development. In particular, in all front

sectors medical commandprs soon in practice were convin-ed of the

advisability of the reccumendations of GVSU of the Red Army about the

evacuation of wounded regarding designation/urpose to the bunched

disposition of the specialized hcspitals sc that in the neighborhood

from KhPPG for those wounded the skull would be arranged/located

hospitals for the wounds of thigh and large/ccarse joints, and also

for those wounded the treast and tke abdcminal area. This

collector/receptacle of the specialized hospitals it proved to be

most advisable to arrange/locate beside tasic evacuation route/path

in order to avoid unloading to it from the "reverse empty car" of the

woundeid of general-surgical profile.

The experiment/experience of war showed that, where these

conditions were not observed and specialized KhPPG was deployed

isolated/insulated, especially if it in this case was
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arranged/located even cn Dasic evacuation rcute and the principle of

evacuation along designation/purpose was not sufficiently observed,

then this hospital, as a rule, uas rapidly lcaded by the grown heavy

in route/path wounded of otner Erofiles, which violated operation in

rendering to the specialized aid. In contrast tc this, during the

correct organization of evacuaticn according to designation/purpose

and the bunched disposition of hospitals not cnly were created the

best conditions for rendering tc sfecialized aid in each individual

hospital, but also was Frovided by wounded the mutual consultation of

the necessary specialists and their aid with the combined and

multiple wounds of different areas.

Further it should te pointed out that, in spite of all

advantages in the sense cf maneuvrability which were created by the

system of the attachment of the specialized groups of ORMU tc any

KhPPG of army and its conversion into the specialized hospital, this

system in the beginning cf war revertheless had a series/row of

shortages, caused by necLosurgeons' insufficient quantity in the

country in 1941 for the satisfaction of the requirement of army for

these specialists. The basic shortage, ccnnected with neurosurgeons'

deficiency in army, was the fact that the basic state/staff of KhPPG,

which was being occupied usually by general-surgical work, was little

familiar with the specific character of care cf those wcunded the

skull and their treatment, and therefore with ccmmanding of the
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neuro-surgica! group of CidU tncse wounded the skull, in fact, were

deprived of the specialized aid.

However, this forced GVSU of the Red Army from the first days cf

war to deploy the net/system of tae courses cf specialization for the

urgent training of personnel of the neurcsurgeons. Furthermore, in

armies began to be created the specialized hcspitals in the kasis cf

specific KhPPG whose state/stazf was trained to the specific

character of work with those wounded the skull. In some armies

organized were, besides the groups of ORMU, alsc permanent

specialized KhPPG, provided and permanent neulcaurgeon, and with

X-ray apparatus. Such specialized ihPPG during their bunched

disposition jointly with hospitals for those wcunded the thigh and

the large/coarse joints, and alzc for thcse wcunded the thoracic and

abdominal area provided the highly skilled medical aid by wounded

under varied conditicns of the combat operaticns of the

troops/forces. As already aenticued, the great value here had the

evacuation of wounded from the DMP and KhPPG of the first line is

strict according to designation/Furpose.

Page 332.

Finally, it should te noted that for the provision of rapid by

the aid of those wounded into skull even in the Feriod of the
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especially rapid advance of the troops/forces forward of GVSU of the

Red Army it specializedly developed the very advisable system of

maneuver by the substances of the specialized aid. In this case on

the departure line befcre the offensive all KhPPG and army groups of

ORMU, intended for the specialized aid, they were found in the

convoluted condition, but in front/leading line was deployed for

rendering to the specialized aid the army or even front line

evacuation hospital, provided with staff of its specialists or by

specialized by groups frcnt line OBMU. This front line hospital

picked up in first phase of combat all of thcse wounded the skull.

During the advance of tbe troops/forces ahead was deployed already

army specialized KhPPG, first one, and thereupon another.

The given system of maneuver by the specialized hospitals played

exceptional role in rendering to the timely and highly skilled

medical aid by that wounded the skull during the Great Patriotic War.;

System this in all details was developed by GVSU of the Red Army and

it was persistently carried out by it.

However, it should ba noted that it immediately was not

understood by all military medical commanders at the immense front of

the Great Patriotic War, and was required the series/row of special

directives and instructions, in order to realize it into the practice

of military field service.
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In connection with this the given schema of the formation of the

specialized aid by that wounded the skull in army, front line and

even service area underwent, naturally, great oscillations/vibrations

depending on the period cf war and varied conditions of the combat

operations of the troops/forces. The experiment/experience of war

confirmed that also the front line hospitals, but in the exceptional

cases even rear, must be they were ready to work under conditions of

army and sometimes army area- Therefore in the basis of the work of

the entire specialized aid must lie/rest the stages of evacuation

,with an indispensable accounting3 of special features/peculiarities of

the pathcgenesis of the Mounds of skull and train and periods of the

entry of wounded into treatment installations.

During the combat Erocess/operation of the rout of the Germans

in the environs of Mosccw (1941-1942) the specialized groups of ORMU

for aid that wounded the skull in army area in the studied army yet

it was not. This wounded groups were evacuated from army area into

all KhPPG in the general/common/total flow with those obtained of

wound into other areas cf body. Army KhPPG did not have during this

period not only of neurosurgeons, but also sufficient quantity of

qualified surgeons. To this should be added amcther deficiency in

living provisions for pcsiticning/arranging the hospitals, strong
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winter frost, poor evacuation rcutes and overloading of hospitals.

These unfavorale conditiors during the rout cf the Germans in

the environs of Moscow caused ccmparatively great

general/common/total lethality among heavily wounded the skull with

damage bones. Surgical interventions with these wounds of skull were

produced in army KhPPG within this period intc 49.-5o/o of cases with

the comparatively small fost-operation lethality - 14.3o/o, which

indicates that surgical interventions were conducted in the group

more easily wounded. Surgical inzerventicns with the wound of the

soft tissues of skull were produced in the pericd of this combat

process/operation of altogether only into 1.1o/o of cases.

Page 333.

in the period of Stalingrad Dattle (1942-1943) in the dismantled

army although were hospitals, specially intended for the treatment of

those wounded the skull however in them even cn it was the

neuro-surgical groups of ORMU and was felt deficiency in the

qualified surgeons of general/common/total prcfile. Those wounded the

skull they evacuated into all KbPPG of army, frequently in

general/common/total flc with the wounded of other profiles,

although has already been observed certain tendency to concentrate

them in the specific hospitals. The general/occmon/total lethality of
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wounded the skull with damage bones in this ccmbat process/operation

although proved to be below than during the rcut of the Germans in

the environs of Moscow however it mas still ccaparatively high.

Surgical interventions bith ti-: wounds of skull with the damage of

bones were produced in army KhPPG into 36.4c/c of cases with

lethality among those cperated into 20.1o/o. Cperability with the

wound of the soft tissues of skull achieved during this period

15.9o/o, moreover lethality among those cperated was equal to 0.9o/o.

During the blockade break-through of Leningrad (January of 1943)

in the dismantled army was isolated already specialized KhPPG and for

rendering to neuro-surgical aid was commissicned the special group of

front line ORMU. However, this neuro-surgical group was utilizel not

only for the surgical perfecting of those wounded the skull. During

the combat process/operation indicated the activity of the

specialized hospitals came in essence to sorting-surgical dressing

work and evacuation, and partially - to rendering aid to a great

quantity of entered hospital general-surgical wounded. Specialized

KhPPG for those wounded the skull was first expanded on initial

position in the center cf the army; then, in prcpcrtion to the

advance of army forward, via the redislocation of neuro-surgical

group was organized by the second sitecialized KhPPG in the operating

flank of army. Partially wounded into skull entered during this

combat process/operation directly from army area into the specialized
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hospital. However, unit more easily wounded entered GOPEP and after

this was headed for the hospital basis of frcrt, with exception of

the grown heavy wounded hhom they guided from GOPEP into army

specialized KhPPG. In view of the special features/peculiarities of

the conditions of Leningrad Front, which were ccnsisting in

disposition near from the army of large/coarse frcnt line base,

almost half those wounded the skull was directed during this

process/operation frcm aray directly to front line area.

The general/common/total lethality of wounded the skull with

damage bones in army area was during this ccF¢at process/operation

considerably lower than in bcth preceding/previous. Operability of

those wounded the skull from damages of bones in army area, in view

of the nearness of this area of Leningrad, was ccuparatively low

(15.5o/o), and post-operation lethality among those operated was

equal to 16.o/o. Comparatively high lethality of those operated is

explained by the fact tiat in the specialized hcspitals of army they

operated mainly heavy, ncatrans~ortable wounded. During the

dismantled combat process/operation in army area operated these only

3.2o/o wounded the soft tissues the skulls, since in their basic mass

they were evacuated on GBF.

Thus, in the period of the blockade break-through of Leningrad

during January 1943 based on the example of the studied army it is
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evident that the specialized aid by that wounded the skull was

realized in army KhPPG by imparting to it the neurosurgical group of

ORMU. This specialized XFPPG was located on initial position in the

center of army area. During the advance of army forward in this

combat process/operation neuro-surgical group was transferred to that

arranged/located ahead XbPPG, which was converted the secondly

specialized hospitals.

Page 334.

The most heavily wounded the skull were processed in these

KhPPG; however, the large part of those wounded the skull, without

holding up in army area, they evacuated immediately to the

arranged/located hereatrut powerful/thick hospital basis of front4

In the period of Crel-Kursk battle (July 1943) in dismantled

army were two specialized KhPPG. However, in view of the need for the

subsequent movement of hospitals fcrward, one specialized KhPPG in

the beginning of battle was convoluted. 1herefore all wounded the

skull accepted to itself only one specialized KhPPG, arranged/located

in the center of army. Ir progress of combat, in view of the advance

of our troops/forces and loading of this KhPPG, ahead it was expanded

by the second specialized KhPPG, which accepted to itself those all

wounded the skull. Withir this period first specialized KhPPG it had
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time to be unloaded, evacuating the unit of the wounded into front

line area and after leaving cn the spot the grcup of medical workers

for the recuperation of the nontransportable wounded, and to be

relocated by "sand bar" following by the attacking troops/forces.

After being situated alead second specialized KhPPG, it again began

to pick up those wounded the sxull.

For the provision for neurosurgical aid in army were two

neuro-surgical groups cf ORIO, by which they reinforced state/staff

the one, the another specialized KbPPG. Furthermore, in this army in

state/staff of both specialized KhFPG it was cn one neurosurgeon, and

also there was X-ray apparatus. This created great possibilities for

rendering to neuro-surgical aid.

During Orel-Kursk battle of' those wounded the skull they guided

already completely acccrding to designation/purpose into the

specialized hospitals. As a rule, wounded intc skull entered the

specialized hospital frca army region on the 2-3rd day after wound.

Besides those wounded into skull and head, specialized-KhPPG they

accepted even and these wounded the chest. In all in the period of

this combat process/operation specialized XhPPG received 90.0c/o of

all wounded the skull with damage bones and 46.8o/o with the wounds

of the soft tissues of skull. Nore heavily wcunded the skull with

damage bones was operated in specialized hospitals 22.4o/o; lethality

F__-
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among them composed 9. 5c/o. Vcunded into the soft tissues of skull it

was operated by 14.0o/c.

Lethality with the wound of skull with the damage of bones in

army area was in the period cf Orel-Kursk battle still lover than

during the blockade break-through of Leningrad.

It should be noted that during Orel-Kursk battle, in view of the

large entry of those wcunded the skull into the specialized

hospitals, the latter, in spite cf reinfcrcing of state/staff IS by

the neuro-surgical groups of ORMU, it had tc evacuate a considerable

quantity of those wounded the skull to GEF. Transportable wounded

they immediately evacuated by aircraft into the specialized hospitals

of front line area. Because of a sufficient quantity of medical

aircraft in this way it was possible to transport all been sutject to

evacuation those wounded the skull; which allcwed specialized KhPPG

to perform its work under calmer conditicns.

After supplying results, it is possible to say that within the

tine of Orel-Kursk battle in the middle cf 1943 the specialized

treatment of those wcunded the skull in army area was realized

already entirely. As a result of this it was possible to attain a

considerable descent in the lethality with the wounds of skull with

the damage of bones in army area.
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Page 335.

During the liberatic of Belorussia (July 1944) in the

dismantled army for rendering zc neuron-surgical aid by that wounded

into skull were two completely manned neuro-surgical groups of ORMU.

Specialized aid in this ccbat Frocess/operaticn rendered under

conditions overcomings cf the sustained defense cf enemy and

preceding with combat of his units, moreover our troops/forces within

25 days moved up to distance of approximately 500 km.

For rendering tc neuro-surgical aid on initial position in 10-18

km from army area was expanded army evacuaticn hospital with the

attached to it both neauc-surgical groups cf CHMU. After the

penetration of the defense of the enemy, with his troops/forces'

pursuit, one of the neurc-surgicai groups was moved forward into

deployed here KhPPG, which began to pick up those wcunded the skull.

By further rapid advance or the trcops/forces always were conducted

the transportation of the groups of ORMU by "sand bar" to that

arranged/located ahead XbPPG of the first line, which after this

became specialized and tegan to pick up those wounded into the skull,

which proved to be from tehind specialized KhPPG continued the

recuperation of the operated wounded. Its serviced neur-surgical
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group of ORMU soon was transported into new KbPPG.

For this combat process/operation those wounded the skull with

the damage of bones were encompassed by aid in the specialized

hospitals into 85.9o/o cf cases, wcunded the soft tissues - into

63.4o/o, moreover 66.3o/c all of those wounded the skull were

delivered into specialized KbPPG during the first day from the moment

cf wound. The easily wcunded the soft tissues skulls during this

combat process/operation paxti.ally entered directly to GLR which were

maximally approximated tc aruy azed.

To surgical interverticn in army area it underwent by 38.3o/c of

wounded with the damage cf bcnes, soreover mre than in half of these

wounded of process/operation they were produced during the first day

after the wound; lethality in the specialized hetpitals among those

operated with the wounds of skull with the damage of bones was equal

to 11.5o/o.

Deserves attention the fact that in those, comparatively rare

cases when wounded with the damage of the bones of skull entered

general-surgical KhPPG, lethality after surgical intervention

achieved 22.0o/o and, therefore, it vas doubly higher than lethality

among wounded, processed by the neurosurgical groups of ORHU.
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Thus, the Belorussian process/operation is an example of further

creative development of the system of the specialized treatment

wounded in the skull which was carried out in this process/operation,

in spite of all difficulties of medical-tactical circumstances,

connected with the extremely Lapid advance of the attacking

troops/forces. As a result of applying the specialized treatment of

those wounded the skull during the liberation of Belorussia in army

area the general/conmon/total lethality of thcse wounded the skull

with the damage of bones and the lethality amcng those operated they

were comparatively small.

During combat process/operation a Vistula-Oder (January 1945)

the dismantled army arranged/located for rendering to the specialized

aid by two neuro-surgical groups of OftU. In the initial position

before the penetration of the deeply distributed in depth defense of

the enemy on small bridgehead/beachhead cn the western shore cf the

vistula it was possible to situate only several hospitals.

Page 336.

One of them - to evacuation point - was attached the neuro-surgical

group of ORMU and in it they guided those wounded into skull, that

entered directly from urits. In this hospital produced only the

classification and rebandaging of wounded in the skull and were taken
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antishock ieasures. All transportanle wounded the skull evacuated to

ancther shore the vistulas into the deployed there front line

specialized evacuation hcspital. Nontransportable wcunded they

transmitted into arrangee/located next tc evacuation hospital KhPPG,

vich was being serviced by the unit of the neurosurgical grcup of

ORSIU.

The front line specialized evacuation hospital, having available

neuro-surgical separaticn/secticn and X-ray arparatus. perforued in

essence sorting-evacuatica work, leaving in itself those heavily

wounded the skull. This tactics was caused by the pcssibility of th

great entry of wounded during lcng time.

With the rapid pursuit of enemy the specialized aid by that

wounded the skull is exerted advanced forward KhPPG, which was

attached the neuro-surgical group of ORMU. In the course of further

cffensive of the troops/forces of those wounded the skull

consecutively/serially accepted another KhPPG. Finally, when our

troops/forces moved ont io Oder, was expanded one additional

specialized KhPPG to which was attached the neuro-surgical grcup of

ORHU.

Thus, in the period of this combat process/operation the

specialized aid was shcvr/rendercd to the na-crity of those ounded

at
U _.. .• • .rm-s • rm m m
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into skull.

In spite of temporary/time deficiency in fuel and difficulties

with the evacuation of wounded to GBF, correct maneuvering by the

neuro-surgical groups of ORMU allowed also in this combat

process/operation to render specialized assistance by 81.0o/o of

wounded the skull with -damage Dones. That wcunded the soft tissues of

skull it was shown/rendered into 53.1o/o, and this remaining easily

wounded groups entered GLR.

The operability of those wounded the skull with the damage of

the bones obtained in ccmbat process/operation ir army area was equal

to 32.9o/o, moreover 84.0o/o of process/cperations were produced by

the neuro-surgical groups of ORMU. Lethality among the operated

wounded the skull with damage bones was equal to 7.2o/o.

In army area in the specialized hospitals the

general/common/total lethality of wounded the skull with damage bones

was almost twice lower than in the hospitals cf general-surgical

profile/specia lty.

AOperability with the wounds of the soft tissues of skull in army

area was equal to 33.0c/c, moreovez barely it was observed lethal

outcomes.
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Thus, in spite of all difficulties in the organization of the

specialized aid, during the considered combat process/operation it

was nevertheless shown/tendered to the majority of those wounded into

skull. The results of this aid must be recognized as completely

satisfactory ones.

In the period of Berlin coabat process/operation (April of 1945)

for giving specialized assistance to wounded into the skull the

dismantled army had available, besides two neurosurgical groups of

ORMU, by the even more army specialized evacuation hospital in

state/staff of which was a neurosurgeon. furthermore, during the

combat process/operation of this army was temporarily attached the

neuo--surgical group of ORMU from adjacent aray. Thus, army was

provided with five, and into some periods and family by

neurosurgeons.

Page 337.

in initial position and in the period of the penetration of the

defense of the enemy frcs army area there was near expanded/scanned

two specialized KhPPG with neuxo-surgical groups. Wounded the skull

accepted first arrangedylocated ahead specialized KhPPG whose

________
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state/staff was considerably intensified due to the hospitals of

reserve. After loading of this hospital in it they remained cnly

nontransportable wounded, and all remaining wcunded into skull they

guided in located near another KhPPG. During loading of second KhPPG

transportable of those wcunded the skull they evacuated from foremcst

specialized KhPPG directly into the army specialized evacuation

hospital whose state/staff was intensified by neuro-surgical group of

the adjacent army. From second specialized FhEPG transportable of

those wounded the skull they evacuated directly into the specialized

front line evacuation hospital.

In proportion to the advance of the troops/forces ahead it was

expanded of one additional specialized KhPPG of the reserve of the

medical army command, tc which ias attached the neuro-surgical group.

In the following stage of the advance of the troops/forces for the

reception/procedure of those wcunded in the skull was forward

advanced one additional specialized KhPPG.

One should point out that in the beginning of combat

process/operation specialized KbFPG, located in area of KhPPG of the

first line, it accepted to itself those wounded the skull, which into

98.7o/o went according to designation/purpose directly from units and

with DMP; 64.7o/o of these wounded entered into the specialized

hospital during the first day after wound.
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In the pericd of entire Berlin combat prccess/operation 99.0o/o

cf wounded the skull with damage bones they traversed the specialized

hospitals. Operational aid with the wounds cf skull with the damage

of bones was shown/rendered into 64.8o/o of cases, after giving

lethality into 6.0o/o. The operational perfecting of wounds with the

wound of the soft tissues of skull was produced in army area into

31.0o/o of cases, moreover lethal outcomes it was not observed.

Thus, during Berlin comkat process/operation the correct

conducting of the system of the specialized aid by that wounded the

skull was achieved by zeans cf pulling in the initial position of the

specialized hospitals tc army area, and during further development of

offensive - by means of the corresponding maneuver by the specialized

hospitals and the neurc-surgical groups of OBMU. Conducting this

system made it possible to ensure with the specialized aid of all

heavily wounded in the skull, after granting tc them thereby the best

possibilities to recovery.

So that it is better to become acquainted with the effect

specialized aid by that wounded into skull in army area on the

results of the treatment of this group of wounded, it is expedient to

compare the data of different combat process/iperations (Iable 70).
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-able 70. Envelopment in the army area with sFecialized aid to those

wounded the skull in different comat prccess/cferations (in

percentages).

(;l(.ayl el,;etifo: I011f. 2 --- --. - - - - -----

I ,,x .. ':. t qelt~l i o d.7 6;7.. 71,7 ,fo:L3 8"7.-)
. . . . .'-

OIL
J)4IIIUX !I~T~t If~ Tolll I I Aj', is":' 63:4 .73, 1 71) t)

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2). Rout of Germans in the

environs of Moscow. (3)o Battle in the envircns of Stalingrad. (4).

Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (5). Orel-Kursk battle. (6).

Liberation of Belorussia. (7). Visla- Oder* (8). Berli i

rocess/operation. (9). Envelopment by specialized aid. (10). In all

wounded skull. (11). AEcng other things cf wounded with injury of

bones; wounded into soft tissues.
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Page 338.

As is shown to table 70, the specia-ized aid that wounded the

skull during Moscow and Stalingrad battle in army area yet it was

not. During t his period in armies there was either the neuro-surgical

groups ORMU or specialized KhPPG.

The specialized aid by that wounded the skull begins for the

first time is used army area during the blockade break-through of

Leningrad, and then envelopment by it progressively increases,

achieving during Berlin process/operatior 99.0o/o.

If we compare operability in the army area of those wounded the

skull with the damage cf bones and post-cperaticn mortality during

different combat process/operations, then it will prove to be that in

the period when the specialized aid in army area was organized,

operability of those wounded in skull achieved 49.5-36.4o/o, but

lethality among those cperated - 24.3-20.1o/o (table 71).

Prom Table 71 it is evident that in proportion to the
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organization of the specialized aid operability of those wounded the

skull in army area, that was lowered at first as a result of

neurosurgeons' deficiency, then began to increase and achieved into

Berlin battle 64.8o/o. At the same time lethality among those

operated, if we do not consider the blockade break-through of

Leningrad, began to descend and achieved 11.5-6.0o/o. Comparatively

high in the period of Leningrad combat process/operation lethality

among those operated (16olo/o) is explained by the fact that during

it all transportable wounded they evacuated to nearby GBF, and

surgical interventions underwent only the heaviest grcup of those

wounded in the skull.

However, operability of those wounded the skull and the

lethality among those cperated ty themselves cannot still

characterize the successes of the treatment of this group of wounded,

since in this case can arise the completely natural assumption that

perhaps surgical intervention underwent the lightest groups of

wounded. In connection with this liable 71 it is necessary to compare

with the indicators of the genexal/common/tctal lethality of the same

wounded the skull in period combat process/operations (Fig. 64).

Thus, the data indicated make it possibls to conclude that a

descent in the lethality among wounded in skull with damage bones

,ad, consequently, also increase in the recoveries in this group of

wounded in army area they are found in the definite dependence on the

volume of the specialized neuro-surgical aid.
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able 71. Operability cf wounded the skull with damage guests and

post-operation lethality in army area in different combat

process/operations (in percentages)'.

FOOTNOTE 1*. Crosses in the table designated the degree of the

organization of the specialized aid. ENDFOOTNCTE.

t.'Eoexue oaep" = Y ("='V---" #" = Jt

i I I h

Opramc-anstn c felifaalnuponaealoi I I +49.5 36,4 I I i2,4,8 38,3 32,9 864.9 --
.eT .-bHj 'Tb c .n o eppo a mu . 14,3 2, i .t H t .5 7,2 1 6,0

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2). sound of skull with damage

of bones. (3). Rout of Germans in the environs of Moscow. (4). Battle

in the virons of Stalingrad. (5). Blockade break-through of

LeningL . (6). Orel-Kursk battle. (7). liberation of Belorussia.

(8). Vistula- Oder. (9). Berlin prccess/operation. (10). organization

of specialized aid. (11). operability. (12). Lethality among those

operated.

Page 339.

Table 72 gives representation about rendering to therapeutic aid
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to those wounded the soft tissues of skull in army area.

It shows that in proportion to the organization of the

specialized aid in army area progressively increased a quantity of

process/operations with the wounds of the soft tissues of skull,

which were not being esccrted/tracked in this case by such high

lethality which was observed in the period of the first two combat

process/operations.

A considerable improvement in the results of the treatment of

wounded in skull, in dependence fro. the orgatizaticn of the

specialized neuro-surgical aid, becomes even more clear, if we

compare the same indicators of therapeutic aid in different combat

process/operations by arty and army area simultaneously (table 73).

The data given in Table 73, show that in that period when the

specialized aid by that wounded the skull in the dismantled/selected

armies yet was not organized, this wounded groups widely were

operated not only in army area, but also on DEP, moreover these

surgical interventions were escorted/tracked by comparatively high

lethality.
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the da~age ofebnes am epa i dfcnoWa

process/o perat ions.

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Blockade break-tbrough of Leningrad. (4).

Orel-Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation.

Ii
ifi
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Table 72. Operability of those wounded the soft tissues of skull and

post-operation lethality in army area in different ccbat

process/operations (in percentages)1 .

FOOTNOTE 1. Crosses in the table designated the degree of the

organization of the specialized aid. ENDFOO NOTE.

* yC Illl - .= * .-,

Plamn wnr -;Le) nI -.pomlo

*N = ........+ ++ ++ + +
u _ ,pRP _ ..... t,4.59 32 1,'t i 2' " 33.0 jt
Opa:aun;einlspalof i F ~

eennneppouan U A o;j fo6 0jQ0* 0.31 ui

Key: (1). Combat process/operanioas. (2). Wounds of soft tissues of

skull. (3). Rout of Germans in the envircns cf Hoscow. (4). Battle in

the environs of Stalingrad. (5). Blockade break-through of Leningrad.

(6). Orel-Kursk battle. (7). Literation of Eelorussia. (8). Vistula-

Oder. (9). Berlin process/operation. (10). Organization of

specialized aid. (11). Ofrabfiity. (12). Lethality among those

operated.
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However, from time of the introduction to the specialized aid

operability of those wounded to skull in army area sharply descends,

£, o E
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comprising in the pericd of Berlin battle only O.3o/o. Siiiultaneously

with this operability of those wcunded the skull in army area

considerably rises, achieving in the period of the same Berlin battle

64. 80/c.

Lethality among those operated in the period of rendering to the

specialized aid sharply was lowered both in the army and in army

area.

The given data about the value of the specialized neuro-surgical

aid with the wounds of skull become even more convincing, if we

compare then with the izdicators of general/ccmmon/total lethality in

army and army area (Fig-. 65).
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Table 73. operability of those wounded the skull with the damage of

bones and the lethality among those operated ty army and army area in

different combat process/operaticas (in fercertages).

I I -ai

........... o 0 + + Tl + +
.e5~j0 j 0 +

(IIrIi.| IIV3II BoiC. potpaioj 3.o 117. 4. 5 o.6i 0.5 0.3
Op4pU,.Cj i paaiun 49.5 1364 1:5,5 22l41 38 3 4.I z..... iI A l,, pO .8. 49 1i6.6 l0 3612.4

220 ,4 3,6 2 9.41 3.G_ 1r 1. Uvj-n -',,,,., A1 i ...,, m,, a.o. i 6 .1 4 i: j 16 . 1 6 t. 9 ,5 1 II . 2- 1 6.'a.

Key: (1). Combat process/operations. (2). Bout of Germans in the

environs of Moscow. (3). Battle cf Stalingrad. (4). Blockade

break-through of Leningrad. (5). Orel-Kursk battle. (6). Liberation

of Belorussia. (7). Vistula-Oder. (8). Berlin process/operation. (9).

Organization of specialized aid. (10). Operability. (11). Army area.

(12). Army area. (13). Lethality among those cperated.
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Fig. 65. General/coaon/total lethality with the wounds of skull with

the damage of bones in army ara army area in different combat

process/operations.

Key: (1). Rout of the Germans in the environs of Moscow. (2).

Stalingrad battle. (3). Blockade break-through of Leningrad. (4).

Orel- Kursk battle. (5). Liberation of Belorussia. (6). Vistula-Oder.

(7). Berlin process/operation. (8). Army area. (9, Army area. (10).

Specialized aid. (11). o- it was not. + - insufficient + - good +++

- excellent.

Page 341.
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The comparison of all given data makes ii possible to come to

the defined conclusion that the introduction of the system of the

specialized neuro-surgical aid by that wcunded into skull

considerably improved the results of the treatment of this grcup of

wounded both in the aray and in aray area.

MEDICAL AID BY THAT WOUNDED THE SKULL IN FRONT LINE THERAPEUTIC

INSTALLATIONS.

The organization of the specialized aid by that wounded the

skull in front line area is located in direct dependence on the

character/nature of combat operaticns, special features/peculiarities

of a medical-tactical circumstances, and also on the presence of the

cadres of the neurosurgecns and medical equipment.

The medical service of the Red Army even prior to beginning the

Great Patriotic War provided the creation of the specialized

separations/sections in the evacuation hospitals of front which had

to be provided with the cadres of the neurosurgeons, and also with

the corresponding equipment, switching on X-ray apparatuses. For

these specialized separations/sections of front line evacuation

hospitals had to be headed those wcunded the skull predominantly with
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the damage of bones.

However, the deployed from the first days wars unprecedented to

their scales combat did not make it possible to completely carry out

the outlined system of rendering to this specialized aid group of

wounded.

During the first year of the war of those wounded the skull

frequently they distributed cn all hospitals. Evacuation according to

designaticn/purpose within the hospital basis of front always was not

maintained/withstood, and certain unit of those wounded the skull

passed by the specialized evacuaticn hospitals.

Based on the example of the dismantled/selected large-scale

combat process/operaticns of the Great Patriotic War is sufficiently

clearly revealed/detected the process of the creation of the system

of the specialized aid by that wounded in skull, its development, and

also skillful maneuvering by front line neuro-surgical hospitals

during the offensive operations of the latter/last years of war.

In particular, if during the rout of the Germans in the environs

of Moscow during Decemter 1941 entire/alU medical aid by wounded in

ary and army area proved to he under very complicated and

unfavorable conditions, then it is possible tc assume, what

II
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difficulties in rendering to the specialized aid by that wounded the

skull were created at this time on the hospital basis of front.

Entire/all severity of work GBF lay in essence to two SEG to

which it was necessary to organize the evacuation of wounded from

army to itself, and to also adjust the shipsent of a great quantity

cf wounded into the reaz.

In progress of combat were expanded/scanned still several SEG

and considerable number cf the sc-called "operational cots" on the

basis of the civil/civilian hospitals which accepted to themselves

certain quantity of thcse wounded the skull.

SEG of the hospital basis cf front evacuated into rear 72. 1o/o

of those wounded the skull with the damage of bones, after leaving

for further treatment 27.9o/o.

Several highly skilled neurosurgeons' presence, especially in

one of SEG, made it possible to deploy the sufficiently stressed

surgical work on perfecting entered of those wounded into skull. As a

result it was operated by 40.0o/o of those wounded the skull with

damage to bone, the letbality among patients operated on composing

8.8o/o. Process/operations most frequently performed within late

periods, and they frequently bore the character/nature of reworking.
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Page 342.

otherwise was matter concerning the "operational cots" cf

hospitals GBF, where the percentage of operability among wounded the

skull with damage bones did not e. ceed 9.0-10.0, but lethality after

surgical interventions acuieved 9.4-42.3o/c. From these therapeutic

installations was evacuated into ths- rear a negligible number of

wounded in skull with dazage bones1 whereas their basic mass remained

for further treatment.

Thus, the therapeutic installations of the hospital basis of

front in 1941 as far as possible processed those wounded the skull

with the damage of bones in order to stave cff infectious

complications or to eliminate those already arisen. In this case a

considerable number of wounded the skull with damagn bones SEG

evacuated into the rear, while in hospitals iith "operational cots"

those wounded into skull remained for further treatment and them they

little evacuated into the rear, which caused loading bed-patient fund

and restricted the possibility of further reception/procedure of

wounded.

Surgical interventions, which were being conducted by that
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wounded into the soft tissues of skull, were from 0.4 to 1.7-2.2O/c,

and the percentage of evacuation in the rear achieved in SEG 81.8.

Hence follows the conclusion that the group more heavily wounded

with the smaller likelihCod of the fastest recovery was hospitalized

in front line area, and group easily wounded they guided into the

rear where it was held up by prolonged period as a result of

development in some of them complications from the side of the

excessively cut all over or completely unfinished wounds of the soft

tissues of skull.

Some shortages in the organization of the specialized aid by

that wounded the skull occurred, also, during stalingrad battle into

1942. As a result of the disposition of the hospital basis of

Stalingrad Front far from city, its comparatively small

sizes/dimensions in the initial period of deployment, entry cf a

sufficiently consideratle number wounded on reverse empty car,

frequent raids of hostile aviation, and also disposition GBF in great

territory, with a deficiency in the experiment/experience in work,

the unit of army light aedical truck without being unloaded, was

passed by transit through GBF and was headed further for the rear.

Neurosurgeons' insufficient quantity in the specialized front

line hospital caused comparatively even lower Ieja t thatamoag(-
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entered wounded into skull with damage bones (12.3o/o), a d the

tendency to evacuate wounded as such as possible into the rear was

expressed in the fact that from it evacuated 97.4o/o wounded the soft

tissues of skull and 82.9o/o of wounded the skull with damage bones.

At the same time, the hospitals of the general-surgical

profile/specialty GBF of Stalingrad Front, picking up an also

considerable quantity of those wcuzded the skull, adhered to another,

more correct tactics. From these hospitals were evacuated into the

rear of altogether only 20.5o/o of wounded, moreover in essence of

heavily wounded the skull with damage bones.

One should be specified tnat the front line hospitals were

loaded mainly in view of the considerable entry of easily wounded,

together with need reject the recension/procedure to some army light

medical trucks, which delivered to GBF of heavily wounded and those

forced to fol]nw by transit further into the roar.

As the confirmation of that fact that those locating undergoing

medical treatment in front line hospitals wounded into skull were in

bulk easily wounded, it serves, in particular, the fact that their

operability composed altogether only 3.5o/o, and in the group of

wounded the skull with damage bones - 6. lo/c, with very small

lethality among those operated, that was expressed for the group of
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those wounded in skull with an injury of the guests in 0.3o/o.

Page 343.

If we consider this fact, then from the report data GBF is

evident the tendency of hospitals to leave in itself for further

treatment of these wounded. The high percentage of recoveries (33.9

for those wounded the soft tissues of skull and 8.6 for wounded with

the damage of bones) attests to the fact that in army was still

insufficiently fixed the work on the recuperation of those easily

wounded the soft tissues of skull and GBF, attempting to compensate

this shortage, she was overloaded by nodrate/mild wounded. As a

result of this the unit cf those heavily wcunded the skull and the

brain could not be accepted by front line hospitals and was evacuated

without processing further into the rear.

The considerable piogress in the system cf the organization of

the specialized aid by that wcunded the skull is visible based on the

example of the combat process/operation of the blockade break-through

of Leningrad (January 1S43).

The Leningrad hospital basis of front at the beginning of the

second year of Yar had available powerful/tbick bed net/system,

numerous specialized hospitals, and also sufficiently ordered system

V

I
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of the evacuation of wounded along designatior/purpose.

The presence of neuro-surgical separations/sections in SEG, and

also largest hospital fox taose wounded the head, together with

several hospitals, which had neuro-surgical separations/sections,

wade it possible to sufficiently fully ensure those wounded into

skull by the specialized aid.

The internal profiling of the largest neuro-surgical hospital of

Leningrad to the series/row of the separations/sections: for the

wounds of the arch/summazy of skull, basis of skull, infectious

complications from the side of Crain and its shells, etc., in the

presence of numerous latoratories and supply status by specialists it

contributed to the thorough clinical study cf the entered wounded.

Taking into account these facts, the army neuro-surgical group

of ORMU produced surgical interventions and it hospitalized cn the

spot only of the nontransportable wounded. Thus, the large part of

those wounded the skull accepted to itself GBF of Leningrad Front.

Wounded the skull with damage bones they operated in front line

hospitals into 46.7o/o of cases, and in neuro-surgical front line

hospital this percentage achieved even 60.6.
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The majority of thcse wounded the skull was left for further

treatment on GBF. Only 10.7o/o cf wounded were evacuated into the

rear, moreover evacuation underwent the mainly wounded with the

damage of brain (20.3o/c), who, as it predicted, had to subseguently

become disabled. Easily wounded the soft tissues of skull it was

evacuated into the rear cnly 5.0o/o.

This tactics pronounced also on the results of treatment. In

spite of a comparatively heavy comFositicn cf those wounded the

skull, in 1 1/2 months of this combat process/operation recovered

26.3o/o wounded the soft tissues of skull and 8.2o/o of wounded the

skull with damage bones. From those left in hcspitals in the course

of the next 4 months recovered 28.2o/o among heaviest group wounded

the head brain, to say nothing of those wounded in soft tissues and

obtained the nonpenetrating wounds of skull.

During an Orel-Kursk battie (July 1943) a considerable number of

those wounded the skull !.on the army, which was being located on the

direction of main attack, was sent for three specialized hospitals of

evacuation point, one of shich was approximated to army area.

Page 344.

First of all it was widely used air evacuation. The presence of
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the specialized neuro-surgical hospitals at this evacuation point,

which had available a sufficient bed fund, the cadres of

neurosurgeons, and aisc equipped by X-ray apparatuses, made it

possible to sufficiently full-valued service entered those wcunded

into skull.

However, judging by the reports of another evacuation pcint,

which composed remainirg unit GBI, during this combat

process/operation not on entire GBF were eliminated the shortages of

the first year of war. in particular, into the specialized

neuro-surgical hospitals of this evacuaticn pcint entered altogether

only 69.0o/o of thos-. wcunded the skull, and remaining were directed

toward general-surgical cots. Operability of wounded the skull with

damage bones composed only 10.4o/o. From this number only of 1/3

trepanations it was produced in the specialized hospita..s, and the

others 1/3 - in general-surgical separations/sections. In the

specialized hospitals it at first fell short specialist-neurosurgecns

and X-ray apparatuses, which was eliminated only in the course of

combat process/operation.

Considerably moze serious task was the provision of those

wounded into skull of the specialized by aid during the rapid

offensive operations Red Army in second half the Great Patriotic War.

Were by this time achieved the great successes on the organization of
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the ordered system of the specialized aid by that wounded into skull,

were trained neurosurgecmss cadres, were created the numerous

specialized hospitals zct only in front line area, but also in

tT -, but the 2ain thing - was acquired already
q

considerable experiment/experience in work. Based on the example

of combat process/operation cn the liberaticr cf Belorussia (summer

1944) it is evident that GBF constructed its work according to the

principle of several groups from which one was the foremost

receiving-sorting basis cf front, the second was basic base, and the

third composed the rear tasis of front.

In proportion to the advance of the troops/forces forward rear

group GBF was moved sharply fcrward, after accepting to itself the

functions of foremost receiving-sorting GBF.

Basic GBF, after moving also forward, "ccvered" the overloaded

initial receiving-sorting basis cf front, after giving to it the

possibility to be advanced forward and to organize the new foremost

receiving-sorting basis cf front for the armies of right wing.

Thus. GRF a!r.ot uiZ erruptedly it follcwed the army hospitals,

and maneuver by basic base GBF and with its groups it made it

possible *to cover" the army hospitals, giving to them the

possibility to advance fcrward, creating also conditions for
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locomoticn forward and all groups GBF.

Those wounded the skull provided with the specialized aid during

this combat process/operaticf even on initial position the

neuro-surgical hospitals of group GBF, where wounded entered through

several hours after wound, and also being in the system of evacuation

point two neuro-surgical groups of ORMU and maneuvering by them.

In foremost receiving-sorting group GB?, which was located on

35-40 km from front, also was a specialized neuro-surgical hospital.

In proportion to the advance of the trcops/forces forward

advanced the specialized hospitals, which on the spot accepted from

army specialized KhPPG those wounded intc skull. As a result, in

spite of very complicatet working conditions, connected with the

rapid advance of army forward, GEF performed the necessary processing

of the wounds of skull, it evacuated intc the rear 2/3 those wounded

the skull and attained the recovery 12.3c/o of those wounded the soft

tissues of skull.

Page 345.

About 1/4 wounded were left for further treatment in view of

possibility rapid recovery or their nontranspcrtability as a result

j p
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of the severity of ccndition.

The rapid offensive of our troops between rivers the Visla and

by Oder (beginning 1945) with the liberation cf Poland and

output/yield into Germany is characterized by further increase in the

organization of the specialized aid by wounded. The hospital basis of

front contained the also three groups of hospitals, moreover in

contrast to the preceding/previous combat process/operation in the

initial position before the penetration of the defense of eneny frcm

bridgehead/beachhead on the western shore of the vistula the army

hospitals were convoluted, and leading group cf hospitals GBE was

sharply advanced forward and it accepted to itself all wounded from

army area.

Thus, in first phase of combat GEF actually were fulfilled the

functions of army KhPPG. By this is explained entry into these

advanced forward specialized hospitals of the front of the

considerable number of those very heavily wounded the skull, which

usually hospitalized in army therapeutic installations.

In proportion to the advance of army was forward advanced the

grcup of the hospitals subordinate to Front line authority, among

which there was the specialized neuro-surgical hospital. The latter

"covered" the army specialized neuro-surgical hospital and accepted
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from it those wounded the skull. Advanced then forward another group

of hospitals GBF created two new powerful/thick bushes of hospitals.

This maneuver by hospitals GBF made it possible to accept within

the early periods and tc ensure with the specialized aid of those

wounded the skull, from haich significant part was In heavy

condition, since GBF frequently accepted wounded directly from army

area.

Front hospitals evacuated all those wounded the skull further

into the rear, leaving ir themselves only ncntransportable as a

result of heavy condition or easily wounded with the brief periods of

treatment. A comparatively high percentage of the lethality of

wounded the skull with damage bones is explained by the fact that in

this combat process/operation GEE it fulfilled in essence of the

function of army KhPPG.

The final Berlin prccess/oreration cf the Great Patriotic ar

(in the spring of 1945) is characterized by further improvement of

the organization of the specialized aid by that wounded the skull.

The presence of several specialized neurc-surgical hospitals in army

area, the rapid and accomplished evacuation of wounded strictly

according to designatic/purpcse made it possible to maximally

encompass those wounded into skull by the high-quality specialized

B
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aid.

GBF had th advanced base of the hospitals of front,

approximated to army area and provided with all means of the

specialized aid. Somewhat further was arranged/located the main

sorting-evacuation basis of the hospitals of front, which picked up

all light medical trucks from army areas. Deeper i-t'o the rear stood

purely the therapeutic tasis of front, and still further - the rear

basis of the hospitals cf front. All these bases were provided with

all means of the specialized aid, with sufficient quantity of

specialist-neurosurgeons and with medical equipment. This distributed

in depth disposition of tae bases of the hospitals of front

predetermined the entry in them of those wounded in skull, which were

being distinguished by the time of wound, to its character/nature and

severity.

Page 346.

The significant part of those wounded into skull entered on GBF

full-valued surgical prccessed, with excepticn of those which entered

directly with DMP on aircraft or by way of unloading forward

therapeutic installations into the fiist 5 days of combat. This

caused comparatively lcw operability among those wounded the skull on

GB? (10.2o/o), since the majority of the entered wounded was already
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processed and surgical interventions were undertaken mainly with

purpose of reworking or apropos of izjection complications from state

of Irain.

As a result the advanced bases of the hospitals of front were

occupied in essence by evacuaticn work, cperating and leaving in

themselves undergoing medical treatment only of the nontransportable

wounded, but the therapeutic and rear basis of the hospitals of front

they evacuated into the rear only cf the disabled subsequently

wounded, leaving in themselves undergoing medical treatment of all

easily wounded into the soft tissues of skull.

Similar tactics even to end of this comparatively short combat

process/operation caused the recovery 38.2o/o of those wounded the

soft tissues of skull and 6. 1o/o of wounded with the damage of the

bones of the skull of nonpenetrating character/nature.

Thus, the analysis of the system of organization and rendering

to neuro-surgical aid by tAat wounded the skull in front line area in

the development period of different combat process/operations of the

Great Patriotic War, in spite of entire difference between these

process/operations and medical-tactical conditions with them, it

shows that in the course of war steadily progresses the provision of

those wounded the skull by thb- highly skilled aid and are improved
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the results of treatment.

In the periods of cffensive combat completely justified itself

persistently carried out GVSU of the Red Arty the system of the sharp

approximation/approach of the front line specialized neuro-surgical

hospitals to army area, which made possible tc the army hospitals in

beginning of combat to be found in the ccnvcluted condition. In

proportion to the advance of tue armies cf rational proved to be

fulfilled, according to this system, practice of the distribution of

different groups of the hospitals cf front, advancement forward of

the bushes of hospitals, "covering" by them army specialized

neuro-surgical KhPPG, and also system of "sand tars".

MEDICAL AID TO THOSE WOUNDED IN TdE SKULL 11 BEAR HOSPITALS.

In the beginning of war those wounded the skull, arriving into

rear hospitals from front line area, freguently were distributed on

the individual hospitals where they were found under the observation

of the general/common/tctal surgeons. Only in some large/coarse

centers of the country where there were neurc-surgical hospitals, it

was possible to speak about the specialized aid by that wounded the

skull already in the first months of war.

The shaping of hospitals and separations/sections in them went
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comparatively slowly: there was not still sufficient quantities of

cadres, since neurosurgecns' majority was located in army in the

field, was felt deficiency in neurc-surgical instrumentation.

The extremely -tressed combat situation at fronts in the first

months of war always did not give the possibility to carry out the

specialized aid by that wounded into skull in army and front line

region. Therefore at first of war certain number unfinished of those

wounded the skull reached the hospitals of the nearest rear, and

sometimes it was possitle to meet, also, in the deep rear those

unfinished wounded the soft tissues of skull with that already

developing by complicaticns in the form cf purulent fistulas and

osteomyelitis.

Page 347.

Life imperatively required the creation of the specialized

separations/sections in the evacuation hcspitals of the rear. In the

course of war were trained the cadres of the specialists of the

neurosurgeons with the aid of whom became possible the organization

of the specialized separations/sections in the hospitals both of the

nearest and deep rear.

During the first two years of war in the hospitals of the rear
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was created the net/system of the numerous specialized neuro-surgical

separations/sections, and in the series/row of the cities of the deep

rear - special hospitals for the treatment cf the neuro-surgical

wounded. Subsequently were created even wonderfully equipped

hospitals for the treatment of those wounded the skull.

During war was changed the system of the evacuation of those

wounded the skull. Ever increasing dissemination received the

principle of evacuation according to designation/purpose. If during

the first years of war into the hospitals of the deep rear they

evacuated those wounded the skull, not requiring prolonged treatment,

then subsequently they here guided only those wounded the periods of

treatment of whom exceeded 2-3 months. Thus, for instance, if during

the first year of war into the hospitals of Ural military district

entered 49.0o/o wounded the soft tissues of skull, then in last year

of war easily wounded among all thcse wounded the skull composed only

10,00/0. Decreased a quantity of wounded with the nonpenetrating

wounds of the skull: if during the first year of the war of

nonpenetrating wounds the wounded with the damage of the bones of

skull had 60.0o/o, then in last year of war the percentage of such

wounds decreased to 26.0.

All less and less than wounded entered rear hospitals from front

line area without primary neuro-surgical processing. So, according to
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the data of neuro-surgical hospital in Gor'kiy, the percentage of

those wounded into skull, that entered without primary neuro-surgical

processing, was lowered toward the end of the war more than 13 times,

which is evident from Tatle 74.

Timely neuro-surgical aid by that wcumded the skull in army and

front line area, improvement in the quality of the primary processing

of the wounds of skull and correct post-operaticn conduct of such

wounded decreased a quantity of infectious complications with the

wounds of skull, which were being cbserved in rear hospitals. If in

the beginning of war the percentage of infectious complications with

the penetrating wounds cf skull composed 44.4, then at the end of the

war it was lowered to 6.8, i.e., decreased almcst 7 times. As

illustration it is possitle to indicate the decrease of the frequency

of the abscesses of brain in the hospitals of the rear (Table 75).

As can be seen from Table 75, the frequency of the abscesses of

brain with the penetrating wounds of skull in the last half-year of

war in comparison with the first decreased eight times.
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table 74. The specific gravity/weight of thcse wcunded into skull.

that entered into rear hospital without processing into different

half-years of war (according to the data of the specialized hospital

in Gor'kiy in percentages).

5A I tis,2e'Z r-e- '-hi- Ii- . - I

HOCTV|11161HI, 6tf3 -l,61,,1 ., I 0 I If.? 7,S 76 6. 7 Sj 4. A

Key: (1). Half-year of war. (2). Wounded skull. (3), The first. (4).

The second. (5). The third. (6). The fourth. (7). The fifth. (8). The

sixth. (9). The seventh. (10,1. The eighth. (11). Entered without

processing.
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In connection with the considerable successes in the

organization of neuro-surgical aid was changed the character/nature

of therapeutic work in the hospitals of the rear. Increasingly less

became need in surgical interventions. Thus, for instance, frequency

of surgical interventions in one of the rear hospitals in last year

of war in comparison with the first decreased doubly - from 5.10 to

26.0o/o.
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Changed rhe character/natuze of surgical interventions. If

during the first years iL -ar mcst frequent process/operations were

the distance/separation of oone fragments from the substance of

brain, reworking of the wounds of skull and intervention apropos of

the abscesses of brain, then toward the end Cf the war considerably

decreased the percentage of the prccess/cperatica . of late priv'.-:y

processing and greater specific gravity/weight acquirea

process/operations apropcs osteomyelitis, epilepsy and other

complications.

Greater attention they began to give to questions of the

reducing therapy, whicb cbtained wide acceptance. Increasingly wider

and wider began to use the therapeutic exercise, physiotherapy and

ergotherapy during the treatment of the wounds of skull, which were

being escorted/tracked ty functicnal viclaticns.

On an improvement in the results of treatment in the hospitals

of the rear eloquently testify the data about lethality with the

penetrating wounds of skull.

As can be seen from Table 76 despite the fact that the specific

gravity/weight of the penetrating wounds of skull in the hospitals of

the deep rear to end of the war grew considerablyg lethality among

the wounded of this group decreased doubly.
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It is necessary in conclusicn to note that an improvement in the

results of the treatment of those wounded the skull in rear hospitals

it is not possible to consider the consequence of good organization

of the specialized aid orly in these latter/last stages of

evacuation. A continuous improvement in the results cf treatment in

rear hospitals was repulsing an improvement in the organizaticn of an

entire system of the specialized aid by that wounded the skull both

in the aray ones and frcnt line ones and in rear therapeutic

installations.
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rVable 75. Frequency of the abscesses cf train with the penetrating

wounds of skull on the hali-years of war (acccrding to the data of

specialized hospital in Gor'kiy in percentages).

lh ."y.ro .- me A li.i 1M R i "

-T r . I 8! e D C

e~z w'Rra C.IO.. 32. 15.5 Ijj* l. 1 lftt 6.'

Key: (1). Half-year of war. (2). Penetrating wounds. (3). The first.

(4), The second. (5). "fe third. (6). The fourth. (7). The fifth.

(8). The sixth. (9). The seventh. (10). The eighth. (11). Abscesses

of train.

Table 76. Lethality with the penetrating wounds of skull in the

hospitals of the rear cn the years of war, according to the data of

Ural ilitary district (in percentages).

fl88 8&$Ulf . 10 Ta f , J, k

.i 1..,.,,, . .. .i4t 3.0 3.1 ,I

Key: (1). Year of war. (2). Penetrating wounds. (3). The first. (4).

By the second. (5). The third. (6). fourth. (7). Lethality.

Page 349.
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After supplying the results of the results of the treatment of

those wounded the skull depending cn effect, which showed/rendered

the system of specialized neuro-surgical aid, beginning from army

area and ending with the hospitals of the deep rear, one should come

to the conclusion that, judging by the extensive

axperiment/experience cf the Great Patriotic War, this system

radically changed to the best side rendering to therapeutic aid by

that wounded the skull.

The experiment/experience cf the Great Patriotic War, thus,

completely confirms the correctness of resoluticn by Soviet medicine

of one of the most ccmplicated problems of military field surgery -

problems of the treatment of the bullet wounds of skull and train.

Further prospects for therapeutic aid with the wounds of skull.

The study of any experiment/experience will p eve to be useless,

if it will not be used for an improvement in formulating of affair in

the studied area.

2n connection with this during the analysis of vast

experiment/experience on the treatment of the bullet wounds of skull

and brain, accumulated by Soviet medicine for the time of the Great

Patriotic War, completely logically arises question, in what
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direction it is possible to expect improvement in the results of the

treatment of the bullet wounds of skull.

It goes without saying that here it is nct possible to be

limited to the frames/sccpes one medicine alcne, and it is necessary

to affect those all numerous factors which can affect the treatment

of the wounds of skull under military conditicns, since still our

great founder of military field surgery N. I. Pirogcv indicated that

"not medicine, and administration flays main role in a matter of aid

by wounded and patient in tue theater of war *,o, If doctor in these

cases does not assume tc himself by the wain target of, first of all,

performing administratively, and then is already medical, then it

entirely will be lost and neither head its nor hands will shcw/render

aid".

with respect to the principles indicated it is necessary, taking

into account entire extensive expeziment/exferience cn the treatment

of the bullet wounds of Ekull, which was acquired in the Great

Patriotic War, be stopped at the basic points of the medical support

of those wounded the skull and the head brain.

PROPHYLAXIS OF THE WOUNDS OF SKULL AND BRAIN,

As has already been indicated, on the experiment/experience of
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the Great Patriotic War completely was confirmed the importance of

wearing protective metallic helmets for the purpose of prophylaxis cf

wounds and descent in the severity of wounds during the bullet

damages/defeats of skull. However, helmet, in spite of troops/forces'

sufficient supply, hardly ever they were utilized in our armies

during combat, especially in offensive battles, in the summer hot

weather when soldiers sometimes tcck then off.

So that this important protective measure would be carried out

with sufficient completeness, it is necessary perhaps to develop the

models of most convenient metallic helmets. Furthermore, it is

necessary to conduct the appropriate public health education work

among soldiers, to in advance systematically train them in the

carrying of protective helmets, and military command element must

take corresponding organizational measures.

Page 350.

PROPHYLAXIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INfECTIOUS PROCESS WITH THE

WOUNDS OF SKULL.

One should indicate the importance of the realization of this

simple measure as the short hair-cutting of hair on head in military

units. In spite of the difficulty of taking this measure under heavy
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war time, to it should re to pa] serious attention and via the public

health education work and organizational meas'res strove its

implementation under any conditions.

Important value in prophylaxis of the infectious complications

of the wounds of such measures as the timely imposition of the

corresponding bandage, the fastest carrying cut of wounded from the

field of battle and their delivery/procurement cn BliP and PIP, is

subject to no doubt. Taking these all measures is tightly closely

related with the character/nature of comtat circumstances; however,

also it is here possible and must develop the methods of their more

advanced and rapid execution.

Great value for prophylaxis of the infectious process in wounds

had the newest antiseptics and antibiotics. During the Great

Patriotic war, beginning PEP, widely were applied with this purpcse

the preparations of sulfanilamides. The value cf penicillin was just

as lustrously confirmed ian postwar surgery that at present should be

recognized as necessary the wide and necessary use/application for

the purpose of prophylaxis of the develorment cf the infectious

complications of the bullet Mounds of skull, besides sulfanilamides,

also preparations of penicillin. Antisensis and antibiotics should be

applied under military conditions, beginning with PIP, and under

favorable conditions - and with BP.
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PRODUCTIONS ON DMP OF OEERATIONS WITH THE WOUNDS OF SKULL.

During the development of the system of the specialized aid by

that wounded the skull pcprational activity cn DMP was

abbreviated/reduced to the minimum in order tc ensure to this group

of wounded the qualified neuro-surgical processing of wounds in the

specialized hospitals cf army area. This contraction/abbreviation of

process/operations in the relation to wounded the skull in army area

and their increase in the specialized hospitals of army area it was

very profitably repelled in the results cf the treatment of this

group of wounded.

However, it is necessary to note that the system of the

specialized aid by no means removes/takes a guestion about the

operational processing of the wounds of skull on DMP. From DME never

it was removed/taken responsibility for the need for exerting during

wounds and damages of skull urgent operational aid "from vital

readings". These "vital readings3 include in essence intracranial

hemorrhages with the pheromena of the growing compression of train.

There are many foundaticns fcr ccnsidering that during the Great

Patriotic War this grouf of wounded did not receive sometimes in the

army area of the necessary operational aid and that, on the contrary,
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in a number of cases on DMP produced surgical interventions with

wounds the skulls supposedly "from vital readings", when in actuality

no intracranial hemorrhage there was.

Page 351.

These errors, it is doubtless, are connected with the

difficulties of the correct identification of the syndrome of the

threatening intracranial hemorrhage under conditions for the stressed

work DMP. The differential diagnosis between the contusion of brain

and the violations, caused by tunicary hemorrhages to the period of

the greatest development of symptoms, as showed the

experiment/experience Cf the Great Patrictic War, it presents

difficulty even und - clinical jeacetime conditions. In such cases

retains entire its value the established/installed already by N. I.

Pirogov rule/handspike, that observation of atient, after the

dynamics of clinical picture, accounting to entire totality of

symptoms of disease/sickness/illness/malady give to doctor mre than

the establishment of individual signs/criteria upon the one-time

examination/inspection of victim. It goes without saying that under

conditions the works DME both careful lasting observation of wounded

and its detailed neurologic examination/inspection are usually

impracticable, whence appear the almost unavoidable errors duriug the

establishment of readings to special process/cperations "from vital
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readings" in those wounded into skull.

Under similar conditions it is possible to avoid such errors

only in such a case, when the surgeon of MSB possesses great

experiment/experience and high clinical culture and, furthermore, it

is sufficiently well fasiliar witn the foundations of neurologic

diagnosis.

As certain output/yield of difficult position/situation created

it is possible to outline two zoute/path: 1) gccd documentation of

all changes of ccnsciousness during wound and damage of skull in

map/chart/card forward area and 2) greater kncwledge of at least one

authorized doctor DMP with foundations of neurclogic

examination/inspection wcunded. The second source of

difficulties with the wcunds of skull on DMP can be the combined and

multiple wounds of the skull and other organs/ccntrols. The study of

the maps/charts/cards ef the deepened characteristics showed that in

the heaviest group of the penezrating wounds of skull such associated

wounds of other organs/ccntrois were encountered into 31.6o/o of

cases, and, in particular, 2.4o/o of then were related to the wounds

of chest, 0.5o/o - to the wounds of stomach and 6.1o/o - to the

wounds of lover extremities. The greatest obstacles for the

evacuation of those wounded the skull according to

designation/purpose into the specialized hospital present the
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penetrating wounds of stomach, wound of chest with open pneumothorax

and bullet damages of thigh, which require invediate operational

processing on DMP. After this processing are not unconditionally

subject to that following the wcunds of chest. Consequently,

simultaneously existing in this group of wounded the penetrating

wounds of skull must be subjected to operaticnal processing under

conditions DMP.

It goes without saying that the principles of perfecting the

penetrating wounds of skull and subsequent conduct of this grcup of

wounded must not diverge from the basic principles of the system of

the specialized neuro-surgical aid by that wounded the skull. For

this it is necessary that one of the surgeons of DMP would receive

the appropriate instructions and consultative aid from the

neuro-surgical group of specialized army KhPPG.

Thus, the selection/analysis of those cases in which the

operational processing of the wounds of skull must be conducted in

army area, makes it possible to come to conclusion about the need for

more intimate interrelations of one of the surgeons of DMP with the

neuro-surgical group of ORMU.

The necessary briefing can widely be carried out in

between-battle periods
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Page 352.

MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION.

The study of the experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic

War, which concerns the wounds of skull, on the basis of primary

documents showed that the accepted during war fcrns of account and

the series/row of documents does act completely correspond to

contemporary scientific iepresentations and must be refined. In the

forms of account the wounds of skull are subdivided only into two

headings: "with the damage of soft tissues" and "with the damage of

the bones of skull", moreover in latter/last group is not isolated

exceptionally important and fundamentally excellent group of the

"penetrating" wounds of skull. In connection with this during the

development of a vast guantity of histories of

disease/sickness/illness/malady it was necessary to expend much time

and work in order to subdivide those wounded the skull into three

basic groups, as this requires the contemporary scientific

classification: 1) the wound of soft tissues, 2) the nonpenetrating

wounds of skull cL"A 3) the penetrating wounds of skull and brain.
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It is necessary to think that to introduce the appropriate

changes in the forms of account in the wounds cf skull is completely

expedient and in proper time.

During the study of maps/charts/cards of forward area attention

is drawn to is sometimes insufficiently complete filling of the basic

information about wound. However, the histories of the

disease/sickness/illness/malady were the extensive volumes, in which

in all details was written the most varied infcrmation about wounded,

and nevertheless was absent such important information as, for

example, there was wound bland or tangent, was discovered during

processing of wound the damage cf solid cerebral shell, etc.

In connection with this completely logically arises the question

about the advisability cf developing the si*plest schemes of the

histories of disease/sickness/illness/malady for the wounds of the

basic departments of the bodies which would ensure obtaining all most

important for this group wounds of inforwaticu. Filling of such basic

concepts will require from the doctor of the minimum of forces and

time, moreover will be given all most important information about

wounded in convenient fcr further use form/species.
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This is extremely necessary, since the high quality of medical

documentation composes the foundation of the correct treatment of

wounded under evacuation-liae-of-communicaticr conditions.

Leadership/manual of military medicine during freat Patriotic War

repeatedly emphasized that: "there are such elements/cells in field

work, which remain firs under any conditions cf combat cessation.

This is - cessation of hemorrhage, immobilization of the damaged

extremities, introduction of preventive sera and good quality of

medical documentation. These elements/cells oust be always and

everywhere provided". "Documentation to us is necessary as air, as

water, as light/world, and it is necessary to take all measures to

that so that it would ke good".

NEUROSURGEONSI CADRES,

The experiment/experiences of the Great Patriotic War it showed

that the system of the specialized neuro-surgical treatment of those

wounded into skull and head brain gave the best results. It was

provided in the Red Army with the appropriate

authorized-organizational structure. For its conducting into life

were necessary neurosurgeons' sufficient cadres, whereas in the first

stages of war in them was felt acute/sharp deficiency that it is

completely logical for any great war. Not in cne country it will

never be sufficient the qualified cadres, necessary with such
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grandiose "traumatic epidemics", what present modern wars.

Page 353.

At the same time the experiment/experience of war with respect

to the provision with the neuro-surgical aid of wounde places before

public health of peacetime to its full extent the task of the even

better training of the doctors in the sense of the development in

them of high clinical culture, necessary wide view and greater

acquaintance with the foundations of neurologic diagnosis. Conducted

at present by Soviet public health the reform of therapeutic aid to

population, including tie provisicn of population with the

specialized neuro-surgical aid, acquires extremely great value, also,

from the point of view of tue practical training of the corresponding

neuro-surgical cadres.

In the attitude of the neuxo-surgical cadres of wartime it is

necessary to bear in mind, which in the first stages of war is

extremely important so that the basic lirks cf the system of the

specialized aid would be provided by neurosurgeons and

neuropathologists. It is necessary to widely assign neuropathologists

on this work, but not tc appcint them, as this was in a number of

cases in the first pericd of the Great Patriotic Var, to

administrative posts. The combination of the work of neuropatholog.st
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and young surgeon can serve as foundation for organizing the

neuro-surgical group, especially if this grcup briefs experienced

neurosurgeon.

The experiment/experience of the Great Patriotic War teaches

that by timely briefing, trainirg in operating table,

practical-scientific conferences and short term courses within

comparatively short periods it is possible to prepare military

neurosurgeons' completely satisfactory cadres frcm a number of

neuropathologists and recently finished young doctors.

SUTURING OF THE TREATED WOUND OF SKULL TIGHTLY.

As has already been indicated, during the Great Patriotic War

was carried out the principle of the so-called open treatment of

wounds. This principle in essence widely adhered to neurosurgeons

during processing of the wounds of skull and brain, allowing/assuming

into second half war in certain cases small retreats from it.

However, at present a question of suturing under the military

conditions of the wounds if skull tightly finds new

prerequisites/premises, and those all advantages of the closed

conduct of the wounds of the skulls, to which indicated during the

first world war Russian surgeon A. V. Britnev, again they must be
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taken in attention, acguiring under new conditions special

importance.

Two new, very essential of factor, which appeared for this time,

create prerequisites/premises fCr a possibility under military

conditions of suturing cf the wounds of skull tightly.

The first of these factors - created for the time of the Great

Patriotic War ordered zvszes of the specialized neuro-surgical aid by

that wounded into skull. if that wounded the skull comparatively

early undergoes operationai processing in specialized KhPPG cf army

by the sufficiently qualified neurosurgeon, and processing wound is

conducted sufficiently radically, moreover in the post-operation

period this wounded not less than 3 weeks remains in the same

hospital under the observatiou of his operated neurosurgeon, then all

objections against suturing of the processed wound of skull tightly

completely disappear, and entirely come forward the large/coarse

advantages of this method. it goes without saying that under the

changing conditions or with change in a medical-tactical

circumstances again must ne advanced the requirement of the open

conduct of wounds.
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Page 354.

Suturing will be tightly contraindicated during processing of the

wound of skull from special readings on DMP; it will be inadmissible,

if processing wound performs surgeon, insufficiently experimental in

the area of neurosurgery, and also if according to the conditions of

a medical-tactical circunstances wounded soon after process/cperaticn

must be evacuated.

The second important factor, which creates prerequisite/premise

for suturing of the wou-ds of skull tightly, is introduction to the

medical practice of contemporary powerful/thick antibiotic -

penicillin. In postwar surgery of peacetime was accumulated already a

sufficient number of completely c.nclusive cbservations about the

great value of this preparation in prophylaxis of the development of

the infectious process and in struggle with it.

During the combination of two most important factors indicated -

processing the wound of skull by the sufficiently qualified

neurosurgeon under conditions of the specialized hospital and

energetic penicillin-therapy appears further prospects in the

relation to not only suturing of wounds tightly, but also the more

radical processing of the wounds of brain. All this must create new

possibilities for an improvement in the results of the treatment of

the penetrating wounds cf skull in the sense cf warning/prevention of

such mi.st posterior complications as festering cerebral scar or onset9 T
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on the soil of the rough cicatrization of the cerebral tissue of

hydroencephalia and epilepsy.

NEURO-SURGICAL AID WITH THE WOUNDS OF SOFT TISSUES AND WITH THE

NONPENETRATING WOUNDS CE SKULL.

The manufactured in the yea: of the Great Patriotic War system

of the specialized aid by that wcunded into skull encompassed, as

already repeatedly it was indicated, the predominantly heaviest group

of the penetrating wcunds of skull. This is understandable, since in

this group of wounded in all stages of evacuation most sharply stood

a question about struggle for their life. And this struggle for the

life of wounded with t-e penetrating wounds cf skull gave during

@reat Patr o+c.- Var very perceptible results, having considerabl?

lowered the lethality of this grcuE of wounded.

At the same time, neuro-surgical aid proved to be that those

wounded the skull, in which the character/nature of wound did not

suggest such heavy fears. Those wounded the scft tissues skulls

evacuated in essence into general-surgical KhPPG or GLR. In these

hospitals for the first time in the history of wars the wounded the

soft tissues skulls sufficiently widely underwent the primary

processing of wounds, moreover in the course of war operability of

this category of easily wounded grew/rose, abcut which testifies

= hble 77.
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Table 77. The surgical processing of the wounds of the soft tissues

of skull in different are year wars, acccrding to the data of the

deepened development of the histories of

disease/sickuess/illness/aalaady.

Key: (1). Year of war. (2). The first. (3. Ike semid. (4). The

third. (5). The fourth. (6). Percentage of prccessed wounds cf soft

tissues.

Page 355.

It should also be noted that operability with the wounds of the

soft tissues of skull in army area, according to the data of

different combat process/operations, oscillated in limits of

7.0-14.0o/o, and in army area it achieved sometimes 31.0-33.Co/o,

about which testifies Table 78.

Thus, operability of the group of those wounded the soft tissues

of skull continuously grev/rose in the ccurse of war, although on the

whole it was still insufficient. However, if we consider the special

features/peculiarities cf pathology during these, it would seem,
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light wounds of the soft tissues of skull, then gets up an important

question about the need cf the envelopment cf this group of wcunded

by the specialized neurc-suzgicai aid.

It suffices to say that suturing of the processed wound of the

soft tissues of skull was produced altogether only into l.0c/o of

cases, early anechoic suture was superimposed into 4-2o/o, partial

sutures - into 3.9o/o, the primary deferred sutures - into 0.4o/o and

secondary sutures - into 6.1o/o of cases. In this case in 11.3o/o

those wounded the soft tissues of skull was observed the prolonged

festering of wound with tae education of fistulas and osteomyelitis.

The unit of these wounded had to icng be treated in the hospitals of

the deep rear.

These data show that the quality of the operational aid with the

wound of the soft tissues of skull, giver in general-surgical KhPPG

and GLR, was in a number of cases insufficient. Therefore ne of the

basic tasks of military field surgery was the tendency to possibly

sore fully/totally/completel y encospass with the specialized

neuro-surgical aid the great group of those wounded into the soft

tissues of skull, that also began to be realized with second half

war.

Table 79 isdicates an imnpoveaent in the results of the

tzet ant of tm group of those moaS the soft MM
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Table 78. operability of those wounded tbhe soft tissues of skull in

army and army area in different combat process/operations (in

percentages).

£ oinicnsou parlone . . . . .. . 3 7,.6 G,.S J:,.
B apmehcmou paione . (l) ........ 1.1 .2 . 2 14 0 2.2 33." 01.0

Key: (1). ope- bility. (2). Combat process/operations. (3). Rout of

Germans in the envircns cf Moscow. (4). Stalingrad battle. (5).

Blcckade break-through of Leningrad. (6;. Orel-Kursk battle. (7).

Liberation o' Belorussia. (8). Vistula-Oder. (9). Berlin

process/operation. (10). In army area. (11). In army area.

Table 79. Issues with the wounds of the soft tissues of skull or the

years of war (in percentages).

11 17 ( 4 . . ..|{l' 3J u -'. 1 ,*io ,|

Key: (1). Issues. (2). Year of war. (3). Th first. (4).

second. (5). The third. (6). The fourth. (7). Recovery. (8).

To.norary/time disablement. (9) Other and unknown issues.
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Page 356.

At the same time these data ind-.cate that entire/all problem of

the treatment of those easily wounded the skull to the very end of

the Great Patriotic War yet was not completely solved and in this

dirf -+.ion must be developed further measures.

As far as group is concerned of the nonpenetrating wounds of

skull, then the reports cf combat process/operations, comprised on

old form, do not give the possibility to delimit the nonpenetrating

wounds of the bones of skull from those penetrating and to conduct

the more detailed analysis of the data, concerning this group

wounded.

on the basis of the available materials cne should recognize

that the significant part of these wounded passed through the

specialized hospitals together with those obtained the penetrating

wounds of skull. Certain unit of these wounded underwent in the

specialized hospitals processing wounds, whereas another group,

transportable wounded, immediately was evacuated on GBA or into the

front line specialized hospitals. The sufficiently significant part

of the wounded with the nonpenetrating wounds of skull, just as some
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obtained penetrating wcunds, passing specialized KhPPG, it was

evacuated together with those wcunded the scft tissues of skull into

the army and front line general-surgical hospitals where it underwent

operational processing by the surgeons of general/common/total

profile. The fact that among those wounded the soft tissues of skull

was encountered certain guantity of those obtained and the heavier

penetrating wounds of skull, is confirmed, for example, by reports

about the Stalingrad battle, during which in cne of GLR among those

wounded the soft integuments of skull recorded there were 8.4o/o of

lethality, which indicates the defects of the evacuation of those

heavily wounded the skull according to designation/purpose.

According to the data of the aaps/charts/cards of the deepened

characteristics, the issues with the nonpenetrating wounds of skull

can be represented on the years of war in the following form table

80).

Comparing all given data, it is possible to come to the

conclusion/derivation that treatment of the wcunds of soft tissues

and nonpenetrating wounds of skull as comparatively the lungs, gave

during the Great Patrictic war good results, after ending in the

overwhelming majority of the cases by the recovery of wounded,

moreover a quantity of those recovered with each year of war

progressively increased. At the same time it iz necessary to note
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that even with these ccmsarati-aly light wounds occurred the

temporary/time disablement, which achieved with the wound of the soft

tissues of skull 3.0o/o, and with the nonpenetrating wounds of

already comparatively high number 126.5o/o) during the first year of

war. Furthermore, lethal outcomes with the ncrpenetrating wounds of

skull were encountered into 3.3c/o of cases and even in the cases of

the lightest wounds of the soft tissues of skull they nevertheless

were observed in limits from 0.3 tc 0.8o/o.
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Table 80. Issues with the nonpenetrating wounds of skull on the years

of war (in percentages).

, , hr II AM,

Ii ,," l ; I i .-- .._ - Il 4, J .-
lit 7%B

Key: (I). Issues. (2). Year of war. (3). The first. (4). The

second. (5). The third. (6). The fourth. (7). Recovery. (8).

Temporary/time loss of wcrking capacity. (9). Other and unknown

issues.

Page 357.

Further it should be noted that the classification of those

wounded the skull on the obtained wounds soft tissues, the

nonpenetrating and penetrating woands of the bones of skull and brain

presents in the majority of the cases considerable difficulties.

Evaluation of the general condition of wounded and form/species of

wound are in a number cf cases completely insufficient for the

demarcation of these wcunds. It is small then, sometimes a most

important question about the presence of the damage of solid cerebral

shell and substance of train cannot be solved even by the neurologic
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examination/inspection of wounded and by the X-ray analysis of skull.

Only during the operational processing of wound it is possible in

such cases to come tc light/detect/expose the depth of the damage of

tissues and to give final conclusion about the character/nature of

wound.

Thus, although the wounds indicated by nature and on the essence

of the pathological prccess actually/really are related to the

lighter wounds of skull however it is necessary to bear in mind, that

they can be escorted/tracked by deep changes in memtranes and brain

tissue in the form of hemorrhages and contusicn foci and that with

them can develop deep foci of infection in membranes and substance of

brain. By itself of course the timely identification of these all

associated damages/defeats and complications has exceptionally

important value for correct treatment and subsequent issues.

All special features/peculiarities of the dismantled lighter

wounds of skull indicate that for the correct

identification of the essence of the pathological process and correct

treatment is necessary the sufficiently qualified therapeutic aid.

Only by the insufficiency of this aid it is pcssible to explain those

comparatively prolonged jericds cf treatment, disablement and even

lethal outcomes which were recorded during the Great Patriotic War

among this group of wounded.
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It is necessary to add that during the Great Patriotic War was

outlined the great and cn the whole correct tendency toward the

treatment of easily wounded in GLB of army area either even in army

area to their full/totaicomplete recovery within the limits of its

army or even its inherent division. As is shown the

experiment/experienr- of war, in tais group of easily wounded

sufficiently widely were included the obtained wounds of the soft

tissues of skull, that in view of the specific special

features/peculiarities of these wounds should be recognized the

completely incorrect.

Taking into account all special features/peculiarities of the

wound of soft tissues and nonpenetrating wounds of skull, it is

necessary to qmphasize that precisely relative to the practicing

previously organization of the treatment o.2 tais group of wounded as

cannot more appropriate is Ye. I. Smirnov's admonition about the

inaccurate understanding of term "easily wounded" with the tendency

to guide this wounded fox treawzent towa:a doctors not to surgeons.

"In actuality easily wcurded require the tiseiy aid and the

compulsorily qualified surgeon", since -to increase t.he percentage of

the return to formation/cder there is primar? task of the medical

service of the Red Army-.
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Th-s, and from the point of view indicated the group of those

obtained the light wounds of sxul "compulscrily requires qualified

surgeon's timely aid", i.e., this group cf wounded must be completely

encompassed by the created during the Great Patriotic War system of

the specialized neurc-surgical aid. How the decision/solution of this

question is important fox the group of the bullet wounds of skull,

evidently from the fact that among them great specific gravity/weight

have the wounds of soft tissues and the nonpenetrating wounds of

skull.

Page 358.

The materials of the development of the maps/charts/cards of the

deepened characteristics showed that the wounds of soft tissues

compose 54.6o/o, and nonpenetrating -17.3o/o of all wounds of skull,

i.e., both these groups together comprise more than 2/3 all bullet

wounds of skull.

-the envelopmoit all of those wounded the skull, including the

obtained wounds soft tissues, by the sys-em cf the specialized aid

greatly it will simplify all difficulties of classification and

organizing the therapeutic aid by that wcunded the skull. In this

! | -
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system in army area are held up only the obtained surface wounds of

skin of skull, which are about 30.0o/o of those wounded into soft

tissues.

All remaining wounded the skull, with exception of

nontransportable ones, must be ewacuated according to

designation/purpose into the specialized KhPPG armies. In the latter

can be outlined the following jcb schedule: all wounded, general

condition and form/species of wound whom they force to assume that

the depth of wound does not exceed the thickness of the soft

integuments of skull, they undergo operational processing by the

surgeons of KhPPS, on basis of which they will deploy specialized

hospital. If with the carving of wound bone proves to be whole, then

wound they will sew tightly, and wounded through several days can be

transferred into army GLR.

In the cases of the violation of the integrity of bone the

latter they trepan and they inspect solid cerebral shell. With the

integrity of the latter wound after cleaning/purification they will

sew and wounded is left cn 10-14 days under otservation in

specialized KhPPG. If from the side of wound and no

general/common/total neurologic these complications it

attacks/advances, wounded ca De directed for recuperation tc army or

front line general-surgical hospital.
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If solid cerebLal shell during processing of wound p:_oves to be

damaged, is produced x-ray examination, if in this there is a need,

and wounded they transfer into another operating room for further

processing of the wound cf brain by the forces of neuro-surgical

group.

Thus, in the out.ined tentative scheme of work it is possible to

pass all those woundid the skull through the supervision of the

specialized hospital, without expanding is at the same time

excessively the work of neuro-surgical groups. Into the

responsibility of the latter on this scheme will as before enter

perfecting the heaviest group of the penetrating wounds of skull, tc

which will be added ancther consultation and organization of all

matter of therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull.

The given considerations and the possible directions of the ways

of further development cf the specialized neurc-surgical aid wounded

the skull completely escape/ensue from the study of the

experiment/experience cf the Great Patrictic War cn rendering to

therapeutic aid by that wounded the skull. Their task is reduced to

introduce further imprcvenents into the treatment of those wcunded

the skull. They must even more deczease a quantity of lethal outcomes

ant a percentage of disa-iement and even more iZcrease a quantit, of
. reCOVeries.
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Page 359.

Supplement.

From the editorial staff of section the "bullet wounds of skull and

brain".

Preceding/previcus 4th that, dedicated tc "bullet wounds and

damages of skull and brain", published in 1949.

In the past 4 years occurred the events cf vast historical

importance.

The Soviet people and entire progressive humanity it wcs

enriched by comrade I. V. Stalin's brilliant works "Marxism and

questions of the linguistics* and "economic problems of socialism in

the USSR", by the being models cf creative Marxism, which had immense

effect on the development of all branches of science.

At the past XIX Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union, and also in historical speech at the ccngress/descent of

comrade I. V. Stalin is outlined grandiose program of struggle for

further building of communism in our country.
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In Soviet medical science occurred deep and fundamental changes.

At the session of the All-Union Academy of agricultural Sciences

in. V. I. Lenin were finally routed the idealistic theories of

Weismann and Morgan abcut the inalterability of hereditary

signs/criteria and triumphed the created by I. V. Ilichurin

life-asserting exercise cf Soviet creative Darwinism about the effect

of the varied conditions of environment on heredity.

The joined session of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and

Academy of medical Sciences of the USSR revealed the idealistic

essence of Verhoeffism and was indicated not the need for further

comprehensive development oi I. P. Pavlov's materialistic

physiological exercise atout nervosism and abcut the interrelation of

organism with the envircnment.

Editorial staff counts therefore they are necessary to indicate

the allowed in the 4th volume by the authors cf individual chapters

errors and to amend their, how this will prcve to be possible under

conditions of this on the need for short supplement.

It is first of all necessary to pay attention to subchapter

£
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"chznge fro, the side of mental sphere" (page 125-132), written by A.

S. Shmar'yan, who stood on incorrect and faulty idealistic positions.

Of propagandized by A. S. Shmarlyan in his works psycholocalism

it found its reflection, also, in this subchapter. The widespread

introduction of I. P. Pavlov's physiological exercise into clinic

made it possible to expose the idealistic essence of the "cerebral

pathology" of A. S. Shmaxlyan and to guide Scviet psychiatry cn

correct route/path.

Page 360.

In the 4th volume there is a series/row of the ill-defined

formulations which were allowed as a result of insufficient use by

the authors of Pavlovian physiology. In rarticular, 1. S. Babchin,

carrying out the full/total/couplete analogy between the closed

injury of skull in peaceful and wartime, did not consider the severe

conditions under which are situated the soldiers in combat

circumstances (page 40). eanwhile there is no doubt that the injury

of skull in field conditions is the reascn fcr more serious

functional violations, than uader conditions cf peacetime.

In the chapters, which concern neurologic characteristics and

clinic of the wouuds of skull (i. Ya. Razdol'skiy, I. S. Babchin),

a
E
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questions of localizaticn ox. functions in cerebral cortex are treated

sometimes from incorrect localistic positions.

Editorial staff considered also they were necessary to place in

the 5th volume in the fcrm of supplement the chapter the

"physiological bases of the pathological prccesses during bullet

wounds and damages of skull and brain", which must give contemporary

concept about the basic Frocesses, occurring in brain as a result of

its bullet wounds and damages, and indicate the erroneous localistic

treatments, allowed in the individual chapters cf the

preceding/pre vious volume.

Editorial staff attempted in supplementary chapter to throw

light on questions of the patnogenesis of the bullet wounds of brain

on the basis of the research of the great physiologist-materialist of

I. P. Pavlov and his students with respect to the principles cf

foremost Soviet medicine.

Some fundamental admonitions apropos of the 4th volume the "tullet

wounds of skull and train".

Successive development by -'ie Soviet scientists of the

scientific views of I. M. Sechenov, S. P. Botkin and especially I. P.

Pavlov, who created really scientific materialistic physiology,

~~~l • fi ateialistic~m phyziwology, -
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forces to critically reexamine the "theory" of A. S. Shmarlyan's

cerebral pathology, the series/row of positions/situations of ithom is

-presented in subchapter, printed in the 4th vclume, which left into

light/world in 1949.

Indicating the gre-t value of Pavlov's exercise for a

r\/building of medicine cn new scientific bases, the resolution of the

joined session of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and Academy of

medical Sciences of the USSR at the same time emphasizes the

following: "the discoverys/openings of I. P. Pavlov in the area of

higher nervous activity as the greatest achievement of the

contemporary science about brain, they are the powerful

natural-science foundation cf materialistic ideology, by the terrible

weaponry of our ideological struggle with all manifestat~i.ns of

idealism and obscuLantism".

On that taking place on 11 October, 1951, the joined conference

of the presidium of the Academy of medical Sciences of the USfR and

plenIm of the board of the All-rUnion socie ty cf the neuropathologists

and psychiatrists were revealed the erroneous installations cf the

propaga. dized by A. S. Shmar'yan "theory" cerebral pathology.

In the 4th volume of work "experience of Soviet medicine in the

Great Patriotic War 194,--1945" (Eages125-l32) A. S. Shmar'yan gives
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characteristics of the series/row of the psychopathological syndromes

which allegedly are cbseived with the specific iccalization of the

wounds of brain.

Localizing mental functions in one or the other departments of

the cerebral cortex of train, A. S. Shmaz'yan enters in

irreconcilable contradictions *ith I. P. Pavlov's exercise and

actually are repeated the reactionary assertions of the foreign

neurologists and psychologists.

Page 361.

For example, A. S. Shmar'yan asserts: "in the first place in

brightness, fundamentality and depth of psychotic manifestations

should be to place the damages/defeats of frontal cortex, its polar-

basal departments with front-nazo-orbital wounds" ... "the

contemporary data of the pathology of brain they make it possible to

secrete psychopathological syndromes the basis of frontal

fraction/portion and delimited they from general cerebral disorders,

from the syndromes of the damage/defeat of the convex surface of

frontal cortex" ... ; ... the majority of frcnto-orbital wounds is

escorted/tracked by the selective damage/defeat of the basis :'f

frontal cortex, during which to the foreground come forward effective

and motor brake releasing, euphoria, hypcmanic condition with
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excitation of inclinaticns (increased hunger, eroticism)". "During

the damage/defeat of the convex surface cf frcntal fraction/portion

comes forward the loss cf initiative, activity, apathies, motcr

inhibition, impoverishment of speech and thinking" ... "during

temporal, sincipital and sincipital-postcranial damages/defeats are

violated the recognition, the understanding of speech, activities,

alignment in space, in time and in its own body, together with the

more complicated disorders of perception and hallucinatory

phenomena".

Thus, indicating that during the damage of one or the other

departments of the ceretial cortex are detected different and

supposedly the strictly outlined psychopathological syndromes,

specific for the damage/defeat of this area of the cerebral cortex,

A. S. Shmar'yan tried tc demonstrate the existence of the centers of

the highest mental functions.

The inaccuracy of this assextion is prcved by the numerous

research of I. P. Pavlov and his students.

According to I. P. Pavlov's exercise, the essence of the

conditioned reflex cannot be localized in the specific point/post of

the cerebral corte7, since the substratum of the conditioned reflex

is closing/shorting between each elementE/cells of the crust ends of
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interoceptive (including motor) and any other analyzer.

" ...temporary nerve communications is mcst universal

physiological phenomenon in animal peace/world and in us themselves,

wrote I. P. Pavlov. - And at the same time it and mental - that

the psychologists call association, will be this formation of the

connections from all pcssible activities, irpressions or from

letters, words and thoughts" (Vol. III, 2, 325, 1951)1.

FOOTNOTE 1*. Here below references are done tc the appropriate volumes

of I. P. Pavlov's works izd. Academy of sciences of the USSR 1951

Moscow. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In front/leading fractions/portions there are no such

mechanisms, which would be supreme with respect to all hemispheres.

There are no especially important instruments which would

establish/install the high perfection of nerve activity, there.

This is the positic/situation of I. P. Pavlov by the confirmed

numerous observations of the aeuroapatholcgists, psychiatrists and

neurosurgeons during the Great Patriotic War with the wounds of skull

and brain.

According to the experiment/experience of the wars, diverse in
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severity and volume the penetrating wounds of the skulls, with which

were damaged the convex and basal surfaces of the frontal

fractions/portions of train, and also sincipital, temporal and

postcranial fractions/porticns, they were escorted/tracked altogether

only into 1.1o/o by mental violations.

It is characteristic that these mental violations were very

diverse and they were not placed in those strictly outlined

frames/scopes of the syndromes which A. S. Shmar'yan secreted for the

specific localization of the damages of brain.
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Page 362.

A. S. Shmar'yan's error is also tendency to give explanation to

the basic basic pathophysiological manifestations of the violation of

the activity of the cerebral cortex separately from those data, which

were obtained by I. P. Pavlov during the study of the experimental

neuroses in laboratory and the mental diseases of man in clinic.

For example, the origin of hallucinations A. S. Shmar'yan

connected exclusively with such localization of wound with which

could occur the stimulation of one or the other sensitive area.

Thereby A. S. Shmar'yan denied the representation of I. P. Pavlov

about the inertness of excitation and phase conditions as to the

pathophysiological foundation of the origin of the hallucinations,

which can appear as the manifestation of the general/common/total

symptoms of the damage of the cerebral cortex.

Erroneous in A. S. Shmarsyan's work was the interpretation of

the mechanism of pains during the damage/defeat of sincipital area,

during which was emphasized the value of cortico-talamiceskix

I,
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violations.

In direct connection with the inaccurate representations of A.

S. Shmar'yan about the pathogenesis of cerebral injury is located his

treatment of the physiclogical mechanisms of reduction processes,

which was being reduced by it to the creaticn of "new alternate

routes and intra-neuronal communications". Ignoring by A. S.

Shmar'yanI. P. Pavlov's exercise led him to the straight/direct

sermon of the vitalism: "at any intensity of traumatic damage/defeat

always it becomes apparent the maximum tendency of organism to resist

all destructions and to be held down/retained in life" (page 130).

By especially intolerant are interpretations A. S. Shmar'yan the

mechanisms of disturbance of consciousneszi as one of the central

symptoms of cerebral injury. A. S. Shmar'yan asserted the existence

of two equal mechanisms of the violation of conciousness: a

primary-cortical and truncal.

Positions/situations, close to A. S. Shmar'yan's views, were

given also in the chapter of I. S. Babchin, who described the

disorders of consciousness and psychics/psyche "as hanger-on and

vegetative symptoms". The same error committed I. Ya. Razdol'skiy.

All this contradicts the materials, represented in the same 4th

volume, which with a certainty testified about the absence of any
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dependence of the frequency of the cases of the violation of

consciousness on localization of wound and thereby they indicated the

possibility to consider the violations of consciousness as the

consequence of the general/common/total disturbances of the

functional condition of crust cells. The pathophysiological

substratum of such violations was onset and irradiation of beyond the

limits inhibition and first of all their acticns on the neurcdynamic

mechanisms of the second signal system.

The observations of the clinicians cf the violations of

consciousness with the injury of the hanger-on unit of brain indicate

unavoidable with this locaiization wounds the sharn violations of the

vitally necessary functions of blood circulaticn, respiration,

metabolism/exchange, which by heaviest mode manifests itself the

functional condition of crust cells.

Incorrectly was explained this symptom of cerebral injury as the

disorders of sleep. In chapter of N. S. Molchanovo the violations of

sleep are examined among other disorders of vegetative sphere. By

that author himself ackncwiedged the concept of Hess, who ccmbhnec

the center of sleep with the field of the vegetative centers of

hypthalamic field, that was undergoing criticism I. P. Pavlov's on

the part,
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Page 363.

I. P. Pavlov defined the cond;.4tion of sleep as the spilled

inhibition in the cells of cerebral cortex, which can be extended

also to subcortex. The conditions, which ensure the irradiaticn of

inhibition, are sufficient intensity of inhibition and presence of

the lowered exciter tone or crust cells.

Primary sleep appears in the cerebral ccrtex; the functional

condition of subcortex changes cnly for a second time by the force of

the violation of the usually existing negative-induction effect of

cortex on subcortex.

In the chapter of A. S. Snmaryan, furthermore, the origin of

emotive violations is connected with the damages/defnats of frontal

fraction/portion and diencephalic violations. "It is most difficult

to demarcate clinic of the damage/defeat of basal cortex from the

primary damage/defeat cf interstitial brain", writes he.

The inaccuracy of these views was with entire obviousness proved

by I. P. Pavlov in his numerous research about the interrelation of

cortex and subcortex.

Thus, A. S. Shmar'yai as the author of the "theory" of cerebral
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pathology, mechanically timing individual mental functions to the

strictly localized sectors of orain, attempted to ccnvert the

idealistic essence of his theory into materialistic.

However, mechanization in natural science, as is known, it is

only the reverse side of idealism.

Struggle for I. P. Parlov's physiological exercise in psychiatry

combined Soviet psychiatrists.

I. V. Stalin's instruction to the struggle of opinions and ths

freedom of criticism as to the most important conditions for the

development of science made possible to reveal entire inaccuracy of

the theory of the cerebzal pathology of Shmar'yan and to derive

Soviet psychiatry on the wide road of I. P. Pavlov's physiological

exercise.

Physiological bases of the pathological processes during bullet

wounds and damages of skull and brain.

Soviet medical science during the Great Patriotic War assembled

the richest factual material, characterizing course conditions,

treatment and issues of the wounds of skull and brain. As in all

other fields of the military medical science, neurosurgery can note
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the essential successes in a matter of an increase in the number of

such wounded as could return to service in army.

In the period of the Great Patriotic War and in particular after

the world-wide historical victory of the Soviet Army above Fascist

Germany and Japan they set about tne analysis of the obtained

material and to the generalization of the accumulated experience.

However, it is necessary to note that during the scientific

generalization of the extensive materials of military questicns of

the pathogenesis of the combat injury of brain were dismantled

frequently without taking into account I. P. Pavlov's physiological

exercise.

As prerequisite/premise -o- rae physiological correct analysis

of the pathogenesis of the combat injury of brain served Pavlcvian

representations about dynamic lccalizaticn of functions and results

of the experimental research of I. P. Pav!iv and his students,

dedicated to the study of a question about the consequences of the

extirpation of one or the other departments of the cerebral cortex.

Studying by the objective method of the consequence of the

extirpation of different departments of the cerebral cortex, I. P.

Pavlov revealed/detscted that in this case occurs the violation of

the processes of analysis and synthesis, morecver especially suf.ered
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their most delicate forms. By L. G. Voronin were damaged in animals

different sectors of the cerebral cortex.

Page 364.

In one step were destroyed the sectors of cortex of both hemispheres

or this process/operation was realized in two stages. In some animals

of damage were deposited in 3 places the cortices. As a result of

such damages attacked/advanced the violations of the

analytic-synthetic functions cf cortex. These "-olations of functions

were held from several weeks to year. Violaticns were

revealed/detected most distinctly during the use of complicated

irritants. Any damage cf cortex does not pass without leaving a trace

for the general/common/total function of analysis and synthesis.

However, it was possible to observe the greatest violations when

irritants were headed toward the analyzer whce territory proved to

be damaged. At the foundation of this lies/rests the violation of the

process of internal inhibition as more brittle. Besides this, as

showed further research, suffers the exciter process in view of the

incidence/drop in the efficiency of crust cell.

Pavlov considers the wounds of brain as the factor, which

stimulates the brain: "...action of wound stimulation lasts the

indefinite time, and it is unkncwn, to what distance it is spread.
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You cannot say, when it ends.... Finally, it comes the desired

moment, wound stimulation is passed, wound heals. But then to scene

is new stimulation - scar" (Vol. il1, 1, 223, 1951). The initially

extended to distant distance activity of wound stimulation is

expressed in the develcpment of the braking process. At the

termination of the activity of wound irritant and limitation of he

phenomena of inhibition comes the period during which #all observed

changes depend ... only on the absence of the removed units of the

great hemispheres".

The first signs/criteria of the beginning of the activity of

scar are expressed in the phenomena of suppression. Following by this

can advance the "burst of spasms" as the manifestation of excitation.

After completion "follcws the new period of the subsequent

suppression". I. P. Pavlov emphasizes as the important side cf scar

the activity of its not cnly as irritant, but also factor, which

destroys cerebral substance. observing a great quantity of operated

animals, Pavlov indicated that "the work of scar ... is

involved/tightened to months and year" (Vol. III, 1, 10, 1951).

These experimental research, and also great experience, acquired

by I. P. Pavlov's schocl in clinic of nerve ones and mental diseases,

made possible to A. G. Ivanov-Saolenskiy to study from the positions

of Pavlovian physiological exercise the Pathogenesis of the combat
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injury of skull and brain. During the analysis of the obtained

materials they isolated taree stages of the ccurse or

disease/sickness/illness/malady and reduci-.g period in patients wit

the injuries of brain.

First (acute/sharp) period of zae course of the morbid processes vith

the injuries of brain.

The description of tae symptomatology of the first pericd,

directly following after injury skull and of brain, datum by A. G.

Ivanov-Smoienskiy, virtually coincide with the descrintion of this

condition in other authors. In patients into the first hours after

the open and closed injury was noted the loss of consciousness, the

offensive comatose condition with the subsequent vomiting and by more

or less extensive retrcgrade anesia.

Delivering injury should be considered as ultrapowerful,

although to the short-term operating irritant. Subsequently the

tissues, which surround the place of injury, prove to be the source

of the long operating stimulations and occasicn for the reflector

appearing violaticns of trophic system.

Page 365.
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Recently to the condition of trophics of cerebral tissue is

given the value of the mcst important condition of the normal

functioning of crust cells (K. M. Bykov, 1952). To the violations of

the trophic system of train during its damages must be attached the

most serious value in the study of the problem about the pathogenesis

of the .njury of brain. These violations, after arising primary as a

result W! the presence of stricken area, are complicated subsequently

by the violations roof and liguor circulation. As the most

significant violation cf trophic system can be considered edema and

especially the bloating of cerebral tissue.

The irritants, which appear with the injury of brain, force

crust cells to work beyond the limit of their efficiency, causing the

onset of beyond the limits inhibition (condition, which corresponds

to N. Ye. Vvedenskiy's parabiosis). The braking process, which

appears in area of injury, at sufficient intensity can irradiate on

the cerebral cortex.

Thus, are detected the violations of the functional condition of

the cerebral cortex at considerable distance from the place of

injury. They are designated as the "repercussion" of injury.

To the process of the irradiation of inhibition can contribute,

in the first place, the intensity of this process vnd, in the second
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place, the low exciter tone of crust cells. Some special

features/peculiarities of the conditions of obtaining the combat

injuries in the individual categories of wounded can contribute to

the great value of precisely this latter fact.

Combat injury can te obtained after the execution of

considerable physical stress/voltage, action cf sharp sonic irritants

and finally against the background of considerable emotional

stress/voltage. In each of these cases consists the

prerequisite/premise for the possible overvoltage of the exciter

process and the subsequent descent in the efficiency of crust cpl!

even to the moment of wound. "Strong excitation from emotions

excitant of cortex, and this rapidly conducts its stimulation to

limit and beyond the limit of its efficiency", wrote I. P. Pavlov

(Vol. III, 2, 207, 1951). It is necessary, however, to remember that

of this type the effect of emotions is hardly ever necessary; it is

detected, as a rule, only under the primary weakness of cortex or the

excessive force of the stimulations, which are brought down to

subcortex.

Another reason for the special feature/peculiarity of the course

of the combat injury of brain can be its combination with

considerable blood loss and supplementary injury - wound of soft

tissues, supporting-motor apparatus, internal organs, the presence of
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the specific period (to rendering aid) of entry into the central

nervous system of "painful impulses/momenta/pulses," from the side of

the receptors of the damaged tissues and organs/controls. The entry

of the flow of these impulses/momenta/pulses can increase the

condition of beyond the limits inhibition, the manifestation of phase

conditions.

The presence of the extended on cortex braking process leads tc

limitation and exclusion of conditioned-reflex activity in wounded.

Wounded ceases to react to that surrounding.

The impossibility of the education of new conditioned reflexes

leads subsequently to the phenomena of amnesia.

Against the background of general/common/total beyond the limits

inhibition can remain those not hindered or less slowed especially

solid, which placed by thiose automated, conditional communications.

From the side of the second signal system this can become apparent in

the form of repetition by ths wounded of the individual words and

even phrases.

Page 366.

Is possible inhibition of old ones, that was slowed, vocal
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conditional reactions. However, these phenomena always cannot be

considered as the manifestations of consciousness. They testify abcut

incomplete envelopment by the nraking process of all naurodynamic

systems of cortex, stagnant excitation in some of them. the appearing

as a result induction reinforcing exciter tcne.

During the first period can be observed such violations of

vegetative functions as vomiting, disorder of respiration,

cardiovascular activity, etc. Observed against the background of the

unconscious condition (at foundation of which lies/rests the wide

irradiation of beyond the limits inhibition), these vegetative

violations can be the result of the disccnnection of the crust

regulation of the function of internal organs/ccntrols, disseminaticn

of inhibition for the centers of subcortex, i.e. the progressive and

gross violation of nerve regulation.

The dissemination of inhibition for subcortical and hanger-on

education can lead to the violation of vital functions.

SECOND PERIOD OF THE COURSE OF THE MORBID PROCESSES WITH THE INJURY

=OF BRAIN.

The second period of the course of the morbid processes is

characterized by the gradual weakening cf beycnd the limits

tI
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inhibition, which "lets itself be known, also, during entire the

second pe Lod of disease" (A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy).

In this second period they are noted: 1) the symptoms, which

depend on the concentration of inhibition in area of the injury; 2)

the symptoms, which depend on that continuing to be held the process

of the inhibition; 3) the sysptcs, which depend on the violation cf

the normal interrelation of the processes of excitation and

inhibition in the central nervous system, which is freed/released

from the condition of the beyond the limits inhibition; 4) the

phenomena, which depend cn the violations of the normal

interrelations of cortex and sutcortex.

Symptoms, which depend on the concentration of inhibition in area of

in jury.

As a result of the concentration of inhibition in area of injury

the braking process frees/releases the mcre or less extensive

territories of the cerebral cortex, in connection with which is noted

an improvement in the ccndition of the patient: it begins to react to

external stimulations, is detected the gradual restoration/reduction

of the function of the second signal system.

In direct connection with the concentration of the braking
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process in area of injury will cost the manifestation of the local

symptoms of injury, connected with the disturbance of the function of

the crust end of one or the cther analyzer. The intensity of the

manifestation of these iccai symptoms depends, on one hand, from

that, in what measure cccurred fading the "repercussion" of injury,

and with another, from the course cf reducticn processes and

development of compensator mechanisms. Important role plays the

character/nature of injury, the volume of damage and presence or

absence of complications.

As is well known, in the crust end cf each analyzer I. P. Pavlov

distinguished nucleus and peripheral unit. Due to nucleus is realized

delicate analysis by complicated the synthesis; the peripheral units

of the analyzer, widely scattered in cortex, which are intertedded

with the peripheral units of other analyzers, provide the simpler

forms of analytical and synthetic activity. Therefore during the

damage to center section (nucleus) of analyzer are detected the more

considerable and more noticeable violaticns of especially complex

functions.

Page 367.

Symptois, which depend on that continuing to te held the process of

inhibition.
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These phenomena find their expressicn "in general/common/total

motor retardation (poverty/scarcity and deceleration of movements)".

A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy describes as characteristic for this stage

violation "vestibular-ki'iesthetic apparatus, i.e. the function of the

balancing of body in space (appearance of vertigo, especially with a

change in the position/situation, sometimes - an unsteadiness in

gait, staggering with the closed eyes, etc.)".

Especially characteristic is the dela- of inhibition on those

neurodynamic systems, whica are ztne substratum of the report/event Of

speech.

To the violations in the Iforr of deafness, dumbness, deal-mutism

of patients and the like in clinic of the combat injuries of brain is

given considerable attention. These conditions Prove to be especially

heavily transferred for a patient and can lead to the development of

jet depression.

A. G. Ivanov-Smolen.,kil showed the role of the izritantE of the

combat circumstances under cond1itions of which will be deposited

military injury for the preferred manifestation of vocal violations.
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"Is longer anything ... inhibition inclined to be held uo on the

system of the auditory cenzers, the highest echelon of command which

is the auditory area (auditory analyzer) of cerebral cortex. However,

it is necessary tc take into consideration, that these departments

undergo not only those harmful actions, that also all remaining

departments of brain (air contusion, brain ccncussicn), but,

furthermore, at moment injuries receive seemingly extra load in the

form of that suver-maximum stimulation, such as is deafening sonic

action from the occured in immediate proximity burst. Meanwhile in

man the auditory analyzer, which contains in itself the "sensory"

center of speech, as is known, is most intimately in associative

sense connected with a motor-kinesthetic vocal area ("motor

center")".

I. P. Pavlov wrote: "zhe second signaling system and its

organ/control, as quite latter/last acquisiticn in the evolutionary

process, must be especially brittle, yieldinc first of all tc the

spilled inhibition, once it appears in great hemispheres" (Vcl. III,

2, 325, 1951). Logically that during the reverse development cf the

widely irradiated guardian inhibition it is longer anything held up

precisely in this area and, thus, does suffer clinically distinctly

the speech of patient cr not, ir all cases of combat injury auditory

analyzer proves to be under most unfavorable conditions.
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I. V. Stalin in work "Marxism and questions of linguistics"

showed the direct coupling of human thinking and speech.

"Whatever thoughts arose in tne head of man and if they not

arose, they can arise and exist only on the basis of lingual

material, on the basis of lingual terms and phrases. The nude

thoughts, free from lingual "natural Batter" - there does not exist.

"tongue is direct reality of thougnt" (1arx)" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1 . Stalits, flarxism and questions of linguistics, page

81. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 368.

The disease of auditory and speech- motot analyzer, leading to

the violation of vocal function, can be revealed clinically in a

whole series of the so-called mental symutous, designated as the

"disorder of thinking", "inconsistent thinking", "vocal retardation",

etc.

It is possible that the mechanism of the violaticns of thinking

indicated is not only, however, it is unconditional, it one cannot

fail to consider with the selection/analysis of the

pathophysiological syartcaatology of injury.
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Neurosurgical clinic constantly emphasizes the frequency of the

appearance of the so-called mental symptoms during the dacage/defeat

of frontal fractions/pcrtions. This Position/situaticn is far not

absolutely, since "mental symptoms are observed also during the

damage/defeat of other sectors cf brain".

I. P. Pavlov on the oasis of the richest experimental material

created the exercise about dynamic localization of the functions:

"the ...infinite mass of the phenomena of nature constantly gives

rise to by means of the apparatus of great hemispheres the education

first of positive ones, then of negative conditioned reflexes and by

the fact in detail determines entire activity of animal, its daily

conduct" (Vol. IV, 2, 231, 1951).

The conditioned reflex cannot be localized in any sector of

cerebral substance, since its substratum is closing/shorting between

the crust ends of analyzers.

Cerebral cortex, according to Pavlov, is the "uost complex

dynamic system".

The comparison of experimental material with different cases of
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clinical pathology led 1. P. Pavlov to the conclusicn that

"temporary/time nerve ccmaunications is most universal phenoenon in

animal peace/world and in us themselves. But at the same time it and

mental - that the Esychologists call asscciation, will be this

formation of cominations froa all possible activities, impressions

or letters, words and tioughts".

I. P. Pavlov categorically objected to representation about

localization in any sector of the cerebral substance of the highest

mental functions, including in any fractions/portions: "_n

front/leading fractions/portions there are no such mechanisms, which

would be supreme with respect to all hemispheres". "About any

general/common/total mechanisms, which are located in front/leading

fractions/portions, there cannot be speeches. There are no nc

singular instruments vhich would establish/install the high

perfection of nerve activity, there, obviously,".

However, the accumulated clinical facts require the

interpretation. As is known, the exciter tone of the cerebral cortex

is supported by impulses/momenta/pulses from the external and

internal medium of man. "Most important of the internal analyzers is

motor analyzer".

The motor analyzer vhose nucleus is located in the area cf
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front/leading central band, receives impuises/mcmenta/pulses Zrom tac

receptors of muscles, tendons and ligaments.

These "proprioceptors" are stimulated in the process of muscular

contraction/abbreviation, movements, realized by man, signalling

thereby of change in the condition of organisi.

Motor analyzer, as all others, is sensitive education. The axcns

of the sensitive cells, which form in their totality the crust end of

the analyzer, are connected with dendrites of the great pyramidal

cells of Betz-ferzhevskiy. Thereby impulses/mcmenta/pulses from other

analyzers, which are stimulated under the effect of conditional

irritants and entering through the beaten routes/paths the territory

of motor analyzer, can further te headed on pyramidal cells toward

the segmental apparatus cf oblong and spinal cord.

Page 369.

The muscular apparatus of the body of man is approximately half

his weight. Each muscular filament or grcup of filaments has their

receptor instruments. The movements, carried out by man, which

constitute the necessary condition of his existence, are the source

of pulse arrival on the territory cf the crust end of the motor

analyzer. The stresses/voltages, developed with the skeletal
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musculature, are also occasion for the onset cf proprioceptive

impulses/momenta/pulses. Since the considerable masses of one or the

other muscular groups always are found in the condition of known

stress/voltage (containment of all body as a whcle, upper half body,

head in vertical position), teen constantly there are conditicns of

the onset of proprioceptive impulses/momenta/pulses and their entry

into the crust unit of the motor analyzer. Even in the condition of

the sleep when musculature to a considerable degree is weakensd,

occasion and to the onset of prcprioceptive impulses/momenta/pulses

is created by pressure on body from the side of the surface of

support. All this together undertaken makes it possible to consider

motor analyzer most active and strcng, as emphasized I. P. Pavlov. It

is possible to assume that the precisely motor analyzer is one of the

basic sources of the exciter tone of the ceretral cortex. This is why

during violations in the area of mwtor analyzer it is necessary to

consider not only the appropriate motor violations, but also changes

in the functional condition of the cerebral cortex as a whole,

deprived under these conditions of the mcst essential "source" of

exciter tone.

The violations of the functional condition of motor analyzer can

occur not only if injury is localized in the area of the territory of

its crust end. Its function can be disrupted by the mechanism of

"repercussion" with any localization of injury and in particular in
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frontal fractions/porticns.

Above it was indicated what value in the symptomatology of

cerebral injury, in particular, in the origin of the so-called mental

violations, have the conditions of crust cells, transient between

wakefulness and sleep, or hypnotic phases. These conditions, general

laws governing manifestation of wnich for an entire nervous system

were shown by already V. Ye. Yvedenskiy, appear with the

overstressing of the stimulation process, occasion for what is

injury. They are they attack/advance the more easily the lower the

exciter tone of crust cells and, on the contrary, they can be

scattered with its increase.

One of the occasions for a decrease in the exciter tone exactly

is the disconnection cf motor analyzer, which, as it was emphasized,

can be the consequence of its direct damage and repercussion of the

injury of any other sectcr of cortex. With localization of injury in

frontal fraction/portion the place of wound will be the source both

of the irradiation of beyond the limits inhibition and summing with

it induction inhibition. This can pronounce on motor analyzer and

that it is always necessary to consider in man, on a speech-motor

analyzer. Hence is created occasion for the onset of phase ccnditions

and thereby to the redoubling of the violaticns of higher nervous

activity.
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Page 370.

Symptoms, which depend on the violation of the normal interrelation

of the processes of excitation and inhibiticn.

These violations are the basis of some characteristic changes in

the higher nervous activity of patients, in which are noted the

phenomena of the increased excitability.

According to A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy, such conditions should be

explained not by an increase in the exciter tone of crust cells, but

by the relative predominance of the force of the exciter process

above the braking. This is explained by the fact that the process of

active, internal inhibition is restored already after was begun the

restoration/reduction cf the exciter process. In connection with this

deficiency in the active inhibition it proves to be the increased

irritability of such patients, offenses against the rules/handspikes

of the internal order cf therapeutic installations, etc.

Working conditions of crust cell with the weakness of active

inhibition prove to be unfavorable - is detected its rapid

exhaustion. Clinically it is possible to observe light enervation of

I|
I
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patients, failure of any lasting conversation, etc.

In the second stage (according to A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy), or

in the period, which corresponds to the second stage, by a number cf

the authors was noted the appearance of the sc-called

"psychopathological symptoms or syndromes".

Estimating the condition of such patients, it is necessary to

always remember that because of the low limit of efficiency of crust

cells the latter easily can under the effect of, it would seem,

insignificant occasions reveal/detect return for the condition of

beyond the limits inhibition. Easily again appear the phase

conditions, which can be the Dasis of hallucinatory-delirious

phenomena.

Random intoxications, intercurrent diseases are represented by

the factors, which decrease the limit of efficiency of crust cells

and which complicate these phencmena.

The weakness of the cells of the cerebral cortex, characteristic

for the second period cf the course of cerebral injury, especially

under the effect on this cortex of "difficult for it stimulations"

perhaps according to I. P. Pavlov, by the reason for sharp "affective

bursts and convulsive fits". The weakness of the cerebral cortex is

, I
I
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also the reason for emctiveness, characteristic to traumatized

patients. In turn, on emotion, i.e. "stimulation from subcortex", is

caused irradiation from it of excitation into the cerebral cortex. As

a result of this can occur the excessive stimulation of "known

point/post or area" of cortex .... "This it is sufficient with the

weakness of cortex, wrote I. P. Parlov, so that he would cause the

strong extended negative induction, eliminating supervision, effect

of the remaining units of the hemisphere", i.e. all or almost all

neurophysiological systems, which are the substratum of the higher

nervous activity of man. As a result appears the "concentrated

stimulation of the specific point/Eost or area of great hemispheres

in the form of the specific stimulation, perception or its trail"

the "stimulation, which obtained the predominant, illegal and

invincible value". This stimuiaticn can he the reascn for the

realization of one or the other attack/seizure/paroxysm of the

forcible movements which are observed in traumatized patients.

Page 371.

Phenomena, which depend on the violations of the normal

interrelations of cortex and subcoxtex.

During the second period are detected numerous vegetative

violations. They compose the object/subject of the complaints of

£J
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patients which declare about the presence of the pains in the area cf

heart, which have sometimes the character/nature of stenocardia,

shortness of breath, asthmatic conditions, spasmodic phenomena in the

area of gastrointestinal tract, etc.

During research are detected the changes in the composition of

the peripheral blood, described in the period of the first world war

of V. K. Khoroshko. Observe n the majority of the cases moderate

leukocytosis, left-shift of leukccyte formula, decrease of a quantity

of monocytes and eosincohils (A. L. Abashev-Kcnsta).

Researchers' majority notes the presence of distinct trophic

disorders, in particular, violaticns of metabolism. One of the

essential violations is the connected with injury vitamin

insufficiency (G. Ye. Sukhareva).

As a rule, with the injury of brain can be sharply proncunced

the violations of the functional conditicn of cardiovascular system.

In patients are observed lability heart contractions, the

tachycardia, an increase in the blood pressure, the inverted symptom

Ashner. Sometimes proves to be distorted reaction to a change in the

position/situation of the body: upon transfer from horizontal

position to vertical is observed the blood pressure increase instead

of the decrease. Is detected a chauge ia the form, lumen, quantity

Z7
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and character/nature of capillaries (I. K. Zyuzin).

A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy emphasizes as characteristic

manifestation of vegetative violations with the injury of brain the

sharply pronounced changes in the frequency of pulse with

crthoclinostatic poll, the achieving 30-60 strikes/shocks per minute.

The very frequent manifestation of vegetative violations in such

patients is the increased perspiration.

Frequentlf attention is drawn to the vegetative asymmetries,

which are expressed in different character/nature of dermographism

for the skin surface of left and right half bcdy, differences in the

intensity of perspiration, degree of angiospasm, in connection with

which prove to be sometimes sharply different the values of the blocd

pressure, measured on left and right shoulder artery and, etc.

The systematic research of the condition of internal

organs/controls with the injury cf brain was carried out by N. S.

Molchanov, I. K. Zyuzin et al.

The reason for all described above vegetative violations is

change in such sick normal interrelations of the mechanisms cf the

regulai-ion of vegetative functions.
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As is well known, I. P. Pavlov counted: "although the life of

animals and us he is headed by the basic tendencies of organism: tc

food, floor/sex, agressive, research and so forth (function of the

nearest subcortex), nevertheless for the acccmplished coordination

and the realization of these all tendencies and unavoidably in

connection with general living conditions is a special unit of the

central nervous system, whach any individual tendency moderates,

everything them will match and provides their advantageous

realization in connection with environmental conditions of

environment. These are, cf course, great hemispheres" (Vol. III, 2,

206, 1951).

Page 372.

As a result of th, ajury of Drain and development of the

phenomena of beyond the imits inhibition in the cerebral cortex

prove to be possible the most varied violations in the interrelation

of cortex and other departments of nervous system.

Beyond the limits inhibition can be extended to subcortical

education, cause the shazp suppression of the series/row of

vegetative mechanisms.

At the same time the presence of the braking process, which
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predominates in the territory of the cerebral cortex, can not only

free the mechanisms of subcortex from the permanent inhibiting effect

of the cerebral cortex, tut alsc it positively induce, which can lead

to such :ondition of the reflector regulation of the functions of

internal organs/controls, which by I. P. Pavlcv was designated as

"chaotic" (Vol. III, 2, 205, 1951).

And finally beyond the limits inhibition under conditions for

strong injury and changes in the functions cf nervous system can be

extended also to its hanger-on department, causing the conditions,

very risky for the life of patient. Beyond the limits inhibition,

continuing to fulfill its guardian function with respect to nerve

cell, becomes threatening for all organism as a whole.

In the second stage of the course of the reducing priod chiefly

are encountered first two of the possibilities indicated.

The wide acceptance of beyond the limits inhibition along

central nervous system is encountered most frequently in the first

period or in the case cf the appearance of complications - the

seconds.

Precise physiological representations abcut the reasons for the

damage of the activity cf internal organs/controls during the
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viclations of the functional condition of the cerebral cortex were

given by K. M. Bykov.

K. M. Bykov and his laboratories showed the principle of the

dependence of the so-called "vegetative functions of organism" on the

cerebral cortex. After showing the dynamic, ccnditional-reflex

mechanism of this regulation, K. M. Bykov emphasized important role

in the regulation of the vegetative functions cf the

retention/preservation/maintaining the normal interrelations cf

cortico-cerebrum, subcortical ganglia/nodes and whole series of the

located below nerve education with the leading roles cerebral cortex.

The given explanation of the origin of the vegetative violaticns

which are considered as the result of changing the normal

interrelations between cortex and subcortex, radically differs from

those views which existed earlier, in light of which vegetative

shifts/shears were considered as the consequence of primary

diencephalic-truncal damages/defeats.

THIRD PERIOD OF THE COURSE OF THE PROCESSES WITH THE INJURY OF BRAIN.

The third period in the course of the injury of brain is

characterized: 1) by the continuation of the process of the

concentration of inhibition in area of the injury; 2) by the
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normalization of the interrelations between the processes of

excitation and inhibiticn; 3) by the continuation of shaping of th

compensative mechanisms; 4) by the normalization of the

interrelations between the cortex and subcortical mechanisms.

The braking process Ls concentrated more and it is more in area

of injury, freeing/releasiag the territories of cortex, its directly

not tested activities. However, against the background of the

scattering inhibition can be held the phase ccnditions of crust

cells. Then cells, which were freed from hyrnctic phases, can being

able of yet completely nct restcred/red.iced efficiency. This is

expressed in the phenomena of irritable weakness, ease/lightness cf

the offensive of beyond the limits inhibiticn.

Page 373.

The long held phase conditions, the inclination of the exciter

and braking process to stagnancy can be the pathophysiological

substratum of the onset of the series/row of the violations cf higher

nervous activity.

Prerequisite/premise for the restoration/reduction of function

is, as has already been indicated, the liberation of the territory of

th crerl ore fmte condition of beyond the limits
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inhibition, which is concentrated in area of injury.

The possibilities of the compensation for the occured violations

of cerebral functions are extremely great, that also finds its

expression in the phenczenon, designated by I. P. Pavlov as the

mechanical immunity: "In nervous system it is special in its most

complex central department, which controls entire organism, which

unites all particular activities of organism, this principle of

mechanical self-defense, principle of mechanical immunity had to

achieve the highest perfection" (Vol. III, 2, 176, 1951).

Mechanical defense is possible as a result of the "grandeur ...

cf communications" in central nervous system.

By the most important fact in the compensation functions is

represented the "plasticity" of nervous system, in particular th3

cerebral cortex. "The principal, strong and constantly remaining

impression from the study of higher nervous activity ... this is the

extreme plasticity of this activity, its vast possibilities; nothini

remains motionless, intractable, but everything always can be

achieved, change to the best, provided wculd be realized the

corresponding conditions" (Vol. 11, 2, page 188).

In the latter case the discussion deals with the formation of
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the neurodynamic systems, which ensure the functioning of new

conditioned-reflex communications. The mcst isportant

prerequisite/premise fcr the formation of these conditional

communications is the restoration/reduction of the function of the

crust ends of the analyzers. "It is obvious, wrote I. P. Pavlcv, for

individual analyzers replaceability it is necessary to count as the

doubtless factor". Prerequisite/premise for this is tne fact that

"...cerebral end of the analyzei presents the common mass in wich

all units are located in close connection and can be replaced by

others" (Vol. III, 1, 192, 1951). The educaticn of new conditioned

reflexes supposes, also as indispensable condition, sufficiently high

exciter tone of crust cells.

In the third period of the course of cerebral injury vegetative

violations usually begin to be smoothed, which is determined by the

restoration/reduction cf the normal interrelations between ccrtex and

subcortical education.

However, during evaluation of the subsequent course of

vegetative violations with the injuries cf brain it is necessary to

bear in mind, that morbid changes of functioning the internal

organs/controls can prcve to be occasion for pathological

interoceptive pulsation within the limits of central nervous system.

The result of this can be tke onset of the focus of stagnant I
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excitation both in the ccrtex and an the nearest subcortex, which is

one of the important teams of the onset of stable Cortico-visceral

violations.

In particular, the source of the interoceptive

impulses/momenta/pulses cf this type can be the areas of the regionai

vascular spasm (migraine-like attacks/seizures/paroxysms, paroxysmal

vascular spasms of vestibular apparatus, cooling and pallor cf

extremities, anginose cf attack/seizure/parcxysm,

general/common/total vascular crises, etc.). Characteristic for such

patients condition of the lowered/reduced tcne cf crust cells, phas-

conditions in the cerebral cortex, it is doubtless, contribute to the

education of the foci of stagnant excitation, i.e. fixation and

progression vegatitive symptcmarology with the injury of brain.

Page 374.

The advancing/attacking in the third period process of

improvement can be delayed by the development of scar in cerebral

tissue. Being formed/activated, scar comes fcrward in the role of the

traumatizing factor, i.e. it reinforces the residual phenomena of the

former injury, and it can be occasion for the onset of new, i.e. be

the source of ultrapowerful stimulation. Even when scar will not

traumatize cerebral tissue, it nevertheless proves to be the
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irritant, which changes the functional condition of brain cells.

L. I. Smirnov considers that roughest irritants in connective

scar are his collagenic elements/cells in the relation to the which

surrounds scar cerebral tissue.

The stimulating activity of scar manifests itself, first of all,

in the healthy/sound tissues, which surrcund cerebral scar. In the

cells of these tissues appear the condition of stagnant excitation,

which calls in periphery according to the law of induction as the

"shaft" of inhibition, the surrounding focus of stagnant excitation.

In the case of reinforcing the focus of stagnant excitation either

weakening of the process of inhioition or presence simultaneously of

both these conditions can occur the irradiaticn of excitation on

=ortex. This exciter prezess, causing the work of crust cells beyond

the limit of their efficiency, leads to the onset of beyond the

limits inhibition. The inhibition, which arose in ccrtex and which

was extended on its territory, causes the rencval/taking the usually

existing inhibiting effect of cortex on the mechanisms of subcortex,

the positive induction of subco-tex and onset more or less extensive

motor activity in the fcru of ccnvulsive attack/seizure/paroxysm.

Repeated epileptic attacks/seizures/paroxysms have by their

result a descent in the limit of efficiency of crust cells, an
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irritable weakness, an explosiveness. All these phenomena lead to the

violation of all forms of conditioned-reflex activity, including

those which compose the system cf compensator mechanisms. Therefore

during the development of the complication of the wound of brain in

the form of epileptic attacks/seizures/paroxysms attacks/advances

deterioration in the condition of patient and can be

revealed/detected as the "return" of the occurred violations cf

functions.

One of the possible complications in the course of the injury of

brain can be "fixation" cf motor and vegetative violations. According

to I. P. Pavlov, the viclaticns of this type people' ... with

strong nervous system either in no way appear, they are suppressed,

or rapidly they disappear, but in weak people they are

involved/tightened for some time..." (Vol. III, 2, 209, 1951).

Subsequently instead of gradually being effaced during the

establishment of the normal interrelations between cortex and

subcortex, they, on the contrary, are fixed/recorded and are

reproduced.

In the description cf three periods of pathophysiological

changes in the functional condition of central nervous system it is

necessary to explain also the pathoainatomical substratum of each of

these periods. The periods of the course of the injury of skull and

RK
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brain were also given by classification of VII session of

neuro-surgical advice/ccuncil it 1946. Were planned only five such

periods, including the period of the distant consequences. Clear

clinical delimitations their and pathoanatomical substantiation of

this periolization can be used for the establishment of the

pathoanatomical illustrations of those indicated above of the periods

of the course of traumatic disease/sickness/illness/malady, isolated

by A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy.

Page 375.

With respect to the course of the first and second period "according

to the classification of geuro-surgical advice/council" are cccasicns

for strong beyond the limits inhibition. I, L. I. Smirnov notes

that in the second pericd appear jet changes in substance and shells

of brain both in the area of wound and in distance from it. Are

observed let changes in the periphery of foreign bodies, the

disorders of blood circulation and liquor circulation, restricted and

diffuse infectious complications and jet aseptic inflammation I.

distance from wound canal. Thus, during the second period, according

to the classification of Aeuro-surgical advice/council, occasions for

the limitation of beyond the limits inhibition are absent. At this£I
time there are all prerequisites/premises for further damage of the

trophic system of cerebtral tissue, i.e. to the alleviation of the
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conditions of the onset of Deyond the limits inhibition. It is

completely possible to assume that first period of A. C.

Ivanov-Smolenskiy's classification has by its pathoanatomical

substratum the first and second period, accepted by Neuro-surgical

advice/council.

The third period of this classification is characterized by the

limitation of infectious foci, by the processes of substitution, by

the elimination of aseptic tissue reactions. These phenomena can

create prerequisites/premises for the decrease of inhibition, its

concentration in area cf injury, an improvement in the trophic system

of cerebral tissue. On this foundation for possibly considering that

this thid period corresponds to the second period of A. G.

Ivanov-Smolenskiy's classification.

In the fourth period of the classification of neuro-surgical

advice/council in brain tissue occurs the elimination of the

violations, which occurred in the precedirg/previous periods. If this

process proceeds without complications, then in the cerebral cortex

receive priority development the phenomena of compensation. With the

onset of epilepsy, and also when is formed rough scar, the formation

of compensative mechanisms is held up and can attack/advance

different disturbance of higher nervous activity.
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During the subsequent years ccntinue changes of the scar and

tissues in its periphery. This, sometimes extremely lasting period,

is designated, according to the classification, accepted at VII

session of keuro-surgical .idvice/council as "period of the distant

consequences". Clinically it can be characterized by the phenomena of

continuous or appearing through the prolonged period after injury

traumatic epilepsy and connected with it changes in the higher

nervous activity. It has the characteristic electrophysiological

expressions (see below).

METHODS OF THE RESEARCH OF THE FUNCTIONAL CONDITION OF THE CEREBRAL

CORTEX WITH THE COMBAT IEJURY OF BBAIN.

The objective methods of studying the functional condition of

higher nervous activity were little used in the period of the Great

Patriotic War. In this direction is carried out only individual

research.

A. A. Fadeyev utilized A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy's speech-motor

procedure during the study of the higher nervous activity of patients

with the late consequences of the injury of skull. The author

revealed/detected that for such patients have the expressed phenomena

of beyond the limits inhibition with distinct phase conditions.
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Page 376.

By the subsidiary method of the research whose basic

designation/purpose consists in obtaining of supplementary data to a

question about localization of the closed injury, is the

removal/taking electroencephalograms. For target the escablishment of

the place of the damage/defeat cf brain removes/takes "survey"

electroencephalogram.

Detection in any of the removals/diversions, i.e. in the

specific and restricted sector of skull, absence of bioelectric

phenomena indicates the presence of the place of damage/ afeat in the

appropriate zone of brain. About this car. testify i he decrease in the

restricted sector of alpha-rhythms.

Preferred localization of the injury Qf brain in one hemisphere

causes the appearance of asymmvtry of electrical activity of both

cerebral hemispheres. As a rule, and the bicelectric phenomena of the

more traumatized hemisphere prove to be less expressed (V. S.

Rusinov, N. V. Golikov etal.).

In the diagnosis of the injury of brain the singular value had

study of the reaction of cerebral electrical rhythms for external

stimulations. Under normal conditions the action of the external
l °
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irritant, for example, photic, causes the suppression of the

alpha-rhythms of electrcencephalogram. With the injury of brain,

depending on its degree, can be encountered the cases of reinforcing

of alpha-rhythms or even appearance the Flace of the available

rhythms of more frequent electrical oscillaticns/vibrations (M. N.

Livanov, I. S. Beritov et al,). The same character/nature is

distinctive the electrical reaction of brain, also, in response to

sonic stimulations with air contusion (G. V. Gershuni).

According to M. N. Livanov, the study of tie character/nature of

the reaction of electrical ceretral rhythms tc photic stimulaticn car

lighten the accomplishment of the mission of the establishment of

localization of injury. For this purpose is considered: 1) the value

of the irritant, necessary so that this reaction would arise; 2) the

latent period; 3) the character/nature of the reaction; 4) its

duration. During the comparison of the value of stimulation and

intensity of the response electrical reaction cf brain sometimes it

is possible to note the relations, which bear the character/nature of

paradoxical ones, i.e. for weak external stimulations occur

considerable changes in the electrical activity of cortex and vice

versa.

In the diagnosis of the damages/defeats cf brain the singular

value is given to the so-called slow rhythms, i.e. to the
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oscillations/vibrations cf electric potential 2-4-8 in 1 second

(delta-, theta wave). Slow waves usually are cbserved in area of

stricken area, but they can be spread also to considerable frcm it

distance.

Finally, among the special features/peculiarities of the

electroencephalograms cf those wcunded the brain one should indicate

the presence of rapid oscillations/vibrations. Rapid

oscillations/vibrations asynchronous, small amplitude, in the initial

periods of injury are stated/established in area of stricken area.

According to V. S. Rusinova, the existence of such waves is the

electrical expression of the available in area of injury steady

stimulation. A number ct the authors to a number of rapid waves of

electroencephalograms relates the so-called pins, or axon-like

joints. TLir intensity is great and comprises to 250 millionth

fractions/port-Ions of vclt with fexiod of approximately 1-2

thousandths of a second. They appear either as single

impilses/momenta/pulses cr scietimes in the fora cf group discharges.

whatever theoretical views to the origin of pins, according to S. A.

Chugunov, they always testify about the "continuous deep pathclogical

process in cortex and in the white substance cf brain".

Page 377.
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In the description cf the form of the oscillations/vibrations of

the electrical difference of potentials in the fcrm of pins a number

of the authors notes "ejections". They are great in amplitude,

exceeding pins in terms of the value of the difference of electric

potentials (to one hundredth or volt). The period of ejections is

more lasting - 0.2-0.3 seconds. Being detected the patients have with

the closed injury of skull, ejections testify about an improvement in

the excitability of cerebral substance and greatly frequently they

coincide with the advent of epileptic attacks/seizures/paroxysms. The

latter fact gives the known basis to designate these bioelectric

processes as epileptoid waves.

During the study of changes in the electroencephalogram with the

injury of brain was discovered the known sequence of the dynamics of

electroencephalogram with the course of wound. In this case is

emphasized the possibility to observe in initial period the

considerable of the variability of the picture of electrical

phenomena in brain. This is placed in communications, on one hand,

with an improvement in the course (decrease of edema, resorption of

hemorrhages, restoration/reducticn of circulation, etc.), and on tnh

other hand - with the possibility of complications. In particular,

with the meningoencephalites appear or are reinforced and 's received

greater dissemination slcw waves. With the cosplication of the injury

of brain of epilepsy at the side of wound appear high-voltage

IN

Jut
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potential differences, Fins ana some other forms of electrical

activity. With traumatic epilepsy electrical picture receives 1he

most specific features in the last stage of the course of wound. In

the immense majority of such cases is noted the presence of the

electroencephalographic changes, caracteristic for the organic

damage/defeat of brain, and also ejileptcid waves. The limitation of

these phenomena by the specific sectors of brain testifies in favor

of traumatic epilepsy.

There are indications that electroencephalographic research

gives of neurosurgeon foam supplementary data for deciding/solving a

question about process/cperation. in xhe cases of the successful

surgical treatment of traumatic epilepsy after certain time after the

carving of scar is observed the normalization of

electroencephalogram. The experiment/experience of the use of a

method of electroencephaiography showed the particular value cf th-

repeated recording of electroencephalograms in patient. It not only

more precisely formulates diagnosis, but also it makes it possible to

follow the dynamics of the course of the pathological process, and Co

also in proper time consider the offensive of complications.

In the late period of cerebral injuries is noted the

considerable staying power/persistency of the available in patient

changes. In data sequence these changes can be noted in patient long
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time, in spite of indisputable clinical recovery.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE USE OF GUARDIAN INHIBITION IN A

THERAPY OF THE COMBAT IAJURY OF -BAIN.

One of most importanz guestions of the therapy of the ccmbat

injury of brain is use with the therapeutic target of guardian

inhibition.

The protective and tnerapeutic role of the braking process was

discovered by 1. P. Pavlov. They showed that nerve "cell under the

effect of stimulation it is constant, although sometimes it is slow,

it approaches the march/passage into brking condition". During the

frequent repetition of the activity of irritant this march/passage

into braking condition can be accomplished very rapidly. The most

permanent condition of the onset of the traking process is the work

of nerve cell beyond tle limit ct its efficiency.

Page 378.

I. P. Parlov explained the values of this phenomenon. Defining

the nerve cell of the cerebral cortex as the education, which

possesses the "highest reactivity, and consequently, by rapid

functional destructibility, rapid enervation", it considered that
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"the advancing/attacking ... inhibition, without being auto fatigue,

is in the role of the guardian of cell, whc warns further excessive,

risky decomposition of this exceptional cell". Consequently, the

development of the braking process prevents fatigue, depleticn or

functional decompositicn of nerve cell. In this consists the guardian

role of the braking process, in particular, beyond the limits

inhibition.

However, under the effect of excessive cn their force irritants

nerve cell can prove tc be in the condition of the functional

decomposition of different degree of manifestation.

The manifestations of this "functional decomposition" can be

different, being detected both in the changes in the excitation and

the active internal inhikit.ion. In the relaticn to active inhibition

usually suffers the force of this process. Distinctly changes also

mobility of both processes, most frequently to the side of tendency

toward stagnancy. The inportant manifestation cf "functional

decomposition" is onset and fixation for more or less prolonged

periods of phase conditions,

The braking process, which arose in the cells of the cerebral

cortex, not only protects these cells frcm possible "functional

decomposition", but also facilitates the elimination of its
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manifestations when viclations already arose. Thus, inhibiticn

fulfills the guardian and nealing functicns, discovered by I. P.

Pavlov.

As is known, bi I. P. Pavlov it was propcsed to utilize an

inhibition with purpose cf the treatment of such conditions where tc

the nerve cells threaten the conseguences of the "difficult

destructive work". "We in laboratory now have a remarkable example,

as lasting inhibition returns tc weak crust cells tc certain pericd

capability for normal activity. There is the fcundations for

accepting, that, until perzorms the braking Frccess, crust cell

remains undamaged/uninjured deeply; for it is feasible the return tc

full/total/complete norm, it still can be set right from excessive

depletion, its pathological process is still reversed' (Vol. Il1, 2,

131, 1951).

I. P. Pavlov's this thou'ht completely justified itself in

clinic during the treatment of schizophrenia. After

revealing/detecting during the study of the pathogenesis of this

disease of the phenomena which cne ought not to have interpreted as

weakening crust cells, it considered that for them any stimulation
can be the harmful ones, which overstrain their efficiency. The

series/row of the syrptcas of this disease I. P. Pavlov treated as

the manifestation of such inhibition by means of which the cerebral
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cortex as if itself prctects from the possible violations of

functional condition. This gave cccasicn to propose and to utilize

with the therapy of schizophrenia artificial, with the aid of

pharmagological substances, reinforcing cf braking process. In

contrast to all other attempts ci this type 1. P. Pavlov decided to

utilize this method of treatment in such cases of schizophrenia wit

which occurred the phencmena of inhibition in the cerebral ccrtex,

i.e. organism to a certain degree already utilized an inhibition as

auto/self-guardian measure. For the first time the instructions of

P. Pavlov were realized by A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy, who organi-zedt
treatment of the patients with the narcotic mixture, which was bin

periodically introduced into the organism of patient and that

ensuring the prolonged sleep of patient - on 16-18 hours an a 2 ho

Period during 10-12 days.

Page 379.

It is completely logical that in the period of the Great

Patriotic War was made th attempt utilize a therapy by sleep in

wounded with the damage cf Drain. Higher than it was shown that th e

study of the pathogenesis of the combat injury cf brain on the

fourdation of I. P. Pavlovs physiological exercise made by dcubtless

a presence in the first and second period of the disease- of the

=distinctly expressed ptexomena of beyond the limits inhibition. This
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made with that completely substantiated the attempt to employ means,

amplifying inhibition. A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy recommends for the

treatment of the violaticns of higher nervous activity with

contusion-concussion syndrome the "wide application of sedative and

narcotic drugs". Yu. A. Povorinskiy recommends the treating of the

violations of the interrelations between the excitation and the

inhibition with the same phenomena by carotid guardian inhibition.

By itself is understandable that the therapy by sleep must be

applied in complex with all other measures. Their number, besides

surgical treatment, includes, especially in tl:e first period cf

disease, every possible limitation of the activity of any genus

extero- and interoceptive irritants.

Above has already been emphasized K. M. Bykov's instruction tc

the need for the creation of the favorable ccnditions of the trophic

system of cerebral tissue for its normal functioning. so/such

necessary is this for coursing the reduction processes under

conditions of the braking condition of crust cells. I. P. Pavlov

defined inhibition as the process which contributes to the

r'storation/reduction of the spent substance,.

However, so that this would occur, it is necessary to ensure the

possibility of the processes of assimilation in crust cells, i.e. the
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delivery to it of nutrients, the activity of the corresponding

enzymatic systems, etc. This is especially substantial with the

wounds of the skulls and brain, with which occur the violaticns of

blood circulation of brain, circulation cf tissue fluid/liquid and

liquor circulation. One cf the measures, which improve the trcphic

system of cerebral tissue, is designation/purFose such patient of

thiaminebromide, nicotinic acid, etc.

However, the excessively prolonged containment of inhibition in

the cerebral cortex, i.e. such, when the already limitedly

"stimulating" activity of injury, can impede recovery. In particular,

the long existing inhibition holds up the elimination of the

phenomena of surdimutism, the formation cf compensative mechanisms.

Therefort in accordance with the views to the pathogenesis of the

inju* of br,,in, develcped by A. G. Ivanov-Smolenskiy, it is

necessary to consider the basic task of the second period of

treatment the "cautious, gradual removal/taking of the phenomena of

stagnant excessive inert inhibition, in other words, the releasing

the brakes therapy".

A. R. Luriya also indicates the possibility of the considerable

compensation for the lost as a result of the injury of brain motor

and vocal functions.
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Always correctly thiowing light on questions of the pathcgenesis

of the corresponding viclaticns and questions of interrslaticns

within central nervous system, the author, however, the completion

correctly emphasize the role of doctors' active intervention during

reduction processes in the form of the "external organization of the

conduct" of patient.

Page 380.

The "releasing the brakes therapy", but to A. G.

Ivanov-Smolenskiy's exrression, encompasses the substance, excitant

of motor analyzer, psychotherapy, physiotherapy, that strengthens

overall treatment, etc.

There is great interest in zhe instructicn of A. G.

Ivanov-Smolenskiy by the possibility of using the increase in the

tone of motor analyzer, which is achieved by the substances of a

therapeutic-physical culture and can be applied even in

horizontal/lying patients. Relying on the propagation of the waves ofL

excitation, which appear in motor analyzer, to the area of a

speech-motor analyzer, the author sees in this reception/procedure

one of the substances of therapy of surdinutism.

However, attempts at the excessively early removal/taking of
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guardian inhibition are undesirable, since they can lead "to

appearance or reinforcing ot hysterical symptcmatology (convulsive

fits, astasia-abasia, etc.)" (A. G. Ivancv-Smclenskiy).

Any genus saarp actions, "stimulating the individual sections of

cortex, will only ven more reinforce the available inhibiticns in

the casualty areas of vocal and auditory projections thereby

involve/tighten treatment" (Yu. A. Povorinskiy).

The clinical data about favorable effect on the course of the

craniocerebral wounds of therapy by inhibiticn are found in ccmplete

agreement with the results of the corresponding experiments.

According to data of E. A. Asratyan, during the diverse violations of

the fonction of central nervous system in animals, including with the-

syndrome of a concussion-contusion of brain, use/application of

somniferous preparations gives good results. According to data this

author, is reduced the period of fallout or violation of functions,

is accelerated their restoration/reduction and compensation

violations, is improved the general conditicn of animal. However, the

degree of this favorable activity depends on a number of factors. In

particular, therapy by sleep is more effective with the injuries of

the head and less spinal cord; with the injuries of average/mean

severity the result is more favorable than with the injuries of heavy

ones. Dosage, property cf preparations, periods and duration of
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prescription - all this has its effect on the course of the

experimental injuries of central nervous system. Vital importance has

also localization, intensity and extensiveness of delivering injury.

By the author is emphasized the role of the substances, which have

effect on the trophic system of the tissues of brain (vitamins B, and

C).

Experiments E. A. Asratyan served as fcundation for his work and

of the colleagues in clinic of the craniocerebral wounds. The authors

were voiced against the use as method of excessively prolonged and

deep sleep. In this case "greatly soon is developed the overall

weakness of patients, appear the signs/criteria of

general/common/total toxicosis". in accordance with this E. A.

Asratyan recommends the utilizing of the dose, which causing the

onset of good, strong/firm sleep.

In preceding/previous volume4 on the technical reasons: 1) fell

out the surnare of the cc-author of chapter "discharge and protrusion

P
of brain" (page 425-431). One should read: ,professor I. S. Babchin

and professor Colonel MC Ye. m. margorin; 2) stole in misprint on

pages175 and 176; instead of the word "ammonium chloride" should be

read the "ammonium hydroxide".

I-ages 381-392.

so i
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